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(Katttilya.)

“
Anvik§iki (Logic) has ever been esteemed as the lamp of all

sciences, the resource of all actions and the shelter of all virtues.”

tng *r tpET!
ii

" Modern Logic is a veritable ocean whose water is saline and
which is unapproachable owing to the tumults and uproars of
the commentators. Is not then the water of that ocean capable
of being drunk ? Why not ? Intelligent people, like clouds, can
easily approach the ocean and drink its water pure and sweet.”





PREFACE

It pleased His Excellency the Earl of Ronaldshay, G.C.I.E.,

the Governor of Bengal, to utter these memorable words while

presiding at the Convocation of the Calcutta University in the year

1918 ‘^That an Indian student should pass through a course of

philosophy at an Indian University without ever hearing mention
of, shall I say, Sankara, the thinker who, perhaps, has carried

idealism further than any other thinker of any other age or country,

or of the subtleties of the Nyaya system which has been handed
down through immemorial ages, and is to-day the pride and glory

of the tols of Navadvipa, does, indeed, appear to me to be a profound

anomaly/^
Words like these coming from one who is himself a keen

and ardent student of Indian Philosophy and a scrupulous and

sympathetic ruler, came upon me, who have the good fortune to

belong to Navadvipa, “'with double sway’’ and supplied the ins-

piration which sustained me in this my humble attempt to

present a history of Indian Logic or Nyaya Dar§ana before

the English-knowing public.

It was my revered preceptors Mahamahopadhyaya Mohesh
Chandra Nyayaratna, C.I.E., Principal, vSanskrit College, Calcutta,

and Mahamahopadhyaya Jadunath Sarvabhauma of Navadvipa,
who (the first by his lecture on Bhamparicheda and Siddhdnia-

nmktavall, and the second by his lectures on Kusumdnjall and

Atma-tattva-viveka) first awakened in me an interest in the

study of Indian Logic. That was about the year 1892. Subse*

quently I read Modern Logic, viz. Tattvacintama'^i and ^abda-

iakti-prakdsika under Pandit Bamacharan NyEyaoharya and
Raghunatha ^iromani’s Dldhiti under Pandit Jibanath Misra, both

of Benares College.

I searched out and studied most of the books and manu-
scripts on the subject of Hindu Logic to be found in the Sanskrit

College Library and the Asiatic Society of Bengal and occasionaly

consulted works supplied by the Deccan College, Poona, and Benares

Sanskrit College. I thus put myself in the way of acquiring

some acquaintance with Indian Logic and from time to time

published several books and articles on Nyaya.
With regard to Jaina Logic, I derived valuable help from my

teacher, ^astra-vi§i.rada JainUcarya Vijayadharma Suri, Pandit

Indravijaya Upadhyaya and occasionally from Pandit Haragovind
Seth Nyayatirtha. I gathered Jaina books from various Jaina

Societies and Publishing Houses such as those at Benares,
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Azimganjj Arrali, Bhavnagar, etc. I also used a large number of
Jaina manuscripts, of the Asiatic Society of Bengal , Deccan College,
Poona, etc., besides those in the possession of the aforesaid Vene-
Table Vijayadharma Sun.

^

As regards Buddhistic Logic, I could not get much help from
Pali sources, because neither in the Buddhistic Scriptures intro-
duoed into Ceylon in 254 B.C. by Mahendra, son of Asoka, nor
in the Buddhistic books recorded in writing in S8 B.C. by
Vatta-gamini, is there any trace of a systematic culture of Nyaya.
Even during my visit to Ceylon in 1909 (Appendix K), 1 did
not come across in that island any evidence of Nyaya study.
On this subject I have derived materials to some extent from
Chinese, but mostly from Tibetan sources. Professor Kimura
occasionally helped me in dealing with Chinese materials. Con-
cerning the Tibetan sources almost all the materials were derived
from Bstan-hgyur some volumes whereof were lent to me by the
India office through the courtesy of Dr. F. W. Thomas. Through
the kindness of Lord Curzon, the then Viceroy of India, I was
enabled to retain temporarily for my use some other volumes of

Bstan-hgyut brought down from Gyantse during the Tibet Mission
of 1904. To secure further materials bearing on the subject of
Buddhistic Logic I visited Labrang and Pamyangohi monasteries
in June 1907 and October 1908, respectively (Appendices I and J),
and came across a world of facts for observation and comment.
Since the opening of increased intercourse between India and
Tibet consequent upon the Tashi Lama’s visit to India in 1905
(of which an account is^given in Appendix H), batches of Tibetan
traders have been pouring into India and from them four copies
of

,
Bstan-kgyur have been obtained since 1911, of which one is

with me, one in the Asiatic Society, Calcutta, one (a fragmentary
copy) in the Sahitya-Parishad Library, and one in the Calcutta
University Library.

In regard to the chapters on modern Logic I occasionally
consulted some scholars among wfiom Mahamahopadhyaya
Pramatha Nath Tarkabhusana, Mahamahopo^ihyaya Gurucharan
Tarka-dariana-tlrtha, Mahamahopadhyaya Lakshman S§>8tri,

Mahamahopi,dhyaya Vindhyeswari and Pandit JaminiNath Tarka-
vigi§a may be gratefully mentioned.

My thanks are due to Hon’ble Mr W. W. Hornell, Director
of Public Instruction, Bengal, who very kindly looked through
the first batch of^ manuscripts and made many suggestions which
have stood me in great stead in preparing the volume. I am also
grateful to Rev. A. Johnstone, M.A., Principal, C.M.S. College,
for having revised manuscripts as well as the proofs of the portion
dealing with ancient Logic. Mr. P. J. Monahab, I.C.S., Commis-
sioner, Presidency Division, looked through a few galleysAnd when
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he left for England, the work of revision was very kindly under-

taken by Dr. W, S.IJrquhart, of the Scottish Churches College, to

whom I offer my thanks. My special thanks are dne to Dr.

H. Stephen oi the Calcutta University for the interest and thorough-

ness with which he examined all the proofs of the present volume.

The book however could not have seen the light nor assumed
its present form were it not for help of various kinds received

from that Macenas of letters—I mean the Hon’ble Justice Sir

Asutosh Mukherji, Sarasvati, whose name is inseparably asso-

ciated with every form of educational work in Bengal^ who has

spent the best years of his life in effecting various improvements
m the status of the Calcutta University and who above anything

else is the typical man of action—a great Karmayogin—unswerv-

ing in his aim and fixity of purpose, selfless in his devotion to work,

pursuing it through life regardless of malediction or benediction,

praise or blame.

Calcutta,
21st Afnl^ 1920.

Satis Chaestdra Vidyabhusaha.

The late Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Satis Chandra Vidya-

bhusana had seen this book through up to p. 384. After his rather

sudden death the w^ork of seeing the remainder of the book
through the press, was entirely left to me. I am, therefore, entirely

responsible for any defects to be found in those pages. I have been

helped, however, very materially by Dr. W. S. Urquhart and by
Pandit Pasupati Nath vSastri, M A., to both of whom I have to

express my thanks. The Index has been prepared by my old

pupil Prof. Surendranath Bhattacarya, M.A., of the Behar Na-
tional College and for the Tibetan Index I have to thank Mr.

lohan Van Manen, Librarian, Imperial Library, Calcutta.

I am well aware of my unfitness to undertake such a task

requiring years of patient study. But I was tempted to do so,

among other reasons, on account of the feeling of esteem and
regard which I always entertained for my late friend, and I look

upon this slight service to his memory as going a little way
towards repaying the many kindnesses he had always shown to

me ever since I first knew him

Calcutta, L J. S. Taeaporbwala.
December, 1920
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My object in this volume is to write the history of what is

called Nydya, one of the six schools into which orthodox philo-

sophy iii India is divided. The word ‘ logic,’ although it is in

common parlance held synonymous with Indian Nyaya, is not
exactly identical with it. Logic covers some of the subjects of

Nyaya as well as Vai§esika and is not co-extensive with either.

Indian Logic has been differently defined in different ages but
the definition generally accepted is the science which ascertains

valid knowledge either*by means of the six senses or by means of

the five members of the syllogism ; in other words^ perception and
inference are the subject-matter of Logic

In my anxiety to assign a proper place to Jaina and Buddhis-

tic Logic, which played no inconsiderable part in the development
of the science of reasoning in India^ I have made a departure from
the time-honoured classification of Indian Logic into Ancient and
Modern and have added an intermediate stage—thus dividing it into

three periods. Ancient (650 B.C.— 100 A.D.
),
Medieval (up to 1200

A.D.) and Modern (from 900 A.D.). The standard texts for each

of these periods were Nyaya-Sutra by Aksapada, Pramana-
samuccaya by Dignaga and Tattva-ci^tamai^i by Gahgesa Upa-
dhyaya respectively. The wide popularity of these works is evi-

denced by the large numbers of commentaries that have been
written upon them, as mentioned below :

—

The Ancient School of Indian Logic.

Text.

L Nyaya-sutra by Aksapada Gautama.

Commentaries.

2. Nyaya-bhasya by Vatsyayana.

3. Nyiya-virtika by Udyotakara,
4. Nyiya-v5rtika-tatparya-tika by Vacaspati Misra.

5. Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-tika-parisuddhi by Udayanacarya.
6. Nyaya-nibandha-prakasa by Vardhamtoa.
7. Nyayilahkara by Srikantha.

8. Nyaya-vrtti by Abhayatilaka Upadhyaya.
9. Nyaya-sutroddhira by Vacaspati Misra.

10,

Nyaya-rahasya by Ramabhadra.
IL Nyiya-siddMnta-mala by Jayrama.
12. Nyayursutm-vrtti by Visvanatha Siddhintipaicanana.

13. Nyaya-samksepa by Govinda Sauna.
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Thb Mbbijeval School of Indian LogiCo

Text.

1 . Pramana-samuccaya by Dignaga.

Commentaries.

2. Pramana-samnccaya-vftti by Dignaga.
3. Pramana-vartika-karika by Dharmakirti
4. Pramana-vartika-vrtti by Dharmakirti.
5. Pramana-vartika-panjika by Devendrabodhi.
6. .Pramana-vartika-panjika-tika by ^akyabodhi.
7. I^ramana-vartika-vrtti b^'' Ravi Gupta.
8 PrarnSna-samuccaya-tlka (Visalamalavatl-nama) hy Jinendra-

bodhi.

9. Pramaiia-vartikalahkara by Prajhakara Gupta.
10. Pramana-vartikalahkara-tika by Jina
11. Pramana-vartikalankara by Yamari.
12 Pramana-vartika-tika by Saiikarananda

.

The Modern School of Indian Logic

Text.

1 Tattva-eintamani by Gahgesa.

Commentaries.

2. Tattva-cintamani-prakasa by Vardhamana Upadhyaya.
3 Tattva-cintamani-aioka by Paksadhara Misra.

4. Tattva-cintamani-prakasa by Rucidatta.

5. Tattva-cintamani-mayukha by Sankara Misra.

6. Anumana-khanda-tlka by Vacaspati Misra.

7. Tattva-cintamani-prakasa by Haridasa Nyayalahkara,
8. Tattva-cintamani-didhiti by Raghunatha Siromani.
9. Mani-vyakhya by Kanada Tarkavagisa.

10. Tattva-cintamani-rahasya by Mathuranatha.
11. Tatva-cintamani-didhiti prasarini by Krsnadasa Sarvabhauma.
12. Tattva-cintamani-mayukha by Jagadlsa Tarkalahkara.
13. Tattva-cinfeamani-tika by Bhavananda Siddhantavagisa,
14. Tattva-cintamani-tika by Harirama Tarkavagisa.
15 Tattva-cintamani-gudhartha-dipika by Raghudeva Nyaya-

Jahkara.

16. Tattva-eintamani-vyakhya by Gadadhara Bhattacarya.

Suh'^Commentaries

.

17. Aloka-darpana by Mahesa Thakkura.
18. Tattva-cintamani-aloka-parisista by Devanatha Thakura.
1 9. Tattva-cintamani-aloka-kantakoddhara by Madhusudana

Thakkura.
20i. Tattva-cintamani-aloka-irahasya by Mathuranatha Tarka-

vagl^
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21. Bldhiti-rabasja by MafcMranatha Tarkavagisa.

22. Tattva-cintamani-dldhiti-prasarin! by Krsnadasa Sarva-
bbauma

23. Anumanaloka-prasarini on Paksadbara by Krsnadasa
24. Sabdaloka-viveka by Guntoanda Vidyavagisa.

25. Bldbiti-tika by Eamabbadra Sarvabbauma.
26. Tattva-cmtamani-didbiti-prakasika by JagadlsaTarkalaftkara.

27. Tattva-cintamani-didhiti-gudhartba-vidyotana by Jayarama
Nyayapancanana.

28. Tattva-cintamani-didhiti-prakasika by Bhavanarsda Sid-

dhfetavagisa.
29. Tatt%^a‘eintamani-didhiti“parlksa by RudraNyayavacaspati.
30. Didbiti-tika by Ragbndeva Nyaya^ankara.
31. Tattva-cintamani-didbiti-prakasik by Gadadbara.
32. Tattva-cintamani-didbiti-tika by Ramarudra Tarkavagisa.

Glosses

33. Tattva kalisankarl-patrika by Kailsankara,

34. Tattva candti-patrika by Candra Narayana.
35. Tattva- raudri-patrika by Rudra Narayana, etc.

Of all the nations of the world the Hindus and the Greeks

appear to have developed systems of logic to a large extent in-

dependently of each other. Hindu Logic in its rudimentary stage

can be traced as early as the 6th century before Christ. Greek

Logic assumed a definite form in the fourth century B.C. though

its germs can be tiaced a little earlier in the controversies of the

Sophists and Socrates^ But so far as the five-limbed syllogism

of Hindu Logic is concerned the Hindu logician may have been

indebted some way or other to the Greeks. While the syllogism

was definitely formulated as a logical doctrine by Aristotle in

his Rhetoric, Prior Analytics and Posterior Analytics in the

4th century B.C., the Hindu logician shows but a vague concep-

tion of it as late as the 1st century B.C. It is not inconceivable

that the knowledge of Aristotle’s logic found its way through

Alexandria, Syria and other countries into Taxila {vide Appen-
dix A). This is rightly corroborated by the Hindu tradition

that Ni^rada who visited Alexandria (Svetadvipa) and became an
expert in the handling of the five limbed syllogism. So simple

is syllogistic structure that it does not seem to require any theory

of gradual development to explain its growth. And Aristotle might
have conceived the idea of syllogistic form into which all reason-

ing could be put as a complete whole.

I am inclined, therefore, to think that the syllogism did not

actually evolve in Indian Logic out of inference, and that the

Hindu logician owed the idea of syllogism to the influence, of Aris-

totle {vide Appendix B). To me it is one of the most import^ht en-

quiries in the history of Indian Logic to ascertain at what stage the
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doctrine of inference^ which was an indigenous growth, was happily

amalgamated with the borrowed art of syllogism into a common
structure of logical thought. The Buddhist work Kathavatthu
furnishes several logical terms, e.g. npanayana, nigamana, etc., of

syllogistic reasoning. But we find not a 'single instance where
these terms have been methodically combined so as to form a

syllogism proper. An attempt has been made to discuss the point

at issue in the Appendix B, and I leave it to the reader to take

my views for what they are worth.

Ancient logic was called Anvlhsikl^ or the science of debate,

but with the introduction of syllogism or proper reasoning it

came to be called IsTyaya from the 1st century A.D. The Nyaya-
Sastra in its earliest age flourished in Mithiia with Gotama but it

attained its high development in Prabhasa with Aksapada.
The mediaeval logic from the 4th century A.D. was called Pramana
Sastra, inasmuch as it dealt with pramana

,

the means of valid

knowledge, i.e. perception and inference. IJjjaini in Malwa and
Valabhi in Gujarat were the scenes of activity of the Jaina logi-

cians of the tovetambara sect. The Digambaras flourished prin-

cipally in Pataliputra and Dravida (including Karni-ta) about
the 8th century A.D Buddhist logicians flourished in universities

such as Kancipura Nalanda (vide Appendix C), Odantapurl, Sri-

dhanya-kataka, Ka^mira and Vikrama^ila {vide Appendix E).

In Bengal Buddhist Logic attained its highest development during
the reigns of the kings of the Pal dynasty (vide Appendix D).

Modern Logic commenced from the 10th century A.D. and was, in

its first stage, called Praharar^^a or the Manual of Logic, but
real life began from the 13th century A.D., since when it has
been called Tarka-^astra or the science of Dialectics. It flour-

ished in the University of Mithiia [vide Appendix P) during
I3th. i4th and i5th centuries, and afterwards that of Nadia
{vide Appendix G) became its stronghold from the 16th century
onwards.

Calcutta,
2Ui Aprils 1920,

Satis Chandra Vidyabhusan



FOREWORD.

Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Satischandra Vidyabhushan came of

a respectable Brahmana family of Faridpore. He was the third

son of the well-known Pandit Pitambar Vidyavag!§a and was born

on the 30th July, 1870, in the village of Khalkula in Faridpore.

Satischandra was an infant four years old when he lost his

father. The family was large and yet had no earning member

;

and the eldest son Biswamber Jyoti§arnava who was then only

sixteen maintained the family under circumstances of great

difficulty.

Satischandra first went to the village school at the early age

of five and rapidly made his mark amongst his fellow students

He stood first in the Minor Vernacular Examination from his

Division and secured a scholarship which enabled him to proceed

to Navadvip and take admission into the Hindu School. He
passed the Entrance Examination of the Calcutta University in

1888, and obtained a scholarship which helped him to come to

Calcutta and take his admission into the City College. In due
course he passed the F.A Examination and then migrated to the

Krishnagar College. He took his B.A. degree with Honours in

Sanskrit in 1892, and in the following year passed the M.A.
Examination in Sanskrit from the Calcutta Sanskrit College.

Meanwhile he had distinguished himself at the Sanskrit Examina-
tion held by the Vidagdha Jananl Sabha of Navadwip and had
obtained the title of Vidyahhnsana, It may be mentioned here

that while still an undergraduate student in the City College

he had married in 1889 the youngest daughter of Babu Gangadhar
Acharyya, the first Principal of the Midnapore College.

In 1893, shortly after Satischandra had passed the M.A.
Examination in Sanskrit, he settled at Krishnagar as Professor of

Sanskrit in the local college. Here he had special opportunity

to study Sanskrit Kavya from Mahamahopadhyaya Ajitnath

Nyayaratna and Sanskrit Nyaya from Mahamahopadhyaya Jadu-

nath Sarvabhauma, each the recognised authority on his special

subject. Some years later his services were lent by the Government
of Bengal to the Buddhist Text Society under whose auspices he

edited a number of useful Pali Texts and published several

original papers which attracted the attention of scholars in

Europe and America* About this time he came into contact

with Eai Saratchandra Das, Bahadur, CJ.E., the distinguished

Tibetan Explorer at whose request his services were again lent by
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the Government for three years to assist in the preparation

of a Tibetan-English Dictionary. He was in Darjeeling for

this purpose from 1897-1900 and utilised the opportunity to

acquire a thorough mastery over the Tibetan language with
the help of the celebrated Lama Funchliog Wangdan of Lhasa,
then resident at Darjeeling. In December, 1900, Satischandra
cam© to Calcutta as a Professor in the Sanskrit College. At about
this period he acquired a thorough knowledge of Pali from
Sramanas of Ceylon and Burma. In November, 1901, he appeared
a second time at the M.A. Examination of the Calcutta University

and chose Pali as his special subject. The University authorities

were placed in a difficulty to find a suitable examiner. Ultimately
Mr. C. H, TawnejT’ and Prof. E. B. Cowell who had for many
years been connected with the University arranged with Professor

T. W. Rhys Davids to conduct the examination. Satischandra
achieved high distinction and his attainments were specially

praised by the distinguished examiner. In March, 1902, he was
transferred to the Presidency College as Professor of Sanskrit.

In December, 1905, the Tashi Lama came to India in order to

visit the places sacred to Buddhists. Satischandra was deputed
by the Government to accompany him, to act as Interpreter and
to explain to him the histories and customs at the old Buddhist
holy places. The Tashi Lama was highly pleased and presented
Satischandra with a Khatag {silken upper garment) in token of high
regard. On the ist January, 1906, the Governor-General bestowed
upon him the coveted title of Mahamahopadhyaya. In 1907, on
my nomination. Lord Minto, then Chancellor of the Calcutta
University appointed him an Ordinary Fellow. At the same time
he became a Fellow of the Asiatic Society of Bengal and Joint
Philological Secretary., In 1908, the University conferred on him
the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy and awarded him the Griffith

Prize for original research. About this time the question of

Principalship of the Sanskrit College had come under the
consideration of the Government of Bengal and the si^estion
had been put forward that a European scholar should be appointed.
The Lieutenant-Governor felt doubtful as to the advisability of

such a step and discussed the matter with me as Vice-Chancellor
of the University. I expressed my emphatic disapproval of

the course proposed and expressed the opinion that Dr.
Satischandra Vidyabhushan would be found admirably qualified
for the Principalship if he were offered facilities for further
training. This view prevailed and during 1909 and 1910 Satis-
chandra was placed on deputation. In June 1909, went to
Ceylon and studied for six months with the venerable High
Priest Sumangala, Principal of the Vidyodaya College at Colombo.
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Tlie first six months of the year 1910 he spent at Benares where,

nnder the guidance of Dr. A. Venis, then Principal of the Queen's
College, he studied under Subrahmanya Sastri, Bhagavataeharyya,
Sibakumar Sastri, Jibanath Jha and Bamacharan Nyayacharyya.
After his return to Calcutta from Benares he studied for six

months under the guidance of Dr. George Thibaut and acquired

a good working knowledge of French and German. On the 1st

December, 1910, he assumed charge of the Principalship of the

Sanskrit College. In 1912 and 1916, he passed with great

distinction the Preliminary and Final Examinations in Tibetan
held by the Government, and carried off the sanctioned prizes on
both occasions. He also acted as Lecturer on Pali and Tibetan

in the University. His fame as a profound scholar of versatile

attainments had rapidly spread and he was eagerly sought after

in literary conferences. In 1913, he was the first President of the

All India Digambar Jain Conference held at Benares. In 1914,

he was President of the All India Svetambar Jain Conference held

at Jodhpur and of the All India Sanskrit Conference held at

Hardwar. In 1916, he was President of the Bengal Literary

Conference held at Jessore, and of the District Literary Conference

at Krishnagar. In 1919, he was a Vice-President of the First

Oriental Conference held at Poona and President of the section

on Pali and Buddhism. During all this period he worked
strenuously as a scholar, and the value of his contributions to

Sanskrit, Pali and Tibetan studies cannot be easily appraised by
a single individual. In the University itself he was a leading figure,

and from 1912, acted ^as a Member of the Syndicate. His services

were Invaluable in reorganising Sanskrit studies of the indigenous

type and his work as Secretary to the Sanskrit Board and the

Sanskrit Association founded by the Government will be gratefully

remembered by Pandits of the present generation all over this

Presidency. There can be little-doubt that he overworked himself,

and in 1919 the first signs of failing health were indicated by a

mild stroke of paralysis. Friends and weii-wishers implored him
to spare himself, but he was deaf to their entreaties, for as he

used to say, it is better to die than to remain invalid. Two other

mild attacks followed and the recovery was slow and gradual.

At last on the 2dth April, 1920, he passed away as the result of a

sudden attack of apoplexy.

The publication of the present volume has a melancholy

interest for me. In 1901 I had come across a monograph on

Hindu Logic as preserved in China and Japan*' by Sadajiro

Sugiura who had offered it as a dissertation for , the Degree

of Doctor of Philosophy at the University of Pennsylvania.

The work seemed to me of fascinating interest as opening up a
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new field of investigation Ml of untold possibilities. I suggested
to Satischandra who at the time was engaged in the study o|

Tibetan that he should undertake to explore the materials

available from Tibetan sources. The substance of his first researches

in this direction was embodied in his thesis on ‘
‘ Mediaeval School

of Indian Logic ’’ which brought him the Degree of Doctor of

Philosophy and the Griffith Prize. He was however not content
with this preliminary survey and continued steadily to collect

fresh materials. The present volume was the result. At his

request I read through more than half of the work before it

was finally printed off and this made me realise the true value of

what he had accomplished. Professor Taraporewala has with

-loving care seen through the press all that had not been printed

when Satischandra passed away.
A list of his many and varied writings (complete as far as it

has been possible to make it) has been compiled by several people

and is herewith appended.

ASUTOSH MOOKEEJEE.



A LIST OP THE WRITINGS CP THE LATE MAHlMAHO-
PlDHYlYA DR, SATISCHANDRA VIDYABHUSHAN.'

A. Works, original or edited.

1. AvadaBa Kaipalata: a Collection of Xiegendary Stories about the Bodhi-
sattvas^, by Ksemendra, with its Tibetan version by Souton Loehava and
Laksmikara, Edited from a xylograph of Lhasa and Sanskrit MS. of
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A HISTORY
OF

INDIAN LOGIC.

PART I.

THE ANCIENT SCHOOL OF INDIAN LOOIC

SECTION I.

Anviksiki—the Science of Inquiry (650 b.c —100 a.d.).

CHAPTER I.

The growth of Auviksiki into an Art of Debate.

1. The Early Literature of India
(circa 1500 B.C.—600 B.C.).

The Brahmanas maintain that their religion is eternal (earn-

tana). It is based on scriptures which are said also to be eternal

but revealed in different cycles of time to seers or sages called Rais.

These scriptures are called the Vedas which comprise the Samhitas

The Vedas
(Hymns) and the Brahmanas (Rituals, etc,)*

The Vedas are regarded even by modern
scholars, who do not admit the perpetuity of their existence, to

be the oldest records not only of India but of the whole Aryan
world. The Samhita of the Rgveda which is the oldest part of

the Veda is said by them to have come down to us from about

1500 B.C., while the Brahmanas such as the Aitareya, KauMtaki,
etc., are supposed to have belonged to a period between 900 B.C.

and 600 B.C. The Aranyakas (Forest-treatises), which are theo-

Sophie in character, form the closing section of the Brahmanas.
The Upanisads which deal mainly with metaphysical questions are

included in the Aranyakas and are as such older than 600 B»C,^

I Compare MacdoiielFs History of Sanskrit Literature,*’ p. 47; and my
Grimm’s Phonetic Law of the Indo-Buropean Languages.”
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2. Problems op the Vedas
(CIRCA 1500 B.C.— 600 B.C.).

From the standpoint of subject-matter the Vedas (composed

between 1500 B.C. and COO B.C.) m’ay be
Prayer, Rituals and divided into three sections (kandas), viz.
news ge.

Mpasana (Prayer), iarmci ( Rituals) and filarea

(Knowledge) Under upasana come the Saihhitas which embody
expressions of wonder and awe at the Powers of Nature such as

Light, Darkness, Wind, Water, Rain, etc The Brahmanas which

treat mainly of the sacrificial rites come under the head karma.

The jilamt-kanda as represented by the Aranyakas is concerned

mainly with the nature of soul and its destiny.

3. Development of the Conception of Sottl

(900 B.C.—600 B.C ).

As already suggested, the Brahmanas hold that the doctrine

of the soul and its destiny propounded in the Aranyakas (Upani-

sads) has existed in India from the beginning of time. Their view,

which seeks to place the Brahman ic religion on a firm basis un-

shaken by the influences of time, does not however find favour

with modern scholars according to whom all human civiliza-

tions, including even the civilizations of the Indian people, grew

up by a process of evolution The concep-
Bvolution m the Doc ggQj destiny, like every

trine o ou
. thing else, has undergone stages of develop-

ment in the course of ages. These stages may be clearly seen if we
examine the doctrine of the soul as given in the Samhitas, Brah-

manas and Upanisads.

The Samhitas of the Rg-veda ’ and Atharva-veda - tell us

that when a person dies his spirit (called
Spirit in the Vedas.

pra'Q.a, breath, asu, breathing, or manali,

intelligence, characterised as ajo hhago, the unborn part), which

leaves behind on earth all that is uncomfortable, is conveyed by
the messenger of Yama (the Lord of Death) to the world of his

forefathers where it obtains a delectable abode and enters upon

a perfect life which will never cease.

The ^atapatha Brahmana® and other later vedic works, which

Soul in the Satapatha- mention the soul as atman lay much stress

BrShmaiia. On its good work Called dharma (righteous-

1 Rg-veda SariahitS ix 113, 9, 11 ; x. U, 8-10; x. 15, 14; and x. 16, 2, 5.

2 Atharva veda saiiihitS xviii. 2, 27. Vide also Muir’s Sanskrit Texts, Vol. V

,

pp. 300-335.
.

3 fiatapatha Brshmaps vi. 2. 2, 27 ; x. 6, 3, 1; xi. 7, 2, 23. Vide Muirs
Sanskrit Texts » VoL V, pp, 300-335,
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ness) which is described as the strength of strengths [hoatrasya

ksatram)} According to them all persons are after death reborn
into another world w'here they enjoy pleasures or suffer pains
according to their good or evil deeds.

The upanisads offer a subtle treatment of the soul distinguish-

Soul m the Upamsads
^ng fatefully between (knowledge)
and karma (work) Accord,ng to the Chan-

dogya^ and the Brhadaranyaka® a person who has acquired know-
ledge proceeds after death through the path of gods {deva-ydna) to

the region of Brahma whence he does not return
;
while a person

who has merely done useful work passing through the path of

his forefathers (pitr-ydna) reaches the moon whence he, after the
exhaustion of his merits, comes back to this world

;
and a person

who has neither acquired knowledge nor has done any useful work
traverses a third path—the path of transmigration (samsdra )

—

which leads him to continual births and deaths

The third path is more fully expounded in the Kathopanisad ^

which gives a clear exposition of the nature
Kathopa- ^he soul Called atman. The soul is des-

cribed as being distinct from the body.
It is not born, it does not die, it sprang from nothing and nothing
sprang from it. It is eternal and everlasting and is not killed

though the body is killed The wise man who knows the soul as

bodiless within the body, as unchanging among changing things,

as great and omnipresent, never grieves. The soul is comparable
to a person who moves in a chariot, the body is the chariot, the

intellect the charioteer, the mind the reins, the senses are the
horses and the surrounding objects their spheres of operation.

The soul is called the enjoyer when it is in union with the body,
the mind and the senses. Fools run after outward pleasures and
fall into the snare of death, but wise men cognizant of the im-
perishable natirre of the soul never hanker after unstable things

which give rise only to sufferings. As to the destiny of the soul

after death, the Kathopanisad says that some souls enter the

womb to have bodies as organic beings, while others go into

inorganic matter according to their work and knowledge. Such
transmigration continues until all desires that dwell in the heart

cease. Then the mortal becomes immortal and attains Brah-
man.

j ^ l wnf[ HX ^rtfw (BrbadSranyaka 10-14).

® Chandogyopamsad 4-15, 5, 16; 5-10-3; 5-10-8.
3 Byhadiranyakopamsad 4-4-5 ; 6-2-15, and 16.

^ Kathopanisad 1-1-20; l-2-IS, 19; 1-2-22; 1-3-3, 4; 2-1-4; 2-5-6, 7; and
2-6-14, 15. Vide also Max MdUer’s translation o£ th© Kathopanisadnn th© S.B.B.
series.
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4. Aimmidya—the Science of Soul

(ciECA 900 B.C.—600 B.C.).

The Upanisads (composed between 900 B.C. and 600 B.C.)

wMoh dealt with the soul and its destiny constituted a very im-

portant branch of study called Atma-vidyd, the science of soul,

Adhyatma-vidyd, the spiritual sciepce . or Brakma-vidyd, the Divine

Science, which is the foundation of all other sciences. In the pre-

vious paragraph there has been given some idea of the nature of

the soul—a concrete substance—^as it was understood in the ages

of the Upanisads as well as in those of the Samhitas and Brab-

maiias. In the ages of the Upanisads there arose another idea

—

an abstract conception—regarding the soul
^^Two ideas regarding the developed pari passu with the first

idea. Thus in the Satapatha Brahmana/
Brhadaranyakopanisad,* etc., we find that dtmd^ which referred

not only to the human soul but to the soul of other objects as well,

signified the essence of an object as distinguished from its outward
form, and as such was often designated as Brahman the pervading
essence, that is, the essence which permeated the object in all its

forms and changes. This second idea of the soul, which gave birth

to the Vedanta system of philosophy, began to exercise consider-

able influence on the first idea which was supported in other sys-

tems of philosophy, and a compromise between the two ideas was
effected when the soul belonging to our practical condition {vyd~

vahdriha daid) was stated to be of the first description while the

soul belonging to our transcendental condition {pdramdrthika da§d)

was stated to be of the second description.

5. Anvlhaikt—which includes a theory of reasons
(circa 650 B.C.— 100 B.C.).

Atma-vidyd was at a later stage called Anvlksikl^ the science

of inquiry. Manu^ uses AnvIksikI as an equivalent for Ibtma-

I datapafeha BrShinana 10-3- 1 (Weber’s edition).

a BfbadAranyakopamsad (3rd chapter, 7th Brahmana) , Mu^tokopani^ad , i 1,1,

Bhagavadgita 10-32.

^9^ -

nwirawT 'iTurmit

srmH'WtW It (Manu Samhita 7—43).

KSmandaka too in his NitisSra writes :

—

II
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vidya, and his followers, the Manavas, describe it—evidently

considering it sjrnonymous with the Upanisad—as a branch of the

Vedas, Anviksiki while comprising the entire function of Atma-

vidya was in fact different from it, and consequently from the

Upanisad too. Kautilya® (about 327 B.C.) recognized Anviksiki

as a distinct branch of study over and above the three, viz, Traifi

The distinction be- Ved^), VaHia (Commerce) and Danda-
tween. Anviksiki and nlti (Polity) enumerated in the^school of
AtmarvidyS. Manu. The distinction between Atma-vidya

and Anviksiki lay in this, that while the former embodied certain

dogmatic assertions about the nature of the soul, the latter con-

tained reasons supporting those assertions. Anviksiki dealt in

fact with two subjects, viz atma, soul, and hetu, theory of reasons.

Vatsyayana ^ observes that Anviksiki without the theory of reasons

would have like the Upanisad been a mere dima-vidyU or adhyatma*

vidyd. It is the theory of reasons"which distinguished it from the

same. The Sambhya, Yoga and Lokayata, in so far as they

treated of reasons affirming or denying the existence of soul, were

included by Kautilya in the Anviksiki.'*' The formation of Anvi-

ksibi must have commenced in the period of the Upanisad in which

some of its teofinioal terms were forestalled, but it did not take

any definite shapes until about 650 B.O. when it was recognized

as a distinct branch of learning.

6, Anviksiki bikuboates into Philosophy and Logic

(about 650 B.C.).

Anviksiki, as previously pointed out, treated of two subjects,

viz. the soul and the theorv of reasons. In
The theory of soul aod cohcerned With the

thatofreasonmg..
Inriksiki was developed into Phflo-

sophy called Dar^ana ‘
; and in so far as it dealt largely with the

1 nmr: i i

(ArfchaSastra of Kautilya, 1—2, p. 6, Sham SSstri’s edition).

(Arfcha4Sstra of Kaotilya, 1-2, p. 6).

» tiw*rT!

wpfrfwssll sfraPndT I irem wir v^nsn: i

vrif (NySyabhSaya, I-l-l).

'W'nffTW (ArthaSSstra of Kautilya, 1-2, p. C).

B In Sanskrit ^k•f, in PSH in Prakrta and in Tibetan ft! (
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theory of reasons i^was developed into Logic called pre-eminently
Anvlksihl or Anvihsihl far excellence. This bifurcation of

Anviksiki into Philosophy and Logic commenced with the very
formation of the science but specially about 550 B C. when Medha-
tithi Gautama expounded the logical side of the Anviksiki The
Anviksik! continued however for many centuries to be used in the
general sense of a science which embraced both the subjects of

Philosophy and Logic.

7. Anviksiki in its philosophical aspect called
BarSana.

As already observed, Anviksiki treating of the soul was called

Darsana (philosophy). “Dar§ana’’ liter-

signifies seeing : it is in fact the science

which enables us to see our soul. The
Brhadaranyakopanisad ‘ says that the soul is verily to be seen,”
and the Yajnavalkya-samhita* declares that ‘‘ the highest virtue
consists in seeing the soul through meditation ” In the Mundak-
opanisad^ we find that “ when the soul is seen, the knot of the heart
is untied, all doubts are dispelled and all act-forces are exhausted.”
It was about the first century B.C. that the Anviksiki dealing
with the soul was replaced by the word ‘‘Darsana.” The Sam-
khya, Yoga and Lokayata which were incorporated in Anviksiki
were designated as Darsana or branches of philosophy. The word
Dar§ana in this special sense occurs in the Mahabharata/ Bhaga-
vata Purana,^ ISTyaya-bhi-sya,^ Vedanta-bhasya,'^ etc.

^ (Brhadaranyakopanisad, li, 4-6).

(ysjfiavalkya-saihhita, book i, verse 8).

»r%5r ’TO’ft M (Muadakopani^d, ii, 2-8).

3# ^ ^lirw i

snnif *r wIj h (Mahabharata, Ssntiparva, 110-46).

® *iT«rer ^ninfireT i

(Bhagavataporina, 8-14-10).

<l|*f irg
I (NySya-bhasya, 3-2-35).

’ Sankararbhisya on the Vedanta sutra 2-2-1

.
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8. Various names for Anviksiki in its logical aspect
(from 650 B.C. onwards).

As already observed, Anviksiki dealing with the theory __of

reasons was developed into Logic designated specially as the A 71-

viTcsihl—or Anviksihi par excellence. We find the term Anviksiki *

The Anviksiki. special sense of Logic in the

Manusamhita,^ Gantama-dharma-stitra,®
Ramayana,* Mahabharata,^ etc. In about 327 B.C. Kantilya'^,

characterised the Anviksiki (evidently Logic) as a highly useful

science which furnished people with reasons for the estimation of

their strength and weakness, kept their intellect unperturbed in

prosperity and adversity, and infused into their intelligence, speech
and action, subtlety and power.

The Anviksiki, in virtue of the theory of reasons predominat-

Hetu-5astra
called Hetu-sastra or HetU’-vidya,'^

the science of reasoning, as is evident from
the Manusamhita,^ Mahabharata,® etc

It was also called Tarka-vidyd,^^ the art of debate, or Vada-

vidya, the art of discussion, inasmuch as

vidyg.
^ ^ dealt with rules for carrying on disputa-

tions in learned assemblies called parisad.

I Tho Anviksiki is called in Tibetan rfcsod*pa. {Vide the Amarakosa,

Svargavarga, verse 155, edited in Sanskrit with Tibetan version by Satis Chandra
Vidyabbusana, in the Bibliotheca Indica series, Calcutta).

-2 Manusamhita 7~43.
3 Gautama-dharma-sutra, adhySya 11.
* RamSyana, Ayodhyakan^a, sarga 100, verse 36.

MahSbharafea, ^antiparva, adhySya, 180, verse 47.

'(rrwi 1

(Artha ^Sstra of Kautilya, p. 1-2, 7).

t The Hetu-^astra or Hetu-vidya is called in Tibetan Gtan-

tshigg-rig-pa {vide the Mahavyutpafeti, part I, p 20, edited in Sanskrit, Tibetan end
English by Dr. E. D, Ross and Satis Chandra Vidyabbusana in the Bibliotheca

Indica series, Calcutta. Also Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Go, folios 223-377).
s Manusamhita, 2-11.
® Mahibharata, Sdiparva, adhyaya 1, verse 67. Santiparva, adhyiya 210,

verse 22; Afivam©dhaparva, adhyaya 85. verse 27. Of. J.R.A.B 1891-92, pp. 1-39,

and 412. ^
10 Tarka-vUyU is called in Tibetan Rtog-ge-rig (vide Amarakosa.

Svargavarga, verse 155, Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana’s edition).
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Tarfea-vidya or Vada-vidya is referred to in the Manusamhita,'
Mahabharata,® Skandapurana,® Gantama dharma-sutra,® Rama-

Nyaya-^astra.
Yajfiavalkya samhita,® etc. The

^ ^ Anviksiki was, as we shall see later, also

called Nyaya-sastra,^ the science of true reasoning.

! Manusamhita, 6-50; 8-269, 12-106, 111.

2 Mahabharata, Santiparva, adhyaya 180, verse 47, and adhyaya 246, verse
18 .

8 Skandapnrana, Kalikakhanida, adhyaya 17.

* Gautama-dharma sutra, adhySya II.

5 RSmayana 1-13-23, 7-53-15,
« YSjhavalkya-samhita, 3-292 ; etc.

,

1 The Nyaya is called in Tibetan Rig§-pa {vide the Mahavyutpatti,

part 11, p. 133, edited in Sanskrit-Tibetan-Enghsh by Dr. E. D. Ross and ^atis
Chandra Vidyabhusana in the Bibliotheca Indica series, Calcutta; also—Bgtan-
hgyiir, Mdo, Go, folios 223-377h



CHAPTER 11.

The Teachers of Anvik|iki (Philosophy and Logic).

9 CaevSka—HIS Materialistic Dootrike
(circa 650 B.C.).

The Vedic literature ^ refers to a class of men who did not
believe in gods, and would not perform sacrifices. They were sub-

sequently designated as the followers of Oarvaka, a pupil of Brhas-
pati, Carvaka was perhaps not the name of any particular in-

dividual but represented the atheistic doctrine of olden times. In
the Brhadaranyakopanisad® (before 600 B.C.) there is a reference to

such doctrine according to which our soul (consciousness) is pro-

duced through the combination of four elements, viz. earth, water,

fire and air, Just as an intoxicating power is generated by the

comixture of rice, molasses, etc.

The dissolution into those elements is our death, after which

our consciousness disappears. In the Rama-
doctrine yana^ the same doctrine is elucidated by

Javala when he says that our parents are

our progenitors, that there is no future life and that we should not

believe in anything which cannot be proved through perception.

This doctrine, which is referred to also in the Caraka-samhita/
etc., and which attracted a very large number of adherents, iswidely

known as Lohayata or that which prevails in the world.®

10, ELapila—HIS Doctrine of Matter and Soitl

(ABOUT 650-575 B.C.).

The earliest orthodox writer on Inviksiki (Philosophy) as men-
tioned in the Sveta^vatara® Upanisad was Kapila who is tradition-

I F^e%veda,10-38-«3; 8-70-7; 8-71-8, etc.

irr% irgftwfw ^ i

(Brhadaranyaka, 4-^13).

8 ^ snf% qxftiwflu fw Tfii I

’si?«N^ wr-- f ii

(RamSyana, AyodhySkftnda, sarga 108 , verse 17).

^ Caraka-samhita, Sutra-sthSna, chap# XI.
S For a history of the Lokayata compare Prof. T. W. Rhys Davids* Introduc-

tion to the Kntadanta Sutta in Dialogues of the Buddha, vol. II.**

® 'fif
I

«nww n (SvetaSvatara Upanisad, 5-2).
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ally known to have been born at Puskara near Ajmere, but who ac-

cording to the E^admapurana dwelt in Indraprastha (Delhi) The
doctrine propounded by him was orally transmitted to form at

later times a system of philosophy called the Samkhya. Kapila
imparted his doctrine to Asuri ‘ \s ho taught it to Paneasikha The

fact that Asuri is mentioned in the Satapatha
The Samkhya doctrine Brahmana^ as a teacher warrants us to

dt soUJ, jti Ifrwa. • -i.i
suppose that he lived before 600 B.C wmcii

ivS the latest date of composition of the Brahmanas. Kapila as the

fifth incarnation of Vtsnu preceded Dattatreya. Seeing that Kapila
preceded Buddha (circa 570-490 B C.) we shall not be far wrong
if we place the former at an age from 050 B.C. to 570 B.C. As
the original work of Kapila has not come down to us we can say<

nothing about his doctrine beyond the fact that he treated of

the soul under the name of Purusa and the primordial matter
under the name of Prakrti, both of which were, according to him,
eternal.^ The soul which experiences pleasure and pain owing
to its connection with matter, attains release when it realizes itself

to be totally unconnected with the same.

11. Dattatreya—HIS Parable of a Tree
(about 660 B.C.).

A sage named Dattatreya,"*" who as the sixth incarnation of

Visnu was junior to Kapila, is stated in the Bhagavata purana to
have taught Anviksiki to Aiarka, Prahlada and others. The pro-
per name of the sage was Datta while his family name was Atreya.
He lived on the Girnar hills in Kathiawar where a temple associ-

ated with his name still exists. It appears from the Markandeya
purana^ that the Anviksiki-vidya expounded by him consisted of

i SSrhkhya karikS, verse 70
^ MacdonelFs History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 215.

Siwv
I

«'ai»f!»rT»pSftSS?s l| (gveta^vatara, 4-6).

’sirr<TftHr asIVrw s

(Bhagavata purSna, l“3“i2).

° ipit am I

gxiT 8i»T n

(MUrkarKjeya purSpa, 16-12).

A sage named Itreya is mentioned in the Kan^ika siltra of the Atharva-veda
Vide W©b©r*s History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 163.
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The
sooi.

yoga doctrine of

a mere disquisition on soul in accordance with the yoga philosophy.

He preached the doctrines of transmigra-
tion and emancipation under the parable
of a tree. To identify a gross object with

T ” or to look upon it as ‘'mine ” is, according to him, the germ of

selOshness which grows up into a large tree bearing the fruits of

pleasure and pain H© in whom the tree of selfishness has not
grown is freed from all bondage for ever. Things when looked upon
in their true nature do not cause affliction but they become sources

of great woes when we consider them as our own.

From this summary we may conclude that Dattatreya ex-

pounded the philosophical side of xlnviksiki and not its logical

aspect.

12, Punarvasxj Atrbya: his Dissertation on the Senses
(circa 550 B.C.).

In the Caraka-samhita, the original author of which was
Punarvasu Atreya/ there is a dissertation on the senses [indtiya) ^

which seems to belong to the Anviksiki system. The Caraka-

samhita, originally called the Ayurveda, is said to have been de-

livered by a sage named Punarvasu better known as Atreya who
resided at the side of the Himalayas. The sage was perhaps the

same Atreya ® who is mentioned in the Tibetan books as a Pro-

fessor of medicine under whom Jivaka the
-Atreya ox physician of Buddha studied for several

years atTaxila about 550 B.C. Atreya was
a countryman of Panini as both of them flourished in the Punjab

—

one at Taxila (Taksa^ila) and the other at Salatura Like the Asta-

dhyayl of Panini, Atreya’s Ayurveda^ was divided into eight books
called “ sthanas or “ places.” The rule which Panini lays dowm as

to the use of the word Punarvasu in the singular number shows that

Atreya whose proper name was Punarvasu was a Vedic sage.

It is not known whether the Caraka-samhita, as it exists at

present, contains any genuine teachings of Atreya, but the most
elementary doctrines of each book of the samhita are by com-
mon consent asciibed to him. The eighth chapter of sutra-sthana

i Atreya is called in Tibetan Rgyun4©5“kyi-bu {mde Mahavyut-

patti, p. 22, Bibliotheca Indica).

(Caraka-samhita, Satra-stblna, adhyaya S).

Bkah-hgyur, Dulva III. Yide RockhilFs Life of Buddha, p. 64. Of. Pali
Mahavagfga, Hhandhakaa I, VIII in which there occurs the name Atthaka

* (PSnini’s AstadhySyi, 1-2-0!).
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of the work contains a dissertation on the senses a snmmary of

which is given below :

—

There are five organs of sense, viz. the eye, ear, nose, tongue
and skin. The five elements of which these are made are fire, ether,

earth, water and air. The five objects of sense are colour, sound

,

smell, taste and touch. The five kinds of sensuous knowledge are the

visual, the auditory, the olfactory, the gusta-

seSos
tory and the tactual. The mind, which is

different from these senses, is one and as

such cannot attend to them simultaneously. Hence we cannot
perceive more than one thing at a time.

Dissertations on the senses, like the one given above, contri-

buted not a little to the development of the doctrine of soul which
formed a part of the Anviksiki.

13. StTLABHA—A LaBY AsCETIC : HER CANONS OE SPEECH
(ABOUT 550-500 B.C,).

In the MahS-bharata ^ there is mention of an old female ascetic

named Sulabha who delivdi'ed a discourse on whafc constituted the

merits and defects of speech as belonging to the province of Anvi-
ksiki. Sulabha, who was in all probability a fictitious person,
represents the philosophical culture of the 6th century B.C. It is

related that once she transforming herself by occult processes into

a lady of blooming youth came to the court of Janaka the pious
king of Mithila, whose fame as a philosopher was established far

and wide. After the rites of hospitality had been duly observed
she was led to the royal presence. Janaka was not a little sur-

^ , , , , , . .
prised to hear that her sole object in coming

court was to ascertain, from a per-

sonal interview with him, wherein lay the
secret of final release of the soul. Janaka pointed out the im-
pudence of such a wish entertained by a lady whose ambition
must be something gross and material, and who must have come
to hk court as a spy. He concluded by asking in a taunting tone
what business a lady could have had with the doctrine of Eelease,
seeing that her strength lay solely in her radiant youth and
beauty. Though rebuked in such unpleasant, improper and ill-

applied terms, Sulabha was not in the least annoyed but main-
tained a tranquil and dignified attitude. In the ‘ course of her
reply to the king she made the following observations, on the canons
of a sound speech :

—

A speech properly so called should be subtle, discriminative
and orderly. It should lead to a decision and indicate a purpose.

^ Makfiblhffrafca, SSntiparva^adhyaya 320 , wrses 78-94.
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A good speech is (1) fraught with sense, (2) unequivocal, (3) fair.

(4) not pleonastic, (5) smooth, (6) determinative, '(7) not bom-
bastic, (8) agreeable. (9) truthful, (10) not harmful, (11) refined
(12) not too laconic, (13) not abstruse, (14) not unsystematic,
(15) not far-fetched, (16) not superfluous, ( 17) not inopportunoi
and (18) not devoid of an object.

A speech, if it is to be freed from the faults of judgment,

,
should not be prompted by lust, wrath, fear

ounds|)ee^. greediness, abjeetness, crookedness, sham(‘
fulness, tenderness or conceit.

A speech is said to be lucid if ther^ is c^greement between it

on one hand and the speaker and hearer on the other. A speech
which, though clear to the speaker himself, is uttered without any
regard for the hearer, produces no impression in the latter. That
speech again, which does not convey the meaning of the speaker
himself but is uttered solely out of regard for the hearer, is dis-
ingenuous and faulty. He alone is a speaker who employs words
which, while expressing his own meaning, are also understood by
his hearer.

14, Astavakra—A Violent Debater, how he defeated
A so PI[1ST

(about 550-500 B.C.).

In the Mahabharata^ the sage xlstavakra ('‘crooked m eight

parts
^
who represents the culture of the 6th century B.C,

,
is stated

to have been a great logician He was the son of Kahoda who was
a disciple and son-in law of Uddalaka, father of Svetaketu. With
the object of defeating a famous sophist named Vandin, otherwise

known as the son of Suta or Varuna, Astavakra while a mere boy
came to attend a sacrificial ceremony at the palace of king Janaka
in Mithila. Being prevented at the gate Astavakra addressed the

king and said :
" A road while there ivS no Bralimana on it belongs

to the blind, the deaf, women, carriers of burden and the king res-

pectively, but when a Brahmana is there it belongs to him alone/'

Hearing these words the king gave him permission to enter. The
warder in offering an apology said, that Astavakra was stopped be-

cause he was still a lad, and, under orders of Vandin lads were not

permitted to enter the sacrificial ground Astavakra said: “li

this be the condition O warder, that the door
debate with

jg opened only to the old, I have a right to

enter, I am old : I have observed sacred

vows and am in possession of energy proceeding from the Vedic

lore. A person is not old because his head is gray but the gods

I MabSbharata, Vanaparva, Chaps. I32-IS4.
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regard him as old who, though young in years, is possessed of know-
ledge.” “ Who is Vandin ? Where is he now ? Tell him to come
here so that I may destroy him ev«n as the sun destroys the
stars.”

Vandin was summoned to be present in the assembly of de-
bate on the sacrificial ground. While he arrived there Astavakra
threatened him and exclaimed ;

“ Do thou answer my questions
and I shall answer thine !

”

(1) Astavakra asks ; What things are signified by one?
Vandin replies : There is only one -fire that blaze.? forth in

. ... various shapes, there is only one

number.° that illumines the whole
world, there IS only one lord of the

gods named Indra, and the lord of the deceased fore-

fathers is also one, named Yama.

(2) Vandin asks : What things are signified by two ?

AsUvakra replies : There are two friends named Indra and
Agn%^ who move together, the two celestial sages are
Ndrada and Parvata, twins are the AMnmknmdraSy two is

the number of wheels of a car, and the wife and husband
are likewise two that live together.

(3) Astavakra asks : What things are signified by three 'I

Vandin replies: There are three classes of beings born in con-
sequence of their acts, three are the Vedas which perform
the Vajapeya sacrifice, at three times the adhvaryu priests
commence sacrificial rites, three is the number of the
world, and three also are the divine lights,

(4) Vandin asks : What things are signified by four 1

Astavakra replies : Four are the stages of a Brahmana’s life,

sacrifices are performed by four orders, there are four car-
dinal points as well as colours, and four is the number of
the legs of a cow.

(5) Astiivakra asks : What things are signified by five \

Vandin replies : There are five ilres, the metre pankti possesses
five feet, the sacrifices are five and there are five senses,
the locks of celestial nymphs are five, and five are the
rivers of the Punjab.

(6) Vandin asks : What things are signified by six ?

Astavakra replies : Six cows are paid as a gratuity on the occa-
sion of establishing the sacred fire, the seasons are six, six
arethe senses, six stars constitute the constellation krttikd,

and six is the number of the sddymka sacrifices.

(7) AstEvakra asks : What things are signified by seven ?

Vandin replies ; Seven is the number of domesticated animals,
the wild animals are likewise seven, seven metres are used
in completing a sacrifice, the sages are seven in number,
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seven forms of paying homage are extant in the world, and
seven are the strings of a lute

(8) Vandin asks What things are signified by eight ''

Astavakra replies Eight are the hemp-threads which carry a

hundred weights, eight is the number of legs of the stag

that preys upon a lion, eight [^avi/,-god.s arc among the

celestials, and eight are the angles of a stake in a sacn-

ficial rite

(9) Astavakra asks What things are signified by nine

Vandin replies* Nine is tlie number of mantras used m kind-

ling fire for the manes, nine are the appointed functions in

the process of creation, nine letters compose a foot of the

metre trJiatl^ and nine is ever the number ot figmes in

calculation.

(10) Vandin asks What things are signified by ten ?

Astavakra replies Ten is the number of cardinal points, ten

times hundred make up a thousand, ten is the numher oi

months during which women bear and ten are the teachers

of true knowledge.

(11) Astavakra asks : What things are signified by eleven ?

Vandm replies* Eleven are the modifications of senses, the

number of yupas (stakes) is eleven, eleven are the changes

of the natural state, and there are eleven Rudras among the

gods in heaven

(12) Vandin asks * What things are signified by twelve ^

Astavakra replies * Twelve months complete a year, a foot of

the metre 'jagail consists of twelve letters, there are

twelve minor sacrifices and twelve is the number of the

Adilyas.

(13) Astavakra asks : 'What things are signified by thirteen ^

Vandin replies * The ihirleenih lunar day is considered most

ftu-^piciou^ and thirti^en isla^ids exist on earth

Having proceeded so far Vandin stopped

Astavakra completed the lepiy thus .

Thirteen sacrifices are presided over by Kes^. and thirteen lettei'^

compose the aiiccliandas metre

Seeing Astavakra speaking and Vandin silent, the assembly

broke into a loud uproar indicative of vic-

Shouts of victory for defeat for the other. The
Astava ra.

Brahmanas present there being pleased ap-

proached Astavakra to pay him their homage. Astavakra said

;

‘‘This Vandin defeating the Brahmanas in controversy used to

cast them into water. Let him to-day meet with the saino fate

:

seize him and drowm him into water.'" Janaka remaining speech-

less, Asti^vakra reproached him thus : “0 King, has flattery robbed

ihee of thy sense so that pierced by my words, as elephants by the
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hooks, thou heedest them not!’’ Janaka replied: ^®Your words
are excellent and superhuman. As you have defeated Vandin in

debate, I place him at your disposal.

i

15 . AstavAREA® Solves Puzzles.

At Mithila King Janaka to test the ingenuity of Astavakra^
once made aj statement as follows :

—

alone is a learned man who knows the thing which is

possessed of 360 spokes (i.e. days), 12 parts (i e. months) of 30 sub-

divisions (days) each, and 24 joints (i e. new moons and full moons).”

Astavakra who fully un<ierstood the significance of the state-

ment replied as follows :

—

‘'May that ever-moving wheel (i.e. the sun) that has 24 joints

(i e. new moons and full moons), six naves

seasons), 12 peripheries (i.e the signs
0 ici s app ause.

zodiac or months) and 360 spokes

(i.e. degrees or days) protect thee.”

Janaka asked: “Who amongst the gods beget those two
which go together like two mares yoked to a car and swoop like

hawks ?
”

Astavakra said :
“ May God, 0 King, forfend the presence of

these two (i.e thunder and lightning) in thy house, yea even in the

house of thy enemies. He (i.e. the cloud), whoso charioteer is the

wind, begets them.”
Thereupon the king said : “What is it that does not close its

eyes even while sleeping
;
what is it that does not move even when

born; what is it that has no heart, and what does increase even in

its own speed ” ?

Astavakra said :
“ It is a fish that does not close its eye-lids

while sleeping
;

it is an egg that does not move when produced

;

it is a stone that has no heart
;
and it is a river that increases in

it»owii.pwd.” ^
i The dialogue, which shows besides their ready wit, an aequamiance of the de-

baters with all branches of learning known at their time, is neither ** enigmatical

nor ** puerile,’’ when we consider that in olden times the names of things stood for

numbers, nay constituted the dictionary of numbers called AhJcabhidhana. It

bears to a certain extent an analogy to the novice’s questions {Kumara-paftha)

which appear from the Pali canonical works to have been a necessary part of the

training of a young Buddhist monk.
The doctrine involved in th*© dialogue was criticised by Aksapada in the

NySyarsQtra (4-1-41) under the title of 8amkh^aikanta-vMaf the doctrine of the

fixity of things signified by numbers.
The dialogue is quite simple and natural, and I do not find in it an exposition

of the doctrine of unity of the Supreme Being as supposed by Nilakantha, a com-
mentator on the MahabhSrata, who lived at KQrparata the west of th© Godivari in

MaharSstra In the !6th century A.D.
^ MahibhSrata, Vanaparva, chaps, IS2-134,
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The king amazed at Asta\rakra’s ingeniiity remained silent

for a while, and then applauded him thus : 0 possessor of divine

energy thou art no human being.”

16. Mbbhatithi Gautama—the founder of AnvIksiki

far excellence

(CIRCA 550 B.C.).

While the teachers mentioned before dealt with some particu-

lar topics of Anviksikl, the credit of founding the x^nviksikl in its

special sense of a science is to be attributed to a sage named
Gotama or Gautama. In the Padmapurana,^ Skandapurana,^

Gandharva tantra/ Kusumahjali, Naisadha carita,"^ Nyaya-sutra-

vrtti, etc., Gotama or Gautama is mentioned as the founder of the

science of Anviksiki (Logic) or Anviksik! far excellence. The

people of Mithila, too, ascribe the foundation of the science of

Anviksiki or Logic to Gotama or Gautama
point out, as the place of his birth, a

^
‘ village named Gautama-sthana ^ where a

fair is held every year on the 9th day of the lunar month of

Caitra (March-April") . It is situated on the outskirts of Mithila at

a distance of 28 miles north-east of modern Darbbanga. There is a

mud-hill of considerable height (supposed to bo the hermitage of

Gautama) at the base of which lies the celebrated Gautama-kunda
(‘‘ Gautama’s well ”), the water whereof is like milk to the taste and

feeds a perennial rivulet called on this account “Kslrodadhi” or

'‘Khiroi ” signifying literally the sea of milk.

Gautama lived with his wife Ahalya who, for her flirtation

with Indra, was, according to the Ramayana,'^ cursed by her

wwT 1 ^fv#5r 1 1

(Padmapurarta. Uttarakhanda, chap 203)

2 jftTPTH: #81 f? I

(Skandapurana, Kalikakhaada, chap

srrwf^f 'snfsrwnr^r: ii

(f}andha«-v<» t's.ntra quott-d in Pranafcos'ni tanfcra)

* i

mUM HOT U* \\

(Nai^adha carita, canto xvn).

& The author o! this book visited Gautaraa-sthana in October 1913,

gTPif xm Dll!
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Gautama as described

m the Ramayana.

husband and transformed into a stone She remained in this stony

state for some time until she was emancipated by Rama-candra.

Then she regained her human form and was admitted into heaven
Ahalya in her accursed state is at present

represented by a slab of stone, which lies

between a pair of trees in a village called

Ahalya-sthana (Ahiria) two miles to the east of Gaiitama-sthana

already mentioned In the vicinity of this slab there is a temple

which commemorates the emancipation of Ahalya by Rama-
candra

The Mahabharata * which gives a different version of the story

mentions a son of Ahalya named Cirakarin

who is said to have been ordered by his

father to kill Ahalya, but who, being of a re-

flective tarn of mind, refrained from carrying oat the order. Gau-
tama, in consideration of the natural weakness of her sex, pardoned
his wife and dwelt from that time forward in his hermitage with-

out ever separating himself from her.

In the PratimA-nataka the poet Bhasa, who is believed to

.nr., - have flourished during the Ku^ana period,®
Medhatithi of Bhasa. i i? j ^

speaks of a sage named Medhatitm a^ the

founder of the Nyaya-^astra, a later appellation for the Anviksiki.

In the Mahabharata,^ we find that Medhatithi and Gautama were
the names of the same person, one being his proper name and the

other his family name Therefore the full name of the founder of

Anviksiki was Medhatithi Gautama

Gautama as mentioned
in the Mahabharata.

II II

Ijshnft’irsTarsr: i

'.1 !l

«^ 3XT! '

KTsigr’i #

(Ramayana, Adikiuda, sarga 48).

1 Mahabharata, Santiparva, 272-9 ; and AlvamedhaparYa, 56-26.

2 wt! I TOtw wr*rft^ "sr^icr^,

(BhSsa’a PratimS-nataka, Act V, p. 79, M.M. Gapapati Ssstxi’s edition).

3 Fide A. M. Meerwarih’s “The dramas of BhSsa: a literary study” in

J.A S.B., 1917.

t«r vwiu n

(Mahabharata, ^antiparva, 265-45, Bahgav&i edition).
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Medhatitlii Gautama seems to have belonged to the family

and school of Naciketas Gautama * and to

dhS!Vautma® -
’*^6 Buddha Gautama, from the

Ahgirasa ^ tribe His remote ancestor was
perhaps the sage Nodha Gotaina descended from that Gotama
who is described in the Rgveda,^ and the Satapatha-Brahmana ^ of

the White Yajurveda as having settled in a place the description of

which tallies with that of Gautama-sthana in Mithila. The descen-

dants of Gotama ^ were called Gotamasah, Gotama or Gautama.®

n

^ ^ ^sjTfTsu?

!

«J«n ^ ’iWS! ^TWT II

(Kathopanisad, 1-I~10 1 ^-4-16 ; and 2-5-6).

2 In tho Pall Mahivagga Angira‘^a (in Pali Angirasa) occurs as a name of
Buddha Gautama who evidently belonged to the Angirasa tribe:

—

Angirasassa ka>e anekavahnii acciyo honti—

(Mahavagga, pathamam pifeihanyam, I 15 7, p. 25, Dr. Oldenberg’s edition)

Angiraso Sakyamuni sabbabhutanakampa-co.

(Parivara III. 5, edited by Dr. H. Oidenberg).

In the Mahabharafca and Brahraanda purSna, Gautama (husband of Ahalya)
and his son Cirakarin are described asliaving belonged to the Angirasa tribe:

—

B'fi«TfrC% f# I

f^«r€t flf’BTJtrsf’r i

(MahSbharata, ^antiparva, chap. 265, verses 2-4 ; Calcutta, Bangavasi edition).

s^wiTt i

5<® SflB II

(Brahmandapurarfa, anusangapSda, chapter 23).

^ i^gveda-samhita, mandala I, sukta 81, verse 3; snkta 61, verses 14

—

16,

sukta 62, verse 6; sukta 62, verse 13, sukta 64, verse !; sukta 77, verse 5; sukta

85, verse li-

i Satapatha Brahmana of tbe White Yajurveda, kanda I, adhyaya 4, Mad-
hyandiniya recension. Vide also my article on “The Localization of certain

hymns of the Rgveda” m J.A.S.B., February 1914.

t I a

(Katantra, Oatustaya karakaprakarana).

® Th© story of Gautama as related above seems to b© historical in so far as his

family and native place are eoneerned, but th© legend of Ahalya associated with

the story is untrustworthy.
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We thus find that Medhatithi, Gotama, Gautama and Medha-
tithi Gautama were the names for one and the same person, who
founded the Anviksiki par excellence His work on Anvlksiki

has not come down to us in its original form. We do not there-

fore know whether he treated of the soul and reasoning together

in one volume, or dealt with tirem separately. His theory of rea-

soning has reached us in a crude form through the Caraka-samhita,
and in a developed form through the Nyaya-sutra, while we may
gather some idea of his theory of soul through the same sources as

well as through the Mahabharata and the Pali Brahma] ala- sutta.

Bhasa^ speaks of Medhatithi’s ‘‘Nyaya-^astra ” The term
Nyaya was prevalent in the day of Bhasa,

by “Nyaya^astra” he really meant
its prototype the Anviksiki. In the Santi-

parva of the- Mahabharata,® there is mention of a Medhatithi who,
along with certain other sages, revealed to the world the Upani-
sad-doctrine of emancipation. This Medhatithi seems to have
been the same as our Medhatithi Gautama.

Medhatithi Gautama is more often called simply Gautama.
As previously noticed, Gautama was the name under which the
founder of Anviksiki was best known in the Padmapurana

,
Matsya-

purana, etc., and his art of debate is still designated as Gautaml
Vidya (Gotamide science). The fame of

ih?old P^rairn sonpt^r Gautama as a great master of the art. of

debate seems to have spread as far as
Persia In one of the yashts^ of the Khorda Avesta edited^
during the reigns of the Sasanian Kings Ardashir (A.D. 211-241)
and Shapur I (A.D. 242-272), we read^ how the Pravashis cause

1 Bhasa’s Pratima-nStaka, Act V, p. 79, M.M. Ganapati Sastri’s edition.

2 mmm: I

%

I ... w \\

(Mahabharata, ^antiparva, Moksadharma, adhyaya 243, verses 14-17).

^ Vide the 13th yasht, para 16.

According to Arda-viraf-nSma, the Avesta written on cow-hides with golden
ink, and given to the Persians by Zaratusht (Zoroaster), existed in its original form
for 300 years until it was burnt by Iskander Rumi (Alexander the Great) who
destroyed Persepolis about 325 B.C. The fragments that survived were put to-
gether by Zoroastrian priests under the name of Avesta, which was edited and
proclaimed canonical daring the reigns of Ardashir and Shapur of the Sasanian
dynasty. It is sugge.sted that it was in the Sasanian period that Indian traditions
entered the scripture of the Persians. Cf. Dr. K. Geldner’s ** Persia ** in the Encyclo-
paedia Britannica.

& Ffcl« the 13th yasht, para. 16 ; and Early Religious Poetry of Persia, by J. H.
Moulton, p. 141.
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a man to be bom who is a master in assemblies and skilled in sacred

lore, so that he comes away from debate a victor over Gaotema ^ ”

In the Anguttara-nikaya ® of the Pah Sutta-pitaka we meet

with ten orders of non-Biiddhist recluses of
Medhafcifehi Gautama’s Gotamaka ” ® was one. This order

referred most probably to the followers of

Gotama or Gautama the founder of AnviksikL The Brahmajala-

sutta^ describes a sage designated as takki (argumentationist)

and vlmamsi (casuist) who maintained that certain things were

eternal and other things were nometernal. If this sage was identi-

cal with the leader of the Gotamaka sect or the founder of the

Anvlksikl, it will be difficult to resist the conclusion that he was a

senior contemporary of Buddha ^akyamuni Wc may therefore fix

the date of Medhatithi Gautama at about 550 B C.

i “ Gaotenia,” who is identiHed by Dr. Haug and J, H Moulton, with the

Buddha Gautama, is more probably the same as Medhatithi Gautama, the well*

known founder of the art of debate and a descendant of Nodha Gautama “Yo
Naidyaonho GaotSmahe paro-3^ao parsStoitavajtK {Yasht i‘l, para 10)

s Anguttaramkaya, part HI, chap. 65, pp 276-77, edited by Dr Morns, Pah

Text Society.
iJ Prof. T. W Rhys Davids in his Introduction to the Kassapa-siha-nada sutta

in tho Dialogues of Buddha, pp 220—21, observes: “ the only alternative is that

some Brahmana, belonging to the Gotama-gotta, Is here referred to as having had

a community of Bhiksus named after him ”

The Brahmajfila sutta 1-32 included m the Dfgha NikSya, p. 29, edited by

Dr. T. W Rhys Davids and J. E Carpenter, London.
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The Doctrines of Anvlk^ikl.

16. A Council of Debate (Parisadj

(cibCa 900-5(10 B.C.).

The theory of reasons (heiu), which formed an important

subject of Anvlksikl, grew out of debates in councils of learned

men. In the Chandogya ^ and Brhadaranyaka upanisads there

are references to councils for the discussion of metaphysical sub-

jects, e.g. the nature of the soul and the Supreme Being. The
Pra§nopanisad ® reports the proceedings of a council, in which
Sukesa Bharadvaja, Saivya Satyakama Sauryayani Gargya,

Kau6alya A^valayana, Bhargava Vaidarbhi and KabandhI Katya-
yana approach the sage Pippalada and ask him a series of ques-

tions such as *^how has this world been produced,” “how is it

sustained” and “how does the life-breath come into our body.”
Such a council was called samaad, mmiti, sabha^ parisad or parsed.

In the socio-religious institutes of Manu,
^^Ootincil of teamed Parasara,® Yajhavalkya^ and others, we

find that the council consisted generally of

four, ten or twenty-one Brahmans, who were learned in the Vedio
and secular literatures and could gi^e decisions in matters on which

5 rnmmi wmmM
(CliSndogyopaiisfad , ).

* miffWTsrt

fBfbadaranyakja, 6-2-1).

Mfix MUlier’s History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, pp. 12S-IS2.

3 Pralnopanisad, Pra^na 1-6.

* 'st4siar?|[: i

(Manu-sansMta, 12-110, 111).

(Paralara-samhita, 8-19).

w
!|^ ^ ^rwaj^wi B

(YSj fi avalkya-saiiiliita , ! -9)

.
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people might ask their advice. The debates or dialogues, such as

those described in the Pra^nopatiisad, the Chandogvopanisad and
the Brhadaranyaka, were in all probability the precursors of the

theory of reasons {hetu-vada) treated in the Anviksiki The words,

which had to be used in special senses to carry on debates in

the councils, constituted the technical terms of the Anviksiki.

17. The Technical Terms used in the Councils of
Debate

(900-500 B.C.).

Some of the technical terms used in the councils of debate

Some of the terms used grown up along with the Upanisads

m the Brahmanas and For instance in the Taiitiriva Araayaka
Upanisads. ^0 meet with four terms, viz. (1) Smrti

(scripture), (2) fratyalcm (perception), (3) aitiJiya (tradition), and

(4) anumdna (inference). These terms recur in the Ramayaaa'^

with a little alteration as (1) aitihya (tradition), (2j anumdna (in-

ference), and (3) sdstra, scripture Three of these terms, are used

in the Manu-samhita,® as (1) pratyahsa, anumdna and sdstra.

Similarly in the Aitareya Brahmana, Kathopanisad, etc., there

occur such terms as tarha^ (reasoning), vada^ (debate), yukti^

(continuous argument), jalpa'^ (wrangling), vitay,djd^ (cavil),

chala^ (quibble), niry,aya^^ (ascertainment), 'prayo;a?^a (purpose),

'pramd'ipa^^ (proof), prameya (the object of knowledge), etc.

(Taittiriya araayaka , 1-2).

^ i( (Ramayana, 5-87-23).

il (Maau-sa>Bhita, 12-105).

4 Twha occurs in Kathopanisad, 2-9 ; Manusadihita, 12-106 ; MahabhSrata,

2-453; and Bhagavata purana, 8-21-2. ' j
6 Vada occurs in Manu-samhita, 6-50 ; Ramayana, 1-13—23 and 7-53—10 ; and

Yajfiavalkya-samhita, 3-292. -oi.* 4.

® Yu>ktiQQQMS& in Aitareya Brahmana, 6-23; RareiSyana, 2—I—13 Bnagavata

purana, 3-31-15; and Kamandaklya-nitisara, 1-49.

Jatots occurs in Mahabharata, 13-4322.

8 Vitaiida occurs m MahSbharata. 2-1310 and 7-3022; and Pai^ni, 4-4r-i0i‘

y Ghala occurs in Manu-samhita. 8-49; and Ramayapa, 4-57-10.

10 iVimeswa occurs in Mahabharafca, 13-7533,7535.

Pm?/a/a?^a in Manu-samhita, 7-100; Mahabharata, i-»805 ,
and Yaj navalkya-

saihhita, 3—133. nm m j i
-

Pramana occurs in Manu-samhita, 2-13; Ramayana, 2-37-21 ; and Maim-

bharata, 13-5572; Kautilys 3-L
1. 1 1m ft 1 did

18 Pratmya occurs in BamSyapa, 1-63-13; Mahabharata, 1-151 and 8-1449,
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18. Tantra-yuUi—the teems op Scientific Argument
(quoted by Kautilya about 327 B.C.).

In fche last chapter of the Artha-sastra (a work on polity),

Kautilya gives a list of thirty-two technical terms called Tantra-

yukti or ‘‘the forms of scientific argument” {dvMrimsaddkara-
stantrayuhtayah). This list appears also in the Caraka-samhita ^

and the Su^ruta-samhita,^ two authoritative works on medicine.
It was evidently prepared neither by Kautilya nor by the authors
of the two samhitas, but by a person or persons who wanted to

establish debates on a scientific basis.

The terms included in the list are found to have been employed

Tantra-yukti for the “O’"® widely in works on Nyaya Philosophy
systematization of d©- than in those on Polity or Medicine. Defi-

nitions of some of those terms have been
actually quoted by Vittsyayana ® and other commentators on the
Nyaya-sutra. The Tantra-yukti which literally signifies “ scienti-

fic argument” was compiled possibly in the 6th century B.C. to

systematize debates in Parisads or learned councils. In the Sus-
ruta-samhita^ it is distinctly stated that by means of Tantra-yukti

1 Vide Caraka samhita, SiddhisthSna, chapter XII. The Tantra-yukti along
with other matters was added to the Caraka-saihhita by the redactor Drdhabalaol
Pancanada (the Punjab). In the Caraka-samhita the Tantra-yukti consists of 34
technical terms as enumerated in the following verses :

—

’Gfiafir II

f^wsr H

Ipa li

^ Vide Su&ata-samhitS,Uttarataiitra, chapter LXV. The Uttara-tantra is said
to have been added to the Su^ruta-sarhhita by the redactor NSgSrjuna. The
Tantra-yukii m embodied m the Sn^ruta-samhita consists of 32 technical terms

W5II *isaESfit^rr'«n3?wi: a

(KySya-bhSsya of Vatsyayana, 1-1-4).

*
-strcr

I

««rW ^ f«^l% (1

(Su^ruta-samhita, Ufctaratantra. chapter LXV).
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a debater can establish his own points and set aside those of his

opponents who indulge in unfairness. In the department of Hetu-
§astra (Logic) there is indeed no work older than the Tantra-yukti

which is a little manual on the systematization of arguments or

debates.

The technical terms constituting the Tantra-yukti are the

following :

—

(1) Adhikarana (a subject), (2) vidhdna (arrangement), (3) yoga

(union of words), (4) paddriha (csbtQ^ovy), (5) (implication),

(6) uddesa (enunciation), (7) mrdesa (declaration), (^) upadesa (in-

struction), (9) apade^a (specification) (10) atide^a (extended appli-

cation), ( 1
1) pradesa (determination from a statem(3nt to be made)

,

(12) upamdna (analogy), (13) arihdpatti (presumption), (14) sam-

(doubt), (15) prasanga (a connected argument), (16) viparyaya

(reversion), (17) vakya^sesa (context), (18) anurmta (assent), (19)

vydkhydna (description), (20) nirvacam

ofT^nJayukty (etymological explanation), (21) nidarsana

(example), (22) apavarga (exception), (23)

(a special term). (24) (question), 25) utta-

ra-paksa (reply), (26) ekdnta (certain), (27) andgatdvekhana (antici-

pation), (28) atikidnidvekmiKi (retrospection), (29) myoga (in-

junction), (30) vikalpa (alternative), (31) samuccaya (aggregation),

and (32) ukya (ellipsis).

In the Caraka-samliita the Tantra-ynkii, which consists of

thirty-four terms, includes the following

(!) Prayojana (purpose), (2) n^?v^aya (ascertainment), (3) a?ie-

The list of Kautilya
differs from thac of tho
Caraka-samhita.

kdnta (unceitain), (4) praiyiiccdra (repeti-

tion), (5) iiddhfxra (citation), and (6) sam-

hliava (probability).

19. Medhatithi Gaut4Ma’s Doctrines as reproduced in

THE Caraka-samhita (about 78 AD.).

The Caraka-sauihita * gives a summary of the principal doc-

Who wa. Caraka ’ Anviksik'i po.^sibly as propounded

by Medhatithi Gautama. Caraka is a

general name for the ancient f>dkhds (branches) of the Yajuiveda

as well as for the teacher of those sakhas. The word ‘"Carakah

signifies, according to Punini,^ the persons who study the Veda (i.e.

i As Atreya communicated his Ayurveda-samhifca at first to Agmvt&, the

Caraka-samhita is also called the Agnive^a-tantra. Agnivefe is called m Tibetan

Me-bshin-hjug {vide Mahavyatpafcti, part I, p. 23, Bibliotheca Indica

series).

S (Plnini’s Astadhyayi. 4~a-~107).

Max Muller’s History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, 2rid edition, pp. 225,

350, 364, 369.
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the Vakhas of the Yajurveda) enonnoed by the teacher Caraka.

Some say that the exact meaning of "‘Caraka/’ as applied to the
Caraka-samhita, is unknown. The expression “ Caraka-samhita ”

may, according to them, mean the Ayurveda-samhita of the

school of Carakah or the Ayurveda-samhita as redacted by a
member of the Caraka ^ .sect or by a physician named Caraka.
According to the’ Nyaya mahjari^ Caraka was a physician, and
the Chinese Tripitaka ^ describes him as a physician at the court

of Kaniska, the Ku§ana king of Gandhara. Punarvasu Atreya
(about 550 B C ) was the original author of the Caraka-sailihita

called Ayurveda-samhita, and the physician Caraka was perhaps
the redactor of the Samhita at the beginning of the Christian era,*^

The doctrines of Anviksiki did not evidently constitute a part

Medhstithi Gautama’s of the Original lyurveda of Punarvasu
doctrines reflected through Atreya. These doctrines seem to have been
the Caraka-sarfabits incorporated into the Caraka-samhita by the

redactor Caraka in whose time they were widely known and studied.

The doctrines (with the exception of those relating to Karyabhinir-

vrtti) seem to have been the productions of Medatithi Gautama
who flourished in the 6th century B.C. Medhatithi Gautama’s
doctrines were embodied in the Caraka-samhita ® of Caraka as well

as in the Nyaya-sutra of Aksapada. But while Carara accepted

them in their crude forms, Aksapada pruned them thoroughly be-

fore they were assimilated in the Nyaya-sutra.

The doctrines as we find them in the Caraka-samhitS; are

treated under three heads, viz. :

—

(1) Karyabhinirvrtti^ the aggregate of ,resources for the accomplish-

ment of an action.

(2) Parlksa, the standard of examination, and

(3) Sambhasa-vidhi, or vada-vidhi, the method of debate

1 For an account of the wandering sect named Caraka see the Ahguttara
mkSya, part lii, p. 276; RatnoikS dhara^I; Mahavastu iii, 412, 7-10, etc. quoted
by Prof. Rhys Davids in his ** Indian, sects or schools in the time of the Buddha/®
in the J.R.A.S. for 1898, See also Prof. 0 BendalFs observations in the J.R.A S.

for 1901.

^flk: Sf g t B

(NySya-raafijarl, chapter IV, p. 249, edited by Gkingadhar Sastri, Vizianagram
Sanskrit senes).

8 Jolly, Medzein (Buhler’s Grundriss, iii, 10), p. 11.

In the Journal Asiatique (1896), T. VIII, pp. 447-451, Mr, Sylvain Levi main-
tains on the authority of Chinese books that Caraka the author of the Caraka-
samhita livesd in the court of Ksniska. The date of Kaniska has not yet been
fliBaily fixed, but I provisionally take it to be 78 A.D. Vide my History of the
Medieval School of Indian Logic/® pp 62-61. Kaniska’s capita! was at Puspapura
(Peshwar) in GSndhara, but be held his Buddhist convocation at Jalandhara.

* Professor L. Suali fixes the date of Caraka at about 100 A.D. (Filosofia
Indians

, p. 28).
& Caraka-samhitS, VimSna-sthana, adhyiya 8.
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As regards Karyahhinirvrtti

,

it does not appear to have been
a part of the Anvlksiki of Medhatithi Gautama. Perhaps it was
a part of the Vaisesika philosophy io an early stage. Parlhaa is re-

duodant as the four terms coming under this head, viz. : dptopadem,

Which of the doctrines
anumdna and yuUi reappear with

of the Caraka-samhita a little modification in the names of aSda,
emanated from Medhs- pratyaksa^ anuvidna and aupamya under the
tifchi Gautama

? sub-head vddamdrga of sambhasa-vidhi. It

is uncertain as to whether the first four or the last four were in-

cluded in the Anvlksiki of Medhatithi Gautama Sambhdsd-vidhi

or vada-vidhi was undoubtedly the principal topic of x\nviksiki-

vidya. Some of the term'J coming under the B\ih-heB>ivdda-mdrga

did not however form a part of the original sambhdsd vidhi For
instance the iotmsdravya, guna, karma, admdnya, vi^esa and sama-

mya were borrowed from the Vaisesika philosophy in its first stage

and incorporated into the vada-mdrga by Caraka himself There

are other terms such as pratijnd, sihapam, pratisthipana, hetu,

upanaya, nigamana, ntiara, drstdnta and siddhanta which in their

technical senses were perhaps unknown to Medhatithi Gautama
and were introduced into the vada mdrga by Caraka while he com-
piled and redacted the Ayurveda samhita in the first century A.D.

The terms coming under the three heads are explained in the

Caraka-samhita as follows :

—

I. Karyabhinirvrtti—the aggregate of resources for the accom-
plishment of an action.

A person who is determined to accomplish an action success-

fully should examine the following resources :

—

(1) Kdrana or hetu—the actor.or agent who accomplishes an action.

(2) Karana—the instrument which co-operates with the actor to

accomplish the. action.

(3) Kdrya-yoni—the material cause which while undergoing modi-

fication is developed into the action.

(4) Kdrya—the action for the accomplishment of which the actor

moves.

(5) Kdrya-phala—the effect for the attainment of which the action

is undertaken.

(6) Anuhandha—the adjunct, that is, that pleasurable or painful

condition which resulting from the action attaches unavoid-

ably to the actor.

(7) Beia—th.% place of the action.

(8) JE’Sla—*“the time of the action.

(9) PravfUi—the activity or exertion put forth for achieving the

action.

(10)

Upaya—a favourable circumstance or that condition of the

actor, instrument and the material cause in which they can

well render facilities and aids to the action being accom-

plished.
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II. Pariksa—the Standaeb of Examination.

Things, existent or non-existent, are tested by four standards,

viz (I) aptopadesa, reliable assertion (2) pratyaksa, perception; (3)

anumara, inference, and (4) yukti, continuous reasoning. These
are collectively called panhsd^ (examination), hetu'^ (reason), or

pramdna^ (means of valid knowledge).

Reliable assertion is the assertion of a person who is trustworthy,

noble, wise and freed from evil propensities, whose percep-

tion runs unimpeded, and the truth of whose words is never
called in question.

Perception is the knowledge which is produced through a union of

the soul with the mind, senses and their objects

Inference is preceded by perception and refers to three times, e.g.

a fire is inferred from smoke, fruits are inferred from a seed,

etc.

Continuous reasoning refers to the knowledge which beholds con-

ditions resulting from the co-operation of many causes and
abidmg in three times. For instance, one’s birth in the womb
is due to a combination of the soul and the five primal

essences of earth, water, fire, air and space
;
the soul alone

is related to the next life
;
acts result from the union of an

agent and certain means; acts that are done bear fruits,

, acts not done bear no fruits
;
there can be no sprout where

there is no seed
;
good or bad fruits correspond to the good

or bad acts that produce them ; and one kind of seed cannot
produce another kind of fruit.

III, Samtohasa OR vada-vidhi ^—the Method of
Debate.

Utility of Debate (sambhasd-prasamsd).

If a person carries on debate with another person both bemg
versed in the same science, it increases their knowledge and happi-
ness. Besides, it produces dexterity, bestows eloquence and bright-
ens reputation. If there was any misapprehension in a subject

J Caraka-samhitii, Sutra-sthSna, llth adhyaya :
—

I

^ Caraka-sambita, VimSna-sthana, adhyaya 8 :

—

^ Caraka samhifca, Sutra-sthSna, ilth adhyaya ;

—

swiv I

^ Caraka-sadihifcS, Vimana-sthEna, adhySya 8
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already studied it removes that misapprehension, and if there was
no misapprehension in the subject it produces zeal for its further

study. It also makes debaters familiar with certain matters which
were unknown to them. Moreover some precious mystic doctrines,

which a preceptor imparted to his favourite pupil, come out in

essence from the pupil who, owing to a temporary excitement and
ambition for victory, is impelled to expound them in the course of

the debate. Hence wise men applaud debate with fellow scholars

Two kinds of Debate {dvividha sambhdsd).

A debate with a fellow-scholar may be carried on either

^ u ^ (M peacefully (sandhaya) or (2) in a spirit
congenia e a © opposition (vigrhya). The first is called

a congenial debate [anuloma sambhdsd)
,
and the second a hostile

debate [vigrhya sambhdsd)

,

The congenial debate takes place when
the respondent (or opponent) is possessed of erudition, wisdom,
eloquence and readiness of reply, is not wrathful or malicious, is

well versed in the art of persuasion, and is patient and sweet-

speeched. In debating with such a person one should speak con-

fidently, interrogate confidently and give answer in confidence.

One should not be alarmed at suffering defeat from him nor should

one rejoice in inflicting defeat on him It is improper to show

obstinacy towards him, or to introduce before him matters which

are irrelevant. While using persuasion with gentleness, one should*

keep in view the subject of debate. This kind of debate is called

a peaceful or congenial debate.

Before entering upon a hostile debate with a person one should

examine one’s strength through a casual
A hostile d© at©.

conversation with him and observation in

any other way of his merits. Such an examination should settle

the opportuneness or otherwise of entering upon the debate. The

merits considered as good are erudition, wisdom, memory, ingen-

uity and eloquence. The demerits considered as bad are irrita-

bility, shallowness, shyness and inatbentiveness.

Three classes of respondents [trividhah parah)

In consideration of the merits and demerits mentioned above

the respondent (or opponent) may be of three kinds, viz. superior,

inferior, and equal

A Council of Debate (parisad).

The assembly (parisad) in which a debate is to take place may
be of two kinds, viz. (1)* learned, i.e.‘an assembly of wise men, and

(2) ignorant, i.e. an assembly of fools. Each of these may be sub-

divided as (a) friendly, (6) indifferent or impartial, and (c) hostile

or committed to one side.
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The Expedients of 'Debate (vddopmja).

Tt is not advisable to enter upon debate in a hostile assembly,

no matter whether the asseinblj^ is learned
How to vanquish a per- ignorant. In an ignorant assembly,

friendly or indifterent, one may enter upon
debate with a person who is of blazing fame, but who neither pos*

sesses erudition, wisdom and eloquence, nor is held m esteem by
respectable people. Tn debating with sueh an opponent one may
employ crooked and long-strung word-bolts. Now assuming a

delightful countenance and now indulging in ridicule one should

engage the assembly in such a way that the opponent does not find

an opportunity of speaking. If the opponent utters an unusual

word he should be immediately told that such a word is never used

or that his original proposition has fallen to the ground. In the

case of his attempting to offer challenge he should be stopped

with the observation :
“ Go and study for a full year, sitting at

the feet of your preceptor : this much that you have done to-day

is enough.” If in the meantime the shout of ‘‘vanquished, van
quished” has even once been uttered, no further debate need be

held with the opponent.

Some say that this procedure may be adopted in debate even

Respecfc for an old man'
with a superior opponent, but experts do
not approve of its adoption when the

opponent happens to be an old man.

In a friendly assembly one may enter upon debate with an
opponent who is inferior or equal. In an

How to argue witii an indifferent (or impartial) assembly consist-

^erior or equal merits members that are endued witli at-

tentiveness, erudition, wisdom, memory and
eloquence, one should speak with great care marking the merits and
demerits of one’s opponent. If the opponent appears to be superior,

one should, without expressing one’s inferiority, never engage
in debate with him. If on the other hand the opponent happens
to be inferior, one should at once defeat him An opponent, who is

weak in the scriptures, should be defeated through citations of long
passages from them. An opponent devoid of erudition should be
defeated through the employment of unusual words and phrases.

An opponent whose memory is not sharp should be defeated with
crooked and long-strung word bolts. An opponent devoid of in-

genuity should be defeated through the use of same words bearing
different meanings and different words bearing the same meaning.
An opponent, who is devoid of eloquence, should be defeated
through the jeering imitations of his half-uttered speeches. An
opponent whose knowledge is shallow should be defeated by being
put to shame on that account. An opponent of irritable temper
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should be defeated by being thrown into a state of nervous exhaus-
tion. An opponent who is timid should be defeated through the
excitement of his fear. An opponent who is inattentive should
be defeated by being put under the restraint of a certain rule.

Even in a hostile debate one should speak with propriety, an
absence of which may provoke the opponent to say or do any
thing

Influencing the assembly one should cause it to name that as

_ .
the subject of debate with which one is per-

Coimed. fectly familiar and which presents an in-

surmountable difficulty to one’s opponent.
When the assembly meets one should observe silence after saying
to one’s opponent: ‘‘it is not now permissible for us to make
any suggestions. Here is the assembly which will fix the subject
and limits of debate agreeably to its wishes and sense of pro-
priety.” *

The Limits of Debate (vada-maryada).

The limits of debate consist of such directions, as : “This
should be said, this should not be said, if this occurs defeat
follows, etc

The Course of Debate {vdda-marga).

The following are the categories ® which should be studied for

a thorough knowledge of the course of debate :

—

(1) Debate {vdda)—a discourse between two parties agreeably to
the scriptures and in a spirit of opposition on a subject such
as “ whether there is rebirth, or there is no rebirth It is

of two kinds, viz. (I) wrangling {jalpa) which is a debate
for the purpose of defence or attack, and (2) cavil [vitandd)

which is a perverse debate for the purpose of a mere
attack.

(2) Substance (dravya)—that in which actions and qualities inhere
and which can constitute a material cause, e g. ether, air,

fire, water, earth, soul, mind, and space.

(3) Quality {guna)—that which inheres in a substance and is in-

active, e.g, colour, taste, odour, touch, sound, heavy and

^ This trick, the knowledge of which is useful m guarding oneself agamst a
cunning debater, should never be adopted in a fair debate.— S C. Vidyabhusana

2 IJdayanacSrya (lOih century A.D ) following the old laws of debate observes
that an objection may be removed by debate, but on no account should it proceed
beyond the limit of practical absurdity.

’tnwmr’iarorstfPT ii
(KuaumniijaH, 3-7).

S The explanation of quality^ action^ gmerality^ particularity and
inherence is given in the Oaraka-saribhit^ Sutra-sthSna, adhyaja I , and the explana-
tion of the remaining terms in the VimSua-sthana, sdhyaya 8, The terms (2-7)
were evidently taken from the Vai^esika philosophy and not from Anviksiki of
Medhatithi Oautama.
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light, cold and hoi, intelligence, pleasure and pain, desire

and aversion, dissimilarity, contrariety, union, separation,

number, measure, etc

(4) Action (Icarma)—that which is the cause of both union and sepa-

ration, which inheres in a substance and represents the func-

tion which is to be performed, and which is not dependent
on any other acton

(5) Generality {samamja)—that which produces unity.

(6) Farticulariiy {vi^esa)—that which produces diversity.

(7) Inherence {samavaya)—a permanent relation between a sub-

stance and its qualities or actions in virtue of which they

cannot exist separately

(8) Proposiiion (pratiina)—the statement of what is to be estab

lished, e.g. the soul is eternal

(9) Demonstration (sthapana)—the establishment of a proposition

through the process of a reason, example, application and
conclusion, e g.

(i) The soul is eternal (a proposition)

(ii) Because it is a non-product {reason)

(iii) Just as ether which being a non-product is eternal (ex-

ample)

(iv) The soul similar to ether is a non-producfc (application)

(v) Therefore the soul is eternal (conclusion)

.

(10) Counter-demonstration (pratisthdpand)—the establishment of

the counter-proposition, e g.

(i) The soul is non-eternal (a proposition).

(ii) Because it is cognized by the senses (reason)

(iii) Just as a pot which being cognized by the senses is non-

eternal (exaynple)

(iv) The soul similar to a pot is cognized by the senses

tion)

(v) Therefore the soul is non-eternal (conclusion).

(11) Reason (hetu)^—the source of knowledge such as perception

(pratyahsa), inference (anumana)^ scripture (aitihya), and
comparison (aupamya).

(12) Application (upanaya)—as showm above.

(13) Conclusion (nigamana)—as shown above.

(14) Rejoinder (uttara)—the proposition in a counter-demonstration,

(15) Example (dfstdnta)—the thing about which an ordinary man
and an expert entertain the same opinion, and which des-

cribes the subject, e.g. hot as fire,^* stable as earth/' etc
,

or just as the “ sun is an illuminator so is the text of the

Samkhya.

^ The word reason (^elw), which in the old BrShmanic and Jaina works signi-
fied a source of knowledge, is not exactly identical with the reason {hetu) which
constitutes the second member of a syllogism or demonstration. It seems that
the doctrine of syllogism or demonstration was introduced into Hindu Logic
at a comparatiwly lata time, and the word hetu used in connection with this
doctrine was allowed for some time to retain its old signification.
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(16) Tend or conclusion (si^hlliania]—a truth \^hich is established

on exaniinatioii by experts and on proot by reasons, ft is

of four kinds viz a truth accepted by all the schools, that

accepted hv a particular school that accepted hypotheti

callv, and that accepted by impiicatioa.

(17) Word (sabda )—a combination of letters It h of four kinds

viz. that winch refers to a matter which is seen that which

refers to a matter which is not seen that which corresponds

to what IS real, and that which does not correspond to w hat

IS reaL

(18) Perception
(
pratijalsa)—that knowledge winch a ^jcrson acquired

by himself through his mind conjoined with the five senses

Pleasute, pain, desire, aversion, and the like are objects of

the mind while sound, etc are objects of the five sense.^

(19) Inference (anamdna)—a reasoning based on the knowledge of

connected facts, e g fire is inferred from the power of diae:5

tion

(20) Compcuit^on {aupaniija)—the knowledge of a thing accjuired

through its similaritv to another thing

(21) Tradition {aitiliya)—consisting of reliable assertions, e.g the

Veda etc

(22) Doubt {srmktya)—uncertpiuty. e.g istheic or is there not im-

limeh death ^

(23) Purpose {piayojana)— that for the accomplishment of wdiirh

actions are undertaken, eg I shall live carefnih to avoid

imtimelv death

(24) Uncertain (savyabhicdra)—going astray, e g this medicine may
be or may not be suited to this disease

(25) Inquiry [nphdsa)—examination.

(26) Ascertainment {vyavasdya)—determination, eg. that disease is

due to the disturbance of wind m the stomach and this is

its medicine.

(27) Presumption (arthct-prdpii)—the knowledge of a thing implied

by the declaration of another thing, e g when it is that

a person should not eat during the day, it is implieil that he

should eat during the night

(28) The originating cause (saynbliava)—that from which something

springs out, e.g. the six ingredients idhafus) constitute the

originating cause of the foetus m the womb.

(29) Censurable (anuyojya)—a speech w hich is fraught with fault,

eg a person makes a general statement while a particular

one IS required ' instead of saying ‘this disease is curable

by medicine,’ one should say Hhis disease is cut able by an

emetic medicine or a purgative medicine.’

(30) Xo^i-censu rable {ananuyopja]—the reverse of the censurable

(31) Interrogation {anmjogn )—an impiirv about a subject made by

a person who studies it, eg when a person asserts that

the soul is eternal hn. fellow-scholar iiKiuires “ what ib the

reason ? This inquiyv is an interrogation

(32) lie-infe) rogation [pratynnnyoga )—an inquin’- alnnit another

inquiry, eg wdien one say.s that the smil isettwnal because

3
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it is non-prodticed, the re-interrogation will be “why it is

non-produced

(33) Defect of speech {vakya-closa)—consisting of inadequacy, re-

dundancy, meaninglessness, incoherence, contradiction, etc.

() “Inadequacy"’ or saying too little which occurs when
there is an omission of the reason, examp’e, applica-

tion or conclusion,

() “ Kedundancy "" or saying too much which consists of (i)

“ irrelevancy/’ e.g. a person talks of the polity of

Vrhaspati or Sukra while the subject of discourse is

medicine, or (ii) “repetition,” eg. when a person re-

peats a 'word or its meaning several times, as hhaisajya,

sadhan/x, ausaiha, etc., all of which signify medicine.

(c) “ Meaninglessness ”—consisting of a mere grouping of letters

without any sense, e.g k, kh, g, gh, h, etc.

(d) “ Incoherence ”—a combination of words which do not con-

vey a connected meaning, e.g. whey, wheel, race,

thunder, morning, etc.

{e) “ Contradiction”—consisting of opposition to the example,
tenet or occasion, e.g. on the occasion of sacrifices,

animals should be offered up. Any thing uttered

inconsistently with the occasion is contradiction.

(34) Excellence of speech [vdhya-prakmsd)—when a speech is freed

from inadequacy, etc., is fraught with welhexpressive words
and is otherwise uncensurable, it is applauded as excellent,

perfect or meritorious.

(35) Quibble (chala)—a speech consisting of mere words fraught
with cunning, plausibility and diversion of sense. It is of two
kinds, viz. (1) ‘ quibble in respect of a word,’ e g a person

uses the word ‘ navatantra " to signify a man who has studied

nine scriptures, though he really intends to signify a man
who has studied his scripture recently, or (2) ‘ quibble in

respect of a generality,’ e g. the medicine which cures

phthisis should also cure bronchitis, as both come under the
genus ‘ disease."

(36) Non-reason or fallacy {ahetu)—which is of three kinds, viz.

:

() “Begging the question” (
“ prakarana-sama ”) occurring

when that which is to be proved is taken as the
reason, e.g, the soul is eternal because it is distinct

from the body . the body is non-eternal, and the soul

being heterogeneous from the body must be eternal.

() “Assumption based on doubt” (“ sariisaya-sama ”) occur-

ring when that which is a cause of doubt is regarded
as dispelling the doubt, e.g. it is doubtful whether a
person who has studied a portion of the science of

medicine is a physician
;

this person .has studied a
portion of the science of medicine • hence he Is a physi-
cian. This is another form of “ begging the question

”

(c) “Balancing the subject” {“ varnya-sama”) occurring
where the example is not different fmm the subject
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m respect of their questionable character, e.g. the

intellect is non-eternal, because it is intangible, as a

sound. Here the eternality of the intellect is as

questionable as that of the sound.

(37) Mistimed {atlta-hdla)—a fallacy which arises when that which
should be stated first is stated afterwards.

(38) Attribution of censure {upalambha)—Imputation of defect to

the reason adduced
(39) Avoidance of defect (parihdra) which occurs when the defect

is corrected or amended, e g. when the soul resides in the

body, the signs of life are noticeable
;
but when the soul

leaves the body those signs are no longer noticed * hence
the soul IS distinct from the body.

(40) Abandonment of a proposition (praiijnddidni)—which occurs

when a disputant, being attacked, abandons the proposition

first advanced bv him, e.g.

A person advances first a proposition, viz.

the soul is eternal

,

and being attacked by an opponent, he abandons it saying,

the soul is not eternal.

(41) Admission [abhyanuyna)—the acceptance by a person of what
IS attributed to him by his opponent, whether agreeable or

disagreeable, e g.

A disputant says : you are a thief
’’

His opponent replies ‘ “ you too are a thief.’’

The reply of the opponent is an admis.sion.

(42) Shifting the reason (hetvaniara)—which occurs when one in-

stead of advancing the proper reason adduces a different

one

(43) Shifting the topic {arthantaro)
,
e.g. A person cites the symp

toms of gonorrhoea awhile he was to have cited those of fever.

(44) A point of defeat or an occasion for rebuke (nigrahastimna )

—

which occui's wdien a disputant suffers defeat at the hands of

his opponent It consists in the disputant misapprehending,

or being unable to apprehend, something repeated thrice lo

an assembl}' the members whereof have apprehended it. ft

ma}^ also occur when one censures that which is not censur-

able or abstains from censuring that w^hich is censurable.
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Reception accorded to Anviksik!.

(From 650 B C onwards)

20 Anviksiki condemned in certain Circles

Anvlksihl known as Heiu-sasira or Tarlca-vidya

,

the general
principles of which might be applied to test the validity or other-
wise of the injunctions and prohibitions laid down in the Vedas and
Dharma-sutras, was not received with favour by a certain section
of the Brahmanas, who could never think of calling in question
the authority of thovse injunctions and prohibitions. \Ve are
therefore not surprised to find Manu • enjoining excommunication
upon those members of the twice-born castes who disregarded the
Vedas and Bharma-sutras relying upon the support of Heiu-mstra
or Logic. Similarly Valmlki^ in his Bamayana discredits those
persons of perverse intellect who indulge in the frivolities of

/ ^
Amlhsikl, the science of Logic, regardless

opposed to works on Sacred Law (Bharma-
§astra) which they should follow as their

guide. Vyasa ^ in the Mahabharata, Ss^ntiparva, relates the dole-

(Manu-samhita» adhy&ya 2, verse I })

MW t II 36-39 II

(RSmSyaija, Ayodbya kanda, sarga 100)

^I’^fWf ii 47 «

Mjwlar ’n ^ ffgsrw « 48 n

srrfwt: ^ i

TTO H 49 |(

(MahSbharata, 6Sntiparva, aflhySya ISO).

in the < Jaudharva tautra we find :

—

jftwM Mwjfwr^fsncm:W mm i

(Quoted m Prinatoi^im tantraP
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iul Story of a repentant Eralimana who, addicted to Tarka^vid^^

(Logic), carried on debates divorced from all faith in the Vedas
and was on that account turned into a jackal in his next birth

as a penalty. In another passage of the Hantiparva, Vynsa *

warns the followers of the Vedcxnta philosophy against coinrnuni-

eating their doctrines to a Tarhika or Logician. Vyasa^ does not

care even to review Hetu-msira in the Brahma-sutra seeing that

it has not been recognized by any worthy sage. Stories of infliction

of penalties on those given to the study of Tarka-vidya are related

in the Skandapurana and other works ;
and in the Naisadhacanta ^

we find Kali satirising the founder of Anv.ksikl as “Go-tama"’ the

most bovine among sages

21 . AjNviksiki held in high Esteem in some Quartebs.

On the other hand Anvisiki, while it attached due weight

to the authority of the Vedas, was held in very higli esteem

There were also people who could appreciate the value of reasoning

for ascertaining truths. Thus_the Gautama-dharma-sfitra ^ fires-

cribes a course of training in Anvlksikt (Logic) for the km^ and

acknowledges the utility of Tarka (reasoning) in the adinmistia-

Sf ^ « ISB

/MahSbhnrata Santiparva. adhySya 246).

H 17 I (VedSnta-sStra, 2-2).

Jl'TJffl! fV 1

wWi’iiFT’cre ^9 v.m ii

^Skandapurana, KSlikakbanda, adhySya 17).

fstwim t

Wi f^«I ww ’s: II 75 II

(Kaisadhacarita, amto xvii|

filfiliATr: wshwV^f: I tsfwig

(Oaiitama dharma-snfera, adhyaya 11).
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tion of justice, though in the case of conclusions proving in-

Auviksikl useful for

ascertaining truths.

compatible, the ultimate decision is directed

to be made by reference to persons versed
in. the Vedas. Mann * admits that dharma

or duty should be ascertained by logical reasoning [tarha), but the

reasoning should not, according to him, be opposed to the injunc-

tions of the Vedas He recommends Anviksiki (Logic) as a neces-

sary study for a king^ and a Tarkl^ (logician) as an indispensable
member^of a legal assembly. Kautilya^ in his Arthasastra charac-
terises Anv%hsik% (Logic) as the lamp of all sciences, the resource of

all actions and the permanent shelter of all virtues.

Yajhavalkya^ counts Nydya or Logic among the fourteen
principal sciences while Vyasa® admits that he was able to arrange
and classify the Upanisads with the help of Anmksikl or Logie, In
the Padmapurana'^ Nydya (Logic) is included among the fourteen
principal branches of learning promulgated by God Visnu, while in

the rilatsyaparaua,^ Nyaya vidya (the science of Logic) together

(Manu-saiuhita, adhyaya 12, verse 106)

(Manu-samhita, ad]i;s ay a 7, verse 43)

(jUanu-samhita, adhyaya 12 verse ill)

gifl-tr: ^4ra^r5rrWtfT?r: I

(Artha-^Sstra of Kautilya, chap. II)

tarr: WTiiiik f^rsit «

( Vojnavalkya-samhita, adhyaya I, verse 3).

?jifr irkw® g trrf€w
i

flsr’ai fjT3 f ii

fMahablmrnt.a quoted by ViSvanatha in his Nyaya-V|-tti, I-l-l).

'ggr’t tscisr g?:piP3rmk«Tiwi

' <Pa(li!iapur«5ia, vide Muir’s Sanskrit texts, Vol. HI, p. 27).

SIxiwtKW ’S’tRIt tacra^ I

sa?rafE(^r ’«r ll (Matsyapurana, 3-2).
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with the Vedas is said to have emanated from the mouth of

Brahma himself. In fact so widespread was the study of Nydya
that the Mahabharata is full of references to that science. In the

Adiparva * of the Mahabharata, the Nydya (Logic) is mentioned

along with the Veda and Cikitsa (the science of medicine), and the

hermitage of Kasyapa'^ is described as being filled with sages who
were versed in the Nydya4attva (categories of Logic), and who knew
the true meaning of a demonstration, objection and conclusion. The
Santiparva^ refers to numerous tenets of Nydya supported by rea-

soning and scripture, while in the Asvamedhaparva ^ we find that

the sacrificial ground of Yudhisthira was crowded by logicians

(Hetu-vdchn) who employed arguments and counter-arguments to

vanquish one another. Similar other instances of the popularity

of Nydya (Logic) may be cited from the Mahabharata and other

works \vhich were composed in their present forms about the

beginning of the Christian era

It seems that the unfavourable criticism to which Anviksiki

(the science of Logic) had long been exposed, terminated practi-

cally in the first century A.D. when, under the name of Nydya-

sdstra, it accepted the authority of the Vedas and propounded the

doctrine of syllogistic reasoning the validity of which was never

challenged.

{Mahabharata, Adiparva, adhyaya I).

It 42 H

I 44 It

'(TSlaKat^arafca, Adiparva, adhyaya 70).

il’ 22 tt

(Mahaon^ata, fiantiparva, adhyaya'^!)

-ssTT g ^Tf>ir!fr i

it 27 a

(Mahabharata, Asvamedhaparva, adhySya 85)



SECTION 11

Nyaya-sastra—tlie Science of True Eeasoiiing-

(CiRCA 1 A.D.— 1200 A.D.)

CHAPTER I

The Growth of Nyaya-sastra.

22. Origin of the name Nyaya.

It lias been previously observed that Nyaya ^ was one of the

various names by whicli the Anvlksikl was
The Anvikaiki-vidya designated IQ its logical aspect. With the

introduction of this word, the ancient

school of Indian Logic entered upon the

second stage of its development In the first stage Logic was
generally designated as Anvlksikl^ Hetu-sa$tra or Tarka-vidya, but

m the second stage it was, as we find in the Nyaya-bhasya, widely

known as Nyaya- {tdstra.

The word nyaya popularly signfies ‘ right ’ or ‘ justice/ The
Nyaya-sastra is therefore the science of right

iweanmg judgment or true reasoning. The Chinese

Can-li ^ and the Tibetan Rigs-hsian-hcos^ as

equivalents of the Sahskrit Nydya-mstra, express exactly the same
meaning.

Technically the word nyaya signifies a syllogism (or a speech

of five parts), and the Anviksiki w^as called
meaning Nydya-scistra

^
when nyaya constituted its

special topic. That the word nyaya actually

signified a syllogism is evident from an observation quoted by
Vatsyayana* that '"nyaya functions neither with regard to things

J VatsySyana observes :
—

(NySya bbasya,

^ Yuan Chwang (Hwen*thsang) translates Nyaya {Can4i) by true reason {or

reasoning )—vide "Professor H. XJi’s VaiSesika Philosophy, p. 84.

S The Nydya-iastra is calle^T In Tibetan Kigrpahi*b§tan-

hcos, the science of right judgment

—

vide MahSvyutpatti, part ii, p 133, edited

by Dr E. D. Ross and Dr, Satis Chandra Vidyabhnsana in the Bibliotheca Indies

series, Calcutta.

i ssrm! sfw% wnfttsif

(NyiyabhSsya !-l~l : aho Dr. GahgS Nath Jha®s Translation of the NySya-
sutra In the Indian Thought, vol. IV, p. 174).
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uiikiiowri nor with regard to things that are definitely known, but it

functicns only wuth regard to things that are doubtful Vatsya-

yana defines,^ no doubt, mjaya as an examination of objects by

Widences, but he takes evidences to signify a syllogism which

consists of a ‘ proposition ’ based on verbal testimony
,
a reason

based on inference, an ‘example’ based on perception, an ‘ applica-

tion ^ based on comparison, and a ‘ conclusion ’ based on all the

previous four, Visvanatha^ explains nydyasvarupa as the essen-

tial form of a syllogism wlxich consists of its five parts, and Madha-

vaearya ^ understands the term nydya an inference foi* the sake

of others in which a syllogism is specially employed In view of

this technical meaning we may interpret Nyaija-sdstra as the

science of syllogism or the science of inference tor the sake of

others, that is, the science of demonstration.

23. The Antiquity of Nyaya-.^astra

(from circa 1 a D ).

The term ‘‘Kyaya ” in the sense of Logic does not appear to

have been used in literature before the first

Nyaya did not formerly century A.D Panini ^ (about 350 B.C.) did
:,igmfy Logie.

,, Nyaya ” in the sense

of Logic, and even Patanjali ^ (about 150 B.C )
does not seem to have

been conversant with the word, which does*not occur in his Bhasya

oh uhthadi’-gana. it does not find place, in this sense,^ in the Artha-

l srmWW (Nyftya-bhasya, l-i-l)

-2 Vvde Vi^vanStha’s Nyaya sutra-vptti, 1-1-25, 1-1-31, 1-138 and 1-1-41) m
which nyaya-0varupa, nyaya-purvCiuga, nydyottaranga and nyaydiraya are deimea

The five parts ot nydya (syllogism) will he explained later

^ Madhavacarya's Sarvadadiana satngi<i«ti«», uiidei the head Aksapada-dadana,

p 114, Calcutta edition,

4 Goidstucker m his Panini, p. 15,, says tliat both Katyayana and Patanjah

knew the Nyaya-sutra There is however ao|proot for the statement.

There is no doubt that Pamm derives the word nydya (evidently in the sens© of

justicej from the root nl tu his Astadhyayi, 3- -122 as follows i

His Asiadhyayi, 4-2-8U does not, however, pre-

suppose nydya in the sense ol “ Logic.”

5 Patanjah did not u.se the word na%ydy%ka (logician) as nydya was not in-

cluded in the ukthddtgana m his Bhasya The Gaiiapai ha, which includes it, is a

later work. For nydyya vide Astadhyayi, 4-4-92.

Nydya signifies just or justice, equitable or equity .

in’# I

Pf nwfit It

(Artha fiSstra, adhikarana 3 , chap. 1 , p 1505
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sastra ^ of Kautilya (about 327 B.C ). The term ‘‘Nyaya,” which

previously signified '^riaht/’ ‘'method/’ “analogy” or “maxim,”
is used in the sense of Logic for the first time in the Mahabha-
rata/ Visnu purana/ Matsya purana,^ Padma purana/ Yajha-

valkya-samhita / etc., in passages which are presumed to have

been written after the beginning of the Christian era

The Nyaya^astra was not so called before the subject of
“ Nyaya ” (syllogism) was introduced into

Nyaya used in the sense the Caraka-saiiihita / SO far as we

1st century know, contains for the first time an exposi-

tion of the doctrine of syllogism under the

name of sfkapana (demonstration), it is presumed that the word
Nyaya as an equivalent for Logic came into use about the com-

position of that Samhita, that is. about the opening of the

Christian era The word became very popular about the second

century A.D. when the Nyaya-siitra was composed. Vatsyayana
(about 400 A.D.) uses the expression for the

conclusion {nigamana) which combines in itself all the five parts

of a syllogism. Dignaga (about 500 A.D.) explicitly mentions the

five parts or members of a syllogism as Nyayavayava!^

24. The Early Teachers oe NyIya-^astea
(ABOUT 100 A.D.).

Nothing is definitely known about the early teachers of Nyaya-
Sastra. In the Adiparva of the Mahabharata we find that the

hermitage of Kasyapa was filled with sages who knew the true

i fmi i

(ArthaASstra ot Kautilya, adhikaiana 11, adhyaya I, p. 379, Sham ^astri’fe

edition).

-2 Mahabharata, Adiparva, adhySya I, verse 67: adhyaya 70, verses 42-4:4

and ^Sntiparva, adhyaya 210, verse 22.

Visnu purana, third part, adhyaya 6

Matsya purana, 3-2
^ Padma purana, Uttarakhanda, chap. 263.

^ YSjaavalkya-samhita, 1-3, etc.
T Caraka-samhita, VimSna*sthana, adhyaya 8.

s sirrsli i

(Hyaya bhSsya, 1-1-1).

y NyaySvayava called in Tibetan ‘ ngi-pahi-yan-lag * occurs in the Pramlna-

samuocaya, chap. VI, as follows
|

(Tshai-ma*kun lag btus*pa, chap, vi.

wmm i

Bgtan-hgyur, Mdo, Ce).

42 ii

10
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meanlDgB of demonstration, refutation and conclusion. As stha-

pandf dksepa and siddhdnta, which are the Sanskrit equivalents for

demonstration, refutation and conclusion, are the technical terms

of Nyaya-sastra as used in the Caraka samhita, it may be rea-

sonably inferred that the sages who dealt with them in the her-

mitage of Kasyapa were the early exponents of that sastra.

Ka§yapa ^ lived on the river Malinl in the district of Saharanpur
midwaj^ between Delhi and Hardwar.

25. NaradA—an (Expert, in ‘Nyaya-^astea
(about 100 AD.).

In the Sabhaparva of the Mahabharata we find that a sage

named Narada^ was an expert in Nyaya-§astra.^ He was skilful

in distinguishing unity and plurality, conjunction and co-exist-

enoe (inherence), genus and species, etc
,
capable of deciding ques-

tions through evidences (pramdna)^ and

gisU^reiLmg? clever in ascertaining the validity and inval-

idity of a speech of five parts (pancdvayava-

vdkya). The ‘‘ speech of fiv^ parts ” refers undoubtedly to a syllo-

gism of five members, and it is interesting to note that Narada,

I II 43 n

3iw.* i

i 44 8

(Mahabharata, Adiparva, adhyaya 70).

Tiojir sisft 5i®r ii '{i n

SRra'lW *(^TWSf! I

xsi 11 II

(Mahabharata, Adiparva, chap 70).

2 Nlrada is called in Tibetan Mis §bym-gyi-bu {vide Mahavyut-

patti, part I, p 23, edited by Dr E. D. Ross and Dr. Satis Chanda Vidyabhusana,

m th© Bibliotheca Indica senes, Calcutta).

« 2 it

II ii K
"

Srijift I

^(HIWtiiTfsr^V: 8 4 II

^
(MahabhSrata, Sabhaparva, adhyaya 5;.
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who, as we shall presently see, travelled in Sveta^lvlpa (perhaps
Alexandria), was one of the earliest experts in judging the merit
and dement of such a speech.

This Narada represents the philosophical culture of the 1st

century AJ). No work on Nyaya-sasfcra
Narada was pej^aps a written by him has come down to us But

fictitious person of the 1st
^ i

century AD. Jayanta ' m the JM3^aya-manjari quotes a

verse attributed to him which gives an ex-

position of a logical point of defeat ” {nigraha-sthdna) technically
known as “the abandonment of a proposition

The personality of Narada is shrouded in mystery, He^is
represented in the Mahabharata and Puranas to have been himself
very quarrelsome and clever in exciting quarrels among other
people. Cursed by Brahma he wandered over earth without stay-
ing at any fixed habitation. He was of an imposing figure with
flowing braids of hair and a long grey beard—wearing a mendi-
cant's garment, holding in one hand a staff of gold and in the other
a beggar's bowl together with a lute of tortoise shell, and chanting

always the name of Hari the Lord. He
NarST

^ carried messages of gods to men and vice

verm. Once he left heaven for a pleasant
ramble on earth and repaired to the court of Srnjaya who ordered
his daughter Sukumari of unrivalled ^eauty to attend upon him.
Narada fell in love with her, and they were married; but owing
to a curse he looked like a monkey to his bride He however
worked off the curse by severe austerities, and Sukumari could with
difficulty be reconciled to him when he appeared, on the removal
of the curse, in his resplendent beauty Narada studied music for
two years under two wives of Krsna^ Jambavatl and Satyabhama,
but had to prolong his studies for another two years under the
third wife of Krsna named Rukmini to attain mastery over the
notes of the musical scale.

He visited Svetadvlpa^ supposed to be identical with the

5 mw-
wwnnTjrr wvnr

»

«nrft WT ii

(NySya-mafijari, chap. XII, p. {’40\ Vizianagaram Sanskrit series).

Q
legends about NSrada consult the Mahabharata, jBhagavata purSna,

Brahmanda purSna, Visnu purana, Varaha purana, Bhavisya puraaa, Adbhuta
RaroSyana, etc.

* . ^ ?

tU i| »lti| VIK: 1 (Visnu purSna, 1-ld, tik5).

1 w ^ mm ’srfiiift i

(Mahabharata, Santiparva, 335-8).

.
may also be ldenti:fied with Svria. Of, Comparative studies m

Vaisnavism and Christianity,” by Dr. B. H. Seal, Calcutta.
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country of which the capital was Alexandria where he became the

gueftt of a merchant in a town called Dvaidal-nayaka, and where
he saw Visnu (God) worshipped with fervour by devotees who
attained their suitable end through His grace

In the Varahapurana * Narada is stated to have in a previous

birth been a Brahmana, Sarasvata by name, in the city of Avantl,

who offered oblations of water to his dead ancestors in the lake of

Puskara at Aj
mere

There is Extant a work on Smrti ^ dated about the 4th century

^ *
AD., which is said to have been written

by the sage JNarada. Other works such as

the Narada-panca-ratra are also attributed to him.

The fiction about Narada seems to have originated from one

1

7

^- Narada whose existence is unquestioned.
The real Narada,

Narada is mentioned in the

8arvanukramika of Katyayana as a descendant of Kanva ® and a

seer of certain mantras of the Rgveda. It appears from the

Chandogyopanisad * that he was versed in many sciences including

valco-vakya^ (perhaps Logic}. He was either the founder of a dis-

tinguished line, the succeeding members of which took up his re-

nowned name, or the founder of a school of thought, the various

followers of which were known to the world after him.

Our Narada, an expert in Ny^ya-^S-stra, was a descendant or

follower of the real Narada or was an alto-

name N^irada
gather fictitious person requisitioned by the

compilers of the Mahabharata and Puranas

who fathered upon him the sayings and doings of different ages

and countries to make them authoritative.

1 Varaha pnrana, adhyaya 2, verses 63-83, and adhySya 3, verses 3-7, in the

Bibliotheca Indies senes).

2 The Narada-smpti seems to have been composed about the fourth century A D
as it frequently mentions dinara (the Boman com denarius) which wass imported

into India about the time of the Roman emperors Compare

(Narada-smpti pari^ista 60, edited by Dr. J Jolly, Bibliotheca Indica senca

Calcutta),

Vide also Dr, J. Jolly’s Introduction to the Narada-snuti (Minor Caw Oooks^

in the S.B.E. series, p. xviii

Narada-smpti, the real autnoi of which is unknuvvn, lepresents the theone-' ol

Smpti and Nyaya of the early centuries of Christ.

3 Sayana’s commentary on the Bgveda, 8-3-13 and 9-104-6. Kanva was

ancestor of KS^yapa already mentioned.

^ ChSndogyopanisad, prapathaka 7, khanda I , verse 2, and The Upanishads'’*

translated by E Max Muller, SB.B. aeries, p. 110.

^ may signify grammar, rhetoric or debate. Sankara interprets it

as Logic.
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26. NyaYA-SCTRA—THE FIRST SYSTEMATIC WORK ON NyaYA-
SASTRA.

The first regular work on the Nyaya-^astra is the Nyaya-sutra

or aphorisms on true r^^asoning ” It is

The Nyaya-sutra re- divided into five books
,
each containing two

chapters called ahrvilcas (diurnal portions).

Perhaps the Nyaya-sutra, as it exists at pre-

sent, is net entirely the work of one person, but has been enlarged

by interpolations from time to time. It contains references to the

Saiiikhya, Vai^esika, Yoga, Mimamsa, Vedanta and Buddhist sys-

tems of philosophy. There are in it passages which were quoted

almost verbatim from the Lahkavatara sfitra/ Madhyamika sutra,^

and other Buddhist works which were composed about the third or

fourth century A.D. It seems that these passages were interpolated

by Vatsyayana who is said to have written the first commentary
called Bhasya on the Nj^aya sutra about 400 A.D. The Nyaya-
sutra contains in itsell the principles both of Logic and Philosophy.

1 (Nygya-sufcra, 4-2-26).

** There is no essence in things inasmuch as they are discerned by our intellect.’*

I (Lahkavatara-sutra, chap. II, x).

“We cannot ascertain the essence of things which are discerned by our
intellect.”

^fy%spl (Nyaya-sutra, 3-2-11).

** Even in the case of a crystal there is no cause for the production of one after

another, because all individuals are momentary.”

n (Lankavatara-sutra, chap. VI).

“ By saying that a thing is momentary, I mean that it is not produced.”

^ ST (NySya 80tra, 4-1-39).

** Things cannot be self-existent owing to their inter-relations.”

srfil wrtl sn^TSft (MSdhyamika-sutra, olmp I).

“ There is no self-existence^ of things owing to their mutual relationship.”

HW srWST^ (Nyaya-sutra, 4-1-4S).

“ A thing Is neither existent nor non-existent nor both, owing to the mutual
incongruity of existence and non-existence.”

STW WRfT W ^ (MSdhyamifca sutra, chap. VII).
** There cannot be production of a thing which is existent, non-existent or

both.”

WJtJpirisnn: m (Nyaya-sutra, 4-2-32).
“ The concept of things is like a trick of jugglery, the city of the celestial quire

or a mirage.”
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27. AkS^PADA—THE author of the NyaYA-SUTPvA
(about 150 A.D.).

[n the early commentaries on the Nyaya-siitra the author of

the Sutra is distinctly named as Aksapada.^ Vatsyayana® in the

Nyaya-bhasya (about 400 A D
)
says that the Nyaya philosophy

manifested itself (in a regular form) })efore Aksapada the foremost

of the eloquent
;
while Uddyotakara"^ m his Nyaya-vartika (about

^ _
600 A.D

)
affirms that it was Aksapada the

Aksapada credited__ as most excellent of sages that spoke out the

g0tra. jNyaya-sastra m a systematic way. in the

Nyaya vartika tatparya-tika ^ (8LA.D.) and
the Nyaya-mahjari,^ Aksapada is stated to have been the promul-

mt \

mj ti

(Madhyamika-sutra, chap. VII).

The originajbion, continuance and ces^atjon of a thing are said to belike a

trick of jugglery, dream or the city of the celestial quire.”

(Nyaya-sutra, 2-1-39)

Tbe present time is non-existent because the falling down of an object

relates to the time during which the object fell ^own and to the time during which
it will fall down.”

?I?f I

flHTJnfT II

(Madhyamika-sutra, chap. II).

* We are not passing a path which has already been passed, nor are we pass-

ing that which is yet to be passed; the existence of a path, which has neither

been passed nor is yet to be passed, is beyond comprehension.”

i Aksapada is called in Tibetan Kkah-mig-can, “ with eyes on his

feet.” (Vide Maha-vyutpatti, part I, p. 22, edited in Sanskrit-Tibetan-Engiish by
Dr. Sir E D, Ross and Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Bibliotheca Indica senes,

Calcutta )

W XK II

(Nyaya-bhasya, colophon, Vizianagaram Sanskrit series)

i ’sraur *wt’!T »ti?f sj»iwt sfJiK l

(Nyaya-vartika, opening linos).

(Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-lika, opening lines)

(Nyaya-inaujari, chap. I)
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gator of theNyaya-sastra, while Madhavacarya in his Sarvadar^ana

samgraha (about 1350 AD) designates the Nyaya philosophy as

Ak8^pada-dar<<ana

,

the philosophy of Aksapada

But in the Padma purana,' Skanda purana/ etc
,
the Nyaya-

^astra is stated to have been expounded
Gautama too believed by Gotama or Gautama. Visvanatha® in

NySya-sQtra^^^ Nyaya-sutra-vrtti calls the Nyaya-sutra

as Gotama- sutra, that is, the sutra of

Gotama. Now the question arises as to who, Gotama or Aksapada.

was the real author of the Nvaya-sutra. Anantayajvan * in his

commentary on the Pitrmedha sutra supposes on grounds best

known to himself that Gautama (Gotama) and Aksapada were the

same person.

The NyS ya-kosa ^ mentions two legends to account for the name
Aksapada as applied, according to it, to

Is Aksapada the same Gautama It is said that Gautama %vas so
per^jon as Gautama ’ , . , i -i . i i i

deeply absorbed m phiiosophicai contem-

plation that one day during his walks he fell unwittingly into a well,

out of which he was rescued with great difficulty God therefore

mercifully provided him with a second pair of eyes in his feet, to

protect the sage from further mishaps This is a ridiculous story

manufactured merely to explain the word Aksapada ” as com-
posed of, '‘Aksa'’ (eye) and ‘‘Pada” (feet).

Another legend which represents Vyasa, a disciple of Gautama,
lying prostrate before his master until the latter condescended to

look upon him, not with his natural eyes, but with a new pair of

eyes in his feet, may be dismissed with scant ceremony as the

invention of a later generattmi of logicians , anxious to humiliate

Vyasa for the vilification of the Nyaya system in the Mahabharata
and Vedanta-sutra.

i Padma purSna, Uttarakhancla, chap. 263, where the followmg verse occtu’s

infitw

?njT g I n

jfffrw rriW =i8T!s?rsr^ rf^ f% i

(Skanda purana, Kalika khanda chap XVII)

w gftrax: fifwsjr iniiwiw'irf i

’It It

(Nya-suto-vrtti, concluding verse]

* To the (rrlivsi'sutras of the Sama veda probably belong also Gautama -

Pitpnedlia-sutra tct. Buint^U, p 57: the commentator Anantayajvan identifies the
author with Aksapada* the author of the Kyaya-sutra), and Oautama-dharraa
iiutra.^Weber’s Historv ot Indian Literature, p S5.

Xy5ya*ko}^ (2nd edition, Hy M M Bhimeearva Jbalakikara, Bombay).
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AkdapMa different from
Gautama.

In fact Gotania or Gautama, the founder of Anviksiki, was quite

different from Aksapada. While one lived

in Mithila, the other flourished at Prabhasa

in Kathiawar. The Brahmanda purana ^

describes Aksapada and Kanada as the sons of a Brahmapa named
Soma-sarma who v/as Siva incarnate, and well known for his practice

of austerities at tne shrine of Prabhasa^ during the time of Jatu-

karjgya Vyasa.
It is by no means easy to determine who was the real author

of the Nyaya-sutra Gautama and Aksa-
Gaotama and Aksapada pada Seem both to have contributed to the

° ^
^ production of the work. The Nyaya-slatra

treats mainly of five subjects, viz. (1) pra-

mana^ the means of right knowledge, (2) prameija, the object of

right knowledge. (3) vMa, a debate or discussion, (4) avayava^ the

members of a syllogism, and (5) anyamataparlksa, an exammation
of contemporaneous philosophical doctrines. The second and the

third subjects, and possibly also the first subject in its crude

form, ample references to which are met with in the old Brahmanie,

Buddhistic, and Jaina books, were in all probability first handled

by Gautama whose Anvlhaikl-vidya was constituted by them. The

mj writ mtmt i

mmfwm: i

mtfk iPi t i

(BrahmaBda purSna published under the name of VSyu purana by A,S.B ,

adhySya 23).

2 Prabhasa washed on its western side by the river Sarasvati, and reputed
as the residence of Kjrsna, is mentioned in the ^nmad Bhagavata thus:

—

(Bhigavata, Skandha IJ, acihyaya 6}

(Bhigavata, Skandha II, sdliyaya 30).

Prabhasa was situated beyond the rock of Gimar in Kathiawar, where we
come across all the edicts of A§oka as well as an inscription of Rudradaman sup-

posed to be the first inscription in Sanskrit about 150 A.D. which mentions Candra
Gupta and A4oka by names. There are also some inscriptions in Gupta characters,

and there is no doubt that Prabhasa situated on the Sarasvatl acquired celebrity

in very old times.

O/. Archaeological S irvey of Western India, ToL. II, p. 128.

Poet Bhavabhuti of Vidarbha introduces himself as the son of Jatukarni {vide

Uttararama-ean ta).

4
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fourth and fifth subjects, and possibly also the first subject in its

systematic form, were introduced by Aksapada into the Anviksiki-

vidya which in its final form was styled the Nyaya-sutra.

Aksapada was therefore the real author of the Nyaya sutra which

derived a considerable part of its materials from the Anvlksikl-

vidya of Gautama. Just as Caraka was the redactor of the

AgniveSa-tantra or the' Ayurveda of Atreya, Aksapada -was the

redactor of the Amvlksikl of Gautama Hence Nyaya is called

Gaiitaml-vidyd as well as Aksapida-darmna.

We know nothing o’f Jatfikarnya Vyasa except that the name
Jatukarnya widely prevailed in Vidarbha (Berar), and that the

word Vyasa usually signified a compiler. It seems that after king

Kaniska had held the fourth Buddhist Council at Jalaudhara in

the first century A D to collect the teachings, of Buddha, the Brah-

manic sages too in the following centuries met togther m groups

. e -j to compile the Puranas and other sastras.
Age of Ak,apada

jatukarnya was probably one of the com-
pilers at- Vidarblui, and Aksapada, the compiler of the Nyaya-sutra,

was one of his contemporaries

The Nyaya-siitra, which was criticised by Nagarjuna, referred

perhaps to the Caraka-saiiihita under the name of Ayurveda,^

Aksapada seems therefore to have flourished before Nagarjuna
(circa 250-320 A.D.) who employs many logical terms presumably
from the Nyaya-sutra, aud after Caraka whose Samhita compiled

about 78 A D. embodies logical doctrines of a cruder form than

those of the Nyaya-sutra The date of Aksapada * may therefore

be approximately fixed at about 150 A.D.

28. Subjects of the Nyaya-sutra.

The principal subjects treated in the Nyaya-sutra may be
grouped under the following heads :

—

(1) Framana—the means of knowledge, which comprises pratyaksa
(perception), anwmana (inference), upamana (comparison),

and (verbal testimony). Of these, Sabda (verbal testi-

mony) as defined in the Nyaya-sutra combines in itself the

(Nyaya-sutca, 2-1-60, p. 42, Sacred Book's of the Hindus senes, Allahabad).

^ The Japanese scholar Professor H. Ui observes The date of JYyaya sGtra
«eems to be between Nagarjuna (the second-third century) and Vasubandhu (the
fourth century). (The VaiiSesika Philosophy, p. 16).

The Italian scholar Professor L. Suali places the date between 300 A.D. and
3n0 A.D, (Filosofia Indiana, p. 14).

Dr. H. Jacobi places the date between 200 A.D. and 460 A.D. on the ground
that the Naya-sutra attacks Sunyavada, but does not allude to Vijfiana-vada.

(Journal of the American Oriental Society, voL xxxi, 1011, p. 29).
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meanings of aptopadeia (reliable assertion), ^ahda (word),

and aitihya (tradition), as explained in the Caraka-samhita.

Aupamya or upamdna (comparison) included in the Tantra-

yukti and mentioned in the Jaina works is accepted here

as a means of knowledge (pramdna). The term pramana
in the sense given here was not widely used even in the days
of Caraka (about 78 A.D

)
inasmuch as he employed three

termSj viz. panksd, hetu^ and pramdm, to signify the means
of knowledge.

(2) Frameya—the object of knowledge, which comprises the soul,

body, senses, objects of sense, intellect, mind, activity, fault,

toiismigration, fruit, pain, and release. It corresponds to

Atmavada of the Anv!ksikl Though the word prameya
in the sense of an object of knowledge occurs in the Caraka-

sarnhita, it does not there refer specially to the twelve

objects enumerated in the N3^aya“Sutra. The word, as already

shown, is mentioned in the sense of an object of knowledge,

also in the Ramayana, Mahabharata, and Manu-samhita.

<3) Vdda—a discussion. In the Caraka-samhita vdda as a substitute

for kathd (discourse) includes jalpa (wrangling) and vitandd

(cavil). The categories of the Nyaya-sutra beginning with

samSaya (doubt) are subsidiaries to vdd£t in the carrying on

of which they are to be employed. The subject of vdda as

treated in the Nyaya-sutra represents the samblidsd^ndhi (the

method of debate) as explained in the Caraka-samhita. Jdfi

(analogue), heivdbJidsa (fallacy) and nigrahasthdna (the point

of defeat) are included in the subject of vdda Jati ’’ is the

same as *‘uttara” (rejoinder) and “hetvabhasa” (fallacy)

is the same as ‘‘ ahetu ’’ (non-reason) mentioned in the

Caraka-samhita. The grounds covered by the two sets of

terms arc however not exactly identical. The term jati

in the sense of “analogue’^ or ‘"‘futile rejoinder’’ does not

occur in any work anterior to the Nyaya-sutra, but when it

was introduced it incorporated in it “ ahetu as explained

in the Caraka-samhita. The term “nigraha” in the sense

of defeat ” was extensively used in the P§li literature, and
‘‘nigraha-sthana ” (the point of defeat or occasion for

rebuke) was a technical term in the Caraka-samhita. The
doctrine of “ nigraha-sthana ” attained a high development

in the Nj^aya-sutra.

f4) Avayava—consists of five parts or members of a syllogism. It

covers the same ground as sthdpam (demonstration) ex*

plained in the Caraka-samhita. Some of the five parts seem

to have been known by name to the old Brahmanic writers

as well as to the authors of the Jaina sthilnanga sutra and

Pali Kathavatthuppakarana, but not in their technical senses

nor as members of a sjdlogism. We do not find the five

parts combined together in the form of a syllogism before

the composition of the Nyaya-sutra and the Caraka-sailihitil.

(5) Anya^nutin-pank^a—the examination of the doctrines of other
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systems of philosophy. There is in the Nyaya-shtra an ex-

amination of various philosophical doctrines, e g. in Book III,

chap. II there is a criticism of the Simkhya doctrine of

intellect (buddhi) and the Saugata doctrine of momentariiiess

{ksanika-vdda)

;

in Book IV, chap^ I there is a review of the
(Buddhist) docitine of voidness (Bunyatd) and the Vedanta
doctrine of the transformation of Brahma (Brahma-pari-
ndma-mda)^ etc.

29. The Arrangement of Categories in the
Nyaya-sutba.

The Nyaya-sfitra treats of sixteen categories which comprise
ali the topics of vada-mdrga (the course of debate) as enumerated
in the Caraka-saihhita. While there is apparently no order among
the topics of the Caraka-samhita

,
there exists evidently a regular

arrangement among the categories of the Nyaya-sutra The
.

categories are, according to the commen-

sertthoatSoradZ^r O” Nyaya-sutra, supposed to
represent stages in the course of a debate

between a disputant and his respondent. The first of the cate-

gories is (1) pramdna, which signifies the means of knowledge, and
the second is (2) prameya^ which refers to the objects of knowledge.
These two categories, which constitute the basis of a debate, supply
the thesis or case which a disputant is to prove. The third category,

(3) samsaya (doubt), having roused a conflicting judgment about
the case, the disputant in pursuance of his (4) prayojana (purpose)
cites a parallel ease called (5) drs{dnta (a familiar instance) which
is not open to such a doubt. The case is then shown to rest on
{ 6) siddhantas (tenets) which are accepted by both the parties. That
the case is valid is further shown by an analysis of it into five
parts called (7) avayava (members). Having carried on (8) iarha
(confutation) against all contrary suppositions the disputant
affirms his case with (9) nir^aya (certainty). If his respondent, not
being satisfied with this process of demonstration, advances an
antithesis, he will have to enter upon ( 10) vada (discussion)^ whtcip
will necessarily assume the form of (il) jalpa (a wrangling) and
(12) vitandd (a cavil). Failing to establish his antithesis, he will
employ {13} hetvabhasa (fallacious reasons), (14) cicala (quibbles),
and (15) jdti (analogues), the exposure of w^'Wch wdll bring about
his (16) nigmhasthdna (defeat).

Vatsyayana m hib NySya-bhasya and Vi^va-natha in his Nyaya-sStra-vrttL
while explaimng th© sixteen categories, justify the gradual order ef their succession.
Dr. Haiiantyn© m his translation of the Nyaya-siltra, and Dr. Boberfc Adamson

'

-History of Logic (pp. 165-160), point out that the Categories represent
stages in dialectic or in the pi-ocess of clearing up knowledge by discussion.
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30. The Process op Treatment of the Categories.

As pointed out by Vatsyayana,* the Nyaya-sfitra treats of its

categories through the processes of enimcia'-

(uUeia), definition {laksava), and ex-

animation {'parlksa). Enunciation is the

mere mention of the categories by name
;
definition consists in set-

ting forth that character of a category which differentiates it from
other categories; and examination is the settlement, by reasoning,

of the question whether the definition of a certain category is

really applicable to it. Book T of the Nyaya-sutra deals with the

emiciciation and definition of the sixteen categories, while the

remaining four books are concerned with a critical examination
of the categories.

5 VStsyayana observes :

—

wffl! I ’iranf tr^r '%fir i

(Nvaya-bhlfya, !-l~2).
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Contents of the Nyaya-sntra.*

31. The Catbgoeibs: theie Ehunciatiok.

As the Nyaya-sutra is the foremost work on ISIyaya-^astra, a

full summary of its doctrines is given here. Aksapada says that

supreme felicity, summum honum (nihsreyasa)

,

is attained by the

true knowledge of the sixteen categories treated in his Nyaya-
sntra. The categories'^ are enumerated as follow's *

—

(1) The means of right knowledge (pramana), (2) the object

of right knowledge {prameya), (3) doubt {sammya), (4) purpose

(prayojana), (5) example {drsianta), (6) tenet {sidd/idnta)

y

(7)

members (avayava), (8) confutation (tarha), (9) ascertainment

{nir7j,aya)y (iO) discussion (vada), (11) wrangling {jalpa)y (12)

cavil {vitandd), (13) fallacy {hetvdbhasa)
,
{li) quibble (c/^uZa), (15)

analogue (jdti), and (16) the point of defeat (nigrakasthdna).

32* The Categobibs: theib Defikition.

Definitions of the sixteen categories are gi^en below :
—

(1) The Means of Right Knowledge (pmmd^u).

Perception inference (awwmdna), comparison (upa

mdna)y and word or verbal testimony ($ahda)y are the means of right

knowledge.

1 Vide “The ISTyaya^satras of Gotama*’ translated by Dr. Satis Chandra
Vidyabhtisana m the “ Sacred Books of the Hindus”^ senes, Allahabad; also Dr.
Ballantyne’s translation of the NySya-sutras, first four books, Benares,

^ In Tibetan the sixteen categories, podasa padarthafi tshig-gi-

don boa-drug), are designated respectively as follows:

—

(1) tshad-ma (source of right cognition), (2) gshal-bya (object

of right cognition), (3) the-tshom (doubt), (4) dgoS’p®- (motive),

(6) dp© (example), (6) 36' cba-^as (member of a syllogism), (7)

grub-pahi-iLthah (established tenet), (8) rtog-ge (corroborating a proposition

by showing that its denial is impossible, reduciio ad ahsurdum), (9) 4j 53^*01 's^qq'q

gtan-la-dwab*pa (demonstration or ascertainment), (10) rtsod-pa (discussion),

(U) brj©d“pa (wrangling), (12) sun-hbyin-du-rgoi-wa

(cavil or reducing a proposition ad abaurdum without caring to establish one’s own
view), (13) rgyu-ltar-snan-wa (fallacious middle term), (14)

tshig-dor (quibble), (15) Itag-ohod (evasive answer), and (16) a6«^'q5'af|3i^

chad-pahi-gnag (a reason why one may be declared unfit to continue the contro-
versy),-—Fide MahSvyutpatti, part II, p. 133, Bibliotheca Indica series; also
B|}tan'h©fur, Mdo, Go, folios 233-377.
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Perception * is the knowledge whicli arises from the intercourse
of a sense with its object, being detrrminate, unnameable, and
non-erratic.

flense—includes the mind The knowledge ot the sool, pleasure,

pain, etc., is produced b\ tlieir iiitei course with the miiKl

which, accor<Ung to the Jihilsui 1-1-4 of Vatsyayana, is a

sense-organ.

Delenmnate-^this opitlict distinouislie;!! perception from indeter-

minate (doubtful) knowledge
,
as for instance, a man look-

ing from a d {'stance cannot ascertain whether there is smoke
01 dust. His know le<ige, which is of a doubtful character,
is not perceydion

( fifimaeabU—sigiuhes timt the knowledge of a thing derived through
perception has no connection with the name which the
thing bears. It arises in fact without the aid of language.

‘‘^^y that tiiere is no perception entirelv free,from verbal representation*
Ail things have names*: there is notiung devoid of a name. Whenever a thing is

It IS peieeived as beating a name The thing being inseparably con-
noted with its name, the peiception of the thing involves that of the name also*
Hence there is no peiception which is not mva^ably accompanied by a name.

does not accept tke aliovo view on the ground, as explained in the
Bhasya 1-1-4 of Vatsyayana, that we can perceive a thing although w© may not
know its name, and when we know the name we pe>ceive the thing as entirely
distinct from it. Thus our perception of a thing is totally independent of its name.
It IS, howei'er, admitted that the name is U'.eful m communicating our perception to
our feiiow-men. The^s cannot comprehend our ^^crceptidn unless we give a name to
it. It IS therefore concluded that the name of a thing is not necessarily present
and operative at the time when the thing is perceived.

Non-erraiic—In summer the sun's rays coming in contact with
earthly heat (vapour) quiver and appear to the e\^es of men
as ater. The knowledge of water derived in this way is not
perception. To eliminate such cases the epithet non-erratie
has been used*

[The Sanskrit Sutra defining perception may also be trans-

lated as follows :

—

Perception is knowledge which arises from the contact of a sense
with its object, and which is non-erratic, being either in-

determinate ( “ nirvikalpaka " as ‘'this is something") or
determinate (" savikalpaka " as " this is a Brahmana ") ].

* In Tibetan the definition is stated as follows :

—

2wan-po-dan-don-hphrad-pa-ia5-byuu-wahi-l©»-pa-mrion-sum-gtan“<l^i-me4-

pa-hphrul'pa-med-pa-rtog-palii-bSag-nid, It has been translated by Alexander
Osoma de Horos as follows : Perception is cognition [which is] produced through
contact bet'ween an organ of sense and its object, [which is] not contained in the
word, not discrepant from its object, and the essence of which is certainty. M^ha-
vyutpatti, part IX. p. 134, Bibliotheca Indica series, Calcutta ; also Bstan-hgyur
Mdo, Go, folios 233-377. ^

"
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Inference is knowledge which is preceded by perception, and is

of three kinds, viz. ‘apriori,’ ‘ a posteriori,’ and ‘commonly seen.’

A priori (purvavat) is the knowledge of effect derived from the per-

ception of its cause, e.g. one seeing clouds infers that there

will be rain.

J posteriori {iesavat)^ is the knowledge of cause derived from the
perception of its effect, e g. one seeing a river swollen infers

that there was rain.

' Commonly seen ’ (samanyato drsta) is the knowledge of one thing
derived from the perception of another thing with which it is

commonly seen or seen together, e g. seeing a beast posses-

sing horns, one infers that it possesses also a tail, or one
infers the px'eseace of water from the presence of cranes.

[YatsySyanaj the first commentator on the Nyaya-sfitra, takes the last to be
"‘not comtmoniy seen ” {samanyato hdrsta), which he interprets as the knowledge
of a thing which is not commonly seen, e g. observing affection, aversion and other

qualities one infers that there is a substance called soul].

Comparison is the knowledge of a thing through its similarity

to another thing previously well known.

A man hearing from a forester that a bos gavaeus is like a cow
resorts to a forest where he sees an animal like a cow.
Having recollected what he heard he institutes a com-
parison, by which he arrives at the conviction that the
animal which he sees is boa gavaeus. This is -knowledge
derived through comparison.

Word or verbal testimony is the instructive assertion of a

reliable person.

‘ A reliable person ' is one (<x r?*. arya or mleccha) who as an expert

in a certain matter is willing to communicate his experiences of it.

Suppose a young man coming to the side of a river cannot ascertain

whether the river is fordable or not, and immediately an old experienced

man of the locality, who has no enmity against him, comes and tells

him that the river is easily fordable : the assertion of the old ma.n is

to be accepted as a means of right knowledge called word or verbal

testimony.

Word is of two kmds, mz (1) that which refers to matter which
is seen, e g. a physician’s assertion that physical strength is gained by

butter ;
and (2) that which refers to matter which is not seen,

e.g. a religious teacher’s assertion that one conquers heaven by perform-

ing horse-sacrifices.

Eumour {aiShya), presumption {aHhSpatti), probability {sam-

bhava), and non-existence {abMva), are not separate means of right
knowledge as tihey are included in the four stated above.

(2) The Objects of Bight Knowledge {prameya).

The soul {dtma), body (iorim), senses {indriya), objects of
sense (artha), intellect (huddhi), mind (manah), activity {pravrtti).
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fault (dosa)j transmigration (pretyahhdva), fruit {phala)^ pain
(dukkha), and emancipation {apavarga), are the (principal) objects

of right knowledge.
Desire, aversion, volition, pleasure, pain and cognition are the

marks of the soul.

These are the qualities of the substance called soul.

Desire is a sign which proves the existence of “ soul.” A soul,

having experienced pleasure in a certain thing, desires again to acquire
it through recognition of the same. Aversion is another sign, inas-

much as the soul feels aversion against a thing from which it suffered

pain Similarly volition, etc., are also signs of the soul. The existence

of soul is thus, according to the Nyaya-bhasya and Nj^aya-vaftika,

proved on the basis of recognition involved in our desire,

aversion, etc. The soul is an eternal entit%^ which is from time to time

connected with a body suitable to its desert (merit and demerit). The
connection of the soul with a bodj'' is its birth, while their mutual
separation is its death. Transmigration, which consists in a series of

births and deaths, is the source of all our sufferings When our desert

is completely exhausted, our soul, freed from transmigration, attains

emancipation or release (moksa).

The body is the site of gestures, senses and sentiments.

Body is the site of gestures inasmuch as it strives to reach what
is desirable and to avoid what is hateful. It is also the site of senses

for the latter act well or ill, acccording as the former is in good or bad
order Sentiments which comprise pleasure and pain are also located

in the body which experiences them.

The nose, tongue, eye, skin and ear are the senses, which are

produced from elements.

Earth, water, light, air, and ether—these are the elements. The
nose is of the same nature as earth, the tongue as water, the eye as

light, the shin as air, and ear as ether.

Smell (odour), taste (savour), colour, touch and sound which
are qualities of the earth, etc., are objects of the senses.

Smdl which is the prominent quality of earth is the object of the

nose, taste the prominent quality of water is the object of the tongue,

colour the prominent quality of light is the object of the eye, touch the

prominent quality qf air is the object of the skin, and sound the quality

of ether is tlse object of the ear.

Intellect is the same as apprehension or knowledge.

The mark of the mind is tha.t there do not arise in the soul

more acts of knowledge than one at a time.

It is impossible to perceive two things simultaneously. Percep-

tion does not arise merely from the contact of a sense-organ with its

object, but it requires also a conjunction of the mind. Now, the mind,
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which is an atomic substance, cannot be conjoined with more than

one sense-organ at a time, hence there cannot occur more acts of

perception than one at a time

AetiTity is that which makes the voice, mind and l)ody begin

tlieir action.

There are three kinds of action, viz bodily, vocal, and menial eacii

of which may be subdivided as good or had

Bodily actions which are bad are:—(1) killing, (2) stealing, and

(3) committing adultery.

Bodily actions which are good are:—(i) giving, (2) protecting,

(3) and servmg.

Vocal actions which are bad are:—(1) telling a lie, (2) using harsh

language, (3) slandering, and (4) indulging in frivolous talk

Vocal actions which are good are .—speaking the truth, (2) speak-

ing what is useful, (3) speaking what is pleasant, and

(4) reading sacred books

Menial actions vhicli are had are:— (1) malice, (2) covetousness

and (3) scepticism.

Mental Si>ctions which eLvegood are —(1) compassion, (2) generosity,

and (3) devotion.

Faults are those which cause activity,

The}^ are affection (attachment!, aversion, and stupidity

Transmigration means rebirths

As already’' explained, it is a series of births and deaths Birth is

the connection of a soul with a body which includes the sense-organs,

mind, intellect, and sentiments. Death is the souFs separation from

them.

Fruit is the thing produced by activity and faults.

It is the enjoyment of pleasure or suffering of pahi. All activity

and faults end in producing pleasure which is acceptable and pain

which is fit only to be avoided.

Pain is that which causes uneasiness.

It is affliction which every one desires to avoid. The Sanskrit

Sutra defining ‘‘pain” may also be translated as follows : Fain is the

mark of hindrance to the soul.

Emancipation or release is the absolute deliverance from pain.

A soul, which is no longer subject to transmigration, is freed from

all pains. Transmigration, which consists in the souFs leaving one body

and taking another, is the cause of its experiencing pleasuie and pain.

The soul attains emancipation as soon as there is an end of the body,

and consequently of pleasure and pain.

(3) Doubt (dOfft^iaya).

Doubt, which is a conflicting judgment about the precise

character of an object, arises from the recognition of properties
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common to many objects, or of properties not common to any of the
objects, from conflicting testimony, and from irregularity of per-

ception and non-perception.

(1) Recognition of common properties—e.g. seeing in the twilight a
tall object we cannot decide whether it is a man or a post
for the property of tallness belongs to both.

(2) Recognition of properties not common— e.g. hearing a sound, one
questions whether it is eternal or not, for the property of

soundness abides neither in man^ beast, etc., that are non-
eternal nor in atoms which are eternal.

(3) Conflicting testimony—e.g, merely by study one cannot decide
whether the soul exists, for one system of philosophy affirms

that it does, while another system states that it does not.

(4) Irregularity of perception—e.g. perceive water in the tank
where it really exists, but water appears also to exist in a
mirage where it really does not exist.

A question arises, whether water is perceived only when it

actually exists or even when it does not exist.

(5) Irregularity of non-perception—e.g. we neither perceive water
in the radish where it real]}^ exists, nor on dry land where
it does not exist.

A question arises, whether water is not perceived only when it

does not exist, or also when it does exist

(4) Purpose {prayojana).

Purpose is that with an eye to which one proceeds to act.

Jt refers to the thing which one endeavours to attain or avoid,
xk man collects fuel for the purpose of cooking his food.

(5) Example (drsfanta).

.An example is the thing about w^hioh an ordinary man and
an expert entertain the same opinion.

With regard to the general proposition wherever there is smoke
there is fire/’ the example is a kitchen in which fire and smoke abide
together, to the satisfaction of an ordinary man as well as an acute
investigator

(6) Tenet (siddhanta).

A tenet is a dogma resting on the authority of a certain

school, hypothesis, or implication.

The tenet is of four kinds owing to the distinction between ' a
dogma of all the schools’ (sai'va-fantra), ‘a dogma peculiar to some
schoor {prati4antra), ‘a hypothetical dogma’ {adhiharana), and 'an
implied dogma’ (abhyupagama).

A dogma of all the schools is a tenet which is not opposed by any
school and is claimed by at least one school
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The existence of five elements or five objects of sense is a tenet
which is accepted by all the schools.

A dogma peculiar to some school is a tenet \^hich is accepted by
similar schools, but rejected by opposite schools.

“A thing cannot come into existence out of nothing”—this is a
peculiar dogma of the Samkhyas.

A hypothetical dogma is a tenet which if accepted leads to the accep-
tance of another tenet.

“ There is a soul apart from the senses, because it can recognize
one and the same object by seeing and touching ” If you accept this
tenet you must also have accepted the following :—(1) That the senses
are more than one, (2) that each of the senses has its particular object,

(3) that the soul derives its knowledge through the channels of the
senses, (4) that a substance which is distinct from its qualities is the
abode of them, etc.

An implied dogma is a tenet which is not explicitly declared as
such, but which follows from the examination of particulars
concerning it, e.g. the discussion whether sound is eternal
or non-eternal presupposes that it is a substance.

(7) Members of a Syllogism (avayava).

The members (of a syllogism) are signalised by a proposition
(pratijM)^ a reason (hetu), an explanatory example {uddhara^a)^
an application of the example (upanaya)^ and a statement of the
conclusion {nigamana).

A proposition is the statement of what is to be proved, e.g

the hill is fiery.

A reason is the means for proving what is to be proved through
the homogeneous or heterogeneous (affirmative or negative)
character of the example, e.g.

because it (the hill) is smoky.
Here ‘‘ smoke” is the reason.

A homogeneous (or affirmative) example is a familiar instance which is

known to possess the property to be proved, and which im-
plies that this property is invariably contained in the
reason given, e.g.

whatever is smoky is fiery, as a kitchen.

Here “kitchen” is a familiar instance which possesses fire, and
implies that fire invariably goes with smoke, which is the reason given.

H.B .—An affirmative example may, according to the Nyaya-bhEsya,
1-1-36, be defined as a familiar instance, which being similar to the
mmor term (subject) possesses the property of that term as copresent
with the reason.
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A lieierogemom (or negative) example is a familiar instance which is

devoid of the property to be proved, and which implies that

the absence of this property is incompatible with the reason
given, e.g.

whatever is not fiery is not smokj^ as a lake

Here the lake is a familiar instance which is known to be devoid of

fire, and implies that absence of fieriness is incompatible with the
smoke, which is the reason.

Application is the winding up. with reference to the example, of

what is to be proved as being so or not so.

Application is of two kinds : (1) affirmative, and (2) negative. The
affirmative application, which is expressed by the word “ so.’* occurs
when the example is of an affirmative character. The negative appli-

cation, winch is expressed by the phrase “not so,** occurs when the
example is of a negative character.

Affirmative application—“So** is this hill (smoky).

Negative application—This hill is “not so ** (nob smoky).
Conchtsion is the re-statement of the proposition after the reason

has been mentioned.

It is the confirmation of the proposition after the reason and the
example have been mentioned

Conclusion—Therefore the hill is fiery.

The five members may be fully set forth as follows :

—

(i) Proposition—This hill is fiery.

(ii) Reason—Because it is smoky
(iii) Example—Whatever is smoky is fiery, as a kitchen (homo-

geneous or affirmative),

(iv) Application—“So** is this hill (smoky)

—

{affirmative),

(v) Condvnon—^Therefore this hill is fiery.

(8) Confutation {tarha},

\Confutation,^ which is carried on for ascertaining the teal

charfacter of a thing of which the character is not known, is reason-

ing which reveals the character by showing the absurdity of all

contrary characters.

Is the soul eternal or non-etemal ? Here the real character of the

soul, viz. whether it is eternal or non-eternal, is not known. In as-

certaining the character we reason as follows : If the soul were non-

eternal it would be impossible for it to enjoy the fruits of its own
actions, to undeigo transmigration, and to attain final emancipation.

But such a conclusion is absurd : such possibilities are known to belong

to the soul : therefore, we must admit that the soul is eternal.

5 Tarha may be rendered also as ‘argumentation/ ‘ reasoning/ * hypothetical

reasoning/ * reductio ad afoaurdiirn/ etc.
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(9) Ascertainment {nirnaya).

Ascertainment is the determination of a question throngli the

removal of doubt, by hearing two opposite sides.

A person wavers and doubts if certain statements advanced to him
are supported by one of two parties, but opposed by the other party

Bis doubt is not removed until by the application of reason he can

vindicate one of the parties. The process by which the vindication is

effected is called ascertainment Ascertainment is not, however in ail

cases preceded by doubt, for instance, m the case of perception things

are ascertained directly. So also we ascertain things directly b}^ the

authority of scriptures. But in the case of investigation (inference),

doubt must precede ascertainment.

(10) Biseussion (pada).

Discussion is the adoption, by two parties, of two opposite

theses which are each analysed in the form of five members, and are

supported or condemned by any of the means of right knowdedge,

and by confutation, without deviation from the established tenets.

A dialogue, disputation or controversy {kathd) is the adoption of a

side or thesis by a disputant, and its opposite one by his opponent.

It is of three kinds, viz. discussion (vdda) which aims at ascertaining

the truth, wrangling [jalpa) which aims at gaining victory, and cavil

ivitandd) which aims at finding mere faults. A discutient is one who
engages himself in a disputation as a means of seeking the truth

An instance of discussion is given below —
Discutient—There is soul.

Opponent—There is no soul.

Discutient—Soul is existent (proposition).

Because it is an abode of consciousness (rea‘=ion).

Whatever is not existent is not an abode of consciousness,

as a hare’s horn (negative example).

Soul is not so, that is, soul is an abode of consciousness
(negative application).

Therefore vsoul is existent (conclusion)

Opponent—Soul is non-existent (proposition).

Because it is not perceptible by any of our senses (reason).

Whatever is not perceptible by any of our senses is non-
existent, as a hare’s horn (positive example).

Soul is so (is not percejitible any of our senses) (positive

application).

Therefore soul is non-existent (conclusion)

Discutient—The scripture which is a means of right knowledge
declares the existence of soul.

Opponent—The scripture (of certain sects) denies the existence
of soul.

Discutient—If there were no soul, it would not be possible to
apprehend one and the .same object through sight and
touch.
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Opponent—If there were soul, there wouid be no change of
cognitions.

Discutient—The doctrine of soul harmonises well with the
various tenets which we hold, viz. that there are eternal
things, that everybody enjoys pleasure or suffers pain
according to his own actions, etc. Therefore there is soul

(11)

Wrangling (jalpa).

Wrangling, which aims at gaining victor}^ is the defence or
attack of a proposition in the manner aforesaid by quibbles, ana-
logues, and other processes which deserve rebuke.

A wrangler is one who, engaged in a disputation, aims only at
victory, being indifferent whether the arguments which he
employs, support his own contention or that of his opponent
provided that he can make out a pretext for bragging that
he has taken an active part in the disputation.

(12)

Oavil (vitai^da)

Cavil is a kind of wrangling which consists in mere attacks on
the opposite side

A caviller does not endeavour to establish any thing, but confines
himself to mere carping at the arguments of his opponent

(13)

Fallacy {hetvahhasa).

Fallacies of reason are the erratic (savyahhicara)
^
the contra-

dictory (viruddha), the controversial (praJcarana-sama), the counter-
questioned {sadhyasama)

^

and the mistimed [halatlta).

The erratic is the reason which leads to more conclusions tlian

one
An instance of the erratic reason is given below :

—

Proposition—Sound is eternal.

Erratic reason—Because it is intangible.

Example—Whatever is intangible is eternal as atoms.
Application—Ho is sound (intangible).

Conclusion—Therefore sound is eternal.

Again :

Proposition—Sound is non-eternal.

Erratic reason—Because it is intangible

Example—Whatever is intangible is non-etemal, as cogni-

tion.

Application—So is sound (intangible).

Conclusion—Therefore sound is non-eternal.

Here from the reason (intangible) there have been drawn two
opposite conclusions, viz. that sound is eternal, and that sound is non-

eternal. The reason (or middle term) is erratic when it is not pervaded
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by the major term, that is, when there is no counectioii between the

major term and middle term, as perv'ader and pen^aded. Intangible

'

is pervaded neither by ‘ etemar nor by ‘non-eternal.’

The Contradictory is the reason which opposes what is to be

established.

Proposition—A pot is produced.

Contradictory reason—Because it is eternal.

Here the reason is contradictory because that which is

eternal is never produced.

The controversial or balancing the point at issue is a reason \rhich

is adduced to arrive at a definite conclusion while it is really

one which can give rise to mere suspense as to the point

Proposition—Sound is non-eternal.

.Reason—Because it is not possessed of the attribute of eter-

nality.

The reason that “ sound is not possessed of the attribute of eter-

nality’^ does not throw any new light, but keeps the parties in suspense

as before.

The counter-questioned or balancing the question is a reason which
not being different from what is to be proved stands in need
of proof for itself.

Proposition—Shadow is a substance.

Reason—Because it possesses motion.

That which possesses quality and motion is a substance. To say

that shadow possesses motion is the same as to say that it is a sub-

stance. Hence the reason stands as much in need of proof as the propo-

sition itself. This is a counter-questioned reason or a reason which
balances the question.

The mistimed is the reason which is adduced Avhen the time is past
in which it might hold good.

Proposition—Sound is durable.

Mistimed reason—Because it is manifested by union, as a colour.

The colour of a jar is manifested when the jar comes into union
with a lamp, but the colour existed before the union took place, and
will continue to exist after the union has ceased. Similarly, the sound
of a drum is manifested when the drum comes into union with a rod,

and the sound must, after the analogy of the colour, be presumed to

have existed before the union took place, and to continue to exist after

the union has ceased. Hence sound is durable. The reason adduced
here is mistimed, because the manifestation of sound does not take
place at the time when the drum comes into union with the rod, but
it takes place at a subsequent moment when the union has ceased. In
the case of colour, however, the manifestation takes place Just at the
time when the jar comes into union with the lamp. As the time of their
manifestation is different, the analogy between colour and sound is not
complete, therefore, the reason is mistimed.

[Some interpret the aphorism as follows : The mistimed is a reason which is
adduced in awrong order among the five members, for instance, if the reason is stated
before the proposition. But this interpretation, according to Vatsylyana, is-wrong
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for a word boars its legitimate connection with another word (m a Sanskrit sen-
tence) even if they are placed at a distance from each other, and, on the other
hand, even the closest- proximity is of no use if the words are disconnected m their
sense. Moieover the placing of members in a worng order is noticed in the Nyiya-
butra as a n,tgraha-athana called uprapta-kala (inopportune)],

(14) Quibble (chala).

Quibble is the opposition offered to a proposition by the

assumption of an alternative meaning.

It i? of three kinds, viz, quibble in respect of a term (vak-ckala),

quibble in respect of a genus {smnanya-ckala}

^

and quibble in respect of

a metaphor {upctcara-chala).

Quibble in respect of a term consists in wilfully taking the term
in a sense other than that intended the speaker who
happened to use it ambiguously.

A speaker says : “this boy is nava^kamhala (possessed of a new
blanket).

A quibbler replies: “this boy is not certainly nava-fcambala

(possessed of nine blankets) for he has only one blanket.

Here the word nava. which is ambiguous was used by the speaker

in the sense of “new/^ but has been wilfully taken by the quibbler in

the sense of “nine.’’

Quibble in respect of a genus consists in asserting the impossi-

bility of a thing which is really possible, on the ground
that it belongs to a certain genus which is very wide.

A speaker says .
“ this Brahmana is possessed of learning and

conduct.”

An objector replies* “it is impossible, for how can this person

be inferred to be possessed of learning and conduct from
his being merely a Brahmana ? There are little boys who
are Brahmanas, yet not possessed of learning and conduct.’ ’

Here the objector is a quibbler, for he knew well that possession of

learning and conduct was not meant to be an attribute of the whole

class of BrahmanaSj but it was ascribed to “this” paiticular Brah-

mana who lived long enough in the world to render it possible for him
to pursue studies and acquire good morals

Quibble in respect of a n^etaphor consists in denying the proper

meaning of a word, by taking it literally while it was used

metaphorically, uid viceversa.

A speaker says :
“ the scaffolds cry out.”

An objector replies ;
“ it is impossible for scaffolds to cry out

,

for they are inanimate objects.”

Here the objector is a quibbler* for he knew well that the word
“ scaffolds” was used to signify those standing on the scaffolds.

(15) Analogue (jati).

Analogue, also called an analogous rejoinder or far-fetched

analogy, consists in offering opposition founded on mere similarity

or dissimilarity.

5
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A disputant says : the soui is inactive because it is aii-pervad-

ing as ether.**

His opponent replies i ’*if the soul is inactive because it bears

similarity to ether as being ali-pervading, why is it not

active because it bears similarity to a pot as being a seat of

union** ?

The reason of the opponent is futile, because it bears only a fax-

fetched analogy to that of the disputant.^

or again

:

Disputant—Sound is non-etemal, because, unlike ether, it is a

product.

Opponent—If sound is non-etemal because, as a product, it is

dissimilar to ether
;
why is it not eternal because, as an

object of auditory perception, it is dissimilar to a pot ?

The reason employed by the opponent is futile because the ana-

logy which it bears to that of the disputant- is far-fetched

(16) A Point of Defeat {nigrahasthana),

A point of defeat, also called a clincher, an occasion for rebiikf^

or a place of humiliation, arises when one misunderstands or does

not understand at all.

If a person begins to argue in a way which betra5’'s his utter igno-

rance, or wilfully misimderstands and yet persists in showing that he
understands well, it is of no avail to employ counter-arguments. He is

quite unfit to be argued with, and there is nothing left for his opponent,
but to turn him out or quit his company, rebuking him as a block-head
or a knave.

An instance of the point of defeat :

—

Whatever is not quality is substance

;

because there is nothing except colour, etc. (quality).

A person who argues in the above way is to be rebuked as a fool,

for his reason (which admits only quality) opposes his proposition
(which admits both quality and substance).

Another instance

:

Disputant—Fire is not hot.

Opponent—But the evidence of touch disproves such a state
ment.

.
1 The opposition is futile, l^ecause it overlooks the universal connection be-

tween the middle term and the major term which is existent in the arguments of
the disputant, but wanting in the arguments of the opponent. Whatever is all-
pervading is inactive, but whatever is a seat of union is not nece^arily active.

® S? opposition is futile because it overlooks the disconnection between
the middle term and the absence of the major term. There is an utter diseonnec-
tion between “ a product ** and ** not-non-etemal,” but there is no such disconnec-
tion between ** an object of auditory perception ” and ** not eternal”
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Disputant, in order to gain the confidence of the assembled people,

says
—‘‘0 learned audience, listen, I do not say that fire is not hot,”

etc.

It is only meet that the opponent should quit the company of a

man who argues in this way.

33 The Vabieties of ANALoatJB.

The analogues are as follows
: (1) Balancing the homogeneity

(sudharmya-sama)

,

(2) balancing the heterogeneity {midharmya-

sama), (3) balancing an excess {uikarsa-^sama)

,

(4) balancing a

deficit {apaharsa sama)^ (5) balancing the questionable {variii^ya-

sama), (6) balancing the unquestionable {avarnya sama)
, (7)

balancing the alternative (vikalpa sama)

,

(8) balancing the ques-

tion {sadTiya^sama), (9) balancing the co-presence {pra^pti-sama),

(10) balancing the mutual absence (aprapti-sama)

,

(II) balancing

the^ infinite regression {prasafigorsama), (12) balancing the counter-

example (pratidrsjdnta-sama)y (13) balancing the non-produced

(anutpatti-sama)

,

(14) balancing the doubt {samiaya-sama), (15)

balancing the point at issue (praharana^ sama)

,

(16) balancing the

non-reason (ahetu-sama), (17) balancing the presumption [arthd-

palti^sama), (18) balancing the non-difference [avisesa-sama)^ (19)

balancing the demonstration [upapatti-sama), (20) balancing the

perception (upalahdM-sama)^ (21) balancing the non-perception

(anupalabdhi-sama)

,

(22) balancing the non-eternal {anitya-sama),

(23) balancing the eternal {nityorSama) and (24) balancing the

effect (kdrya-sama),

(1) Balancing the homogeneity.—If ,
against an argument based

on a homogeneous example, one offers an opposition merely based

on the same kind of example, the opposition, futile as it is, will be

called “balancing the homogeneity.”

A obtain person, to prove the non-etemality of sound, argues as

follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers the following futile opposition

Sound is eternal,

because it is incorporeal,

like the ether.

The argument, viz. sound is non-eternal, is based on the homo-

geneity of sound with the non-eternal pot, on the ground of both being

products. The opposition, viz. sound is eternal, is said to be based

on the homogeneity of sound with the eternal sky, on the alleged ground

of both being incorporeal. This sort ot opposition, futile as it is, is
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called “ balancing tbe homogeneity,” which aims at showing an equality
of the arguments of two sides only in respect of the homogeneity of
examples employed by them.*

(2) Balancing the heterogeneity. - If against an argument
based, on a heterogeneous example one offers an opposition based
merely on the same kind of example, the opposition, futile as it

is, will be called ‘‘balancing the heterogeneity.”

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as
follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

whatever is eternal is not a product, as the ether.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :

—

Sound is eternal,

because it is incorporeal,

whatever is not eternal is not incorporeal, as a pot.

The argument, viz. sound is non-eternal, is t.ised on the hetero-
geneity of sound from the eternal ether. The opposition, viz. sound
is eternal, is said to be based on the heterogeneity of sound from the
not-incorporeai pot. This sort of opposition, futile as it is, is called
“ balancing the heterogeneity,” which aims at showing an equality of
the arguments of two sides merely in respect of the heterogeneity of
examples employed by them.®

(3) Balancing an excess.—-If against an argument based on a
certain character of the example, one offers an opposition based
on an additional character thereof, the opposition, futile as it is, will

be called “balancing an excess.”

A certain person, to prove the non-eternaiity of sound, argues as
follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,
because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :

—

Sound is non-etemal (and must be corporeal),
because it is a product,
like a pot (which is non-etemal as well as corporeal).

^ The oppositioa is futile because it is based on a mere homogeneous example.
In the argument—“ sound IS non-etemal, because it is a product, like a pot”—
the homogeneous example “pot” exhibits a universal connection between pro-
ductivity and non-etemality, all products being non eternal, but in the opposition“ sound is eternal, because it is incorporeal like the sky ” the homogeneousexample“ sky” does not exhibit a universal connection between ineorporeaiity and eternai-
ity, because there are things, such as intelligence or knowledge, which are incor-
poreal but not eternal.

^ In the opposition “ sound is eternal, because it is incorporeal, whatever is
not eternal is not incorporeal, as a pot,” the heterogeneous example “ pot” does
not exhibit a universal disconnection between incorporeality and absence of eter-
nal! ty, because there are things, such as intelligence or knowledge, which are in-
corporeal but not eternal. Hence the opposition is futile.
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The opponent alleges that if sound is non-etemal like a pot, it

must also be corporeal like it : if it is not corporeal, let it be also not
non-etemal. This sort of futile opposition is called ‘‘balancing an
excess,*’ which aims at showing an equality of the arguments of two
sides in respect of an additional character (possessed by the example
and attributed to the subject).

It is based on the false supposition of a complete equality of the
subject and the example. Though there is no denial of an equalit3^ of

the subject and the example in certain characters, there is indeed a
great difference between them in other characters. Thus the equality"

supposed to exist between the pot and sound in respect of corporeality,

is not warranted by the reason (viz. being a product) because there are

things, such as intelligence or knowledge, which are products but not
corporeal.

(4) Balancing a deficit.—If against an argument basad on a
certain character of the example, one offers an opposition based
on another character wanting in it, the opposition, futile as it is,

will be called ‘‘balancing a deficit.”

A certain person, to prove the non-etemality of sound, argues as

follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

becaus<=^ it is a product,
like a pot.

A certain other person offers the following futile opposition •

—

Sound is non-eternal (and cannot be audible),

because it is a product,
like a pot (which is non-eternal and not audible).

The opponent alleges that if sound is non-eternai like a pot, it

cannot be audible, for a pot is not audible
;
and if sound is still held

‘to be audible, let it be also not non-eternai. This sort of futile

opposition is called “ balancing a deficit,” which aims at showing an
equality of the arguments of two sides in respect of a certain character

wanting in the example (and supposed consequently to be wanting

also in the subject).

The equality alleged to exist between “ sound ” and “pot” is not

warranted by the reason (viz. being a product).

(5) Balanelng the questionable —If one opposes an argument

by maintaining that the character of an example is as ques-

tionable as that of the subject, the opposition, futile as it is, will

be called “balancing the questionable.”

A certain person, to prove the non-etemality of sound, argues as

follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.
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A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus

A pot is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like sound.

The opponent alleges that if the non-eternality of sound is called

in question, why is not that of the pot too called in question, as the

pot and sound are both products ? His object is to set aside the

argument on the ground of its example being of a questionable charac-

ter. This sort of futile opposition is called balancing the question-

able/’ which aims at showing an equality of the arguments of two
sides in respect of the questionable character of the subject as well as

of the example. It puts an end to all kinds of inference by ignoring

the difference between the subject and the example altogether.

(6) Balancing the unquestionable.—If one opposes an argu~

ment by alleging that the character of the subject is as unques-

tionable as that of the example, the opposition, futile as it is, will

be called “ balancing the unquestionable.”

A certain person, to prove the non-etemality of sound, argues as

follows :

—

Sound is non -eternal,

because it is a product,
like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :

—

A pot is non-etemal,
because it is a product,

like sound.

The opponent alleges that, if the non-etemality of a pot is yto be
unquestionable, why is not that of sounci too held to be so, as the potr

and sound are both products ? This sort of futile opposition is called

‘‘balancing the unquestionable,” which aims at showing the equality
of the arguments of two sides in respect of the unquestionable charac-
ter of the example as well as of the subject.

It ignores totally the difference between the subject and the
example, and thus puts an end to all kinds of inferenee.

(7) Balanoing the alternative. —If one opposes an argument
by attributing alternative character to the subject and the
example, the opposition, futile as it is, wdll be called '‘balancing
the alternative.”

A certain person, to prove the non eternality of sound, argues as
follows :

—

Sound is non-eternah
because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus

Sound is eternal and formless,

because it is a product,
like a pot (which is non-eternal and has forms).
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The opponent alleges that the pot and sound are both products,

yet one has form and the other is formless : why on the same prin-

ciple is not ope (the pot) non-eterna! and the other (sound) eternal ?

This sort of futile opposition is called ^‘balancmg the alternative/’

which aims at showing an equality of the argaments of two sides in

respect of the alternative characters attributed to the subject and the

example.
It introduces an equality between the pot and sound in respect

of a character (viz. being eternal) which is not warranted by the reason

(viz. being a product)

(8) Balancing the question.—If one opposes an argument by
alleging that the example requires proof as much as the subject

does, the opposition, futile as it is, will be called “balancing the

question.®’

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as

follows :

—

. Sound is non-etemal,

J3ecause it is a product

,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :

—

A pot is non-eternal,

because it is a product^

like sound.

The opponent alleges that, the pot and sound being both products,

one re([uires proof for its non-eternality as much as the other does.

Sound is to be proved non-eternal by the example of a pot, and the pot

is to.be proved non-eternal by the example of sound This leads to a

reciprocity of the pot (example) and sound (subject), resulting in no
definite conclusion as to the eternality or noneternality of sound.

This sort of oppovsition is called “ balancing the question,” which at-

tempts to bring an argument to a standstill by alleging the recipro-

city of the subject and the example
It is based on the false supposition that the example stands

exactly on the same footing as the subject. The example does not

in fact stand in need of proof as to its characters, a ‘‘pot” being

known to all as a product and non-eternal. Hence the opposition is

futile.

(9) Baianoing the co-presence.—If against an argument based

on the co-presence of the reason and the predicate, one offers an
opposition based on the same^kind of co-presence, the opposition,

futile as it is, will, on accotint of the reason being non-disfcin

guished from the predicate, be called “ baianoing the co-presenoe/®

A certain person, to prove that there is fire in the hill, argues as

follows :

—

The hill has fire,

because it has smoke
like a kitchen.
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A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus *—

The hill has smoke,
because it has fire,

like a kitchen.

The arguer has taken the smoke to be the reason, and the fire to
be the predicate. The opponent raises a question as to whether the
smoke is present at the same site which is occupied by the lire or is

absent from that site. If the smoke is present with fire at tlie same
site, there remains, according to the op]>onent, no criterion to distin-

guish the reason from the predicate. The smoke is, in Ins opinion as
much a reason for the fire as the fire for the smoke. This sort of futile

opposition is called ‘‘balancing the co-presence,^’ which aims at stop-
ping an argument on the alleged ground of the co-presence of the
reason and the predicate.

Seeing that a potter cannot produce a pot without getting clay
within his reach, it is affirmed that a thing is accomplished sometimes by
the cause being present at its site. “Balancing the co-presence/' which
attaches an undue importance to the proximity of sites, is therefore
a totally futile opposition.

(10) Balancing the mutual absence.—If against an argument
based on the mutual absence of the reason and the predicate, one
offers an opposition based on the same kind of mutual absence, the
opposition, futile as it is, will, on account of the reason being
non-conducive to the predicate, be called “balancing ‘the mutual
absence”

A certain person, to prove that there is fire in the hill, argues as
follows :

—

The hill has fire

because it has smoke,
like a kitchen.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :

—

The hill has smoke,
because it has fire,

like a kitchen.

The opponent asks : “Is the smoke fco be regarded as the reason
because it is absent from the site of the fire ?

” “ Such a supposition
is indeed dbsurd.” The reason cannot establish the predicate without
being connected with it, just as a lamp cannot exhibit a thing which is
not within its reach. If a reason unconnected with the predicate could
establish the latter, then the fire could be as much the reason for the
smoke as the smoke for the fire.

This sort of futile opposHion is called “balancing the mutual
absence” which aims at bringing an argument to a close on the alleged
ground of the mutual absence of the reason §-nd the predicate.

Seeing that an exorcist can destroy persons by administering spells
from a distance, it is affirmed that a thing is accomplished sometimes by
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the cause being absent from its site. Balancing the mutual absence/*
which attaches too much importance to remoteness of sites, is there-
fore a totally futile opposition.

(11) Balancing the infinite regression.— If one opposes an
argument on the ground of the example not having been estab-

lished by a series of reasons^ the opposition^ futile as it is, will be
called “balancing the infinite regression

”

A ceitain person, fo prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as
follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal
because it is a product,

like a pot

A certain other person oiTers a futile opposition thus :

—

If sound is proved to be non-eternal by the example of a pot, how
is the pot again to be proved as non-eternal ? The reason which proves
the non-eternality of tlie pot is itself to he established by further
reasons. This gives rise to an infinite regression which injures the
proposition “ sound is non-eternal ** not less than the proposition “ sound
is eternal.” This sort of opposition is called '‘balancing the infinite
regression/ which aims at stopping an argument by introducing an
infinite regression which is said to beset the example.

Now, an example Is a thing the characters of which are well known
to an ordinary man as well as to an expert. It does not require a
series of reasons to reveal its character.

Hence the opposition called “balancing the infinite regression** is

not founded on a sound basis.

(12) Balancing the counter-example.—Tf one opposes an argu-
ment OB the ground of the existence of a mere counter example,

'

the opposition, futile as it is, will be called “balancing the
counter-example. * *

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as
follows :

—

Proposition—Sound is non eternal,
Reason—because it is a product,
Example— like a pot.

A certain othex* person offers a futile opposition thus :

—

Proposition—Sound is eternal,

Example—like the ether.

The opponent alleges that if sound is held to be non-eternal by
the example of a pot, why it should not be held to be eternal by the
example of the ether ? If the example of the ether is set aside, let the
example of the pot too be set aside. This sort of futile opposition is

called “balancing the counter-example,** which aims at setting aside
an argument by the introduction of a mere coiinter-exampie.

A mere counter-example without a reason attending it cannot be
conducive to any conclusion We can rely on an example attended
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by reason, but not on a counter-example unattended by reason. Hence
the opposition wMcb is founded on a mere counter-example is to be
rejected as futile.

(13) Balancing the non-produeed.—If one opposes an argu-
ment on the ground of the property connoted by the reason be-
ing absent from the thing denoted by the subject while it is not
yet produced, the opposition, futile as it will be called

“balancing the non-produced.”

A certain person, to prove that sound is non-eternal, argues as
follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is an effect of effort,

like a pot.

A ce^rtain other person offers a futile opposition thus —
Sound is eternal,

because it is a non-effect-of-effoH,

like the sky.

The ^opponent alleges that the property ooimoted by the reason,
viz. bein^^an effect of effort, is not predicable of the subject, viz. sound
(while it not yet produced). Consequently sound is not non-eternal,
it must t4|n be eternal. There is, according to the opponent, an ap-
parent agreement between the two sides as to the sound being eternal
on account of its being a non-effect-of-effort. This sort of opposition
is called “balancing the non-produced,” which pretends to show an
equality of the arguments of two sides assuming the thing denoted by
the subject to be as yet non-produced.

It is futile because the subject can become such only when it is

produced, amd that there is, then, no obstacle to the property of the
reasop being predicated of it. The opposition, viz. “sound (while
non-produced) is eternal, because it is not then an effect of effort/*

carries no weight wdth it, since we do not take the sound to be the sub-
ject before it is produced. Sound, while it is produced, is certainly an
effect of effort, and as such is non-eternal

(14) Balancing the doubt.—If one opposes an argument on
the ground of a doubt arising from the homogeneity of the eternal
and the non-etemal, consequent on the example and its general
notion being equally objects of perception, the opposition, futile

as it is, will be called “balancing the doubt.”

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as
follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,
like a po^

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus *

—

Sound k non-eternal (or eternal),
because it is an object of perception,

like a pot (or potness).
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Tile opponent alleges that sound is homogeneous with a pot as well

as potiiess inasmuch as both are objects of perception
;
but the pot

being non-eternal and potness (the general notion of ail pots) being

eternal, there arises a doubt as to whether the sound is non-eternal or

eternal. This sort of opposition is called “balancing the doubt/*

which aims at discarding an argument in consequence of a doubt aris-

ing from the homogeneity of the eternal and the non-eternal

It is futile because sound cannot be said to be eternal on the mere
ground of its homogeneit3 ^ with potness, but it niust be pronounced
to be non-eternal on the ground of its heterogeneity)^ from the same in

respect of being a product. Though on the score of homogeneity we
may entertain doubt as to whether sound is eternal or non-eternal, we
can, however, on the score of heterogeneity pronounce it undoubtedly
to be non-eternal In this case we must bear in mind that we cannot
ascertain the true nature of a thing unless we weigh it in respect of its

homogeneity^ with, as well as heterogeneity from, other things If even
then there remains any doubt as to its true nature, that doubt will

never end

(15) Balancing the poinu at issue, or the controversial.— It is an

opposition which is supposed to be conducted on the ground of

homogeneity with (or heterogeneity from) both sides.

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality^ of sound, argues as

foliov s :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product

^

like a pot

A certain other person offers a futile o]>position thus :

—

Sound is eternal,

because it is audible,

like soundness.

The opponent alleges that the proposition, viz. sound is non-eternal,

cannot be proved because the reason, viz. audibility which is homo-
geneous with both sound (w^hich is non-eternal) and soundness (which
is eternal), serves only to give rise to suspense for the removal of

which it was employed. This sort of opposition is called “ balancing

the point at issue” which hurts an argument by giving rise to sus-

pense which was to be removed.
It is futile and cannot set aside the main argument because it

leads to a point which .happens to support one side quite as strongly

as it is opposed by the other side.

(16) Balancing the non-reason.— It is an opposition which is

supposed to be based on the reason being shown to be impossible

at all the throe times.

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as

follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot
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Here ‘‘being a product’' is the reason for “being iion-efcernai
’

which is the predicate.

(a) The reason does not precede the ])redieate, because the

former is called a reason only when it establishes the

latter It is impossible for the reason to be called such

before the establishment of the predicate.

(b) The reason does not succeed the predicate because a reason

would be useless if the predicate could be established

without it.

(c) The reason and the predicate cannot exist simultaneously

.
for they will then be reciprocally connected like the right

and left horns of a cow. A reason which is dependent on
the predicate cannot establish the latter. This sort of

opposition is called “balancing the non-reason,'' which
aims at setting aside an argument by showing that the

reason is impossible at all the three times.

There is in fact no impossibility for the reason to operate The
knowledge of the knowable and the establishment of that which is to

be established, take place from reason, which must precede that which
is to be known and established. If the reason is held to be impossible,

why then is not the opposition itself, which depends on reason, held to

be so ? In the event of the opposition being impossible, the original

argument will hold good.

(17) Balancing the presumption.—If one advances an opposi-

tion on the basis of a presumption, the opposition, futile as it is,

will bo called “ balancing the presumption.®'

A certain person, to prove the non-etemality of sound, argues as

follows :

—

Sound is non-et-ernal

because it is a product,
like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :

—

Sound is presumed tc be eternal,

because it is incorporeal,

like the ether.

The opponent alleges that if sound is nop-etemal on account of
.its homogeneity with non-etemal things (eg in respect of its being a
product), it may be concluded by presumption that sound is eternal
on account of its homogeneity with eternal things (e.g. in respect of

its being incorporeal). This sort of opposition is called “ balancing the
presumption," which aims at stopping an argument by setting pre-

sumption as a balance against it.

The opposition is futile because if things unsaid could come by
presumption, there would arise a possibility of the opposition itself

being hurt on account of the presumption being erratic and conducive
to an unexpected conclusion.

Sound is- eternal,

because it is incorporeal,

like the ether.
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If by presumption we could draw a oonciusioti uawarranted by
the reason, we could from the opposition cited above draw the follow-

ing conclusion :

—

Sound is presumed to be non -eternal,

because it is a product,
like a pot.

This would hurt the opposition itself In fact Ine presumption
as adduced by the opponent is erratic. If one says that sound is

non-eternal because of its homogeneity with non-eternal things/’ the

presumption that naturally follow^s is that ‘‘sound is eternal because
of its homogeneity with eternal things,” and vice versa. There is no
rule that presumption should be made in one case and not in the

case opposed to it; and in the event of two mutually opposed pre-

sumptions no definite conclusion would follow. Hence the opposition

called “balancing the presumption” is untenable.

(
18

)
Balancing the non-diHeredce —If the subject and example

are treated as non-different in respect of the possession of a cer-

tain property on account of their possessing in common the pro-

perty connoted by the reason, it follows as a conclusion that all

things are mutually non-different in respect of the possession of

every property inasmuch as they are all existent : this sort of

opposition is called “balancing the non-difference.”

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as

follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product^

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus : If the pot
and sound are treated as non-different in respect of non-eternality in

consequence of their both being products, it follows as a conclusion

that ail things are mutually non-different in respect of the possession

of every property, inasmuch as all of them are existent. Therefore,

there being no difference between the eternal and the non-etemal,

sound may be treated as eternal. This sort of opposition is called
“ balancing the non-difference,” which aims at hurting an argument
by assuming all things to be mutually non-different.

It is futile because t)te property possessed in common by the

subject and the example, happens in certain instances to abide in the

reason, while in other instances, it does not abide in the same.

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

Here the pot and sound possessing ih common the property of

being a product, are treated as non-different in respect of the possession

of non-eternality. On the same principle if all things are treated as

non-different in consequence of their being existent, we should like to
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know in what respect they are non-dilferent. Tf they are treated as

non-different in respect of non-eternality, then the argument would

stand thus :

—

All things are non -eternal,

because they are existent

like (?).

In this argument ‘‘ail things^’ being the subject, there is nothing
left which may serve as an o. A part of the subject cannot
be cited as the example because the example must be a well-established

thing, while the subject is a thing which is yet to be establishecL The
argument, for the want of an example^ Jeads to no conclusion. In
fact all things are not non-eternal since some at least are eternal.

In other words, non-eternality abides in some existent things and
does not abide in other existent things. Hence all things are not
mutually non-different, and the opposition called “balancing the non-
difference’’ is unreasonable.

(19) Balancing the demonstration.—If an opposition is offered

by showing that both the demonstraiions-ii^e^ justified by reasoUvS,

the opposition will be called “balancing the demonstration.”

A certain person demonstrates the non-eternality of sound as

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product
like a pot.

A certain other person offers an opposition by the alleged demon-
stration of the eternality of sound as follows :

—

Sound is eternal,

because it is incorporeal,

like the ether.

The reason in the first demonstration supports the non-eternality
of sound, while that in the second demonstration supports the eter-
nality of sound, yet both the demonstrations are alleged to be right.

The. opponent advanced the second apparent demonstration as a
balance against the first to create a dead-lock. This sort of opposi-
tion is called “balancing the demonstration.”

It is futile because there fs anr-admission of the first demonstra-
tion. The opponent having asserted that both the demonstrations
are justified by reasons, has admitted the reasonableness of the first

demonstration which supports the non-eternality of sound. If to
avoid the incompatibility that exists between the two demonstrations,
he now denies the reason which supports non- eternality. we would ask
why does he not deny the other reason which supports the eternality
of sound, for he can avoid incompatibility by denying either of the
reasons. Hence the opposition called “balancing the demonstration”
is not well founded.

(20) Balancing the perception.—If an opposition is offered on
the ground that we perceive the character of the subject even
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without the intervention of the reason, the opposition, futile as

It is, will be called ‘‘ balancing the perception*’"

A certain person, to prove the non-etemality of sound, argues as

follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus .—
? ^

Sound can be ascertained to be non-eternal even witnout the-

reason that it is a product, for we perceive that sound is produced by
the branches of trees broken by wind. This sort of opposition is

called “balancing the perception,” which aims at demolishing an
argument by setting up an act of perception as a balance against it.

The opposition is futile, because the character of the subject can
be ascertained by other means as .well. The argument, viz sound
is non-etemal, because it is a product, like a pot,” implies that sound
is proved to be non-eternal through the reason that it a product.
It does not deny other means, such{;as perception, etc

, which also

may prove sound to be non-eternal. Hence the opposjttion called

“balancing the perception” does not set aside the main argument.

(21) Balancing the non-pereeption.—If against an argument
proving the non-existence of a thing by the non-perception
thereof, one offers an opposition aiming at proving the contrary
by the non-perception of the non-perception, the opposition, futile

as it is, will be called “balancing the non-perception.”

If the non-perception of a thing proves its non-existenqe, the non-
perception of the non-perception must, in the opinion of the opponent,
prove the existence of the thing. This sort of opposition is called
“ balancing the non-perception,” which aims at counforactfng an argu-

ment by setting up non-perception as a balance against ity'

The opposition of this kind is not valid because non-perception

is merely the negation of perception. Perception refers to that which
is existent, while non-perception to that which is non-existent. The
non-perception of non-perception which signifies a mere negation of

non-perception cannot be interpreted as referring to an existent thing.

Hence opposition called “balancing the non-perception ” is not well

founded*

There is, moreover, an internal perception of the existence as well

as of the non-existence of the various kinds of knowledge. There are

internal perceptions of such forms as “ I am sure,” “ I am not sure,”

“I have doubt,” “I have no doubt,” etc., which prove that we can

perceive the non-existence of knowledge as well as the existence

thereof. Hence the non-perception itself is perceptible, and as there

is no non-perception of non-perception, the opposition called “ balanc-

ing the non-perception ” falls to the ground,

(22) Balancing the nor^-eternaL— If one finding that things

which are homogeneous possess equal characters, opposes an argu-
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men^t by attributing non-eternality to all things, thb opposition,

futile as it is, will be called “ balancing the non-eternality.”

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as

follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

beeause it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus . If sound

is noE-etemai on account of its being homogeneous with a pot which

is non-eternal it will follow as a consequence that all things are non-

eternal because they are in some one or other respect homogeneous
with the pot—a consequence which will render all inferences impos-

sible for want of heterogeneous examplOwS This sort of opposition is

called ‘'balancing the non-eternal/’ which seeks to counteract an
argument on the alleged ground that all things are non -eternal.

It is futile because nothing can be established from a mere
homogeneity. We cannot ascertain the character of a thing from its

mere homogeneity with another thing : in doing so we must consider

the logical connection between the reason and the predicate. Sound,

for instance, is non-eternal not merely because it is homogeneous
with a non-eternal pot but because there is a connection between
'‘being a product"’ and "being non-eternal."" Hence it will be un-

reasonable to conclude that all things are non-eternal simply because

they are homogeneous with a non-eternal pot in one or another respect.

Similarly a mere homogeneity of all things with the eternal ether in

one or another respect, does not prove all things to be eternal. The
opposition called " balancing the non-eternal "" is therefore not founded

on a sound basis.

(23) Balancing the eternal,—If one opposes an argument by
attributing eternality to all non-eternal things on the ground of these
being eternally non-eternal, the opposition, futile as it is, will be
called "balancing the eternal.""

A certain person, to prove the non-eteniality of sound, argues as
follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus ;

—

You say that sound is non-eternal. Does this non-eternality exist
in sound always or only sometimes? If the non-eternality exists
ulvxiys. the sound must also be always existent, or in other words, sound
is eternal If the non-eternality exists only sometimes, then too the
sound must in the absence of non-eternality be pronounced to be
eternal. This sort of opposition is called "balancing the eternal,""
which pretends to eoimteract an argument by setting up eternality as a
ba lance against it.

The opposition is baseless because the thing opposed is always non-
eternal on account of the eternality of the non-eternal. By speaking
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of etemality of the non-etemai you have admitted sound to be always
iion-etemal, and cannot now deny its non-eternaiit}^ The eternal and
non-eternal are incompatible with each other : by admitting that sound
is non-eternal you are precluded from asserting that it is also eternal.

Hence “ balancing the eternal ’’
is not a sound opposition.

(24) Balancing the effect.— If one opposes an argument by
showing the diversity of the effects of effort, the opposition, futile

as it is, will be called “ balancing the effect.”

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as

follows :

—

Sound is non-eterna.l,

because it is an effect of effort

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :

—

The effect of effort is found to be of two kinds, viz (1) the pro-

duction of something which was previously non-existent, e.g. a pot, and

(2) the revelation of something already existent, e.g, water in a well.

Is sound an effect oi the first kind or of the second kind If sound is

an effect of the first kind it will be non-eternal, but if it is of the second

kind it will be eternal. Owing to this diversity of the effects of effort,

it is not possible to conclude that sound is non-eternal. This sort of

opposition is called ‘^balancing the effect.”

It is futile because in the case of sound effort does not give rise to

the second kind of effect. We cannot say that sound is revealed by
our effort because we are unable to prove that it existed already. That
sound did not exist previously is proved by our non-perception of the

^

same at the time. You cannot say that our non-perception was caused

by a veil because no veil covered sound. Hence sound is an effect

which is not revealed but produced.

If an argument is to be set aside owing to an ambiguous meanihg
of the word “ effect,” wh}’' is not the opposition too set aside on the same
ground ? The reason in the argument is as erratic as that in the oppo-

sition. Just as there is no special ground to suppose that the ‘‘ effect
”

in the argument signified ‘‘a thing produced and not revealed,” so also

there is no special ground to suppose that the word in the opposition

signified a thing revealed and not produced ” Hence the opposition

called ‘'balancing the effect” is self-destructive.

Application of the Analogues.

In showing the futility of analogues we may test them in the light

of the following principles :

—

(i) If a special meaning is to be attached to a word in the opposi-

tion, the same meaning will have to be attached to the word in the

original argument, e g the w'ord " effect” should be used in one and the

same sense by a disputant and his opponent.

(ii) Defect attaches to the opposition of the opposition just as it

attaches to the opposition itself.

6
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A certain person, to prove the iion-eternality of sound, argues as

follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is an effect of effort

[Here “ effect ’’ signifies a thing produced

A certain other person, seeing that the effect is of diverse kinds,

offers an opposition thus :

—

Sound is eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.

[Here “ effect’’ signifies ‘‘a thing revealed”].

The arguer replies that sound cannot be concluded to be eternal

because the reason “effect” is erratic (which may mean “a thing pro-

duced”). The opponent rises again to say that sound cannot also be
concluded to be non-eternal because the reason “effect” is erratic

(which may mean “ a thing revealed ”). So the defect which is pointed

out in the case of the opposition, may also be pointed out in the case

of the opposition of the opposition

(iii) If one admits the defect of his opposition in consequence of

his statement that an equal defect attaches to the opposition of the

opposition, it will be called "'admission of an opinion^* {matdnujnd).

A certain person lays down a proposition which is opposed by a certain

other person. The first person, viz. the disputant, charges the opposition

made by the second person, viz the opponent, with a defect, e.g. that

the reason is erratic. The opponent instead of rescuing his opposition

from the defect with which it has been charged by the disputant, goes

on charging the disputant’s opposition of the opposition with the same
defect. The counter-charge which the opponent brings in this way is

interpreted by the disputant to be an admission of the defect pointed
out by him. The disputant’s reply consisting of this kind of interpre-

tation is called “ admission of an opinion.”

(iv) “ Admission of an opinion ” also occurs when the disputant,

instead of employing reasons to rescue his side from the defect with
which it has been charged, proceeds to admit the defect in consequence
of his statement than the same defect belongs to his opponent’s side as well.

By overlooking the four principles stated here a person may en-

tangle himself in a six-winged disputation.

Six-winged Disputation (satpaksl hatlm).

The first wing.
A certain disputant, to prove the non-

eternality of sound, says:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.

[The disputant evidently too‘k the word “ effect ” in the sense of “ a
thing produced,” but he did not make his meaning clear].

An opponent, seeing that the word effect
”

is ambiguous, offers an opposition thus :

—

The second wing.

Sound is eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.
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Here the opponent evidently took the word “effect” in the
sense of a thing revealed ”

Tb© third wing
disputant, Seeing that the reason

“effect” is erratic, charges the opposition
with a defect thus :

—

Sound is not eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.

He means that sound cannot be inferred to be eternal from
its being an effect, because “effect,” which is the reason here,

admits of two different meanings, viz (1) a thing [that did not
previously exist but is nowj produced, and (2) a thing [that already
existed and is now] revealed. The reason being erratic the con-
clusion is uncertain.

The opponent finding that the reason “effect,” which is

erratic, proves neither the eternality nor the

non-eternality of sound, brings a counter-
charge against the disputant thus.—

Sound is also not non -eternal,

because it is an effect of effort

The fourth wmg.

He alleges that the defect (viz the erraticity of the reason)

with which his opposition (viz. sound is eternal) is charged, also

attaches to the opposition of the opposition made by the disputant
(viz. sound is not eternal, that is, is non-eternal).

. The disputant finding that the counter-

charge brought against him amounts to his

opponent’s admission of self-defect says

The opponent by saying that “sound is also not non-eternal”
has (by the force of the word “also ”) admitted that it is also not

eternal. In other words the counter-charge has proved the charge,

that is, it has indicated that the opponent admits the disputant’s

opinion.

The opponent finding that the disputant instead of rescuing

The sixth win
argument from the counter-charge has

e SIX wmg
taken shelter under his opponent’s admission

of the charge says :

—

The disputant by saying that “sound is also not eternal”

has (by the force of the word “ also”) admitted that it is also not

non-eternal. In other words, if the counter-charge proves the

charge, the reply to the counter-charge proves the counter-charge

itself.

The first, third and fifth wings belong to the disputant while the
second, fourth and sixth to the opponent. The sixth wing is a repeti-

tion of the fourth while the fifth wing is a repetition of the third. The
sixth wing is also ,a repetition of the meaning of the fifth wing. The
third and fourth wings involve the defect of “ admission of an opinion.”

All the wings except the first three are unessential.
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The disputation would have come to a fair close at the third

wing if the disputant or the opponent had pointed out that the word
“effect” had a special meaning viz. “a thing produced” or “a
thing revealed,” or if they had agreed that the word “elTect" being

ambiguous no conclusion could be drawn Instead of stopping at the

proper limit the}^ have obstinately carried on their disputation w^hich

IS found after all to be totally futile ‘

34. Varieties of the Founts op Defeat.

The points of defeat, also called clinchers, occasions for rebuke

or places of humiliation, are the following :

—

(1) Hurting the proposition (pratpiia-hani)

,

(2) shifting the

proposition {pralijfiantara), {^) opposing the proposition {pratijnd-

virodha), (4) renouncing the proposition (pratijnd-sannydsa)

^

(5)

shifting the reason (hetvantara), (6) shifting the topic {arthdntara)

,

(7) the meaningless {nirartkaha)

,

(8) the unintelligible {avijndtdrtha)
,

(9) the incoherent {apdrihaha),(\0) the inopportune (aprdpta-kdla)

,

(11) saying too little (nyuna), (12) saying too much (adhika), (13)

repetition {punarukta)

,

(14) silence {ananubhdsana), (15) ignorance

{ajndna), (16) nondngennity {apraiihhd), (17) evasion {viksepa)^ (18)

admission of an opinion [matdnujnd), (19) overlooking the censur*

able {paryanuyojyopekmT^a), (20) censuring the non-censurable

{niranuyojydnuyoga), (21) deviating from a tenet (apasiddhdnta)

^

and (22) the semblance of a reason (hetvdbhdsa).

“A point of defeat,” which is the same as ‘ a clincher,” “an
occasion for rebuke,” a place of humiliation ” or “ a point of disgrace,”

arises generally from a misemploymen t of the proposition or any other

part of an argument and may implicate any disputant whether he is a

discutieut, wrangler or caviller.

(1) Hurting the proposition occurs when one admits in one’s

own example the character of a counter-example.

A disj^utant argues as follows *

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is cognisable by sense,

whatever is cognisable by sense is non-eternal as a pot,

sound is so (cognisable by sense),

therefore sound is non-eternal.

i F^c?e NySja-sutra, 5~1'-4S.

Jayanta observes :

—

(Kyaya-niailjari, chap. 12, p. ^37, Vizianagaram Sanskrit series).
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An opponent counter-argues thus :

—

A genus (e.g potness or pot-type), which is cognisable by sense,

is found to be eternal * why cannot then the sound which is also

cognisable by sense be eternal ?

The disputant being thus opposed sajj's :

—

Whate\^er is cognisable by sense is eternal as a pot,

sound is cognisable by sense,

therefore sound is eternal

By thus admitting in his example (the pot) the character (the

eternality) of a counter-example (the genus or type), that is, by

admitting that a pot is eternal, he hurts his own proposition (viz

sound is non -eternal). A person who hurts his proposition in this

way deserves nothing but rebuke

(2) Shifting the proposition arises when a proposition being

opposed one defends it, by importing a new character to his

example and counter-example.

A certain person argues as follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is cognisable by sense,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers an opposition thus •

—

Sound is eternal,

because it is cognisable by sense,

like a genus (or type).

The first person in order to defend himself says that a genus (or

type) and a pot are both cognisable by sense, yet one in all -pervasive

and the other is not so : hence the sound which is likened to a pot is

non-all-pervasive.
. ,

The defence thus made involves a change of proposition. The

proposition originally laid down was :

—

Sound is non-eternal.

The proposition now defended is *

—

Sound is non-ali-pervasive.

A person who shifts his proposition in this way is to be rebuked

inasmuch as he does not rely upon his original reason and example.

(3) Opposing the proposition occurs when the proposition and

its reason are opposed to each other.

Substance is distinct from quality,

because it is perceived to be non-distinct from colour, etc.

In this argument it is to be observed that if substance k (Wstinct

from quality, it must also be distinct from colour, etc., which con-

stitute the quality. The reason, viz. substance is non-distmot tmm

colour, etc., is opposed to the proposition, viz. substance^ is distinct

from quality. A person who thus employs a reason, which opposes

his proposition, is to be rebuked as a fool.
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{ 4) Benouncing tbe proposition —If one disclaims a proposi-

tion when it is opposed, it will be called ‘‘renouncing the proposi-

tion/’

A certain person argues as follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is cognisable by sense.

A certain other person offers an opposition thus: Just as a

genus (or type) is cognisable by sense and is not yet non-eternal, so

sound is cognisable by sense and is not yet non-eternal

The first person, as a defence against the opposition, disclaims

his proposition thus :

—

Who says that sound is non-eternal ?

This sort of denial of one’s own proposition is called ‘‘renouncing

the proposition ” which rightly furnishes an occasion for rebuke

(5) Shifting the reason occurs when the reason of a genera!

character being opposed, one attaches a special character to it.

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as

follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is cognisable by sense.

A certain other person says that sound cannot be proved to be
non-etemal through the mere reason of its being cognisable by sense,

just as a genus (or type) such as potness (or pot-type) is cognisable
by sense and is not yet non-eternal

The first person defends himself by saying that the reason,

viz. being cognisable by sense, is to be understood as signifying that
which comes under a genus (or type) and is as such cognisable by
sense. Sound comes under the genus (or type) “soundness” and is

at the same time cognisable by sense
;
but a genus or type such as

pot-ness or pot-type does not come under another genus or t3^e such
as pot-ness-ness or pot-type-type though it is cognisable by sense.
Such a defence, which consists in shifting one’s reason, rightly fur-

nishes an occasion for rebuke.

(6) Shifting the topic is an argument which setting aside

the real topic introduces one which isjrrelevant.

A certain person, to prove the eternality of sound, argues as
follows :

—

Sound is eternal (proposition),

because it is intangible (reason).

Being opposed by a certain other person he attempts, in the
absence of any other resource, to defend his position as follows

Hetu which is the Sanskrit equivalent for “reason” is a word
derived from the root “hi ” with the suffix “ tu.” A word, as a part
of a speech, may be a noun, a verb, or an indeclinable. A noun i^
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defined as, etc
,
etc. The defence made in this way furnishes an in-

stance of defeat through non-relevancy. The person who makes it

deserves rebuke.

(7) The meaningless is an argument which is based on a non-

sensical combination of letters in a series.

A certain person, to prove the eternality of sound, argues as

follows :

—

Sound is eternal,

because k, c, t, t and p are j, v, g, d and d,

like jh, bh, gh, dh and dh.

As the letters k, c, t, etc., convey no meaning, the person who
employs them in his argument deserves rebuke

(8) The unintelligible is an argument, which although re-

peated three times, is understood neither by the audience nor by

the opponent.

A certain person being opposed by another person and finding

no means of self-defence, attempts to hide his inability in disputation

by using words of double entendre or words not in ordinary use or

words very quickly uttered which as such are understood neither by

his opponent nor by the audience although they are repeated three

times. This sort of defence is called ‘^the unintelligible’’ which

rightly furnishes an occasion for rebuke.

(9) The ineolierent is an argument which conveys no con-

nected meaning on account of the words being strung together

without any syntactical order.

A certain person being opposed by another person and finding no

other means of self-defences argues as follows :

—

Ten pomegranates, six cakes, a bowl, goat’s skin and a lump of

sweets.

This sort of argument, which consists of a series of unconnected

words, is called ‘'the incoherent,” which rightly presents an occasion

for rebuke

(10) The inopportune is an argument, the parts of which are

mentioned without any order of precedence.

A certain person, to prove that the hill has fire, argues as fol-

lows
The hill has fire (proposition),

whatever has smoke has fire, as a kitchen (example),

because it has smoke (reason),

the hill has fire (conclusion),

the hill has smoke (application).

This sort of argument is called the inopportune,” which rightly

presents an occasion for rebuke Since the meaning of an argument

is affected bv the order in which its parts are arranged, the person

who overlooks the order cannot establish his conclusion and is there-

fore rebuked.
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(11} Saying too little,—If an argument lacks even one of its

parts, it is called ‘^saying too little.’’

The following is an argument which contains all its five parts •

—

(1) The hill has fire (proposition)

(2) Because it has smoke (reason).

(3) All that has smoke has fire, as a kitchen (example).

(4) The hill has smoke (application).

(5) Therefore the hill has fire (conclusion).

As all the five parts or members are essential, a person who omits
even one of them should be scolded as “ saying too little.”

(12) Saying too much is an argument which consists of more
than one reason or example.

A certain person, to prove that the hill has fire, argues as fol-

lows :

—

The hill has fire (proposition)

Because it has smoke (reason)

And because it has light (reason)

.

Like a kitchen (example).

And like a furnace (example).

In this argument the second reason and the second example are

redundant.
A person, who having promised to argue in the proper way

(according to the established usage), emplo^’-s more than one reason
or example is to be rebuked as “ saying too much.”

(13) Hepetition is an argument in which (except in the case

of reinculcation) the word or the meaning is said over again.

Repetition of the word—Sound is non-eternal,

Sound is non-eternal.

Repetition of the meaning—Sound is non-eternaL echo is perish-

able, what is heard is imperman-
ent, etc.

There is a difference between “repetition ” and “re-inculcation”
inasmuch as the latter serves some useful purpose

In re-inculcation a special meaning is deduced from the word
reinculcated, e.g.

The hill has fire (proposition).

Because it has smoke (reason)..

All that has smoke has fire, as a kitchen (example).

The hill has smoke (applieationb

Therefore the hill has fire (conclusion).

In this argument the “conclusion” is a re-inculcation of the
proposition” serving a special purpose (viz. in showing the fifth

member of the syllogism)

.

Repetition consists also in mentioning a thing by name although
the thing has been indicated through presumption, e.g.
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‘‘A thing which is not non-eternal does not possess the character
of a product ’’—this is a mere repetition of the following .

—

‘‘A thing possessing the character of a product is non-eternal/'

(14) Silence is an occasion for rebuke which arises when the

opponent makes no reply to a proposition although it has been
repeated three times by the disputant within the knowledge of

the audience

How ijan a disputant carry on~J^s argument if his opponent
maintains an attitude of stolid silence ? The opponent who takes uo
such an attitude is to be rebuked.

(15) Ignorance is the non-understanding of a proposition.

Ignorance is betrayed by the opponent who does not understand
a proposition although it has been repeated three times within the
knowledge of the audience. How can an opponerit refute a proposi-
tion the meaning of which he cannot understand. He is to be re-

buked for his ignorance.

(16) Hon-ingenuity consists m one^s inability to hit upon a
reply.

A certain person lays down a proposition. If his opponent under-
stands it and yet cannot hit upon a reply, he is to be scolded as want-
ing in ingenuity.

(17) Evasion arises if one stops an argument in the pretext

of going away to attend another business.

A certain person having commenced a disputation in which he
finds it impossible to establish his side, stops its further progress by
saying that he has to go away on a very urgent business He who
stops the disputation in this way courts defeat and humiliation
through evasion.

(18) The admission of an opinion consists in charging the
opposite side with a defect by admitting that the same defect

exists on one’s own side

A certain person addressing another person says :
“ You are a

thief.”

This person, instead of removing the charge brought agamst him,
throws the same charge on the opposite side whereby he admits that

the charge against himself is true. This sort of counter-charge or

reply is an instance of the “admission of an opinion” which brings

disgrace on the person who makes it.

(19) Overlooking the censurable consists in not rebuking a
person who deserves rebuke.

It is not at all unfair to censure a person who argues in a way
which furnishes an occasion for censure. Seeing that the person him-
self does not confess his thortcoming, it is the duty of the audience
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to pass a vote of censure on him. If the audience failed to do their

duty they would earn rebuke for themselves on account of their “ over-

looking the censurable

(20) Censuring the non-censurable consists in rebuking a per-

son who does not deserve rebuke

A person brings discredit on himself if he rebukes a person who
does not deserve rebuke

(21) Deviating from a tenet. -A person who after accepting

a tenet departs from it in the course of his disputation, is guilty

of deviating from a tenet.”

A certain person promises to carry on his argument in consonance

with the Sarhkhva philosophy which lays down that (1) what is

existent never becomes non-existent, and (2) what is non-existent

never comes into existence, etc. A certain other person opposes him
by saying that all human activity would be impossible if the thing

now non-existent could not come into existence in the course of time,

and that no activity would cease if what is existent now could continue

for ever. If the first person being thus opposed admits that existence

springs from non-existence and non-exlstenoe from existence, then he
will rightly deserve rebuke for hrs deviation from the accepted tenet.

(22) The fallacies of reason also furnish points of defeat or

occasions for rebuke.

Fallacies are mere semblances of reason. A person who employs
them in a disputation cercainly deserves rebuke.

There are infinite points of defeat or occasions for rebuke, of which
only tWenty-two have been enumerated here.

35. Categories : their Examination (panksd).

A critical examination should be made of each case where
there is room for doubt. In case of well-known facts admitted by
all, examination is unnecessary. A critical examination of some
of the categories is given below :

—

(1) The Means of Bight Knowledge {prmmna).

The means,

Some^ say that perception and other so-called means of right

. , ,
> knowledge are invalid as "they are impossible

the three times. Perception is impos-

invalid. ®^^1® ^he present, past and future times
inasmuch as it can neither be prior to, nor

posterior to, nor simultaneous with^ the objects of sense. If per-
ception occurred anteriorly it could not have arisen from the contact

^

I The sotras from 2-1-8 to 2-1-19 of the Nyaya-sUtra contain a critical ex-
amination of pramana (the means of right knowledge).
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of a sense with its object. With reference to the perception of colour,
for instance, it is asked whether the colour preceded perception or the
perception preceded colour If one says that perception occurred
anteriorly or preceded the colour, one must give up one’s definition of
perception, viz. that perception arises from the contact of a sense with
its object. If perception is supposed to occur posteriorly, it cannot
be maintained that - objects of sense are established by perception.
Colour, for instance, is an object which is said to be established by
visual perception. But this conclusion will have to be abandoned
if perception is supposed to occur posteriorly to the object. If per-
ception were simultaneous with its object, there would not be any
order of succession in our cognitions as there is no such order in their
corresponding objects. Various objects of sense can exist at one time,
e.g. colour and smell exist in a flower at the same time. If we hold
that perception is simultaneous with its object, we must admit that
the colour and the smell can be perceived at the same time, that is,

our perception of colour must be admitted to be simultaneous with
our perception of smell. This is absurd because two acts of percep-
tion, nay, two cognitions cannot take place at the same time. As
there is an order of succession in our cognitions, perception cannot
be simultaneous with its object. Perception and other so-called
means of right knowledge are therefore not only invalid but also im7
possible. Moreover, if an object of knowledge is to be established by
a means of knowledge, this latter needs also to be established by
another means of knowledge. Just as a balance is an instrument
when it weighs a thing, but is an object when it is itself weighed in

another balance, so a means of knowledge is an instrument when it

establishes an object, but is an object when it is itself to be established.

Finally if a means of knowledge does not require * another means of

knowledge for its establishment, let an object of knowdedge be also

established without any means of knowledge.

In reply it is stated that if perception and other means of right

knowledge are impossible, then the denial of

of right toowledIe”steT im^ssible, for owing to absence of

lished. f-he matter to be denied the denial itself will

be inoperative. If there is no means of know-
ledge to establish any thing, how is the denial itself to be established ?

If on the other hand the denial is held to be based on a certain means
of knowledge, we are thereby to acknowledge the validity of that means.
When we deny a thing on the ground of its not being perceived, we
acknowledge by implication that perception is a means of right know-
ledge. Similarly inference, etc., are also means of knowledge. There is

no fixed rule that the means of knowledge should precede the objects

of knowledge or should succeed them or be simultaneous with them.
They resemble sometimes a drum which precedes its sound, sometimes
an illumination which succeeds the sun, and another time a smoke
which is synchronous with the fire. The means of knowledge are self-

established like the illumination of a lamp. Just as a lamp illumines

itself and other objects, so t^e means of knowledge establish them-
selves and the objects of knowledge. Though a lamp which illamines
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other objects is itself illumined by our eye, we cannot deny a general

notion of illuminator as distinguished from that- of the objects illumin-

ated, Similar!}^ we must admit a general notion of the means of

knowledge as distinguished from that of the objects of knowledge The
means of knowledge are therefore neither invalid nor impossible.

Perception.

Some say that the definition ot perception as given before is

defective, as it does not notice the conjunction
The definition of per- mind and of mind with sense,

fectwi
o e e-

causes of perception. Prom
the contact of a sense with its object no know-

ledge arises unless, it is said, there is also conjunction of soul with
mind. A sense coming in contact with its object produces knowledge
in our soul only if the sense is conjoined with the mind* Hence the

conjunction of soul with mind should be mentioned aa a necessary

element in the definition ot perception. Moreover the contact of a sense

with its object is sometimes not found to be the cause of perception,

e.g. a person listening to a song does not see colour though it comes
in contact with his eye.

In reply it is stated that if the conjunction of soul with mind is

.
to be mentioned as a necessary element in

definition of perception, then direction
ceptzon defended.

(-‘de^a’f, time ( ‘ kala ») and
ether {‘"akasa”) should also be enumerated among the causes of per-

ception. But such an enumeration is held on all hands to be undesir-

able. The soul, we point out, has not been excluded from ouc defi.aition

of perception inasmuch as knowledge is a mark of the soul. Percep-

tioilTias been described as knowledge, and knowledge implies the soul

which is its abode. Consequently in speakmg of knowledge the soul

has, by implication, been mentioned as a condition in the production
of perception. The mind too has not been omitted from our definition

inasmuch as we have spoken of the non -simultaneity of acts of

knowledge. Perception has been defined as knowledge. An essential

character of knowledge is that more than one act of knowing cannot
take place at a time. This characteristic is due to the mind, an
atomic substance, which is conjoined with the sense, when knowledge
is produced. Hence in speaking of knowledge we have by implication

mentioned the mind as a condition of perception. The contact of a
sense with its object is mentioned as the special cause of perception.

There are many kinds of knowledge, such as perception, recollection,

etc. Conjunction of soul with mind is a cause which operates in the
production of all kinds of knowledge, while the contact of a sense with
its object is the cause which operates only in perception. In our
definition of percej^tion we have mentioned only the special cause,
and have omitted the common causes which precede not only percep-
tion, but also other kinds of knowledge. By saying that perception
is knowledge which arises from the contact of a sense with its object,
we have distinguished five special kinds of knowledge, viz. (1) the
visual perception also called eye-knowledge or colour-knowledge, (2) the
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auditory perception also called ear-knowledge or sound-knowledge, (3)

the olfactory perception also called nose-knowledge or smell-knowledge,

(4) the gustatory perception also called tongue-knowledge or taste-

knowledge, and (5) the tactual perception also called skin-knowledge or

touch -knowledge It is admitted that a person while listening to a song
may not see colour though ’the latter comes in contact with his eye.

Yet the instance does not prove that the contact of a sense with its

object, is not the cause of perception, for it is to be understood that his

intent listening prevents him from seeing the colour. In other words,

the auditory perception supersedes the visual perception, because the

song is more attractive than the colour

Perception^ some say, is inference because it apprehends a thing by
grasping only a part of the same. We are said

Is Perception a mere p0yceive a tree while we really perceive onlym erence
. ^ knowledge oi the tree, as a

wholes, derived from the knowledge of a part of it, is said to be a mere
inference.

In reply it is stated that perception is not inference for even the

objectors admit that at least a part of the tree is actually perceived.

Hence perception as a means of knowledge is not altogether denied,

on the contrary it is accepted as different from inference

Inference

Inference, some say, is not a means of right knowledge, as it errs

in certain cases. For instance, if we see a river

swollen we infer that there has been rain, if we
right knowledge ?

there will be rain, and if we hear a peacock scream, we infer that clouds

are gathering. These inferences are said to be not necessarily correct,

for a river may be swollen because of its being embanked, the ants may
carry off their eggs because their nests have been damaged, and the

supposed screaming of a peacock may be nothing but the voice of a man.
Inference, we reply, is really a means of right knowledge, as the

errors alleged to be involved in it may be explained away. The swell-

ing of a river caused by rain is different from that which results from

the embankment of a part of it
;
the former is attended by a great

rapidity of currents, an abundance of foam, a mass of fruits, leaves,

wood, etc. The manner in which ants carry off their eggs just before

rain is quite different from the manner in which they do so when
their nests are damaged. The ants run aw^ay quickly in a steady line

when rain is imminent, but fear makes them fly in disorder w’-hen their

nests are damaged. The screaming of a peacock which suggests

gathering clouds is quite different from a man’s imitation of it, for

the latter is not natural. If in such cases any wrong inference is

drawn, the fault is in the person, not in the process.

Comparison

.

Comparison, some say, is not a means of right knowledge, as the

knowledge of a thing cannot be established

ite similarity to another thmg, no
matter whether the similarity is complete, con-
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siderable or partial. On tke ground of complete similarity we never

say “ a cow is like a cow

;

on the ground of considerable similarity we
do" not say a buffalo is like a cow ’’

;
and on the ground of partial

similarity we do not say “a mustard seed is like Mount Meru,” Hence
comparison is regarded" by some as not a means of right knowledge,

for it has no precise standard.

This objection does not, we maintain, carry any weight, for com-
parison is established through similarity in a high degree. The simi-

larity in a high degree exists between such well-known objects as a cow
and a bos gavaeus, etc.

Some hold that comparison is not a separate means of knowledge,
for when one notices the likeness of a cow in

^ ^ strange animal, one really performs an act of^ ^
* perception. In reply it is urged that we can-

not deny comparison as a separate means oi knowledge, tor how other-

wise does the name bos gavmus convey the general notion of the animal
called bos gavaeus ? That the name bos gavaeus signifies one and all

members of the bos gavaeus class is not a result of perception, but the

consequence of a distinct knowledge called comparison.

Comparison, some say, is not different from inference, for both

. seek to establish the unperceived by means of
^ perceived. We recognize a bos gavaeus

at first Sight through its special similarity to

a cow which we have often perceived. This knowledge of a previously
unperceived object derived through its similarity to a perceived object

is said to be nothing but inference.

In reply we maintain that it is not in a bos gavaeus unperceived
that we find the real matter of comparison. The matter of compari-
son is similarity, e.g. between a cow and a bos gavaeus. The bos
gavaeus in^ which we notice the similarity is first perceived, that is, on
perceiving a bos gavaeus we notice its similarity to a cow. Hence
comparison supplies us with knowledge of a perceived thing through
its simfiarity to another thing also perceived. This characteristic dis-

tinguishes it from inference which furnishes us with knowledge of an
unperceived thing through that of a thing perceived. Comparison is

not identical with inference because the former is established through
the compendious expression '' so/’ As is a cow, so is a bos gavaeus—” :

this is an instance of comparison. This use of ' so ’ makes it clear that
comparison is a distinct means of right knowledge.

Verbal testimony.

Verbal testimony, some say, is inference because the object indi-

cated by it is not perceived but inferred. In-
ference Vyes US tke knowledge of an unper-

ence ?
^ ceived object through that of an object which

is perceived. Verbal testimony too enables us
td acquire rhe knowledge of an unperceived object through that of a
word which is perceiv^ (heard). In inference as well as in verbal
testimony we pass to an unperceived object through an object which
is perceived. Just as in inference there is a certain connection
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between a sign (e g. smoke), and the thing signified by it (e g. fire), so

in verba] testimony there is connection between a word and the object

signified by it. Verbal testimony does not therefore differ from inference.

In reply we say that there is a great difference between inference

and verbal testimony. The knowledge gained hj verbal testimony is

correct, not simply because it comes through the medium of words,

but because it comes through words spoken by a reliable person.

There are, it is said, paradise, nymphs, ultarahurus, seven islands,

ocean, Human settlements, etc. We accept them as realities not

simply because they are known through words, but because they are

spoken ot by persons who are reliable Hence verbal testimony is

not inference. The two agree in conveying knowledge of an object

through its sign, but the sign in one is different from the sign in the

other. In the case of verbal testimony the special point is to decide

whether the sign (word) comes from a reliable person. ' Moreover the

connection between a vord and the object signified by it is conven-
tional and not a natural one We acknowledge that a word indicates

a certain object, but we deny that the object is naturally or neces-

sarily connected with the word. Hearing, for instance, the word
“cow,” we think of the animal signified by it, nevertheless the word
and the animal are not connected with each other by nature or neces-

sity. In the case of inference, however, the connection between a
sign (e.g. smoke), and the thing signified (e.g. fire), is natural and
necessary. The connection involved in inference is not, therefore, of the

same kind as that involved m verbal testimony. In the case of verbal

testimony there is no perception of the connection. The connection

between a sign and the thing signified, which is the basis of inference,

is obvious to perception. For instance, the inference that “the hill

is fiery because it is smoky” is based on a certain connection between
smoke and fire, which is actually pjerceived in a kitchen or elsewhere.

The connection between a word and the object signified by it, which is

the basis of verbal testirpiony, is not obvious fco percepti0fi. The word
uttarakuru, for instance, signifies the country of that name, but the con-

nection between the word and the country is not perceived, as the latter

lies beyond our observation. Hence verbal testimony is jiot inference.

Some say that the means of right knowledge are more than four

because there are such other means of right
Are there any other knowledge as TumouT (“aitihva”), 'presump-

tion (“ arthapatti”), probability (” sambhava”)
and non-existence {“ abhava ”).

In reply we say that the m^ans of right knowledge are f^ally four,

inasmuch as rumour is included in verbal testimony, and presumption^

probability and non-existence are included in inference.

Other means.

Rumour is an assertion which has come from one to another without

any indication of the source from which it first

originated, e.g. on this tree there live goblins.

It is not a separate means of knowledge, but partakes ot the gen»

•eral characteristics of verbal testimony and is a special kind of it.

means of right

ledge t

know-

Rtunour,
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Presumption is the deduction of one thing from the declaration

^ of another thing, e.g. from the declaration
Fresamptioo.

‘unless there is cloud there is no rain/

we deduce that ‘ if there is ram there must have been cloud.’

Some say that presumption is not valid as it leads to uncertainty.
“ If there is no cloud there vvili be no rain’’—from this we are said to

presume that if there is a cloud there will be rain But it often happens
that a cloud is not followed by rain So presumption does, according to

the objectors lead to uncertainty. In reply we say, that if there is un-

certainty it is due to the objectors supposing that to be a presumption
which is not really so. “If there is no cloud there will be no rain.*’

From this we are entitled to presume that if there is rain there must have
been cloud. But if one pretends to presume that “ if there is a cloud

there will be rain,” one’s so-called presumption will be an invalid one.

Presumption is thus found to be the knowledge of a thing derived
through the consideration of it from the opposite standpoint. It

does not differ from inference since both pass from a perceived thing
to an imperceived one through a certain connection

Frohahility consists in cognising the existence of a thing from that

p , , of another thing in which it is included, e g.
^

knowledge of the measure of an adhaka from
that of a drona of which it is a fourth part.

Probability is inference because it is the cognizance of a part from
that of a whole with w'hich it is inseparably connected.

Of two opposite things, the non-existence of one establishes the
existence of the other, e g. the non-existence of

rain indicates the existence of an obstruction ^

of the cloud which was to have brought it down.
Some say that non-existence is not a means of right knowledge,

as there is no object which is known by it. Though a mark may
distinguish the object \vhich is marked, the non-existence (absence)
of the mark cannot, it is said distinguish the object which is not
marked. A blue pot is distinguished by the blueness which is its*

mark. But how can we distinguish an unmarked object by the non-
existence (absence) of the mark which it does not possess ?

In reply we say that non-exisfcence serves to mark out an object
unmarked by the mark which characterises other objects. Suppose a
person wants to bring a pot which is not blue The absence of blue-
ness is a mark which will enable him to mark out the particular pot
he wants to bring, and to exclude the other pots which are blue. Thus
an object may be known through the non-existence (absence) of its

.

mark. If you say that the non-existence (absence) of a mark is im-
possible where there was no mark at ail, it is, we reply, not so, because
the non-existence (absence) is possible in reference to a mark else-

where. We can, says^ an objector, talk of a mark being non-existent
(absent) if it was previously existent (present). A pot is said to be not
blue only in reference to its having been blue previously. In reply

Non-existence or nega-
tion.

J When there is an obstruction of olond by wind, drops of water cannot fall
in spite of thoir weight.
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we say that it is not so. "‘Not blue’' is no doubt possible only in

reference to "" bine/' but that blueness may exist elsewhere. .For in-

siance, we can talk of this pot being not bine in contrast to that
pot which is blue. Moreover, we perceive non-existence as a mark
antecedent to the production of a thing. When we say that there
will be a jar, w'e perceive the mark of non-existence of the jar in the
halves (parts) which are destined to compose it.

Non-existence or negation is not however a separate means of

knowledge It is included in inference. It infers one thing from the

absence of another thing through the mutual connection of the two
things, as follows: If a particular thing existed, it would have been
seen ; it is not seen • therefore it does not exist.

In the N,ya37-a*suira, 2-2-12, non-existence or negation (abhava) is

divided into two kinds ^ viz. (i) fragahhava, prior non-existence, that
is, the non-existence of a thing before it is brought into existence, and
(2) pradhvamsabhava, posterior non-existence or destruction, that is

the disappearance of a thing after it has come into existence

(2) The Objects of Right Knowledge (prameya).

The Soul.

dififerenfc

A sense is not soul because we can apprehend an object through
both sight and touch. “ Previously J saw the

jar and now I touch it " : such recognition will

foe impossible if “ I " is not different from the

eye w^hich cannot touch and from the skin which cannot see. In
other words, the “ I " or soul is distinct from the senses.

The soul IS

from the senses.

Some say that the soul is not different from the senses, as there

is a fixed relation between a sense and its object. Colour, for in-

stance, is an exclusive object of the eye. sound of the ear, smell of the

nose, and so on. It is the eye that apprehends colour, and there is

no necessity for assuming a soul distinct from the eye for the purpose

of explaining the apprehension of colour. In reply we say that the

soul is certainly distinct from the senses. There is no doubt, a fixed

relation between a sense and its object, and in virtue of such relation

the sense cannot apprehend more than one object
;
but the "" I " can

apprehend many objects, that is, the “I" can see colour, hear sound,

and so on. Hence the ‘‘ I" or soul, which confers unity on the various

kinds of apprehension, is different from the senses each of which can

apprehend only one object.

i In the NySyarvartika-tStparya-tika, 2'2-9, negation {ahhava) is divided into

(!) negation o! identity (tadatmyahhava)^ and (2) negation of correlation (m^hsarga*

hhava) ; and the latter is subdivided into (a) prior negation (pragahhBva)
, (b)

posterior negation {pradhmThsabhava)
^
and (c) absolute negation (a^ctntabhava).

In the Nyaj^a vSrtika, 1-1-1, existence and non-existance are both spoken

of as things, and in the Nyaya-bhasya, I- 1-1, the non-existence of. a tihing is said

to be perceived by the same means as the existence of it, e.g. the non-existence of

colour is peiceived by the eye.

7
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If the body were soul there should be release from sins as soon as

the bod}’^ was destroyed But in reality a per-
Th© body is not soul.

freed from sins although his body

is destroyed, inasmuch as the sins pursue him in his subsequent lives.

Hence the body is not soul.

Some say that the soul is not different from the mind inasmuch
as the arguments which are adduced to estab-

^ figli the soul are applicable to the mind as
from tb© mmd. n t js i

well. I can see an object by my eye and touch

it by my skin. The agent which sees the object and touches it, is, no
doubt, different from both the eye and the skin Let however the

agent, says an objector, be identified with the mind^ Since an agent

requires an instrument to accomplish a thing, it is, we reply, a mere
verbal trick to apply the name ‘^mind’* to that which is really the

“soul."’ To explain the acts of seeing, touching, etc., you admit an
agent distinct from the senses which are called its instruments. The
sense or instrument by which the act of thinking is performed is called

the mmd.'’ The agent sees by the eye, hears by the ear, smells by
the nose, tastes by the tongue, touches by the skin and thinks by the
“ mind.” Hence we must admit the agent (soul) over and above the

instrument (mind). If you call the agent mind,” you will have
to invent another name to designate the instrument. This verbal

trick will not, after all, affect our position. Moreover, the mind
cannot be the agent as it is atomic in nature. An atomic agent
cannot perform such diverse acts as seeing, hearing, knowing, feeling,

etc.

Knowledge is not a natural quality of the body because it does

^ - not, in some cases, continue quite as long as the

kno4S^(S.gnrtiorrs). does. Knowledge belongs neither to a
sense nor to its object because it continues even

on their destruction. If knowledge had been a quality of the sense, it

could not continue after the sense had been destroyed. But knowledge
in the form of memory is found actually to abide even after the sense

has perished. Hence the sense is not the abode of knowledge. Simi-
larly knowledge does not abide in an object of sense, and does not
belong to the mind.

As two or more things cannot be known (perceived) simultane-
ously, it is to be concluded that the mind, which is an instrument of

our knowledge, is an atom in dimension. If we supposed this mind
to be the abode of knowledge we could not call it an Instrument in^

the acquisition of the same, and knowledge as a quality of an atom
would in that case be imperceptible Knowledge must therefore be
admitted, by the principle of exclusion, to be a quality of the soul.

The soul is all-pervading, but it cannot perceive many things simul-
taneously, on account of the absence of contact of the mind with many

.
sense-organs at a time. Though many objects can come in proximity
with their corresponding senses simultaneously, the mind, which ism
atom, can come in conjunction with only one sense at k\time. Hence
two or more things are not perceived simultaneously although the soul
which perceives them is all-pervading.
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The soul is immortal inasmuch as we find in a child joy fear and
, ^ , grief \\hich arise from the memory of things

previously experienced A new-born child

manifests marks of joy, fear and grief This is inexplicable unless we
suppose that the child perceiving certain things in this life remembers
the corresponding things of its past life. The things uliich used to

excite joy, fear and grief in past life continue to do so in tins life

The memory of the past proves the pre-existonce of the sam. More-
over, if we do not admit our soul to be eternal we shall be eonfronled

by many absurdities such as ‘‘loss of merited action’' {krla-liani) and
** gain of unmerited action ” {akriahh *ianama). A man wko has comm itted

a certain sin may not suffer its consequences in this life, and unless

there is a soul continuing to his next life he will not suffer them at all.

This is a ‘‘loss of merited action ” Again, we often find a man suffer* iig

the consequences of action which he never did m this life. This w'ould

be a “ gain of unmerited action,” unless we believe that his soul did the

action in his previous life.

Body.

Our body is earthy because it possesses the special qualities of

earth In other worlds there are beings whose

eart^*
bodies are watery, fiery, airy or ethereal.

Though our body is composed of all the five

elements we call it earthy owmg to the preponderance of earth in it.

The senses are material substances inasmuch as they invariably

receive obstruction. Nothing can offer obstruc-

tion to a non-material aii-pervading substance.

The senses receive obstruction from wall, etc., and are therefore material

substances.

Senses.

Some^ say that the senses are not many as all of them are depen

-

_ _ dent on touch (skin). The eye, ear, nose and
The senses are ve.

tongue are said to be mere modifications of

touch (skin) which pervades them, that is, there is only one sense,

viz. touch (skin), all others being merely its forms

It is, we reply, not so because the objects of other senses are not

perceived by touch (skin). If there had been only one sense, viz. touch

(skin), then it could have seen colour, heard sound, and so on. But a

blind man possessing the sense of ^ouch cannot see colour. Hence it is

concluded that senses are many. Moreover, had there b^n only one

sense, viz. touch, it would have in conjunction with the mind produced

the functions of seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, etc., simultaneously.

But we cannot perform different functions at once. This proves that

the senses are many. The mind, which is an atomic substance, being

unable to come in contact with many senses at a time cannot produce

many functions simultaneously. Further, touch can perceive only those

The senses are material.

^ Compare—All the senses are only modifications of touch.—Democritus.
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ofofects wMch are near (contiguous), but it cannot perceire objects

wMcli are far off. We can, however, perceive colour and sound from
a great distance. This is certainly not the function of touch, but of

some other sense which can reach distant objects.

In fact, the senses are five. There are live objects, viz. colour,

sound, smell (odour), taste (savour), and touch which are cognised res-

pectively by the eye, ear, nose, tongue and skin. There are therefore

five senses corresponding to the five objects. The senses must be ad-

mitted to be five also on the following grounds :

—

(a) The characters of

knowledge—there are five senses corresponding to the five characters

of knowledge, viz. visual, auditory, olfactory gustatory and tactual.

(b) The sites—-the senses are five on account of the various sites they

occupy. The visual sense rests on the eye-ball, the auditor3^ sense on
the ear-hole, the olfactor}^ sense on the nose, the gustat-orj" sense on
the tongue, while the tactual sense occupies the whole body, (c) The
processes—there are five senses involving five different processes, e.g

the visual sense apprehends a colour by approaching it through the
(ocular) ray, while the tactual sense apprehends an object which is in

association with the body, and so on. (d) The forms—the senses are

of different forms, e.g. the eye partakes of the nature of a blue ball, and
the ear is not different from ether, etc. (e) The materials—the senses

are made up of different materials : the eye is fiery, the ear is

ethereal, the nose is earthy, the tongue is watery, and the skin (touch)

is airy.

Objects of Sense.

The earth possesses four qualities, viz. odour (smell), savour (taste),

^ . colour, and tangibility. In water there are three

thSd&ution qimlities, viz. savour, colour, and tangibility.

Colour and tangibilitj^ are known to be the
qualities of fire while tangibility and sound belong respectively to air

and ether. Some say that the earth does not possess four qualities,

but possesses only one quality, viz. odour (smell), which is apprehended
bj’’ the nose ;

that water does not possess three qualities but only one
quality, viz. savour (taste)

,
which is apprehended by the tongue

, and
that the other elements too do, each of them, possess only one qualit3^

In reply, we say, that the earth really possesses four qualities, water
three, fire two, air one, and ether one. Had the earth possessed onh^
odour (smell) and the water only savour (taste), then it would have
been impossible for us to see the earthy and watery things. We are
competent to see only those things which possess colour, and if the
earth and water had ‘not possessed colour, how coiild we have seen
them ? Since we can see the earthy and the watery, it follows that
they possess colour. If you say that the earth and water are visible,

because they are mixed with the fiery things which possess colour,
why then the air and ether too are not visible? There is no rule
that it is only^ the earth and water that can be mixed with fiery

things, but that the air and ether cannot be so mixed. Proceeding
in this wa3" we find that the earth, etc., do not each possess only one
quality.
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Intellect.

Some maintam that the intellect is permanent, becanse it possesses

the capacity of recognizing objects. A thing

which was known before is known again now

—

pennanen
. knowledge is called recognition

It is possible only if the intellect which knew an object in the past con

tinnes also at the present, that is, if the intellect is persistent or per™

manent. Recognition would have been impossible if the intellect had
been transitory. Hence the intellect which recognizes objects is said

to be permanent. In reply we say that the intellect does not recognke
objects, but it is the soul that does so. Knowledge cannot be attributed

to an unconscious instrument, the intellect, but it must be admitted to

be a quality of a conscious agent the soul. Hence the intellect is not

permanent.
Mind,

The mind being one. there are no simultaneous cognitions. If there

The mind is one
heen more minds than one, they could

e m n is one.
have come in contact with many senses at a

time so that many cognitions could have been produced simultaneously.

As many cognitions are never produced at once, the mind must be

admitted to be one.

If the mind had been possessed of magnitude, it could have come in

^ contact with many senses at a time so that many
cognitions could have taken place simuitane*

ously. Since this has been found to be impossible, the mind is an atom

The faults

divisi®n.

their sub-

Faults,

The faults are divided into three groups viz. affection, aversion

and stupidity. Affection includes lust, avarice,

avidity and" covetousness. Aversion includes

anger, envy, malignity, hatred and implaca-

bility. Stupidity includes misapprehension, suspicion, arrogance and

carelessness. Of the three, stupMty is the worst because it is only a

stupid person who may be influenced by affection and aversion.

Tranamigration,

Transmigration belongs to the soul and not to the body. The series

of births and deaths implied by transmigration.

.

Trau^igration belong-
possible only if the soul is eternal. If the

mg e sou
. were destructible, it would be victim to two

unexpected chances, viz. destruction of actions done by it {Icfta’-hani)

,

and suffering from actions not done by it (akfiabhyagama).

Seeing that man does not often reap fruits proportionate to his

acts, some maintain that the acts are entirely
God is the giver of

g^^ji^gervient to God (Isvara) Uvho alone can pro

-

vide them with fruits. This view is opposed

1 It may be noted that in the Nyaye-sutra tliere is only a casual mention of God
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by others who say that if God were the only source of fruits, man could

attain them even without any acts Reconciling the two views we
conclude that man performs acts which are endowed with fruits by
(Jod The acts do not produce any fruits by themselves: they become
fruitlul only through the grace of God.

The fruit is not produced immediately because it is capable of

being enjoyed after a lapse of time. The fruit,

the

production of
^ QT^aintaining the sacred fire, is the attain-

ment of heaven, which is not possible until the

time of death when the soul departs from our body Just as a tree,

whose roots are now nourished with water, will produce fruits in future,

so the sacred fire which is maintained now will enable the maintainer
to attain heaven after death.

Birth is nothing but pain, because it consists of our connection with

„ the body, the senses and the intellect, which
ir IS pam.

bring us various distresses. The body is the

abode m which pain resides, the senses are the instruments by which pain

is experienced, and the intellect is the agent which produces in us the

feeling of pain Our birth—as connected with the body, the senses

and the intellect—is necessarily a source of pain We do not alto*

gether deny pleasure which often arises amidst pains Some persons,

thinking that pleasure is the summum honum. are addicted to the

world which causes them various distresses through birth, infirmity,

disease, death, connection with the undesirable, separation from the

desirable, etc. It is therefore clear that one who pursues pleasure,

does in reality pursue pain, or in other words, pleasure is a synonym
for pain.

Emancipation .

Some say that there is no opportunity for us to attain emancipa-
tion because of the continual pressure of our

©manci-
troubles and activities As soon as we

are bom we incur, according to them, three
debts which we must go on clearing off until the time of our d^cay
and death

;
and troubles are our constant companions ^yhile actmties

pursue us throughout our life. There is then no opportunity for us
to attain emancipation. In reply we say that there is no lack of
opportunity for our emancipation, because the sacrifices to be performed
for clearing off our debts may be trusted to our soul. A person, while
old should refrain from all searches after sons, wealth and retinue.

He should retire from the world when he has trusted to his soul the
sacrifices which he used to perform to clear off his debts. By so doing
he will imagine that his soul is the sacrificial fire in which his physi-
cal actions are offered as oblations. Freed from all debts, he will

live on alms and find an ample opportunity for effecting his own
emancipation. As there is no distress in a person who enjoys a sound

i The three debts are : (1) Debt to sages which v&n be cleared off
milj by imdergomg a coarse of student life. (2) Debt to gods i<ieva-rna)-4vom
w-hich wo can bo freed only by performing sacrifices. (3) Debt to our progenitors
tptir-rna )—which cannot be cleared off except by begetting children.
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sleep, so there is no pressure of troubles and activities in one who
has attained emancipation. Emancipation is the condition of supreme
felicity marked by perfect tranquillity and not tainted by any defile-

ment. A person, by the true knowledge of the sixteen categories, is

able to remove his misapprehensions. When this is done, his faults,

viz. afieotion, aversion and stupidity, disappear. He is then no longer

subject to any activity and is consequently freed from transmigration
and pains. This is the way in which his emancipation is effected and
supreme felicity secured.

(3) Doubt {samsaya).

1. Some say that doubt caimot arise from the recognition of

„ , , . . , ^ , common and uncommon properties, whether

possible.

^ ^ ^
conjointly or separately. It is said that doubt
about an object is never produced, if both the

common and uncommon properties of the object are recognized. For
instance, if we see in the twilight a tall object which moves, we do not
doubt whether it is a man or a post. We at once decide that it is a

man, for though tallness is a property possessed in common by man
and post, locomotion is a property which distinguishes a man from a

post. Likewise doubt about an object is said never to be produced if

only the common or the uncommon properties are recognized. For
instance, if we see a tall object in the twilight we have no reason to

doubt whether it is a man or a post. Tallness is certainly a property
possessed in common by man and post, but the tallness of a man is

not identical with that of a post * it merely resembles it. Now the

Imowledge of similarity between the tallness of a man and that of a

post presupposes a knowledge of the man and the post, of which the

two kinds of tallness are attributes If there is already a knowledge
of the man and the post, there cannot be any doubt about them, for

knowledge is the vanquisher of doubt. 2. It is further said that

doubt cannot arise either from conflicting testimonies or from the

irregularity of perception and non-perception. In the case of conflict-

ing testimonies there is, according to them, a strong conviction on
each side. Suppose a disputant says : there is soul. His opponent
replies : there is no soul. The disputant and his opponent are quite

sure that their respective statements are correct. Hence there is no
doubt, but on the contrary there is conviction, in the minds of both

3. Doubt, they say, does not arise from the irregularity of perception

and non-perception, because m the irregularity itself there is regu-

larity. An irregularity may be designated as such with reference to

something else, but with reference to itself it is a settled fact. If the

irregularity is settled in itself, it is regular and cannot cause doubt.

On the other hand, if the irregularity is not settled in itself, it is

devoid of its own character and cannot cause doubt. 4. Likewise

there is, they say, the chance of an endless doubt owing to the con-

tinuity of its cause. Recognition of properties common to many
objects is, for instance, a cause of doubt. The common properties con-

tinue to exist and hence there will, they say, be no cessation of doubt.
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1. In reply we say that doubt does arise from the recognition

y. , . . , . ... of common and uncommon properties coii-

^ Jointly. The recognition of properties common
to many objects is certainly a cause of doubt, if there is no reference to

the precise characters of the objects. There is indeed a common (non-

distinctive) knowledge about a man and a post suggested by the tail

object, but there is no precise (distinctive) knowledge about them
Precise knowledge (that is. knowledge of the precise character which
distinguishes a man from a post) being absent, doubt must arise

Similar arguments will apply to doubt arising from the recognition of

uncommon properties alone. 2, In the case of conflicting testimonies
there is certainly a ground for doubt. When a disputant and Ills

opponent make conflicting statements, one is led to believe that both
statements are worth consideration, but is unable to penetrate into the
precise characters of the statements Hence though the disputant and
his opponent are both confident of their respective contentions, the
umpire and the audience are thrown into doubt by their conBicting
statements. 3. It has been said that doubt cannot arise from the
irregularity of perception and non-perception as the irregularity is settled
in itseM This objection is untenable, as the irregularity cannot be con^
cealed by mere verbal tricks. The irregularity though settled in itself

does not lose its irregular character until the objects to which it is related
are removed. 4. It has been urged that there is the possibility of an
endless doubt inasmuch as its cause is continuous. In reply we say that
though materials of doubt, such as common properties, etc., continue to
exist, we do not always recognize them. Unless there is recognition of
the common properties, etc., there cannot be doubt.

(4) Discussion (vada).

One should hold discussions with unenvioiis * persons, such as

With whom to hold
• preceptors fellow-students and seek-

discussion f
svmmum bonum. In case of a neces-

sity for the search of truth, discussion may be
held even without an opposing side. A person desirous of knowMge
may submit his views for examination by simply expressing his curi-
osity for truth without an attempt to establish the views.

Use of wrangling and
cavil.

(5) Wrangling and Cavil (jalpa-vitaj^a).

Wranglings and cavils may be employed to keep up our zeal for
truth, just as fences of thorny boughs are used
to safeguard the growth of seeds. Certain

people propound philosophies which
are mutually opposed, while others violate all sense of rectitude out
of a bias for their own side. Seeing that these people have not at-
tained true knowledge, and are not freed from faults, we may, in our
disputation against them, employ wwanglings and cavils which do not
in themselves produce any profit or deserve any encomium.

J The epithet onenvious^’ excludes those who do not seek truth hot desire
victory.
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36. Topics Ihoibentallt &XAMprBB.

(!) Parts and WI1OI0 {amyava and am^favin).

Some say that 'purts alone are realities and that there is no whole,

behind them. A tree, for instance, is yellow

o in some parts and green in other parts. If the
a © i©a

. tree were one whole, then *th6 contradictory

qualities of yellowness and greenness could not have belonged to it

simultaneously. Hence the parts alone must, according to them, be

regarded as real.
, . ^

In reply Aksapada says that nothing would be perceptible if toe

whole were denied. Suppose that the parts

wS ^ ^ ^

fixed dimension, it may itself be divided into

parts, these latter again into further parts and so on, until we reach

the atoms which are the ultimate parts. Now the atoms which possess

no bulk are not perceptible. Consequently the thing which is said to

consist merely of parts is also nob perceptible. We must therefore

admit a whole beyond its parts. Moreover, if there were no whole,

we could not have held or pulled an entire thing by holding or pulling

a part of it. We say ‘one jar/ ‘one man/ etc This use of ‘one’

would vanish if there were no whole. If any one were to sa}^ that

Just as a single soldier or a single tree may not be seen from a dis-

tance, but an army consisting of numerous soldiers or a forest con-

sisting of numerous trees is seen, so a single atom may not be per-

ceptible, but a jar consisting of numerous atoms will be perceptible,

and these atoms being called ‘ one jar,’ the use of ‘ one ’ will not

vanish. The analogy, we reply, does not* hold good because the

soldiers and trees possess bulk and so are perceptible, whereas the

atoms do nob possess bulk and are individually not perceptible. It is

absurd to conclude that because soldiers and trees are perceptible in the

mass, atoms too are perceptible in the mass ;
to avoid this conclusion

we must admit the existence of a whole beyond the parts.

(2) Atoms {paramdi:iu}.

In the Nyaya-sutra 4-2-16, it is stated that thete^ can never

come a time when there will be an utter annihilation of things. Even

at the dissolution of the world (pralaya), things wiU contmue to exist

in the form of atoms. An atom is that which is not divisible into

parts : it is a whole without parts The view that an atom ca.nnot

be devoid of parts because it is pervaded by ether (akasa) in its mner

and outer sides, is not tenable because the terms “ Innerside” and
“ outerside ’’ are not applicable to an eternal atom which is altogether

different from an ordinary thing a constituent of which encloses, or

is enclosed by, another constituent of it. It is no doubt admitted

that the ether is all-pervading, but it neither obstructs anything nor

is repelled by anything, so that the question of inner side or outer side

does not arise at all. Those who argue that an atom must possep

parts because it can come in conjunction with another atom only in

some of its parts, should bear in mind that their argument gives rise to
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a regressus ad infinitum whicli is not proper. If an atom is held to b©
divisible into parts, those parts again must be supposed to be divisible
into further parts. This would lead to the fallacy of an infinite regres*
sion which should be avoided. A thing although repeatedly divided
and subdivided does not lose itself. There remains a particle called
atom which does not perish even at the dissolution of the world.

[According to commentators two atoms make a dvyanuka (dyad or
binary compound) and three dvyanukas make a tryasarenu (triad or a
tertiary compound). All things which we perceive are composed of
fryasarenus.']

(3) The Three Times {hala).

There is, some ^ say, no present time, because when a thing falls we
„ - ^

can know only the time through which it has
^ presen

fallen, and the time through which it will fall.

When a fruit, for instance, falls from a tree
we recognize only the past time taken up by the fruit in traversing
a certain distance, and the future time which will be taken up by the
fruit in traversing the remaining distance. There is no intervening
distance which the fruit can traverse at the so-called present time.
Hence thev say there is no present time.

In reply we say that there is the present time, as the past and
rnt, . , future times are related to it. The past is

lishecL^™^”
a - which precedes the present, and the fu-

ture is that w^hich succeeds it. Hence if there
is no present time, there cannot be any past or future time. If the
past is defined as that which is not the future and the future is defined
as that which is not the past, the definition would involve a fallacy of
mutual dependency. Hence we must admit the present time to which
the past and future are related.

The present time is indicated by the very existence of things. If
the present time is denied, there cannot be any perception which
can arise only in connection with a thing which is present in time

;

and in the absence of perception all kinds of knowledge would be
impossible. Hence the present time is established by the principle
of reducfio ad uhsurdum. The present time is indicated by what con-
tinues. the past by what has been finished, and the future by what
has not yet begun.

(4) Words and their Meanings {ioMartha).

Some say that there is a fixe^ connection between w^ords and their

Is the connection be- A Particular worf bears a parti-

t.w©eB a word and its
meanmg; e.g the word ‘cow* denotes

raeaning natural 1 the animal of that name, but it does not

^ ,
denote a horse, a jar or any other thing.

There is therefore a fixed connection between a word and its meaning.

^ The sutras from to 2-1-43 which contain a critical examination of the
present time (varfefmSna) seem to have been interpolated into the UlySya-aUtra by
Vafcsyayana inasmuch as the objections raised therein emanated most probably
from Higarjuim (g.r.)
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In reply we say that it is through convention that the meaniiig
of a word is understood. The connection be-

veational. tween a word and its meaning is conventional
and not natural The connection is fixed by

man and is not inseparable. Moreover there is no universal uni-

formity of oonneotion between a word and its meaning. The rsis,

aryas and mhcchas use the same word in different senses, e.g. the
word ‘*yava'^ is used by the aryas to denote a long-awned grain, but
by the mlecchas to denote a panic-seed. So the connection between
a word and its meaning is not everywhere iinilorm.

(5) The Veda.^

Some say that the Veda is unreliable, as it involves the faults of

Is the Veda unreliable ?
contradiction and tautology. Ifor in-

stance, the Veda affirms that a son is produced
when a sacrifice for the sake of a son (putresti) is performed. It often
happens that a son is not produced though the sacrifice has been per-
formed. Besides, there are many contradictory injunctions in the
Veda, e.g. it declares ‘"let the oblation be offered after sun-rise/' “let
the oblation be offered before sun-rise,’’ etc., and at the same time “ the
oblation offered after sun-rise, is eaten up by the brown dog,” “the
oblation offered before sun-rise, is eaten up by the motley-coloured dog,”
etc. There is also tautology such as “ let the first hymn be recited

thrice,” “let the last hymn be recited thrice,” etc.

In reply we say that the so-called untruth in the Veda comes

rr.1, j • I
from some defect in the act, operator or ma-

faultl
^ ^ terials of sacrifice. Defect in the act consists

in sacrificing not according to rules, defect in

the operator (officiating priest) consists in his not being a learned man,
and the defect in the materials consists in the fuel being wet, butter
being not fresh, remuneration to the officiating priest being small, etc

A son is sure to be produced as a result of performing the sacrifice, if

these defects are avoided. There is therefore no untruth in the Veda
Neither is there any contradiction. Let a person offer the oblation
before son-rise or after sun-rise, if he has agreed upon doing it at
either of the times. Two alternative courses being open to him, he
can perform the sacrifice before sun-rise or after sun-rise according
to his agreement or desire. The deprecatory texts, that the oblations are

eaten up by dogs, indicate that the time agreed upon should not be
altered. The Veda cannot be charged with the fault of contradiction

if it enjoins such alternative courses. There may be re-inculcation in

the Veda, but there is no tautology in it. Tautology means a useless

repetition, which never occurs in the Veda. If there is any repetition

there, it is either for completing a certain number of syllables, or for

explaining a matter briefly expressed, etc. “Let the first hymn be
recited thrice,” “let the last hymn be recited thrice”—such instanc.es

embody a useful repetition.

^ It is interesting to note how the XysyaAastra defends the Yeda from tlie

attacks mad© against it perhap.s bv the followers of Anviksiki
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Tlie two main divisions of the Veda are
: (1) hymn {samUta), and

(2) ritual (Brahmaria). The ritual portion ad-
The principle of ctesi- three sub-divisions, viz. the iojunctive

s^eck descriptive (a? fMyada), and re-inculca-

tive (anuvMa).

An injunction (vidhi), which may be either mandatory or permissive,

IS that which exhorts iis to adopt a certain course of action [as the

means of attaining good], e,g. ‘'let him, who desires paradise, perform
the hre-sacrifice/' This is a mandatory injunction.

Description (arthavada) is of four kinds, viz. valedictory, depre-

catory, illustrative, and narrative. The valedictory {stuti) is a speech

which persuades us to adopt a certain course of action, by extolling its

consequences, eg. “By the Sarvajit sacrifice gods conquered all
;
there

is nothing so efficacious as the Sarvajit sacrffice, it enables us to obtain

everything and to vanquish every one, etc.’* Here there is no direct

command on us, but the Sarvajit sacrifice is extolled in such a way
that we are persuaded to perform it. The deprecatory {nindd) is a
speech which persuades us to adopt a certain course of action, by ac-

quainting us with the undesirable consequences of neglecting it, e.g.

“one who performs any other sacrifice neglecting the Jyotistoma falls

into a pit and decays there.” Hei© one is persuaded to perform the
Jyotistoma sacrifice the neglect of which brings about evil conse-

quences. The illustrative {parakrti) is the mentioning of a course of

action, the obstruction of which by some particular person led to .bad

consequences, e.g. on presenting oblation one is to take the fat first and
the sprinkled butter afterwards, but alas ! the Caraka priests first took
the sprinkled butter which was, as it were, the life of fire, etc. Here
the foolish course of action adopted by the Caraka priests should serve
as a warning to other priests who ought to avoid the course. The
narrative (purdkalpa) is the mentioning of some thing as commendable
on account of its antiquity, e.g. “By this the Brahmanas recited the
Sama hymn, etc.”

E,e-inculcation {amtvdda) is the repetition of that which has been
enjoined by an injunction. Re-inculcation may consist of the repeti*

tion of an injunction or the repetition of that which has been enjoined.

The first is called verbal re-inculcation and the second objective re-

inculcation. “Non-eternal, not eternal” this is a verbal repetition.

“Non-eternal, possessing the character of extinction”—this is an
objective repetition.

The Vedas are reliable like the spells or mantras and the medical

soience^ because ,of the reliability of their

authors. Spells counteract poison, etc., and
the medical science prescribes correct remedies.

The authority which belongs to them is derived from their authors,
the sages, who wer^ reliable persons. The sages themselves were
reliable because (1) they had an intuitive perception of truths, (2)

they had great kindness for living beings, and (3) they had the desire

of communicating their knowledge of the truths. The authors (lit. the
seers and speakers) df the Vedas were also the authors of the spells and

The reiiability of tue
Veda estabitsbod.
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the medical science Hence like the spells and medical science the
Vedas must be accepted as authoritative.

(6) Sound (saMa).

There are conflicting opinions about the nature of sound. Some

The nature of sound. ff? ^ quality of ether aud that
it IS ali-pervadiiig, eternal and capable of being

manifested. Others say that sound like smell, etc
,

is a quality of the
substance in which it abides, and is capable of being manifested
Sound is said by others to be a quality of ether and to be subject to
production and destruction like knowledge. Others again say that

sound arises from the concussion of elements, requires no abode, and
is subject to production and destruction.

Sound, according to the Nyaya-sutra 2-1-14, is non-eternal because

Sound IS non-eternal.
^as a beginning, i.e. arises from the eon-

cussion 01 two hard substances, e.g an axe
and a tree, etc.

; (2) is cognised by one of our senses (the ear)
; and

(3) is spoken of as possessing the properties of an artificial object, e.g is

described as grave, acute, etc.

Some say that the so-called beginning of a sound is merel3''a mani-

^ , , festation of it, that is, sound does not really

nmg'is“non“etemal. manifested by the eoncus-

said that the concussion does not manifest but produce sound. You
cannot supjpose the concussion to be the manifester and sound the

manifested, unless you can prove that the concussion and sound are

simultaneous. But the proof is impossible as a sound is heard at a
great distance, even after the concussion of the substances has ceased.

So sound is not manifested by the concussion. It is however legiti-

mate to suppose that sound is produced by the concussion, and that one
sound produces another sound, and so on until the last sound is heard

at a great distance.

Some say that it is not true that whatever has a beginning is non-

eternal. Look ! the non-existence (destruction) of a jar, which began

when the jar was broken, is eternal (indestructible). In reply it is said

that, that which is really eternal belongs to three times. But the

non-existence (destruction) of a jar does not belong to three times as

it was impossible before the jar was broken. Hence the non-existence

(destruction) of a jar, which has a beginning, is not really eternal.

Whatever is cognised by our senses is non-eternal this is also said

to be an unsound argument. When, for in-

Sound being cognised stance, we perceive a jar, we perceive also
semises is non-

genus (i.e. Jar-ness) which is eternal. In

reply we say that not all things cognised by

our senses are non-etemal, but only those that belong to a certain

genus.^ A jar, for instance, is non-etemai because we perceive it as

1 The aphorism (KySya-sutra 2-1-17) may also be interpreted as follows:

Sound is non-eternal because it is inferred to advance in a series. We do not say

that whatever is cognised by our sense is non-etemai i our intention Is to say that
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belonging to tbe genus jar-ness. But jar-ness which is cognised by
our sense is not non-eternal, because it does not belong to a further

genus named jarness-ness. Similar^ sound is non-eternal, because it

is cognised by our sense as belonging to the genus called sound -ness.

It IS said that the attribution of the properties of an artificial

object to sound does not make it non-etemai.
Artificial properties at*

often alleged that we attribute to eternal

things the properties of an artificial object, e.g.

we speak of the extension of ether as we speak of the extension of a

blanket. In reply we say that when we speak of the extension of

ether, we really mean that the extension belongs to an artificial thing

which has for its substratum the ether. Hence we do not in reality

attribute to eternal things the properties of artificial objects, Sound
is in fact non-eternal, because neither do we perceive it before utter-

ance, nor do we notice any veil which covers it. If sound were eternal

ifc would be perceived before utterance. You cannot say that sound

really existed before utterance, but was covered by some veil, for we
do not notice any such veil

Some say that sound should be regarded as eternal because there

_ , XT-' 3S traditionary teaching. A teacher delivers,
ra itionary eac ing. ^ form of a lecture, certain sounds which

are found to be repeated by his pupil after a long interval. This repe-

tition, according to them, would be impossible if the sounds were

perishable. In reply it is pointed out that the sounds, which have not

been audible after their delivery by the teacher, are reproduced or

imitated by his pupil. On the ground of the inaudibility, reproduci-

bility and imitabiiity, the sounds must be pronounced to be non-etemai,
Sound has not for its substratum any of the tangible substances,

viz. earth, water, fire, and air. Its substratum

somd is ether which pervades all space. Hence sound
is produced even in a vacuum which is devoid

of smell, taste, colour, and touch—the qualities of tangible substances.

The reason why the sound produced in a vacuum does not reach our
ears, is that there is no air to carry it. The fact of having an in-

tangible substance for its substratum, is no bar to the sound being
non-eternal. Sound, though its substratum is the intangible ether, is

produced by the contact of two hard substances. One sound produces
another sound, and so on until the last sound ceases owing to some
obstacle. Sound is therefore non-eternal.

(7) Word (pada).

The letters ended with an affix ^ form a word (pada) which is of

two kinds,V iz, a noun, and a verb. In assimilating an affix the letters

may be transformed. The transformation takes place by substitution

things cognised by our sense as advancing in a series are non-eternaJ. Sontid m
cognised in that manner (ie. sound advances like a wave), and hence sound is non-
etemai.

1 The indeclinables (ai^aya) which drop their affixes are also words (Panini
2-4-82).
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What is expressed by

a word—a genus, an in-

dividual or a form ?

(adeSa), and not by modification {vikara), eg. in bho -f- il (blm^tiz:^

bhavati), o vacates a place which is occupied by its substitute av.

What does a word signify ? A word presents to us an individuah
a form and a genus (type). The word 'cow’
reminds us of an individual (a four-footed
animal), its form (limbs) and its genus or tj^pe

(cowhoodor cow-type). Now, it is asked what
is the real signification of a word—an individual, a form or a genus
(type) ? Some say that the word denotes an individual, because it is

only in respect of individuals that we can make any statement, e.g.

that cow is going'’—here “ that” can be used only in reference to an
individual cow. Others say that the word denotes form by which an
entity is recognised, e.g we use such expressions as ‘this is a cow,’

and ‘ this is a horse,’ only with reference to the forms of the cow and

the horse. Others hold that the word must denote genus (type), for

if we did not take genus into consideration the word cow might denote

any individual of any kind.

In reply we say that the w^ord signifies aU the three, though prom-

inence is given to one of them For the purpose of distinction the

individual is prominent. In order to convey a general notion, pre-emi-

nence is given to the genus (t3’’pe). In practical concerns much impor-

tance is attached to the form. As a fact the word ordinarily presents to

us the form, denotes the individual, and connotes the genus (type).

An individual [vyakii) is that which has a definite form and is the

abode of particular qualities. An individual
Individual.

substance which is cognised bj^ the

senses as a limited abode of colour, taste, smell, touch, weight, solidity,

tremulousness, velocity or elasticity.

The form {akfti) is that which is called the token of the genus. The
genus, cow hood for instance, is recognized by a

Form.
certain collocation of the dewlap w^hioh is a

form. We cannot recognize the genus of a formless substance

A genus or type {jati) is that whose nature is to produce the same
conception. Cowhood is a genus (or type) which

Genus. underlies all cows. Seeing a cow somewhere

we acquire a general notion of cows (i e. derive knowledge of cowhood)

This general notion enables us on all subsequent occasions to recognize

individual cows.

(8) The eyes {cahsuTi),

Some say that the eyes are not two : the conceit of duality arises

, , « from the single organ of vision being divided
Ar© the ©yes two 1

the eyes are really two, because the destruction of one does not cause

„the destruction of the other.

The eye is said by some to be a material substance inasmuch

a,s ita function is limited by its contact. A
f.tiing is seen when it lias contact with the eye,

but it is not seen when the eye is not eonneoted.

In other words, the eye, like any other material substance, exercises its

Is the ©y©
substance ?

a material
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function only in virtue of its contact with tilings. Others sa}^ that if

the eye had been a material substance, it could have apprehended only

those things which coincided with itself in bulk. But we find it can ap-

prehend things of greater and smaller bulk. So it is contended that

the eye is a iion.-materiai substance.

In reply w© say that though the eye does not coincide wdth things

which are greater or smaller in bulk, yet the rays issuing from the eye

reach the things to their entire extent. Hence in spite of the eye being

a material substance, there is no imjiossibiiity for it to apprehend the
great and the small

f9) Intellect (huddhi).

Some philosophers ^ [the samkhyas] maintain that the intellect is

permanent as it is capable of recognizing ob

^ ® jects. A thing which w^as known before, is

in^lle^ct ?

^ P®3^manea
as the identical thing. This sort

of identifying knowledge is called recognition,

which is possible only if the intellect which existed in the past continues

also at the present time, that is, if the intellect is permanent. Know-
ledge which is a function of the intellect is not different from the latter.

Aksapada opposes them by saying that the intellect, which is an
unconscious instrument, cannot recognize objects recognition being

really a function of a conscious agent, the soul. If knowledge were
not different from the permanent intellect, then various sorts of

knowledge could have as permanent entities existed simultaneously,

and there would have been no cessation of knowledge or recognition.

Finding the absurdity of such contingencies, we cannot admit the in-

tellect to be a permanent entity and knowledge a {unction o! it.

(10) Memory {smrti)^

Memory {smrti) belongs to the soul ivhich possesses knowledge

^ ^
of the past, present and future. Memory is

emoiy.
awakened by such pauses as attention, context,

exercise, signs, marks, likeness, possession, relation of protector and

J Tide Nyaya-sutra, 3-2-1.
2 Compare—^The king said: ‘In how many ways, Nagasena, does memory

spring up ?
’

‘ In sixteen ways, O king. That is to say ; by personal experience, as when
the Venerable Ananda, or the devoted woman Khajjuttara, or any others who had
that power, called to mind their previous births—or by outward aid as when others
continue to remind one who is by nature forgetful—or by the impression made by
the greatness of some occasion, as kings remember their coronation day, or as we
remember the day of our conversion—^by the impression made by joy, as when
one remembers that which gave him pleasure—or by the impression made by sorrow,
as when one remembers that which pained him— or frdm similarity of appearance,
as on seeing one like them we call to mind the mother or father or sister or
brother, or on seeing a camel or an ox or an ass wecail to mind others like them

—

or by difference of appearance as when w© remember, that such and such a colour,
sound, smell, taste or touch belong to such and sUch a thing—or by the knowledge
of speech, as when on© who is by nature forgetful is reminded by others and then
himself remembers—or by a sign, as when w© recognize a draught bullock by a
brand mark or some other sign—or from effort to recollect, as when on© by nature
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protege, immediate subsequencj/^ separation, similar employment,
opposition ejscess receipt, mterveci&ion, pleasure and pain, desire and
aversion, tear, entreaty, action, affection, and merit and demerit.

Attention—enables us to fix oormindonan object by restraining

it from wandering awa}’' to any other object.

Context—IS tlie connection of subjects sucli as proof (pramana),

that which is to be proved (prameya), etc.

Exercise—is the constant repetitioxi which eonnrms an impres-

sion.

Sign—may be (1) connected, (2) inseparable (int^'mate), (3) cor-

related, or (4) opposite, g. smoke is a sign of fire with which

It is connected
;
a horn is a sign of a cow from which it is

inseparable
;
an arm is a sign of a leg with which it is cor-

related
;
and the non-existent is a sign of the existent by

the relation of cppo:3ition.

Mark—a mark on the cf a horse awakens the memory of

the stable in which it was kept

Likeness—as the image of Bevadatta drawn on a board reminds

ns of the real person.

Possession—such as a property awakens the memory of the

owner and mce veisa

Protector and Protege—sucli as a king and his attendants.

Immediate suhsequency—as sprinkling the rice and pounding it

in a wooden moricr
Sejxiraiion—as of husband and wife

Similar emplayment—as of a fellew -disciple

Opposition—as between a snake and ichiieumon.

akc-Ing the memory of that which exceeded.

Receipt—remmding us of one from whom some thing has been

or will be received.

Intervention—such as a sheath reminding us of the sword«

Pleasure mid pain—reminding us of that which caused them.

Desire and aversion—reminding us of one whom we liked or

hated.

Fzar—reminding us of that which caused it, e.g. death.

Enireaty—reminding as of that which was wanted or prayed for.

forgetful is iiiade to recollect by being urged again and again: ^ tiy and thii^ of

—og" by calculation, as when one knows by the training he has rweived in.

writing, that such and such a letter ought to follow after such and such a one—

or by arithmetic, as when accountants do set sums by ^ their Imowledge of

figures—or by learning by heart, as the repeaters of the scriptures by th^r akiii

in learning by heart recollect so much—or by meditation, as when a Bhikshu

calls to mind his temporal states m days gone by—by reference to a book, m
when kings calling to mind a previous regulation, .say : Bring th© book nere.

,

and remind themselves out of that—or by a pledge, as when, at the sight ot goods

deposited, a man recollects (the circumstances under which they were plTOgea)

or by association, as when one remembers a thing because one has ^seen it, or a

sound‘ because on© has heard it, or an odour because on© has amolt it, or a touch

because on© has felt it, or a concept because on© has perceived it.’

(•Sqie^omXKi^' Milmda-Book III, chapter 7, pp. 122-123, translated

by T. W. Bhys Davids, S.B.E. Series).

8
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Action—such as a chariot reminding us of the charioteer*

Affection—as recollecting a son or wife.

Merit and demerit—through which there is recollection of the

causes of joy and sorrow experienced in a previous liie.

(II) The fixed signification of numbers ^ {samMiyaihdnta),

Some say that there is only one thing, viz. Brahma. Others say

that things are two, viz. the eternal and non-

eternal. Some find the things to be three, viz.

si^ficatioTofn^^bOTs. the knower, the knovvable and knowledge

;

while others treat of four things, viz. the agent

of knowledge, means of knowledge, object of knowledge and act of

knowledge. In this way philosophers indulge themselves in a fixed

number of things Aksapada opposes them by saying that the fixity

of number cannot be established. In establishing the fixed number,
there must be a reason. Now is the reason included in the number
or excluded from it, or identical with it ^ If the reason is included

in the number, it is as unfixed as the number itself. If the reason is

excluded from the number, the fixity of number must be abandoned.
If the number and the reason are identical, there will remain no means
to establish the fixity of number.

i This doctrine, which occursm the NySya-sutra, 4-1-41, throws some light on
the dialogue between Astavakra and Vandin related in the Mahabharata, Vana-
parva, chaps. 132-134 {miZe ante). It bears an analogy to the novio©*s question
(Kumara»panha) which runs as follows

1 -

What is on© ?

2- % STTfl ^ ?

What are two ?

3- ?

What are three ?

'fT'finft srw Ps ?

What are four

!

6. srrwfts?

What are five ?

1- w I

Food is a thing on which all animals
subsist.

2. I

Name and form.

3- fsr^ t^SIT I

Three kinds of feeling.

The four noble truths,

5 - 1

The five constituent aggregates, etc,*

©to.

(KhuddakapStha of the Pili sutta Pitaka),



CHAPTER ITT

Commentaries on the Nyaya-sutra,

36a. Nature of the Commentaries.

Commentaries are store

110U9BS of information.

In the previous chapter there has been given a sumniary of

Nyaya-sntra, the fundamental work on

Nyaya Pliilosophy of the second century

A D. The Nyaya-sutra was not followed
,
for

several hundred years, by any other original treatises on Nyaya
from the pen of the Brahmanic writers But these writers brought
out numerous commentaries which served not only to elucidatp

and develop the Nyaya-sutra, but to review critically, in the light

of thesutra, the various theories of contemporaneous philosophies.

The commentaries are therefore store-houses of valuable informa-

tion on Philosophy and Logic. It is not possible to give here a

complete analysis of the commentaries, but a passing reference to

some of their leading topics will be made in the following pages.

37, Vatsyatana, author of the Nyaya-bhasya
(about 400 A.D.).

The earliest commentary extant on the Nyaya-sutra is the

Hyaya-bhasya by Vatsyayana ^ or Paksila

Previous Commentaries Svaml.^ In it there are references to pre-

vious logicians designated as ehe (some),

(certain), or anye (others), who were perhaps authors of com-

mentaries ^ which have not come down to us. The Nyaya-bhasya

2 The name Vatsyayana occurs in the colophon of Uddyotakara’s Nyaya-var-
tika thus :

—

(Nyaya-vartika, Book V, Chap. II, last line).

® Vaoaspati Mi^ra mentions the name Paksila Svamin thus:

—

{Nyayavartika-tStparyatik§, opening lines).

^Vatsyayana in his HySya-bbasya, 1-2-9, criticises, in yonnection with his

definition of halatlta, the opinion of a previous commentator by aaymg—

’I’W «f I
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III.

was separated from the Nyaya-sutra by a.t least two ceiit'diies, as

we find in it explanations of certain ternib wbieh became elmost
unintelligible at the timed

Vatsyayana must have flourished before Dignaga (q v*). as

the latter criticises him in connection vr?tii

explanation of the mind {manas) as a
^ ^ sense-organ,* and possibly also before Vasu-

bandhii whose theory of syllogism, so antagonistic to that of

Aksapada, has jiot been controverted, nay even referred to_, by
Vatsyayana in his Nyaya-bhasya.

The Nyaya-sutra, as already observed, contains certain apho-
risms which refer to the doctrines expounded

Vatsyayana followed in such well-knowB BuddMst works as the
Nagariuna and the Lanka- -r.i-
vatara. Madhyamika-sutra, Lankavatara-sutra, etc.

These aphorisms do not constitute an essen-

tial part of the Nyaya-sutra, and were evidently interpolated into
it before or during the time of Vatsyayana® who wrote Blmsya,
commentary, on it. Vatsyayana must therefore have flourished
after the composition of the Buddhist works, the doctrines of which
were interpolated into the Nyaya-sutra.

Hence the earliest limit of his age is A.D. 300, when the

Madhyamika-sutra and Lankavatara-sutra
are supposed to have been composed. As

Dignaga lived about 500 A,D. and Vasubandhu about 480 A.D.,
Vatsyayana who preceded them could not have lived after the
latter date. Taking the mean between the earliest and the latest

dates we may approximately fix the date of Vatsyayana^ at
about 400 A.D.

Vatsyayana, in extolling the Nyaya-sastra (called the An^-
vlhsihl), quotes a verse from the Artha-sdstra^ of Kautilya (about

Age of Vatsyayana.

1 Br. H. Jacobi observes When commenting on Nyaya-sUtra, i-1-5, Vatsya-
yana gives two different explanations of the terms purvavat, iesavat, and samanyato
drSiam

i the names of the three subdivisioiis of inference, silowing thereby that
the meaning of these important terms had become doubtful at his time, (The dates
of the philosophical sutras, p. 6, Journal of the American Oriental Society for 1§I!).

^ F^0Nyaya-bhIsya,^l-l-4:; and Pramana-samuccaya, chapter I,
^ Br, Hermann Jacobi observes:—^The text of the sutras as we have them is

at best that which the oldest scholiast chose to comment upon, and it cannot be
safely traced further back—J.A.O.S., for 1911, the dates of philosophical sutras,
Pp. 2-3.

^ Fidemy “‘VStsySyana, author of the HySya-bhasya” in the Indim Anti-
quary for April 1915.

{Nyaya-bh&ya, 1-1-1, and Artha-^asiara, chap. H).
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327 B»C.)a and in gwing an example of ‘Hhe incoherent^’ {apar-

thaha) extracts a sentence from the Mahabhasya ^ of Patahjali

(ISOB.O.).
Vatsyayana, also designated asDramila® (same as Dravida),

was in all probability a native of Dravida
^Bwfchplac© of Vatsya- Deccan), of which the capital was Kah-

cipnra, modern Conjeeveram. The title

Svamin” ® appended to^‘Paksila” in the name ^‘Paksila Sva-

min” also |>oints to the same country as his birthplace. We
may add that Kane! was a famous centre not only of Brahmanic
learning, but also of Buddhistic culture, and it was here that

Dignaga (500 A.D.) and Dharmapala (600 A.D.) and other Buddhist
logicians lived and flourished. It may be of some interest to note

that Vatsyayana^ makes a reference to the boiling of rice which

is a staple food of the people of Dravida. This Vatsyayana who
lived about 400 A.D., when Oandra Gupta II, called Vikramaditya,

was king of Magadha, should not be confounded with the sage

or sages of that name, who compiled the Artha-Sastraand the Kama^
sutra.

38. VatsyIyana CEiriciSES Nagarjuna.

The sutras 4-1-39 and 4-1-40 which seem to have been, as

The Madhvamika doc-
Previously observed, interpolated into the

trine of inter-relation, Nyaya-sutra^ deal with the Buddhist doo-
apehm or pratyaya criti- trine of inter-relation (apeksa or pratyaya)

evidently taken from the Madhyamijsia-

sfltra* (Chapters I and XV) of Nagarjuna who flourished about

(Nyaya-bhasya, 5-1-10, and Mahabhasya, l-i-3).

s Jalna Hemacandra supposes Dramila to be another name for VatsyIyana:-—
<py — Mr ii

-MiTi

irfw: n

(AbhidhSna-cintSma^i ).

VStsyayana would not have been called Dramila, had be been a native of Vatsa,

the capita! of which was Kau^ambi near Allahabad.
5 Svamin is a common surname in Madras. In Pali boofa, however, w© read of

a sag© named Vacchagotta or Vitsyayana living in AyodhyS.
^ Nyaya-bhSsya, 2-1-40, edited by Jaya Narsyan TaxkapaEcSnana, Biblio-

theca Indies aeries^

6 The Nyaya-suC^a of Gotama, translated by Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,

S.B.H. Series, Allahabad.

« i5»it ^ «

^ ®r II

{HSdbyamika-sutra, Chapter I, verse 3, p. X9, B.T.S. edition, Calcutta).
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250-300 AD. In the Bhasya on the sutras, Vatsyayana sum-
marises the doctrine as follows *

—

Some say that things are not self-existent as they exist merely

in relation to one another A thing is called short only in relation

to another thing which is long, and vice versa The long and short

are inter-related, but not self-existent.

In the same Bhasya Vatsyayana controverts the doctrine on
the ground that it is self-destructive. If the long and short are

not self-existent, it will be impossible to establish a relation between
them

,
and in the absence of all relations the doctrine of inter-relation

will fall to the ground.
The sutras 4-2-31, 4-2-32 and 4-2-33, of the Nyaya-sutra,*

seem also to have been interpolations. In
The Madhyamika doc- Bhasva on those sutras, Vatsyayana

criticised. criticises the doctrine, evidently taken from
the Madhyamika-siitra,^ according to which

oor means and objects of knowledge are as unreal as things ap-

pearing in a dream or exhibited in jugglery or as the city of the

celestial choirs or as a mirage.^

mm »

(Madhyamika-^utra, Chap. XV, p. 93, B.T.S. edition, Calcutta).

W i (Nyaya-sutra, 4-1-39).

(Nyaya-sutra, 4-1-40, S.B H. series, Allahabad).

1 r 4-2-31

« 4-2-32

(Nyaya-sutra translated into English by Satis Chanda Vidyabbusana, S.B.H.
Series, Allahabad)

2 «T=SITW I

tnsiT ii

(Madhyamika-siitra, chapter VII).

^T^i3?*rT g f^WT^srr w^wisr
(Quoted in the Madhyamika-vptti, p. 57, B.T Society^'s edition, Calcutta).

s As explained in the Buddhist works (such as the Madhysmika-s0tra, LankS-
vatara sutra, Dvyardha4atika, etc ), The doctrine of inter-relation ptatyaya or
apekfU) leads to that of voidness {Sknyata) Compare

—

V- ^g}at ’it i

^ ^itsrrgerTT^ wrwrr w i

sr nm ww'irT?:
i
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Nagarjiina in his Up^akan^alya-sutra^ chapter I, says that

a thesis can be established through a reason
Nsgarjuna’s logical example (vMharana), which may

lomnl.trSSd either affirmative or negative. A syllo-

gism, according to him, consists of three

members and not of five, the last two members, viz application

(upanaya) and conclusion (nigamana) being superfluous and not

better than ‘‘analogous rejoinders’’ (jatyuUara).

Vatsyayana^ in his Nyaya-bhasya, 1 - 1 -39
,
answers these ob-

jections as follows :

—

The application (upantxya) and conclusion 'nlgamanxi) are es-

sential parts of a syllogism inasmuch as they serve on the strength

of the general principle involved in the example, to confirm the

reason and reassert decisively the proposition which, when first ad-

vanced, was of a doubtful character. After an invariable relation

^2 TOTwritiy ^
w- w ii

II j ii

(Madhyamika vrtti. Chap. XXIV, pp. 184-185, Calcutta Buddhist Text
Society’s edition).

?[!«. lessi^'^raii I

(Madhyamika vytti, Chap, XXil, p. 160, Calcutta Buddhist Text Society’s

edition).

The doctrine of voidness {Siinya-vada) flourished between 200 A.D. and 600

A.D. Compare Dr. L. Suali’s Filosofia Indiana, p. 8.

1 Vatsyayana observes:

—

str® i ^fsrft?-

if^sr c?^f?r vf?r<Tr<?sf . . . *> '$?iWT

flsit ’sf^^WTsrei ^f?rf*nr?’8iR^ss

5rif«'4ii^ vjsjsrffrst g
w 3r®«Tt %gi^'nnsr ^

ST I^JBTW tf?i

(Nfyaya bhasya, 1-1-39, pp 34-35, published under the name of Nyaya-dar^ana,

Bibliotheca Indica series, Calcutta).

Uddyotakara too in his Nyaya-vartika, 1-1-39, cites the opinion of a certain

sag© who held that the application {upanaya) and conclusion {mganbana) were not

separate members of a S3fIiogism, as they served no purpose different from that of

the reason and the proposition

irpreBi^BT I

(Nyaya-vSrtika, 1-1-39, p. 140, edited by M M. Vindhye4vari Prasada, in the

Bibliotheca Indica series).

The sage referred to was very probably Nagarjuna^ Jft is however to be noted

that neither Vatsyayana nor Uddyotakara mentions Nagarjuna by name.
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between tbe reason (middla teim.) and the predicate (major term)

has been proved in the example, ^herc is no occasion for an oppo-*

nent to say that the application [upanaya) is a mere analogous re-

joinder, because it is based not on a mere similarity or dissimilarity

indicated by its particle ''so ” or ’'not so,” but on the general prin-

ciple established by the example.

39. Vatsyayana cbiticises other Doctrines of the
Buddhists,

Fijmna-mda—idealism

The sutras 4 2 26 and 4-2-27, which seem to have been inter-

polated into ihe Nyaya-sutra,^ deal with
The Yogacara doctrine Buddhii c doctrine of the reality of

criticised. knowledge {vlfmna) alone, evidently taken
from the Lahkavatara-siitra/ chapters II

and X. In the blyaya-bhasya, 4-2-26> Yatsyayana^ summarises
the Buddhist: doctrine as follows :

—
Some say that things do not possess a reality independent

of our thoughts Just as a web does not possess a reality indepen-

i VStsyayana seems here fco have referred to the Lankavatara-sutra.

^ur WT^ifT

Nyaya-bhSsya, 4-2~26, waosiated by Satis Chandra Vidyabhugana, S.B.H.
Senes, Allahabad),

* i?Ur i

fsr IftTSTS li

(Lankivatira-sytra, chap. II, p. 50, and chapter XJ, p. 115, of the Asiatic

Society of BenpalK

(Bkah*gyur, Mdo, ca, folio 150, also 253).

3 The Nylya sutras, 4-2-26 and 4-2-27, may be interpreted in such a way that
they refer to the Midhyamika philosophy rather than to the YogaeSra. In fact

Br. H. Jacobi J.A.O.S. for 1911, p. 29, maintains that the Vog§c5ra or F^inawa-
vada did not commence until the 5th century A.D. when Asanga lived. But we
should not forget that Mastreyanatha was a great expounder of Wij^ana mda
about 400 A.B., and that there is an exposition of it in the LaukSvaiiara-sStra
about 300 A.D. I therefore conclude that though Aksapada (150 A.D) was not
conversant with the Yogacara or Vifnana vMa, VgtsySyana (about 400 A.D.) knew
the doctrine and criticised it in his Ny%a-bhasya, 4-2-26, 4-2-27 and 3-2-11. Dr.
Sher*bafcski on the autihonDy of Vacaspati and Vatsyayana observes that the
NySya'^Stra, 4-2-26, is directed agamss the school of the Vsjfiina-vadms (J,A.O.S.
for 19il,p. 5).
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dent of its threads. Hence it is our alone^ they say^

that are teal, the external things a>re ail unreal.

VatsyiA^aiia controverts this Buddhist doctrine by saying that

it is seif-destructive, because it things are capable of being sepa-

rated from our thoughts they cannot be unreal and on the other

hand if things are unreal they are incapable of being separated

from our thoughts The holder of the doctrine commits, accord-

ing to Vatsyayana, a coniradietion by saying that things are un-

reai, and at the same time hj going on to separate them from our

thoughts.

Ksa^ika-vMa—the Theory of Impermanence.

The sfitra S-2-ii. which refers to the doctrine of momeetari-
ness (ksanikatva) as explained in the Lah-

The doctrine of mo- kavatara-sutra, etc., was evidently inter-

wcfo, criticised ‘ polated by Vatsyayana into the Nyaya-
sutra.^ In his BMsya—commentary—on

the sutra, Vatsyayana cites the opinion of ksaaik-vadins accord-

ing to whom all entities are momentary, as they exist for a moment
only. We feel the momentariness of entities on seeing tlieir

growth and decay 'which imply production and destruction.

Vatsyayana in his Nyaya-bhasya, 3-2-12, 3-2-13, controverts

the doctrine of momentariness by saying that there is no abso-

lute certainty for an entkv to be replaced by another entity after

the lapse of a moment, and that there is a connecting link between
the origination of an entity and its cessation.^

40. Vatsyayana’s Explanation op Certain Booteines.

A Syllogism of Ten Members.

Vatsyayana in his Nyaya-bhasya, 1-1-32, alludes to certain

logicians according to whom a syllogism consisted of ten members
as follows :

—

1.

Proposition (pratijnd).—This hill is fiery,

2. Reason (hetu),—Because it is smoky.
3. Example {uddharana ).—Whatever

smoky is fiery, as a kitchen.

Five ordinary members
SS

^
I

3-2-11.

i
3-2-12.

3-2 13.

(Nyaya-sutira, pp 86-87, edited and translated by Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,
S.B.H. Series, Allahabad).

‘

® Vide the Lanksvatara sStra, chap. VI, calkd Ksanika-parivarta, p. 99, Bengal
Asiatic Society *a MSS

Cf, All is in a state of flux—Heraclitus.
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4. Applicatioo (upanaya ).—So is this hill {smok}^).

5. Conclusion (nigamana ).—Therefore this hill is fiery.

1. (a) Inquiry as to the proposition {ji]nasa ).—Is this hill fiery

Five additional members.
“ or in a particular

part ?

2 (a) Questioning the reason (samSaya).—That which you call

smoke may be nothing but vapour.

3. {a) Capacity of the example to warrant the conclusion

(iakya-prapti),—Is it true that smoke is always a con-
comitant of fire ^ In a kitchen there are of course both
smoke and fire, but in a red-hot iron ball there is no
smoke.

4. {a) Purpose for drawing the conclusion (prayojana).—Pur-
pose consists in the determination of the true conditions
of the hill, in order to ascertain whether it is such that
one can approach it, or such that one should avoid it,

or such that one should maintain an attitude of in-

difference towards it.

5. (a) ‘Dispelling all questions (samHya-vyudasa),—It is beyond
all questions that the hill is smoky, and that smoke is

an invariable concomitant of fire.

The five additional members serve no doubt to make our
cognition clear, but they do not prove any thing. Hence they can-
not, according to Vatsyayana, be regarded as essential members
or parts of a syllogismA

God—livara

Aksapadain hisNyaya-sutra, 4-1-16, casually mentions T§vara
(God) whose nature is described by Vatsyayana in the Nyaya-
bhasya 4-1-21, as follows :

—

God is a soul specially endowed with qualities. He is freed
from misapprehension, carelessness, etc., and is rich with merit,
knowledge and concentration. He possesses ^ight supernatural
powers which are the consequences of his merit and concentration.
His merit, which conforms to his will, produces merit in each per-
son, and sets the earth and other elements in motion. God is, as
it were, the father of all beings. Who can demonstrate the exis-
tence of Him who transcends the evidences of perception, inference
and scripture ?

Emancipation—moksa.

In the Nyaya bhasya, 1-1-22, there is mention of certain philo-
sophers who maintained that in emancipation there was manifesta-

^ Here Vatsyayana refers perhaps to the Jaina syllogism of ten members as
illustrated in the Da^avaikilika-niryukti of Bhadrabahu who, I suppose, was a con-
temporary of Chandra Gupta 11, called Vikramaditya, about 375 A.D. The Jain
logician, Anantavlrya, in hia commentary on the Hyayavatara, verse 13, says that
the best form of syllogism consists of ten parts, the mediocre of five parts and the
worst of two parts only.
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tion of eternal pleasure of the soul. They based their view on the
ground that human activity being always directed towards the
attainment of pleasure, it was natural that the end of such activity

was the enjoyment of eternal pleasure They also relied on the
scripture-texts {upaniscbd^s) which, according to them, declared that
absolute pleasure belonged to the soul that attained emancipation.

Yats3’'ayana in the Nyaya-bhasya, 1-1-22^, opposed the above-
mentioned phiipsophers by saying that emancipation or release

{mohm), which was a condition of immortality freed from fear

and change, was attended with a totat cessation of pain, but
there was no cause for production in the emancipated soul of any
pleasure which was eternal. He further said that human activity

was directed towards the removal of pain and not to the attain-

ment of pleasure, which was invariably mixed up with pain and
which could merely bring about bondage of an intricate form. As
regards the scripture-texts, these, according to Vatsyayana, spoke,

no doubt, of the essence of soul as being pleasure, but pleasure

signified nothing but perfect freedom from pain. Hence emancipa-
tion or release was not, according to him, eternal pleasure but an
absolute deliverance from pain.

41. Udbyotakara, .ATJTHOE OF THE Hyaya-vartika

(about 635 A.D.).

Uddyotakara was the author of a sub-commentary on the

Nyaya-sutra called the Hyaya-vartika.*

f The Vasavadatta,^ an immortal work of
to Uddyotakara.

Subaudhu ,
mentions Uddyotakara

as a rescuer of the Nyaya, while the Vasavadatta itself is men-

tioned in the Harsacarita ^ by Bana as a classical work which

humbled the pride of all previous poets. The Harsacarita* des-

cribes Bana as a poet who lived at the court of King Sri Harsa or

Harsavardhana, and the manner in which the poet introduces

himself into the work leaves no room for doubt that he was

very young while his patron the king was mature in age and

^Ttsq sfTw^iRift }

ii

(Nyaya-v§rtika, oiosmg lines).

(VasavadattS, p. 235» Hall’s edition).

tn'fsntr'TT »w #

(Harsa-earita, ncchvCsa !).

^ (Harfa-earita, ucchvSga II, p. 58, Ilvara candra Vidyasagara’s edition).
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experience. King- Harsa reigned in Thaneivara during the whole
of the period (A.D. 629-644) that the Chinese pilgrim Kitien-thsang

travelled through, India This leads ns to conclude that Sana
flourished about A.D 635^ which is the latest date that can be
assigned to Uddyotakara.

In the Nyaya-vartika Uddyotakara mentions a Buddhist
treatise on Logic called the Vadavidhi ^

kara^
Uddyota- seems to be Only another name for

the Vadanyaya by Dharmaklrti. On the
other hand Dharmaklrti in his Nyaya-bindu^ mentions a sastra

which evidently refers to the Nyaya-Vartika, and a §astra>kara

who seems to be the same as Uddyotakara. Hence we conclude
that Dharmaklrti® and Uddyotakara were contempoi dries who
flourished about A.D 635.

The name Bharadvaja,* as applied to Uddyotakara, is derived
from the family to which he belonged,

dyotakara while he is called Pa^upatacarya ® on ac-

count of his having been a preceptor of the
PaSupata Saiva sect.

Nothing is definitely known as to the place where Uddyota-
kara was born. The only place mentioned

iXddyota-
jg ^rughna® which is situated on the

Western Jumna canal, 40 miles north of
Thane§vara.'^ It seems to me that Uddyotakara, while writing

(Nyaya-vartika, 1-33, pp. 121, A.S.B.)*

(Vadanyaya of Dhamakirti in Bgtan-hgyur, Mdo, Ce, foL 399).

It is reported that Vasiibandhu too wrote a treatise called Vadavidhi, which is
no longer extant.

^
'£rif%[«rr wiwnr \ vtw

i

(HySya-bindu, chap. Ill, pp. 110-11, Peterson’s edition).

^ date of Dharmaklrti see my “Uddyotakara, a contemporary of
Dharmaklrti in the Journal of the Hoyal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and
Ireland, for July 1914.

• W W.^^ (NySya-vartika. colophon)

(HyEya-virtika l-33,^jp. 113, M.M. Vindb.ye4varf PrasSda Dvivedin’s edition)

Hiuen-thsang reached graghna ohAnn! I, A.1D. 635. {Vtde Beals Buddhist Kecords, pp. 186-90) Cunningham
observes: “The importance of the position fof Srughna] is shown by the fact that
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the Xyaya-vartika, resided at Thanesvara which was connected

with Sniglma by a high road. It is not unlikely that he received

some time in career patronage at the court of Thanesvara.

42, UdDYOTAKARA S CONTEOVEBSf WITH THE BuDBHISTS.

The main object which prompted Uddyotakara to write his

sub"commentary was to oppose Dignaga,
Nagarjuna and other Buddhist logicians

tiiat preceded him. inis is evident from
the ‘^'pening lines of the Nyaya-vartika in which he says : Aksa-

pada the foreniosr of sages propounded a ^astra (body of doctrines)

for the peace of the world
;
and I shall write an expository

treatise on it to remove the veil of error cast by quibblers,” ^

Dignaga is throughout designated as Bhadanta * (a venerable

Buddhist monk) whose definition of perception (vrafijahsa.) is

criticised in the Nyaya-vartika (1-1-4), and whose daniai of the

evidences of comparison (upamdna) and verbal testimony (mbda)

is reviewed in the same work (1-1-6, 7).

Do Buddhists deny the Soul <

In the Nyaya-vartika, 3-1-1,^ Uddyotakara points out a cer-

tain inconsistency among the doctrines

maintained by Bhadanta. Uddyotakara
observes: you (Buddhists) say that

The Buddhistic denial

of the soul criticised.

it stands on the high road leading from the Gaugetic Boab, zna Mirat, Sabaranpur,

and Ambala, to the Upper Panjab and commands the passage of the Jumna By
this route Mahmud of Ghazni returned from his expedition to Hano j , by this route

Timur returned from his plundering campaign at Haridwar, and by this route

Baber advanced to the conquest of Delhi.”

(Ancient Geography of India, p. 347)

jpiTW Sn'W SJSfWt i

wir mr fswsi: 8

(Nyaya*vSrtika, opening lines).

(NvSva-vartika, 1-1-6, p. 61, A.S.B.),

vw *rrf^ ^f^*rei^sf^rbrrsn^ i wuirfts 'lirafw !

(Nyaya-vgrtika, 3-1-1, pp. 341-42).
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there is no soul, you make an assertion contrary to your own
doctrine. Your doctrine is that ‘‘ I ” is identical npither with
rupa (form) nor with vedana (feeling), samjnd (sensation) samksdra
(impression) and vijndna (knowledge). Your scripture declares

.

"'O monk, I am not rnpa nor am I vedand^ I am not samjnd,
samskdra is not myself; and neither am I vijndna) ’ The ‘‘1*^

which is not identical with the five shandhas (aggregates of being)
is in fact the soul One who does not admit the soul can make
no sense out of the philosophy of Tathagata. The text quoted
above about the existence of the soul cannot* be denied) as it

actually occurs in the Sarvabhisamaya-sutra. It is therefore clear

that if Bhadanta says, ‘there is no dtman' he hurts his own ‘

system.”

‘‘ A further text speaking of the soul is as follows :
—

‘ T shall

teach you, 0 Bhiksus, the burden and the burden-bearer: the
five skandhas are the burden, and the pudgala is the burden-
bearer ’ He who says, ‘there is no dtman,^ is a heretic.’”®

mix m ^ \ ^wifr wet

!

^ ^K^rct I fww I

(Nyaya-vartika, 3-1-1, p. 342, quoted from Samyutta
HI, p. 25, Pail Text Society’s edition).

nikaya part III, chap.

2 The following correspondence, on the Buddhistic denial of the soul, quoted
from the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland for
1901, pp. 307—308, and p. 573, will be read with interest :

—

Buddhist sutras quoted by Brahnana authors.

Bear Mr. Rhys Davids,—Several months ago I mvited my friend Professor Satis
Chandra Vidyabhusana, the Jomt editor of the Buddhist Text Society’s Journal—
whose essays are eulogised in the last Bulletin of M. Barth [of Paris]—to collect the
mmerous references to Buddhist savmgs or tenets, scattered in the treatises of
IJddyotakara, Udavana, VacaspatiMi^ra, etc. I heard from the Pandita that, just
at the same time, he had been urged by yourself to devote himself to that work.A few weeks ago, he sent me copious materials : their publication will, no doubt,
prove itself a contribution of some importance to our knowledge of the great schools
of the MahSyana Philosophy, and of the polemical relations between these schools
and the orthodox adherents of the Dar^anas.

We shall Hrst publish, in the Museon, our observations and references to the
Bauddha chapter of the Sarva-dar^ana-samgraha, without any claim to philoloo-ical
or historical accuracy and exhaustion of the subject—of course ’ We inteiSl to
show onlv the practicability and usefulness of such inquiries, if trained scholars
would but care for it. Nevertheless, two discoveries of Professor S. C. Vidya-
bhusana deserve actual notice in a more conspiouotia journal.

The first is the folloiying :—^The' Sahstamba-sutra quoted bv Candrakirti in
chap, xxvi of the Madhyamakav|-tti, by Santideva in the ^iksasamuccaya, also

^ i^^^Eiakaramati In the BodhicaryavatSratlka as giving a complete expose of the
Pratltya-samutpada, is quoted (without any mention of its name) with remark-
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43. Uddyotakaea criticises Vashbabdhh ANB ¥I0ARJUHA.

In his Vartika on the Nyaya-sntra, 1-1-27, Uddyotakara
refers to a Boddhist philosopher (identified

The Buddhist theory of Vasubandhu) who remarked that the

cised. three parts of a syllogisQa as defined by
Aksapada were not so ingenious as they

able fidelity by the celebrated author of the Bharaati, ad Brahma-sutra li, 2, 19.
Fragments of the same sutra are to be found m the Sarvadariana

The second also is curious :—The sutra of “ the burdea and the burden-
bearer as well known from the Abhidharmako^a, the Bodhicaryavataratika, and
the Tibetan authorities, was one of the most decisive authorities referred to by the
“ Pudgalavadins.” This very sutra is cited by Uddyotakara against its Buddhist
opponents;—*' therefore, if [a Buddhist] says. ‘ [there] is no dtmany he hurts [bis
own] system. It has been said: * I shall teach, you, Bhiksas, the burden and the
burden-bearer : the five shandhas are the burden, and the pudgala is the burden-
bearer ®

‘ Who says [there] is no atman is heretic.’ Such is the sutra.”

Are these last words authentic ?. . . This seems very hard
,
but you know, dear

Mr. Rhys Davids, that I cannot help thinking that the pudgalavada is more in har-
mony with the duhhha satya and the law of karmctn than the natratmyavaday etc. . * .

Ghent, Louis De La Vallee Poussin.

January 7
, 1 901

,

The Sutra oe the Burden-bearer.

WUBZBUBOj

Apnl 22, 1901,

Dear ProfessorRhys Davids,—It will probably not have escaped your notice that
the “ sutra of the Burden and the Burden-bearer,” whiijsh Professor de la Valiee

Poussin, in his letter in your last issue (p. 308), refers to as quoted by the Pudga-
lavSdins as an authority on their side, is actually to be found in our Pali Pitaka, at
voL iii, p. 26, of the Samyutta Nikaya.

The manner in which this ancient sutta was appealed to by the opponents of

the Bauddhas as being against the Bauddhas’ doctrme of the nqn-Uttn&n is very
instructive.

Far from being entitled, sn the ground of this sutta, to consider the pudgat^a-

vada as a genuine portion of the ancient doctrme, it is just the other way. For we
have m it a proof that puggala in the sense of a soul {attd) was unknown to the

author of the sutta. He uses the word quite clearly as referring simply to the five

aJcandhas, and indeed states so in so many words. To him hhara and karat Burden
and Bearer, form one inseparable unity, and the laying down of the Burden, that

is of the skandhas, is synonymous and simultaneous with the laying down of the

Bearer (Bharanikkhepana=haranikkhepaaa)

.

Uddyotakara, in his use of the sutta, is guilty of what we call, in logic, a

sub repHo.
Yours sincerely,

B. Hardy.

[From the point of view of absolute truth the soul is unreal, but from the

©mpiz'ioal standpoint it is real The illusory relation between the fivefold aggregate

and the soul as a burden and its bearer will continue until their absorption into

^unyatS or nirvana.]
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appealed. ^ Vacaspati Misra in his Vartika-tatparya-tika® on the

Nyaya-sntra, 1-1-37, quotes the same remark v/hlohlie explains by
saying that ‘^‘^here Snbandon feTidently the same as Vasubandhn]
observes that the three parts of a syllogism beginning with ' propo-

sition ' as defined by Ak^apada are badiy confounded^'' Uddyo-
taba^rai does not examine the remark, but satirically says that the

person from whom it emanated was a mighty logician ! ! ! In this

connection there is however an oxamiiiation of the definition, given

by a Buddhist logicians of an example (drsianta) ^ in which, accord-

ing to him, the re^on (middle term) and the predicate (major term)

co-abide, e.g. in a syllogism, viz sound is non-eternal, because It is

a product, like a pot—the non-etemality and producibility co-abide

in a pot. Uddyotakara asks : how can a Buddhist, a holder of the

doctrine of momentariness, maintain that non-etemaiity (which
refers to posterior non-existence) and producibility (which refers to

prior non-existence) co-exist in a pot (which possesses a mere mo-
mentary existence) ?

On similar grounds Uddyotakara attacks the Buddhist logi-

^ . -x 3
Nagarjuna*, who in his Pramana-vihe-

agarjuna en leise
. tana Of Pramana-vidhvamsaiia (q.v.) defines

an example as the place in which is decisively shown the relation

between the reason (middle term) and its invariable companion
the predicate (major term). It is impossible for a Buddhist to show
the correlation of the reason (e.g. the fact that it is a product) and
the predicate (e.g. non-etemality), since the two cannot, according

to him, co-exist.
'

iTfT

j

(Nyaya-vSrtika, 1-1-37, p. 139, Bibliotheca Indica senes).

(Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-tfka, l-i-37, p. 203, Vizianagaram Sanskrit series).

8 1%ftmm i

(Nyaya-vartika, 1-1-37, p. 139, Bibliotheca Indica »ri©s).

4 In th© Pramanarvilietana {vidhvaimana)^ an example (drstanM^ in Tibetan ;

^pe) is defined by Nagarjtiha thus :

—

(Bgtan-hgynr, Mdc?, ha, folio 417).

Uddyotakara opposes the above definition aa follows :

—

(MySya-varfcika, 1-1-37, pp. 139-140, edited by M. M. Vindhye^varl Prasad In

the Bibliotheca Indica series, Calcutta).
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44. Uddyotakara criticises Dighaga.

Uddyotakara in his Nyaya-vartika * mentions a Buddhist logi-

cian Bhadanta (same as Digni.ga)^ who
Th© theory of percep- defines perception as a knowledge

ed.
‘ which IS free from reflection (Icalpana),^ that

is, which is not connected with a name or

genus. Perception is in fact a pure sense-knowledge which is not

expressed by a name or specified by a genus, which is specific in

itself and cognised by itself.

This definition of perception is declared by Uddyotakara to

be absurd. If a certain knowledge were not expressible by a

name, how could it be called perception ? The word perception

would be meaningless if the knowledge corresponding to it were

not capable of being expressed by a name. In the same way if

perception referred to a specific individual (svarupa) and not to a

genus, it could not, according to Uddyotakara, be grasped in our

mind and expreseed to our fellowmen, since our cognition of an

object invariably assumes a generic form.

1 g ^TfET# i mmm «frw
‘

iiig 1

(Nyaya-vartika, l-l-A, pp. 44-46, Bibliotheca Indica series).

2 VScaspati Mi^ra in his gloss oii th© above observes:

—

TfH
(Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-tik3, 1-1-4, p. 102, Vizianagarani Sanskrit senes).

3 Vacaspati and Jayanta observe that kalpana^ reflection, is the connection of

an object with its adjuncts enumerated below :

—

(1) Name (nama), e.g. dittha,etc.

(2) Genus (jati), e.g. cow, etc

(3) Quality (guna), e.g, dark, etc.

(4) Action (Jeriya), e.g. walkmg, etc.

(6) An adventitious entity (dravya), e.g. a load (on the back), etc

A knowledge unconnected with any of these adjuncts is perception. For in-

stance, our perception of an individual cow consists of a specific knowledge into

which the name, genus, etc., of the individual cow do not enter,

Cf. w*rr wfsfr a?!flTwr»rT srpHSiw*tT

f;^Wf*rr i

{Jayanta*s Nyaya-mafijari, chapter II, p. 93, edited by Gangadhar Sastri.

Vizianagaram, Sanskrit senes; compare also VScaspati MMra’s Nyava-vart’ka-tat-
parya-fciki, 1-1-4, p. 102, edited by Gangadhar Sastri, Vizianagaram Sanskrit
series).

The word kalpana seems to have been used la a different sense b,y Digaaga
(q.v.). The idea of genus quality (guna), action (kriya), mid name (nama) was
derived from the MahEbhasya of Patafijali.

9
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45. Uddyotakaea’s Explanation op Perception.

Perception (pratyaksa), as defined by Aksapada, is knowledge
which is produced by the intercourse of a sense with its object.

The intercourse (sannikarsa) which is of six kinds, is explained

in the Nyaya-vartika (1-1-4) of Uddyotakara as follows:

—

(1) Conjunction (samyoga)—eg a jar b perceived through its

conjunction with our eye.

(2) Conjoined-inherence (sarnyukta-samavaya)—e.g. in perceiv-

ing the colour of a jar there is conjunction of our eye
with the jar m which colour inheres.

(3) Conjoined-inherent inherence (sarnyukta-samaveta-samavaya)

—e.g m perceiving the generic nature of the colour

(coloiirness) there is conjunction of our eye with the jar

in which inheres colour wherein again colourness is in-

herent.

(4) Inherence (samavaya)—e.g. we perceive sound which inheres

in our ear-cavity.

(5) Inherent-inherence (samaveta-samavaya)—e.g. we perceive

soundness (the generic nature of sound) which inheres in

sound which in its turn is inherent in our ear-cavity.

(6) Qualification or particularity (vUesanaia)—e.g we perceive

the non-existence of a thing through the particularisation

of the spot which the thing could occupy on earth.

46. Uddyotakara’s Definition op Inference.

Uddyotakara in his Nyaya-vartika, 1-1-5, defines inference ^

(anumana) as that knowledge which is preceded by perception of

the reason (middle term) and remembrance of its invariable con-

comitance with the predicate (major term). For an instance,

I perceive that this hill has smoke which I remember to be in-

variably concomitant with fire, and hence I infer that this hill

has fire. The form of inference is as follows :

—

(1) Whatever is smoky is fiery.

(2) This hill is smoky.

(3) Therefore this hill is fiery.

Inference is divided by Uddyotakara as (1) exclusively—affirm-

ative {anvmjl), (2) exclusively—negative {vyatirekl)^ and (3) affirm-

ative-negative (anvaya-vyatirekl),
,
Exclusively—affirmative is the

inference in which the middle term abides in the major term as well

as in things homogeneous with it, there being nothing which is hetero-

geneous from the major term, e.g. this is nameable, because it is

1

i

(Nyaya-vartika, 1-1-5, p. 47, M.M. Vindhelvari Prasada’s edition).

Inferewe is Ukga-paramaria (a syllogism from sign) as aided by remembrance.
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knowable. Exclusively —negative is the inference in which the

middle term abides in the minor term alone, there being nothing
else in which that term is known to be present, e g the earth is

different from other elements, because it possesses smell. AfSrma-
tive—^negative is the inference in which the middle term, while

abiding in things homogeneous with the major term, does not abide

in any thing heterogeneous from the same, e.g. sound is non-eternal,

because it is cognised by our senses.

47. Uddyotakaba’s Theory of Verbal Knowledge.

The signification of letters.

If a word is a mere combination of letters, how do we cogn'se

a thing on hearing the word 1

Uddyotakara in his Vartika on the Nyaya-sutra, 2-2-55, says

How doesa word signify
become Cognisant of a thing on hearing

a thing f the last letter or its corresponding word as
The Nyaya theory of aided by the recollection of the preceding

Uddyotakara
letters, i.e. when we hear the last letter, there

is a collective recollection of all the previous letters. For instance,

the word “cow” cannot present to us any thing until we have
heard its last letter, viz. w, as aided by our recollection of the pre-

ceding letters, viz. c and o. The letters c, o and w by a conven-

tional association produce in us the cognition of the thing called

cow. This is the way in which things are signified by letters

or rather words composed of letters, in accordance witli the Nyaya
philosophy followed by Uddyotakara.

Spho(a^vada—the doctrine of phonetic explosion.

Uddyotakara in Ms Nyaya-vartika, 2-2-55, alludes, however,
to certain sages who held that things could

A rival theory signified by letters. These sages, as

a conglomerate soulS** pointed out by Vaoaspati Misra in his Nyaya-
vartika tatparya-tika, 2-2-55, were sup-

porters of sphota-vada, the theory of phonetic explosion* Accord-

ing to them, a thing is not signified by letters -no matter whether
the letters are taken in their separate or collective form. No single

letter of a word can produce cognition of a thing corresponding Do

the word. Neither c nor o nor w separated from one another can

produce in us the cognition of a thing called cow. The letters in

their collective form too cannot produce the cognition, because each

letter, as soon as it is pronounced, perishes and does not continue

long to form a whole word, C7, o and w not being able to exist

simultaneously cannot produce the cognition of a cow.
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We cannot also, they say, deri\re the cognition of a thing

from a word on hearing its last letter as aided by the recoMection

of the preceding letters, because the recollection of letters can
bring about only the letters, but not the things corresponding to

them. Yet nobody can deny that on hearing the word cow '' we
become cognisant of the thing called “ cow.’’ Hence there must be
something over and above the letters which produces the cogni-

tion of the thing This something is a conglomerate sound which
bursts out after each letter has been uttered. It is distinct from
the letters but revealed by them. This outburst of a conglomerate

sound, that is, of a word as a whole, is called sphota, which literally

signifies an explosion of sounds. When we utter the first letter of

a word there is revelation of the sphota, which becomes more and
more explicit along with the utterance of the following letters,

until at last we become cognisant of the thing signified by the

word.

Apoha—negation of the opposite.

In the Nyaya-vartika, 2-2-65, Uddyotakara mentions i)he

Buddhists who hold that what forms the
B^s a word denote denotation of a word is really apoha, ^ ex-

elusion of the opposites. A word bears, ac-

cording to them, a denotation of exclusion
;
that is, it denotes ex-

clusion of what is denoted by other words. Thus the denotation

of a cow is the exclusion of the denotation of a non-cow, that is, a

cow is that which is not a non-cow. This theory is controverted

by Uddyotakara on the ground (1) that we cannot conceive of a
negative denotation, that is, the denotation of exclusion, unless we
have previously conceived of a denotation of a positive character,

e.g, a man can form no idea of a non-cow until he has formed the

idea of a cow from which the former idea is to be excluded, and
if he has already conceived of the denotation of a cow, there is no
necessity for a further denotation of exclusion; (2) though in

the case of two opposite (contradictory) words the denotation of

one word may exclude that of the other, the exclusion will not be
possible in the case of such a word as “all ” which has nothing to

exclude.

48. Uddxotakaba’s Theory op Supperinos.
s

Uddyotakara in his Nyaya-vartika, 1-1-1, says that pain or

Chaimels of suHermgs.
suffering {duhkha) is of twenty-one kinds,

viz. (1) the body, (2-7) the six senses (the

^
For a full criticism of the Vaiyak^-raaa doctrine of apoha consult the Nyaya-

mafi|ari, chapter VI. Of. also NySya-vartika, 2-2-65, Bibliotheca Indioa, Mim-
Sihsi-vSrtika, and Vaiyakaraiie^bhSsaiciarsSra of Kaurda Bhatta.
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eyo, ear, nose^ tongue, sHjq and mind), (8-13) the six objects of

sense (colour, sound, odour, flavour, touch and desire, etc,),
(
14- 19

)

the six cognitions (visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, tactual

and mental), (20) pleasure, and (21) pain. Of these the body is

regarded as ‘Spain’’ because it is the abode of all painful experi-

ences; the senses, objects and cognitions are called ‘‘pains,” be-

cause they constitute the channels through which pain reaches us

;

pleasure is designated as pain because it is always acoompamed
by the latter

;
and pain is by its very nature painful.

49 . VlCASPATT Mi^RA, author OF THE NyaYA-VSRTIKA-
TATPABYA-TIHA

(ABOUT 841 A.D.).

Dharmakirti and several -other Buddhist logicians ^ having

compiled treatises subversive of the inter-
supports the pretatious of Vatsyayana and Uddyota-

tions. Kara, a Brahmana logician of great erudi-

tion named Vacaspati MiSra wrote, in sup-

port of the Brahmana commentators, an elaborate gloss on the

Nyaya-vartika called the Kyaya-vartika-tatparya-tika.®

Vacaspati, who is reputed to be a native of Mithila (modern
Darbhanga in North Behar), must have

time
flourished in the ninth century A.D.

.
as he

compiled his Hyaya-snci-nibandlia ^ in the

year 898, which evidently refers to the samvat era and corresponds

to 841 A.D. He preceded the Buddhist logician Ratnakirti* (about

loop A.D.) who quotes him.

(Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-tika, opening lines, edited by M.M. Gahgadhar Sastri
in the Vizianagaram Sanskrit series).

^ In order to prevent interpolations into the Nyaya.-sotra, Yicaspati compiled
an Index of the ©itras of the work called Nyaya-suci~nibandha.

® asm ’S^fsj^afrs^TiiaitTft ^ J

(Nyaya-suei-nibandha, colophon).

The year 898, if it refers to the samvat era, corresponds to 841 A.D., but if it

refers to the 4aka era, corresponds to 976 A.D.

^ Apolia-siddhi, p. 7 ; Ksanabhahga-siddhi, p. 58 (included in Six Buddhist
Nyaya Tracts, edited by H. P.' ShS.4tri).
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Vacaspati MiSra, whose patron was king Nrga,^ received

instruction in philosophy from a teacher
Trilocaiia, preceptor of j^amed Trilocana.^ Vacaspati plainly ad-
acaspa i.

explanation of pratyaksa

{percentiGn). in so far as it refers to its division into savikalpaka

» the determinate), and nirvikalpaka (the indeterminate), is derived

neither from the commentary of Vatsyayana nor from the sub-

commentary of Uddyotakara, but reflects directly the teaching of

his preceptor Trilocana. This Trilocana, evidently a writer on
Vai^esika philosophy, must have flourished before 1000 A.D. when
his doctrines of generality® (samavaya) and causality‘s {karya,

sahakarikamijLa)

,

etc., were criticised by the Buddhist logician

Eatnakirti the famous author of Apoha-siddhi and Ksanabhahga-
siddhi. Raja^ekhara (about 917 AD) mentions Trilocana ^ to

whom is ascribed a poem called Partha-vijaya.

Vacaspati Mirra’s Hyaya-kanika,^ a work on logic, is not now

Vacaspati*s other works.
available. He is said to have written com-
mentaries on the works of all the schools

of philosophy. His commentary on the Vedanta-bhasya called

Bhamati-tika and that on the Samkhya-k^rika called Samkhya-

(Bhamati, last line)

^TfVr:

(Nyaya-vartika-tatpacya-tika, 1-1-4:, p. 87, M.M Gangadhar Sastri’s edition).

I jfrarr^lsrr

(Batnaklrti’s Apoha-siddhi, p. 13, includedm the “ Six Buddhist NySya Tracts,”
edited by M.M. Hara Prasad Shastri in the Bibliotheca Indica series, Calcutta).

*
I i

(RatnakTrti’s Ksanabhahga-siddhi, p. 58* included in the Six Buddhist
NySya Tracts *’).

& The following stanza, which is said to belong to the Sukti-muktavali of
Rajaiekhara, refers to Trilocana :

—

JR! q’tw i

Who else but Trilocana is able to compose a PSrtha-vijaya ? How can its pur-
port be perceived by the two-eyed ? [It took a three-eyed Trilocana to compose
rhe poem, how can a two-eyed mortal understand it ?]

(Sanskrit Poems of Mayura, Introduction, p. 53, Columbia University series,
edited by Dr. G. P. Quackenbos),

s Mentionedm the Nyaya-vartika-tatparaya-tikS, p, 395, Vkianagram Sanskrit
series

.
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tattva-kanmiid! occupy a most important place in the philosophical

literature of India Being equally at home in all the systems of

philosophy and yet following no one of them as his own, Vacaspati
was designated as Sarva-tantra^svatantra, master of all systems
but reliant on no one of them in particular.’’

In the Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-tika Vacaspati mentions four

schools of Buddhist philosophy,^ viz the

BiSdhSt'^hTOls**’^
Madhyamika, Vijnana-vada, Saufcrantika

and the Vaibhasika including the doctrine

of the Vatsiputriya sect
;
and repeatedly criticises Dignaga and

Dharmakirti.^

50. Vacaspati opposes Dignaga

Vacaspati Mi^ra, in his Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-tika, criticises

The analogue
definition of the analogue called “bal-

called *
‘ balancing the

effect,” Icarya-sama^ criti-

cised

ancing the effect,” kdrya-smna, as given

by the Buddhist logician Dignaga, about

600 A D.^ Balancing the effect”^ is de-

fined by Dignaga as an opposition which one offers by showing that

the effect referring to the subject is different from the one referring

to the example.

For instance, a disputant argues as follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal

because it is an effect of exertion,

like a pot.

His respondent opposes this argument by saying that no
conclusion can be drawn from it, because a sound is not an effect

of exertion of the same kind as a pot, the former being caused by
a vibration of winds, but the latter by a lump of clay. This sort

of futile opposition is, according to Dignaga, signified by the

analogue called balancing the effect.”

Vacaspati^ controverts Dignaga by saying that the latter’s

^ Nyfiya-vartika-tatparya-tika, !-l-23; 1-2-1-, 3-1-1, 4-1-33, 4-2-35, etc.

2 Nyaya-vartika-tfttparya-tika,d-l-l ;
1-1-4, 1-1-6, 1-1-6; 1-1-8 , 6-2-5, efcc

^ Vacaspati Mirra’s Nyaya vartika-tatpaiya-tlka. 5-1-37, pp. 488-489, Viziana

garam Sanskrit series, where Dign%a is called Bhadanta
Dignaga defines Icarya-aama (balancing the effect) as follows:

—

fl

(Pramana-sarouccaya, chap VI, quoted by Vacaspati)

5 The Tibetan version runs as follows;

—

(Framena-samuccaya, chap. VI, Tshad-ma-kun-lag-btus-pa, chap VI, Bstan
hgyur, Mdo, Ce, folio 13).
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definition of balancing the effect'’ is untenable, inasmucli as

an effect of exertion, in so far as it signifies coming into a state

of existence from that of non-existence/' is exactly the same in

the case of a sound as in that of a pot. Moreover, if Dignaga’s
definition were accepted, then the Buddhistic denial of a Maker
of the universe would be futile.

Those who believe in God argue as follows :

—

The universe has a Maker,
because it is a product,

like a pot

If Dignaga were to oppose this argument by saying that the

universe is not a product of the same kind as a pot, his opposi-

tion^ continues Vaoaspati, would constitute an analogoi?s rejoinder

called balancing the effect/’ In fact Vacaspati prefers the defi-

nition of “balancing the effect” as given by Aksapada^ (q.v.)

according to whom an effect of exertion, even when it refers to the

subject alone, may be of diverse kinds.

7 51. Vacaspati criticises Dhaemakirti.

In the Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-tika Vacaspati says that accord-

ing to the Buddhist logician Kirti (Dharma-
The pomt of defeat, 635 A.D.) there are only two

kinds* of the point of defeat {nigrahasthdna),

which occur respectively (1) when one adduces a reason which
is not a proper one (asddhandnga-vacana)

,

and (2) when one alleges

defect in that where there is really no defect {adosodbhdvana). It

is not, continues Kirti, proper to say that there are twenty-two
varieties of the point of defeat inasmuch as all these are included

in the two main kinds just mentioned.

Vacaspati controverts the above criticism by saying that

sage Aksapada too laid down two kinds of the point of defeat

which occur respectively (1) when one misunderstands an argu^

ment {Vipratipatti) or (2) does not understand it at all (apratipatti).

While in respect of the division of the point of defeat into two

Kirti or Dharmakirtx gives a similar definition i—

(Quoted by Vacaspati in the NySya-varfeika-tfitparyartlkS, 6-1-37).

i NySya-sutm, 6-1-37.

s Vacaspati says;—According to DharmkSrti there are twenty-two varieties of
mgrahasthdna which come under two main heads.

«r nfii Wf I

(NySya-vSrtika-tiltparya-tIki, 6-2-1* p. 492, Vizianagaram Sanskrit series).
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kinds, the view of Dharmaklrti does not differ from that of

Aksapada, the two kinds as laid down by the latter are clearer

than those laid down by the former. For instance, non-iiigennity

(apratibhana)

,

which consists in one’s inability to hit upon a reply,

is recognized as a point of defeat, but it is included rather in the
two kinds of the point of defeat laid down by Aksapada than in

those laid down by Klrti.^ A person defeated on the score of non-
ingenuity may remain speechless or may talk irrelevantly This
speechlessness (tusi^imbhdva) and irrelevant talk (pralapita) are not
new points of defeat, although they are recognized as such by Klrti

Kirti further observed that '‘renouncing the proposition
”

{pratijnd-samnydsa) as a point of defeat, is identical with a fallacy

of reason (hetvdhhdsa)

,

because it involves a reason which is un-

certain* Vacaspati opposes him by saying that the uncertainty

of reason being pointed out after the proposition has been re-

nounced, the point of defeat must in this case be designated as
‘‘ renouncing the proposition ” ®

Considering their special characters even Dharmakirti ® ad-

mits that there are twenty-two varieties of the point of defeat.

52. VlCASPATi’s Explanation op Determinate and Indeter-
minate Perceptions, Savikalpaka and Nirvikalpaka.

Vacaspati^ following his preceptor Trilocana^ divides per-

ception into two kinds, viz. determinate or

mediate (savikalpaka) and indeterminate or

immedidJce (nirvikalpaka). The determinate

1 Jayanta similarly observes:

—

(NySya-manjari, alinika 12, p. 639, Vizianagaram Sanskrit series).

2 Vacaspati says;

—

*rTf^sfT %stwr^ 'ina 1

(Nyaya-vartilca-tatparya-tikS, 5-2-5, p. 499, Vizianagaram Sanskrit series),

s Jayanta says:

—

<? ST I

(Nyaya-maSjari, p. 669, Vizianagaram Sanskrit series).

* Vacaspati writes :

—

^trw, w«rifT

I ^ 55W '«T3rT ^ I

w ?f?r »nwTffl<5«BTTwn5 i

(NySya-vartika-tatparya-tika, p. S7).

(Nyaya-vartika-tEtparya-tfk^, p. 87).
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is knowledge which admits of specification : it is the knowledge of

an object as particularised by its genus, etc., e g. this is a man. (an
individual coming under the genus ‘ man ’). The indeterminate
perception on the contrary is that knowledge which admits of no
specification : it is the knowledge of an object derived through its

first intercourse with one of our senses, e g. this is something.

Vacaspati further observes that the doctrine of determinate

. T , and indeterminate perceptions is verv easy
to comprehend, and has not on that account

been explained by Vatsyayana in his Bhasya or Uddyotakara in

his Vartika. The Nimktakaras ^ who flourished before Vacaspati
used the term nirvikalpaka, but they explained it as the knowledge
of an object in which its general (sdmdnya) and particular {visesa)

features were combined. Vacaspati controverts the view of the
Nimktakaras by saying that if, in the nirvikalpaka stage, an object
were to combine in itself its general and particular attributes, how
could, in the savikalpaka stage, the two, viz. the general and the
particuL r be separated so that one might be predicated of the
other in (lie form, ‘‘this (particular) is man (general).”

53 . VlcASPATi's Theory of Right Knowledge and Wrong
Knowledge (Pramd and Apramd).

Right knowledge (Pramd or tattm-jndna) defined in the Nyaya-
vartika, 1-1-2, is the knowledge of a thing as it is, while wrong
knowledge or error (apramd, bhrama or mithyd-jndna) is the know-
ledge of a thing as it is not.

There are conflicting theories as to the exact nature of the
wrong knowledge. Vacaspati Mi§ra in his Nyaya-vartika tatparya*
tika, 1-1-2, mentions five difierent theories which may be sum-
marised as follows :

—

(1) Atma-khyati (manifestation of the self)—is a wrong know-
ledge in which our cognition, which exists in our mind
alone, manifests itself as a thing existing outside of us.

The Yogacara Buddhists, who follow this theory, say
that our cognition (or knowledge) alone is real, and its

manifestation as external objects is a wrong knowledge.

?i»r: girang i

wm II

(^Tyaya-vartika-tatparya-tikg, p. 89, Viziaaagaram Sanskrit series).

VStsySyana and Uddyotakara did not treat of the doctrine of nirvikcdpaha
and savikcd^ka pratyahm. The Niruktaharas who treated them cannot be identi-
fied. Knmirila Bhatta, author of the MlmSihsa-vartika (about 630 A.D.), was per-
haps the earliest writer who dealt with the doctrine.
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(2) Asat-khyati (manifestation of the unreal)—is a wrong know-
ledge in which a thing, which is non-existent or unreal,
manifests itself as existent or real, e.g. when a piece of shell

is mistaken for a piece of silver. The piece of silver, being
non-existent or unreal, its manifestation is a wrong know-
ledge. The Madhyamika Buddhists, who hold this theory,
say that all axe void and the manifestation to us of our in-

ternal states and the external objects is a wrong knowledge.
(B) Anirvacanlya-khydti (manifestation of the undefinabie)—is a

wrong laiowledge in which a thing manifests itself in
such a way that we cannot define it either as existent or
as non-existent, e g when a piece of shell is mistaken for
a piece of silver, our knowledge is neither that of a piece
of silver (which is not present) nor that of a piece of non-
silver (there being an apparent presence of a piece of
silver), but that of a thing the nature of which we cannot
define. The Advaita-vedantins who hold this theory,
say that if we regard the external things as real, it will

be a wrong knowledge, inasmuch as the things are un-
definabie, that is. neither do they possess a real existence
nor are they devoid of an empirical or apparent exis-
tence

(4) A‘khydti (non-manifestation)—is knowledge in which the
difierence of one thing (subject) from another thing
(predicate) is not manifested on account of certain de-
fects of our senses, etc., and owing to this non-manifesta-
tion we say that the one (subject) is identical with the
other (predicate), e.g. when a piece of shell is supposed
by us to be a piece of silver, in the form this is silver

’’

there are perception of this ” (shell) and recollection of
silver ’’ together with a non-manifestation of their differ

ence caused by the defects of our senses, etc. This theory
is upheld by the Prabhakaras.

(5) Anyaihd-khydti (a converse manifestation)—is a wrong know-
ledge in which one thing is mistaken for another thing
on the perception of those properties of the first thing
which are possessed in common by the second thing, and
a thing possessed of these common properties is particu-
larised not as the first thing (whose special properties
are not, owing to certain defects of our senses, etc

,
cog-

nised b}’' us), but as the second thing which presents itself
to our recollection at the time, e.g. when a piece of shell
is mistaken for a piece of silver in the form ^ this is

silver,’’ the properties common to both (shell and silver),
are supposed, by the person who commits the mistake,
to abide not in “this ” (shell), but in “ silver” which he
remembers at the time. This theory is propounded by
the Naiyayikas.

In a wrong knowledge when a person mistakes one thing (e.g*
a shell) for any other thing (e.g. a piece of silver), there is an actual
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perception, through imagination {fMncj^lahmna)^ of that ‘‘other

thing,” because if he had not perceived it at all, he would not have
exerted himself to pick it np. In fact when onr mistake is dis-

covered we remember that we actually perceived the thing. Hence
the only rational theory, according to Vacaspati Mi§ra, is that of

anyalJmkhyati which satisfactorily ©xpiaim the origination of wrong
knowledge.

53a. Vacaspati’s theory of Condition {upddhi}.

Vacaspati Mi§ra, in his Nyaya-vartika-tatparyartika, I- 1-1,

says that an inference is based on the invariable concomitance
(vydpti) of its middle term with the major term. Now, what is the

nature of this invariable concomitance ? The Buddhists say that
the middle term is in invariable concomitance with the major
term, if the former stand to the latter in causal relation {hdryq

hdmna) or the relation of identity (svabhdva).

Seeing that the Buddhistic definition is too narrow and too

wide, Vacaspati sets it aside by saying that the invariable con-

comitance is that relation of the middle term with the major term
which is freed from all conditions (upddhi), A condition is illus-

trated in the following inference :

—

The hill is full of smoke,
because it is full of fire.

This is a wrong inference, because smoke always accompanies
fire, but fire does not always accompany smoke.

The inference will, however, be right if we attach a condi-

tion to its middle term in the following way :

—

The hill is full of smoke,
because it is full of fire (fed by wet fuel).

Here ‘ wet fuel ^ is a condition (upadki) ,
which is attached to

the middle term ‘fire/ A fire by itself may not always accom-
pany smoke, but when it is fed by wet fuel it is always attended
by the same.

This kind of condition should not qualify the middle term,

which must be perfectly free from all conditions. If an inference

is to be right, a disputant must remove from it all conditions

which are suspected (mnhita) by himself or with which he is charged
(sumdropita) by his opponent.

536, The Theory of Cause and Effect {hdrya-kdrana).

In the Nyaya-kanika as also in the Nyi^ya-vartika-tatparya-

tika, 3-2-17, Vacaspati Mi§ra criticises, on one hand, those who
hold that an effect (Mrya) springs up from nothing {asatah sajjd'-

yate) and, on the other hand, the s^mkhyas who hold that an
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©ffect pre-exists in its cause {satah sajjayate). He expounds the

doctrine of the Naiayikas that an effect does not pre-exist in its

cause, but that from a cause something originates which did not

exist before such origination.

53c. The Buddhist and Jaina Scriptures ookdemned.

Vacaspati Mi4ra in his Nyaya-Yartika-tatparya-tlka, 2-2-68,

says that the author of the Brahrnaaic scripture is God, while

that of the Buddhist and Jaina scriptures is Buddha and Rsabha-
deva While out God is omniscient and all-powerful, Buddha
and Rsabhadeva are not so. How can we then place any confi-

dence in the latter ? While the Brahmanic scripture legislates

for men divided into four classes and passing through four stages of

life, the scriptures of the Buddhists and Jainas do not concern

themselves much with the regulation of practical life. At the dis-

solution of the world the Buddhist and Jaina scriptures will dis-

appear, while the tradition of the Brahmanic scriptures will be kept

up by God.

54. Udayanacarya, Author of the Nyaya-vSrtik'a-
TATPARYA-TIKA-PARTSUDDHI

(984 AT).).

Udayana’s works.

Vacaspati Mi^ra was criticised by a host of Buddhist logicians,

and it was to vindicate him against their

attacks that Udayanacarya or Ddayakara,
a Brahmana logician of Mithila, wrote a sub-gioss on Vacaspati’s

work called the J^lyaya-vartika tatparya-tika-parisuddln.^ He wrote
several other works such as the Kusumahjali, Atma-tattva-viveka,®

Eoranavali and Nyaya-pari§ista (also called Bodha siddhi or Bodha-
^uddhi).

I The Ny^a-vartika-tatparya-tika pari^uddhi embodies elaborate notes on the
Nyaya-vartikartStparya-tIka of Vacaspati Mi§ra whose words Udayana proposes to

elucidate by the grace of the Goddess of Speech, thus :

—

art: S^’Sr

Ml? ’9fW*rT

sr ii

(Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-tikS-pan^uddhi, 1-1-I, edited by M.M. Vindhyesvari

Prasad"Dvivedin and Lakshman Sastri, in the Bibliotheca Indica series.

^ «r»iw: i

^ 1#: »

^Atma-tattva-viveka, last lines).
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Udayana, better known as Acarya, was the author of another

work called Laksanaval!,^ in the introduc-
His place and time.

which he savs that he composed the

book in the Saka year 906 corresponding to A.D. 984. He was
bom In Mah-roni, a village 20 miles north of Darbhanga in Mithila

on the east bank of the river Kamala.

55. Udayaha combats the Buddhists.

It is said of Udayana that he frequently defeated the Bud-

Udayana’s victory over
the Buddhists causes his

death.

dhists ^ in religious discussions, but the

latter did not admit his victory over them.

One day, there was a very hot contest be-

tween him and the Buddhists on the ques-

tion of the existence of God. Not being able to make them be-

lieve in God by arguments, Udayana ascended the top of a hill,

taking a Brahmana and a Sramana (Buddhist) with him. He
hurled both of them down from the top of the hill. When falling

down on the ground, the Brahmana cried aloud ‘ there is God,’

while the ^ramana exclaimed ‘there is no God.’ It so happened
that the Sramana died of the fall, while the Brahmana came to

the ground unhurt. This fact was considered as a convincing

proof of the existence of God
Udayana gained victory but was blamed as a murderer. Be-

coming penitent, he proceeded to the temple of Jagannatha at

Pun After he had lived therefor three days and three nights, he
was told in a dream that Jagannatha would not appear before

^him until he was cleansed of his sin, by performing the peniten-

tiary rites of tusanala at Benares Accordingly he went to fchat

city, where he put an end to his life by tusanala

^

i.e by burning

himself in a slow fire. It is said that Udayana was not pleased

with the decision of Jagannatha, as that deity did not show any
mercy towards him in consideration of the services he had ren-

dered to maintain his glorious existence Udayana, while dying,

thus addressed Jagannatha :

—

Proud of thy prowess tnou despisest me—upon whom thy
existence depended when the Buddhists reigned supreme!”®

1
I

(LaksanSvali, colophon).

s Vide my article on Buddhism in India” in the Journal, Buddhist Text
Society, part I, 1S96.

m fmfH: %
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S6. Udayana opposes KalySna Raksita and Dharmottara.

Kalyana Raksita (about 829 A.D
)
and Dharmottaracarya

The doctrine of apoha, (^bout 847 A D ), two Buddhist logicians

k&aria-hhnga, etc , criti- whose accounts will be given hereafter, were
opposed by Udayanacarya. The arguments

advanced by Kalyana Raksita in his Isvara-bhanga-karika to refute

the existenee of God were controverted by Udayana in hia Kusum-
aojali. In the Atma^-tattva-viveka Udayana criticised the theories

of apoha (the knowledge of a thing by the exclusion of its oppo-
sites), Jcsana-hhahga (the momentary existence), srutyapramdnya
(denial of the authority of the Veda), etc

,
propounded by Kalyana

Raksita in his Anyapoha-vicarakarika, §ruti-pariksa, etc., and by
Dharmottara in his Apoha-nama-prakarana and Ksana-bhahga-
siddhi.

57. UdAYANA’s KUSIJMAfJrJALI.

God

—

Ismra,

The Kusumahjali (literally “ a handful of flowers”), which is

divided into five chapters called clusters, treats of the supreme
soul {Paramdtmd) or God (Isvara) whose worship enables us,

according to Udayana, to attain paradise and emancipation.

^‘Although all men worship Him alike under various names, there

is,” says he, ‘‘no harm in carrjdng on a logical investigation

about Him which may also be called His worship.”

In the course of the investigation, Udayana says that there

is an unseen cause called desert (adrsta) ^

oi^od l^am which determines our happiness and
misery. When we perform a good or bad

action, the merit or demerit that ensues therefrom resides in our

soul under the name of adrsta or desert. Associated with a suit-

able time, place and object, it produces in us pleasure or pain.

Since a non-intelligent cause cannot produce its effect without the

superintendence of an intelligent spirit, it is to be admitted
that there is a Supreme Agent called the All-powerful God who
bestows on us pleasure and pain as the effects of our desert.

I That there is an unseen cause called adrsta (desert) is proved on the following

grounds :

—

() An effect proceeds from a cause. If there had been no mterdependenee

of a cause and its effect, the latter would have been found everywhere and always.

But an effect is only occasional and hence it is dependent on a cause. Our happi-

ness and misery are dependent on a cause called adrsta,

() A cause again is only an effect in relation to its preceding cause, which is

linked with another cause and so on. The world havmg no beginning, the succes-

sion of cause and effect is eternal like a continued series of seed and plant. The
desert on which our happiness and misery depend cannot also be traced to its 0rst

beginning.
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Some people deny God, relying merely on the efficacy of sacri-

fices, etc
,
enjoined by the Veda Udayana asks them : whence does

the Veda derive its authority ? The Veda is certainly not eternal,

os everything in the world is subject to creation and destruction.

Non-eternal as it is, it cannot be a source of right knowledge un-

less we suppose its author to be an infallible person. That person

is God, Those who deny God, do thereby overthrow the authority

of the Veda.

Some say that there is no God, as we do not perceive Him.
Udayana silences them by stating that' the non-perception of an
object can prove its non-existence only if the object is one which
is ordinarily perceptible. God is not ordinarily perceptible, and
hence our non-perception of Him does not prove His non-existence.

It has been contended that God is no authority to us, inas-

much as He does not possess right knowledge. A right knowledge,

nay, knowledge of any kind, concerns itself with an object unknown
before. God’s knowledge, which is not limited by time and space,

cannot come under this description because it never refers to an
object previously unknown. Udayana meets the contention by
saying that the description of right knowledge cited above is incor-

rect A right knowledge should, in his opinion, be defined as an
independent apprehension which corresponds to its object in the

external world. God is the source of such knowledge and is there-

fore the supreme authority to us.

There are many proofs to establish the existence of God.
The earth being a product like a pot must have a maker. The
maker must be an intelligent being possessing a will to bring

atoms together and to support them. That intelligent being is

God. It is He who introduced the traditional arts such as carpen-

try, weaving, etc., which have come down to us from time im-

memorial.

(c) The effects which are diverse in character imply a diversity of causes.
As our happiness and misery are diverse in character, we cannot say that God or
nature alone is their cause. They must be due to the diversity of our deserts.

(d) It is a universal practice to perform good actions and avoid bad actions as
the means of gaining happiness and avoiding misery. The actions themselves dis-
appear, but they leave behind them certain traces which operate in bringing about
happiness and misery. The trace of a good action is called merit while that of a
bad action is called demerit and the two together are called desert (odrsfa). The
de^rt resides m (the soul of) the person who performs an action and not in the
thing from which he derives happiness or misery.

The above reasons are summarised thus :

—

(Kusumifijaii, stavaka I).
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God having made this world causes it to collapse, and having
destroyed it remakes it as a magic-show. His will manifests

itself unhindered in all actions

Perceiving suitable materials (atoms) for creation, and oonceiv-

ing a desire for the same, He made this wonderful universe which
is supported by His will.

Udayana offers prayer to God, at the conoluding part of Ms
Kusumahjali, as follows :

—
Iron-souled are they in whose hearts Thou canst find no

place, though repeatedly washed by the inundations of ethics

and sacred texts
;

still in time, 0 Merciful One, Thou in Thy good-

ness wilt save those people too, because even in going to controvert

Thy existence they have earnestly meditated on Thee.” ^ ‘‘As for

us, O Thou Essential Beauty, though our minds have been long

plunged in Thee, the ocean of joy, yet are they verily restless still

ahd unsatisfied : therefore, Oh Lord, haste to display thy mercy,

that, our minds being fixed only on Thee, we may no more be sub-

ject to the afflictions of death

58. Udayana’s Atma-tattva-viveka.

^ An analysis of

Atma-tattva-viveka.

The Stma-tattva-viveka (Ut. a discussion about the true na-

ture of the soul) is bthervvise called Baud-

dMdliikara (a discourse concerned with

the Buddhists) or Bauddha-dhikkara (Fie

to the Buddhists). It * proposes to refute four Buddhistic theories

in order to establish a permanent soul. The four theories are

;

(1) hsatjxt-hhanga — th.&t every thing is momentary; (2) vahyar-

that things possess no external reality
; (3) guiia-guyi-

bheda-bhanga—that a substance is not distinct from its qualities

;

(Kusumafijah, stavaka 5, edited and translated by E. B. Cowell and M. C.

Nyayaratna, Calcutta),

^ ’srrsiir! n

(The Kusumanjali, stavaka 5, edited and translated by B. B. Cowell and M. C.

Nyayaratna, Calcutta).

8 The Atma-tattva-viveka, edited by Java NarSyana Tarkapancaaaaa. pp. 1

,

9, 10, 24, 30, SI, 32, 34, 38, 39, 45, 46, 47, 53, 69, 89, 92, 93, etc.

10
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and (4) anufalambha the world is void The book is divide^*

into five sections of which the first four are concerned with the

refutation of these theories, while the fifth concerns itself with the

establishment of a permanent soul.

The Buddhists say that whatever is existent is momentary.
A seed, for an instance, cannot continue up to the time when a

plant springs out of it. The consequent cannot in fact come into

being until the antecedent has ceased to exist. By the principle

of apoha differentiation, we cognise an object as different from
other objects, e.g. a cow is cognised as that which is not a not-cow.

Some of the Buddhists (e.g, the yogacaras or vijmna vadins) main-
tain that there are no external objects corresponding to our

cognitions and that the cognitions alone are real. Alayorvijnana^

the abiding-cognition (or the abode of cognitions) called "‘ego ” is

the continuous flow of momentary cognitions called pravrtti-vijndna.

Certain Buddhists go so far as to say that there is no substance

distinct from its qualities, and that the world is void. A substance

could not be defined if it existed apart from its qualities
;
and the

substance and qualities are both to be denied if they are supposed
to be identical. In fact a substance exists in relation to its quali-

ties and the latter exist in relation to the former. It is this net of

relations or conditions which constitutes the veil {mmvfti), called

the world, of which the essence is voidness.

These theories are set aside by Udayana who maintains that

T-r, , ^ there is a permanent soul (dtmd) whose
emancipation consists in getting nd of

sufferings for ever. As to whether the soul is a principle of self-

illumination and essence of bliss, the interrogator may consult the

Upanisads or appeal to his own heart.. The Naiyayikas are satisfied

if the soul is completely freed from the sufferings which are of

twenty-one kinds.

Udayana says that the injunctions such as do not kill ” are

respected by the followers of the Vedic as well as the Buddhistic
religions. ' Shaving the head,’ * making magic circles,’ etc., are the
special practices of the Buddhists. The Buddhist scripture is dis-

regarded in so far as it opposes the Vedas, controverts the doctrines

of our great men and persuades people to build caityas, wear tattered

robes, etc., in antagonism to our religion.

59. Jayan^a, Author or thh Ny1ya-ma:^jari
(about the 10th century A.D.).

Another Brahmaha logician who fought hard against the

T .. c T i.
Buddhists was Jayanta, author of the

Life of Jayanta. 'kx - - -i t i

Nyaya-manjari, an independent commen-
tary on the NyHya-sutra. Jayanta, invincible in debate and well
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known avS Vrttikara, was fche son of Pandita Candra.^ If we
sijp|30se him to be identical with his namesake the great-grandson

of Sakti Svamin,^ minister of King Mnktaplda, he must have
flourished in Ka§mira in the 10th century A.D.

He could not have lived earlier than the 9th and later than
the 11th century A.D as he quotes Vacas-

a e o ayanta.
^34 1 A.D.) and Magha^ (about

905 A D
)
in the Nyaya-manjarl, and is himself quoted in the

Ratna»vatarika^ by Ratnaprabba { 1 1 8 i A D.), and inthe Syadvada-
ratnakara^by Deva Surf (1086-1169 A.D ),

60. Jayanta’s Explanation of Verbal Knowledge.

Words and their meanings.

In explaining verbal knowledge Jayanta reviews two theories

called respectively the Connection of the

Expressed {abhihitdnvaya-vada) and the Ex-

pression of the Connected {anvitdbhidhdna-

vada) The Bhatta Mimamsakas, who uphold the first theory, main-

Abhihitanvaya-vada and
Anvitabhidhana-vdda.

^ SflW I

(Nyaya-mafijari, chapter XII, colophon, p. 659, Vizianagaram Sanskrit senes).

2 The lineage of Jayanta is described in the opening verses of the Kadambari-
kathasara which was composed by his son Abhinanda.

^iw M Tfw 11

(NySya-manjari, p. 312, edited by M.M. Gangadhar Sastri, m the Vizianagaram
Sanskrit Series).

^ Nyaya-manjari, p. 84. Magha is said to be a cousin of Siddharsi, author of

Upamiti-bhava-prapafica Katha.

imi ^ ~

«w«Ta|'Tef%Hn| i sf f'?

(RatnavatSrikS, chap. IV).

^ ffV! I

*|fT W®fT 3lf^ II

(Syadvada-ratnakara, chap. II).

In 1348 A.D. Rajaiekhara Sun quotes Jayanta as follows :

—

’SR^JSril^ngtf^rrt I

(Maladhiri Rajaiekhara Sun’s Saddar^ana-sarnucoaya, verse 100, chapter on
^aiva dar^ana).

7 Nysya-manjari, chapter VI, pp. 402-403, Vizianagaram Sanskrit series.
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tain that verbal knowledge depends upon the connection which is

automatically perceived among the meanings expressed by words in-

dividually in a sentence
;
that is, the words of a sentence after con-

veying their respective meanings disappear, and then the meanings
themselves produce in us a knowledge of their mutual connection
which is called verbal knowledge. The Prabhakara Mimamsakas,
who uphold the second theory, say that it is only in a sentence that
words can express to us any meanings, and produce in us the
knowledge of a mutual connection among those meanings called

verbal knowledge.
Jayanta dismisses the second theory on the ground that it

presupposes a word to bear various mean-
connection with various words in a

sentence. It is indeed absurd to suppose
that a word bears no definite meaning. He also does not com-
pletely accept the first theory inasmuch as words alone do not
produce verbal knowledge, as is evident from the fact that a sen-

tence composed of disorderly and ungrammatical words does not
express a systematic meaning. As an amendment of the first

theory we must assume that a sentence, if it is to convey a con-
sistent meaning, must have, underlying it, a power called intention
{tatparya) over and above its component words.

Jayanta opposes sphota-vada.

Jayanta examines sphofa^^ the theory of phonetic explosion,

which he pronounces to be untenable. The

ofSonetfct^losion®"'^ grammarians {Vaiyakarana), who propound
the theory, define sphofa (explosion) as the

essence of sound revealed by a letter, word or sentence The
sound-essence, which is revealed by a letter, is called varim-sphota,
a letter-explosion

; that revealed by a word is called pada-sphofa,
a word-explosion

; and that revealed by a sentence is (jailed vahya-
sphofa, a sentence-explosion. As there is a constant relation be-
tween a sound and the thing signified by it, the sound-essence of
a letter, word or sentence, as soon as we hear it, reminds us of a
thing corresponding to the same.

Suppose a person utters the word cow composed of the letters

c, 0 and w. As soon as we hear c, there is revealed to us the
sound-essence cow in an indistinct form; and then as we go on
hearing o, the same sound-essence is revealed though still in an in-
distinct form, until we hear the last letter w which reveals to us
the sound-essence in a distinct form. This revelation of sound-

1 Nyaya-mafijari, Shnika 0. Of. Bhartrhari’s VSkyapadiya, kSnda 1 ; Vaiya-
karanarbhusana-saraand Sabda-kaustubha, and Max Muller’s Six Systems of Indian
Philosophy, p. 402.
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essence of the entire word in a distinct form is called sphoim or

phonetic explosion,

A single letter, unless it is a complete word, cannot signify

any thing. While some, the advocates of pada-sphofa, say that a
sound-essence, significant of a thing, can be revealed only by a
word (pada), others, the advocates of vdkya-sphota, hold that it is a
sentence (vdkya) alone that can reveal a significant sound-essence.
According to the latter, a sentence is the beginning of speech,
the words are mere parts of a sentence and the letters are parts
of words.

Now, what is the nature of a sound-essence (sphola) 1 A
sound-essence is eternal and self-existent, bearing a permanent
relation to the thing signified by it. It is revealed by a letter,

word or sentence, but is not produced by any of them. Had there

been no sound* essence, nothing would have been signified by letters,

words or sentences. When we hear the word cow, the letters c, o
and w may successively perish, but the sound-essence cow, which
is eternal, persists to signify the thing called cow,

Jayanta, as a Naiyayika, opposes the above theory by saying

that it is a most cumbrous one. In the case

of the word “ cow,” c and o, after being

heard, no doubt pass away, but they leave
on our soul (which is eternal) impressions which coupled with our
audition of w, produce in us knowledge of the thing called cow.
If in this way the letters themselves (as constituents of words)
are sufficient to signify things, what is the necessity for admitting
an additional entity called spJioia, sound-essence, which can neither
be perceived nor iirferred ? Moreover, it is asked : Is the thing
signified by a sphofa manifest by nature or does it require a cause
for its manifestation ? If it is manifest by nature, why do we
not perceive it in all times and everywhere 1 If, on the other
hand, it requires a cause for its manifestation, what is that cause ?

Jayanta says that the cause is not other than letters which con-
stitute words. It is therefore superfluous to assume a sphota over
and above letters.

61 . Jayanta criticises the Doctrines of Kalyana Raksita
(ABOUT 829 A.D.) AND Dhabmottara (847 A.D.)*

Jayanta in his Nyaya-manjari (chapters V, VII, IV and HI)
severely criticises the doctrines of apoha

knowledge of a thing by the exclusion of

its opposites), IcsaT^a-hhanga (the momentary
existence), irutyapram&'^ya (denial of the authority of the Veda ),
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Isvara-bhanga (the non-existence of God), etc., propounded by
Kalyana Baksita, (q^.v ) in his Anyapoha-vicara-karika, fsvara-

bhahga-karika, and Srnti-pariksa, and by Dharmottara (q v.) in

his Apoha-nama-prakarana, Ksana-bhahga-siddlii, etc

62 . Jayanta’s Review of several other Buddtstio
Doctrines.

In the Nyaya-mafijari, chapters I-TII, Jayanta criticises the

definition of praiyaksa (perception) as given

hy Dharmakirti who is designated as a
cara, Sautrantika and ^ ^ o 0-7 ir
Vaibhasika, etc. Bhiksu^ Saugata, Bauddha or Bakya, Me

tries also to refute the Buddhist theories that
there are only two means of right knowledge (perception and infer-
ence) and that pleasure, pain, etc., are mere species of our cognitions
from which they are not distinct. It is perhaps the disputation with
Dignaga that is referred to by the expression Bhadanta^kalaha in
chapter III. The Buddhistic objections against the soul as a
separate substance are mentioned and criticised in chapters VII
and IX. In chapter IX there is also a criticism of the doctrine of
those Buddhists who hold that the external world is unreal. In
chapter XII the Vaibhasikas are mentioned as holding that the
external objects are both real and perceptible. In the same
chapter we find that the Sautrantikas maintaiu that the external
objects are undoubtedly real, but they are not perceptible, as we
can know them only through inference The Yogacaras are re-

ferred to as saying that the so-called external objects are mere
forms of our cognition which alone is real. The Madhyamikas are
said to hold that the world is void as our cognition is transparent
and formless.

In chapter XII Jayanta observes that even Dharmakirti
maintained that Points of Defeat {nigrahasthana) were of 22 kinds.
In the same chapter as an instance of the incoherent {apdrthahu),
Jayanta cities the metaphysical views of the Vaibhasika, Sautran-
tika, Yogacara and Madhyamika.

Jayanta carried on such a vehement crusade against the
Buddhists that in the Nyi.ya-nianjari he actually reproached them
as follows :

—

You, Bauddhas, hold that there is no soul, yet you construct

„ , , ^
caityas (towers) to enjoy pleasure in paradise

^ after death; you say that everything is

momentary, yet you build monasteries with
the hope that they will last for centuries ;

and you say that the
world is void, yet you teach that wealth should be given to spiritual
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guides. What a strange character the Bauddhas possess, they are

verily a raontimeiit of conceit/’ *

63. ^RIKAKTHA
(beeorb 1409 ad.).

About 1409 A.D. Gunaratna, a Jaina phi|[osop^ier, in his Sad-
dar^ana-samucoaya-vrtti mentious a Brahmana logician named Srl-

kantha® who wrote a commentary on the Nyaya-sutra called

B'yayalankara.

64. Abhayattlakopabhyaya
(BEFORE 1409 A.D.).

In the Saddar^ana-samuccaya-vrtti the Jaina philosopher

Gunaratna mentions a Brahmana logician named Abhayatilako-

padhyaya ^ who wrote a commentary on the Nyaya-sutra called

Hyaya-vrtti,

65. Other Commentators on the Nyaya-sutra.

These are the principal Brahmana commentators on the

Nyaya-sutra. Subsequently there arose a number of commenta-
tors such as Vardhamana, author of the Nyaya-nibandha-praka§a.
Vacaspati Misra the junior, author of Nyaya-tattvaloka,’V’i8Fanatha,

author of Nyaya-vrtti, etc., whose names are not mentioned here

as they belong to the modern school of Nyaya in respect of their

style and method of interpretation.

i

(NySya-rrafijan, 7th Shnika, p 467, Gangadhara Sastri's edition).

^ Gunaratna observes :

—

<r4iiasrr 'iixjjfis ssrim^rt-

^wltrrtsimf^TNifTs la®. i

(§addar4ana-sarauccaya-vytti called Nyaya (Tarka)-rahasya-dipik5, eliap. II,

p. 94, edited by Br. L. Suah, in the Bibliotheca Indica).



CHAPTER IV

The Nyaya recognized as a Branch of Orthodox Learning.

66. A CoMPAEATrvB Estimate op the AnvIksiki anb
THE NyAYA.

The Indian Logic at its first stage called Anvlksihl was often

looked upon with positive disfavour and

reJogniMon^^
gaming

g^^bjected to adverse criticisms, as its deduc-
tions were held apparently to be sophis-

tical and heterodox . But at the second stage when it was named
Nyaya

^
it gradually got a steady foothold and an increasing number

of followers, nay it succeeded, as we read in the writings of Yajha-
valkya ^ and others, in gaming recognition as a branch of orthodox
learning. On account of its intrinsic worth it became the most
prominent of the six systems of philosphy called Saddarsana, At-
tempting to prove the infallibility of the Veda and adapting itself

to the Saiva cult the Nyaya got access into the orthodox commu-
nity from which it received an unequivocal approbation.

67. The NyXya included in Sqddarsana.

After the term dariana (philosophy) had come into use at

the beginning of the Christian era, widely

NyTya TfadZ. thought were deg-
4ana,

'
' Dated by this common appellation. We

learn that at a later period six systems of

philosophy were specially called ^addarsana. Opinions differ as to
which six of the numerous systems constitute ^addarsana, but it is

generally agreed that the Nyaya system is included therein. Accord-
ing to the Jaina philosopher Haribhadra Suri,® author of Saddar-
iana-samuccaya (about 1168 A D.)^ the six systems wore the Bud-
dhist, the Nyaya, the Samkhya (including yoga), the Jaina, the
Vaiiesika and the Jaiminiya (comprising the Mlmamsa and the
Vedanta). Jinadatta Stiri® (about 1220 A.D.) reviews the same six

i The Yajflavalkya-sambitS, 1-3.

(§addaiAanarsamuccaya, verse 3, Br. Sualfs edition).

S About the date of Jinadatta Snri, Sir E. G. Bhandarkar in his Report of
Sanskrit Manuscripts lor 1883-84, p. 158, observes: ‘^Jinadatta therefore lived
*n the first half of the 13th century of the Christian era Kiatt in his Onomastic-
on, no. 44, maintains on the authority of Sukpta'Samkirtana and Prabandha-
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systems in Ms Viveka-vilasa under the head of Saddarmna vicdra.

Another Jaina writer named Maladhari Sr! Rajasekhara Suri ^ (1348
A.D.) enumerates the same six systems in a different order, viz. the

Jaina, the S^mkhya (including the Yoga), the Jaiminiya (compris-

ing the Mimamsa and theyedanta), the Yauga or Saiva (which is

the same as Nydya), the Vai^esika and the Saugata or Buddhist.

The Br^hmanic writer Narayana,^ in his commentary called

Prakasa on the Naisadhacarita, speaks of
The Bramanic writers Saddariana in which he evidently includes

BtituQut oi Saddar^ana. the In the Haya§irsa-pancaratra/
a Brahmanic work supposed to have been

introduced into Bengal by Raja Vallala Sena (about 1158-1170
A.D.) as weU as in the Gurugita of the Visvasara-tantra, the six

systems comprising Saddarmna are specified as the philosophies of

Gotama (Nyaya)

^

Kanada (Vaisesika), Kapila (Samkhya), Patahjali

(Yoga), Vyasa (Vedanta) and Jaimini (Mimamsa). By the term
saddarmna the Brahmanic writers understand at present these six

systems to the exclusion of the Jaina and the Buddhist which are

considered by them as lying outside the pale of it,

68. The Nyaya supports the Veda.

In the Nyaya-mahjari"^ Jayanta observes that the authority

ot the Veda was to a large extent estab-

establisbcdf
^ ^ ® ^ lished through the aid of the science of rea-

soning called the Nyaya. The reasoning

cintamani that Jinadatta Suri was preseat at the pilgrimage of Vastupala m samvat
1277 or 1220 A.D,

r o

^ ft®! I

g' if I

(Maladhari Rajasekhara Sun’s ^addar^ana-samuccaya, p. 1, Yaiovijaya-gran*
thamalS, Benares).

I (Naisadhacarita, 13-36).

In the commentary on this verse NarSyapa says

»TBT*fT ^ WW.

3!55ft WiftW ’imi ^ I

®
I

amrw *f f? n

(Haya^ltfa-paficarltra, a work which is quoted by Raghunandana in Ills Deva-
pratistha-tattva). This verse is quoted in the GurugitS of the Vi^va>s|ira-tantra.

^ The NySya-mafijari, pp. 4-5, edited by Gahgadhara 6astri, Vkianagaram
Sanskrit series.
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requited for the establishment of such authority has been dealt

with in the Nyaya more fully than in any other system of phEo-
sophy. The Mimamsa treats of the Vedic injunctions and prohibi-

tions, but it does not examine their worth through the employment
of reasoning. The Nyaya^ alone demonstrates that the Veda is

authoritatiTe, because it was delivered by sages who were trust-

worthy persons. It is true that the Buddhists and Jainas too
wrote treatises on reasoning

,
but these being opposed to the Veda

cannot properly be included in the Nyaya, one of the fourteen
branches of orthodox learning. In fact it is the work of Aksapada
that should really be called Nyaya the supporter of Veda. The
Nyaya-sutra actually defends the Veda from the attacks of those
who find in it untruth, contradiction and tautology, and declares

the sacred text to be infallible like a spell or the medical science.

69. The Nyaya adapts itself to Saivism.

In the Saddar^ana-samuccaya of Haribhadra Suri ® (1168 A.D.)

^ as well as in that of Maladhari Raja^ekhara

Valval Suri3(l348AD.).thefollower8of theNyaya
philosophy have been called the i&aivas while

those of the Vaiie^ika system have been called the Pdsupatas, In
the Vivekavilisa, Jinadatta Suri includes both Naiyayikas and
VaiSesikas in the ^aiva pect. According to the Devlpurana^ the
Nyaya-iastra was promulgated by the gracious ^iva himself.

^ The Nyaya-sutras, asid S-l-SS, by S&ttschandm Vidya-
bhusana, S.B.H. series, Allababad.

2 The Naiyayikas were also called Yaugas.

^ i

I 'iTStrTO ?:fw i i tSftsB-

1

(§addar4ana-samuccaya of Haribhadra Suri, edited by Dr.Suak, pp. 49-52).

S §addaz^ana-samuecaya of Maladhari Bajaiekhara StSri, pp. 8-11, published
in the Yaiovijaya-grantliainaia series, Benares.

?}'*f 1%?^ ii

9 firssnw i

nf ii

(DevipurSna, ^ambha-aUambharmathana-pada, chapter XVI, MSS. ia the col-
lection of Pa^i^ita Paficaaana Tarkaratna of BhStpSrS).
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The Naiyayikas are called Saivas because they look upon, as

,
their tutelary deity, Siva who is the creator

Naiyayikaa. destroyer 01 the universe. As des-

cribed by Maladhari Raja^ekhara Suri the
Naiyayikas, identified with Saivas, walked nude, wore matted
hair, besmeared their bodies with ash and subsisted on roots and
fruits. They always meditated upon ^iva and worshipped his

eighteen figures, muttering the formula om namah Sivaya, ‘‘hail’

obeisance to Siva.’"

Aksapada, author of the Nyaya-sutra, was a son of Soma-
, . , , . A Sarma ’ who w^as Siva incarnate. Vatsya-

JN aiy ayjkas salute Siva i • xt - i i - ‘xi ^ •

yana begins his Nyaya-bhasya with obeis-

ance to the Pramanas (Means of Knowledge), but m the body of

the book he describes God^ {Isvara) in a style applicable only to

Mahesvara (Siva).

Whatever might have been the faiths of Aksapada and Vat-
syayana, there is no doubt that all the Brahmanio Naiyayikas from
Uddyotakara downwards were Saivas. Uddyotakara, as is evi-

dent from the colophon of his Nyaya-vartika, was a leader of the
Pa^upata Saiva sect. The Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-tika of Vacas-
pati Misra opens with salutation to Pinakin (^iva) while the
Ny^ya works of Udayana® contain abundant proofs that their

author was a Saiva by faith. Bhasarvajna, author of the Nyaya-
sara/ and Gange^a Upadhyaya, author of the Tattvacintamani,
begin their works with salutation to JJambhu or Siva “the
Supreme Lord and the Seer of all truths.”

70. The Popularity of Nyaya established.

From the above it is clear that three distinct causes contri-

buted to the popularity and predominance
of Nyaya as a school of philosophy. The
first was the intrinsic worth of the system

which was acknowledged as most useful in carrying on processes

Three causes
Nyaya popular.

make

1 Brahmandapurana published under the name of Vayupurana by the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, adhy§ya 23, verses 200 seq

2 Nyaya-bhasya, 4-1-16, 22
S Kusumafijaii, chapter I, opening line, chapter II, last verse; chapter IV,

last verse ; etc.

* mm

(ISTyaya-sSra, p, 1, edited by Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana ua the Bibliotheca
Indioa series, Calcutta).
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of reasoning and whioh obtained for the system the foremost rank

among the schools of philosophy called Saddarsana In the second

place we notice that having supported the authority of the Veda
the Nyaya was readily recognized as an approved branch of learn-

ing, and the charge of heterodoxy levelled against it at its early

stage was proved to be baseless Thirdly, the fact that Nyaya
adopted the Saiva cult gave it a positive stamp of orthodoxy and
gained for it an unquestionable recognition.



PART II.

THE MEBIJIYAL SCHOOL OF INDIAN LOOIC
CALLED

PRAMANA-^ASTRA—THE SCIENCE OF RIGHT
KNOWLEDGE.

(400 A.D.—1200 A.D.).

SECTION I.

The Jaina Logic (400 a.d.—1700 a.d,).

CHAPTER I.

Topics of Logic mentioned in the Jaina Canons

1. The Special Features oe MsDiiEVAL Logic
(eeom circa 699 B.C. onwards).

Termination of the Ancient School.

In Part I a short account has been given of the Ancient

School of Indian Logic which deals, as we have seen, with the

doctrine of the soul and its salvation, as well as with the rules

of debate and true reasoning. The Ancient School, which reached

the height of its development at the hands of Aksapada about
150 A.-D., extended over a period of one thousand years, beginning

with Gautama about 550 B.C. and ending with Vatsyayana about
400 A.D. It must not however be supposed that the Ancient School

became extinct at 400 AD. A host of commentators such as

Uddyotakara, Vacaspati Miira and Udayanaoarya, who flourished

subsequently, kept the stream of that Logic flowing. But the

thousand years from 550 B.C. to 400 A.D. represent what may be

termed the period of organic growth of the Ancient School.

Formation of the Mediaeval School.

Part II will represent a system of logic called the Mediaeval

School, the foremost exponents of which were the Jainas and the

Buddhists—^two powerful sects that were founded by Mahavira
and Buddha about 600 B.C. At the time of the founders, and in
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subsequent times, the Jaina and Buddhist writers occasionally

handled the principles of pure logic in expounding the dogmas of

their own religion and metaphysics. Some of the writers even

brought out regular treatises on logic, but those were either frag-

ments or resumes of the Ancient Logic. By about 450 A.D. the

Buddhist logician Dignaga and the Jaina logician Siddhasena Diva-

kara, by differentiating the principles of logic from those of religion

and metaphysics, laid the true foundation of what is termed the

Mediaeval School of Indian Logic. This school covered a period

of nearly eight hundred years from 400 A.D. to 1200 A.D. In

matter and method the Mediaeval School conducted by the Jainas

and Buddhists differs markedly from the Ancient School which

was essentially Brahmanio. The Ancient Logic dealt with sixteen

categories such as pramaTia^ prameya, etc., comprising such hetero-

geneous elements as doctrine of salvation and nature of the soul,

etc. The Mediaeval Logic, on the contrary, concerns itself with

one category, viz, pramdna, which touches upon other categories

only in so far as these are necessary for its proper elaboration.

The doctrine of pramdr^a is treated in such a way that it may be

equally applied to the religious systems of the Brahmanas,
Jainas and Buddhists. Inference, a ^nd of pramdi^a, which was
briefly noticed in the Ancient Ijogic,. receives a full treatment in

the Mediseyal School. Numerous technical terms are coined and
great subtleties are introduced infco the definition of terms, the

theory of syllogism, etc. Prameya, the object of knowledge, is

rejected on the ground that it is useless in works on logic to treat

of the soul, birth, death, etc., which are comprised under this

category. The Medieval Logic thus formed is called in Sanskrit

Pramdi^a-^dstra, the science of right knowledge
The works on Mediaeval Logic written by the Jainas consti-

tute the Jaina Logic, while those written by the Buddhists consti-

tute the Buddhist Logic. Seeing that Mahavira, the founder of

Jainism, preceded Buddha, the founder of Buddhism, I shall first

treat of the Jaina Logic.

2. MaHIVIEA—TH® POUNDER OF JaINISM.
(599-527 B.C.).

The Jainas maintain that their religion is coeval with time.

According to their traditions there appeared at various periods in

the world'^s history sages whom they call Jinas, conquerors of

their passions, or Tlrthankaras^ builders of a landing place in the
sea of existence. These sages preached the religion of the Jainas.
The Jainas hold that in every cycle of time [utsarpiiffi or avasarpiTpl

kdla^) 24 sages are born. The first sage of the last senes was

^ Period of evolution or involution.
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Adinatlia or Rsabhadeva. the 24th was Mahavira or Vardhamana,
who was bom at Ksatriya-kuadagrama in 599 B.C. and attained

nirvaTia at Pava in 527 B C.' The scriptures which the Jainas obey
are founded on the teachings of Mahavira. No one disputes this,

and scholars generally regard Mahavira as the founder of Jainism^

and hold that the theory of the existence oiJinas previous to him,
except Par^vanatha the 23rd Tirthahkara, was a subsequent- in-

vention.

3. Thb Jaina sects—^vetambaba and Digambaea
(Fiest century ad.).

The Jainas are divided into two sects, the Svetambaras, those

who are clothed in white, and the Digambaras, those who are sky-

clad or naked. The Svetdmbaras claim to be more ancient than
the Digambaras, whose existence as a separate sect is said to date

from A.D. 82,^ i.e. 609 years after the attainment of nirm^a by
Mahavira.

4. Inbrabhuti Gautama—a disciple of MahIvira
‘ (607 B.C.—5i5B.C.).

The teachings of Mahavira as represented in the scriptures

are said to have been collected® by a disciple of his, called Indra-

bhuti. This disciple is often known as Gautama or Gotama. He

1 ^ BSRKpafft- f
(Trilokasara of the

Digambara sect), ** Mahavira attained nirvana 605 years^5 months before the

Saka King (78 A.D.) came to the throne,** that is, in 527 B.C. As he lived 72 years

he must have been bom in 689 B.O.
According to Vicara4reni of Merutuhga, Tirthakalpa of Jinaprabha Suri,

Vicira-sara-prakarana. Tapfigaccha-pattSvaii, etc., of the Svet^mbara sect—^MahS-

vira attained nirvana 470 years before Vikrama Samvat or in B.C. 527-

Dr. Jacobi of Bonn, in his letter dated the 21st October, 1907, kindly writes to

m© as follows :— r

There is however another tradition which makes this event [viz. the nirvana
of MahSvIra] come off 60 years later, in 467 B.C. (see PariSista Parvan, Introduc-

tion, p. A f.; also Kalpasutra, Introduction
, p. 8). The latter date cannot be far

wrong because Mahavira died some years before tlie Buddha whose death is now
placed between 470-480 B.C.*’

a The ^vetambaras say:— fttW ^
I

“ The Digambara doctrine was preached in

Bathavirapura 609 years after the attamment of nirvana by MahSvira” (Ava^yaka
niryukti—52). But the Digambaras deny this and say that the Svetanibaras rose

in Vikrama 136 or 79 A.D. Cf. BhadrabShncarita IV. 55:

® 'sim i

fK»cnrgw swf s

(Jaina Hanvamfe PurSaa).
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was ' a Kevalin ^ and the first of the Gana-dharas ® or leaders of the

assembly. His father’s name was Brahmana Vasubhuti, and his

mother’s name was Biahmani Prthvi. He was born in the village

of Gorbara* in Magadha and died at Gunava in Rajagrha (Rajgir)

at the age of ninety-two, 12 years after the attainment of nirvarja

by Mahavira.^ Assuming that Mahavira attained nirvana in 527

B.C., Indrabhuti’s birth must be assigned to 607 B.C. and his

death to 515 B.(^.

5. The Canonical Scriptures of the Jainas

Those scriptures of the Jainas which are generally regarded as

canonical are divided into 45 siddhantas or
Anga and Upanga,

agamas, classified as 11 Angas, 12 Upangas,
etic, “ For the benefit of children, women, the old, and the illiter-

ate,”® these were composed in the Ardha-Magadhi or Prakrta lan-

guage. On the same principle the scriptures of the Buddhistic

canon were originally written in Magadhl or Pali. Tt is maintained

1 Indrabhuti Gautama and Sudharma Svarai were the
j
cint compilers of the

Jaina scriptures. But Indrabhuti became a Kevalin or attained 'kevalu'jnana (abso-

lute knowledge) on the day on which Mahavira attained nirvana. He did not
therefore occupy the chair of his teacher MahSvira, but relinquished it to his spiri-

tual brother Sudharma SvSmi. Of. ^ i|
(Hema-

candra*s Mahaviracarita, chap. v. MSS. lent by Muni Dharmavijaya and Indravi-
jaya).

2 Possessor of absolute knowledge. For a further reference to this title see
B. G. Bhandarkar’s Beport, 1883-84, p. 122.

* imi

Him? it »

«

(Siddhajayanti-caritra-tika, noticed in Peterson's 3rd Report, App. l» p. 38).

s«J *I

(Gotamastotra by Jmaprabha Suri, extracted in KavyamSlS, 7th Gucchaka,
p. IlO).

6 For particulars about Indrabhuti Gautama, vide Or. J. Klatt's PattSvali of

the Kharataragaccha in the Indian Antiquary, VoL XI, Sept. 1882, p. 246 ; and
Weber's Die Handsehriften Verzeichnisse der KonigUchea Bibliothek zu Berlin, pp.
983 and 1030, in wMch are noticed Sarvarajagani’s Vytti on Ganadhara-sSrdha-
^atakam of Jinadattasuri, and ^ri-pattavali-vacana of the Kharataragaccha.

^ Haribhadra-suri, in his Daia-vaikalika-vptti (Chap. Ill), observes :

—

HffHHTH irarft viairt m ii
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that originally the Ahgas were 12 in number. 'The 1 2th Anga,
which was called Drstivada or the presentation of views, was
written in Sanskrit.^

The Drstivada is not extant. It consisted apparently of five

4.

parts, in the first of which logic is said to
TheB^st^vada.

The Drstivada is

reputed to have existed in its entirety at the time of Sthtlabba-
dra® who, according to the Tapagachapatta’^a!:^ died in the year
in which the 9th Nanda was killed 'ey Candra Gupta (i.e. about
327 B.C.). By 474 A.D. the Brstivada had disappeared alto-

gether. Nothing is known as to the way in which logic was
treated in the Dwtivada.®

6. Logical subjects in the Canons.

The sutiechmatter of logic is touched upon in several of the

„ 45 Prakrta scriptures of the Jainas. In
ramana an aya.

Bhagavat!-»atra, ^ Stliananga-stitra, etc.

which are Angas, and in the Prajnapana-sutra which is an Upanga,
there is a description of Naya, or the method of comprehending
things from particular standpoints. In the Sthanaiiga-sutra, Bha-

gavati-sUtra, etc.,^ there is a complete classification of valid know-
ledge called pramdna, pamd'^a, jndna, ndna or hetn.

1 VardhamSna-suri, in his Acara-dmakara, quotes the following passage from
Agama :

—

WW 5RTf%^ I

2 'V%de Oumika of Nandi Sutra, page 478, publisiiod by Dhanapat Singh, Cal-

cutta, and Peterson's 4th Beport on Sanskrit MSS
, p. csxxvi

3 For a full history of the Drstivada (called m PrSkrta Ditthivao) see Weber's
Sacred Literature of the Jainas, translated bv Weir Smyth in the Indian Antiquary,
Vol. XX, May !89l, pp. 170-182.

^ In the Bhagavatll-sutra and Prajnapanii-sutra, Naya is divided into seven
kinds, viz. naigcbina, sar>v^rara, vyavafidra^ rjii-autm, sabda, aamahhirudha and
evamhhuta For an ©splanation of these terms see UmSsvati, who instead of dividing

Naya into seven kinds, first divides it mto five kmds, and then subdivides one of

the five, viz. iahda^ into three kinds.

6 In the Sfchanahga-sutra, knowledge [^ndna) is divided mto (1) Fratyaksa

(direct knowledge) and (2) Parohsa (indirect knowledge) Fratyaksa again is sub-

divided as Keml^ jfmna (entire imowledge) and Akevala pluna (defective know-
ledge). The Ak&mla jfiana is subdivided as avadhi and manah-paryaya Tiie

Parokm )^aim is subdivided as ahMmbodha (matt) and srv^a. Vide tiie Sth^nanga-

sStra,*pp. 46-48, and the Nandi-sutra, pp. 120-134: both published by Dhanapat
Singh and printed, in Calcutta. See also what is said in the account of UmisvSti

seq. I

(SthSnanga-sutra, chap. 6, p. 46).

11
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The word Hehi ’’ is foand in the Prakrtra scriptures, but

its use in these works makes it clear that

it ha<] not at this period acquired a very

definite significance In the Sthananga-sutra ^ it is used not only

in the sense of reason, but also as a s\noTijr^ for valid knowledge

(Pramana) and inference (Anumdiia), Metu as identical with valid

knowledge {Pramana) is stated to be of four kinds^ viz.

(1) knowledge derived from perception {Praiyahsa
)

;

(2) knowledge derived from inference (Anumdnn)

.

(3) knevdedge derived through comparison {Ufamana)
,
and

(4) knowledge derived from verbal testimony or reliable autho-

rity (Agama)

When Hetu is used in the sense of inference (Anumdna), it is

classified according to the following types :

—

(1) This is, because that is: There is a fire, because there is

smoke,

(2) This is not, because that is Jt is not cold, because there is

a fire.

(2) This is, because that is not

.

It is cold here, because there

is no fire,

(4) This is not, because th^t is not : There is no HmSapa tree

here, because there are no trees at all.

In the Sutrakrtanga ^ there is mention of vitarha (in Prakrta :

^ ^ ^ ^ . viyakka) in the sense of speculation, tarka
Severalterms of debate.

prakrta: tahJca) in the sense of reason-

ing or debate, paksa (in Prakrta: pakkha) in the sense of a party,

and chala in the sense of quibble.

n n i

€t w m
orfe w ^fk m »

(Biiagavati-sutra, p. 336, and SthSnSnga-sutra, pp. 309-310,^ published b}

Bhanapat Smgh and printed m Calcutta).

"^f «iJi 11 'i 9

W<lfT ^ ^»llf II II

gfffwr, •sf’srsr’S s

(Sutrakr^anga., p. 6::^, published by Dhaiiapai Singh, Calcuita).
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Va,rious

example
kinds of

In ihe Stlia 3iaBga.-slitra, ^ an example, called In Prakrta nda (in

Sanskrit jmita)^ is divided into four kinds,

VIZ. ( 1 )
dhara/fM, a complete exa.mpie which

bears similarity to the thing exemplified

in all respects, (2) dhara^a-tadxleM, a limited example which bears

similarity to the thing exemplified only in respect of a part, (3)

aharana-taddosa, a defective example, and (4) upanydsopanaya, an
anecdote nsed as an example.

In the Stkananga-stitra^ the following are enuinerated as ex-

pedients in a hostile debate or debate a Vo%-
Expechenis m a achate Asakkaitlu ^ taking some time

in making oneself ready (2) ussatJcaiUa,

gaining enthusiasm after the enjoyment, of leisure, (3) anulomaittd^

propitiating the authorities or making them favourable, (4) prati-

lomaiHd, making the authorities hostile (against one^s respondent),

(5) hhaittd, serving the authorities, (6) hheyaitid, creating divisions

In the Slnanansa-siitraS the following are enumerated as the

defects [dosa) of a debate —
(1) Tajjdta<losa, the defect ari^mig from a disputant being

^ , ,
agitated in mind, (2) maiibhawja’dosa. the

The detects of a debate . 2 iL £ i r k*«
ciotect arising from the failure of ins

memory, (3) prmdstr-dG^a^ the defect arising from the authoritieSj,

e the president or the members, showing partiality, (4) par?-

kura)^a-dom^ avoidance of the charges brought by a disputant,

(5) laksam-dosa, the defect of dvefimtion [which may be too wide,

too naiLiow or altogether incomprehensible], (6) kamna-dO'm, the

defect of arguing, (7) helti-dosa, oommittmg fallacies, (F) samkra-

mana-dosa, diversion to other subjects
» \9) mgraha-dosa

^

the de-

fect of understanding, and ( 10) vastu-dosa, the defect of the sub-

ject (of debate).

fSthaiiaiiga'Sufci’a, p llQO, p.jbiished by Dhamipafc Calcutta).

' afr^% ws, «f 5?^T,

I

(Sthanans^a-sutra, p. 421, publishr-d by Dlianapal- Sni2;i]i, Cak'ulia).

(Sthananga-sOtm, p 560, pubii&bed b> Dhan ipai Siu^h, CalC'Ui«).



CHAPTER II,

Early Jaiaa writers ob Logic.

Bhabbabahu the Senior (circa 43S~357 B,C.).

Bhadrabahtdt the Junior (circa 375 A,D. or 450-520 AX),).

Though we come across some technical terms of Ancient Logic

in the canonical scriptures of the Jainas, yet we have no proof

that the Jainas undertook at that stage to write any regular work
OB logic. The early Jaina writers who discussed definite prob-

lems of logic, were Bhadrabahu and Umasvati. An elaborate

discussion of certain principles of logic is found in a Prakrta com-
mentary on the Da§a-vaikalika sutra, called Basavaikaiika-mr-

yakci. This commentary was the work of one Bhadrabahu ^ of

the Pracina Gotra. For 45 years this sage lived the ordinary life

of the world; 17 years he passed in the performance of religious

vows [Vratas) ; and for 14 years he was acknowledged by the

Jainas to be the -foremost man of his age (Yuga^pradhana)} He
was a ^rutahevalin,^ that is, one versed in the 14 Purvaa of the

Drstivada.

The above-mentioned incidents are generally accepted as facts

in the life of the author of the commentary. There is, however,

some doubt as to the time in which he lived.^ According to the

records^ of the Svetdmbaras he was born in 433 B.O. and died in

357 B.O. The Digambaras maintain there were two Bhadrabi^hus
;

that the first (Bhadrabahu the senior) lived to 162 years from the

1 For particulars vide Dr. J. Kiatt’s Kharataragaccha-pattavail in the Indian
Antiquary

,
VoL XI, Sept 1882, p. 247 ,

Weber II, p. 999 , Peterson's 4th Report
oa Sanskrit MSS,, p. ixxxiv , and Dr. H Jacobi’s edition of the Kalpasutra, Intro-
duction, pp. 11-15. BhadrabShu (senior) seems to have lived between 380 B.C.
and 314 B.C., if he was really a contemporary of King Candra Gupta (Maurj^'a)

, but
about 376 A.D. if he lived at the time of Candra Gupta II, called Vikramlditya, of

the Gupta dynasty.
2 In the VicSra^ratna-saihgraha by Jayasoraa-sSri noticed by Peterson in his

3rd Report on Sanskrit MSS., pp. 307-308, Bhadrabahu is included among the
Yuga-pravaras or Yaga-pmdhSnas.

5 For further particulars about this title see R- G. Bhaadarkar*s Report, 1883-

84, p. 122.

* In Weber II, p. 999, in which the Gurvavaii-sutra of MahopadhySya Dhar-
masagaragasii is noticed, we read of Sambhiltivijaya and Bhadrabahu Ubhau-pi
sasthapatfadharau.*’

j

(o; ftmv 1
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nirva't^M of Maliavlra, that is, up to 365 B.C , and that the second ^

(Bhadrabahu the junior) to 5 1 5 years from tbe nirma^a of Mahavira,
that is, up to 12 B C, They do not state definitely which of these

Bhadrabahus was the author of the Da§avaikalika-iiiryukti, but
they hold the view that the second was the author of several of

the existing Jaina works. The Svetamabara records do not contain

any mention of the second Bhadrabahu, but in the Rsimandala-
prakarana-vrtti ® and Kalpa-sotra-subodhika-vrtti/ two commen-
taries of the Svetambaras/Mid in the Caturvimsati prabandha, it is

stated that Bhadrabahu lived in the south in Pratisthana and was a

brother of Varahamihira. Now Varahamihira is popularly believed

to have lived in the first century B.C, It is possible therefore, even
according to the Svetdmbaras, that the Da^avaikalika-niryukti was
the work of a commentator who, if we rely on popular belief, lived

about the time of the opening of the Christian era. As a fact

Bhadrabahu could not have lived much earlier than 500 A.D. if

he was a brother of Varahamihira.
From the confusing traditions preserved by the Jainas, it

may be concluded that Bhadrabahu lived in the reign of Candra
Gupta II, called Vikramaditya, about 375 A.D.

Whatever was his date, the author of the Dasavaikalika-nir-

yukti wrote commentaries (niryuktis) on the following Jaina scrip-

tures :—Ava^yaka-sCitra, Uttaradhyayana-sutra, Acaranga-sutra,

Sutra-krtahga-sutra, Dasa§ruta-skandha-sutra, Kalpa-sutra,

Vyavahara-sutra, Surya-prajiiapti-sutra, and Rsibhasita-sutra.

7. Bhabrabahit's Syllogism.

Bhadrabahu did not set himself to analyse knowledge with

the object of evolving a system of logic. His object was to illus-

iron^ a

(GurvSvaii by Munisundara-sSri published m the Jaina Ya^ovijaya-granthamSla
of Benares, p. 4).

1 ¥id& the Sarasvati-gaccharpattavaK in the Iiidian Antiquary, October 1891,

and March 1892.

2 Br. R. G, Bhandarkar’s Reports on Sanskrit MSS. during 1S88-84,

p. 188. Bhadrabahu must have lived as late as the 6th century A.D., if he was
really a brother of that Varahamihira who was one of the nine Gems at the court of

Vikramaditya. Mums Dharmavijaya and Indravijaya maintain that BhadrabShu^s
brother was not the same Varahamihira that adorned the court of Vikramaditya.

(Kalpa-sutra-subodhikSvftti printed in Bombay)*
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trate the triith of certain principles of tiie Jaina religion. To do

tMs, lie, in his Da^avaik^lka-niiyukti,^ elaborated a syllogism

consisting of ten parts (dasavayava-vahya), and then demonstrated

how the religious piincipies of Jainism satisfied the conditions of

this syllogism.

The following is an example :
—

(i) The proposition {PratijM) to refrain from taking life

The Syllogism of ten parts, fs the greatest of virtues/’ '

/ (2) The iirnitation of the proposition (Pratij'm-vibhakii)

—

refrain from taking life is the greatest of virtues, according to the

Jaina Tlrthaiikaras.”

(3) The reason {Hetu },
—

'‘Ho refrain from taking life is the

greatest of virtues, because those who so refrain are loved by the

gods and to do them honour is an act of merit for men.’’'

(4) The limitation of the reason (Hetu-vibhakti)
—^Hionebut

.those who refrain from taking life are allowed to reside in the

highest place of virtue.”'

(6) The counter-proposition {Vipdksa )^— but those who des-

pise the Jaina Tirthahkaras and take life are said to be loved by
the gods, and men regard doing them honour as an act of merit.

Again, those who take life, in sacrifices are said to be residing in

the highest place of virtue. Men, for instance, salute their fathers-

indaw as an act of virtue, even though the latter despise the
' Jaina Tirthahkaras and habitually take life. Moreover, those

who perform animal sacrifies are said to be beloved of the gods.”

(6) The opposition to the counter-proposition {Vipaksapra-

tisedha),
—*Hhose who take life as forbidden by the Jaina Tlrtha-

hkaras do not deserve honour, and they are certainly not loved by

Kifh % tux 11

(Da^avalkaiikariiiry'ukti, p. 74, published under the patronage of Dhanapat
Singh

,
by the Hirnaya Sagara Press, Bombay ; and Dr. B. Leumann’s edition of

Da^avaikSlika-niryukti, p. 649).

The Jainas characterise a syllogism of ten parts as the best {uttama), a syllo-

gism ,flv0 parts as. the mediocre {madhyama), and a syllogism 'of two parts as
the worst (jaghanya). Candra Prabha Suri (1102 A.D.) observes:—

; (Hyayavatara-vivfti on verse 20 of Hyayavatara, p. 8, edited by S.atis Chandra
Vidyabhusana, Caicutta). Similarly Ratnaprabha Suri (1181 A.D.) says :—

I ww w«iff«Tsr^ i

g i 5*1: wasrm'^r^wra

'(Syad-vada-ratna-kari-vatarika, p. .20, Chap. Ill, edited by .Hara Govind Das
.and Beohar .Bas in, the Yaiovijaya' Series, Benares). '
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the gods. It is as likely that fire will be cold as that they will be
loved by the gods or to do them honour will be regaided by men
as an act of merit Buddha, Kapila and others, though really not
fit to be worshipped, were honoured for their miraculous sayings,

but the Jaina Tlrthahkams are honoured because they speak abso-

lute truth.'’

(7) An instance or example {Drstanta),

—

'Hhe Arhats and
Sadhiis do not even cook food, lest in so doing they should take

life. They depend on householders for their meals.”

(8) Questioning the validity of the instance or example
(Asafihd),—‘Hhe food which the householders cook is as much
for the Arhats and Sddhus as for themselves. If, therefore, any
insects are destroyed in the fire, the Arhats and Sddhus must
share in the householders’ sin. Thus the instance cited is not

convincing.”

(9) The meeting of the question (Amhhd-pratisedha),— “the

Arhats and Sddhus go to householders for rheir food without

giving notice and not at fixed hours How, therefore, can it be

said that the householders cooked food for the Arhats and

Sddhus ? Thus the sin, if any, is not shared by the Arhats and

Sddhus,'''

(10) Conclusion (Nigamana),
—“ to refrain from taking life is

therefore the best of virtues, for those who so refrain are loved by

the gods, and to do them honour is an act of merit for men.”

8. Bhabeabahu’s Explanation op Syadvada,

Bhadrabahu in his Sutra-krtafiga-mryukci ^ mentions another

,
principle of the Jaina Logie called Syadvada

{Syat “may be” and fada “assertion,” or

the assertion of possibilities) or Saptabhahgl-naya (the sevenfold

paralogism).

The Syadvada^ is set forth as follows :—(1) May be, it is, (2)

may be, it is not, (3) may be, it is and it is not, (4) may be, it

1

^ lit ^ n

(Sutra-kfianga-niryukti. skandha 1, adhySya 12, p. 448, edited by Bhim Singh
Maixak and printed m the Niraaya Sagara Press, Bombay)

CL Sthanaiiga-sutra, p 316, published by Dhanapat Singh, Benares edition

2 Cf. Sartzadar^ana-samgraha, translated by Cowell and Gough, p. 55. For lull

particulars about SySdvida or SaptabhaiigLnaya vide Saptabhangi-tarangini h\

Vimala BSsa printed in Bombay.
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IS indescribable, (5) may be, it is and yet is indescribable, (6) may
be, it is not and it is also indescribable, (7) may be, it is and it is

not and it is also indescribable.

y. Umasvati
fl-85 A.D ).

The Tatcvarthadhigama
sutra.

Jaina philosophy recognises seven categories, viz. (!) the sonl

(Jlva), (2) the aonl-less (Ajwa), (3) action

{Asrava), (4) bondage (Bandha), (5) re-

straint {Savbvara)^ (6) destruction of the

consequences of action (Nirjard)^ and (7) release or salvation

(Mokm). According to the Tattvarthadhigama-sutra ^ which with

a Bhdsya or commentary was composed by one Omasvati, these

categories can be comprehended only by Pram^dna, the means of

valid knowledge and by Naya, the method of comprehending things

from particular standpoints.

Umasvati is better known as Vacaka-sramana : he was
also called Nagaravacaka, this title being

probably a reference to his Sakha (spiritual

genealogy). The Hindu philosopher Madhavacarya calls him
Umasvati-vaoakacarya.® He lived for 84 years, 8 months^ and 6

days and ascended heaven in Samvat 142, i.e. in 85 A.D. In the

Tattvarthadhigama-sutra Umasvati gives the following account®

t)f himself :—He was born in a village called Nyagrodhika, but he
wrote the Tattvarthadhigama-sutra in Patliputra or Kusumapura
(modern Patna). He belonged to the Kaubhisanin-gotra. His
father was Svati and he was consecj_uentiy sometimes called Svati-

UmasvStj’s life.

1 There are commentaries on the Tattvarthadhigama-sQtra by Pujyapada
Svamin called SarvSrfcha-siddhi, by Akalankadeva called Tattvartha-vartikaiaM:ara,
etc. , which will be mentioned later.

2 Vide Sarvadar^ana-samgraha, chapter on Jama dar^ana.

II s »

II 8 I

fPgfT^pBfiHiTw <5r8i*ii«if4srr b «, a

(Tattvarthadhigama-sutra, chap. X, p. 233, edited by Mody Keshavlai Frem-
chand in the Bibliotheca Indica series, Calcutta). ^

A similar account is found in the commentary on the Tattvarthadhigama-sutra
by Siddhasenagani. This account is mentioned by Feterson m his 4th Beport on
Sanskrit Manuscripts, p. xvi

For further particulars about ITmasvati see Feterson’s 4th Beport on Sanskrit
Manuscripts, p. xvi, where he observes that in the Digambara PattSvali published
by Br. Hoeml© in the Indian Antiquary, XX, p. 341, Umasvim’in (probably the
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tanaya. He was also known as Vatsl-suta, because Ms mother
was Dma of the Vatsagotra. In the Tlrthakalpa of Jinaprabha-
suri, it is stated that Umasvati was the author of 500 Sanskrit pra-
karanas (treatises). He is said to have belonged to the Svetam-
hara sects though it is probable that the distinction between that
sect and the Digamhams had not in his time come into existence.

10. Umasvati’s Doctrine of Pmwmna (Eight Khowlsoqi).

In the Tattvarthadhigama-sutra Pmma'^a fluctuates between
the meanings of valid knowledge and the

Paro&^a, indirect know- means of valid knowledge. In its former

direct knowledge.
‘ sense rmma^a^ according to this Sutraj is

of two kinds: (!) Paroksa, indirect know-
ledge, which is acquired by the soul through external agencies

such as the organs of sense, and (2) Pratyaksa, direct knowledge,
which is acquired by the soul without the intervention of external

agencies. Paroksa, indirect knowledge, includes mati ^ and sruta,

for these are acquired by the soul through the medium of the

senses and the mind. Knowledge which is attained by Yoga (con-

centration) in its three stages of avadhi manaJifarydya and Icevala

—is a species of Pratyaksa, direct knowledge, because it is acquired

by the soul not through the medium of the senses.

Umasvati contends *^ that inference (Anumdna), comparison

same as Umgsvati) is included as the sixth Digambara Suri of the Sarasvati-gaccha,
between Kundakunda and Lohacarya II. According to Dr. Hoernie (vide “Two
FattavaiJs of the Sarasvatigaccba ** by Dr. Hoemle in the Indian Antiquary, Vol.

XX, October 1891, p. 351} the date of Umasvamin’s accession is 44 A.B., and«!ie

lived for 84 years, 8 months and 6 days. Br. Hoemle adds, the Kasthasamgha
arose in the time of UmasvSmin,

UmasvSti’s TattvSrthadhigama-sStra with his bhUfya, together with Puja-pra
karana, Jambudvipa-samasa and Praiamarati, has been published by the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, Calcutta, in one volume, which ends thus:

—

(Jambudvipa-samasa, p. 38, published as Appendix C to the Tattvartha-

dhigama-sutra in the Bibliotheca Indica series).

The Tattv§rthSdhigama-sutra has been translated into English by Mu!J . L,'

/aim of Indore.

1 Mati IS knowledge of existii^ things acquired through the senses and the

mind.
&uta is knowledge of things (past, present and future) acquired through

reascaung and study.
Avadhi is knowledge of things beyond the range of our perception.

Mathahpavyuya is knowledge derived from reading the thoughts of others.

K&valu Is unobstructed, unconditional and absolute knowledge.

^ In the hMfya on aphorism 12, of Chapter 1 of the Tattvarthidhigama-sutra,

HmisvSti observes :

—

VifPluSIfW

(Tattvarthadhigama-sutra, p. 16).
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{Upamdna), verbal testimony or reliable authority (^4ga/m), pre-

sumption {Artlidpatti), probability {Satnhhava), and non-existence

{Abhdva), are not separate sources of valid knowledge : he includes

them under Paroksa (indirect knowledge). According to liis

theory the majority of them are the result of the contact of the

senses with the objects which they apprehend : and some of them
arc not sources of valid knowledge at all.

It is interesting to note that according to Umasvati and the

earlier Jaina philosophers all sense-perceptions (visual perception,

auditory perception, etc.) are indirect apprehensions, inasmuch as

the soul acquires them not of itself but through tiie meiiiuiii of

the senses. The words Pawhsa omd Pracyakm are thus used
these authors in senses quite opposite to tiiose which they bear
in Brahmanic logic and in the later Jaina Logic. ^

descriptions or mood of

statements.

11. UmasvATI’s Explanation op iVaya (the Mood of
Statements).

In the Tattvarthadhigama-sutra, Naya * is described as the

method by which things are comprehended
Naya, ihe method of fcom particular standpoints It is of five

kinds:—(1) Nmgama, the non-distmgmshed
or non-analybical, (2) Samgraha, the col-

lective, (3) Vyavahdra, the practical, (4) Rja-sntra, the straight or

immediate, (5) ^ahda, the verbal or nominal
Naigama, the non-analytical, is the method by which an ob-

Naio-ama
regarded as possessing both general

i aigama.
Specific properties, no distinction being

made between them. For instance, when you use the word
‘‘bamboo,” you are indicating a niMsiber of propei^ties some of

which are peculiar to the bamboo, while others are possessed by
it in common with other trees. Yxfa dc not distinguish between
these two classes of properties.

In his hhasya on I—6 of the Tattvarthadhigama-sOtra, Umasvati observes :

—

I (Tattvirthadhigama sutra, p. 9).

In his hhasya on 1—35 he mentions the four Pramanas thus :

—

|| (TattvarfchSdhigama-sotra, p. 35).

These fpur kinds of Pramana seem to refer to those in the Nyaya-Sdtra of the
Hindu logician Aksapada. But the same four kinds are also referred to as sub-
divisions of Setu m the SthEnSnga Sutra of th© Jainas, p, 309, published by
Dhanapat Singh and printed m Calcutta.

i Here Parohm stands for sarhvyavahdrika pratyaksa while Praiyahsa for |?Srar’|

marthiha pratyakm {vide Pramliia-naya-tattvalokalahkgra, chapter II).

^ n ? -^a ii

(TattvarthSdMgama-sutm, p. 32).
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Samgraim

Vayavahara.

Sapigraha^ the collective, is the method which takes into con-

sideration generic properties only, ignoring

pa,rticnlar properties.

Vijamliara, the practical, is the method which takes into con-

sideration the particular only. The gene-

ral without, the particular is a nonentity.

If 3^011 ask a person to bring you a plant, he most bring you a

particular plant, he can not bring plant in general.

Eju-sutra^ the straight or immediate, is the method which

„ considers a thing as it exists at the mo-
ment, without anj’' reference to its past or

its future Ii is vain to ponder over a thing as it was in the past

or as it will be in the future. All praetica! purposes are served

by considering the thing itself as it exists a.t the present moment.

B'or instance, a man who in a previous birth was my son is now
borii as a prince, but he is of no practical use to me nown The

method of Rju-suira recognises the entity {hMva), but does

not consider its name (ndma) or image {sikdpand)^ or the causes

which convStitdted it (draoya). The fact that a cowherd is called

fndra does not make him lord of the heavens An image of a

king can not perform the functions of the king The causes, which

exist m me now and will necessitate my being oorn hesreafter with

a different body, can not enable rne to enjoy that body now.

Sabda,^ the verbal, is the method of correct nomenclature It

. is of three kinds, viz Sdmvrata, the suit*

able, Samabhirudha, the subtle, and Evam-

bhfita, the such-like. In Sanskrit a Jar is called ghata^ Jcumbha or

kalasa^ and these are synonymous terms. Sdmprata consists in

using a word in its conventional sense, even if that sense is not

Justified by its derivation. For example the word Satm/' ac-

cording to its derivation, means ‘‘destroyer,’’ but its conventjonal

meaning is ‘"enemy.” SamabMrudha consists in making nice dis-

tinctions between synonyms, selecting in each case the word

which OB etymological grounds is the most appropriate. Evam-

bMita consists in applying to things such names only as their

actual condition Justifies Thus a man should^ not be called

Sakra (strong), unless he actually possesses the Sahti (strength)

which the name implies.

1 Umilsvafci in his hha^ya on 1-35 observes :

—

TO«5tf«'srrsi 'RPKE!

{Tatfcvarthadhigama'SlItra, p. 32).



CHAPTER III.

Jaina writers on Systematic Logic.

12. The Wkittes Records oe the Jainas
(COMMSNCIJirG PROM 463 A.D.).

The teachings of Mahavira as contained in the Jaina Agamas
^ . , are said to have been handed down by

memory for several centuries until in Vira
Saihvat 980 or A D. 453^ they were codified in writing by De-
vardhi Gani/ otherwise known as Ksama^ramana, at a council

held at Valabhi (near Bhavanagara in Guzerat). According to

this theory the authentic history of the Jaina literature commences
from 463 A.D ,

and all that preceded that period is to be regarded
as merely traditional.

13. Systbmatio Jaina Logic.

During the era of tradition there existed no systematic Jaina
treatise on Logic, its principles being included in the works on
metaphysics and religion. With the commencement of the his-

torical period in 453 A.D. there grew up, among the Jainas of

both the ^vetambara and Digambara sects, a band of scholars who
devoted themselves to the study of logic with great interest and
enthusiasm. They wrote treatises on logic the rules of which
clashed neither with the religious dogmas of the Brahmanas nor
with those of the Buddhists and Jainas. These treatises, along
with the similar works of the Buddhists, contributed to the forma-
tion of the Mediaeval School of Indian Logic.

1 Vide Br. jHIatt’s Pattavali of the Kharataragaccha in the Indian Antiquary,
Sept. 1S82, VoL XI, p. 247*, and Dr. Jacobi’s Kaipasatra, Introduction, p. 15. See
also Tinas'a Tijaya Garii’s commentary on the Kalpasutra which quotes the follow-

ing text s

—

r

1

aproar wif 'Ikrw at.!!

(Sukhabodhika-tika to KalpasStra, p. 433, printed in Kathiwar by Hira Lai
Hamsaraja).

In Bevardhi Gani’s redaction of the Kalp^Stra {vide Br. Jacobi’s edition of
the Kalpa^iitra, p. &f} w© read:

—

SainaiDiassa bhagavao MahSvirassa java savva-dukidba-ppahinasss navavasasa-
yaim Tikkamtaim dasamassa ya vssa-sayassa, ayash asi im© samYScchar© kale
gaeehai iti (148).
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14. SiDDHASBNA Divakaha alias Ksapa^aka
(about 480—560 A.D.).

The first Jaiaa writer on systematic logic was Siddhasena
Divakara. It was he who for the first time laid the foiindatioTi

of a science called Logic among the Jainas hj compiling a treatise

called Myayavatara * in thirty-two short stanzas.

Siddhasena Divakara is also famous as the author of the Sam-
matitarka-slitra which is a work in Prakrta on general philosophy
confealning an elaborate discussion on the principles of logic.

This author, who belonged to the Svetambara sect, has been men-
tioned by Pradyumna Surijg.?;.) in Ms Vioara-sara-prakaraaa and
by Jina Sena Suri in the Adipurana dated 783 A.D.

Siddhasena, who was a pupil of Vrddha-vadisiiri, received the

^ .a i name of Kumudarcandra ® at the time of

ordmation He is said to have split, by
the efficacy of his prayers, the Linga, the Brahmanicai symbol of

Rudra, in the temple of Mahakaia at Ujjayinl, and to have called

forth an image of Par§vanatha by reciting hfe Kalyana-mandira-
stava. He is believed by Jainas to have converted Vifcramaditya
to Jainism 470 years after the nirvana of Mahavira, that is, in

57 B.C."

But Vikram^ditya of UJjaini does not seem to be so old, as

he has been identified by scholars with Ya^odharma Deva, king

of Malwa, who, on the authority of Alberuni, defeated the Huns
at Korur in 533 A.D, This view of scholars agrees wall with the

statement of the Chinese pilgrim Hwea-thsang, who visited India

in 629 A.D. and says that a very powerful king, presumably
Vikramaditya, reigned at Uijaini 60 years before his arrival there.^

Moreover, Varahamihira, who was one of the nine Gems at the

court of Vikramaditya, is known to have lived between 505 A.D,

I Vide No. 741 in fche list of MSS. purchased for the Bombay Government as

noticed by Peterson in his 5th Report, p. 289. A manuscript of the NylySvaiita
with Vivrti was procured for me from Bhavanagara, Bombay, by Muni Dharma-
vijaya and his pupil Sri Indravijaya. The Nyaya-vatara with commentary and trans-

lation edited by Satis Chandra Yidyabhusana is available in Calcutta and Arrah.

(VieSra sSra-prakara^a, noticed by Peterson in his 3rd Report, p. 272).

3 Of. Prabhivakacaritra VIII, V. 57.

^ For other particulars about Siddhasena DivSkara see Dr. Klatt% PattSval!

of the Eubarataragacclia in the Indian Antiquary, Vol. XI, Sept. 1882, p, 24-7.

F«<l@ also Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar’s report on Sanskrit MSS , during 1 883-84, pp. 118,

140. Also the Prafoandha-cintSmaam translated by Mr. Tawney in the Bibliotheca

Indlca series of Calcutta, pp. 10*- 14.

s Vide BeaFs Buddhist Records, Vol. H, p. 261.
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and 587 A DC It is therefore very probable that VikraBKlditya

and ins contemporary Siddhasena Divakara lived at Ujjainl about

530 A.D. I am inclined to believe that Siddhasena was no other

than Ksapanaka^ (a Jaina sage) who is traditionally known to the

Hindus to have been one of the nine Gems that adorned the court

of Vikramaditya
Siddhasena Divakara seems to have been a senior contein-

porarv of Jinabhadra Gani Ksamasramana (484-588 A.D.) who

criticises Dvatrimsat-dvatriinsika of which the Nyayavatara is a

part.

i 5. SlDDHASENxl’S NyAYAVATARA.

The Hyayavat^ra written in Sanskrit verse gives an exposi-

tion of the doctrine of Pramdna (sources of valid knowledge) and

Naya (the method of comprehending things from particular stand

points).

Pmmdr/a—Right Knowledge.

Pramdna h right knowledge which illumines itself as well as

other things without any obstruction It
Perception.

kinds : ( D direct valid knowledge

or perception {Pratyahsa) and (21 indirect valid knowledge {Pa-

rolr^a). Direct valid knowledge {Pratyaksa) istwo-foid: (i)prao~

ti(‘ai {Yydoahdrika) which is the knowledge acquired by the soul

1 VarShaiiiihira chose iSaka 427 or A D 505 as the initial year of his astroaomi-

c'll calculation, showing thereby that he lived about that time:

iRisrgr ^r} tl « I

fPanc'asiddh&itika, chap I, edited by Dr. G. Tnibaut and Siidhlkam Dvivedi).

VvIp also Dr. Thibaut^ Incrodaetion to the Pancasiddhantiki, p. xxx.
2 'rhe nine Oems are :

—

'I

^arrfir t ^ ii

(J\ otirvidabharana).

In the PqhcMtantra and other Bialiinanic Sanskiit woiks as well as in the

AviiriruiaLaI|iabAa jnd other Buddhisfc Sanskrit works the Jaina a:>cetics are nick-

/i-t-fTird as Ksapaiuika :

H3rsf|iTf«iw Qwiw 1

=Bw(f i5?crnr=s! H M

tffi stsfrr i

( AvadJnakalpalatS, JyotiskaiadanH).
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tlirough tiie five senses (the eye, ear, nose, tongue and tooch)
and the mind {Mams), and (2) transcendental {Paramafthika)
which IS the infinite knowledge that comes from the perfect en
lightenment of the soul; it is called Kevala or absolute know-
ledge.

Indirect valid knowledge (Paroksa) is also of two kinds (1)

Verbal Tost.monv
inference and {2)_ verbai^esti-
mony i^abda), verbal testimony is the

knowledge derived from the words of reliable persons including

knowledge from scripture Suppose a young man coming to the

side of a river cannot ascertain whether the river is fordable or

not, and immediately an old experienced man of the locality, who
has no enmity against him, comes and tells him that the river is

easily fordable the word of the old man is to be accepted as a

source of valid knowledge called personal testimony or Laukiha
Sabda. Scripture is also source of valid knowledge for it lays down
injunctions on matters which baffle perception and inference * for

instance, it teaches that misery is the consequence of vice. K?iow-

ledge derived from tins source is called scriptural testimony or

Sastraja Sabda. Scd'pturt is defined as that v/liich was first cog-

nised or composed by a competent person, which is not su^h as to

be passed over by others, which is not incompatible with the truth*;

derived frompercepsion, which imparts true instruction and wluch
is profitable to all men and is preventive of the evil patli.^

Inference {Anumma) is the correct knowledge of the major

Inference
term (Sddhya) derived through the middle

^ term {Hetii, reason, or Linqa, sign) which

IS inseparably connected with it. It is of two kindv® : (1) inference

for one’s own self (Svdrthdnumdna) and (2) inference for the sake

of others [Pardrthdnumdna),

The first kind is the inference deduced in one’s own mind
after having made lepeated observations A man by repeated

observations in the kitchen and elsewhere forms the oonciusion in

his mind that fire is always an antecedent of smoke. Afterwards,

he is not certain whether a hili which be sees has fire on it or not

But. noticing smoke, he at once brings to mind the inseparable

connection between fire and smoke, and concludes that there must
be fire on the hill. This is the inference for one’s own seif.

If the inference is communicated to others 'through words, it

9, NiSyivaiarai.
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is called an inference for tbe sake of ofciiers. A type of this kind

of inference is as follows :
—

(1) The hill (minor term or Pahsa) is full of fire (major term or

Sadhya)
;

(2) because it is full of smoke (middle term or Hetu )

,

(B) whatever is full of smoke is Ml of fire, as, eg. a kitchen

(example or Drstdnta )

;

(4) so is this hill full of smoke (application or Upanaya )

:

(5) therefore this hill is Ml of fire (conclusion or Nigamana).

In a proposition the subject is the minor term {Pahsa) and

„ ^ It » fihe predicate the major term (Sadhya).

The mmor term is that with which the

connection of the major term is to be shown. In the proposition

*®the hill is Ml of fire,” the hill is the minor term and fire major
term. The middle term (Hetu) is defined as that which cannot
occur otherwise than in connection with the major term. Thus
in the proposition : the hill is Ml of fire because it is full of

smoke,” smoke is the middle term which cannot arise from any
other thing than fire which is the major term. The example
(Drstanta) is a familiar case which assures the connection between
the major term and the middle term. It is of two kinds. (1)

homogeneous or affirmative (Sadharmya)^ such as ‘‘the hill is Ml
of fire because it is full of smoke, as a kitchen and (2) hetero-

geneous or negative (Vaidharmya) which assures the connection

between the middle term and major term by contrariety, that is,

by showing that the absence of the major term is attended by the

absence of the middle term, such as ‘‘ where there is no fire there

is no smoke, as in a lakeP

In an inference for the sake of others the minor term (Pahsa)
must be explicitly set forth, otherwise the reasoning might be
misunderstood by the opponent, e.g. This hill has fire because it

has smoke.

This instance, if the minor term is omitted, wiE assume the
following form:

—

Having fire,
|

Because having smoke.

Here the opponent might not at once recollect any instance
in which fire and smoke exist in union, and might mistake a lake
for such an instance. In such a case the whole reasoning will be
misunderstood.

If that of which the major term or predicate is affirmed, is

opposed by evidence, public opinion, one’s own statement, etc.,

we have that which is known as the fallacy of the minor term
(Paksdbhdsa) of which there are many varieties.
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The sembkiice or fallacy of the minor term {PaksahMsa)

_ „ ^ .
arises when one attributes tvO it as a proved

_

ta^ot that which is yet to be provedj or
which is incapable of being proved, or when

it is^ opposed to perception and inference, or inconsistent with
public opinion or incongruous with one^s own statement, thus :

(1) The jar is corporeal {paudgalika) —this is a conclusion which
IS yet to be proved to the opponent

(2) ‘‘Every thing is momentary’'^—this is a Saugata conclusion
which, according to the Jainas, is incapable of being proved.

|3) ‘‘The genera! particular (sdmdnya viSesa) things are without
parts, are distinct from each other and are like themselves alone —
this is opposed to perception.

(4) “There is no omniscient being”—this is, according to the
Jainas, opposed to inference.

(5) ^‘The sister is to be taken as wife”—this is inconsistent with
public opinion.

(6)
“ Ail things are non-existent ”—this is incongruous with one's

OWE statement.

Inseparable connection or invariabie concomitance {Vydpti) is

the constant acoompaiiiinent of the middle

term oy the major term. In the inference

:

“this hill is ful! of fire, because it is full of smoke,’' the connec-

tion between fire and smoke, that is, the constant presence o! fire

with smoke, is called Vydpti or Inseparable Coiineetion. It is of

two kinds: (I) Intrinsic, and (2)
Extrinsic.

Intrinsic inseparable connection (Aniar-vydpit) occurs when
the minor term (pa&sa), itself as the common

n •vy p h
abode of the middle term (keiu) and the major

term shows the inseparable connection between them,

thus

{!) This hill {minor term) is full of jive (major term)

.

(2) because it is full oi smoke (middle term).

Here the inseparable connection between fire and smoke is

shown by the hill (minor term) in which both of them abide.

Extrinsic inseparable connection {BaMr-vydpti) occurs when
„ . an example [drsidiita) from the outside is

a if-vyapfei.
introduced as the common abode of the

middle tserm {htiu) and the major term {sddhya) to assure the in-

separaMs connection between them, thus :

—

(1) This Mil is Ml of fire (major term)

,

(2) because it is full of smoke Middle term)

;

(3) as a kitchen (example).

Here the reference to the kitchen is no essential part of the

inferenot, but is introduced from without as a common instance

12
^
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of a place in wiiich fire and smoke exist together, and so it re-

affirms the inseparable connection between them.

Some logicians hold that that which is to be proved, that

is, the major term {sddhya), can be established by intrinsic in-

separable connection {Antar-vyapti) only : hence the extrinsic in-

separable connection (Bahir vydpti) is superfluous.

The semblance of reason or fallacy of the middle term {Het-

vdbhdsa) arises from doubt, misconception
Fallacies of the middle non-conceptiou about it (the middle

term). It is of three kinds :

—

(1) The unproved {Asiddha) : This is fragrant, because it is a sky-

lotus.

Here the reason (middle term), viz. the sky4otus, is unreal.

(2) The contradictory (Viruddha) : ‘‘This is fiery, because it is a

body of water.’’

Here the reason alleged is opposed to what is to be estab-

lished.

(3) The uncertain (Anaikdntika) :
“ Sound is eternal, because it is

sjwajrs audible.”

Here the reason or middle term is uncertain, because audible-

ness may or may not be a proof of eternity.

The fallacy of example (Drstdntdbhdsa) may arise in the

homogeneous or heterogeneous form, from
Fallacies of homogene- ^ defect in the middle term (hetu) or major

ousot example
(sadhya) OT both, or from doubt

about them.
Fallacies of the homogeneous example {Sddharmya-dfstdnid’-

bhma) are as follows :

—

(1) Inference is invalid (major term), because it is a source of know-

ledge (middle term), like perception (homogeneous example).

Here the example involves a defect) in the major term {sadhya)^

for perception is not invalid.

(2) Perception is invalid (major term), because it is a source of

valid knowledge (middle term), like a dream (homogeneous example).

Here the example involves a defect in the middle term (heiu),

for the dream is not a source of valid knowledge,

(3) The omniscient being is not existent (major term), because he
is not apprehended by the semes (middle term), like a jar (homogeneous
example).

Here the example involves a defect in both the major and
middle terms {sadhya and hetu)^ for the jar is both existent and
apprehended by the senses.

(4) This person is devoid of passions (major term), because he is

mortal (middle term), like the man in the street (homogeneous example).
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Here the example involves doubt as to the validity of the

major term, for it is doubtful whether the man in the street is

devoid of passions.

(5) This person is mortal (major term), because he is full of pas-
sions (middle term), like the man in the street (homogeneous example).

Here the example involves doubt as to the validity of the
middle term, for it is doubtful whether the man in the street is

devoid of passions

(6) This person is non-omniscieni (major term), because he is full

of passions (middle term), like the man in the street (homogeneous
example).

Here tbe example involves doubt as to the validity of both
the major and middle terms, for it is doubtful whether the man
in the street is full of passions and nomomniscient.

It is stat-ed in the NyfiySvatara-vivrti that some unnecessarily lay down three
other kinds of fallacy of the homogeneous example {SddharmyadrstantabhSsa),
viz. ;

—

(1) Unconnected (Ananvyaya)

,

such as: This person is full of passiona (major
term), because he is a speaker (mxddlQ term), like Bk certain man in Magadha {qjil-

ampie).
Here though a certain man in Magadha is both a speaker and full of passions,

yet there is no inseparable connection between “being a speaker’* and “being
full of passions,”

(2) Of connection unshown {ApradarSitdnvaya), such as —
Sound is non-eternal (major term), because it is produced (middle term), as a

jar (example)
Here though there is an inseparable connection between “produced” and

“ non-eternal,” yet it has not been shown m the proper form as:~
“ Whatever is produced is non-etemal, as a jar.”

(3) Of inverted connection {Viparitdnvaya)^ such as:

—

Sound IS non-etemal (major term), because it is produced (middle term).

Here if the inseparable connection {vydpti) is shown thus

—

“Whatever is non-etemal is produced as a jar,” instead of

—

“ Whatever 18 produced IS non-eternal as a jar,” the example would involve

the fallacy of inverted connection.

Fallacies of the heterogeneous example

oTO^xa^*!©^
heterogene-

^
Yaidharmyodrstantibhasa) are of six kinds,

ous examp©.
thus

(1) Inference is invalid (major term), because it is a source of

knowledge (middle term) : whatever is not invalid is not a source of

knowledge, as a dream (heterogeneous example).

Here the example involves in the heterogeneous form a defect

in the major term (sadhya), for the dream is really invalid though

it has been cited as not invalid.

(2) Perception is non-reflective or nirvikalpaha (major term), be-

cause it is a source of knowledge (middle term) : whatever is reflective

or savikalpaka, is not a source of knowledge, as inference (heterogene-

ous example)

Here the example involves in the heterogeneous form a
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defect in the middle term {sddhana)^ for inference is really a source
of knowledge though it h^s been cited as not such.

(8) Sound is eternal and non-etenml (major term), because it is

an existence (middle term) • whatever is not eternal and non-eternal is

not an existence, as a jar (heterogeneous example).

Here the example involves in the heterogeneous form a de-

fect in both the major and middle terms (sadhya and sadhana),
for the jar is both eternal and non-eternal ” and ‘‘ an existence/^

(4) Kapila is not omniscient {major term), because he is not a
propounder of the four noble truths (middle term) * whoever is omni-
scient is propounder of the four noble truths, as Buddha (the hetero-
geneous example).

Here the example involves in the heterogeneous form a doubt
as to the validity of the major term {sadhya), for it is doubtful
whether Buddha was omniscient.

(5) This person is untrustworthy (major term), because he is full of
passions (middle term) : whoever is trustworthy is not full of passions,
as Buddha (heterogeneous example).

Here the example involves doubt as to the validity of the
middle term (hetu), for it is doubtful whether Buddha is not full
of passions.

(6) Kapila is not devoid of passions (major term), because he did
not give his otm flesh to the hungry (middle term) : whoever is devoid of
passions gives his own flesh. to the hungry, as Buddha (heterogeneous
example).

Here the example involves doubt as to the validity of both
the major and middle terms {sadhya and sadhana), for it is doubt-
ful whether Buddha was devoid of passions and gave his own
flesh to the hungry.

It is stated in the HySyavatSra-vivfti that some unnecessarily lay down three
other kinds of fallacy of the example {Vaidharmyadrstantahhma),

'(1) XJnseparated {Avyatirehi)*, This person is not devoid of passions (major
term), because he is a speaker (mfddle term) ; whoever is devoid of passions is not
a speaker, as a piece of stone (heterogeneous example).

Here, though a piece of stone is both ** devoid of passions*’ and not a
speaker/* yet there is no invariable separation (vyatireha vyapii) between “ devoid
of passions and “ a speaker.’*

(2) Of separation unshown {Apradariitavyaiireka) ;

Sound is rnty-eUrnal (major term), because it is produced (middle term) • as
ether (example).

Here, though there is an invariable separation between produced and
eternal/* yet it has not been shown in the proper form, such as: Whatever is

non-non-etemal is not produced, e g. ether”
(3) Of contrary separation (ViparUa^vyatireha):
Sound is wm^Uermtl (major term), because it is produced (middle term) ; what-

ever is not produced is non-non-elemal, e.g. ether (example).
Here the example^ been put in a contrary way, for the proper form should

have been: Whatever is non-non-eternal is not produced, e.g. ether.”
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Refutation {Diisana) is the pointing out of defects or fallacies

Refutation. Statements of the opponent in anj
of the forms enumerated above. The sem-

blance of a refutation {Dvsanahhasa) is the contrivance to allege

defects where there are no defects at all.

The immediate effect of Pramana (valid knowledge) is the

removal of ignorance The consequence of
Consequence of pra- transcendental perception iPammar-

triika rratyaksa Pramana) is bliss and equa^
nimity consisting in salvation {Moksa or final emancipation),
while that of the other kinds of Pramana (direct and indirect

knowledge) is the facility which they afford us to choose the desir-

able and reject the undesirable-' things

Naya—the method of descriptions.

Naya is the method of comprehending things from particular

Na a or the method of
standpoints. Thus we may conceive rose

compLhendmg things either as a flower possessing the attributes
from particular stand- common to all floweis Or as a thing possess-

mg attributes which are pecoliar to the rose

as distinguished from other flowers. The Naya is of seven kinds

:

naigarrm, samgraha, vyavahdra, rjusuira, Sahda, samahhirndha^ and

evamhhuta.

Knowledge which determines the full meaning of an object

s advada
through the employment, in the scriptural

method, of one-sided nayas^ is called Sydd-

vdda-sruta. It is the perfect knowledge of things taken from all

possible standpoints. Thus a thing may be, may not be, both

may or may not be, etc., according as we take it from one or other

standpoint.

The soul (Jim) is the knower, the illuminator of self and non-

self, doer and enjoyer. It undergoes changes of condition and is

self-conscious, being different from the earth, water, etc.

This system of Pramana and Naya, with which all of us are

familiar and which serves to perform all practical functions, can-

not be traced to its beginning or followed to its end.

16. JiNABHADBA GaNI KsaMASEAMANA
(484—588 A.D.V

Jinabhadra Gani, author of a commentary on the Avasyaka-
niryukti called Visesavasyaks Bhasya, wa^ bom in Saihvat 541 ^or

iSi All). He was well known as Ksamairamana, and continued to

be pontiff from 528 A.D. to 588 A.*D.*

5 Peterson’s Fourth Report, p xxxix
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17. SiDBHASBNA GAljri

(600 A.D.).

Siddhasana Gaai, who belonged to the Svetambara sect, was

the author of a comineBtary on Umasvati’s Tattvarthadhigania-

sutra called Tatt^artbatlka ^ in which the logical principles of Pra

maria (the sources of knowledge), and Naya (the method of coin-

prehending things from particular standpoints)
,
have been folly

discussed. He was a pupil of Bhasvamin* who was a spiritual

successor of Simhasuri, himself a disciple of Dinna Gani. Siddlia-

sena Gani ^ is generally believed to have been a contemporary of

Devardhigani Ksama§ramana, who flourished 980 years after Maha-

vira, or about 453 A.D. But as he has in his Tattvarthatika

quoted Siddhasena Divakara and was posterior to Simhagiri or

Simhasuri, a contemporary of Vikramaditya, I am inclined to sup-

pose that he lived after 533 A.D or about 600 A.D

18. Samantabhabea
(600 A.D.).

Samantabhadra, who belonged to the Digambara sect of

Southern India, was famous as the author of a welhknown com
mentary on Umasvati’s Tattvarthadhigama-sutra called Grandlia

-

hasti-mahabhasya. The introductory part of this commentary is

called Devagfamastotra * or Aptamimamsa, and is replete with dis-

cussions of logical principles besides a review of the contemporary
schools of philosophy including the Advaita Vada.^ The Aptaml-

^ A paim-ieaf maDusenpt of the Tattvarthatika m the temple of Santmatba,
Cambay, has been noticed by Peterson in his 3rd Keport, pp 8^86.

(TattvirthatlkS, noticed in Peterson’s 3rd Report, p. 85)

S SimhasSri is identified by Peterson with Simhagiri
Vikramaditya.

(Peterson’s 4th Report, pp.

who was a contemporary

cxxxi and exxviii)

of

Muni Bharmavijays and his pupil Indra-vijaya tell me that Siddh asena Gam
was a contemporary of Devardhigani KsamS^ramana, who fiourished 980 year^

after the nirvQna of Mahavira. Vide also UvSsagadasao edited by A F. R
Hoemle, Appendix III, page 50.

^ In the PSniJavspurina Samantabhadra is extolled as the author of the Deva-
gamastotra:

—

*ng

SBWr B’T' II

(PandavapurSna, noticed in Peterson’s 4th Report, p. 167).

(AptamimSmsS, verse 24).
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maiBBa lias been cited by the Hindu philosoplier Vacaspati Mi^ra ^

in explaining Sankaracarya’s criticism of the Syadvada doctrine

in the Vedanta-sutra.

Samantabhadraj who was styled a Kavi and whose works

-r-r
were commented on by Vidyananda® and
Prabhacandra, was also the author of the

Yuktyanuiasana, the Ratnakarandaka (also called Upasakadhya-

yana), the Svayambhu-stotra, and the Caturvim^ati-jina-stuti.

He is mentioned by Jina Sena in the Adipurana composed about

838 A.D., and is referred to by the Hindu philosopher Kumarila.^^

Kumarila; a contemporary of the Buddhist logician Dliarmakirti, is

generally held to have lived in the 7th century A.D Samanta-

bhadra is supposed to have flourished about 600 A.D.

i Vacaspati MiAra in his Bhamati-tikS on Sankara’s exposition of the VedSnta

Sotra, 2-2-33, quotes the following verse :

—

(BhSmatl, Bibliotheca Indies, p 458)

The same verse occurs in the AptamimamsS as follows :

—

tA. _ _

%^Tf^ I - « » 8

(MSS. of the JLptaniiniSmss, verse 104, borrowed from Mr. Jain Vaidya of

Jaipur).

® VidySnanda at the closing part of his commentary on the Aptamimamsa
(called Apta-mimSmsaiankfti-tika asta&Shasri) refers to Samantabhadra thus :

—

^ ’fNnrS

(Folio 218, AptamTmSshsSlaakf'ti-tikft, Govt. Collection, in the Asiatic Society

of Bengal, No. 1525).

Brabhacandra in his commentary on the Ratnakarandaka (or UpisafcSdhya-

yana) obser\^es

«5«r® WwriiQrfw! 'snsfitTfi TOTtmJfsfw* i

{UpSaakSdhyayana with the commentary of Prabhicandra noticed in Peter

soii*s 4th Report, pp. 137-38)

s Fide 3>r. R. G. Bhandarkar’s Report on Sanskrit MSS. during 1883-84, p. IIS,

md J.B.B.R.A.S., for 1892, p. 227.
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19. Samantabhadra’s AptamImamsa.

\.f I Ut wJ «

Tlie Aptamlmamsa consists of 115 stanzas in Sanskrit, divided

into ten chapters called Faricchedas, in the course of which a full

exposition of the seven parts of the Syad-vada or 8apta hhangi-naya

has been given. The first and second parts of the doctrine^ viz.

Sydd-aMi (“may be, it is”), and Sydd-ndsti (“may be, it is not”),

have led to a most interesting discussion of the relation between
that is, hhdva or existence, and ndsti, that is, abhdva or non-

existence.

Non-existence {Abhdva) is divided into four kinds
:

(I) ante-

Non-existence
Cedent non-existence (pragabham), e g. a
lump of clay becomes non-existent as soon

as a jar is made out of it, so the Jar is an antecedent non-existence

with reference to the lump of clay; (2) subsequent non-existence

{'pud'hvamsdbhdva)

,

eg the lump of clay is a subsequent non-

existence with reference to the jar
;

(S) mutual non-existence

(anyonydbMva or anydpoha), e,g. a jar and a post are mutually
non-existent with reference to each other

; and (4) absolute non-

existence (samavdydbhdva or aiyantdbhdva), e.g. the inanimate is

not a living object.

It is observed * that, on the supposition of mere existence to

the entire exclusion of non-existence, things become all-pervading

,

beginningless, endless, indistinguishable and inconceivable. For
instance, if the antecedent non-existence is denied, action and
substance become beginnfngless, while on the denial of the sub-

sequent non-existence, they become endless, and in the absence of

li II

^ 11 n II

sf1^* fnm i

^ mm ii t« i

(3.ptaiaalmainsl, MSS., verses a~I4, lent to m© by Mr. Jain Vaidy®. of Jaipur).
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mutiial non^esistencej they become one and ail-pervadingj while

on absolute oon-existenco being denied, they are to be supposed as

existing always and CTerywiiere.

In tiie same way on the supposition of mere non-existence to

the entire exclusion of ' existence, it becomes impossible to estab-

lish or reject anything (since it is non-existent). If on the other

hand existence and non-existence, which are incompatible with

each other, are simultaneously ascribed to a thing, it becomes in-

describable. Therefore the troth is as follows :

—

(1) A thing is existent—from a certain point of view

(2) It ts non-existent—from another ponii

of view.
Sevenfold paralogism

(3) It is both existent and non-existent in turn—from a t^ird

point of view

(4) It is indescribable (that is, both existent and non-existent

simultaneously)—from a fourth point of view.

(5) It is existent and indescribable—from a fifth point of view.

(6) It is non-ex-istent and indescribable—from a sixth point of

view

(7) It IS hoik existent and 7io»-existent and indescribable—"^rom

a seventh point of view.

20. Akalankadeva
(ABOUT 750 A ©.)•

Akalahka, otherwise known as Akalahkadeva or Akalahkacan-

His works ^ famous logician who belonged to

the Digambara sect of Southern India. He
was designated as a jS^mi^ (poet)—a title of special honour given

to writers of repute. He wrote a commentary on Samantabhadra’s
Aptamimamsa called Asta-sati ^ which is a most precious work on
the Jaina philosophy, dealing mainly with logic, Mtoikyanandi’s

Paiiksamukha-sutra (q.v.) was based on another work on logic,

called Ifyaya-viniseaya, written by Akalanka, to whom the follow-

ing works are also attributed^: Tatfcvartha-vartika-Yyakhyaiialan-

kara, Laghlyastraya, Akalahka-siotra, Svarupa-sambodhaDU and

Praya^citta. Laghusamantabhadra ® in his Asta-sahasri-visama-

pada-tatparya-tika calls Akalahka Sakala-tarMia-cakrc-caJc-

maV'i or ‘‘ the crest gem of the circle of ail logicians.’’

1 For an oxplanafcion of the term Kavi vide E. G. Bhandarkar*s Eeport on
Sanskrit MSS. during 1883-84, page 122.

^ A mannserlpfc of the A|ta ia>il was kindly supplied to me by Mr. Jain Vasdya
of Jaipur early in 1907,

S Vide AstasShasri-visamapada-tatparya-tiki by Laghusamanta-bhadrat noticed

by Peterson in his 5th Beporr, p. 217.
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In the Pandavapnrana ^ reference is made to a legend accord-

ing to which Akalahka was embarrassed in a controversy with a
Buddhist antagonist. Finding that the antagonist was effectively

prompted by Mayadev! concealed in a jar, Akaiahka is said to

have put an end to that prompting or inspiration by kicking the Jar
over with his foot.

Akalahka, though mentioned along with Dharmakirti^ as a
logician, flourished at a considerably later

time. He is held to have been a contem-
porary of Rastrakuta king Subhatuhga^ or Krsnaraja I. As Krsna-
mja’s SOB, Govind il, lived in Saka 706^ or 783 A.I)., Krsna-raja I,

and consequently his contemporary Akalahka, must have flourished

about 750 A.D.

21. VlBYAKAKDA
(about 800 .A.D. ).

Vidyananda, mentioned by the Hindu philosopher Madhava-

His works
carya,® was a Digambara logician of Patali-

putra. He was the author of the Apta-
mimamsalahkrti, otherwise called Astasahasri, an exhaustive sub-
commentary on the Aptamimamsa, containing an elaborate ex-
position of various logical principles. Vidyananda, in the opening
and the closing lines of his Astasahasri,® makes an indirect reference

wiffru %»r mfkm i

(Pandavapnrana, noticed by Peterson in his 4th Report, p. 157).

Hr arrrjjfSfwm '

(Pramana-mimSmsa, by Hemacaadra, noticed by Peterson in his 5th Report

.

p. 148).

5 Vide K. B. Pathak’s article on ** Bhartyhari and KumSrila ” in tlie Journal
of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XVIII, 1892.

It is reported that Akalahka and Niskalahka were two sons of ^nbhatnhga
whc^ capital was Manyakheta. ^ubhatnhga is another name of Kf-snaraja the
Rlstraknta king who reigned m the Deccan between 753-775 A.D. Akalahka for-
sook his father’s palace and became an ascetic. (Vide Peterson’s Report II, p. 79).

4 Vide R, G Bhandarkar’s “ Bariy History of the Deccan,” 2nd action, p. 78.
6 Vide the chapter on the Jaina system in the Sarvadar^ana-samgraha trans-

lated by Cowell and Googh
, p 56.

^ The opening lines of the AstasShasrl are :

—

The closing lines of the Astasahasri are :

—

’itswtfiricirqpir ^pmi i

wptb r
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to Samantabiiadra and Akalanka respectively, while in chapter X of

the work he distinctly says that he followed the Asta-satl of Aka-
lahka in explaining the Aptamlmaihsa. Another logical treatise

called Pramai>a-parlksa is attributed to him. He was also the
author of the Tattvartha, ^ioka-vartika and Ipta-pariksa.

fie has, in his Astasahasri, criticised the doctrines of the

His age.
Samkhya, Yoga, Vaisesika, Advajta^ Ml-
maihsaka and Saugata

, I'athagata or Band-
dha philosophy

; and lias mentioned
^
Dignaga, Uddyotakara,

Dharmaklrti, ^ Prajnakara,^ Bhartrhari,^ Sabarasvami, Prabhakara,
Snre^vara^ and Knmariia. Yidyananda was otherwise named
Patra Kesari or Patra Kesari Svami, who has been praised by Jina

The lm@3 in Chapiter X referred to run thus :

—

(Astasahasri, MSS , Asiatic Society of Bengal)

i

(Quoted in AstasShaarl, chap. I).

«pr!

(Quoted m-Astasahasri, chap, I).

is*niw1tT*r 'smwwrw^lw! i

WW! spif II

(Quoted in Astasahasri, chap. I).

This extract may be an interpolation, or els© this Prajhakara must b@ different
from the Buddhist logician Prajaakara Gupta to be mentioned hereafter.

® »f ij?sr«fr n-- i

(This verse of VSkyapadiya by Bhartrhari is quoted in the Astasahasri, mds
J B.B.R.A.S. for 1892, p. 221).

* J—

TO trrcif'wr \

TOTftf « uw^iarr ^ ffilh? wtwt ii

(Aftasahasrl).

C£. Prefao© to Tattvirtha-^iokavlirtika, edited by Manohar Lai, Bombay.
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Sena in the Adi Purana’ composed about ^aka 760 ® or A.D. 838.

He is believed to have lived early m the 9th century AD} at

Pataliputra.*

22. MliifiKYA 'Nakdi
(abotdt 800 A D.).

Manikya Nandi was a Digambara author, whose Pariksa-

^
mukha-sastra ^ or Parlksa-muKlia-siitra is a
standard work on Jaina logic. As his work

is based on that of Akalahka,® he must have lived after 750

A.B. The earliest commentary on the Pariksamukha-sastra is

the Prameya-kamala-martaiida of Prabhacandra. Vidyknanda,
Manikya Nandi and Prabhacandra have been pronounced to be
contemporaries.*^ So Manikya Nandi seems to have lived about
800 A.D.

23. Mai^ikya Nandi’s Pariksamukha-sotra.

The Pariksamukha-sutra is divided into six chapters thus

.

Sub'ects
characteristic of valid knowledge

(Pramana-svariipa)

;

(2) direct apprehension
or perception (Pratyaksa)

;

(3) indirect apprehension {Parokm)

;

(4) the object of valid knowledge {Visaya)
; (6) the result of valid

knowledge (Phala); and (6) the semblances or fallacies {Abhasa).

T w II

(Adipurana, quoted by Mr. K B Patbak, J.B.B R.A.S., for 1892, p. 222).

Mr. Pathak bas quoted Sarnyaktvapraka^a to show that Vidyananda and
Patrakesari were identical :

—

1 (J.B.B E A.S., for 1892, pp. 222, 223)

2-8 Fide lil. B. Pathak’s article on Bhart|-hari and Kumarila m J.B.B.R.A.S.,
for 1892, pp. 227, 229.

* Vide Brahmanemidatta’s Kathakosa, life of Patrakesari alias Vidylnanda.
6 A manuscript of the Parlksa-mukha-^astra was kindly lent to me by Mr. Jain

Vaidya of Jaipur (Rajputana), and subsequently another manuscript of the work
was procured from the Deccan College, Poona. I have published the work in the
Bibliotheca Indica series of Calcutta

s Peterson in his 4tli Report, p. 165, notices Pariksamukham satikam. The
Tika is the Prameya-ratna-mSlS or Pariksamukhapanjiks of Anaiitavirya, which
opens thus:

—

soft B ? 11

7 Fide K. B. Fathak’s article on Bhartyhari and Kumarila in J.B.B.B.A.S,,
for 1892, pp. 219, 220, 221. Mr. Pathak says that Manikya Nandi has mentioned
Vidjfinaiida, but in the text of the FariksSi-mukha4astra itself I have not come
acToss any such mention.
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Valid knowledge—Prarmim

Pmrm'm^ Yalid knowledge, is defined by Manikya Nandi as the

^ . I
. , knowledge which ascertains the nature of

E.ght knowledge.
what was uncertain to one’s se!f. It gener-

ally arises in the form : I know the jar by myself/’ which con-

sists of a subject, an object, an act, and an instrument. Just as

a lamp illumines itself as well as the surrounding objects, so the

Pramana exhibits the knower as well as the thing known.
Pramana is of two kinds: (i) direct knowledge (Pm^yaksa)

which arises through the senses, etc., and (2) indirect knowledge
(Paroksa) consisting of recollection (Smrti)^ recognition (Pratyor

bhijmna), argumentation {Tarka or £7Aa), inference {Anumdna),
and the scripture (Agama). Recollection is a knowledge of the form

^ ,
‘‘that ’’which arises through the awaking

ledge. impressions, thus :
“ that Devadatta.

Recognition is a knowledge which arises

from perception through recollection in the forms, this is that,”

“this is like that,” “this is difierent from that/’ “this is the

counterpart of that,” etc., thus: “this is that Devadatta,” “the
bos gavaeus is like the cow,” “ the buffalo is different from
the cow,” “this is far from that,” “ this is a tree/’ etc. Argu-
mentation is a knowledge of the connection between the middle
term and the major term based on. the presence or absence of the

latter, in the form, if this is, that is, if this is not, that Is not,”

thus smoke arises only if there is fire, but it cannot arise if there

is no fire. Inference is the knowledge of the major term arising

through the middle term : there is fire here, because there is smoke.

Syllogism— Vydpii

Pervasion^ or inseparable connection {Vydpti or Avindbhdva)

^ r o 11 • Is the universal attendance of the middle
Terms of a Syllogism. . , - ul -j.

term by the major term in simultaneity or

succession : thus fire and smoke may abide simultaneously or the

latter may follow the former.

If the middle term and the major term exist simultaneously,

the former is called vydpya
,
pervaded or contained, and the latter

vydpaka^ pervader or container.

But if the middle term follows the major term, the former

is called effect (kdrya), and the latter cause (kdrai^a or keiu),

thus fire is the cause of smoke. Ordinarily, however, the major

term is called sadhya or that which is to be proved, and the

1 II <£ i (Fariksa-mukha-sSfcra),

2
I 1 1 II

{FariksS-mukIm-aStra).
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middle term is called sadhana or that hy which it is to be proved.

Sometimes the major term is also called dharma or predicate, and

the middle term lihga, mark or sign

The minor term is called Palcsa, the place or locus in which

the major term abides, or DJiarmin, the subject, thus :
** this

place is fiery sonnd is mutable here'' this place and
‘"'sonnd'’ are the minor terms. No philosophers, who divide the

middle term (reason) into three phases, should dispense with the

minor term in an inference

The middle term (Hetu) is defined as that which is insepar-

ably connected with the major term, or in other words, which

cannot come into existence unless the major term exists. For
instance, smoke could not come into existence unless the fire

existed.

Reason

—

hetu.

The middle term or reason (Hetu) is divided as (1) per-

ceptible (upalabdJii), and (2) imperceptible
Difierent phases of the (anupalaMM). Each of these again may

mi 0 term.
occur in the form of an affirmation (vidhi)

or negation (pmtisedfm).

The perceptible reason in the affirmative form admits of six

subdivisions according as it is :

—

(i) the pervaded (vydpya)—sound is mutable, because it is

factitious

;

(ii) an efiect —this man has got intellect, because there

are ^in e/iectnal; Innctions in him ;

(iii) a cause (Mrana)—there is a shadow here, because there is an
umbrella

:

(iv) prior {purra)—the Robini stars will rise, for the Krttikas
have risen

:

(v) posterior (uttara)—the BharanI stars certainly rose for the
Krttikas have risen

:

(vi) simultaneous {sahacara)—the man had a mother, lor he had a
father

;
or this mango has a particular colour, because it

has a particular flavour.

The perceptible reason in the negative form admits of six sub-

divisions as follows :

—

(I) the pervaded {vydpya )—there is no cold sensation, because of

heat

:

(ii) an effect {Mrya)—there is^ no cold sensation because of

smoke

:

(iii) a cause (Mrana)—there is no happiness in this man, because
of the shaft in his heart

;

(iv) prior (purm)—the Rohinl stars will not rise shortly, for the

Revatl [only] has risen.
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(¥) posterior (uttara)—the Bharani did not rise a moment ago^

for the Fnsya has risen.

(vi) simultaneons (sahacara)—there is no donbt of the existence

of the other side of this wall, for this side of it is perceived.

The imperceptible reason in the negative form admits of seven

subdivisions as follows :

—

(i) identity (svabkava)—there is no jar here, because it is im-

perceptible
;

(ii) the pervaded {vyapya)—there is no ^imsapa here, because

there is no tree at ail

;

(lii) an effect (karya)—there is no smouldering fire here, because
there is no smoke

;

(iv) a cause (karana)—there is no smoke here, because there is no
fire

;

(v) prior (purva)—Rohini stars will not rise in a moment, for the

Krttikas are not perceptible

;

(vi) posterior {uttara)—the Bharani did not rise a moment ago,

for the ICrttikas are not perceptible
;

(vii) simultaneous {sahacara)—in this even balance there is no

bending upwards, because it is not perceptible

The imperceptible reason in the affirmative form may appear

in the following ways

(i) as an effect {karya)—in this man there is some disease, because

there is no healthy movement in him

;

(ii) as a cause (karana)—this man is sorrowful, because he has no

union with his beloved ones

;

(iii) as an identity (svahhEva)—there is uncertainty here, because

certainty is not discernible.

Example

—

drsianta .

The middle term and the major term are the parts of an

inference, but the example [udaharaTpa) is

Example is superEuous.
Nevertheless for the sake of explain^

ing matters to men of small intellect, the example {uddJiara^a

or drstanta)^ nay, even the application (upanaya) and the conclusion

(nigamana)^ are admitted as parts of an inference The example is

of two kinds: (1) the affirmative or homogeneous (amatji or sa-

dharmya) which shows the middle term as covered by the major

term, such as: wherever there is smoke, there is fire, as in a

hUcheni and (2) the negative or heterogeneous {vyatirehi or

vaidharmya) by which the absence of the middle term is indicated

by the absence of the major term, e.g. wherever there is no fire,

there is no smoke, as in a laAe.
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Inference

—

anumana.

Inference is of two kinds, ¥iz. (i) inference for one’s own self

. ^ ^
(svarthdnumana)

,

and (2) inference for the
iwokin so n erence.

others (pardrthdnumdna)

,

An in-

stance of the latter Irind of inference is given below :
—

(1) Sound (minor term) is mutable (major term)—proposition
;

(2) because it is factitious (reason or middle term)

;

(3) whatever is factitious is mutable, as a Jar (affirmative or

,

homogeneous example)

;

(4) sound is factitious (application)

;

(5) therefore sound is mutable {conclusion).

Or,

(3) whatever is not mutable is not factitious, as the milk of a
barren woman’s breast (negative or heterogeneous ex-

ample)
,

(4) but sound is factitious (application)
,

(5) therefore sound is mutable (conclusion).

Verbal Testimony

—

dgama.

{Agama) is a knowledge of objects derived from
the words of reliable persons or scriptures in

virtue of their natural fitness or suggestive-

ness—e.g. the north pole exists.

Testimony

Verba! Testimony

Objects of valid know-
ledge.

Scope of Valid Knowledge

—

Vismja.

Objects of valid knowledge are either genera! (sdmdnya) or

particular (vUesa). The general is of two
kinds* (1) homogeneous {tiryah)^ including

many individuals of like nature, as the

cow ” is a genera! notion which signifies manj^ individual cows as

Sabaia, Shaoiba, ?I uniohr, etc.
;
and (2) heterogeneous {uTddJivatd)

,

including many individuals of dissimilar nature, a»s,

is a general notion comprising a bracelet, necklace, ear-ring, etc.

The particular is also of two kinds: (1) relating to things {vyati-

ftka)^ e.g, cow, buffalo, elephant, dog, are four particular things

distinguished from one another ; and (2) relating to action such as

pleasure, pain, etc,, experienced by the soul.

The result or consequence of valid knowledge is the cessation

„ if , .1 , , of ignorance, enabling one to choose the

desirable and reject the undesirable.

Fallacy

—

dbhdsa.

Fallacy or semblance consists of the knowledge of that which
j r-ni 11 •

Is different from the real thing. It is ofvanoiH kinds of Fallacies. t • j i 1 1

®
many kinds, such as the fallacy

—

(1) of perception {fratyaksdbhasa). e,g,~to mistake a post for a
man ;
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(2) of recollection (smaranabhasa)—in trying to recollect Jina-

datta to say : 0, that Devadatta ’’

;

(3) of recognition (pratyabhijnambMsa)—on seeing a greyhound

to say :
“ thisjs a tiger

;

(4) of argumentation {tarlcdhhasa)—^ ‘ whoever is his son must be

biack’^

(5) of the minor term (pakmbhasa)—“sound is impermanent ”
:

This is a fallacy of the minor term according to the Mimaih-

sakas, for they do not attribute impermanency to sound

;

or fire is not hot, because it is a substance as water

;

(6) of the middle term or reason (hetvdbhdsa)—sound is eternal,

because it is factitious

;

(7) of example (drstuntdbhdsa)—sound is eternal, because it is

corporeal, like a jar

;

(8) of verbal testimony (dgamMbhdsa )
—

“there is a heap of

sweetmeats on the side of the river, run you boys

;

“there are a hundred elephants on his finger''; '‘the

Jainas are allowed to eat in the night " [as a fact they are

not so allowed by their scripture].

References to Philosophers.

Manikya Nandi in the Parlksa-mukha-sutra (chapter vi, aph.

66-67) has mentioned the Laukayatika,
Esferences to oontem- gaugata, Samkhya, Yoga, Prabhakara,

' Jaiminlya, etc. In the 3rd chapter of the

work he observes
—“no philosopher, who

admits three kinds of reason or middle term (hetu), can dispense

with the minor term (paisa).” *

He concludes his work by describing it as a mirror through

which a man can see what is to be accepted and what rejected.*

24. Prabha Candea
(about 826 A.D.).

Prabha Candra, styled a Kavi, a member of the Digambara
sect, was the author of the famous logical treatise called Prameya-
kamala martanda (the sun of the lotus of knowledge), the earli-

^ ^ %3U«T ar wwfw II H

(ParfksS-muklia-siitra, MSS. lent to me by Mr. Jain Vaidya of Jaipur).

(Pariksa-mnkha-sStra, chap. VI,
^

MSS. lent to me by Mr. Jain Vaidya of

Jaipur). ParlksS-mukha-sStra qf Manikya Nandi with the commentary of Anaata-
virya has been edited by Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana and published in the Biblio-

theca Indica Series of Calcutta.

13
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est commentary on the Parlksa-mnkha-sutra of Manikya Nandi.

He was also the author of the Nyaya-kumuda-oandrodaya
(or briefly Candrodaya), a commentary on the Laghiyastraya of

Akalahka. He has in
^
his Prameya-kamala-martanda mentioned

Bhagavan Upavarsa, Sabarasvami, Bhartrhari, Bana,^ Kumarila,^

Prabliakara, Dignaga, Uddyotakara, Dharmakirti, Vidyananda and
others. He himself has been mentioned by Jina Sena in the x4di->

pnrana^'^ composed about Saka 760 or A.D. 838. Prabha Candra,
as a contemporary of Manikya Nandi and Vidyananda, is believed

to have lived in the first half of the 9th centurv A.D.

25. Rabhasa Nandt
(circa 850 A.D.).

Rabhasa Nandi, probably a Digambara, wrote a work called

Sambandiioddyota, which seems to be a commentary on the Sam-
bandha-parlksa of the Buddhist logician Dharmakirti. The work
must have been composed after 635 A.D. when Dharmakirti lived,

and before 1444 A.D., which is the date of the copy of the work
acquired for the Bombay Government.*

26. MallavIbin
(about 827 A.D.).

He belonged to the Svetambara sect and was the famous
author of a commentary on the Buddhist logical treatise Nyaya-

1 Prabha Candra has quoted the following verse from Bana’s Kadambari :

—

'iPSFT^f

(Prameya-kamala-martanda, Deccan College, MSS., p. 2la, quoted by Mr.
B. Pathak in J.B.B.B.A.S., for 1892, p. 221).

2 Prabha Candra refers to HumSriia, otherwise called Bhatta, thus :

—

sjfr9% t

(Prameya-kamalarmarta^da, quoted by Mr. K. B. Pathak in the J.B.B.R.A.S.

,

for 1892, p, 227).

3 In the AdipurSna Prabha Candra is thus mentioned :

—

®atT antf i as n

(Quoted by Mr. K. B. Pathak in J.B.B.BA.S., for 1892. p. 222).

On p. 227 of the same Journal, the date of the SdipurSna is fixed at ^aka 760
or 838 A.D.

* Peterson’s Third Beport, p. 407.
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bindutika called Dharmottara-tippanaka. According to a Jaina
legend/ Malla was the son of King Siladitya’s sister. He was
called vadin or logician, because, having vanquished the Buddhists
in a dispute, he re-established the Jaina faith and brought to its

^

former glory the great figure of Adinatha on Mount Satruhjaya
' (in Kathiwar).

A palm-leaf manuscript^ of the Dharmottara-tippanaka is

preserved at Anhilwad Patan and is said to be dated Samvat 1321
or 1174 A.D. According to the Prabhavakaoaritra ^ MallavMin
was also the author of a wmrk called the Padmacaritra and lived

in Vira Samvat 884 or 357 A.D. But this is impossible, as

Dharmottara (q.v.), on whose Nyayabindutika Mallavadin wrote
Tippanaka, lived about 837 A D. On the other hand Mallavadin
is mentioned* by Hem Candra Suri, who lived during 1088—1172
A.D. It seems therefore probable that the year 884 in which
MallavMin lived does not refer to Vira Saihvat, but to Vikrama or

Saka Samvat. On this supposition Mallavadin lived in 827 A.D.
or 962 A.D.

27. Amrta Candra Suri
(905 A.D.)

Amrta Candra Suri/ who belonged to the Digambara sect,

was the author of Tattvarfcha-sara, Atmakhyati,^ etc., and lived in

Samvat 962 or 905 A.D.

28 Devasbna Bhattaraka
(899—950 A.D.)’

Devasena/ a pupil of Ramasena, was the author of Ifaya-

cakra, etc. He was born in Samvat 951 or 894 A D., and wrote

"'his Damsana-sara (Dar^ana-sara) in Samvat 990 or 933 A.D.

i Peterson 4, pp. 3-4, m which is mentioned the legend from the Prabandiia-

cintamani (Ramacandra’s edition, Bombay, p. 273).

HRnig (Peterson’s Report V, p. 8).

(Noticed in Peterson 5, App p. 3).

5 Vide Klatt, Vienna Oriental Journal, Vol IV,.p. 67

*
I

(SiSdha Hema ^abdamiSasana-bfhat-tika, 2-2-39)

6 Peterson's fourth Report, p. iie.

6 Atmairhyati, which is a commentary on the Samaya-prSbhi'ta of Kunda-
kundaoSrya, has been edited by Pandita Gajadhar Lai NySyaSastn.

Peterson’s Fourth Report, p. IvL
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29. Pradydmna Suri
(about 980 A.D.).

He^ belonged to the Rajagaccha of the Svetambara sect.

In Manikyacandra’s Par§vanatha-caritra,® his prowess in logical

discussions is referred to in the following terms :

—

There was born the preceptor Pradyiimna Stiri—the first

healer of disease of the world—who entirely removed all corrup-

tions from the body of men (or detected all defects in disputation

committed by men) and who, using sharp logical expressions,

made his irrelevant opponents to sweat and thereby to be cured

of the fever of pride.”

In the same work reference is made to his victory over the

Digambaras of Vehkapatta in the presence of the king of that

province. He delighted the kings of various countries by no fewer

than eighty-four triumphs in discussion He was eleventh in

ascent from Manikyacandra Suri, who wrote his Parsvanatha-
caritra in Sarhvat 1276 or 1219 AD. Pradyumna must have
flourished about 980 A.D., for he was the preceptor of Abhayadeva
Suri (q.v.) who lived a little before 1039 A.D.

30. Abhayadeva Suri
(about 1000 A.D.).

Abhayadeva Suri belonged to the Svetambara sect and was
the pupil and successor of Prdyumna Suri of the Rajagaccha.

He was an eminent logician and author of Vadamaharuava, a treat-

1 For further particulars about Pradyumna Sun, see Peterson’s 4th Report,
p. Ixxix.

' ^ Qv.

^wTf<r*fr wfit Hrtfasfrx: « » i\

«J: SHI# STOP® wrw<aww8 jn?: » H ll

si«i#gs:f^«sfT§tHrr a »

H II

(ParlvanStha-caritra as noticed by Peterson in his 3rd Report, pp. 57--164.)
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ise on logic called the Ocean of Discussions, and of a commentary
on the Sammati-tarka-sutra called Tattvartha-bodha-vidBayinid

He is described as a lion that roamed at ease in the wild forest

of books on logic. That the rivers of various conflicting opinions

might not sweep away the path of the good, Abhayadeva ^ wrote

his Vada-maharnava.” He was succeeded by Jine§vara Suri, a

contemporary of King Muhja.® He was the ninth predecessor of

Siddhasena Suri, who wrote Pravacana-saroddhara-vrtti in Samvat
1242 or 1 185 A.D. It was probably this Abhayadeva Suri, who was
“ world-renowned ’’ and a teacher of Santi Suri ^ who died in Samvat
1096 or 1039 A.D.

3 1 . Laghctsamantabhadra
(about 1000 A.D.).

He® wrote a commentary on the Astasahasrl of Vidyananda

called the Astasahasri-visamapada-tatparya-tika ® and seems to have

belonged to the Digambara sect and lived about 1000 A.D.

fmt w i w

iTwt

m w^w

!

W: TsyripgrTir i

(Par^van§tha-caritra by Manikyaoandra, noticed by Peterson In his Third

Report, pp. 158-59).

1 See R. Mitra’s Catalogue, X, pp. 39-40.

^ Wot particulars about Abhayadeva Suri, see Peterson’s Fourth Report, p. in.

® Weber’s Die Handschriften-verzeichnisse, etc,, p. 851, w. 1, 2, and p. 121,

W, 4—5. J^ine^vara Suri was probably a spiritual brother of Dhane^vara Sun.

(?) (?)

^ ii

(UttarSdhyayana-bi-hadvirtti by SantyScarya, noticed by Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar

in his Report on Sanskrit MSS. for 1883-84, p. 44).
^ ^

See also Weber’s Die Handschriften-verzeichnisse der Koniglichen Bibiiotiiek

zn Berlin, p, 827.
5 Vide Peterson’s Sixth Report, p. xxiii.

x* ^ • -o x »

® The Astasahasrl-viiama-pada-tatparya-fcika has been noticea in Peterson s

Fifth Report', ‘pp.^ 216-219, where we read

sriii I

E Ii
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82. Kalyana candra
(abodt 1000 A.D.).

Kaljanaoandra was the author of Pramana-vartika-tika which
is a commentary on the Pramana-vartika (probably of Dharma-
kirti who lived about 635 A.D,). It must have existed before 1350

A.D. when Jhaiiaoandra mentioned it in his Ratnakaravatarika-
tippana.^

33. Ananta-vIrya
(about 1039 A.D.).

Ananta-virya was the Digarobara author of a commentary on
the Pariksamukha of Manikya Nandi called Pariksa-mukha-pahjika

or Prameya-ratnamala, as also a commentary on Akalahka’s
Nyaya-viniscaya called the Hyaya-vimscaya-vrtti. He wrote the

former for Santi-sena at the request of Hirapa, son of Vijaya and
Nanamba.® Now Santi-sena, supposed to be identical with Santi

Suri, died in Samvat 1096 or A.D. 1039. His contemporary
Ananta-virya must, therefore, have flourished about that time.®

Ananta-virya must have lived before the 14th century, for he is

mentioned by Madhavacarya in the chapter on Jaina dar^ana in

the Sarvadar^ana-samgraha.

34. Deva Suri (1086—1169 A.D.).

His Life.

Deva Suri, called Vadipravara or the foremost of disputants,

belonged to the Svetambara sect and was a pupil of Municandra
Suri. He was the author of the well-known treatise on logic called

Pramana-naya-tattvaiokalankara on which he himself wrote an ela-

borate commentary named Syadvadaratnakara,^ He totally van-
quished the Digambara Kumudacandracarya in a dispute over the

WW tlWT \

!l

(RatnakaravatSriki-tippana, p. 7, Ya^ovijaya granthamala series, Benares)

»nfw^4wrri3Btt ii f g

(Pariksa-mnklians satikam, noticed in Peterson’s Fourth Report, p. 155).

s Vide the Indian Antiquary, Vol. XI, p. 253; and Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar’s*
R.eport on Sanskrit MSS. during 1883-84, p. 129

* mmt i

ii « ii

MaladhSri Rajfekhara Surfs Pafijika on Syadvada-ratnakaravatanks.
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salvation of women [at the court of Jaya-simha-deva at AnaMlla-
purapattana in N. Gnzerat] and thereby practically stopped the
entrance of the Digambaras into that town. The dispate ^ took
place in Samvat 1181 or 1124 A.D.

Ratnaprabha Stiri, a pupil of Deva Suri, in his Upade^amala-
tlka/ composed in Samvat 1238 or A.D. 1181, writes*

—

‘‘Lord Sri Deva Suri, who was the crest-gem of the pupils of

the esteemed Municandra Suri and succeeded him in his patta
(sacred chair), conquered the Digambaras in the council-room of

King Jaya-simha Deva and raised a pillar of victory by maintain-
ing the nirvana or salvation of women [that is, holding that even
women were capable of attaining nirvana].”

(PrabhSvakacar., XXI, v. 95, quoted by Dr. Klatt in his article on “ Histori-

cal Records of the Jams ” in the Indian Antiquary, VoL XI, Sept IS82, p 254)

2 Ratnaprabha Suri observes ;

—

a% ’a i

WW fHPJTRtfMTTWt^r:

(UpadeSamalatikS, noticed by Peterson in his Third Report, p. 167).

Hunisundara Suri, in his Gurvavali composed in Samvat 1466, gives a similar

account :

—

^aifW95ai«K«W5Cif%sii’^ l

'I'nnsftjisr ii
as it

if ^ I

1^? SfTW ^ II at N

fsror 8 a< *

(Gurvavali published m the Jaina Yaiovijayagranthamala of Benares, pp.

18-19).
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In Samvat 1204 or 1147 A.D. Deva Suri founded a caitya,

raised a bimha at Phalavardhigrama, and established an image of

Neminatha at Arasana.^ He was born in Samvat 1143 or 1086

A.D., attained the rank of Suri in 1174 Samvat or 1117 A.D., and
ascended to heaven in Samvat 1226 or 1169 A.D.®

35. Deva Suei’s Pramana-naya-tattvalokilafikara

PramaTj^a—right knowledge.

The Pramajgia-naya-tattvalokalahkaraS consists of eight chap-

ters (paricchedas)^ viz.

—

(1) Determination of the nature of valid

Subjects of the PramSne' knowledge {pramdT^a-svarupa-uirnaya) ; (2)
naya-tattvalokalahkira. determination of the nature of perception

(pratyahsa-svarupa-nirp^aya)
] (3) determin-

ation of the nature of recollection, recognition, argumentation and
infedence (smaraT^a-pratyabhijndna-tarkdnumdna-svarupa-nirTi^aya)

;

(4) determination of the nature of valid knowledge derived from
verbal testimony or scripture {dgamdhhya-pramdna-svarupa-nir~

naya); (5) determination of the nature of objects of knowledge

( visaya-svarupornirT^aya) ; ( 6) determination of the consequences and
fallacies of knowledge {phala-pramdna-8varupddydbhdsa-nir7paya)

;

(7) determination of the nature of one-sided knowledge {naydtma-

svarupa-nir7).aya)
;
and (8) determination of the right procedure of

a disputant and his opponent (vddi-pralivddi-nydya-nirnaya).

As this work is written on the same plan as Manikya Nandi’s

Pariksamukha-stitra or Akalahka’s Nyaya^viniScaya as well as

Siddhasena Divakara’s Nyayavatara, 1 shall pass over the com-
mon points, mentioning only its special features.

Pfamdi).a or valid knowledge is defined here as the know-
ledge which ascertains the nature of itself

knowledge! other things. The intercourse be-

tween the sense-organs and the objects of

1 Tide Peterson’s Fourth Report, p. Iv. ; also Klatt, Ind, Ant. XI, p. 254.

VJ

^’siTETO 5RTre ’sart I

•W'lw ^wrPHTOir 11

«flWT t n

(Prabhavakacar., XXI, vv. 287 seq., quoted by Dr. Klatt in his article on
Historical Records of the Jains” m the Indian Antiquary, Sept. 1882, Voi. XI,

p 254). According to some authorities Deva Suri was bom in Samvat 1134 or
1077 A.D.

The Pramayarnaya-tattvSiokalahkara has been printed and published in
Benares in the Jaina Ya§ovijaya series.
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seBse is not frammuiu (valid knowledge), for though it can ascer-

tain the nature of objects outside itself, it cannot ascertain its own
nature, since it has no consciousness, Prarmi^a must certainly

be knowledge^ for it is capable of choosing what is desirable

and rejecting what is undesirable. It‘ must also be deffnite in

character, for it is opposed to superimposition {samaropa). Super-

imposition is of three kinds: (1) inversion {viparyaya)—su^h as

looking upon a pearl-oyster as a piece of silver; (2) doubt (sam-

saya)—such as : is this a post or a man ? and ( 3) uncertainty

{anadhyavasaya) consisting in a mere cogitation in the mind as

to what the thing might be.

Pramd^a (valid knowledge) is of two kinds: (1) direct {pm-

tyaksa^ perception) and (2) indirect {parohsa,

outside the senses) . The direct knowledge or

perception is of Wo kinds
:
practical (sam-

vyavahdrika) and transcendental {pdmmarthika). The practical

direct knowledge again is subdivided as that which arises through

the sense-organs (indriya-nibandhana) and that which does not arise

through the sense-organs (anindriya-nibandkana) but through the

mind (manas). Each of these passes through four stages,^ viz.
:

(i)

avagraha, distinguishing the type whether it be, e g., horse or man,

but not discerning the characteristics; (2) iM, inquiring, e.g
,

whence came the man and from what country came the horse
; (3)

avdya, arriving at a correct identification of the above; and (4)

dJmrar^, recollecting the thing particularised and keeping it in mind.

The transcendental direct knowledge (pdramdrthika) is that

which comes exclusively from the illumination of the soul and is

profitable to emancipation > It is two-fold: ( 1) wtoto (defective)

including avadhi-jMna (limited knowledge), i.e. knowledge of

special objects which, near or remote, are not differentiated, and

manah-parydya

^

i.e. definite knowledge of another's thoughts and

the laying bare of the secrets of the heart
;
and (2) sakula^ i.e.

perfect, which is the unobstructed intuition of the entire aspects

of a thing. One who possesses that perfect transcendental know-

ledge is called an arhat, i.e. one freed from all faults or obstructions.

Indirect knowledge {paroksa) is of five kinds : viz., (!) re-

^ ^ collection (smarana) ; (2) recognition ipraty-
n iTQo ow ge.

ahhijndna) ; (3) argumentation {tarka )

;

(4) inference {anumdna ) ; (5) verbal testimony or the knowledge

derived from the words of a reliable person or scripture (dgama).

i Th© expianatioB of etc. , as given 3i©j*0 is taken Irom Col, Jarrett’s

translation of the Ain-i-Akbari, published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal, voL III,

p. 190, as the portion related to pramana in the Jaina chapter of Am-i-Akbari very

closely resembles that in the FraTnana-naya-iattvahhalanhara
^

Dr, R. G. Bhandar-

kai’a’s explanation of these terms given on p. footnote, of his Report on Sanskrit

MSS,, for 1883-^4, is, however, different.
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Inference is of two kinds : ( 1) svdnha^ for one's own self, and

Inference
pardrtha, foF the sake of others. Hetu

nerence
(reasoii or the middle term) is defined as

that which cannot happen except in connection with the major
term. The definition that the hetu (middle term) is that which
possesses three characteristics, is to b© rejected as involving

fallaciesJ Those who maintain the threefold characteristic or

division of the hetu (reason or middle term)
,
cannot bnt admit the

necessity of using the minor term {paksa) in an inference.^

According to some, as the connection or absence of connection

between the middle and the major terms can be shown by inter-

nal inseparable connection {aniar^vydpti), the _example forming

the external inseparable connection {bahirvydpti) is useless.® For

instance :

—

The hill (minor term) is fiery (major term), because it is smoky
(middle term), as a kitchen (example).

Here the hill is an integral part of the inference, and in it

may be found the necessary connection be-

fire and smoke. Why then should

we burden our inference with an example
from without 1 The kitchen certainly shows the same connection ;

fire and smoke are found together there : but it is not an essential

part of the inference, and so for the purpose in hand the connec-

tion which it proves may be described as the external inseparable

connection. We must look to logical neatness, and the economy
of mential labour, since the mind is liable to’be confused when the

unessential is brought across its track.

The application (upanaya) and conclusion {nigamana} as

ms wwwrfk im\ a

(Pramina-nayartattvSiokalank§ra, Chap. III).

This is an attack on Dharmakirti and other Buddhist logicians w^ho define the

tliree characteristics of hetu as follows :

—

(Nyayabindu, Chapter II).

® f<rM sf; «r li «

(Pramana-nayartattYalokaiankSra, Chap. III).

® '^sitsOT %*fr! siarwsi^ at^’l 4

n

(Pramana-nayartattvSlokalaiikara, Chap. Ill)
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parts of the syllogism are also useless
,
but these together with the

example are to be employed to convmoe men of small intellect.^

_ ,
Avayma or parts of an inference or

artso asy ogism
s5diogism are therefore stated to be the

following :

—

(1) Pahsa-prayoga (use of the minor term, otherwise called propo-

sition, pratijm)—the hill is fiery.

(2) Hetu-prayoga {use of the middle term.)—because it is smoky

(3) Drstanta (example)—whatever is fiery is smoky, as a kitchen.

(4) Upanaya (application)—this hill is smoky.

(5) Nigamana (conclusion)—therefore this hill is fiery.

Non-existence (abhava or anupalahdhi) is subdivided as (I)

Non-existence.
antecedent {pTagahhdva

) ; (2) subsequent

[p^-^ciPioarhsdbJiMCi)
; (3) mutual {iiaretara-

bhava) ; and (4) absolute {atyantdbhdva). Various kinds of dbhdsa

or fallacy are also enumerated. Under verbal testimony (i.e.

dgama) as also under the method of one-sided interpretation

{naya)i there is given an elaborate exposition of the Saptabhangi’-

naya (sevenfold paralogism). The mediate and immediate results

of valid knowledge {pramd'n,a) have been clearly laid down.

The results of knowledge and the practical use made of them

are stated to be not illusory (sarfivrti), but real {pdmmarthika).

Fallacies of Naya>

Under Tmya (the method of comprehending a thing from

particular points of view), the fallacies of it {naydbhdsa) are enu-

merated thus :

—

(1) NdigamabJmsa (the fallacy of the migama)—e.g. in estimat

. . ing a'soul we make a distinction between
Fallacies of Naya.

“existence*’ (generic property) and its

‘'consciousness ” (specific property).

(2) Samgrahdbhdsa (the fallacy of the eoliective)—occurs when we

call a thing real if it possesses the generic property alone,

altogether losing sight of its specific properties, as when we

say a bamboo is real so far as it is a tree, but it has no

specific properties.

(3) VyavahErabhasa (the fallacy of the practical)—eg., the Car-

vSka philosophy which makes a wrong distinction of sub-

stance, quality, etc.

(4) Ejusutrabhasa (the fallacy of the straight or immediate)~as the

Tathagata philosophy wliich altogether denies the reality

of things.

(Framana-nayart^ttvilokaiankara, Chap- III)
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(5) ^dbdabhasa (the verbal fallacy)—occurs when we recognize the
distinction of times into past, present and future, but go
on attaching one and the same meaning to a word in all

the three cases, e.g. if we now use the word “kratu’'
(sacrifice) in the sense of “ strength which it signified a
thousand years ago

(6) SamahMrudhabham (the fallacy of the subtle)—occurs

we interpret synonymous words such as India, Sakra,
Purandara, etc., signifying altogether different things.

(7) Evamhhuldhhdsa (the fallacy of the such-like)—occurs when a
thing is discarded simply because it does not, at the

moment, possess the properties implied by the name, e.g.

Rama is not a man (a thinking animal), because he is not
at present thinking.

The Soul

—

atma.

The soul (atma) which is the doer and enjoyer, and an em-
bodiment of consciousness, is of the same size as its body. In every
person there is a separate soul w^hich, having got rid of the bondage
of its karma (act-fruits), attams emancipation.

The Method of Debate.

The last chapter expounds the method of debate. Discussion
(Vada) consists in assertion and counter-assertion for the estab-
lishment of a certain proposition by rejecting its opposite. The
disputant or the person who opens the discussion may be eager
either to gain a victory or to ascertain a truth. The truth may
be sought either for one’s own self as a disciple seeks it, or for

others as a teacher seeks it. The same remarks apply to the op-
ponent or respondent. There are four constituents of a council
of discussion, viz. (1) the disputant (vadl)

;

(2) the opponent

Rules of Debate
{pratimdl) ; (3.) the members {sMya)

;
and

(4) the president (sabhapati). The duty
of the disputant and his opponent consists in establishing his own
side and opposing, the other side by means of proof. The
members must be acceptable to both the parties in respect of the
skill in grasping their dogmas

;
they must have a good memory,

be very learned, and possess genius, patience and impartiality.
Their duties consist in stating the assertions and replies of the
^sputant anjd Ms opponent with reference to the particular sub-
ject of discussion, in estimating the merits and demerits of their
arguments and counter-arguments, in ocoasionaEy interrupting
them for setting forth some established conclusions, and in, as far
as possible, declaring the result of the discussion. The President
must be endowed with wisdom, authority, forbearance and im-
partiality. His duty consists in judging the speeches of the
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parties and the members, as also in preventing quarrels, etc.,

among them. In the event of the parties being desirous of vic-

tory alone, they may continue the discussion with vigour as long
as the members wish

; but if they are eager to ascertain the truth
alone, they may continue the discussion so long as the truth is

not ascertained and so long as they retain their vigour.

36. Hemacandra Suri.

(1088—1172 A.D.).

Hemacandra SSri ^ (surnamed KaliJcala-sarvajna), born at

Dhandhuka in Ahmedabad, was a pupil of Devacandra of the
Vajra^akha. He was a contemporary of King Jaya Simha and is

said to have been the preceptor of Maharaja Kumara Pala of

Guzerat about Samvat 1199-1229. He was the author of a
large number of works such as Kavyanu^asana-vrtti, Chandonu-
sasanavrtti, Abhidhana-cintamani or Kamamala, Anekarthasam-
graha, Dva§raya-maha-kavya, Trisasti§alakapurusa-caritra (a

part of which is called Mahaviracaritra and the appendix called

PariSistaparva), Yoga^astra, Nighantu^esa, etc.

He was also the author of a most important work on logic

called Pramana-mimamsa,^ on which he himself wrote a commen-
tary. This work, which is divided into five chapters, is written

in the Sutra or aphoristic style, and not in the form of a praharana

(expository treatise).

He was a spiritual brother of Pradyumna Suri,^ was born

in Samvat 1145 or 1088 A.D., took the vow (vrata) in 1150

Samvat or 1093 A.D., attained the rank of Suri in 1166 Samvat

1 For details about Hemacandra, see Biihler's ‘ Ueber das Lebens des Jaina Mon-
ches Hemacandra ”

; Peterson’s Fourth Report, p cxh, and p. 82 ; and also Peter-

son’s lecture on the story of Hema Candra published in the Bombay Gazette, August

29, 1895
s A manuscript of the PramanarmlmaifasS with a commentary by the author

himself has been noticed by Peterson in his Fifth Report on Sanskrit MSS., pp 147-

148. In explainmg why the PramSna-mimarasa was written in the form of aphor-

isms, Hemacandra in the first chapter of the commentary says :

—

sTTW^ fjRJWwt i fwj

*ri5Wio?TiTO.‘ xng'firtsrrei i

(Quoted in Peterson^s Fifth R^ort, p. 148).

(Candrasena’s coimnantary aa tJtpSdasiddliiprakasa^a, a manuscript of which

is noticed in Petersoii*^ Third Report, p. 209).
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or il09 A.D., and ascended to heaven (died) in 1229 Samvat or

1172 A.D.^
37 Canbrapbabha Sur|

(1102 A.D ).

Candraprabha Suri (born in Gnzerat), who founded the Porni-

magaccha® in Samvat 1169 or 1102 A.D., was a pnpil of Jayasimha
Shri and preceptor of Dharmaghosa. He^ was the author of

Dar^anagnddhi, otherwise called Samyaktva-prakaraiia,of Prameya-
ratnakosa and possibly also of nyayavatara-vivrti.^ He was a great

logician
,
and in debate appeared as a lion before the opponents

who resembled elephants.^

The Nyaj^avatara-vivrti is an excellent commentary on the

Nyayavatara of Siddhasena Divakara. In it mention is made of

the Buddhist logicians Dharmottara, Areata'^ and others, and

t

(Prabhavakacar., XXII, v. 851 seq., quoted by Kiattjn Ind. Ant
,
Voi XI,

Sept. 1882, p. 254).
,

2 For the origin of the Purnimagacoha see Dr R G. Bhandarkar's Report,
1883-84, p. 147.

8 For Candraprabha Sun see also Peterson’s Fourth Report, p. xxvii.

^ The manuscript of Nyayavatara-vivyti, which I consulted, was obtained from
Bhavanagar, Bombay, through Munis Dharmavijaya and Indravijaya In the
Nyaya-vatara-vivfti itself there is no mention of Candraprabha Suri. Elsewhere I

have seen it stated that it was the work of that author. The authorship must,
however, for the present, remain an open question In the colophon of the Nyaya-
vatara-vivrti it is'stated that it was the work of Siddhasena-IJivakara-vyakhyanaka
or simply Siddha>vySkhyanaka which was evidently a surname. Munis Dharma-
vijaya and Indravijaya relying on the ime (quoted from

Rafcnaprabha Surfs Upade4amSia-vi^esa-v|‘tti in Peterson’s Third Report, p. 168) are
inchned to identify Siddha-vyakhyanaka with Siddharsi who lived m Samvat 962 or
905 A.D, (as is evident from Peterson’s Fourth Report, p. cxxix). There is another
commentary on the Nyayavatara by Haribhadra Sun. For Dar^ana-^uddhi, vide
Peterson. 3, App. p. 91 ;

and for the Nyayavatara-viv^ti vide Peterson 3, p. xvi. The
Prameya-ratna-kosa, known to Gunaratna, has been published in Bhavanagara
under the editorship of Dr. L. Suali of Italy. In on© of its opening verses Candra-
prabha Sun is thus mentioned :

—

1

(Dafovaikalikatiki by TilakacSrya, noticed in Peterson’s Fifth Report, p. 65)

®
'n 'srfi?

trsgt «gTif sr ^wn®TVT^tr
tj X N

I
(Nyayavatara-vivirti, on verS6 1)
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there is also a criticism of the views of Saogata, Naiyayika, Mfmam-
saka, Yaisesika, Samkhya. Carvaka, Banddha, ^aniddhodani

,

Kanabhaksa Aksapada, Brahama-vadl, etc.

38. Nemicanbba Kavi
(about 1150 A,D.).

Nemicandra, born m Guzerat, who combated the views of

the Hindu philcscpher Kanada, was a great teacher of logic

J

He was a pupii of £.:rasvami and preceptor of Sagarendu (SEgara-

candra) Muni (alive in Samvat 1200 or 1143 A.D.), as mentioned
by Manikyacandra, Sagarendu Muni’s pupil, in his Parsvanatha-
caritra written in Samvat 1276 or 1219 A.D. As Manikyacandra
flourished about 1219 A.D., his preceptor’s preceptor Nemicandra
must have lived about 1150 A.D. Nemicandra was styled a Kam

39. Ananda Soei and Amaracandra Suri, nicknamed
Tiger-cub and Lion-cub (1093—1135 AD.),

These two, born in Guzerat, were great logicians who, even

in their boyhood, overcame their elephant-like opponents in dispute,

and were nicknamed respectively Vyaghra^muka (Tigercub) and
Simha-nsuka (Lion-cub)^ They^ were the twin pupils and suc-

wm m w w

(PSr^vanatha caritra, noticed in Peterson 3 , p 160).

The same verse is quoted almost verbatim in the Kavyarprakaia-samketa bv
Manikyacandra Suri, noticed in Person 3, p. 321.

2 For Nemicandra, see also Pemrson 4, p. Ixxi,

3 See Dr. B. G, Bhandarkar^s Report, 1883-84, p. 122

4 Udayaprabha SSri, who was the successor of Haribhadra Suri through Vijaya-

sena Sun, in his DharmSbhyudaya-mahakavya, noticed by Peterson in his Third
Report, pp. 16-19, writes:

—

'iim'w-

srafw ii

sniisfa sjaii?

^ Ban

^ For further particulars of Ananda Sun and Amaracandra Suri see Peterson 4,

p. vii
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cessors of Mahendra Suri in the Nagendragaocha, and were
succeeded by Haribhadra Suri. As Siddharaja, from whom they

received their nicknames, ascended the throne in Samvat 1150 or

1093 A.D ,
they must have flourished at the beginning of the 12th

century A.D It is probably these two logicians who are referred

to by the Hindu logician Gahge^a Upadhyaya in his Tattva-ointa-

mani under Simha vyaghrl-laksa'i^a of Vyapti.

40. Haribhadra Suri
(ABOUT 1120 A.D.).

We find mention of at least two Svetambara Jaina authors
bearing the name Haribhadra Suri. One died ^ in Samvat 535 or

478 A.D
,
while the other was a pupil of Ananda Suri and Amara-

candra Suri of the Nagendragaocha who lived about 1093-1135
A.D.^ The second Haribhadra Suri, who was called “Kalikala-
Gautama must therefore have flourished about 1120 A.D. He
must have been an eminent logician if we suppose Mm to be the

author ^ of the Saddarsana-samuccaya, the Dasavaikaiika-niryukti-

tlka, the Hyaya-pravesaka-sUtra and the Hyayavatara-vrtti. There
are strong grounds for supposing that the Saddar^ana-samucoaya
was not the work of the first Haribhadra Suri, as it refers in the

1 «irfw i

II t
® “

11

(Gacchotpatci-prakirnaka quoted in the GathasShasn noticed in Reterson 3,

p. 284)
2 Kiatt refers to Biihler’s Sukftasamkfrtana, pp. 24-23; see Peterson 4,

pp. cxxxix, cxl.

II % II

(Dharmabhyudaya-mahSkSvya by Udayaprabha Suri noticed in Peterson 3,
Appendix I, p. 18).

ft In the concluding lines of the DeAavaikalika-niryukti-tikS, it is stated that
the author of that work was one Haribhadra Suri who was a dkarmapuira of Yahim,
A similar description of Haribhadra, the author of §a<Jdar4ana-samuccaya, is found
in the opening sentences of Gunaratna’s commentary on that work (dated about
1407 A.D.). The Caturvim^ati-prabandha by Raja^ekhara Suri, composed in
Samvat 1405 or 1348 A.D., makes a like reference to Haribhadra i the author of
Nyayavatara-vftti. Now the dharmaputra of YdHm is generally held to be a sur-
name of the first Haribhadra Sun whose disciples were Hamsa and Paramahamsa,
as is evident from PrabhScandra Suri’s Prabhavaka-caritra dated about 1277 A.D.

^ In the Gacchotpatti-prakarana, Gatha-sShasri, Vicara-sara-prakaraaa, Vioara-
mytarsaibgraha, Tapagacchapattavall, iCharataragaccha-pattavali, etc., Hari-
bhadra Suri I. is stated to have flourished in Samvat 535 or 478 A.I).

How the HyaySvatara which is alleged to have been commented on by Hari-
bhadra Suri I, was itself composed about 633 A,D. (that is, after 478 A.D.), and
Dharmaklrti, whose logical doctrines have been referred to in the §a^dar^ana-
samuccaya, lived about 650 A.D. These facts prove that Haribhadra, the author of
Nyayavatara-vpiti and ^addar^ana-samuccaya, lived after 650 A.I).
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chapter on the Banddhadarsana to the views of such authors as

Dignaga, Dharmakirti/ and others who Sourislied long after the

5tli century A.D. The six systems (Saddarsana) treated by him
are (1) Bauddlia^ (2) Naiyayika, (3) Samkhya, (4) Jaina, (5) ¥ai-
§esika, and (6) Jaimimya.

In the Anekanta-jaya-pataka-tlka^ attributed to Haribhadra
Suri, there are passages quoted from the works of Binna or Dig-
naga, Dharma Pala, Dharmakirti, Bhartrhari, Siddhasena Diva-
kara, Samanta Bhadra. Mallavadm and Subha Gupta. As the

last mentioned two writers lived respectively in the Dlh century
and the lith century A.D., we shall not be far wrong if we place

Hari Bhadra early in 12th century A.D.
Haribhadra Sun is often described ^ as having protected the

Dr Jacobi la his ietter, dated the 21st October 1907, writes to me that
Haribhadra uses the word viraha in the Samaraiccakahii, which is alluded to by

Siddharsi who wrote in 005 A.D ”

Regarding the dates of the $addar^ana-samiiccaya, etc., h© observes*—These
are ** unanimously ascribed to the first Haribhadra,” ** whose date, I believe, with
Prof Leumann, lo have boon wrongly referred to the Samvat era instead of the
Valabhi or Gupta era, which commenced in 319 A.D.”

According to Dr. Jacobi, therefore, the Saddar^ana-sarnuccaya, etc , were
written by the first Haribhadra Sun, who died in 535 Gupta Saravat or 854 A.D.

Dr. Jacobi’s theory removes many of our difficulties, yet it is far from being
conclusive, asth© Jaina authors very seldom used the Gupta era Moreover, it is

inexplicable why Vacaspati Mi^ra and Udayanacarya did not refer to such an
excellent compendium of Indian philosophy as the Saddarsana samuccaye if it

existed as early as th© 9th or 10th century AD. I am therefore inohned to believe

that Haribhadra Suri II was the author of the §addar4ana-samuccaya, Nyaya-
V0 tara-V|‘tti, etc., while the Samaraic<akaha and other treatises might b© the
wbrks of th© first Haribhadra Sun.

But I must confess that the modern Jama Panditas sucb as Munis Dharma^
vijaya and Indravijaya firmly believe that the author of ail these worlds was the
first Haribhadra Sun who, according to them, flourished in 535 Vikrama Samvat,

or 478 A.D.

(^addar^ana-samuccaya, chapter on Bauddha-darlana. p. 38, edited by Dr.
Biiali).

This verse refers without doubt to the definition of PrcUyahm and AnumMm.
given by Dharmakirti who lived about 650 A.D.

2 AmekSnta-jaya-patakS-tika, chap. Ill, p. 116, 117; p. 150; pp. 35,76,79,
110, 120, 169, 170, 175, 192, 192: pp. 134 , 127 ; p. 3; p. 131

, pp. 19, 38.

(Anekanta-jaya-patakK, pp. 19, 38).

(Anekanta-jaya-pataka, p. 117).

8 Klatt in his “ Pattivail of the Kharatsragaccha ” in the Ind. Ant., Vol. XI,
Sept. 1882, p. 247 ; also Peterson 3, p 36. Also :

IS H

Amaras%’5miearita by Mimiratoa Suri noticed in Peterson 3, p. 91.

14
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word of the Arhats like a mother by his 1,400 works. He is said

to have used the word viraha (separation or sorrow) as his mark
in the last verse of each of his works He was by birth a Brah-
mana and was chaplain to king Jitari whose capital was Cliittore

near the Citrakuta hiil.^ He was instructed in the Jaina doctrine

by Jinabhata. Two of his pupils, named Hamsa and Parama-
haihsa, are said to have left him as missionaries of the Jaina faith,

and to have been slain in the Bhota country (Tibet) by the
fanatical Buddhists whom they sought to convert. The sorrow
caused by the death of these two pupils is said to have been
symbolised in the word viraha.

It is generally supposed that Haribhadra Suri, whose pupils
were killed in Tibet, was the first author of that name. But
there will be no inconsistency if we suppose him to be the second
Haribhadra Stiri, for the religious intercourse between India and
Tibet was more frequent in the 1 2th century A D. than in the
5th century, when Tibet had scarcely emerged into the ken of

history.

4 1 . Parsvabeva Gani
(1133 AD ),

Parsvadeva was the author of a commentary on Nyaya-
praveSa, called Hyayapravesapanjika*^ He assisted Amradeva Suri
in Samvat 1190 or 1133 A.D. in writing his commentary on the
Akhyana-mani-kosa of Nemicandra.®

42. ^RIOANBRA
(ABOUT 1137—1165 A.D.).

Candra or rather ^ri Candra,^ a disciple of Hema Candra
Suri of the Harsapuriya gaccha, wrote about 1137 A.D. a work
on Logic caUed the Hyaya pravesa-tippana, a super-commentary
on the Nyaya-prave§a-vrtti of Haribhadra Suri. His Pradesa-
vyakhya-tippanaka ® on the Avasyaka *Sutra appeared in Samvat
1222 or 1165 A.D.

I Wide Introduction to SaddanSana-samuccaya published in the Chowkhamfoa
senes, Benares ; and Peterson’s Third Report, p. 35.

* ^ ’STORt i

ii

(Quoted in Peterson’s First Report, p. 81).

5 Peterson’s Fourth Part, p. Ixxvii.

^ Fide ‘‘Jainistic Notices** by Professor N. B. Mironow published as a Bul-
letin of the Imperial Academy of Sciences, St, Petersbourg, 1911.

6 Vide Peterson’s Fourth Repoi^t, pp.^xvii-xxviii.
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43. Devabhabra
(about 1150 A.D.).

Devabliadra,^ a disciple of both Hemacaiidra Suri and Sri

Candra,^ was the author of a logical treatise entitled the Ifyaya-

vatara-tippanas a super-commentary on the Nyayavatara-vivrti.

In this work there are quotations from Vindhyavasinj Dliarma-

kfrti, Dharmottara, JfianaM Mitra^and others. He lived about
1150 A.De

44. CaNDR.i ENA SOEI
(about 1150 A.D.).

Candrasena, who seems to have been a pupil of Pradyumna
Suri, wrote, with the assistance of Nemicandra, a work called

TJtpacla-siddlii-prakarana with a commentary on the same in Sans-

krit in Samvat 1207 or 1150 A.D,'*’

45. Ratnapbabha StJRI

(1181 A.D.).

Ratnaprabha Suri, who belonged to the Svetambara sect,

was a logician of repute, being the author of a light commentary
{laghu-i%M) on the Pramaiia-naya-tattvalokalahkara called Syad-

vada-ratnakaravatariki/,® in which are quoted the views of the Bud-
dhist logicians Areata (q.v.) and Dharmottara (q.v.).

J Bevabhadra and his Nyayavatara-tippana ” m the Jaimstie Notices

by Professor N. D. Mirooow published as a Bulletin of the Imperial Academy of

Sciences, St. Petersbourg, 1911.

Fide also Peterson’s Fourth Report, p. liv.

^ wss ^CTW ?

mm fiw w

(Prafesti of Pandava-caritra).

3 Devabhadra. in his NyaySvatara-tippana, quotes Jdina-^ri Mitra thus

—

«nj i ww srT«

* Jitj i

(Colophon of Satika Utpada-biddhiprakarana quoted m Peterson’s Third
Report, p. 209).

® sr«iw ^ I

fSyadvIda-mtnakaravatarlkS, Muni Dharmavijaya’s MSS p- 99). A part of

the Sysdvada-ratnSkarIvatarika has been printed and published in the Benares
Jaina Ya^ovijeva -series.
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While in Broach at the Afivavabodhatirtha in Samyat 1238

or 1181 A.D., he wrote another work called UpadeSamateyrtti *

to please Bhadre§yara Suri and in -s-’nis-t of the debt he owed
to Vijayasena Suri, the brother of Bhadresvara. There he gives

his spiritual descent in the Vrhadgaocha as follows: (1) Muni-

oandraSuri; (2)DevaSuri; 'S' Euacj’es'sra Suri; and(4)Ratna-
prabha Suri.*

46, Tilakacaeya
(about 1180—1240 A.D.).

Tilaka Acarya, who belonged to the Candragaccha of the

^vetambara sect, was a spiritual descendant of Candraprabha Sfiri

through Dharmagho§a, Oakre§yara and Sivaprabha. He was
author of several works such as the Ava§yaka-laghu-yrtti written

in 1239 A.T)., and, the Pratyeka-buddha-caritra in 1204 A.D.®

47. Mallisena Suri
(1292 A.D.).

Mallisena belonged to the Nagendra Gaccha of the ^vetam-
bara sect, and was the author of the Syadvadamafijarl, a commen-
tary on Hemacandra’s Vitaraga-stuti or DvatrirhSika. The Syad-
vada-manjari contains an exposition of the Frarndm, Saptabhahgi-

waj/ffl, etc., and criticises Aksapada’s theories of Pramdi^a, Chala

,

Jati, Nigrahasihdna, etc. The doctrines of the Samkhya, Aulukya,
Jaiminlya, Bhattapada, Vedanta, Yogacara, Madhyamika, Car-

yaka, etc., have also been his favourite subjects of attack. At the

close of his work Mallisena describes himself as a pupil of Udaya-
prabha Suri and as having composed the work in ^aka 1214 or

A.D. 1292.*

fm- It

{XJpade^amala-vftti, noticed in Peterson 5, p. 124).

s For other particniars of Ratnaprabha Suri» vide Peterson 4, p. cii.

also Weber II, p. 922, note 7.

s Wide Peterson’s Fourth Report, p. xiviii, and Fifth Report xxvi.

Compare

ii \ ii

(SyMvadamafijarl, p, 220, printed in the Benares Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series,
and edited by Dimodara La! GosvSmi),
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48. Raja^ekeara Sum
(1348 A.D.).

Rajasekhara Suri, or Maladliari Sri Raja^ekhara Sari, be-

longed to the ^vetambara sect and was the author of the Eatni,-

vatarika-paijikaj^ a sub-commentary on the Pramana-naya-tattva-

lokalahkara, as also of two other works called SyadYada-kalika

and Catarviihsatiprabandha ® He is also the author of a Pahjika

(commentary) on the Nyaya-kandall of the Hindu philosopher

Sri-dhara, He studied the Nyaya-kandal: under the guidance of

Jinaprabhap^ and completed his Caturvimsatiprabandha in Samvat
1405 or 1348 A.D.-^

49. J:^ANA Canbra
(1350 A.D.).

He belonged to the Svetambara sect and was the author of a

gloss on the Ratnakaravatarika called the Ratnakaravatarika-

tippana, which discusses many abstruse points of logic and criticises

the views of Dignaga® and others. He composed this work ® under

orders from his preceptor Rajasekhara Sari, who flourished in 1348

A.D. Jnana Candra’s date may approximately be fixed at about

1350 A.D.

1 A part of the RatnSkarSvatarika-pafijika has been printed and published m
the Benares Jaina Yalovijaya series.

^ This work has been published by Hira Lai Hamsaraja at JSmanagara in

Kathiawar.

(NySyakandali of Srldhara with the Pafijika of Raja4ekhara noticed in Petal-

son 3, p. 273 ; cf. also Peterson 3, pp. 28-29).

4 Vide Weber II, p. 1207.

*

srrw^ nsjrni

«

(Colophon of Caturvim^atiprabandha).

s

«wi^r

'^Fsgrft^fwn: ... ii

.Ifianacandra*s RatnSkaravatarika-tippana, chap. I, p, 7, published in Ya4o-
vijaya-graathamala of Benares.

* K*iTi«XTraTft:«T ?r?f

Quoted itom the MSS. of RatnSkaravatarikS-tippaBaka, lent to me by Mimi
Bharmavijsya. A part of this work has been printed and published in the Benares
Jaina Yaiovijaya series.
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50. Ghj^abatha
(1409 A.D.).

Gttiiaratiia belonged to the Tapagaecha of the Svetambara
sect, and was the distinguished author of a commentary on the

Saddariana-samiiccaya^ called ^addarsana-samuccaya-vrtti orTarka-
rahssya-dlpika in which the Nyaya (logic) along with other systems

has been lucidly explained. He also wrote the Kriya-ratna-samuc-

caya.

He is mentioned by Ratna-sekhara Suri in the Sraddha-
pratikramana-sutra-vrtti composed in Samvat 1496 or A.D. 1439.^

In that work Gunaratna is mentioned as a pupil of Devasundara,
who attained the exalted position of Suri at Anahillapattana in

Samvat 1420 or A.D, 1363/' Gunaratna must, therefore, have
lived between A.D. 1363 and A.D, 1439. Devasundara Suri,

teacher of Gunaratna, was a contemporary of Muni-siindara Suri,

the farnous' author of the Gurvavali^ composed in Samvat 1466
or A.D. 1409. Gunaratna himself says that his Kriyaratna-
samuccaya^ was composed in Samvat 1466 or A.D. 1409,

Gunaratna, in his elaborate commentary {Vrtti) on the Sad«
dar^ana-samucoaya, has mentioned li^auddhodani, Dharmottara-

1 SaUdar^ana-samuccaya with Vytti, edited by Dr. Suali, and published by the
Asiatic Society of Bengal. There is another commentary on §a<Jdar^ana-samuc-
caya called Laghuvytti by Manibhadra. It has been published in the Chowkhamba
series.

2 The Sraddha-prati-kramana-sutra-vrtti, by Ratna^ekhara Suri, has been
noticed in Peterson 3, pp. 226-227, whence the following lines are quoted :

—

il ? it

w ^ 'aisreiaTT grw: i

S'?#

W 1

h \ a

3 Vide Dr. Kiatt on the Pattavali of the Kharataragaceha in the Iiid. Ant.,
Vol XI, September 1882, pp. 255-256

; cf. also Weber II, p. 884 • and Dr. R. G.
Bhandarkar’s Report, 1883-84, p. 157.

^ SHUT I 1

(GurvavalL Jaina-YaSovijaya granthamala senes, p. 109).

° SET#

'Ef i

tt II

(KriySratna-samuceaya, Jama Yaiovijaya granthamSIS series, p. 309).-
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carya, Areata, Dharmakirti, Prajnakara, Kamalaslla, Digilaga,

and other Buddhist authors, as well as Tarkabhasa, Hetubindu,
Aroaia-tarkatlka, Framana-vartika, Tattvasamgraha, Nyaya-
biedu, Nyayaprave^aka, and other Buddhist works on logic^ etc.,

in the chapter on the Bauddha system. Mention has also been
made, in the chapter on the Njaya, of such Hindu logicians as

Aksapgdr, Vatsvayana, Uddyotakara, Vacaspati, Udayana, Srl-

icantha, Abhcyst’lakcpadh^-'aya Jaya-nta, and of such works as

Nyaya-surra. yyayabhasya. Njayavartika, Tatparyatika, Tat-

paryaparisuduhn Nyax-alamkaru Nyayi/lankarayrtti, etc. The
Nyaya-sara of Bha-sarvajna and the eighteen commentaries on it

such as Nyayabhusana, Nyayakalika, Nyayakusumahjali, etc.,

have also been mentioned.

51. Srtjtasagaea Gani
(about 1493 A.D.).

Srutasi/gara Gani, author of Tatt^arthadipika^ was a pupil of

Vidy^nandin of the Sarasvat! Gaooha of the Digainbaras. Nemi*
datta, who wrote in Samvat 1585 or 1528 A.B ,

desoriba® him-

self as devoted to the sarvie© of ^rutas^gara whose literary activ*

ity must be referred to about Samvat 1550 or 1493 A.D.^

52. BHARMA-BHUSAl^fA
(about 1600 A.D.).

Dharmabhusana, a disciple of VardhamanaBhattaraka, was a

Digambara who wrote the Myaya-dipika about 300 years ago.

He has been mentioned in the Tarkabhasa by Ya^ovijaya Gani.

The Nyaya-dipika begins with a salutation to Arhat Vardlia-

mtoa. It is divided into three chapters {Prahaia)^ viz. (1) general

characteristics of valid knowledge, prama^a-samanya-laksai^a
\ (2)

perception, pratyaksa

;

and (3) indirect knowledge, parokm^ includ-

ing recollection, 8mrti, recognition, pratyabhijMnat argumentation,

tarka, inference, anumana, tradition, agama^ and the method of

comprehending things from particular standpoints, naya.

The technical terms of logic have been defined and minutely

examined, and the views of other logicians, specially of the Bud-

dhists, have been severely criticised. There are references to

Sugata, Saugata, Bauddha, Tathagata, Mimaiiisaka, Yauga,

Naiyayika, Bhatta, Prabhakara, Dignaga, Samanta Blmdra, Aka-

lahka Deva, SMika Natha, Jainendra, Syadvada-ridyapati, Mani-

kya Nandi Bhattaraka, Kumara Nandi Bhattaraka, Udayana and

others. The foEowing works
^
are also mentioned Prameya

kamala-martanda, Rajavartika, ^lokavartika, Slokavartika-bliasya

,

^ Peterson’s Fourth Report, p. cx^in
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Tattvartlia-slitra
,

Tattvartha-bhasya, Tattvartba-sioka-vartika,
Aptamlmamsa-viTarana, Nyayaviniscaya^ Praniana-nimaya,
Pramana-pariksa^ PariksamHkha, Nyayabindu, etc,

52a. ViHAYAVIJAYA
(1613 AD.—1681 A.D).

Vinayavijaya was bom in a Vai^ya family in Giizerat in

Samvat 1670 or A,D. 1613. His spiritual teacher Kirtivijaya ^

was a disciple of HiraYijaya, the well-known suri of Akbara^s time.

Vinayavijaya, after prosecuting his studies in Jaina scriptures under
Kirtivijaya, proceeded to Benares to study the grammar and philo-

sophy of the Brahmanas Ya§ovijaya, another Jaina ascetic,

whose account will be given shortly, Joined him in his journey to

that famous seat of Brahmanic learning. After undergoing a course

of training for twelve years in Benares, Vinayavijaya travelled

over various parts of India until he came to Junagadh in Kathiawad
on his pilgrimage to the Girnar hills in 1651 A.D. He visited Surat,

Marwad, etc
,
and died at Rander in Guzerat in 1681 A.D. Of the

numerous works written by him the undermentioned treatise on
Jaina Nyaya deserves a special notice :

—
ITaya-karnika— an ear-ring of Naya^ the method of des-

criptions,’’ which was composed at Diva near Junagadh in

Kathiawad in 1651 A.D. for the satisfaction of Guru Vijayasirhha
Suri.^ Naya aims at describing things from all possible stand-
points. There are altogether seven standpoints, viz. naigama^
samgraka^ vyavahara, rjusutra, sabda, samabhirudha and evamhhuta^
explanations of which have already been given. The first four of

the standpoints come under a group called dravyd&U-kdya, nou-
menal or that which refers to a substance, and the last three under
a group called parydymti hdya^ phenomenal or that which refers

to an attribute. The treatise ends with the observation^ that

^ Vide the concluding verses of the chapters of Vinayavijaya’s Lokapraka^a*

* Kjm

(Naya-karniki).

^am afftr flm%

^anr TjflwtT^
waoa^iw iron «

(Naya-kanttikS).
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thoRgli the standpoints are mutually conflicting, they serve collec-

tively to establish the dogmas of the Jaina scripture.^

53. Yasovijaya Ga^ii

(1608—1688 A.I).).

Yasovijaya Gani, a member of the Svetambara sect, was a

^ distinguished logician who flourished at
a ovijaya s i ©. Dabhoi in the Baroda State (Guzerat), ap-

proximately between 1608 A.D. and 1688 A.D. He was a 'spiri-

tual descendant of Hiravijaya Suri, the well-known Jaina High-
priest of the time of the Moghul Emperor Akbar.^ In about
1626 A.D. he came to Benares,^ where he studied N3^aya“sastra

in the disguise of a Brahmana ascetic. By about 1638 A.D. he
confessed that he was a Jaina and was asked at once to leave

the Sanskrit academies of the Brahmanas. On account of his

vast erudition in Logic and Metaphysics he obtained the titles of

Upadhyaya, Nyaya-vi§arada and Nyayaoarya. He died at Dabhoi
in 1688 A.D.^

1 Vide Intrcxiuction to IsTaya-karnikS edited by Mohan Lai Desai, pp, 3-4:

—

The doctrine of Naya is often illustrated by the parable of an elephant and
blind men. Several blind men desirous of knowing what an elephant was like,

touched separate parts of its foody and went home with the knowledge they derived
in this way. Sitting down to compare notes, they discovered that there was no
agreement among them as to the form of the animal. The man who had only

,

touched its leg described it as a hug© column, another man who had touched only
the ear described it as a winnowing fan, and so forth. They quarrelled among one
another until a person who was not blind came before them He took great pains
to explain that their knowledge was only partial, and as such caused confusion. He
said that all the different aspects of a thing must be examined in order to gain the
^mplete knowledge of the tWng. ** A partial knowledge, continues he, “ leads

to conffict while a complete knowledge establishes harmony.”

2 Hiravijaya (1520-16^5 A.D ).

Vijayasena Suri KalvSnaviJaya Kirtivijava

..1 *i
. i

Vijayadeva Sun Lafohavijaya Vinayavijaya

Vijayasimha Sun Nayavijaya

Ya^ovijaya (TapSgacchapsUSvall).

I

aqwwpiil f«r5W«W K (Mandharastuti).

^ ^ «

nr THT

h

(TarkabliSsi).
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YasoYiJaya wrote more iiiaii one hundred works (in Sanskrit

and Guzerati) in which he lias preserved a
His review of other detailed criticism on the Logic of Mitliila

and Madia as taught in the Benares aca-

demies of the 17th ceiitur}^' A.D. He must have heen a man of

extraordinary talent, or else he would not have ventured to

attack Siromani, the greatest exponent of Modern Logic in Madia.

He satirises this Brahmana logician by saying ^ woe to Bengal

where there is Siromani blind of one eye

!

Conscious of his own erudition he observes in another place :

‘‘The ocean of Logic is hard to approach owing to the uproar of

waves of the Didbiti—Commentary (of Siromani)
;
yet, is not the

water of that * ocean capable of being drunk by our cloud-like

genius ?

54. Ya^ovijaya’s Wokks.

Ya^ovijaya was the author of several rare works on Logic

such as Myaya-pradlpa, Tarkabhasa, Myaya-rahasya, Hyayamrta-
tarangini and Nyaya-khanda-khadya. He also wrote a commen-
tary’' on the Digambara work Astasahasr! called Astasahasri-vrtti.^

The Tarkabhasif, which begins with a salutation to Jina,^

consists of three chapters, viz. (1) Valid knowledge, pramai^;

(2) Knowledge from particular standpoints, naya
;
and (3) Imposi-

tion, nilhhsefa. There is also an occasional discussion on vyapti-

graha, induction or the process of ascertaining a universal coniiec-

tion between the middle term and the major term.

{>Tyayakhandakhgdya,leaf43, M^S m possession of Vijayadharma orDharma-
vijaya Snri).

mg’ n w srr*r . ii

(Astasihasri vivarana, leaf 82, MSS. of Vijava-dharma Suri and Indravijaya
Snri).

The idea of the vers© may be expressed as follows :

—

Indian Logic is a veritable ocean whose water is salin© and which m tmap-
proachabl© owing to the tumults and uproars of commentators. Is not then the
water of that ocean capable of being drunk? Why not, inteiligent people, like

clouds, can easily approach the ocean and drink its water pur© and sweet *

3 For other particulars about Ya^ovijaya, see Peterson 6, p. xiv. For his works-

see the JainSgama List published in Bombay.
To perpetuate the memory of Yaiovijaya there has been established at

Benares a college called Jai^a Ya^ovijaya-pSthsAlia, under the auspices of which
the sacred w’orks of the Jainas are oeing puHli^lied^ta a series called Jaina Ya^ovi*
iaya-granthamali,

* *r8rr fw*t i

irej%:*i5TO4«rTf nsftBR’? It

(Tarkabhisi, Chapter I)
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The 2fyayaioka. begins wife a satatatioa to MaliiTira ^ as
Paramatman (the supreme spirit) and ends Yfith an entreaty^ that

its author may be freed from lust and hatred^ which are the causes

of all sufferings. The work discusses the nature of soul {Mman)^
emancipation (muMi), inferenoe (anumana)^ testimony
direct knowledge {pratyaksa jnana)

^
iadkeot

jndna), validity of external things^ {vahyartha^siddM)

^

inherence
(samavaya), negation (ahhdva), ether (dhdm)^ substance [dravya],

etc.

The undermentioned philosophers, philosophical treatises and
systems are quoted :

—

Naiyayika, Ucclirrikhaia Naiyardka Saihkhj/a, Carvaka^
Tautatita, Vedantin, Nyaya, Yauktika, Bauddha,
Digambara, Syadvada-rahasya, SjT'advada-ratnakara

^
Sammati

tika, Jhanarnava^ Bhasyakara, Jinabhadra Gani Ksama-sramana,
Brhaspati, Dharmakirti, Acarya, Cintamanikrt, Manikrt, Misra.

Vardhamana^ and Paksadhara Misra.

The Myaya khanda khadya^ is otherwise called Mahavica
stavana. It consists of 108 verses composed in eology of Maha-
vira and at the same time embodying solutions of the deepest

problems of Logic. ^ There is an elaborate commentary in prose by
the author himself, elucidating many intricate points in the precise

style of modern logicians.
^
The work opens with a salutation to

Mahavira w^^ho is called Sambhu and e'nds with a brief account

of the author himself. The topics 'treated in the work, are :—Soul

{aiman)^ emancipation {mukti). momentariness (ksanihatva), origi-

nation (utpuUi), destruction (dhvamsa)^ syadvada, class and in-

dividual {jdii and vyahti), space and time {dem and hala), middle

* mm »

ayaloka)

(Nyayiloka)

* wm,—

(NyaySloka, leaf i3» printed at Ahmedabadj

^ The Nyayakhanda-khadya has been printed m Bombay

( Yy S) akhanda-khadya)

5
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term and major term {vydpya-vydpaha)

,

knowledge and external

world (mjndnmvMa-^vdhydfthavdda)

^

etc. The undermentioned
pliilG?50phers, philosophical treatises and systems are referred to :

—

Samkhya^ Kanabhaksa, Aksapada, Naiyayika, Banddha,
Madhyamika, Prabhakara, Mimamsaka, Bhasya^ Vartika^ Tika^

Samantabhadra, Gandhahasti, Sammati^ Misra, Bhatta, Sridliara^

Udayana, Narayana,^ Narayanacarya, ^iromani,^ Didhiti-kara,

Vardharnana, and Gniiaiianda,*

* The Astasahasrl-vivaraiia,,^ which is a gloss on the Astasahasri

of Vidyananda, opens with an obeisance to Indrabhiiti Gautama.
The work makes reference to the undermentioned philosophers,

philosophical treatises and systems:—¥acaspati, Naiyayika,
Mandana Misra, Prajhakara, Bhatta, Prabhakara, Hemacandra,
VacakacakravartI (Umasvati), Vaidanti-pasu, KTisnmMjali, Guru-
mata, MnrMbhatta, Mnrari Miira, Gautamiya, Udayanacarya,
Bhattacarya Jarannaiyayika, Raghndeva Bhattacarya,® Bhnsana-

etc.

(NySyakhan^a-khadya, leaf S, Bombay).

(Nyayakhanda-khadya, !eaf 42, Bombay).

«iw<ir 'efw ??w% ’sriaw^

g’sfrawl^sr ?r5cg?T ii

(Nyayakhanda-khadya, leaf 2, Bombay).

(Aslasahasri-vvivarana, MSS. belonging to Vijayadharma Suri and Indravijaya
SSri).

6 Raghndeva is referred to in leaves 4 , 22 of AstasShasri.

® The Bhusanasara (yyakarana) is referred to in leaves 34, 35, etc.



CHAPTER IF.

CoatiEiiity of Jama Logic, ^

55. The Conciliatory Character of Jaina Logic.

in the previous pages there has been given an indication of
the services rendered by the Jainas and

Br^imana^ Buddidsts 111 the formation of the
Mediaeval School of Indian Logic. Since

the Brahmanas did not in respect of their social practices differ

so markedly from the Jainas as they did from the Buddhists,
their attack on the Jaina Logic was not so violent as that on
the Buddhist Logic. In fact the logical theories of the Jainas
are in many instances akin to those of the Brahmanas. The
terms pratyaksa (perception), annmana (inference), upamana
(comparison), agama (verbal testimony), dharmjLa or uddhara^a
(example), chala (quibble), etc., of the Sthanahga-sutra and the

Stitra-krtafiga of the Jainas are m their meanings similar to, if

not altogether identical with, the corresponding terms of the

Caraka samhita and the Nyaya-sutra of the There
was in the Logic of the Brahmanas a casual review of the syllo-

gism of ten members as propounded in certain works of the

Jainas, but there was no protracted quarrel on that account

between the two parties. The Jaina logicians quoted Brahmanic
authors^ generally in an academic spirit. The special Jaina

doctrines of Naya (method) and sapta-hhahgl (sevenfold para-

logismb- though occasionally criticised, did not receive any rude

blows the Brahmanas.
The Jainas, in so far as they wrote regular treatises on Logic,

did not difier much from the Buddhists in
No jTvalry^w^

subject aiid style. The
Nyayavatara, by the Svotambara Jaina

logician Siddhasena Divakara <500 A.D.), traverses almost the

same ground as the Nyaya pravesa of the Buddhist logician

Dignaga (450-530 A.D.). Rabhasa Nandi, a Digambara Jaina

logician, wrote a commentary called Sambandhoddyota on the

Sambandha parlksa of the Buddhist logician Dharmakirti (635

^ See Satis Chandra Vidyabhnsana’s “ Mediseval School of Indian Logic,” his

edition of ** Nyaya-sara ” with tii© Nyaya-iatiparya>dipika of Jaya-s^nsha S3ri:

V.A. Smith’s “ Early History of India” and Akbar” ,
Epigraphia Inc:ea Vol, II ;

and ‘
* Jaina Inscriptions ” compiled by Puran Chand Nahar.

s Aksapada was attacked by Siddhasena Divakara in his Sammatitarka, and
by Haribhadra Snri in his SSstravartasamnccaya and Anekanta-jayapataka.

Uddyotakara (Vartikak^ra) was attacked by Abhayadeva SUri of Rajagaecha.
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A,D.), Tlie Praiiiaiia.-varyka-tii^a of Jaina Kalyana-caiidra is

likewise a commentary on the Pramana-vartika of the Buddhist
Dharmaklrti (635 A.D.), Dharmottara4ippanaka is the title of a
Jaina oommentacy by MallavMm (about 962 A.D.) on the Bud-
'dhist -work Ny%'a“bindo-|i!ka of Dharmottara (847 A DJ. If the

Buddhist author Santa Raksita (749 A.D.) instituted in his

Tattvasamgraha an inquiry into the Jaina doctrine of soul, the

Jaina author Haribhadra (1129 A.D
)
gave in his Saddarsana-

samuecaya a complete summary of the Buddhist philosophy. In

fact there was no bitter rivalry between the Jainas and the Bud-
dhists.

56. Royal Patronage and Persecution.

From time to time Jainism enjoyed patronage as well as

^
suffered persecution at the hands of the

aoronage
rulcrs. King Candra Gupta, ^ who carried on

controversies in the spirit of scholars, was a great supporter of

the Jaina religion which spread widely in Northern India and was
introduced into Mysore by Bhadrabahu. Samprati, a grandson
of Emperor A&oka, accepted the Jaina faith which was welcomed
throughout the Deccan about 215 B.C. The Svetambara Jaina

logician Siddhasena Divakara (Ksapanaka) was patronised at the

court of Vikramaditya in Ujjaini about 500 A.D. The Chinese

pilgrim Hwen-thsang, who visited the Pailava, Cola and Pagdya
kingdoms in 640 A.D., found that Jainism was the prevaffing religion

in Dravida, old Triohinopoiy and Malakuta, and that it was popu-
lar in Machura, Vai^all, Eastern Bengal and Southern Maratha
country. The Digambara Jaina logician Akalanka Deva enjoyed
favour at the court of the Rastrakuta King Krsnaraja I or Subha-
tuhga about 750 A.D. Hema Candra Suri, surnamed Kalikala-

sarvajha, was the preceptor of Maharaja Kumara Pala of Guzerat
about 1142-1172 A.D.

In the latter half of the seventh century A.D. there occurred,

p however, a terrible persecution of Jainism
ersecu ion.

Southern India. King Kuna, Sundara
or Nedumaran* Pandya, who had been brought up as a Jaina,

became a pupil of Saint Tirujnana Sambandar and accepted
the ^aiva faith. Displaying the zeal of a convert he persecuted
with savage cruelty his late co-religionists of whom no fewer
than eight thousand were' put to death. Mahendra Varman of

the Paliava dynasty, whose rule extended to Trichinopoiy, was

^ If we suppose this Candra Oapta to be identical with Candra Gnpta Manrya,
she date ^of introduction of Jainism into Mysore most be about S09 B.C. On tW.
contrary if he is the eam© as Candra Gupta II, Mysore could not have welcomed
Jainism before 375 A.D. The date of Bhadrabahu will have to be determined
accordingly.
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originally a Jaina. Throngli the influence of a Tamil saint he
accepted Saivism, and destroyed the large Jaina monastery of

Pataliputtriam in South Aroot at about 610 x4.D. In theCalukya
Kingdom of Vatapi^ where Jainism to a certain ex-

tent during 550-750 A D
, Buddhism was supplanted by ^aivisiii

and Vaisnavism. King Amoghavarsa of the Rastrakllta line,

whose capital was at Manyakheta (in the Nizam’s Dominions)
devoted the last part of his life to ascetic practices and patronised

the Digambara Jaina faith during 815-877 A.D. Jainism made
a rapid progress in Ms kingdom up to the iOth century A D,
Ajaya Deva, a ^5aiva King of Guzerat (about 1174-76 A.D

)
mer-

cilessly persecuted the Jain as and put their leader to death.

In spite of such persecutions the Jaina religion went on
flourishing in the Hindu period up til! 1200

M^omelans!^ Mahomedan rule which
followed, Jainism remained unperturbed.

The Pathan King, Firoa Shah Tughlak (1351-1388 A.D.), was kind
towards the Jainas, and the Moghai Emperors showed them great

favours. Three eminent Jaina teachers—Hiravijaya Sari. ViJaj^a-

sena Suri and Bhanucandra Upadhyaya—were received with high

honours at the court of Akbar who is said to have been a convert

to Jainism and to have proMbited the killing of animais on
certain days.

57. Support of the Jaina Community.

Rights privileges of

the iaifcy.

Though in ail periods the Jainas enjoyed a fair share of loyal

patronage, the main source of their stay

and strength lay in the community of Jaina
laymen. The founder of Jainism left the

church not entirely at the mercy of the monks (sadhu) and nuns
but placed it also in the hands of the layinen

laywomen (sravikd) called respectively Liie male and female

devotees. In all religious and social ceremonies the lay people

exercise control in the full measure. It is at their choice and
with their permission that the head of the church called Acdrya

can be appointed. The management of temples and places of

pilgrimage is entrusted entirely to the lay people, who select the

residence of monks and nuns.

It is on account of the mutual help of the monks and lay

, , ^ vx people that the Jaina church has continued
A.d to hterary meo.

The lay people, who belong

mainly to the Vaisya (merchant) community, command the wealth

of India. They have uniformly supported Jaina authors, and so

long as they continue, the Jaina logicians will never have to recede

from literary pursuits for want of funds.
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58. Jaina Logic will not be extinct.

We have seen that the Jaina monks were very seldom militant

against the Brahmanas or Buddhists. They also avoided, as far as

practicable, incurring the displeasure of their rulers, and framed
their ecclesiastical rules in liberal spirit to ensure the sympathy
of the laity. Under such circumstances it is not at all ptrange that

Jainism has not died and there is no fear that the Jaina Logic will

ever be extinct.



SECTION II.

The Buddhist Logic.
(ClECA 570 B C.—1200 A.D.).

CHAPTER I

Topics of Logic mentioned in the old Buddhist Literature.

69. Buddha Gautama
(570 B.C.—490 B.C.).

The Buddhists maintain that their religion is eternal. It was

taught at different cycles by sages called Buddhas (the Enlightened

Ones) or Tathagatas (those who have realized the truth). In the

present cycle, called Maha-bhadra-kalpa (the very blo.ssed cycle),

four Buddhas are said to have already appeared, viz Krakuc-

ohanda, Kanaka Muni, KaSyapa and Gautama, while the fifth, viz

Maitreya, is yet to be born.*

Of the past Buddhas the last, vtz Buddha Gautama, other-

wise called Sakya Muni, was born at Kapiiavastu (modern Nigiiva

in the Nepal Terai) about 570 B C., and attained nirmna at

Kusinagara (modern Kusinara or Kasia near Gorakhpur) about 490

B C.^ He passed almost his whole life in Magadha (modern Behar).

He is regarded by modern scholars as the real founder of Buddhism,

while his predecessors are considered as purely mythical

60. Origin of the Pali Buddhist Literature

(490 B.O.—76 B.C.).

Buddha Gautama is said to have delivered his teachings in

the MagadhI or Pali language On his death these teachings were

rehearsed by the Buddhist monks in three councils ® held at Raja-

1 Fide Hardy’s Manual of Buddhism, second edition, pp 88—91.

The exaet date of Buddha is unknown Acoordinr to the Mahavarasa,

Buddha was born m 623 B C and attained nirvana m 543 iB£. Tho date ot

Buddha’s nirvana is placed by European aoholars between

Dr Fleet’s article on “ The Date of Buddha’.s Death ” in the Jouyn.u of tne Koy.U

Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, Jan aarv 1904. \Vc shall not Jio ‘‘''•t

wrong If we place Buddha’s birth in 570 B (’ and his nirvina m 49J B.t. There

IS a positive statement m chapter V of the Mahavain.sa that was

on the throne of Magadha 218 years after the nirv.Ina ot Buddha. A_s ASoka s

installation took place about 272 B.C , the date of -Buddha’s mivana could

.approximately be placed in 490 B.C. Buddlia, who lived 80 years, seems, therefore,

to have been bom about 670 B C.
, d„„i-» p.uv

S For an account of the first and second councils, vide \ inaya Piiaka, Lolla

15
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griia, Vaisail and Pataiiputra under the patronage of kings Ajata-

satru, Kalasoka and A^oka about the year 490 B.C., 390 B.C and
255 B.C.^ respectively. The texts of the teachings as discussed

and settled in these coiinciis form the sacred scripture of the Bud-
dhists. This scripture is called in Pali Tipitaka or Pitahattaya

and in Sanskrit TripHaha or Pitakatraya^ which signifies ^ Three
Baskets ® It consists of the Sermon Basket (Sutta Pitaka), Dis-

cipline Basket (Vinaya Pitaka), and the Metaphysical Basket
(Abhidhamma Pitaka), each of which embodies a large number of

distinct works.

The monks assembled in the First Council, that is, in the
'

Council of Ka^yapa, in 490 B.C., were called (1) Theras, and the

scripture canonised by them was the basi^ of Theravada. Subse-

quently ten thousand monks of Vaisali having violated certain

^rules of Theravada were, by the decision of the Second Council in

390 B C
,
expelled from the community of the Theras. These

excluded priests were called (2) Mahasanghikas, who were the

first heretical sect of the Buddhists. They made certain ad-

ditions and alterations in the Theravada. Afterwards, within two
hundred years from the nirvar^a of Buddha, 14 other heretical

sects ^ arose, viz, (3) Gokulika, (4) Ekabboharika, (5) Pannatti,

(6) Bahuhka, (7) Cetiya, (8) Sabbafcthi, (9) Dhammaguttika,
(10) Kassapiya, (11) Sankantika, (12) Sutta, (13) Himavata,

(14) Rajagirlya, (15) Siddhatthika, (16) Pubbasellya, (17) Apa-
raseliya, and (18) Vajiriya

Just at the close of the Third Council about 255 B.C., the

teachings of Buddha as canonised by the Theras in the form of

the Tipitaka, were carried^ by Mahinda, son of Emperor A§oka,
to the island of Ceylon where they were perpetuated by priests in

.oral tradition They are said to have been committed to writing

for the first time in Ceylon, in the reign of Vattagamani during
104—76 B.C. Besides the TipUaka there were numerous other
works written in Pali which have immensely added to the bulk of

the Pali literature.

Vaptga, llfch and 12th Khandhakas, translated by Rhys Davids and Oidenberg,
S.B.E senes, voi. XX, pp 370, 386 For an account of the third council as also
of the first and second, vide Wijesinaha’s translation of the Mahavamsa, chapter V,
pp. 25-29, as also chapters III and IV.

I The first council was held in the year of Buddha’s nirvana, while the second *

council took place 100 years later. A^oka ascended the throne in 272 B C. {vide
Vincent A. Smith’s Aioka, p. 63), and it was m the 17th year of his reign, that is, m
255 B.C,, that the third council took place {vide Wijesimha’s Mahavamsa, p. 29).

^ For a discussion about the variant names and subdivisions of these sects,
£?ide Wijesimha’s Mahavamsa, part I, chapter V, p. !5; and Dr. Rhys Davids’
Schools of Buddhist Belief” m the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great

Britain and Ireland, 1892, pp. !—37.
s Vide the Mahavamsa, chapter XII.
^ V%de the MahSvamsa, chapter XXXIII. Cf. also Dr, Aiwis’s Lecture on

the Pali Language in the Journal of the Pali Text Society, London, 1883, p, 42.
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61 Logical topics in the Pali Litesatube.

In^ the Tipitaha—Day in the whole Pali literature "—there is

not a single treatise on Logic Paticca-samuppada (the Chain of
Interdependent Causes or the Wheel of Life), which represents the
central teaching of Buddha, throws some light on the doctrines of
self (or soul) and sufferings, but none on logic or processes of reason-
ing. The only topic bearing upon Logic which has been touched on
in the Pali works, is the division of knowledge into sjx kinds In
the Tipitaka ^ knowledge {VinMij.a has been classified as ( i) ocular
{cahhhu-vinndnam), (2) auditory (sola viMdnam), (:]; olfactory
{ghana-vinndnam)

^ (4:) gUBta^iovy {jivhd-vi7h'ld^am), (5) mctmlikdya-
vinMriam), and (6) mental {raano-vi^vndnMm}. But this ckssifica-
tion has not been carried far enough to lay the ioundation of a
Logic that deserves the name of science.

In the Tipitaka there are, however, occasional reiereiioes to
logical topics and to a class of men w^ho were called Tahhi (in Sans-
krit : Tarkin) or Takkika (in Sanskrit : Tarkika) —that is, those
versed in reasoning. It is not known whether these men were Bud-
dhists, Jainas or Brahmanas, perhaps they were reoniiceu ir)£Q ad
communities. They were not logicians in the proper sense of the
term, but they appear to me to have been sophists wiio indulged
in quibble and casuistry.

62. Suttapitaka: Dlgha-nikaya ; Brahmajala sutta

(490 B.C.).

In the Brahma-iala-suttap which forms a part of the Digha

Casuists and sophists.
Dikaya of the Sutta Ktaka and was re-

hearsed in the First Buddhist Council about
490 B 0 ,

there is mention of certain bramanas and Brai’^ manias

who were takki (argumentationists) and vlmamsi (casuists) arid

indulged in takka (argumentations) and vlmamsd (casuistry) These
Sramanas and Brahmanas from the standpoints of their pliiio-

1 Consult Mrs. Hhys Davids* article on Logie (Buddhtet.) m Dr dames Has-
tings’ Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics.

2 For an explanation of Paticca-samuppada or the doctriite

of mutual dependence, see Sam® Chandra Vidyafohusana’h nrtitlo on tiie subject
in the Journal of the Buddhist Text Society, Vol VII, part I. For tlie division

of knowledge, vide the Angattara Nikaya III, 61. 8. edited by Dr, 3Iorri-» in tt.o

Pali Text Society series of London. Vide also the Dhainmasangfuii, an*"! coiupare
Paricclieda IV of the Afohidhammatthasafigaha which, though not included m the
Tipitaka, sums up the topics of the Abhidhamma Pitaka.

Vififidna is translated as knowledge or consciousness, such as mkbkdmjV
Hana signifies ocular knowledge or eye-consciousness.

The Brahmajaia-sutta, chaps. I—III, inciuded m Dialogues of the Biiddlm,
translated by Prof. T. W. Rhys Davids, London The Brahraajala-'^uua, bliSna-

varam 1—3* included in the DIgha NikSya, edited by T W. Rhvs Davids and J. E.
Carpenter, London.
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sophioal views were divided into various classes such as the eter-

rialists (sassata-mda), etemalist-Don-eternaiists (ekacca-sassahkd

ekacca-asassahM), a,nd the annihilation] sis {uccheda-vada)

With regard to the eternalists who were perhaps the followers

of (the Saiiikhya philosophy of) Kapila, Buddha says

There are, brethren, some recluses and Brahmanas who are

^ ^
^

eternalists, and who, on four grounds, pro-
claim 'that both the soul and the world are

eternal They are addicted to logic and reasoning

[argumentation and casuistry], and give .utterance to the following

conclusion of tlieir own, beaten out by their argumentations and
based on their sophistry : eternal is the soul

;
and the wor.d, giving

birth to nothing new, is steadfast as a mountain-peak, as a pillar

firmly fixed
;
and these living creatures, though they transmigrate

and pass away, fail from one state of existence and spring up in

another, yet they are for ever and ever/’

With regard to the eternalist-non-eternalists who were per-

haps the followers (of the AnviksikI) of Medhatithi-Gautama, Bud-
dha says :

—

There are, brethren, some recluses and Brahmanas who are

eternalists with regard to some things, and
in regard to others, non-eternalists

;
who

on four grounds maintain that the soul and
the world are partly eternal and partly not They are

addicted to logic and reasoning [argumentation and casuistry], and
give utterance to the following conclusion of their own, beaten out
by their argumentations and based on their sophistrjr :

‘‘ This which
is called eye and ear and nose and tongue and body is a self which
is impermanent, unstable, not eternal, subject to change But this

which is called heart, or mind, or consciousness, is a self which is

permanent, steadfast, eternal, and knows no change, and will remain
for ever and ever.’*’

Etornahsfcs-non-etenial-

ists.

With regard to the annihilationists who were perhaps the
followers of the Lokayata philosophy, Buddha observes :

—

There are, brethren, recluses and Brahmanas who are anni-

Annauiationists.
Mationists, who in sevk ways maintain
the cutting off, the destruction, the annihi-

lation of a living being . . . In the first place, brethren,
they put forth the following opinion, the following view: Since,
sir, this soul has form, is built up of the four elements, and is the
offspring of father and mother, it is cut off, destroyed on the dis-

solution of the body
;
and does not continue after death ; and then,

sir, the soul is-completely annihilated.”

There are other classes of Sramanas and Brahmanas such as
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a class of fortuitoiis-originists (adliicca-samupfanmka) of. wiiom
Buddha speaks as follows :

—

‘'In this case, brethren, some reclase or Brahmana is addict-

ed to logic [sophism] and reasoning [casuistry]/' He giyes utter-

ance to the following conclusion of his own, beaten out bj/- Ms
argumentations amd based on his sophistry ^ “The soul and the

world arose without a cause/"

63.

Siittapiiaka ; Majjiiimaiiikaya : Aninxiaaa sutta

(490 B.C ).

Anumana sutta/’ which preaiipposes the use of the word
anumana in the sense of “inference^’ or rather*'* guess/’ is the

title of a chapter of the Majjhima JKikaya, while the word vdda in

the sense of discussion occurs in the Upalivada-sutta of the same
Nikaja of the Suttapitaka/

64.

Sutfcapi^ka ; Khuddaka KTikaya : XJdana

(490 BC.).

In the IJdana, which is included m the Khuddaka Nikaya of

the Sutta Pitaka and is supposed to have been rehearsed in the

three Buddhist Councils during 490 B.C. —255 B.C.. we read:

—

“As long as the perfect Buddhas do not appear, the Takkikas
[sophists] are not corrected nor are the Savakas* owing to their

evil views they are not released from misery/’ ^

This passage leaves no doubt that the Takkikas were aoph-

iste.

65,

Vinaya-pitaka : Parivara

(490 B.C.).

The logical procedure of a Judicial Council of Monks.

Four kinds of oases for settlement (adhikaraiia).

In the Parivara/ a work of the Vinaya-pitaka, there is mention
of four kinds of adhikarana^ cases for settlement, viz.: (1) vivddli-

dhikararia^ a case pertaining to differences of opinion, (2) annvddd-
dhikarana, a case in which one party accuses another party of the

violation of a rule of good conduct; (3) dpattddhiharanu, a case in

5 Vide Majjliima NikSya, vol. I, 15th sutta, and vol. II, 5tk duiJta
* The original of this passage runs as follows :

—

Y5va samma samboddha loke n’uppajjanti, na takkik^ sajjhanti na e’api
sivakS, dudditthi na dukkhS pamuccaro*ti

—Udanaml vi, 10, edited by Paul Steinthal in the PSli Tert Society senes,
London.

*' The, ParivSra, chapters IX—XIII, included m the Viniiya-pstakam, voi. V,
t^dited by Dr. H Oldenberg. Vide also the Patimokkha of the Vinaya-pstakara.
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wMek a monk lia.s actually transgressed an established rule of good
condfiet, and (4) Mccadhikarana, a case relating to the formal

procedure of an ecclesiastical act.

Beren rules for the settlement of cases (adhikarana-samatha

dhamma).

There are laid down seYen rules for the settlement of cases

{adhikaraiia-samatha dhamma), viz :

—

(
1

)
HamwMhhd vinaya^ settlement in presence, which applies to a

case that must be conducted in the presence of a council of

monks {sangha), the complainant and the respondent, in

accordance with the sacred procedure appropriate for it.

(2) Saii vinaya, settlement from recollection, which applies to a
case in which an Arhat (passionless person) is implicated.

Such a ease, which is evidently false, may be settled simply
by asking the Arhat to recollect his past misdeeds, if any.

An Arhat, being totally devoid of passions, is not at all liable

to the transgression of an}^ rule. Still to try him through
sati-innaya^ is to settle the present charge and to grant him
immunity from ail further charges.

(3) Amulha-vinaya
,
settlement for the insane, which applies to a

case in which a person while committing a crime was in an
abnormal state of mind, and was therefore not liable to any
charge for the committal of the crime. If at the time of his

trial he denies all knowledge about the crime, he will be
exempted from the charge once for all.

(4) PaUmidya karetdbham, settlement by an undertaking, applies

to a case in which the person implicated admits his guilt

and promises to refrain from committing it in the future.

(5) Yebhuyyasikd, settlement by a majority, applies to a case
which is settled by the majority of votes of the members.

(6) Tassa papiyyasiha, settlement with the prospect of further in-

quiry, applies to a case in which, the respondent having
neither admitted nor denied a charge, the council of monks

! , with a view to awakening him to a sense of res-

ponsibility, declares that he will be expelled from the
council any day that the charge is proved true, but will

be welcomed into the council when the charge is proved
false.

(7) Tina vattharaka, covering over with grass, applies to a case in

which a complainant and his respondent go on bringing
charges and counter-charges against each other. The council

of monks (sangha), finding no easy way to settle the case,

hush it up without listening to either of the parties.

Of the four cases enumerated above the first may be settled

by rules 1 and 5, the second by rules I, 2, 3 and 6, the third by
rales 4 and 7, and the fourth by rale 1 alone.
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A complaint (codana),

A complaint {codana) is intended for humiliating a person by
reminding Mm of the nature of his criminai

ant aT^espond^^^ The complaint may be well found-
ed or unfounded. It may arise from any

thing seen, heard or apprehended.
The complainant or plaintiff {codata) must institute his com-

plaint at the proper time, in its true detail, in gentle and relevant
terms and in good spirit

The respondent^ accused or defendant (evditaha) most speak
the truth and must not show temper.

A judicial council of monks (sangha),

A council of monies {sangha) engaged in trying a case, must
receive the arguments of the complainant and the respondent who
are the parties of the case. Deliberation {matikamm^a) must be
shared in by each member of the council.

Membera of a council (samgdmdvacara bhikkhu).

The monks who constitute the members of a Judicial council
(called in Pali samgdmdvacara bhikkhu) must approach the council
with meekness of spirit. They must know how to take their res-

pective seats. They must refrain from irrele^^ant and useless talk

They may speak on good law, or they may solicit their brother
monks to speak on it, or they may remain absolutely silent

The members must ascertain the nature of the case under
trial, the nature of the breach of morality, the section of the
moral code applicable to the case and the nature of the personnel
of the council and the parties. They must not be biassed. They
should, when necessary

,
employ persuasion and exhortation towards

the respondent and should at times express their satisfaction at

his conduct.

They must not, on account of their own superiority in know-
ledge or seniority in age, hold anybody in contempt

The judge or umpire {anuvijjaka).

The judge {anuvijjaka), elected by the council to act as such,

must not talk rashly or in haste. He must refrain from talking

of a subject which is in itself unprofitable, and which may rouse dis-

pute or ill-feeling. He must hear attentively what the parties

have to say. Having the welfare of all at heart, be must not

hastily accept the version of one party as true. The eoniplaimnt
will say that the respondent ‘‘is guilty,” while the res-

pondent himself will plead “not guily,” andpai^no Instead of
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discarding the statement of either of the parties, the jadg'^ I'lust

see that each party is consistent with his first statement

The judge must satisfy himself that the complainant unde--

stands the nature of the complaint he makes. As recardf. the

respondent the judge must not put to him questions which may

refer to his preceptor, teacher, brother-priest, resident pupil, caste,

name, family, tradition, clan or native place The reason m that

thereby the judge may bo biassed towards or prejudiced against

the respondent, and liis judgment may be inlluonced by affection,

hatred, fear or delusion.

The judge must have respect for the whole council and not

for a particular individual, for justice and not for private interest,

for what is really good and not for what is agreeable to a particu-

lar company in which he is interested. He must investigate

the case in season and not out of season, as it is and not as it is

not, gently and not rudely, with good will and with his limbs and

sense-organs duly restrained

He must control the complainant and the respondent, must

take note of what they say, and must not add any thing that they

do not say. He must make the languid cheerful the timid hopeful

,

and the angry cool He must not act from affection, hatred, fear

or delusion. A judge who behaves himself m this way is a true

follower of Buddha and is justly loved by all people

66. Vinaya-pitaka ; Patimokkha

(490 B.C.).

An ecclesiastical act

As an instance of the method m which monks combined m a

council {sangJia) used to perform an ecclesi-

astical act (hiccadhikarana)^ I explain the

several stages and requisites of the Buddhist sabbath called wpo-

satha^ in accordance with the Patimokkhupadesa ^ of the Vinaya-

pitaka
Uposatha {Sdbhath),

L Puhba-karana, preparation, which refers to the following

requisites :

—

(a) Smnmajjanl^ brooming or cleansing the ground, on which
monks are to assemble.

{b) Padrpa. lighting a lamp, if the uposatha is celebrated in the

night

1 Vide the PSU Patimokkha of the Vinaj^'a'-pitaka, and also the translation
of tho Vioaya texts by T. W. Rhys Davids and H. ’Oidenberg. Compare also the
Tibetan version of the PStimokkha called So-sor-tliar-pa edited with the Tibetan
text and an English translation by Dr Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana in J.A.S.B.,
nos. 3 and 4, 1915. Puhha-karana and piibha-'kieca are explained fully in the
Kankha-vitaran! and Samantapasidika of Buddhaghosa.
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(c) ijIalcG, w'ater, for drinking or washing one's face and leg

{d) Asana, seat on which monks are to sit.

2. Pubba-kicca, the preliminary acts, which refer to the

following

(a) Chanda, vote by proxy. If a monk cannot, owing to any
unavoidable cause, attend a council, he may authorize a

brother-monk to exercise his vote The formula of authori-

zation runs thus .

—

chandam dammit I give authority

,

ckandam me hara, do ye receive my authority
,

chandam me droceki, do ye convey my authority to the

council

{b) Pdrisuddhi, purity. A monk who cannot attend a council

of sabbath, must inform it of his purity through a brother-

monk.
ic) Utukkhdna, naming the season In a year there are three

seasons, viz me \ in:er, summer and rain, in each of which
there are celebrated eight uposathas (sabbaths). The third

and seventh uposathas of every season are held on the 14th

day of the moon whde the remaining six are held on the 15th

day of the moon. Uposathas are of three kinds, viz those

held on the 14th day of the moon, those held on the i5tli

day of the moon, and those held on any day, by the com-
mon consent of a council of monks to establish amity be-

tween two contending parties.

{d) Bhihkhu-ganand, counting the number of monks present m
a council A council may consist of four five, ten, twenty
or more monks.

(e) Ovdda, arrangement for the instruction to be imparted to a

council of nuns by a monk deputed for the purpose

3. Pattahallam, in season When the pubba-karafia and
pubba-kicea are over, the council should see whether it was the

right time when every thing was in order and there was nothing

objectionable

4. Patimokkhuddesa, recitation of the* code of monastic laws.

The introductory pari of the Patimokfcha, called niddna, is

cited below :

—

0 brethren, listen to me, 1 pray To-day is the 14th (or loth) day
of the lunar month for the celebration of sabbath by the council of

monks. If it is convenient to the council, let us celebrate sabbath and
recite the (rules of) Patimokkha.

Have the preliminary acts been performed ? 0 brethren, do ye

now express your purity. I shall recite the Patimokkha

We shall all listen to it calmly and bear the same in mind.

Whosoever among you has committed any fault, let him confess

it« If there is no fault, say nothing whatsoever. If nothing is said I

am to understand that the brethren are perfectly pure. As a monk
gives an answer if a question is put to him individually, so each monk is
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to give an answer when I repeat my question three times in a council

of monks like this. Whatsoever monk, in such a council, thus interro-

gated three times, does not confess a fault of whicli there is recollec-

tion, is guilty of uttering a deliberate he. The uttering of a deliberate

lie has. 0 brethren * been declared by Lord Buddha to be a sin called

obstacle Therefore a monk, who has committed a fault and dcbires to

be cleansed therefrom, should confess it if he remembers the same.

Having made confession he will reside in happiness But if he does

not confess or declare his fault, he will not be happy
0 brethren, I have recited the Introduction to the Patimokkha.

I now ask you whether you are perfectly pure I ask you a second

time and a third time. The brethren are perfectly pure
;
therefore they

say nothing ; so do I understand

Then are recited the four rules of defeat, ttiirteen rules of suspen-

sion from monkhood, two rules regarding undetermined matters, thirty

rules regarding sins which involve forfeiture, nmety-two rules regarding

sins which require expiation, four rules regarding matters which must
be confessed, one hundred and twelve rules which must be learnt (com-
mitted to memory), and seven rules for the settlement of cases If any
monk makes any confession, it is noted and considered.

5. After the Patimokkha in its entirety has been recited, the

monks should leave the sabbath hall with a feeling of universal

love

67. Abhidhamma-pitaka : Kathavatthuppakarapa

(about 255 B.C).

TlieKathavatthuppakarana, a work of the Abhidhamma-pitaka,
composed by Moggaliputta Tissa at the Third Buddhist Council
during the reign of Asoka about 255 B C / mentions anuyoga
(inquiry), aharana (illustration), patinna (in Sanskrit: pratijna,

proposition)
,
upanaya (in Sanskrit, too : upanaya, appplication of

reason b niggaha (in Sanskrit: nigraha, humiliation or defeat),

etc.,^ which are the technical terms of Logic. Though Moggali-
putta Tissa has not made any reference to a specie work on
Logic, his mention of some of its technical terms warrants us to
suppose that that science in some shape existed in India in his
time, about 255 B.C.

1 A^oka ascended the throne of Magadha m 272 B.C. {vide Vincent A. Smith’s
A^oka, p. 63). In the seventeenth year of his reign the Third Buddhist Council
took place (Wiie^imha’s litahavamsa, p. 29).

2 Niggahorcatukkath is the name of a section of the first chapter of the Katha-
vatthuppakarana. Upana/gorcatuhkam is the name of another section of that work.
A passage, m which the terms pa^itina and niggaha occur, is quoted below :

—

No ca mayam taya tattha hetaya patififiaya he^^am patijanantS hevaxn nig-
gahetafobo (KathSvatthuppakarana, Siamese edition, p, 3, kindly lent to me by
Anagarika H. Dharmapafa).

In the commentary on the above passage even ehala (quibble)
,
which is another

technical term of Logic, has been used.

Evam tena, chalena niggahe aropite idSni tass’eva patififiaya dhammena
samena attavade jayam dassetum anulomanaye pucchS sakavadissa attano nissaya
patififiam paravadissa laddhiya okasam adatva. . .

.
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68. Methods of Disputation as illustrated in

THE KaTHIVATTHU.

As a specimen of the method of reasoning carried on during

the time of A§oka, the following controversy (hatha) between a

Theravadin (a Buddhist disputant who did not admit the existence

of the soul, puggala, as a genuine reality) and a Puggalavadin (a

heretic respondent who asserted that there was a genuine reality

called soul, puggala) is quoted from the Kathavatthu * :

—

A case presented by a disputant m a regular form [anuloma),

Theravadin . Is the soul (puggala) known m the sense of a genu-

inely reaj thing ?

Puggalavadin : Yes.

Theravadin : Is the soul known in the same way as a genuinely

real thing ?

Puggalavadin . No, that cannot be said

Theravadin • Acknowledge your defeat.

(i) If the soul is known in the sense of a genuinely real thing,

then, good sir, you should also say that the soul is known
in the same way as any other genuinely real thing is known.

(ii) That which you say here is wrong, viz (a) the soul is known
in the sense of a genuinel}' real thing, but not (h) known
in the same way as any other genuinely real thing is known,

(hi) If the statement (b) is not admitted, then indeed the state-

ment (a) cannot be admitted either.

(iv) In admitting the statement (a) but in denying the statement

(b), you are wrong.

A rejoinder by the respondent (patikamma).

Puggalavadin : Is the soul not known in the sense of a genuinely

real thing ?

Theravadin : No, it is not knowm.

Puggalavadin : Is it* unknown in the same way as a genuinely real

thing is known ?

Theravadin : No, that cannot be said.

Puggalavadin : Acknowledge the rejoinder.

(Kathavatthuppakarana-atthakatha, published by the Pali Text Society of

London, p. 13).

1 Kathavatthu, vol. I, pp. 1-69, edited by A. C. Taylor and published by the

Pali Text Society , London.
Compare the English translation called Points of Controversy,*' by Mr. Shw©

Zan Aung and Mrs. Rhys Davids, published bv the PSh Text Society, London,

pp. 1-70.
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(i) If the sou! is not known m the sense of a genuinely real

thing, then, good sir, you should also say that the soul is

unknown in the same way as a genuinely real thing is

known

(li) That which you say here is wrong, viz (a) the soul is not

known in the sense of a genuinely real thing, bat not (b)

unknown in the same way as a genuinely real thing is

knoun.

{111} If the statement (5) is denied, then the statement (a) can-

not be admitted either

(iv) In admitting the statement (a) but in denying the statement

(fe), you are wrong.

The rejoinder causing entanglement or defeat on the disputant

(niggaJia)

Puggalavadin : If in your opinion we should say that the soul is

not known in the sense of a genuinely real thing but not

unknown in the same way as a genuinely real thing is

known, then, you have, by your own proposition, assented

to the truth of our statement and have acknowledged de-

feat.

(i) Your statement—that the soul is not known in the sense of

a genuinely real thing, but not unknown in the same way
as a genuinely real thing is known—is wrong

(ii) You should not say that the statement (a) is to be admitted,
but the statement (&) is not to be admitted.

(iii) If the statement (b) is not admitted, then the statement (a)

cannot be admitted either.

(iv) In admitting the statement (a) but in denying the statement
(b), you are wrong.

Application of the reasoning of the disputant to his own case

{ufanaya).

Puggalavadin : If the defeat we have inflicted on you is considered

unfair, do ye apply your reasoning to your own case.

We said : (a) the soul is known in the sense of a genuinely real

thing, but (6) unknown in the same way as a genuinely
real thing is known.”

You observed : if the statement (b) is not admitted, then the

statement [a) cannot be admitted -either.”

Now, you say
:

(a) the soul is not known in the sense of a genu-
ineh" real thing, but not (6) unknown in the -same way as a
genuinely real thing is known.”

Following you we observe : if you do not admit the statement
(5), you cannot admit the statement (a) either.”
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Conclusion {mggamuna)

PuggalavadiQ As for ourselves we do not deserve any defeat

The following assumptions which 3^011 made are wrong

(i) If the soul IS known m the sense of a geuumely real thing, it

must also be knovn in the same vax" as a genuinely real

thing IS known,

(11) it IS wrong to couple the statement {a), viz. the soul is

known in the sense of a genuinely real thing, with the state-

ment (6) ,
VIZ. the soul is not known 111 the same way as a

genuinely real thing is known.
(ni) If statement (6) is denied, then the statement (a) must

also be denied

(iv) If the statement (a) is admitted, then the statement (b) must
also be admitted.

The defeat you propose to inflict on us is unfair But our rejoin-

der is fair and demonstration well done.

The above is an instance of First Defeat {pathamo niggaho).

The argument is suitably repeated in the Second Defeat (adverse

controversy, paccamha-niggaJio) in which the respondent is a Thera-

vadin. In the Third, Fourth or Fifth Defeat the question runs

respectively as follows * ‘‘ Is the soul known everywhere, always or

in everything in the sense of a genuinely real thing ? ” In the

Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Defeats not Jcnown is substituted for

known m the question.

A case presented through a simple comparison {suddhtka

samsandana).

Theravadin • Is the soul known in the sense of a genuinely real

thing, and is matter also known in the same sense ?

Puggalavadin . Yes.

Theravadin : Is matter one thing and the soul another ?

Puggaiavadin . No, that cannot be said

Theravadin * Acknowledge defeat.

If the soul and matter be each known in the sense of a genuinely

real thing, then, good sir, you should have admitted that they are dis-

tinct things. You are wrong to admit the former proposition and not

the latter. If the latter cannot be admitted, neither should the for-

mer be admitted. To say that the soul and matter are both known in

the sense of genuinely real things but that they are not mutually dis-

tinct things, is wrong
i -r

If the soul is known in the sense of a genuinely real thing, then,

good sir, you should also have admitted one of the four alternatives.

Your position is untenable. If you cannot admit any of the four alter-

natives, then indeed, good sir, you should not assent to the proposition

that the soul is known in the sense of a genuinely real thing.
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Definition of terms (lahkhanayutti-hathd)

.

Tlieravadin Is the soul known in the sense of a geiiomely real

thing

Puggaiavadin Yes.

Theravadin • Is the soul related or absolute, compounded or un-

compounded, eternal or temporal, is possessed of form or

without form ^

Puggaiavadin : No, these cannot be said.

Theravadin : Acknowledge defeat.

Clearing the meaning of terms {vacaiia-sodharm).

The extension of the subject in relation to its predicate is

clearly set forth in the following controversy *

—

Theravadin . Is the soul (subject) known, and is that which is

known (predicate) the soul ?

Puggaiavadin : The soul is known, but of that which is known a

portion is soul and the remaining portion is not soul.

Theravadin Do you say this with respect to the subject also, vtz.

of the soul, a portion is known and the remaining portion is

not known.

Puggaiavadin ; No, that cannot be said, etc.

A case presented through an analogy {opamma-samsandana).

Theravadin : Matter (ritpa) is, you have admitted, known as a

genuinely real thing. Feeling (vedand) too is known as such.

Now, is matter one thing and feeling another ?

Puggaiavadin . Yes.

Theravadin . Is the soul known also in the sense of a genuinely
real thing, as matter is known i

Puggaiavadin: Yes.

Theravadin : Then, is matter one thing, the soul another thing ?

Puggaiavadin : No, that cannot be admitted.

Theravadin • Acknowledge defeat.

If matter and feeling are both known as genuinely real things and
yet are two different things, then by analogy, if the soul and matter
are both L \own as genuinely real things, they, good sir, can equally be
two different things. Your position in admitting the first pair of

propositions hut not the second pair, is wrong. If you cannot admit
the second pair, neither should you have admitted the first pair Your
position is wrong.
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A case presented thronghi the four-fold method (mtukka-naya-
sarhsandana),

Theravadin . Is the son! known in the sense of a j^enuinelv real
thing '2

Puggalavadin Yes.

Theravadin (i) Is matter the soul ? or (ii) Is the soul in matter ?

or (iii) Is the soul apart from matter ? or (ivj Is matter in
the soul ?

Puggalavadin No, that cannot be said.

Theravadin * Acknowledge defeat.

The doctrine of impermanence {hhm^^ika-haihd).

The doctrine of momentariness (khanika-kathd) ^ in its crude
form is discussed in the following dialogue :

—

Theravadin : Do all things exist in our consciousness for a moment
only ?

Pubbaseliyas . Yes.

Theravadin : Do you mean that it is in our consciousness that

there exist the earth, ocean, Sumeru, water, fire, wind^
grass, twigs and trees ?

Pubbaseliyas * No.

Theravadin : Do you mean that our sense-organs have grown along

with our sense-cognitions ?

Pubbaseliyas : No.

Theravadin : Do you mean that the sense organs are coincident in

time with our sense-cognitions 1

Pubbaseliyas : Yes

Theravadin : Do you accept the authority of the scripture which

declares that there will be no cognition, if the sense-organs

are conjoined with their objects but not with the mind, or

with the mind but not with the objects, and that there will

be cognition only when the sense-organs, their objects and

the mind—all these three—are conjoined ?

Pubbaseliyas : Yes.

Theravadin : Therefore you can not say that the sense-organs are

coincident in time with our sense-cognitions.

Pubbaseliyas : Should we say that things do not exist in our mind

for a moment only ?

Theravadin : Yes.

1 KathSvatthu, Khanika-kathS XXII—8, pp 620—62 i, edited by A. C. Tayior

in the Pali Text Society. ‘Compare also the translation called “ Points of Contro-

versy” by S. Z. Aung and Mrs. Rhys Davids. Also MajJhima Nikaya, i, 190.
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Pubbaseliyas Are all things eternal <^cabie pennaueiit and im-

mutable ^

Theravadm No

Pubbaselivah Theretore allThings exist in our rnuid to» i inomenl

orilj

69 .
Milmda-pahha alias the Bliiksii-slitra

(about 100 A.D.).

The only Pali work ixi which an explicit reference to Logic

called Nlti {or Nyaya) occurs is the ‘M:ilmda pahha otherwise

known as the Bhiksu-stitras which was composed about 100 A.D ^

It was translated into Chinese under the Eastern Tsin dynasty

A.D. 317—420.^ In the Chinese collection of the Indian books
it IS designated as the Hagasena-Bhiksu-sutra. This work con-

tains questions of Milinda (the Greek King Menander of Bactria)

and replies of Bhiksu Naga Sena on various abstruse matters. In
it Milinda, who was versed in Logic {N%ti or Nyaya), thus des-

cribed :

—

“ Many were the arts and sciences he knew—noly tradition and secular law ,

HetuvidyS or NvSva t!ie SS.nKhya, Yop, Nyaya and Vai^esika systems of
“ piiilosophy; arithmetic, music; mediCine

, the four
Vedas, the Puranas, and the Iiihasas; astronomy, magic

;
causation and spells,

the art of war, poetry, conveyancing—in a word, the whole nineteen.
As a disputant he was hard to equal, harder still to overcome; the acknow-

ledged superior of all tbe founders of the various schools of thought. And as in
wisdom so m strength of body, swiftness, and valour, there was found none equal
to Miimda m all India. He was rich, too, mighty m wealth and prosperity, and
the number of his armed hosts knew no end .... The king, who was fond of
wordy disputation, and eager for discussion with casuists, sophists, and gentry of
that sort, looked at the sun (to ascertain the iim©), and then said to his minis
iers.” 2

The following dialogue between Milinda and Naga Sena is

quoted to show what was thought to be the proper mode of carry-
ing on debate in the days of those notable persons^ .

—

The Kmg said ‘ Reverend Sir, will you discuss with me again ?
’

A scholarly debate ‘ p Majesty w.ll discuss as a scholar (Pandita),

^

well , but if you will discuss as a kmg, no.
‘ How is it then that scholars discuss ?

"

I For discussions about date vsde Rhys Davids’ Introduction to the Ques-
tions of Kmg Milinda” m the S.B.E. senes, vol. xxxv Menander seems to have
belonged lo the family of Enkratxdes and to have invaded India about 155 B C.

' Vide Bun%uu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chmese Tripitaka, No 1358
? Taken from P«hys Davids* translation of the Miimda-pahha called “ the

Questions of King Miimda” in S B.E. senes, voi xxxv, pp. 6-7.

Nyaya is taken as an equivalent for the original NUi, causation tor Hetu, casmsts
for Lohayata and sophists for Vifanda.

Nlti means “ polity,” but placed between Yoga and Vai^esika it may signify

Nyaya Causation, hetu, very probably stands for Hetu-vtdya, Nyaya or Logic.
^ Vide Rhys Davids’ Questions of Kmg Milinda in the S.B.E. senes, vol. xxxv,

p. 46.
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‘ When scholars talk a matter over with one another, then is there a winding
up, an unravelling

,
on© or other is convicted of error, and he then acknowledges

his mistake, distinctions are drawn, and contradistinctions, and yet t<t'iereby they
are not angered. Thus do scholars, O King, discuss ’

‘ And how do kings discuss ?
’

‘ When a king. Your Majesty, discusses a matter, and he advances a point, if

any one differ from him on that point, he is apt to fine him, saying: ‘‘Inflict

such and such a punishment upon that fellow ’ Thus, Your Majesty, do kings
discuss

’

‘Very well. It is as a scholar, not as a king, that I will discuss. Let Your
Reverence talk unrest^am©dh^ as yoi^vouM with a brother, or a novice, or a lay

disciple, or even with a servant Be not afraid ’
’

70. Origin of the MahayIna
(about 78 AD).

At the opening of the Christian era the north-western part of

India was invaded by the Kusanas, Turuskas or’ Scythians. Kani-
ska/ who was one of their chiefs, conquered K^ismira, Palhavaand
Delhi, and is said to have founded the era called ^ahabda in 78

A.D, He accepted the Buddhist faith and established a new
system of Buddhism called Mahdydna,^ the Great Vehicle. The
old system of Buddhism as promulgated in the Pali Tipitaka was
henceforth nicknamed Hlnaydna, the Little Vehicle. The 31aha-

ydna gradually spread to Nepal, Tibet, Mongolia, China, Japan,

Corea, etc
,
while one Hmaydna continued in^ Ceylon and thence

spread to Burmah, Siam, etc In India b4>th the systems pre-

vailed.

I Hwen-thsang, m the 7th century A.D., records a proj hecy of Buddha that 400

years after his nirvana, Kaniska, would be born: vide Beal's Buddhist Records of

the Western World, voi I, p. 9 k The same prophecy i& mentioned by Fa-hian

about 399 A.D., showing thereby that Kaniska was regarded as historical even at

that time. According to Tibetan books such as the Surn-pa hi-ohos-byun, Kaniska

flourished in 33 B.C., that is, 400 years after the nirvana of Buddha which xs said

to have taken place m 433 B.C. Dr. JT. jP. Fleet holds that Kaniska founded the

Vikrama era in 58 B.C. (wde Traditional Date of Kaniska the Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britam and ^Ireland, October 1906) Dr R. G.

Bhandarkar places Kaniska at the last quarter of the 3rd cen tury A D., as appears

from “A peep into the early history of India” in the Journal of the Bombay
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1897— p. 396. Vincent A. Smith places

Kaniska in 125 AD, while Sylvain Ldvi assign# him an ea-rhor date of 50 A D.

{vide J.R A.S , January 1905, pp. 52--53). But Mr. Beal, Mr^. Lassen, Professor

Kem and others adopt the view that the ^aka er#» dates from Kaniska m 78 A.D.

In the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Gi, there is MaharajarJ^aniharleUha, which is a letter

addressed by Maticitra (A^vaghosa) to King Kaniska, an account of which has

been published by Dr Satis Ch^andra Vidyabhusana in the Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, no. 9, for 1910. It seems that Kaniska* who was a contem-

porary of Aivaghosa and NagSrjuna, was different from ^he king of that name
under whose patronage the fourth Buddhist Council was h^ld. Indeed Kaniska

was often taken as a general name for the Ku^ana kings
2 Vide Takakusu’s Ltsmg, p. xxv; also Satis Cnandra Vidyabhusana’

s

Mahayana and HInayana** m the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great

Britain and Ireland, January 1900.

16
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71. Obigin op the Sanskrit Buddhist Literature
(about 78 A.D

)

Under the patronage of Kaniska, a council ^ was held at Jalan-

dhara under the superintendence of Parsva (or Puraaka) and Vasu-

Mitra. It consisted of 500 monks who composed in Sanskrit three

works explanatory of the Pali Tipitaka.Wiz Sutra Upadesa of

the Sutta Pitaka, Vinaya Vibhasa of the Vinaya Pitaka, and Abhi-

dharma Vibhasa of the Abhidhamma Pitaka. These three, works

written in Sanskrit, were the earliest canonical books of the Maha-
yana School

It must not, however, be supposed that there had been no
Buddhist books written in Sanskrit before Kaniska held his council.

As a fact Kaniska thought it expedient to introduce Sanskrit as

the medium of Buddhistic communication, because there already

existed many valuable Buddhist books m that language. For
instpmoe, the Abhidharma-vibhasa, or rather the Abhidharma-
mahavibhasa-^astra, which was compiled at the council of Kaniska,

was a mere commentary on Katyayani-putra’s Abhidharma-jhana-
prasthana-sastra.^ This last is a Sanskrit work explanatory of

the Pali Abhidhamma Pitaka. It was composed 300 years after

the nirvana of Buddha or 100 years before the time of Kaniska.
Though Kaniska was not thus the first founder of the Sanskrit

Buddhist literature, it cannot but be acknowledged that it was he,

who for the first time proclaimed Sanskrit as the language of the
Buddhist Canon. Since his time there have been composed in-

numerable Buddhist works in Sanskrit of which nine called th^ Nava
Dharmas^ are specially worshipped by the Mahayana Buddhists.

72. Logic mentioned in the Sanskrit Buddhist
Literature.

None ^ of the works composed during or before the time of

Ki^niska has come down to us in its Sanskrit original, and I have

^

I An account of this council is given by Rai Sarat Chandra Das, C.I.E., in an
article named **Some Historical facts connected with the rise and progress of
MahaySna School of Buddhism, translated from the Sumpalii-choa-byun in the
Jovirnal of the Buddhist Text Society of Calcutta, vol. I, part III, p, 18. Vide
alsio Watters’ “On Yuan Chwang,’’ vol. I, p. 27 ; and also Monier Williams’
Bi|iddhism, pp. 68--69.

,

^ Vide Bunyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, nos. 1263, 1273
a^d 1276. Regarding the authorship of Abhidharma-mah’Svibhlsa, or simply
MahSvibhSsa, vide Takakusu in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great
pnt&m and Ireland, January 1905, p. 169.

^ The Nava Dharmaa or Nine Sacred Works are
(i) Asta-sahasrika Prajhaparamita, (2) Ganda-vyuha, (3) Da^a-bhuml^vara, (4)

SaniadM-raja, (5) LaakSvatSra, (6) Saddharma-pundarika, (7) TathSgata-guhyaka,
(8) Lalitavistara, and (9) Suvar^a-prabhSsa.

Fide Hodgson’s Illustrations of the Literature and Religion of the Buddists, p. 19.
Dr. Rhys Davids in his Buddhist India, p 316, observes that the three

works composed at the Council of Kaniska are extant in European libraries.
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had no opportunity of examining the Chinese or Tibetan version of

the same, i cannot, therefore, say whether there is any mention
of Logic in those 'vorks. But we have before us a very large col-

lection of Sanskrit Buddhist works Cvunposed after the time of

Kaniska. Many of these works, such as some of the Nava Dhar-
mas, contain references to Logic

^
and several works are even

replete with logical discussions.

73. The Lalitavistara

(before 250 A.D ).

The Lalitavistara, which is one of the Nava Dharmas, was
translated into Chinese in 221—263 A.D ^ The Sanskrit original

of it must have been prepared in India before that time. In this

work Logic, under the name of Hetu-vidya,^ is mentioned along

with the Saihkhya, Yoja, Vaisesika, etc
, in all of which the Bodhi-

sattva (Buddha Gautama) is said to have acquired distinction.

74. The Lahkavatara sutra

(ABOUT 300 A.D.).

The Lahkavatara shtra*^ is a very sacred work, as it is one of

the Nam Dharmas. The exact date of it is unknown, beyond the

fact that it was translated into Chinese in 443 A.D."^ The approxi-

mate date seems to be 300 A.D., for, it mentions four heretical

schools, refuted later by Arya -Deva.^ The four schools, as men-
tioned in the Chinese Tripitaka, are (1) the Sa’mkhyas who believe

1 The Lalitavistara was translated into Chinese four times. The first and
third translations were lost by 730 AD. The first was prepared under the Han
dynasty A.D. 221—263, the second under the Western Tsin dynasty A D. 265—316,
the third under the oarlier Sun dynasty A.D. 420—479, and the fourth under the

Than dynasty A.D, 683. Vide Bunyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripi-

taka, nos. 159 and 160.

2 fatwrt

’fti fOTmw VI'S?:

W ft-fwisit « «

Lalitavistara, edited by Dr, Rajendra Lai Mitra in the Bibliotheca Indica

senes, Calcutta, Chapter XII, p. 179.

The Sanskrit original of this work has been published by the Buddhist Text
Society of Calcutta lander the editorship of Rai Sarat Chandra Das and Dr. Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana. The work also exists in Chinese and Tibetan. Hweii-
thsang mentions the Lankavatara; vide BeaTs Buddhist Records of the Western
World, Book XI, p. 251. Vide an account of the LankSvatara sutra by Satis

Chandra Vidyabhushana in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain

and Ireland
,
1906.

^ Vtde Bunyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, nos. 175, 176 and
177.

(

6 Bunyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, nos. 1259, 1260 and
Appendix I, no. 4.
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iii oneness/ (2) the Vaisesjkas who believe in difference, (3) the

Nirgrantha-putras who believe in both, and \4) the Jhatiputras who
believe in neither.^

The Laiikavatara speaks in a prophetic style of the Naiyaylkas

Reference to Logic and
Logicians.

(logicians) and Tdrkikas (dialecticians).

Thus in Chapter II of the work Mahamati
asks Buddha :

—

Say bow in time to come Saiydyikas vill flourish ?

“ How is tarka (reasoning) corrected, and how is it carried on ^ ^

What is the nature of the doctrme that draws conclusion from
a reason and an exampleV ^

Tn Chapter X of the work we read:

—

Whatever is produced is destructible : this is the conclusion

of the Tdrkikas.'' ^

J Here the word Samkhya stands for the Upanisad or Vedanta. The Ssm-
khya as mentioned m the Mahabharata really teaches the doctrine of oneness
Even VijQana Bhiksu, the author of SSmkhya-bhasya, admits that the Samkhya
philosophy IS not opposed to the doctrine of oneness. Cf

1
(Samkhya-bhasya, Chap. 1, Sutra 61).

Vide Bunyiu Nanjio, no. 1259. Cf. Lankavatararsutra, A.S.B. MSS., leaf

135

l«fW surf f%?n! i

f^fsrn! ii

S The Sanskrit original runs as follows .

—

^«fT^T:w ^sinrfrri i

(Lankavatara sutra, Asiatic Society of Bengal’s MSS. Chap. II, leaf 11).

The Tibetan version runs thus :

—

(Bkah-hgyur. Mdo, vol. V, Asiatic Society of Bengal’s xylograph).

* uajtw ww I

(Lankavatara sutra. Chap. II, leaf 11,, A.S.B. MSS.).

(Bkah-hgyur, Mdo, voL V),

^ SW*fI t»l5rT ?

Lankavatara sutra, p. 36, Buddhist Text Society’s edition).

® f^Tsc. si’sr. ii

(LankSvatara sutra. Chap. X, leaf 143, A.S.B, MSS.),

(Bkah-hgyur, Mdo, voL V).
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In Chapter II, the doctrine of idealism ^ (vijndna-vada) is ex-

^ ^ .
plained. According to this doctrine our

IdealitTiTi (mj nana-rada) t * iknowledge alone is real and the so-called ex-

ternal objects are mere manifestations of it. Knowledge {vijndna)

is stated to be of two kinds, vtz (1) the potential knowledge [hhydti-

vijndna) which remaining in us from time immemorial as a mass
of potentialities, reminiscences, tendencies or impressions tends to

produce tlie so-called external objects; and (2) the objectified

Imowledge {vastu-prativikalpa vijndna) or knowledge which is mani-
fested as external objects through the act-force {harma) inherent

in our aforesaid potentialities, reminiscences, tendencies or impres-

sions.

These two kinds of knowledge combined constitute what is

called pravrtti vijndna, presentative knowledge which produces the

external world drawing us towards it. The seat of pravrUi-vijndna

is called dlaya-vijndna, the basic knowledge. While the latter is

compared to an ocean, the former is compared to high winds which
agitate it.

This basic knowledge, dlaya-vijndna, is otherwise called an
ego (akam). As we pass on our pravrtti-vijndna changes but our

ego persists. By means of concentration {yoga) we can under-

stand the true nature of the ego. It alone is perfect {parinis-

paip^a). Non-ego or the external world is false {parihalpita) and
conditional (paratantra). When emancipated, our pravrUt-vljndna

totally disappears, but the ego or dlaya vijndna continues.^ The

1 Vi3
Qana*vada IS called in Tibetan rnam-par-^es-pahHta-wa,

.

It is designated in Sanskrit as yogacarctrdaHana corresponding to Tibetan mal-

hbyor-pahi-Ita-wa,
|

Pmi'r^^^-tJi7}^5naiscalledinTibetan:len-pahi-

maHi-par4es, signifying knowledge as received. Alayavijndna in

called in Tibetan: kpn-gshi mam par4es-pa, signifying know-

ledge which constitutes the basis or foundation of all. F^rimapanna is called in

Tibetan: yons-grub, complete m itself paratantra . gshan-dwan,

dependent on others, and panJcalpita: kun-brtags, fanciful or

erroneous.
2 It is perhaps not quite accurate to say that when emancipated -the ego oi

dlaya of the vi] fiSna-vadins becomes identical with the void or sunyaia of the

MSdhyamikas, because while the former look upon dlaya perfect (partnis-

panna), the latter do not consider Sungatd to be so.

The dlaya of the vijdana-vadins corresponds to ahamJedra {and purusa) of the

SSrhkhya philosophy. In emancipation ahamkdra^ according to the Sarakhyas.
disappears, but dlaya according :}o the vijSana-vidins persists. The sSmkhyas do
however assume an add 3.on'd principle called purusa (soul) which continues to

exist. This contrast w.zh the wSSmkhya doctrine is noted m the following passage

of the Lankavatara sutia :

—

fsifffst?: I sJtTK'sf

{LahkSvatara sutra, Chap. II, p- 45, edited by Sarat Chandra Das and Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana).
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^go, unruffled by the external world and freed from all potentiali-

ties, reminiscences, tendencie-^ or impres'^ions. attains pristine

purity. This is its emancipation or final rest.

In chapter VI of the Lank ivatara-sutra entitled k'-anika-

parivarta (a chapter on niomentariness), there is a clear explana-
tion of tlie theory that everything is moinentary. In a passage of

the sutra the author observes as follows ^
;
—

The doctriDe
mentariness.

A momentary thing is that which is inactive, distinct in itself,

and not liable to cessation By calling things

momentary, I mean that they are not produced
I do not, O fools, say that they are des troj^ed

of mo-

after being produced
”

75. Eighteen Sects of the Buddhists

We have previously found that within 200 years after the
nirvana of Buddha there arose in India 17 heretical sects besides

the orthodox priesthood called the Theras. In course of time
some of these sects disappeared while new ones grew up, the result

being that at the time of Kaniska, about 78 A.D., the Buddhists
had already been divided into

as follows :

—

I. Arya Sarvastivada

(1) Mula Sarvastivada

(2) Kasyaplya
(3) Mahisasaka

(4) Dharma-guptiya
(5) Bahusrutiya

(6) Tamrasatlya

(7) Vibhajyavadin
II. Arya Sammitlya

(8) Kurukullaka

(9) Avantika

(10)

Vatsiputriya

sects ^ grouped into four classes

Belonging to the Vaibhasika

) School of Philosophy.

i

w «r I h

(Ladkavatara sutra. Chap. VI, p. 99, Bengal Asiatic Society’s MSS.).

2 Vide the Journal of the Buddhist Text Society of Calcutta, vol. I, part III,

p. 18; TakakusiTs I-tsing. pp xxiii, xxiv and xxv; Rhys Davids^ article in the
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 1891, p. 411,
and 1892, pp. I—37; Rockhill’s Buddha, p. 181 f; TSranatha’s Geschichte des
Buddhismus von Sehiefner, pp. 270—274 ; and Wijesiihha’s Mahavamsa, part I,
Chapter V, p. 15.
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III. Arya Mahaaamgliika

(11) Pilrva-saila

(12) Apara -sail a

(13) Haimavata
(14) Lokottaravadin

(15) PrA] n aptivad in

iV. Arya Sthavira

(IG) Mahavihara

(17) Jeta van!ya and
nS) Abhayagirivasin

' Belonging to the Sautraniika

( School of Philosophy.

All the sects mentioned above belonged to the Hlnayana,

though later on they joined tlie Malidydna too.

76. Four Schools of the Buddhist Philosophy

The philosophical views of the sects mentioned above were

gradually fprmulated into two scliools, viz the (1) Vaihhdsika

and (2) Saidrdntika. The Mahayana sect of the Buddhists found-

ed by Kaniska established two other schools of philosophy, viz,

the (31 Madhyamika and Yogdodra So there were altogether four

schools of philosophy, two of the Hlmydna and two of the Mahd-

ydna *

Vaibhdsika was a later appellation of the philosophy of the

Sarvastivada (Pali: Sabbatthivada) sect®

^ who, as their name implies, admitted the

reality of the world —internal and external . In fact the Vaibhasika

said that our cognition and its corresponding external object were

both real. The fundamental philosophical work of this sect is

Katyayanl-piitra’s Abhidharma-jhtoa-prasthana-^astra,® or simply

Jhana-prasthana-§astra, composed 300 years after the nirvana of

Buddha The next work of this sect is the Abhidharma-maha-

vibhasa-f^astra,^ or simply Vibhasa, compiled at the council of

Kaniska about 78 A D It was from this Vibhdsd that the name

Vaibhdsika ® wa^ derived. Vibhdsd means commentary,” and the

*1 Vide Real’s Buddhist Records of the Western Worldf vol I, pp. 121, 139 n ,

^nd Takaktisuhs T-tsmg, p xxii.

5^ Vide TakakiHu’s I-tsing, p xxi. The Arya Sammitivas, at any rate thoir

subclass •called the Vatsiputrlyas, were* followers of the Vaibha-^ika philosophy

The Hindu philosopher Vaeaspati Mi4ra in. his Nyaya vSrtika-tatparyatSka 3-1-1

quotes the opinions of the VaibhSsikas who were called Vatsiputras

3 This work exists in Chinese and Tibetan * vide Bunyiu Nanjio's Catalogue of

the Chinese Tnpitaka, nos. 1273, 1275.
• . n 4.

^ This work, too, exists m Chinese and Tibetan; vide Bunym Nanjio s Cata-

logue of the Chinese Tripitaka, nos 1265, 1264
. , .i i

® Compare the explanation of Vaibhasiket given by the Hindu phuosopher

MSdhavacarya in his Sarvadar^ana-samgrahs , chapter on Bauddha-dar^ana, trans-

lated by Cowell and Gough, second edition, p 24 Vide also Satis Chandra Vidya-

bhusana’s Madhyamika School” in the Journal of the Buddhist Text Society of

Calcutta for 1895, part II, p* 4
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Vaibhdsilca philosophy seems to have been so called because it was
based on the coinmenlarios rather liian on the original texts of

the teachings of Buddha Saiighabhadra's Nyayannsara-sastrad

Otherwise called Kosa-karaka-^astra, composed about 4S9A.D,,^

is a most learned work of the Vaibhd^^ika philosophy.

Saiitrantikas admit cognition and therefrom infer the exist-

, , ence of the external objects The name
Saiitrajiti .a

Sautrmitika^ was derived from Sfiirmita,

called in Pali Suitania, meaning “original text ” The Sautrdntika
philosophy seems to have been so called^ because it was based on
the original text of the teachings of Buddha rather than on the

eonimentaries thereon. The text, on which the Saut)dntika philo-

sophy w'as based, belonged to the sect of Arva Sthaviras, called

in Pali Theras, who held the First Council in 490 B.C ,
and possibly

also to the sect of the Mahasamgliikas ^ who were the first dissenters

in 390 B.C. The philosophical principles of this school are said to

have been formulated in Ivasmlra ^ during the reign of Kaniska about
78 A.D. by a sage named Dharmottara or Uttara-dharma.® But the
Chinese pilgrim Hwen-thsang, who visited India early in the 7th
century A t)

,
states that the renowned teacher Kumaralabdha

of Taksasiia (Taxiia in the Punjab) was the founder of the Sau-
tmntika school and wrote several very valuable treatises on it. He

supposed to have lived about 300 AD., as he was a contempo-
rary of Nagarjuna (q.v.), Arya Deva (q.v.), and A^vaghosa There
was another very famous teacher named Srilabdha^ who wrote
Vibhdsd-sdstra (or commentary on a work) of the Sautrdntika
school.

^
Hwen thsang saw in Ayodhya the ruins of a Sangliarama

where ^rilabdlia resided.

^ This work exists in Chinese and Tibetan ,
vide Bunyiu N‘anjio*s Catalogue

of the Chinese Tnpstaka, no 1265
® Vide Bunyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, Appendix II, no.

95. For Sangha-bhadva, vUe also Hwen-thsang’s Travel in BeaFs Buddhist
Records of the Western World, vol. I, pp 193— 194.

8 Compare the explanation ot the term Sautrdntika given by the Hindu
philosopher Madhavicarya in the Sarvadar^ana-sarngraha, chapter on Bauddha-
dar4ana, translated by Cowell and Gousfh» second edition, p. 26 Vide also Satis
Chandra Vidyabhusana’a “ Madhyamika School** in the Journal of the Buddhist
Text Society of Calcutta for 1895, part II, p, 4.

FiHe Rhys Davids’ Buddhist India, p. 168, and BeaFs Fahian and Simgyun,
p. 143.

* Fede Watters* “ On Yuan Chwang,** vol, II, p. 161.
8 Vide the Journal of the Buddhist Text Society of Calcutta, yol I, part III,

pp. 18, 19 , and TIranatha’s Geschichte des Buddhisnaiiis von Schiefner, p 59
8 For the Dhammutfcariya or Dharmottara sect, vide Wassilief’s Buddhism,

p. 233 : and Mahavachsa, part I, chapter V, p. 15, Wijesiihha’s foot note.

I BeaFs Buddhist Records of the Western World, vol. 11, p. 302; and
laranitha’s Geschichte des Buddhismus von Schiefner, p. 78, where Kumara-labha
stands for Kumara labdha.

^
1 ide BeaFs Buddhist Records of the Western World, vol I ^pp. 225,226.

and Taran5tha*s Geschichte des Buddhismus von Schiefner. p. 67.
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Yogacaras maintained that the external obieets were unreal

Yo^acara
reality of oiir cognition could not

* be denied The word ^ yogacara (called in

Tibetan rnal-hbyor-wahi -ta-wa) is compounded of yoga meaning
' meditation * and dcaul meaning ‘practice.’ The yogacara or the

contemplative s^^stem was so called, because it emphasised the

practice of meditation as the means of attaining hhimts ^ or the

seventeen stages of Buddhistic Perfection. The chief dogma estab-

lished ill it IS dlaya-tujnana/ the basis of conscious states, w'hicli is

the same as our * ego ’ or ‘soul.’ It is not known who was the

founder of the yogdcdra school, hut in the Tibetan, and Chinese

hooks ^ the Lankavatara sutra, Mahasamaya sutra,^ Bodhisattva-
carya-nirdesa and Saptadasa-bhumi-sastra-yogacarya have been
named as the prominent old works of the system. Maitreyanatha
and Arya Asanga were the early teac’cers of it. The yogdcdra

school seems to have originated about 300 A.D. when the Lanka-
vatara sutra etc, were composed.

Madhyamikas held that our cognition and its corresponding

Madhyamika.
external object were neither absolutely real

nor totally unreal. The name JIddhyamika ^

(called in Tibetan : Dwu*ma) was derived from madhyama^ the

1 The yogacara phJosophy is generally known in China, Tibet and Nepal
as yogacarya For an account o! this system* vide Watters’ On Yuan Clwang,”
voi. I, p. 356; Dr. Schlagmtueit’s Buddhism, chap V Compare expiaiiation

of the word yogdcdra given by the Hindu philosopher Madhavacarya in the
Sarvadar^ana-samgraha, chapter on Buddha-darlana, translated by Cowell and
Gough, second edition, p. 24. Vide also Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana’s the
^ladhyamika School” in the Journal of the Buddhi&t Text Society of Calcutta,

1895, part 11, p. 4.

2 Vide Dharmasamgraha LXIV and LXV, edited by Max Muller and Wenzel.
S For an explanation of dlaya vijndna^ see Satis Chandra

^
Vidyabhusana’s

note on p. 2 of the Lankavacara sutra, Calcutta Buddhist Text Society’s edition,

and also see p. 45 of ihe same work.
4 Vide section Mdo of the Bstan-hgyur • Lama Taranatha’s Geschichte des

Buddhismus von Schiefner, p. Hi f, Bunyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese

Tripitaka, Appendix I, no. 1 ; Beal’s Buddhist Becords of the Western World,
voi I, p, 226, vol il, pp. 220, 275 , and Watters’ ** On Yuan Chwang,” vol I, p 371.

5 Vide Schiagintweit’s Buddhism, chap. V
<5 Compare

—

(AlSdhyamikS vrtti, chap. XXIV, p 185, Calcutta Buddhist Text Society’s

edition)

Compare the explanation of the term Mddhyarmka given by the Hindu
philosopher MSdhavacarya, in the Sarvadar^ana-samgraha, chapter on Bauddha-
darfena, translated by Cowell and Gough, second edition, p. 24, and also

Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana’s History of the Madhyamika philosophy of

Nagarjtma in the Journal of the Buddhist Text Society of Calcutta, 1897, part IV

,

pp. 7—20.
Vide Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana’s “Descriptive list of works on the

MSdhyamika Philosophy, no. I ” in the Journal of the Astatic Society of Bengal,

no, 7**1908
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middle. The Madhyamika philosophy was so called because it

avoided two extremes, i.^. advocated neither the theory of absolute

.reality, nor that of total unreality, of the world, hut chose a frnddle

path, inculcating that the world had only a conditional existence.

The school is s-^’d to have been founded liy Arya Xagarjuna about
250— 320 A.D In fact the doctrines of the school are contained in

older works such as the Prajhaparamita The Madhyamika kfirika

by Nagarjuna, Mfila-madhyama-vrtti by Buddha Pfilita, Hastabala
by Arya Deva, Madhyama-hrdaya-kfirika by Bhavya, Madhyama-
pratltya-samutpada by Krsna, Mfxdhyamika-vrtti by Candra Klrti

and Madhyamikavatara-tikci by Jayananta—are the principal works
of the Madhyamika School Mula-madhyainaka-vrtti-akutobhaya,
a work of Nagarjuna, was translated into Tibetan under orders

of the great king Dpal-lha>tsan-po, by the fndian sage Jhana-garbha
and the Tibetan official interpreter Kluhi-rgyal-mlshan. The trans

lation closes by mentioning eight expoundeis of the Madhyamika
philosophy, viz. Arya Nagarjuna, Sthavira Buddha Pahta, Candra
Klrti; Dev Sarma,‘Guna*§ri, Guna-mati, Sthira-mati and Bhavya
(orBhava-viveka), ' ^



CHAPTEK II

Early Buddhist Writers on Logic.

77. Risii OF THE Buddhist Logic.

With the giTAvth of the four philosophical schools just men-

tioned, the study of Logic spread far and wide in the Buddhist

community. The adherents of each of the schools considered it

advantageous to employ logical arguments in defending their own

dogmas and attacking those of their opponents. This is clear

from t]ie writings of Nfigarjuna and Arya Leva of the Madhyamika

School, and Maitreya, Asanga and Vasubandhu of the yogacara.

The arguments employed in the course of the defence and at-

tack of the schools served to popularise the Ancient Logic of

Aksapada, and to produce a band of logicians among the Bud-

dhists.

78. Arya Nagarjuna
(about 250—-320 A.T).).

Nagarjuna or rather Arya Nagarjuna, the founder of the

Madhyamika School, was a great logician He was born at Vidar-

bha (modern Berar) in Mahakosala,' during the reign of King Sad-

vaha or Satavahana^ [of the Andhra dynasty and passed many of

his days in meditation in a cave-dwelling of the Sri-parvata/ that

bordered on the river Krsna. He was a pupil of Saraha and is said to

have converted a powerful king, named Bhoja Deva,^ to Buddhism.

1 Vzde Hwen-theanfr’s Travel in Beal’s Buddhist Records of the Western

World ,
vol. IT, Book VIII, p. 97, and Book X, p. 210 ;

Watters’ “ On Yuan Chwang,

vol II, pp. 201—202, and Wassiljew quoted by Sohiefner in the Gesohiohte de

Buddliisrnus, p. 301 ... , s

2 Sadvaha is the same as SStavahana, which is a general name o£ the kings ot

the Andhra dynasty —Vtde Dr. K G. Bhandarkar’s Early History of tlie Dekkan,

"^^^NSgSrpna’ wrote an instructive letter to S5tavShan^_whose P"''

in Chinise was Sh’-ycn-toh-cia. This letter is called Irya Nagarjuna Bodhmattva

Suhrllekha. It was translated into Chinese in 431 AD. An English translation

of tLs letter has appeared in the Journal of the Pah Text Society of London, 18^,

pp 71—75, Xhe Tibetan version of called g^e^palu-Eprm-yig (sent y

NSgSrjuna to his friend Udayibhadra) , is contained m the M'lo. g'-

ke Andhra kings ruled the northern portion of the Madras ^
the whole of Kalinsa, and overthrew the Kanva dynasty m northern India about

B C They r3ned powerful up to 436 A.D. pey_were Buddhists„and it

wasby them^hat the magnificent marble stupa at ‘i.maravati was erected.-

Sewell’s Lists of Antiquities in Madras, yol- H.
r introduction

* For an account of ^rj-parvata or 6ri-teila see Hwen-thsang s Life, Introduction

,

p xi, by Beal; Taranatha’s Gesohiohte des ® ^ ’

Wilson’s^ MHlati-MSdhava, act I ; and Satis Chanora Vidyabhusana s Notes on

Ratnav^^,
Gesehiehte des Buddhistnue von Sohiefner, pp. 66, 69—73.
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Nagarjiina is said to have lived four hundred years ^ after the

nirvana of Buddha, that is, in 33 B.C. But he does not appear to

me to have had so early a date, as he was one of the early patrons

or founders of the university of Nalanda,^ which had not, perhaps,

come into existence in the 1st century B.C., and was insignificant^

even in 399 A.D., when the Chinese pilgrim Fa-hian came to

visit India. Xagarjuna called in Tibetan ‘^Klu-sgrub” is stated

by Lama Taranatiia to have been a contemporary of King Nemi
Candra, who is supposed to have reigned about 300 A.D.'* The
latest (late that can be assigned to Nagarjuna is 401 A D.,^ w’'hen^

his biography was tran.slated into Chinese by Kumarajiva.

1 It IS prophesied in the Hanju-lri-mula-tantra (called in Tibetan gjam-dpai-
rtsa-rgyud) that :

—

q| j

N> >»

q^ia^-q'S!
i|

(Quoted in the Introduction to Sea-rab-sdon-bu published in Calcutta).

“ Four hundred years after Buddha’s departure from the world there will

appear a Bhiksu, named Xagarjuna, who will do good to the believers in the
doctrine.”

It should be noted that according to some books of Tibet, Buddha was born
m 514 B.C., lived 81 years and attained nirvana in 433 B.C. Xagarjuna, who was
born 400 years after the nirvana, must, at this calculation, be placed in 33 B C.

2 Vide Taranatha^s Geschichte des Buddhismus von Schiefner, pp 66, 69—73.
3 Fahian describes Nalanda as a mere village Na-lo : vide Beal’s Travels of

Fa-hian and Sung-yun, p. 111.

According to Lama Taranatha, NSgarjuna was a contemporary of Kmg
Xemi Candra, whose genealogy is thus traced *

—

Aksa Candra
‘

I

Java Candra

1

Xemi Candra

Phani Candra
I

Bham4a Candra

6 ala Candra

Candra Gupta

The six kings, beginning with Aksa Candra to Ssla Candra, are stated to have
been weak and insignificant, while Candra Gupta, the seventh king, is described
as having been very powerful This Candra Gupta, who “did not take refuge in
Buddha,” may be the same who founded the Gupta era in 19 A D. The reigns
of his predecessors were very short. Xemi Candra may be assisned to about 300
A.D.—Cf, TSranStha’s Geschichte des Buddhismus von Schiefner, pp. 80—«3

5 V%de Bunyiu Xanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, Appendix I, Xo. 3.

.
® For an account of some of the works on the Tantra by XagSrjuna, vide Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana’s Introduction to the SragdharS-stotra in the ‘
‘ Bibliotheca

Indica” series. For the latest researches, in the medical works, of Xigirjuna, see
Br. Palmyr Cotdieris Introduction A L’Etude des Traites Medicaux Sanscritas”

1
I

j-
Ruled in Aparantaka.

j

1
.

iRuled in Magadha.
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79. NaGaRJUKa’s Madhyamika-karika.

(about 300 AD).
Tlie middle path doctrine-Madhyama-marga.

The Madhyamika-kanka ^ is the first regular work on the

Madhyamika philosophy.

The doctrine, which permeates this work, is that of the middle

path ^ which is to be comprehended from four aspects, viz (1) in

contradistinction to onesidedness, (2) as the abnegation of one-

sidedness, (3) as unity in plurality, and (4) in the sense of abso-

lute truth

As w© cannot conceive of being (existence) independently of

non-being (non-existence), it will be taking an onesided view if

we are to say that the world exuis or that it does not exist. The
middle path furnishes a contrast to this onesidedness bv avoiding

the two extremes of being and non-being This is the first aspect

of the middle path
Denying the two extremes the middle path reveals itself

through a complete harmony between them,

niiddb
transcends the extremes of being

and non-being which are unified. This is

the second aspect of the middle path

The middle path, which unifies all particulars, does not lie

beyond them. The particulars attain their characters of particu-

iarity only through our conception of the unity among them

printed fn Hanoi, 1903 , and for his hymns such as , mde

B^an-hgyur, Bstod-pa, vol. Ka.
For an account of other works, vyie the article “ Indian Logie as preserved in

Tibet, No. 3,” by Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, in tlie Journai of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, new senes, voi IIl‘ No 7, 1907. For the philosophical orks

of Nagarjuna, see Bunyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chines© Tnpitaka, Appendix

I, no 3.

The Nyava-dvara-tarka-^astra orHetu-vidyS nyaya dvara §astra, as noticed m
Bunyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tnpitaka, Nos. 1223, 1224, is not a work

of Nagarjuna but of Dignaga
i The Bladhyamika-kanka with the Vrtti of Candra Kirti has been published

by the Buddhist Text Society of Calcutta. It has also appeared in the St. Peters-

burg Buddhist Text Senes under the editorship of Professor houis deLaVallee

Poussin. Dr. Satis Chandra Yidyabhusana’s tianslation of the Karikas with notes

appeared in several numbers of the Journal of the Buddhist Text Society of

Calcutta, 1895-1900.

2

(MadiiyamikS chap. XXIV, p. 185, Buddhist Text foociety s edition.

Calcutta).
For an Indian account of the Madhyamika philosophy or the middle path

doctrine, see Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana’s articles on the subject published m
U.U'dJMlliO, OOW W«»UiCJ VO . ..Wjr _ *’>>1 *

J.

the Journal of the Buddhist Text Society, 1895-1900 For the Chinese aocount,

see Dr. T SuzukPs article named ** the Madhyamika Scliool in China published

in the Journal of the Buddhist Text Society, part I\ , 1898-
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Had there been no uni^^yino: principle, the particulars would have

ceased to be such. This is the third aspect of the middle path

By middle path ” it IS not to be understood that there is

something between the two extremes of being and non-bemg
In fact, we must avoid not only the two extremes, but also the

middled The middle path, which discards all limitations, ex-

presses the human conception of the absolute truth. This is the

fourth aspect of the middle path.

The absolute {<‘unijaid or void) ^
is demonstrated through the

assumption of two truths—the conditional {sanvrti) and the trans-

cendental (paramditha)^ Judged by the transcendental truth no
object comes into being or dissolves into non-being. It is from the

point of view of the conditional truth alone that we can speak of the

existence or non-existence of an object As a fact no object has a

nature or self-existence * objects come into existence in virtue of

certain relations or conditions Taking a substance and its quali-

ties we find that the latter exist in relation to the former, and the

former exists in relation to the latter. So a whole exists in rela-

tion to its parts, and the latter exist in relation to the former.

Proceeding in this way we find that the world is an aggregate

of relations or conditions in virtue of which it revolves like a
water-wheel. These conditions being causes of confusion^ the

whole world is no better than an illusion.

Origination and cessation, persistence and discontinuance,

The conditional and the unity and plurality, coming and going

—

transcendental truth. these are the eight fundamental conceptions
of relation or condition.* These conceptions, which are in es-

I

^ ^rfwfT: a

(Quoted ill Madhyamika Vytti, Chap. V, p. 41, Buddhist Text Society^s edition,
Calcutta).

2 Sunya-vada is called in Tibetan : ston-pa-fiid,
}

Sariav^ti satya is

called in Tibetan ; Kun-rdsob-bden-pa,
[

Paramirtha satya is called •

don-dam-pahi-bden-pa,
|

Vide Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana’s article on the “ absolute” in Dr. Has-
tings* Dictionary of Religion, J and T. Clark, Edinburgh.

(Madhyamikavrtti, chap. XXiy, p. 180, Buddhist Text Society’s edition,
Calcutta).
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sence unreal, give rise to our prejudices and wrong judgments
There nestles in them the principle of unrest and misery, and
as people cling to them, their life is an everlasting prey to the

pendulous feeling of exultation and mortification.

Where there is conditionality, there is no truth. Truth and
conditionality are incompatible Therefore, to attain truth,

conditionality must be completely cast aside. When our mind is

purified from the smirch of conditionality, there will come out the

serene nloon-light of suchness’" (tathata) or transcendental

truth (parama7tha), otherwise known as the void or absolute

{sunyatd).

It may be asked as to whether there is actually a thing called

‘suchness,” “transcendental truth,” or

andNirvSna^^^^
Sunyata

absolute.” The answer will lie that

the thing which lie's beyond conditionality,

cannot be expressed m terms of “is ” and “ is not ” or “ being
”

and ‘^nombeing.” It avoids the two extremes of “being ’’and
“ non-being,” nay, it unifies both by underlying each of them
This so-called thingJ^unyaid) is called Nirvdvi>a,^ which is an uncon-

ditional condition Tn which all contradictions are reconciled. At-

tempts have been made to express this condition' by the term
“Infinite,” ‘ Eternal,” “Profound,” “ Uncopditioned,” “Abso-
lute ” or “ Blissful,” but in reality no language can give adequate

expression to it.^

80. NaGARJUNA’S REFERENCES TO THE LOGICAL DoCTEINES OF
Aksafada.

In the Madhyamika-karika Nagarjuna has occasionally r,e-

^ ferred to certain technical terms 'of Ancient
ec mca i les o ogic.

punaruMa (repetition) in

(Madhyamika-sutra, chap I).«

fiW ’irsTT’® «mT I

'jTTRW-w II

{RatnSvali quoted in Madhyamika vytti, p. 194).

«in |»t«n 'n i

(Madhyamikavl’tti, chap, V).
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chapter II, siddha-sadham ^ (demonstration of what has already-

been established) in chapter III, and sadln/a-sama {pctitio prmcipn)
as well as parlhdia (avoidance) in chapter IV

There is also a criticism of Aksapada’s doctrine of Pramdna
(evidence). Aksapdda says that Just as a

itself and other objects, so

doss a pramdm establish itself as well as

other objects. Nagarjnna opposes him b)’- saying that a lamp cannot

iliomine itself as there is no darkness in it. If a lamp could

remove darkness even without coming in contact with it, why
could it not, standing here, remove the darkness of the entire

universe 1
®

8 1 . NaGARJ UNA'S ViGEAHA-VYAVABTANiKARTKA
(about 300 AD).

Tho Tibetan and Chinese
versions

Vigraha-vyavartanikarika is a work on the Madhyamika
philosophy which eventually criticises the

Nyaya-theory of praimua, the evidence
or means of knowledge, as laid down by

Aksapada. The work, the Saaskrit original of which is lost,

is called in Tibetan Risod-pa-bzlog-pahi tshig-lehur-byas-pa, signi-

fying memorial verses on quelling disputes. It consists of folios

26—29 of the Bstan-hgyur Mdo, tsa. The original Sanskrit text,

which had been composed by Arya Nagarjuna, was translated

into Tibetan by the Indian sage Jhana-garbha and the Tibetan
interpreter Ka-wa-dpal-brtsegs. Subsequently the translation

was recast by the Kasmirian Pandita Jayananta and the inter-

preter Khu-mdo-sde-dpal.

1 The following verse refers to the fallacy of sadhya-sama :

f%5r% v- 35551WWT IW Hrajn afloat I)

-2 Aksapada says :

—

(Madhyamika-kSnka , chapter IV).

sr ’sfflTf vf

NSgarjuna says :

—

(NySya sutra, 2“1'~19)*

w 1

sPCit srfHf^: ii

m. 1

(^^ladhyamika Kariki, chap. VII, p. 47, Calcutta Buddhist Text Society’s
edition)

Bunyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, no. 1251.

Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, tsa, folios 27—28.

Of. Prof. H, Ill’s Vai^sika Philosophy, pp. 84^—85.
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The Chinese version of the Vigraha-vyavartanl kaiika is

noticed by Bunyiii Nanjio nnder the name of FivMa-Samana-
sastra. It was translated into Chines© by the sage Yimoksa^
prajfia and others in 541 A.D.

In the Vigraha-vyavartanl karika (as reproduced in Tibetan)
Nagarjnna criticises the validity of prawmfha^ the evidence or means
of knowiedge, as follows :

—

If you establish objects through a pramaim, the pramd^a
itself must be established through another pramdna and that
again by a fresh pramdna^ until you commit the fallacy of regressus
ad infinitum. If, on the other hand, you attempt to establish
objects without a pramdna^ your tenet (viz. that objects are
established through pramdna) falls to the ground.

A Prarmim is not seif-established Had it been so, there would

_ have been a compiete cessation of gloom

pada'sprams/acrlticised. Ignorance. The View that a pramana
establishes itself as well as other objects,

is untenable, A fire, which is cited as an illustration, can
illumine other objects by removing darkness which besets them,
but it cannot iilumine itself inasmuch as a hre never co-abides

with darkness.

A pramdna cannot be so called, if it is totally independent
of prameya (objects). If, on the other hand a pramciTm is

dependent on prameya (objects), how can it, having no seif-exist-

ence, establish the latter ? etc., etc.

82. Nagabjuna’s Pramana-vihetana oB Pramana-vidhvamsana

(about 300 A.D.).

To Nagarjuna is attributed the composition of a logical

treatise called Pramana-vibetana or Pramana-vidlavamsana, y/hich

iiteraily signifies ‘'’the quelling of pramd7]/i,^^ and which was in

fact a review of the definition of the sixteen categories as given

by xlksapada. The Sanskrit original of this work is not available.

There is however extant the Tibetan version of a commentary on
the work called Praman.a-viiietana-teppitaka-vrtti or Pramana-
vidhvamsana-sambnaslia-vrtti dated probably about 650 A.D. It

extends over folios 415—418 of the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, ha. In

Tibetan the commentary is called Tshad-ma-rnam par-hjoms-pa

mdor-bsad-pahi-hgrei, which literally signifies magic-stick

commentary on Pramana-vihetana, or Pramana-vidhvamsana.’' ^

^ Called by P. Cordier in bis Tibetan Catalogue as Piamana-vidhvamsana-
tepptaka-virtti.

This work does not perhaps represent the 'dews of IVagarjuna but refers to

those of the commentator.

17
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The commentator, whose name is not mentioned, pays obeisance

to Mahjn-sri"kiimararbhiita and introduces his work as follows i'

—

To please the learned people, I give an exposition of the

vihetana or vidlivamsana [i.e, Pramana-vihetana or Pramilna-vi-

dhvamsanajd
Then he observes that the instructions on Nyaya delivered

by Nagarjuna are put together to constitute the present work
He further observes that Nagarjuiia, who bore special marks

of greatness, proceeded once for the dis-
at>oat JXagar-

gemination of culture to the region of the
Nagas. They exhibited their magical

powers which could not overcome him. Beholding his super-

human greatness Upendra, king of the Nagas, offered him his

daughter, while the other Nagas worshipped him in a befitting

manner. They took orders and coming to the region of men
practised the austerities of monks.

The commentator reproduced Nagarjuna's definition of the

categories which are stated in Tibetan as follows:

—

(1) Tshad-ma (pmma^a) , (2) gshal-bya (prameya)
, (3) the-tshom

{samsaya), (4) dgos-pa (prayojana)^ (5) dpe
{dr^^anta), (6) grub-pahi-mthah {siddhanta),

(7) eha-sas [avayava), (8) rtog-ge {tarka)^

(9) gtan-Ia-phab-pa {nirTpaya)^ (10) smra-wabi-mthah (vdda), (11)

rtsod-pahi-mthah {jalpa)y (12) rnam-paurtsod-pahi-mthah {vitay^dd),

(13) gtan-tshigs-Itar-snan-wa {Jietvdbhdm)

,

(14) tshig-dor (cAato),

(15) Itag-gcod {jdti), and (16) tshar-gcod-pa (nigraha sihdna),

A syllogism (oha-^as, avayava) is shown to consist of three

members, viz, a proposition, a reason, and an example. It may
be put in the aflSrmative or negative way.*

Tlie reasons^ (gtan-tshigs, hetu) may appear in one of the

following relations, viz. (1) an effect (hbras-bu, kdrya), (2) an
identity (rnam-bshin,^«;a6tem), and (3) non-perception (mi-dmigs,

anupalabdhi).

An example^ (dpe, drstanta) is defined as the place in which

(Bstan-ligyor, Mdo» ha, folio 415).

(Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, ha, folio 417).

S It is doubtful whether this was the original doctrine of Nagarjuna. It miglit
foe a later development known to the author of the vftti.

(Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, ha, folio 417).
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is decisively shown the connection between the reason (middle

term) and its niiiversai companion the predicate {major term).

83. Upaya kausalya-hrdaya-sastra.

(about 300 A.D.).

The Upaya-kaiasalya-hrdaya-sastra,* the Essence of Skill in the

Accomplishment of Action, is stated to be a work on the art of

debate by Bodhisattva Nagarjuna. In Chinese this work is called

Fah-pien-sin-inn. It was translated into Chinese by Ci-cia-ye

and Than-yao in A.D. 472.

Seeing that the Vai^esika and other systems were obscure in

their terminology, Nagarjnna, it is reported, undertook to write

this book to give a clear exposition of the art of debate. The
book is divided into four chapters styled respectively as (I) an
elucidation of debate \vdda-visadlkara7ia% (II) an explanation of

the points of defeat [nigraha-sthana], (III) an explanation of the

truths [tattva-vydkhydna], and (IV) the analogue or far-fetched

analogy [jdti],

(I) The first chapter consists of eight sections which treat

respectively of (1) an example (uddharana)^ (2) a tenet, truth or

conclusion (^idc^Mn^a), (3) the excellence of speech {vdkya pramm-
sd), (4) the defect of speech {vdkya-dosa)^ (5) the knowledge of

inference {anumdna or hetu-jmna)^ (6) the appropriate or oppor-

tune speech {samayocAta-vdkya)^ (7) the fallacy [heivabhasa), and

(8) the adoption of a fallacious reason [dusta-vakydnusarana),

(1) The example is necessary to clear the reasons of a disputant

and Ms respondent. It is of two kinds: (1) the affirmative

or homogeneous example (anvayi uddharana)^ and (2) the

negative or heterogeneous example {vyatireki iiddkarana).

(2) The tenet, truth or conclusion is of four kinds, viz, (1) that

accepted by all the schools (sarvatantra siddhdnta) (2) that

accepted by a particular school (pratitantra siddhanfa), (3j

that accepted hjrpothetically (adMkarana siddhdnta), and

(4) that which is implied or accepted on assumption [ahhy-

upagama siddhdnta).

The means, by which the tenets, truths or conculsions are estab-

lished, are called pramdms (the sources of valid knowledge) which are

of four kinds, viz. perception {pi^atyaksa), inference {anumdna), com-
parison {upamdna), and scripture {dgama).

This definition is criticised by Uddyotakara in his Varfcika on Hyaya-sfitra,
1-1-37.

1 Some suspect that the work was not composed by Hagarjuna whose name,
though mentioned by some Chinese editors, does not appear in the Chinese version.
In the absence of any introduction to the Chinese version we cannot deny alto-

gether the authorship of Hagarjuna. Vide Bunyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the
Chinese Tripitaka, no. 1257,
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(3) A speech is said to be excellent it its words are neither inadequate
nor redundant, and its reason and example expressed.

(4) A speech is said to be defcctiie if its words are iiknlequate. or
redundant, or if it employs the same word to convey differ-

ent meanings or different words to convey the same mean-
ing.

{5) The inference is of three kinds, viz. (i) d priori {purmvai), (2)

5 posteriori (iesavat)
,
and (3) commonly, seen {sdmdnyalo drsia)

,

The respective examples are : on seeing a cloud one infers

that there will be rain ; on seeing a swollen river one infers

that there was rain
; and on seeing a man move from one

place to another, one infers that the sun, who rises in the
east and sets in the west, must have moved.

(6) The appropriate or opportune speech consists in its being per-
tinent to the subject and occasion, e.g. in the discussion m
to whether there will be rain to-morrow, ond may appro-
priately speak of the condition of the sky of the previous
day.

(7) The fallacies signify reasons which are derived from an im-
perfect perception, inference,or comparison, or which deviate
from the scripture. There are various kinds of fallacies

designated respectively as follows :

—

() The quibble in respect of a term (vdk<hala), e.g, a man pre-
tends to use the term nava-kambcda in the sense of nine
blankets while he really means a new blanket.

() The erratic reason or undistributed middle term {savyahhicdra),

e.g. to say that all external things are non-eternal is to
emploi’' an erratic reason, because the sky is an external
thing which is eternal.

(c) Balancing the doubt or false assumption {samMya-sama)
^ e.g.

there is doubt as to a certain tali object being a post or a
man, and yet if we proceed to act on the assumption that
it is a man, we commit the fallacy of false assumption.

{d) The mistimed {kalatlta), e g. we attempt to prove the eternity

of the Veda on the ground that sound is eternal, when no
proof has been given for the eternity of sound.

(e) Balancing the point in dispute or begging the question {praka-
rariasania), e g. the soul is eternal, because it is distinct

from the body [It is a matter of dispute if a thing which
is distinct from the body is eternal or not].

(/) Balancing the predicate {sddliya-sama)
,
e.g. the sky is eternal,

because it is intangible.

(g) Showing absurdity (vydghdta-pradariana)
,

e.g. the five objects
are non-eternal, because they are apprehended b}^ the
senses : the four elements being also so apprelienOed are
non-eternaL If you say so it will follow that a tortoise

possesses hair and ?»alt possesses smell, because they are
apprehended by the mind : this is absurd.

(h) The contradictory {viruddha)—either in respect of the ex
ample or in respect of the conclusion.
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(8) The adoption of a fallacious reason—J£ in the course of one’s

argument one commits fallacies, one will be thrown into

difficulties and disgrace.

(II) The points of defeat ” are the following :

—

(1) The unintelligible [avi^natartha)

,

(2) non-ingenuity {apratihha) ^

(3) silence (ananuhhdsana), (4) saying too little (nyuna),

(5) saying too much (adhika), (6) the meanmgless (nirar-

thaka), (7) the mopportune (aprdptakdla), (8) the incoherent
(apdrthaka)^ (9) hurting the proposition (pratijnd-lidni).

(III) “ An explanation of the truths ” deals mainly with the

admission of an opinion {matanujna),

(TV) The ‘‘ analogue” or far-fetched analogy is of various

kinds as follows :

—

(1) Balancing an excess (utkarsa-samd)

,

(2) balancing a deficit

{apakarsa-^amd), (3) balancing the unquestionable

samd), (4) balancmgthe non-reason (ahptu-samd)

,

(5) balanc-

ing the co-presence (prapti-samd)

,

(6) balancing the mutual

absence {aprdpfi-samd)

,

(7) balancing the doubt {^amSaya-

samd)i and (8) balancing the counter-example {pratidp^nta-

sarm).

84. Arya Deva
(about 320 A.D.).

Deva,^ or rather Arya Deva, was the next writer on the

Madhyamika philosophy. He is otherwise known as Itarnaripa,

Kana Deva, Nlla-netra and Pingala-netra. He was born in

Southern India and was an eminent disciple of Nagarjuna.

According to Hwen-thsang,^ he visited the countries of Maha-
kosala, Srughna, Prayaga, Cola and Vaisali, in all of which he

won great renown by defeating the Tirthikas and preaching

the true doctrines of Buddha. According to Lama Taranatha,*

Deva resided for a long time in Nalanda, where he was a Pandita.

He flourished during the reign of Candra Gupta, whose date is

supposed to be about 320 A.D.* The latest date that can be

assigned to Deva is 401 A.D.,^ when his biography was translated

into Chinese by Kumarajiva. He wrote numerous works on the

Madhyamika philosophy, such as the Sataka s§stra, Bbrama-prama-

1 Vide Bonyiii Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese iripitaka, Appendix I,

No. 4; and Watters’ ** On Yuan Chwang,” vol. I, p. 321, VoL II, pp. 225—226,

2 Vide BeaFs Buddhist Records of the Western World, vol. I, Book IV, pp
186—190, Book V, p. 231 ; vol. IT, Book X, pp. 210, 227, Book XII, p. 302, Book
VIII, pp. 98—102.

8 Vide Lama TarSnitha’s Geschichte des Buddhismus von Schiefner, pp. 83—86
and 93.

^ Vide Nagarjuna. Cf. Dr Jacobi’s “ Dates of philosophical sutras,” J.A.O S.

for 1911, p 2.

5 Vide Bunyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, Appendix I, No.'4
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thana-yukti-hefcu-siddhi,' etc., all of which bear evidences of his

knowledge of Logic

85 Maitreya
(about 400 A D.).

His life ai:id age.

Maitreya ® or rather Maitreya-natha, who was an eminent
teacher of the Yogacara School, was called

in Chinese ‘ Mirok ’ and in Tibetan ' Byams-
pahi-mgon«pa.’ He was the author of several works such as the

Bodhisattva-carya-nirdesa which was translated into Chinese during
414—4:21 A.D., the Saptada^a-bhumi-^astra-yogacarya which was
translated into Chinese in 646—647 A.D., and the Abhisamaya*-

lahkara-karika which was translated into Tibetan during 1059—
1109 A.D. Maitreya, who lived 900 years after the nirvuTpa of

Buddha, that is, about 400 A.D is reported by Hwen-thsang
to have communicated the materials of three Buddhist treatises

to Arya Asahga while the latter was residing in a monastery in

Ayodhya.*

86 Maiteeya’s Abhisamayalatkara-'karika.®

Maitreya strongly supported the doctrines of momentariness
(ksay^ilcchvMa) and voidness (4unya-vada),

n^sslnd evident from the Abhisamaya-
lahksra karika m which he says that when

we attain perfect wisdom our thought neither precedes nor follows

it, just as a lamp which removes darkness- neither precedes nor

follows the same. Profound indeed are the eight characters of

objects.^ Profound is the origination of an object, and so are its

1 Vide Satis Chandra Vidyabhnsana’s “ Indian Logic as preserved in Tibet
Ho. 3” in the Journal of the Asiatic Society ofi Bengal, new series, voi. Ill, Ho. 7,
1907.

2 Vide Bunyiu Hanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tnpitaka, Appendix I,

no. 1 ; Dr, P. Cordier's Tibetan Catalogue, p. 273.
5 Vide “Hindu Logic as preserved in China and Japan,” by Dr. Sagiura, p. 30.
4 Watters’ *

* On Yuan Chwang,” Vol. I, pp. 355—56. The three treatises

are :

—

SaptadaSa-bhuHii-^Sstra-yogaeSrya, SutrSlahkara-tikS, and MadhyantavibhSga'
iastra.

6 Tlie AbhisamayalankSra-karikS, a Sanskrit text of which is available in the
library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, was translated into Tibetan by Pan^ita
Amara Gomin and the interpreter Blo-ldan-aes-rab during 1059— 1109 A.D. It
extends over folios i—M of the Bgtan-hgyur, Mdo, ka. The author o£ the work is

named in Sanskrit as Maitreyanltha and in Tibetan as Byams-pahi-mgon-pa.

e

N«lmBNT U
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cessation and snolmess. The knowable, knowledge^ action, means
and expedients are all profound. Inasmuch as the objects partake
of the character of a dream, there is no reality underlying our
existence and its emancipation

Taking one’s stand on the dreamy character of objects, one
while^ practising charity, etc., realizes that these are void. On©
perceives in a moment tWt a dream and a seer of the dream are
not connected but are non-dual in their essence.^

The knoiviedge of objects and their connection and separa-
tion, is momentary.^

87. Maiteeya’s treatise on the Art of Debate.

In the 15th volume of Maitreya’s Saptadasa-bhnmi-sastra-
yogacarya® there is a treatise on the art of debate. It consists
of seven chapters styled respectively as follows

1. The subject of debate.

In beginning a debate on a subject, we must first see that the
subject is a useful one. A useless subject
should be abandoned.

Subjects of the treatise.

2. The place of debate.

Debate should not be entered upon in any and every place. It
should be carried on in the presence of scholars, in the palace of a king
or the office of a minister or in a council {parisad).

(AbhisamaySlaukSra-karika, Chap. IV, p. 22, MSS. of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal).

^?pfn[fwst^ar i

(AbhisamaySiankara-kanka, Chap. Vll, p. 28, MSS. of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal).

(Abhisamayalahkara-karika, Chap. Ill, p 14, MSS. o! the Asiatic Society of
Bengal).

3 It is perhaps this work which is called yoga by Dr. Sugiura ; vide its Chinese
version Yuka Ron, Book XV,
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3. The means of debate.

The thesis {sddkya or that %\hich is to be established) is of two
kinds, viz, (1) that concerning one’s self (dimn-samhaiidha) and (2) tlmf
Goiiceming others (para-barnhandha). The proof (or tlnat whu‘h helps in

estaMishlng the thesis) may be of eight kinds as follows —
(1) A proposition, tenet or conclusion (siddkdnia), (2) reason {hetu),

(3) example (uddhmana), (4) the affirmative examine {m~
dharmya), (5) the negative example {vnidl^anr (G) percep*
tion (praiyaksa), (7) inference {a'dvj^tdna)

.

and (8) scrintiire

{dgama)

4 The qualifications of a debater.

(a) The debaters must be versed in each other’s scriptures

(5) The^^ must not under any circumstances, use sordid or dis-

respectful language. In addressing each other they should
employ words of dignity.

(c) They must remain fearless

(d) They must speak continuously without any break, and must
be intelligible to the entire audience

(e) They must speak in harmony—sometimes slowly and some-
times aloud—to please the audience.

5.

Points of defeat {nigrakasthdna),

{a) If a debater at - first opposes an assertion and afterwards
speaks in agreement with it. he is defeated

(5) If a debater being unable to defend the subject which he has
been discussing introduces another subject, he is defeated

(c) If a debater talks irrelevantly (attia-vdkya)

,

he is defeated

6.

Attending a place of debate.

{a) A person, in proceeding to a place of debate, should consider
whether the debate will be of any benefit to him.

(5) He should, before proceeding there, consider whether the debate
will exercise any good infiuence on the debater, the oppo-
nent, the umpire, and the audience.

(c) He should consider whether the debater and his opponent
are persons worthy of carrying on debate through the
process of a proposition {stddhdnta)

,

a reason (hetu)^ an
example (uddliarana), etc

7.

Confidence of a Debater.

The debater should appear to the audience in such a way that he
is, as it were, sure to gain victory. He should be understood by them
to be one who knows the scripture of both the parties, who is self-

possessed and full of enthusiasm, and who can speak without a break.
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It is evident from the titles of the chapters just mentioned
that JIaitreya mainly discussed the practical questions of Logic,

But occasionally there was mixed with the discussions some Pure
Logic also A thesis [praiiina], according to Maitreya, is to be sup-

ported by a reason {heiu] and two examples {drsidnid]. Validity

of the reason and of the examples requires that be based either

(1)

on fact or perception (2) on inference
| ,

or (3) on holy saying [dqama] Analogy or Comparison [upa-

mdna] is omitted. The form of his reasoning is illustrated as

follows:

—

(1) Sound is non-eternal,

(2) Because it is a product,

(3) Like a pot but not like ether [dhd^a].

(4) A product like a pot is non-etemal,

(5) Whereas, an eternal thing like ether is not a product.*

His life

88. Aeya Asanga
(about 405—470 A.D.).

Asanga.* called in Chinese Mucak and in Tibetan Tliogs-med,

was born in Gtodhara (modern Peshwarp
He was at first an adherent of the Malil-

§asaka® sect and followed the Vaibhdsika philosophy of the Hina-
ydna. Later on he became a disciple of Maitreya and adopted

the Yogdcdra philosophy of the MaMydna He is said to have
lived for some years as a pandita in Nalanda ^ He lived about

450 A.D.^ The latest date that can be assigned to him is 531

A.D. when one of his works, called the Mahayana-samparigraha-

sastra, was translated into Chinese. Hwen-thsang in the 7th

century A.D. saw the ruins of Sanghdrdmas in Kausambi and
Ayodhya, where Asanga resided for some years.'* He wrote

12 works, most of which still exist in Chinese and Tibetan ver-

sions.^

A short summary of the Logic of Asanga is found
^

in the litli

volume of Prakaranarya vaea sastra ® and
His logical views.

7th and 16tli volumes of Makayanabliidiiar-

ma-eamyukta-sangiti-sastra. The first work called in Chinese

i Vide Hindu Logic as preserved in China and Japan p. 30.

^ Vide Hwen-thsang’s Travel m Beal’s Buddhist Records of the Western
World, Vol. I, pp 98, 227 and 230.

3 Vide Watters’ On Yuan Chwang,” Vol I,~p. 357.
^ Vide TaranStha’s Gesehichte des Buddhismus \’'on Schielner, p. 122.

6 Asanga is approximately placed at 450 A.D. as h© was the eldest brother of

Vasubandhu (q v.) who lived about 480 A.D.
® Vide Bunylii Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, Appendix I, No. 5

’ See Beal’s Buddhist Records, Vol I, pp. 98, 227, 236.

3 Vide Bunyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, Appendix I, No. 5.

® Bunyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, Nos. 1177, ll78.
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Hlxien-yaii-sliafi-ciao-Iun (signifying ‘ a sastra on expomiding the
holy teaching’) was composed by Bodhisattva Asanga. It wrs
translated into Chinese by Hw en-thsang (Yuan cliwang) of the

Thai! dynasty in A D. 645— 646. The second work called in

Chinese Tii-siian o-phi-ta-mo-tsa-tsi-Iun was compiled by BodM-
sattva Sthitamati. It was translated into Chinese by Hwen-thsang
of the Than dwasty in A.D. 646.

In logical views Asanga follows Maitreya except in respect of

the theory of proof (sadhaka or that which helps- in establishing a
thesis). A proof is subdivided by Asanga as follows: (1) A propo-
sition ipratijm), (2) a reason {hetu)^ (3) an example (tirfaAamtia),

(4) an application {upanaya), (51 a conclusion [nigamana), (6)

perception {pratyaksa), (7) comparison {upamd^na), and (8) scrip-

ture {dgama).

The first five subdivisions constitute what is called an in-

ference {anumdna),
Asahga’s form of reasoning, which is somewhat different from

,

Maitreya’s, is given below :

—

( 1 ) Sound is non-eternal,

(2) Because it is a product.

(3) Like a pot (but not like ether)

,

(4) Because a pot is a product it is non-eternal ; so is sounds
as it is a product

:

(5) Therefore we know sound is non-eternal.

89. Vasubandhtj
(about 410—490 A.D.).

Vasubandhu,* called in Chinese Seish and in Tibetan Dwyig-

HisHfe
gnen, was born in Gandhara (modern Pesh-

%var), where a tablet to his memory was seen

by Hwen-thsang in the 7th century A.D. His father’s name
was Kausika. He began his career as a Vaibhdaiha philosopher of

the Sarvastivada sect, but was later converted by his eldest

brother Asanga to the Yogdcdra school of the Mahdydna. He
passed many years of his life in Sakala, Kausambi and Ayodhya,
in the last of which places he died at the age of eighty years. He
was a friend of Manoratha, a master of the Vaibhi^sika Sastra, who
flourished in the middle of the thousand years after the nirmi^
of Buddha, that is before 600 A.D. He was a contemporary of

another Vaibhasiha teacher, named Sanghabhadra, who lived

about 489 A.D.'^

I Tide Hwen*thsaiig’s Travel m Beal’s Buddhist Becords of the W^estem World,
Vol. I, pp. 98, 106, 172, 193. 225, 236; and Watters’ ‘‘ On Yuan Chwang,” VoL I.

p. 210.
^ Sanghabhadra translated VibhasS-vinaya into Chinese in 489 A.D. Fide

Bunyiu Kanjio^s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, Appendix II, No. 95.
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Vaoiana,^ who lived at the end of the Stli and beginning of

the 9th century A,D.» quotes averse alluding to Vasubandhu as

a couhsellor (possibly of Kumara Gupta during 413—455 A D.^.

A biography ^ of Vasubandhu was translated from Sanskrit into

Chinese during 557— 569 A.D Paramartha,^ the translator of the

biography (499—569 A.D.), tells us that Vasubandhu, who was

patronised by Vikramaditya (possibly Skanda Gupta), died at

the age of eighty years during the reign of Baladitya Xarasimha

Gupta (485— 490 A.D.). He was therefore a contemporary of

Kumara Gupta, Skanda Gupta, Pura Gupta and Baladitya (from

about 410 A.D. to about 490 A D ).

Vasubandhu was the author of a large number of very valu-

able works, ^ some of which are available in
ite wor.-s.

Sanskrit and the ^rest in Chinese and

Tibetan translations

In the 7th century A.D. while Hwen-thsang was travelling

in India, he saw three works on the art of debate attributed to

Vasubandhu.^ The Sanskrit originals of these works as well as

their Chinese versions are now lost The works were styled in

Chinese as (1) Bonki {Vada-vidhi—the method of debate)^

(2) Bonshiki {Vuda-mdrga— the course of debate), and (3) Ronshin

{Vdda-hmiiala—the expedients of debate).

90. VasubaKBHIT’s Tarka-Sastra

Besides these three works, there was a treatise on Logic called

Mr. Takakusu,*ma very learned article called Paramartha s Lite

foandha and the date of Vasubandhu ” published in the Journal of the Royal Asiatao

Society of Great Britain and Ireland. January 1905, says that

porary of Vasubandhu, was the translator of the Samantapasadika ot Buddiia-

ghosa into Chinese in 488 A.B

WWT sHftrsit f^ai ii

(KSvyglankara-satra-vrtti, 3-2-2, p. 85, Benareij Sanskrit: series),

s Vide Bunviu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, No. U63 and

Appendix I, No. 6. The statement that there was an older translation « ™e life

of Vasubandhu by Kumarailva A.D. 401—409, but that it was lost m 730 A.D.,

oannot be accepted without farther testimony. Takakusu ^ys tliat “ some cata-

logues mention by mistake that such a work was then m existence : wde Journal

of the Boyal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, Janua^ 1905, p. 39 n

S V/cfo Takakusu in J.R.A.S. 1905. pp. 33-53;_:Prof. K B. Patbak m Indimi

Antiquary, pp. 170—171, for June 1911; V. A Smith’s Early History of India,

pp. 293 and 327 (3rd edition) ; and Dr, Hoernle’s correspondence m the Indian

Antiquary for September 1911 > p. 264.
* jjT-vra

^ Vide Bunyiu JSTanJio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tnpitaka, Appendix!, 6.

5 Vide Dr. Sugiura’s ** Hindu iogic as preserved in China and Japan, p. 33.
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Tarka-sastra ^ compo«^ed by Vasubandhu There exists a Chinese
version of this work called Zii-shib Inn.

Chinese version was prepared by
Paramartha of the Chan dynasty m A.D.

550. The Tarka-sastra con«?ists of three chapters dealing respec-

tively with (1) the five parts of a syllogism {pancavayava), (2) the

analogous rejoinder {jMi), and (3) the points of defeat {nigraha-

sthana).

In chapter I, Vasiibandhn treats of a proposition (ftaUjna),

a reason (ketn), an example [udaharana). an application {upanaya)^

and a conclusion [nigamana)

,

which constitute the five parts of^a

syllogism.

Though according to the Tarka-sastra a syllogism consisted

of five parts, in the Ronki, quoted by Kwei-ke, Vasubandhu
maintained that a thesis could be proved by two parts only, viz. a

proposition and a reason, and that, therefore, the necessary terms
in a syllogistic inference were only three, viz. the minor term
{pahsa)^ the major term (sadkya), and the middle term [hetii)}

In chapter II there is an account of the Analogous Rejoinder
[jati) which is subdivided under three heads as follows :

—
A. A rejoinder on the basis oi veY&tmon {viparyaya-khandana)

which consists of (1) balancing the homogeneity {sddkarmya-
sama)^ (2) balancing the heterogeneity {vaidharmya-samd)

,

(3)

balancing the thesis (sadhya-samd), (4) balancing the unquestion-
able (avarnya-samd)

,

(5) balancing the mutual absence {aprdpti-

sumd), (6) balancing the non-reason (ahetu-smid), (7) balancing
the demonstration (upapatti-samd), (8) balancing the doubt
(sam^aya^samd), (9) balancing the non-difference {avisem-samd),
and (10) balancing the effect {hdrya-samd).

B. A rejoinder on the ground of meaninglessness {nirartha-

khandana) which consists of (11) balancing the point in dispute

{pmkamna-samd)^ (12) balancing the counter-example [pratidr-

sjdnta-samd), and (13) balancing the infinite regression {prasanga-
samd).

C. A contrary rejoinder {vipantorkhandana)

,

which consists

of (14) balancing the non-produeed {anutpaiti-samd), (15) balano-

I Bunyiu Han|io*s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, No. 1252.
^ The Jaina logician Siddhasena DivSkara probabl>' refers to Vasubandhu,

when he says that according to some logiciaiis antaroyapti (internal inseparable
connection) consisting of palim or minor term, aa^hya or major term and hetu or
middle term, is quite enough In establishing a thesis, and that drstania or example
is altogether useless. Siddhasena Divikara write? :

—

II II

(Nyayavat§ra of Siddha-sena Divakara, edited by Dr. Satis Chandra Yidya-
bhusana and published by the Indian Research Society of Calcutta).
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iBg the eternal {mtya-samd), and (iO) baianciog the presumption
(arthdpati i-samd

)

Chapter III deals with twenty-two kinds of points of defeat

(mgraha-sthdna) enumerated below—
(i) Hurting the proposition {pratijnd-hdm) (2) shifting the

proposition {ptatijhdntara), (3) opposing the proposition {praUjnd-

virodha), (4) renouncing the proposition (pratijm-samnydsa)
^

(5) shifting the reason (hetvantara), (6) shifting the topic {arihdn-

iara), (7) the meaningless (nirarfkaka), (8) the unintelligible

(anijudtdrtha)

^

(9) :he incoherent (dpdrtkaka), (10) the inopportune

{apraptorkdla) (11) saying too little (nyunatd), (12) saying too

much (adhika) (13) repetition {pumnikta), (14) silence {ananu-

blidsana), (15) ignorance {ajfidna), (16) non-ingenuity [apratihhd),

(17) e^’^asion (vzksepa), (18) admission of an opinion {matdmijnd),

(19) overlooking the censurable (paryaniiyojyopeksazia)

,

(20) censur-

ing the non-censurable {niranuyojydnuyoga) (21) deviating from

a tenet (apasiddhanta), and (22) the semblance of a reason or

fallacy (heivdbhdsa)

It is to be regretted that neither the Ronki nor its Sanskrit

original is available. Vasubandhu seems, however, to have used

two forms of syllogism, viz a syllogism of five parts at the

time of a debate and a syllogism of two parts on an ordinary

occasion. The two forms are exhibited below :

—

A syllogism of five parts.

A syllogism of two parts.

(! ) Sound is non-etcrnal.

(2) Because it is a product.

(3) Products, are non-eternal like a pot, which

is a product and is non-eternal,

(4) Sound is an instance of a product.

(5) Therefore sound is non-eternal.

(1) Sound is iion-etemaL

(2) Because it is a product.



CHAPTER fll.

Systematic Buddhist Writers on Logic.

9L The Commbkcemen't of Mediaeval Logic
(450—1200 A.D.).

In the previous chapter we have seen that from the origin of

Buddhism in the 6th century B.C. to its expansion into four philo-

sophical schools in the 4th century A.D., there were no systematic

Buddhist works on Logic, but only a few stray references to that

science in the works on philosophy and religion. Nagarjuna, about
300 A.D., wrote a tract on Logic which was a mere review of the

common topics of the Ancient School of Brahmanic Logic. During
400—500 A.D., Maitreya, Asahga and Vasubandhu handled Logic,

but their treatment of it was merely incidental, being ‘mixed up
with the problems of the Yogacara and Vaibhmika schools of philo-

sophy. Vasubandhu’s three works ^ on Pure Logic mentioned by
Hwen-thsang are now lost and consequently their merits cannot
be judged. With 450 A.D. began a period when Logic was com-
pletely differentiated from general philosophy, and a large number
of Buddhist writers gave their undivided attention to that branch
of learning. The works brought out by these writers, along with
those brought out by the Jainas, constitute the Mediaeval School of

Indian Logic. Dignaga is the earliest known writer of this school.

92. Acarta Dignaga—Father of Medijevae Logic
(Circa 450—520 A.D.).

A portrait of Dignaga,

Dignaga is justly regarded as the Father of Mediaeval Logic.
Both in matter and in manner his works marked a distinct depar-
ture from those of his predecessors. The keenness of his insight

and the soundness of Ms critical acumen combined to stamp him
with an individuality all his own. No praise seems too high for

Mm. Indeed he may fittingly be styled as the first and last of

Indian logicians. His likeness recovered from Tibet is reproduced
below.

Th© likeness of Dignaga reproduced here is taken from the Tibetan Bstan-

Kecoyered from the bgyur (Mdo, Oe, folio I ) which was put in its pWt
land of snow tosm by the celebrated Lama Bu-§ton, who passed the

last days of his life *at the monastery of Sha-Iu, twelve
miles south-east of Tashi»ihun-po. Ba-$ton, who lived at th© close of the thirteenth

i Vide Book II, Chapter T, under the head Vasubandhu
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century A D., mnat have copied the likeness trom some earlier specimen, which
was taken to Tibet dunnp: her intercourse with India between 600 A.D. and 1200
A D.

A peculiarity of this likeness is its cap Tn the earH Buddhist Church monks
were not allowed to wear any head-dress {vide the Patimokklia rules of the Vinaya
Pitaka) With the introduction of Mahaygna in the first century A.D by
Kaniska, a great change was effected in the dress of monks, and caps of various
shapes were invented. The hat worn here is cAlIed Panchen-^hwa-dmar 1 or
Pandita’s red cap/’ with a pointed peak and long lappets. The lappets of the

cap were lengthened in proportion to the rank of the w^earer.

It is not known when the “ Pan lita’s cap” was first introduced. It is said to
have been taken to Tibet in 749 A.D. by Santa Raksita. Pandita ” was a degree
which was conferred by the Vikrama^ila University on its successful candidates.
It is not known what title the University of Xalanda conferred on its distinguished

^q-spij-fnsrgp-orsirii

i Vide WaddelFs Lamaism, pp. 194—196.
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students. Perhaps m that University, too, tiie title “Pandita” was reeoc^nued
and ‘-Pandita’s cap” was possibly a distinctive bad£:;6 of the scholar^ of that
famous University where Dignaga distinguished huii'^eif m philosophical contro-
versies

The woollen ^hawl iii the figure is indicative of the tact that after Buddhism
had spread into cold chines, monks hke Brahinamc sages were allowed to put on
suitable w-arm clothes There is aHo m the palms of the image a thunderbolt
called in Sanskrit P^ajra and m Tibetan Rdotje, which is a remover of all evils. The
halo round the head of the image indicates that Dignaga was a saint.

93. Life of Dignaga.

Dignaga, or rather Acarya Dignaga. is called In Tibetan
Phyogs-glan. He^ was born in a Brahmana family in Simha-
vaktra near KaucI, modern Conjeeveram in the Madras Presi-

dency. By Nagadatta, a Pandita of the Vatslputrlya sect, he was
admitted to the religious system of that sect and attained erudi-

tion in the Tripitaka of the Hinayana, Afterwards he became a
disciple of Acarya Vasubandhu with whom he studied all the

Pitakas of the Mahdyana and Hlnaydna, He miraculously saw
the face of Mahju^rl, the Buddhist god of learning, from whom he
received inspiration in the Law (Dharma). A few years later he
was invited to Nalanda where he defeated Brahmana Sudur-

jaya and other Tirtha dialecticians and won them to the doctrine

of Buddha. Since he had refuted chiefly the Tirtha controversial-

ists he was called a Fighting Bull” ora ‘'Bull in discussion”

(Sanskrit : Tarka-puhgava, and Tibetan : Rtsod-pahi-khyu-mchog)

.

He travelled through Orissa and Maharastra to the south, meeting

the Tirtha controversialists in discussions. In Maharastra he is

said to have resided frequently in the Acara’s Monastery.^ In
Orissa he converted Bhadra Palita, Treasury-minister of the King
of the country, to Buddhism. He was a man of vast learning and
wisdom, and practised during his life-time twelve tested virtues.

He lived a considerable part of his life in Andhra (Telingana) in the

Madras Presidency. He is said to have died in a solitary wood in

Orissa.

Dignaga must have lived before 557—569 A.D.® when two of

i Vide Lama Tariuatha’s Geschichte des Buddhisraua von Schiefner, pp. ISO
-—135 Lama TSranStha also relates thafc Dignagi frequently resided in Orissa

m a cavern of a mountain called BhoralilS where he used to give himself up to

contemplation. He was specially versed in incantation formulas. It is stated
that the stem of a inyrobalan tree called Mustiharltaki in the garden of Bhadra
FSiita in Orissa entirely withered, but it revived in seven days after Dignaga
had uttered an incantation for its restoration. For a fuller account of DignSga vide

Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana’s “Dignaga and his PramSna-samuceaya’^ in the
Journal of the Asiatic Society of* Bengal, VoL I, No. 9, 1905.

s Vide Watters’ On Yuan Chwang, Vol. II, p. 122.
S Vide Bjmyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, App l,No. 10,

where Dignaga is called Jma. The Chinese name of Dignaga has been wrongly
rendered as Jma by Japanese writers as well as by the Rev. Mr Beai
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Ms works were translated into CMnese. The early limit of his

date is 480 A.D. when his teacher Vasubandhu lived. Dignaga
flourished possibly about 500 A.D. when the Buddhist kings of

the Pallava ^ dynasty ruled the eastern coast of Southern India.

We have already seen that Dignaga travelled in Nalanda,
Orissa, Maharastra and Daksina (Madras), entering everywhere
into disputes with controversialists He attacked his opponents
as frequently as he was attacked by them. His whole life was
passed in giving blows and receiving counter-blows. Even his death
did not terminate the great intellectual war in which he had been
engaged : though he could no longer offer any violence, his oppon-
ents continued to fall upon him with force. Mark the volleys on
his dead body coming from no mean warriors! Kalidasa,® the

prince of poets, warns his poem to avoid the "‘rugged hand’’
(sthula-hasta) of Dignaga. Uddyotakara,^ the eminent logician,

calls Dignaga ‘

' a quibbler” (Kutarkika) Vacaspati Mi^ra^ des-

cribes him as “an erring ‘one” (bhrdnta) and speaks of his “blun-

ders” {bhrdnti). Mailinatha^ compares him with a “rock” (adri-

halfa). Kumarila Bhatta and Partha-sarathi Mi^ra® turn their

arrows against him. -The Vedantins and Jamas'^ were not in-

1 On the downfall of the Andhras in 436 AD., the Paliavas rose to power.
They were in their turn driven out of their northern possessions, the kingdom of

Vengi, by Kubja Visnuvardhana of the Eastern Chalukya dynasty Duiing 552

—

589 A.D,, Kahci, the capital of the Pallava kings, was captured by Vikraraaditya I.

of the Western Chaluir\ a dynasty. V%de SewelFs Lists of Antiquities, Madras,
Vol. II, pp. 141, 146, 148, 149 and 2U, 212

2 Tide Meghaduta, Purva-megha, verse 14.

fW! wt tt

Dddyotakara’s Nyaya-vartika, Introductory stanza, p 1, in the Bibliotheca
Indies series. Compare also Nyaya-vartika, 1-1-4, pp. 43—44; 1-1-5, p. 52 ; 1-1-6,

pp. 60—61 : i-i-7, p. 63, etc.

^ Vide Vacaspati Mirra’s NySya-vsrtika-tatparya-tlka, edited by Oangadhara
Sastri, l-l-l, pp. 1, 31; 1-1-4, pp. 76—77,- 97—98,* 102 ; 1-1-5, p, 102; i-1-6,

p 135, etc.

6 MaliinStha’s commentary on verse 14 of the Meghaduta. Porva-megha.
6 Vide Partha sarathi’s gloss on verses 59—60, Anumanapariccheda of Kural-

rila Bhatta’s vartika on the 6th Sutra of Jaiminx
I vide the works of Prabhacandra and Vidyinanda referred to m the J.B B.

R A.S., Vol. XVIII, p. 229. The Digambara Jama logician Dharma-bhusana, in

controverting the VaMesika doctrine of Samanya^ generality, quotes m support of

his own conclusion the following verse of Digniiga :

—

*r ^ sf i

w^fw STTWA^'t II

(Quoted in Bhannabhusana’s NvSya-dipika, Chapter III)

18
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active in their hostility. Even Dharmakirti,® a Buddhist sage,

attempted to oppose him. Dignaga must have been a very

strongly built man, both physically and mentally, otherwise he

could hardly have lived for a single day under assaults from so

many sides. Those of his works which still exist enable us to

measure, to some extent, his strength and Ms weakness.

94. DighIga’s Pramana-Bamuccaya.^

The Pramana-samuceaya is one of the grandest literary monu-
ments of Dignaga. It is said to have been composed while he
was residing on a solitary hill near Vengi in Andhra® (modern
Telingana) in the Madras Presidency. Seeing that the ^astras on
Dialectics written earlier by him remained scattered about, he re-

solved to collect them. Accordingly, putting together fragments
from particular works, he engaged himself in compiling in verse

a compendium called the Pramana-samuccaya. While he was
writing, the opening lines, the earth trembled and all the places

were filled with light and a great tumult
ISvara- audible. A Brahmana named I§vara-

krsna ^ surprised at this wonder came to

The same verse has been quoted in a little altered form by the Hindu philo-

sopher MSdhavScarya as follows :

—

af m ^ W*r i

(Sarvadar^ana samgraha, chapter on Bauddhadar^ana).

1 Vide the head “ Dbarmakirti” which follows.
2 For an account of the composition of the Pramana-ssmuccaya vide Lama

TSrSnatha’s Geschichte des Buddhismus von Schiefner, pp. 13, 133; and the
Tibetan Dpag-bsam-Ijon-bzan edited by Rai Sarat Chandra Das, Bahadur, C.LB.,

pp 62, 75, 100 and LXVII.
3 Vide Hwen-thsang’s Travel in Beal’s Buddhist Records of the Western World,

VoL II, pp. 218, 219 and 220, where the Chinese term for DignBga is wrongly ren-
dered as Jina. Hwen-thsang gives the following account of the composition of the
Pramana-samuceaya :—‘‘ When Dignaga began to compose a useful compendium
[presumably the Pramana-samuccaya] for overcoming the difficulties of the Hetu-
vidya-4aatra, the mountains and valleys shook and reverberated ; the vapour and
•clouds changed their appearance, and the spirit of the mountain appeared before
him, asking him to spread abroad the §astra (Hetuvidya). Then the Bodhisattva
<Dignaga) caused a bright light to shine and illumine the dark places. Surprised at
this wonder, the king of the country (Andhra) cam© near him and asked whether
he was entering into nirvana. When the king spoke of the infinite bliss of nirvana
DignBga resolved to enter into it. Manju^ri, the god of learning, knowing his pur-
pose was moved with pity. He came to DignSga and said :

** Alas ! how have you
given up your greaii purpose , and only fixed your mind on your own personal
profit, with narrow aims, giving up the purpose of saving all ’* Saying this he
directed him to explain the Yogacaryabbumi-Bastra and Hetuvidyf-lastra. Dig-
naga receiving these directions, respectfully assented and saluted the saint. Than
he devoted himself to profound study and explained the HetuvidyS-lastra and the
Yoga discipline.

Bvarakfsna her© referred to was very probably the author of the SSihkhya
kSrikS.
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Icaiya Diguaga, and finding that he had gone out to collect alms,

wiped ont the words he had written. Dignaga came and rewrote

the words and Isvara-krsna v/iped them out again. Dignaga wrote
them a third titoe and added : “Let no one wipe these out even in

joke or vsport, for none should wipe out what are of great importance :

if the sense of the words is not right, and one wishes to dispute

on' that account, let him appear before me in person.” When
aftei Dignaga had gone out to collect alms, the Brahmana again

came to wipe out the writings, he saw what was added and paused.

The Acarya returning from his rounds for a meal met the Brahmana :

they began a controversy, either staking his own doctrine. When
he had vanquished the Tirtha (Brahmana) several times and
challenged him to accept the Buddhist doctrine, the Tirtha scat-

tered ashes, pronouncing incantations over them, and burnt all the

goods of the Acarya that happened to lie before him
;
and while

the Acarya was kept back by fire, the Tirtha ran away. There-

upon Dignaga reflected that, since he could network the salvation

of this single individual, he would not be able to work that of

others. So thinking he was on the point of giving up his purpose
of compiling the Pramana-samuccaya when the Bodhisattva Arya
Mafijusri miraculously appeared before him in person and said :

—

'

' Son, refrain, refrain : the intellect is infected by arguing
with mean persons. Please know that when you have demon-
strated it, this ^astra cannot be injured by the host of Tirthas. I

undertake to be your spiritual tutor till you have attained the

stage of perfection. In later times this §astra will become the

sole eye of all the sastras.” ^

So saying Manju.*^ri disappeared, and Dignaga resumed his

work and completed Pramana-samuccaya.
The Pramana-samuccaya ^ is a Sanskrit work written manustubh

metre. The Sanskrit original of it is lost,

but a Tibetan translation stiil exists. The
translation was prepared by an Indian sage

named Hema (or Kanaka) Varma (in Tibetan: Gser-gyi-go-cha) and

a Tibetan interpreter named Dad-pahi-§es-rab in the monastery of

Ses-pahi-dge-gnag. It occupies folios 1— 13 of the Bstan-hgyur,

q5-ci^|

I

Dpag-bsam-ijon-bzian, edited by Rai Sarat Chandra Das, Bahadur. CI.E.,

P- lOl.
"

, . . ,

2 Probably the same as “The Sastra on the grouped inferencJos,’^ vide Taka-

kiisu’s I-tsing, p. 167
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section Mdo, volume Ce.^ In Tibetan it is called Tslia,d-mahi-Mdo~

knndas-btus-pa (===Pramana*sutra-samucoaya) or briefly Tshad-

ma-kiin4as-btus“pa (=Pramana-samuccaya) signifying a compila-

tion of aphorisms on Pramana, valid knowledge. It begins thus

:

Bowing down before Sngata—the teacher and protector— who is

Pramawa incarnate, and benefactor of the world, I, for the sake of

expounding Pramana (valid knowledge), put together here various

scattered matters, compiled from my own works/’ ^ In the clos-

ing lines it is stated that ‘‘ Dignaga, the subduer of controversial-

ists in all regions and the possessor of elephantine strength, com-
piled this from his own>works.” ®

It is divided into six chapters which are named respectively

:

(1) Perception (Sanskrit: Pratyahm, Tibetan: Mhon-sum)
; (2)

Inference for one’s own self (Sanskrit: Tibetan

:

Rah-don-gyi-rje-dpag)
; (3) Inference for the sake of others (Sans-

krit : Pardrthanumdna, Tibetan : Gshamgyi-don-gyi-rje-dpag) ;

(4) Reason and example (Sanskrit : Hetu-drstdnta, Tibetan : Gtan-
tsbigs-dah-dpe)

; (5) Negation of the opposite (Sanskrit: Apoha,
Tibetan: Tshan-sel-wa)

;
and (6^ Analogue (Sanskrit: Jdti^ in

Tibetan : Itag-gcod,

Chapter I—Perception.

In opposition to AksapMa who propounded four prarmnaa

Pramana
(means of valid knowledge), DignUga ^ states

‘
’ in Chapter I of the Pramana-samuccaya

1 The volume Ce of the Bstanrhgyur, section Mdo, wa,s put at my disposal by
the India Office, London, through Mr Thomas.

.(Bgtan-hgyur, Mdo, Ce, folio 1).

(Batan-bgyur, Mdo, Ce, folio 13)

(Tshad-ma-kun-las-btus-pa, Chapter I).
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that pramaT^as are only two, viz. perception {pratyahsa) and infer-

ence (anumana). All objects being known through them, there is

no other pramd'^a,

Dignaga does not give any formal definitiola of Perception,

which is well known as the knowledge of

objects derived through the channel of the

senses. Bnt he describes Perception as that

which, being freed from preconception, is tincbnnected with name,
genus, eto.^ Suppose a man in twilight mistakes a rope for a

snake : his knowledge of the snake is a preconception and is not,

according to Dignaga, an act of Perception. Dignaga contends

that Perception is not connected with the name, as we can perceive

a thing without knowing its name It is also unconnected with
genus, so that the perception of a thing consists of the knowledge
of its individual characteristics alone. Suppose I see a cow. This

cow, which I see, is a peculiar one. Its infinite peculiarities can
only be realised by me who have seen it. If I proceed to indicate

this cow to other persons by saying that I saw a cow which is

named Dittha or which is red, etc., I can only convey to those

persons the idea of a cow of a certain class, that is, a cow possessing

the common characteristics of a class of cows, but can never ex-

press to them the individual cow which I saw. Hence it follows

that (a result of) Perception cannot be properly expressed by name,
genus, etc. But very different is the case with inference. Know-
ledge derived through inference is general, and can be well ex-

pressed by name, genus, etc., whereas that derived through Percep-

tion is particular, and is incapable of being properly communi-
cated to others by name, genus, etc.

The Sanskrit original may be restored as follows :
—

vTir sf sr?rnin*ff< a

(Pramana-samuccaya, Chapter I).

1 In Chapter I of the Pramana-samuccaya, Dignaga describes Perception as

follows :

—

The Sanskrit equivalents for those two lines are as follows ;

—

mpi
li

(Pramana-samuccaya, Chapter I).

Tb© first of these lines has actually been quoted, and Dignaga’s whole theory
of Perception severely criticised, by the Hindu logician Uddyotakara in his Hyaya-
vartika, 1-1-4.
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Dignaga reviews the doctrines of perception of the Yogins ^

(orYogacaras called in Tibetan Rnal-hbyor-

in oSchook." P^) the Sainkhyas (called in Tibetan
Grans-can-pa) orKapilas*^ (called in Tibetan

Ser-skya-wa).

Aksapada, whom Dignaga designates as Xaiyayika (in Tibetan

:

^ ^ rigs-pa-canj, defines percepiion'^ as know-
Dignaga criticises the

, Y ^
. /‘A - ^

definition of perception ledge which anses from the intercourse of
as given by Aksapada and sfiBse-organs with their objects, being deter-
itsyayana

minate, unnameable and non-erratic. Vat«
syayana in his Bhasya, commentary,^ admits that this definition

enumerates only the special factors of perception. The soul

(dtman), etc., which co-operate in producing not only perception

but also inference, etc., are general factors and as such not men-
tioned in the definition. As to the objection that the definition

fails to enumerate even the special factor of perception, viz the mind
[manas) which through its intercourse with the soul, pleasure, etc.,

brings about their perception, Vatsyayana observes that the mind
IS included in the sense-organs, it has been designated a sense-organ

in the Vaisesika philosophy, and the designation has been tacitly

ft

(Pramaaa-samuccaya, Chapter I).
*

|3^-q n

fill

|

(Pramana-Bamuccaya, Chapter I)

S The definition of the Kaiyayika is quoted by Digniga as follows :

—

(PramSiia-feamuccaya, Chapter I).

* The Sanskrit original runs as follows :

—

(Nyiya-sutra, 1-1-4)

wf<f% I *rsf^TP«W

tub'll ifr i .. .. i ipwwt-

(Hy&ya-bhfsya, 1-1-4)
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accepted in the Nyaya philosophy according to the scientfic axiom,
viz. if I do not oppose a theory of my opponent, it is to be under-

stood that I accept it/’

Dignaga laughs at Vatsyayana by saying that the Naiyayika
(Aksapada) takes pride in borrowing his definition of perception

(praiyahsa) from the Sutra of the Vaisesikas,^ viz. that perception
is knowledge which arises from the intercourse of the soul with
the mind, the mind with a sense-organ, and the sense-organ with
its object. The Naiyayika is however careful not to connect his

perception with generality (samanya), particularity (visem)^ sub-

stance {dravya), quality {guT^a) and action (karma) on which, as

pointed out by Dignaga, the Vai§esika’s intercourse is dependent*
Oh ! what a strange oonsistenc}^

1 Digngga quotes the Vai^esika definition as follows :

—

(Prama^a-samuccaya* Chapter I).

The Sanskrit original should stand thus :

—

But it IS actually found in the Yaigesika-sutra as follows :

—

(Vai^esika-sutra, 3-1-18, p. 121, Sacred Books of the Hindus, Allahabad).

In another place of the Vaigesika-sutra in connection with the perception of

pleasure, etc., the definition of perception, which includes the mind, is stated as

follows :

—

(Yaifesika-sutra, 5-2-15, p. 181, Sacred Books of the Hindus, Allahabad).

In the Bhasya of PraAastapSda, the mind is explicitly mentioned as a

sense-organ :

—

(Pra^astapgda BhSsya, p. 186, Vizianagram Sanskrit Senes)

Dignaga quotes the explanatory portion of the Vai^esika definition as follows :

—

Ncri)i-^iH-aS-i^5q-|vq*;-*>-a-| ii

(Pramana-samuccaya, Chapter I).

The Sanskrit original of this pqrtion should stand thus :

—

Compare Praiasta-pada who gives a definition of perception {pralyaksa) which

is similar to the one criticised by Dignaga :

—

i

(Prafestapada BhSsya, p. 186, Vizianagaram Sanskrit Series).
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As to the mind it is not, says Dignaga, a sense-organ, and
pleasure (sukha), etc., are not objects of knowledge. The view,

that the Naiyayika, not having opposed the mind as a sense-organ,

tacitly accepts it as such, is untenable. If non-opposition was a
proof of assent, it was useless for the Naiyayika to have men-
tioned the other sense-organs.^

Chapter II—Inference for one’s self.

Inference (called in Sanskrit anumana and in Tibetan rjes-

dpag) is of two kinds, viz. inference for one's self and inference

for the sake of others

An inference for one’s s0lf‘^ {svdrfhdnumdna

.

rah-don-gyi-rjes-

Definition
defined as the knowledge of a thing

derived through its mark or sign of three
characters.

The mark or sign (reason or middle term) should possess one
of the following three characters :

—

(i) Effect {kdrya, hbras-bu)—the mark* may be an effect of ike

Three characters the V inferred (predicate or

middle term. major term) ; e.g. smoke of nre.

(2) Identity {svcibhdva. rah^bshin)—

-

the mark may be in essence identical with the thing to
be inferred

; e.g. a aim^apd identical vith a tree.

1 Dign§ga observes :

—

If

{Pramana-samuccaya, Chapter I).

The original Sanskrit text of the verse is quoted by VScaspati Mi§ra thus :

—

*r wsft 1

mi It

(Nyaya-vartika-tStparya-tIka, 1-1-4).

What Bignigs meant to say is :

—

The NySya-siatra distinctly mentions the eye, ear, nose, tongue and touch as
sense-organs, but says nothing as to whether the mind (manos) is a sense-
organ or not. The presumption from this silence is that the mind is not a
sense-organ according to the Nyaya-sutra.

But Vltsyfiyana, the famous Hindu commentator on the Nyaya-sutra, inter-
prets the silence in a quite different Way, concluding therefrona that the
mind {manas) is a sense-organ according to the Nyaya-sutra

Digqlga contends “ if silence was a proof of assent why did the Nyiya-sutra
not remain silent regarding the other five sense-organs too ?

’*

(Pramaiia-samuceaya, chapter 11).
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(3) Non-'perception (anupalabdhi, mi-dmigs-pa)—non-perception of

the mark may be due to the non-esistence of the thing to

be inferred
; e,g non-preception of a pot is a mark of non-

existence thereof.

Dignaga mentions the views of some logicians who from smoke,

T . . which is the middle term, infer fire, the

major term, which is inseparably connected

with it, and also of others, who from smoke infer the connection

between fire (the major term) and the hill (the minor term). He
argues against the first mentioned logicians saying that if they

infer fire from smoke they gain no new knowledge from this in-

ference, for it is already known that smoke is inseparably connected

with fire. His argument against the other logicians is that they

are not able to infer the connection, for connection implies two
things, whereas here only one thing, viz. the hill, is visible, but

the other, viz. fire, is not visible What then do we really infer

from smoke ? Dignaga says it is not fire nor the connection be-

tw^een it and the hill, but it is the fiery hill that is inferred.^

^ Dignaga writes :

—

Is;
j

(Pramana-samucoaya, chapter II).

The Sanskrit originals of these lines are as follows :

—

fwr I

w sfTff^’smT II
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Cliapter III—Inferaiice for the sake of ofeiiers.

An iafereac© for the sake of others ^ (called in Sanskrit parmr--

thdnumdna and in Tibetan gsban-gyi-don-

gyi-rjes-dpag) takes place when a person

demonstrates to others the conclusion drawn by him through an
inference for one’s self.

The predicate ^ or major term (called in Sanskrit anumeya or

sddhya and in Tibetan dpag-bya or bsgrub
bya) is the object which is desired by one’s

self to be predioable of (attributed to) the subject (or minor term)

and which is not opposed to perception, inference or TOrbal testi-

mony
; e,g, the hill is fiery.

Definition.

Predicate.

ww a

(Pramana-samuccaya, chapter II).

The Hindu logician Vficaspati Mi^ra has quoted and criticised these lines m
the Nyaya-vartika-tStparya-tika, 1-1-6.

1 Dignaga observes :

—

(Pramana samuccaya, chapter HI).

The Sanskrit original of this verse runs thus : —

TOiifyrT*i»« afsinSsww*!’? i

** {Qaote4 in SlokavSrtika-tikS, p. 252).

Pra^astapSda defines parSrfchSnumana thus :

—

HW’sitsr 5ifinn^’TO^»fyiw|

«

(PraSastapada Bhasya. p. 231, edited by J£.M. Vindhyeivari Praaad Dvivedin.
Vkianagaram Sanskrit Series).

2 Digniga observes:

—

1

(Prami^a-samuccaya, chapter III).

The Sanskrit original should run thus ;

—

fsKW

v2

(Pmmii^-aamuecaya, chapter III).
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Th® law of extension.—The law of extension of the middle

term, (called in Sanskrit paJcsa-dharma ^ and in Tibetan phyogs-
chos), whicli refers to the local area of a reason or middle term in
relation to its minor and major terms, is stated as follows

(1) The reason or middle term must cover the subject or minor
term (paksa)

(2) The reason or middle term must be piesent in the homoiogue
(sapakm) of the predicate or major term.

(3) The reason or middle term must be absent from the heteroiogua
(vipaksa) of the predicate or major term.

Ifina Beasons.—It is possible to conceive of nine reasons or
middle terms® which are present in or absent from the homologues
or heterologues wholly or partly. The reasons or middle terms,
which are wholly or partly present in the homologues but wholly
absent from the heterologues, are valid, their opposites are contra-
dictory and the others are uncertain.^

A table of nine reasons, in reference to their homologues and
heterologues, is given below :

—

1

ga|5^’«|Q.Sv'

^ If

(Pramana-samuccaya, chapter III).

The Sanskrit originals of these lines are quoted by VScaspati Milra as follows

s

fo

^{PramSna-samuccaya, chapter III, quoted in Nyayavgrtika-tatparya*tika on
Nyaya-sotra, 1-1-35, p. 198, Vizianagaram Sanskrit series).

2 In the commentaries on Kyaya-sutra, 1-1-35, Uddyotakara and VScaspati
Mi^ra both severely criticize DignSga's theory of Nine Reasons. DignSga too
reviews the dednitions of a proposition {prati^na) as given by Aksapada and the
MImSmsaka.

(PramSna-samuccaya, chapter IJI)

The Banskrit or%iiaals quoted by VScaspati run thus ;

—

m 9«r

fwr I
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Mne reasons.

ISTo.
Homologue of the major

|

term (sapakm)
j

!

Heterologoe of the major
term (tnpahm).

Mature of the
reason.

f

The reason is wholly present
j

{sat] in the homologiie
|

1

The reason is wholly present
(sat) in the heterologue.

The reason is

uncertain.

2 i

1

!

The reason is wholly present
(aa^) in the homologue.

The reason is wholly absent
(asat) from the heterologue.

The reason is

valid.

i

3 The reason is wholly present
(so#) in the homologue.

The reason is partly present
(sadasat) in the heterol >gue.

The reason is

uncertain.

4 " The reason is wholly absent
(asat) from the homologue.

The reason is wholly present
(sat) in the heterologue.

The reason is

contradictory.

5 . The reason is wholly absent
(asat) from the homologue. !

The reason is wholly absent

!

(asat) from the heterologue.
The reason is

uncertain.

6 . The reason is wholly absent
(asat) from the homologue.

The reason is partly present
(sadasat) m the heterologue.

The reason is

contradictory.

7
^ The reason is partly present

(sadasat) in the homologue.
The reason is wholly present
(sat) in the heterologue.

The reason is

uncertain.

8 ^ The reason is partly present
(sadasat) in the homologue.

The reason is wholly absent
(asat) from the heterologue.

The reason is

valid.

9 . The reason is partly present
(sadasat) in the homologue.

The reason is partly present
(sadasat) in the heterologue.

The reason is

uncertain.

Illustration of tHe nine reasons.—The nine reasons ^ are illus-

trated by Dignaga in his Hetucakra (Wheel of Reasons) in which
he assumes the following as reasons (or middle terms) and major
terms respectively :

—

Reasons or middle terms Qietu '^)—(!) knowable [frameya),

(2) a product {hrtaha), (3) non-eternal {anitya), (4) produced

(Pramana-samuccaya, chapter III, quoted in ISTyayavartika-tatparyartika on
H-35, p. 198, "Vizianagaram Sanskrit Series).

I The Sanskrit originals are quoted by VScaspati Mi^ra from PramSna-samu-
eeaya, chapter III, as follows:

—
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{hria)i (5) audible (j^rava^a), (6) a product of effort {yatnaja)^ (7)

non-eternal {anitya), (8) a product of effort (yatnaja), and (9)

tangible (sparsaja).

Predicates or major terms (sadhya^)—(1) eternal (niiya),

(2) non-eternal (amtya), (3) a product of effort {yatnaja), (4)

eternal (nitya), (5) non-eternal (anitya), (6) eternal (nitya), (7) a
non-product of effort {ayatnaja), (8) non-eternal {anitya), and (9)

eternal {nitya).

Application of the Law of Extension.—Applying the Law of

Extension to the Table of Nine Reasons or the Wheel of Reasons
we find that the second and the eighth reasons are valid, and the

remaining seven are invalid inasmuch as these are either con-
tradictory or uncertain Take the case illustrating the first rea^

son in the Wheel of Law. It stands thus :

—

Sound is eternal,

Because it is knowable,
Like ether and like a pot.

Here knowability,” the reason, is wholly present in “ sound ”

which is the subject and in ether which is a homlogue of eter-

nal ” the predicate. But being wholly present also in a pot ”

which is a heterologue of the “ eternal,’* knowability becomes an
uncertain reason. Take the case illustrating the eighth reason

which stands thus

This sound is non-eternal,

Because it is a product of effort,

Like a pot, unlike lightning and ether.

Hera a product of effort ” abides in ‘‘ this sound ” which is

the subject^ and in “a pot ” which is a homologue of ‘‘ non-eternal ”

the predicate, but does not abide in “lightning” which is also a

(Nryayav§rfcika-tafcparya-tika.on 1-1-35, p. 158, VizianafiTam Sanskrit series).

Th© Tibetan version runs thus :

—

(Prame^a-samuccaya, chap. III).

The Sanskrit originals are quoted by VScaspati Mi^ra from Pramana-samu-

ccaya, chapter III, thus:

—

(Nyayavartika-tStparya-tiks on 1-1-35).
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homologae and in “ ether ” which is a heterologue of the predicate.

Here the reason is partly present in the liomologuc and wholly

absent from the heterologue and as such is valid

Chapter IV—Reason and Example.

Affirmative and
tive reasons.

nega-

From a certain point of view, the reason or middle term (called

in Sanskrit /fetu and in Tibetan gtan-tshigs)

is of t%vo kinds.^ viz, affirmative (anvapi) and
negative [vyatireki). The affirmative reason

signifies that the thing signified by it is invariably accompanied
by the thing signified by the predicate or major term, e g, the hill

is fiery, because it is smoky (where smoke is an affirmative reason).

The function of the negative reason is stated thus : wherever
there is absence of the thing signified by the major term, there is

also absence of the thing signified by the reason or middle term,
the hill is not smoky, because it is not fiery.

A person who desires to produce in others, as in his own self,

a definite conclusion, should state (in words) the subject, the predi-

cate and the reason as also their mutual connection, in reference
to the Law of Extension *

In pointing out the connection of the reason with the major
„ , ^ . term he should state examples ^ (called inxamp 0s, an o.

ganskrit drstanta and in Tibetan dpe) which
are of two kinds, viz. affirmative or homogeneous [anvayi or

1
|

(Pramana-samuccaya, chapter IV),

2 aEj'
•

"a

(Praoiana-samuecaya, chapter IV).

A similar idea is expressed in the ISTyaySvatara of the Jaina logician Siddha-
sena Divakara :

—

(ISTyaySvatara, edited by Satis Chandra Vidyabhnsana, Buddhist Text Society
Calcutta).

3
,

(Pramana-samaccaya, chapter IV),
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sadTiarmya) and negative or heterogeneous [vyatirehi or vaidharmyay

An illustration of the examples is given below

The hill is fiery,

Because it is smoky,
That which is smoky is fiery, as a kitchen (affirmative ex-

ample),

But that vhich is not fiery is not smoky, as a lake (negative

example).

The l5wo examples are in fact identical as they both point

out the connection of the reason with the predicate or major
term.

Chapter V—Apoha -negation of the opposite.

According to the doctrine of Apoha ^ (called in Tibetan gshan-

^ sel-wa), an entity is defined as being the

negation of its opposite, e,g a cow is that

which is not a not-cow. There is, in this connection, a review of

the mutual relations of substance {dmvya^ rdsas), quality [guna,

yon-tan), action [harma, las), particularity {vUesa, bye-brag, or,

khyad), generality [samanya, spyi), and inherence [aamavaya, hdu-

wa).

According to Dignaga, Comparison® {npamana, ner-hjal) is

^ ^ useless as it is not a separate source of
Comparison, upamana.

i i j tt t

knowledge. He says that when we recog-

nise a thing through perception of a similar thing, we really per-

form an act of Perception. Hence Comparison or Recognition of

Similarity is not a separate source of knowledge, but is included

in Perception.

Credible Word® or Verbal Testimony (sdbda^ yid-ches-tshig,

Credible word, Sabda.
sgra-las-byun-wa, or, hag-don) is also re-

jected as not being a separate source of

1
I

(Pramana-samiiccaya, chapter T).

2 jf

(Pramana-samuccaya, chapter IV).

Vide a very mteresting discussion on it m the BySyav^tika, 1-1-6, whet
the BrShmana Logician Uddyotakara defends the Nyaya-sStra and the Byaya
bhSsya from the attacks of Dignaga.

•>»

Compare

—

(Pramana-samuccaya, chapter V).

(Slokavartika, 5abda panccheda, verse 15).
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Imowle4ue. Di.unaua -‘What is the sianificance of a Cred-
i!>le Word ^ l)ef\N it mean tliat the person who spoke the word is

cre(H))!r, or that the fact he averred iscredi))le ? If the person,’^

eontmiies he, '' credible, it l- a mere inference. On the other
hanii if tlie faid is credible, it is a case of Perception.’’ Hence
Ihcnaga concludes that Credible Word or Verbal Testimony is

not a separate SiHirce of knowledge, but is included in Perception
and Inference.^

The iiKirk (middle term) ^ is present where the thing to be
inferred (major term) or its homologue is

muiX present, but absent where the thing or its

homologue is non-existent, e.^, smoke is

present only where there is fire or any thing homogeneous with it,

but absent where there is no fire nor anything homogeneous with
the same.

Chapter VI—Analogues or Far-fetched analogy.

In this chapter there is an explanation of the Analogue ® or

Far-fetched Analogy (called in Sanskrit jMi and in Tibetan Itag-

gcod) which is of various kinds®; such as (1) prdpiisama (phrad-

mtshuhs), (2) aprdplisamd (ma-phrad-mtshuhs), (3) varT^yasamd

mi ii ii

(^iokavarfcika, ^abda pariccheda).

1 ^ ll q I

(Pramana-samuccaya, chapter II),

The Sanskrit original is quoted by Vaicabpati Mi^ra thus •

—

’l3T*IT5JIT^^T*f<Tr n

(Nyayavartika-tatparya-tika on Nyaya-sutra, I-i-7).

Vide Uddyotakara*s rejoinder in the Nyoyavartika, 1-1-7.

(PramSna-samuccaya, chapter II).

The Sanskrit originals of these lines, which have been quoted and criticised by
Uddyotakara, run as follows

w^g# 1 ^iTTT inftgBTs^fw 8

(Nyayavartika, 1-1-5, p. 58, Bibliotheca Indies, Calcutta).

3 For an explanation of these terms vide the Xyaya-sutra.
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(brjod-mfcsliiifis), (4) avarnya-samd (ma-brjod-mtsliiins), (5) anui-

patti samd (ma-skyes-mtshuns), (6) Mrya samd (hbras-mtsbuns),

(7) mdhatmyorsamd (eiios-mthun-mtsliRris), (8) vaidharmya-sarm
(chos-mi mthmi-mtshuns), (9) vtkalpa-samd (rnam-rtog-mtsliiins)^

(10) (dmigs*pa~mtshuns), (11) samsaya’-samd (the-

tshom-mtshuns), (12) arthdpatti samd (don-rtogs-mtshuiis)^ ^iS)

sddhyasamd (bsgrub'-bya-mtshuns) and (14) prasanga-samd (tbal-

wa-mt'-hnns) So’ne other kinds of analogue are said to be enumer-
ated in the Tirthika works.

95. Dignaga’s lilyaya-pravesa.

The Wyaya-pravesa or rather Nyaya-praveso-nama pra-

maiia-prakarana/’ is another excellent work on Logic by Dignaga,

The Sanskrit original is lost. There exists a Tibetan translation

of it which extends ov'er folios ls3— 188 of the Bstan-hgyur, sec-

tion Mdo, volume Ce. The translation was prepared by the great

Ka^mlrian Pandita Sarvajha-^ri Raksita and the Sakya monk
Grags-pa-rgyai-mtshan-dpal-bzah, in the great Sa-skya monastery

of Western Tibet. The work in Tibetan is called Tshad-ma-rigs-

par-hjug-pahi-sgo signifying the “ Door of Entrance to Logic.’’

It opens thus :

—

Demonstration and refutation together with their fallacies

are useful in arguing with others ; and Perception and Inference

together with their fallacies are useful for self-understanding

:

seeing these I compile this ^astra.”^

A Syllogism—Hyayavayava,

Parts of-a Syllogism. ^
Some of the subjects discussed in the

work are noticed below :

—

1 I consulted iho NySya-prave^a in the volume Cs of th© Tibetan Bstan-

hgyur which was placed at my disposal by the India Office, London I have also

bt ought a copy of the Nyaya-prave4a from the monastery of Labrang in Sikkim

which I visited in May 1907. This is probably th© same as “ Nyaya-dvara-tarka-

§astra**: F^‘de Takakusa s I-tsing, p. 185, and Bunym Nanjio's Catalogue of th©

Chmes© TnpitafeLa, Nos. 1223 and 1224. Of. Dr Sugmra*s Hindu Logic as pre-

served m China and Japan,” pp. 36, 60, where Sankara Svamin’s Nyaya-prave^a-

tarka4istra is noticed. ^

2 I

^ (NySya-prave^ak

S In Tibetan: Rigs-pahi-yan-lag
( ^

and in Sanskrit: NySya-

vayava
( ) i

19
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Reasoning, according to the Nyaya-praye§a, is carried on by
means of a minor term, a major term, a middle term and two
examples. The minor term is also called the subject (in Sans-

krit: pakm or dharmin, and in Tibetan phyogs or chos-can).

The major term is otherwise called the predicate (in Sanskrit:

sadhya or dharma, in Tibetan: bsgrub-par-bya or chos). The
middle term is also called the reason or mark (in Sanskrit : ketu,

linga or sddhana, in Tibetan: gtan-tshigs or bsgrub-par-byed).

The example (called in Sanskrit: drstanta, in Tibetan: dpe-brjod)

is of two kinds, viz. (1) homogeneous (in Sanskrit: sddharmya, in

Tibetan: chos-mthun-pa) and (2) heterogeneous (in Sanskrit:
vaidharmya, in Tibetan: chos-mi-mthun-pa).

„ r o 71
' • The form of reasoning is as follows :

—

Form of a Syllogism. ®

(1) This hill is fiery,

(2) Because it has smoke,

(3) All that has smoke is fiery like a kitchen, and whatever is

not fiery has no smoke, like a lake.

Here ‘ hill ’ is the minor term, ‘ finery ’ the major term, ' smoke ^

the middle term, ‘kitchen’ a homogeneous example, and ‘lake’ a
heterogeneous example.

The Minor Term.

Thesis.
^ minor term and a major term linked

together constitute a proposition, e.g.

The MU (minor term) is iiery (major term).

A proposition which is offered for proof is a Thesis.
There are certain types of thesis which cannot stand the test

The Fallacies of Thesis. 1
therefore fallacious.

The following theses are fallacious :

—

(1) A thesis incompatible with perception, such as: ‘‘sound
is inaudible.”

(2) A thesis incompatible with inference, such as: “ A pot
is eternal.”

(Really “ A pot is non-etemal, because it is a product.”)

(3) A thesis incompatible with the public opinion, such as :

“Man’s head is pure, because it is the limb of an animate being.”
(Or, “ money is an abominable thing.” I or some men like me may
say “money is m abominable thing,” but the world does not say
so),

i In Tibetan: phyogs-ltar-gnan
(
g**]^*! c.*

) ; and in Sanskrit: paksS-
IblilBa

( ) I
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(4) A thesis incompatible with one^s own belief or doctrinej

sncii as: A Vai§esika pyiosopher saying '^sonnd is eternal/’

(5) A thesis incompatible with one’s own statement, such as

:

'*My mother is barren.”

(6) A thesis with an unfamiliar minor term, snohas: The
Buddhist speaking to the Samkhya, Sound is perishable.”

(Sound is a subject well known to the Mimamsaka, but not to

the Samkhya).

(7) A thesis with an unfamiliar major term, such as: The
Samkhya speaking to the Buddhist, “The soul is animate/’

(8) A thesis with both the terms unfamiliar, such as: The
Vai^esika speaking to the Buddhist, “The soul has feelings as

pleasurable, etc.”

(The Buddhist deals neither with the soul nor with its feelings)

.

(9) A thesis universally accepted, such as: ®'Fire is warm.”
(This thesis . annot be offered for proof, as it is accepted by all).

The Middle Term and the Major Term.

Three Characteristics of The Middle Term {hetu) must possess
the Middle Term.! three characteristics, viz .

:

—
( 1) The whole of the minor term (paksa) must be connected

with the middle term, e.g.

Sound is non-eternal,

Because it is a product.

Like a pot, but unlike ether.

In this reasoning, “product” which is the middle term
includes the whole of “ sound ” which is the minor term.

(2) All things denoted by the middle term must be homo-
geneous with things denoted by the major term, e,g.

All things produced are non-eternal, as a pot.

(3) None of the things heterogeneous from the major term

must be a thing denoted by the middle term, e.g.

No non-non-etemal (that is, no eternal) thing is a product, as

ether.

If we suppose the minor term or subject to be S,’ the middle

term or reason to be ‘ B,’ and the major term or predicate to be
^ P/ then the above-mentioned three characteristics of the middle

term may be symbolically set forth as follows :

—

(1) All S is B.

(2) Ail B is P.

(3) No B is non-P.

1 Called in Tibetan: (Jfcan-tshigs-ni-tshul-ssnm
(

'j and in

Sanskrit : Lingasya trairupyam
( ) \
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Now, the negative aspect of the middle term, viz. no R is

non-P, only confirms the truth conveyed by one of the positive
aspects, viz, all R is P. Hence we may put aside the negative
aspect^ and exhibit the positive aspects as follows :

—

(1) AU S is R.

(2) Ail R is P.

Again, in the above instance ‘ R ’ and ' P ’ may be taken in

their whole extent or partially. So the two positive aspects
mentioned above may be fully exhibited as follows :

—

(1) (a) All S is ail R.

(6) Ail S is some R.

(2) (a) All R is all P.

(b) Ail R is some P.

Combining aspect (1) and aspect (2) together, we find that a
syllogism may be of any one of the following forms :

—

(1) All S is ail P (conclusion)

:

Because All S is ail R,
Ail R is all P.

(2) AU S is some P (conclusion)

:

Because AU S is all R,
Ail R is some P.

(3) All S is some P (conclusion)

:

Because All S is some R,
All R is all P.

(4) All S is some P (conclusion) ;

Because All S is some R,
Ail R is some P.

Hence we find that Dignaga admits only two conclusions, viz.

AU S is all P, and
Ail S is some P.

The second and third of the characteristics mentioned above
indicate the relative extension of the mid-

extension of term and major term. They show that

Major Term the middle term is umversaliy, invariably,

or inseparably connected with the major
term. This universal, invariable, or inseparable connection be-
tween them is called in Sanskrit Vyapti and in Tibetan Khyah
which was, as far as I find, first discovered by Dignaga

Supposing that the middle term or reason is R, and the
major term or predicate is P, the connection between the two
terms may be symbolically set forth as follows :

—

(1) All R is all F, and
(2) Ail R is some P.
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S*oiarte0ii Fallacies.

Owing to the violation of one or more of the three charac-

teristics, there occur Fallacies of the Middle
Fall^iesof the Middle fourteen kinds as

Term. I _ „
follows :

—

A. The unproved (Sanskrit: Asiddha^ Tibetan: Ma-grub)
which occurs

:

(1) When the lack of truth of the middle term is recognized

by both the parties, e.g.

Sound is non-eternal.

Because it is visible.

(Neither of the parties admits that sound is visible).

(2) When the lack of truth of the middle term is recognized

by one party only, e,g,

Sound is evolved.

Because it is a product.

(The Mimaihsakas do not admit that sound is a product).

(3) When the truth of the middle term is questioned, e.g.

The hill is fiery.

Because there is vapour.

(Vapour may or may not be an effect of fire, and or may
not be connected with it otherwise).

(4) When it is questioned whether the middle term is predi-

cable of the minor term, e.g.

Ether is a substance,

Because it has qualities.

(It is questioned whether ether has qualities).

B. The uncertain (Sanskrit : Aniscita, Tibetan : Ma-hes-pa)

which occurs

:

(5) When the middle term is too general, abiding equally in

the major term as well as in the opposite of it, e.g.

Sound is eternal,

Because it is knowahle.

(The ^ knowahle ’ is too general, because it abides in the eternal

m well as the non-eternal. This is a fallacy of being too general,

called in Sanskrit : Sadharana, and in Tibetan * Thun-moh).

(6) W'hen the middle term is not general enough, abiding

neither in the major term nor in its opposite, e.g

Sound is eternal,

Because it is audible.

1 In Tibetan: Gtan-tshigs-ltar-snan ( in Sanskrit:

HetvSfohSsa
( ) I
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(Til ls is a fallacy of being not general enough, called in

Sanskrit: AsddMra'^^.a^ and in Tibetan : Thnn-mon-maryin).

(7) When the middle term abides in some of the things homo*
geneons with, and in all things heterogeneous from, the major
term, e,g,

Sound is not a product of effort,

Because it is non-eternal,

(The non-eternal abides in some of the things which are not
products of effort, such as lightning, and abides in all things

which are not non-produots of effort).

(8) When the middle term abides in some of the things

heterogeneous from, and in all things homogeneous with, the

major term, e,g,

Sound is a product of effort.

Because it is non-etemal.

(The non-eternal abides in some of the things which are not
products of effort, as lightning, and abides in ail things which are

products of effort).

(9) When the middle term abides in some of the things

homogeneous with, and in some heterogeneous from, the major
term, e.g.

Sound is eternal,

Because it is incorporeal.

(Some incorporeal things are eternal as ether, but others are
not as intelligence).

(10) When there is a noii-erroneous contradiction, that is,

when a thesis and its contradictory are both supported by what
appear to be valid reasons, e,g.

The Vaisesika speaking to the Mima,msaka

:

‘'Sound is non-etemal.
Because it is a product.”

The Mimamsaka speaking to the Vai§esika

:

" Sound is eternal,

Because it is always audible.”

(Both of the reasonings are correct, but as they lead to con-
tradictory conclusions they are classed as uncertain),

C. The contradictory (Sanskrit: Viruddha, Tibetan: Hgal-
wa) which occurs

:

(11) When the middle term is contradictory to* the major
term, e.gr.

Sound is eternal,

Because It is a product.

(Product is inconsistent with eternal).
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(12) When tlie middle term is contradictory to the implied

major term, e,g.

The eyes, etc.
,
are serviceable to some being;.

Because they are made of particles.

Like a bed, seat, etc.^

(Here the major term ** serviceable to some being’' is am-

biguous, for, the apparent meaning of "some being’ is "the body,’

but the implied meaning of it is " the soul ’ Though things

"made of particles’ are serviceable to the body, they are not,

according to the Samkhya. serviceable to the soul which is attri-

buteless. Hence there is contradiction between the middle term

and the implied major term).

(13) When the middle term is inconsistent with the minor

term, e g.

Samdnya (generality) is neither a substance, nor a quality,

nor an action

;

Because it depends upon one substance and possesses quality

and action.

Like generality-particularity—{Samdnya or generality does

not depend pon one substance, etc)

(14) W1 en the middle term is inconsistent with the implied

minor term, e,g.

Objects are stimuli of action

:

Because they are apprehended by the senses.

(""Objects” is ambiguous, meaning (1) things and (2) pur-

poses. The middle term is inconsistent with the minor term in

the second meaning).

The Example.

. ^ An example before the time of Dignaga
Dignaga s theory of ex- - ^

amples. Examples con- served as a mere familiar case which was
verted to universal pro- cited to help the understanding of the
posHioim.

listener, e.g.

The hill is fiery,

Because it has smoke,
Like a kitchen (example).

Dign%a converted an example into a universal proposition,

that is, a proposition * expressive "of the universal, invariable or

1 This example may lead us to presume that the author of Kyaya-prave4a

knew I^vara K^saa’s Samkhya-kSnka which is the oldest of the works on Samkhya
philosophy that have come down to us.

s The universal proposition, that is, the proposition expressive of the universal

relation between the middle term and the major term, serves as the major premise

in a syllogism of the celebrated Greek logician Aristotle. It was long unknown in

India. Dignaga’s discovery of the universal proposition marks a new era in the
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inseparable conneotion between the middle term and the major
term, which stand to each other In the causal relation or in the

relation of inherence, e,g.

The hill is fierj,

Because it has smoke,

All that has smoke is fiery as a kitchen (homogeneous ex-

ample).

The above example is homogeneous. A heterogeneous ex-

ample is thus given :

—

Whatever is not fiery has no smoke as a lake.

Examples have already been stated to be of two kinds, viz,

(1)

Homogeneous and (2) Hetero<reneous.
Fallacies of the homo- Each of these kinds becomes fallacious

geneous examp e«

under Certain circumstances. Fallacies of

the homogeneous example are the following :

—

(1) An example not homogeneous with the middle term, e.g.

Sound is eternal,

Because it is incorporeal,

That which is incorporeal is eternal as the atoms.

(The atoms cannot serve as an example, because they are not
incorporeal. This is called a fallacy of the Excluded Middle
Term).

(2) An example not homogeneous with the major, term', e.£,

Sound is eternal,

Because it is incorporeal,

That which is incorporeal is eternal as intelligence.

(Intelligence cannot serve as an example, because it is not
eternal. This is called a fallacy of the Excluded Major Term).

(3) An example homogeneous with neither the middle term
nor the major term, e.g,

Sound is eternal,

Because it is incorporeal.

That which is incorporeal is eternal, as a pot,

(The pot cannot serve as an example, because it is neither in-

corporeal nor eternal. This is called a fallacy of the Excluded
Middle and Major Terms).

(4) A homogeneous example showing a lack of universal con-
nection between the middle term and the major term, e.g.

This person is passionate,

Because he is a speaker,

liistory of Indian Logic, and shows a great development of the principle of indnc-
^on.

5 Called in Tibetan: Cho»«mthnn-4pe-ltar-snan*wa
^

and
in Sanskrit j SSdhe.rinya-di’stSiitSfohSisa

^ ) I
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Whoever is a speaker is passionate, as a certain man in

Magadha.

(Though a certain man in Magadha may be both a speaker and
passionate, there is nevertheless no universal connection between
being a speaker and being passionate. This is a fallacy of Ab-
sence of Connection, called in Sanskrit. Amnvaya, in Tibetan:
RJes-su-hgro-wa-med)

(5) A homogeneous example showing an inverse connection

between the middle term and the major term, e.q,

Sound is non-eternal.

Because it is a product of effort.

Whatever is non-eternal is a product of effort, as a pot.

(The pot cannot serve as an example, because though it is both
non-eternal and a product of effort, the connection between the

major term and the middle term has been inverted, i e all

products of effort are non-eternal : but all non-eternals are not

products of effort. This is a fallacy of Inverse Connection

called in Sanskrit : Viparltanvatja, in Tibetan * Rjes-su-hgro-wa-

phyin-ci-log-pa)

.

Fallacies of the hetero- Fallacies of the heterogeneous example
geneous example. i are the following :

—

(6) An example not heterogeneous from the opposite of the

middle term, e.g.

Sound is eternal,

Because it is incorporeal,

W'hatever is non-etemal is not incorporeal, as intelligence.

(Intelligence is non-eternal, yet incorporeal. This is a fallacy

of Included Middle Term in a heterogeneous example).

(7) An example not heterogeneous from the onposite of the

major term, e.g,

Sound is eternal,

Because it is incorporeal.

Whatever is non-eternal is not incorporeal, as atoms.

(The atoms are not incorporeal^ yet they are eternal. This is

a fallacy of included Major Term in a heterogeneous example).

(8) An example heterogeneous from neither the opposite of

file middle term nor the opposite of the major term, e.g,

Sound is eternal,

Because it is incorporeal,

Whatever is non-eternal is not incorporeal, as a pot.

» 1 Called in Tibetan ; Chos-mi-mthnn-dpe-ltar-snah-wa

and in Sanskrit : Vaidhamiya-dfstSntSbhasa
) |
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(A pot is neither eternal nor incorporeal. This is called a
fallacy of Included Middle and Major Terms in a heterogeneous
example).

(9) A heterogeneous example showing an absence of discon-

nection between the middle term and the major term, e.gr.

This person is passionate,

Because he is a speaker.

Whoever is non-passionate is not a speaker, as a piece of

sione.

(This is called a fallacy of Absence of Disconnection of a
heterogeneous example),

(10) A heterogeneous example showing an absence of inverse

disconnection between the middle term and tne major term, e.g,

Sound is non-eternal,

Because it is a product,

Whatever is non-product is not non-eternal, as ether.

The example should be inverted as :

Whatever is non-non-eternal, i.e. eternal, is not a product,
as ether. This is called a fallacy of Inverted Negation of a
heterogeneous example.

All the three kinds of fallacies-—of the Thesis, Middle Term
and Example—are fallacies of reasoning Refutation (called in
Sanskrit : Dusana, and in Tibetan : Sun-hbyin) consists in finding
out in the r^"asoning of the opponent any one of the fallacies

aforementioned. Fallacy of Refutation (called in Sanskrit

;

Dusanabhasa, and in Tibetan : Sun-hbyin-Itar~snan-wa) consists
in alleging a fallacy where there is no fallacy at all.

Perception and Inference.

Perception and Inference are the two kinds of valid know-

^
ledge for one’s own self. Perception (called

enJ^SlhSi^FaUawer “ Sanskrit : and in Tibetan:
Mnon-sum) is knowledge derived through

the senses. It is free from illusory experiences and is not con-
nected with name, genus, etc. Inference (called in Sanskrit

:

Anumana, and in Tibetan: Rjes-su-dpag) is the knowledge of
objects derived through a mark (Tibetan : Rtags) or middle term
which has three characteristics. There are Fallacies of Perception
as well as of Inference (called respectively Pratyaksabhasa and
Anumanabhasa in Sanskrit, and Mnon-sum-ltar-nan and Rjes-dpag-
Itar-snan in Tibetan^
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96 DigfIga’s Hetu-cakra-liaiiiam.

(Logic of Nine Reasons).

The Hetu-eakra-liamam ^ is another small treatise on Logic
by Dignaga. The Sanskrit original is lost, but a Tibetan transla-

tion is preserved in the Bstan-hgyur, section Mdo, folios 193-194.

The Tibetan translation was prepared by the sage Bodhisattva of

Za-hor and the Bhiksu Dharmasoka. The work in Tibetan is

called Gtan-tshigs-kyi-hkhor-lo-gtan4a-dwab-pa signifying the
Wheel of Reasons put in order.” ^ It begins thus :

—

‘'^Bowing down to the Omniscient One (Buddha), who has
destroyed the net of errors, I explain the system of three charac-
teristics of the Reason (or Middle Term).”^

In this work Dignaga has analysed all nine possible relations

between the middle and the major terms and has found that there
are among them two relations which conform to the three charac-
teristics of the middle term already laid down, and the remaining
seven relations are at variance with those characteristics. Accord-
ingly he has concluded that only two relations are valid as will

be evident from the annexed diagram.

97 . Pramana-samuccaya-vrtti.

The Pramana-samnccaya-vrtti is a commentary, on the Pra-

mana-samuccaya by Digni^ga himself. The Sanskrit original of this

work is lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation which extends
over folios 13—96 of the Bstan-hgyur, section Mdo, volume Ce.

The Tibetan translation was prepared, at the command of king
Rigs-ldan-rgyal-po, by the famous Indian sage Vasudhara Eaksita^
who was as it were the crest-gem of logicians, and the Tibetan
interpreter Sha-ma-dge-bsnen-sih rgyal. In Tibetan it is called

Tshad-ma-kun-las-btus-pahi-hgrel-wa. It is divided into six chap-
ters corresponding to those of the Pramana-samuccaya itself. At

^ T brooght a copy of the Tibetan \rersion of the Hetn-cakra-hamarn from the
monastery of Labrang in Sikkim which I visited in June 1907. This work is

probably the same as the Hetu-dvSra ^Sstra : v%dQ Takakusu’s I-tsing, p. 187
2 The Hetu-cahra is also called in Sanskrit Pahsadharma-cahra and in Tib©tai|

Phyogg-ehog-dguhi-hkhor-lo.

(Hetu-chakra-hamaru).
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the end of the work it is stated that led on by the command of

Mahjnnatha (the god ot learning), Dignaga the great dialectician

of sharp intellect, wrote this sastra which is as deep as the ocean.”

There is another translation of the Pramana-samiieeaya-vrtti

in Tibetan extending over folios 96— 183 of the Bstan-hgyur,

section Mdo, volume Ce. It was prepared by the Indian sage

Hema or Kanaka Varma (called in Tibetan Gser-gyi-go-oha) and
the Tibetan interpreter Dad-pa-ses-rab in the monastery of Si-

waM-dge-gnas.

98. Pramana-sastra Hyaya-pravesa.

Pramana-sastra Hyaya-pravesa ^ is another work by Dignaga.

It was translated into Chinese hy the Chinese interpreter Tha
sam-tsan The Chinese version^ was translated into Tibetan by
the Chinese scholar Pge-§es-sih-gyah and the Tibetan monk stom
gshon in the sa-skya monastery of Western Tibet. The very

venerable Chinese monk Dharmaratna (called in Tibetan Chos-kyi-

rin-chen), who edited the Tibetan version, compared it thoroughly
with the Chinese version. The Sanskrit original of the work
appears to be lost but the Tibetan version still exists. It consists

of folios 188— 193 of the Bstan-hgyur, section Mdo, volume Ce.

In Tibetan the work is called Tshad-mahi-bstan-bcos-rig-pa-la-

hjug-pa signifying “An Entrance to the Science of Logic.” The
Chinese title of the work is Gyen-min-gshihi-cih-lihi-lun.

99. Alambana-pariksa,

The Alambana-parlksa ^ is another work by Dignaga. The
Sanskrit original of this work appears to be lost, but there exists

a Tibetan translation which consists ot one folio only (folio 180)

i Afc the kind suggestion of Prof. H. XTi {mde his Vai^esika Philosophy, p. 68),

I have re-examined the Framana-l^yaya~pravesa (fully entitled as NySya-prave^o-
nama-pramana-prakarana) and Praraana-iastra-Nyaya-prave^a (fully called Pra-
inana«4astra-HySya-prave^o-nama), and find that they are identical in their con-
tents. One was translated mto Tibetan direct from Sanskrit and the other through
the Chines© language. The original Sanskrit work, of which these two are transla-

tions, was perhaps called simply Nyaya-praveia. The Bgtan-hgyur ascribes this

work to Dignagawho dealt in it with fourteen fallacies besides other subjects. The
which treats of nine reasons, is a part of it. The Ny^a-prave^a and

the Hetu-cakra combined together constitute DignSga’s “ Logic of nine reasons
and fourteen fallacies.**

^ The Nyaya-praveia corresponds to Hos. 1223 and 1224 of Bunyra Naii3io*s

Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka. JTo, 1223 repiesents I-tsing*s translation of
the Nyaya-pravefo brought out in 711 A.B., while No. 1224 is Hwen-thsang*s trans-
lation finished in 648 A.B.

** I have consulted the Tibetan xylograph of this work as contained in the
India Office, London This is probably the same as “ Alambana-pratyaya-dhyana-
iSstra”: vide Bunyiu Nanpo^s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, No. 1173, and
Takakusu's I-tsing, p, 188,
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of the Bstan-hgyiir, section Mdo, volume Ce. The work in Tibetan

is called Dinigs-pa-brtag'pa signifying ‘'An Examination of the

Objects of Thought.” It begins with an invocation to Buddha
and all Bodhisattvas.

100. Alambana-pariksa-vrtti.

The Ilambana-parlksa-vrtti ^ is a commentary on the Alam-
bana-pariksa by Dignaga himself. The Sanskrit original of this

work appears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan version which
is embodied in the Bstan hgvur, section Mdo, volume Ge, folios

180—182. The work in Tibetan is called Dmigs-pa-brtag-pahis--

hgreL

101. Trikaia-pariksa.

The Trikala-pariksa® is a work by Dignaga. The Sanskrit

original of this work appears to be lost but there exists a Tibetan

version in the Bstan-hgyur, section Mdo, volume Ce, folios

182— 183. This version was prepared bv the great Prindita Santa-

kara Gupta and the intei™preter-moiik Tshul hkhrims-rgyal-mtshan.

The work in Tibetan is called ‘Dus-bsum-brtag-pa signifying An
Examination of Three Times.”

102. Paramartha (498 A.D.

—

569 A.D.).

Paramartlia,^ born in 498 AD, wa^ a Buddhist ascetic

{Srmmna) at Ujjaim in Westf^rn India He was placed by Jivita

Gupta I or Kumara Gupta, as an interpreter at the disposal of a

Chinese mission sent to Ma^adha by the Liang Emperor Wu-ti in

539 A D. Paramartha taking a large number of Sanskrit manu-
scripts went to China with the mission which spentseveral years in

India. He reached Canton in 546 A.D. and was presented to the

Emperor in 548 A D. He arrived in 546 A.D. at Nankin where he

translated numerous works into Chinese. His death took place in

China in 569 A D,
In 550 A D. he translated Vasubandhu’s Tarka-sastra into

Chinese. He is said to have translated the JJS'yaya-sutra too. It

^ I have consuited the xylograph of this work as contained in the India

Office, London.
s I have consalted the Tibetan xjlograpb of this work as contained m the

India Office, London This work is probaWy the same that is called by Takaknsn
“ The Sastra on the Meditation of the Three Worlds” : vide Takakosu’s I-siog, p.

187 The worlds ” evidently stand for “ times.”

3 FfdeBunyiu NanjiG’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, Appendix II, Nos.
104 105. Cf, V. A Smith’s Early History of India, p. 313, third edition, Vide

Banyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka Mo. 1252.
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is further reported that he wrote a work called Nyaya-bhasya ' or

an explanation of the Nyaya-sStra in five volumes.

103. SaSihaea Sv3mik (about 550 A.D.).

Sankara Svamia,® as it appears from Chinese records, was a

pupil of Dignaga. He seems to have been a native of Southern

India. Logic is said to have been handed down by Dignaga

through Sankara Svamin and ten other masters to Silabhadra,

who was the head of the Nalanda University, and the favourite

teacher of the Chinese pilgrim, Hwen-thsang. in 635 A.D. Accord-

ing to the Chinese Tripitaka Sankara Svamin was the author of

a work called Hetuvidya Jffyaya-pravesa-sSstra, or Hyaja-pravesa

Tarka-sastra, ^ which was translated into Chinese by Hwen-thsang

in 647 A.D. This work seems to be different* from the “Nyaya-
pravesa ” or more fully the “ Nyaya-praveSo-nama-pramana-

prakarana” which, as we have seen, is ascribed by the Tibetans

to Dignaga.

104. Dhabivlapala.

(about 600—635 A.D.).

Dharmapala,* a logician, was a native of Kaficipnra in

Dravida (modern Conjeeveram in Madras). He was the eldest

son of a great minister of the country. From his childhood he
exhibited much cleverness, and as he was a young man the king

and queen of the country oondescen46d to entertain him at a

feast. In the evening of that day his heart was oppressed with

sorrow and, assuming the robes of a Buddhist recluse, he left

home and applied himself with unflagging earnestness to learn-

ing. He was admitted into the University atNalanda in which
he acquired great distinction. Subsequently he became the head

1 Professor IJi observes :

—

He (Paramartha) also translated the Cah-shwo (or iun-) tao-li-lian (one

voL) ; and he wrote a oommem&ary (5 vois.) on the last, called the Explanation of

the Cahdun. All have been lost Can-shwo (or Inn) tao-li-lun may have
been the translation of NyWya that the commentary consisted of five voinmes
suggests the five adhyayas of HySya-sntra. (Vai^esika Philosophy, p. 84).

« Fide Dr, Sngiura’s Hindu Logic as preserved in Chma and tfapan, pp. 36,

37.

3 Fide Bunyiu Hanjio*8 Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, Ko. 1216, and
Appendix I, Ko. 13.

* The Tibetans do not know Sankara Svimin at all. The Ohmese pilgrim
I-tstng, who visited India during 671—^695, speaks of Dignaga and Dharmklrti,
but does not mention Sankara Svamin. Even Hwen-thsang in his Travel does
not mention him. Sankara Svamin’s NySva-prave^a Tarka4astra seems to

correspond to Ino. 1216 of Bunym Nanjio’s Catalogue, Is the original Sanskrit text
of 1216 different from that of 1224

1

& Vide BeaFs Buddhist Beeords of the Western World, voL i# p. as/ ; voi. 11,

pp. O0-*~223, 229 and 230. Vide also Takakusu*s I-tsing, p. ivii, and Bunyiu
5^aiijio4 Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, Appendix I, Xo. 1C.
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of the University. He must have retired from Nalanda before

635 A.D., when Hwen-thsang visited it, and found that Sllabliadra

had succeeded him in the headship of the University. Dharmapala
conjointly with Bhartrhari composed a Beda-vrtti on Panini’s

grammar.
He was a follower of the Yogacara philosophy, and was the

author of several works such as^ (1) Alambana-prat^raya-dhyana-
sastra-vyakhya

; (2) Vidyamatra-siddhi-sastra-vyakhya
; and (3)

Sata-sastra-vaipulya-vyakhya which was translated into Chinese
in 650 A.D. Hwemthsans, who visited India in 629 A.D., found
in Kau§ambi the ruins of a monastery where Dharmapala had
refuted the arguments of the heretics.

105. Aoaeya SIlabhadea

(635 A.D.).

Silabhadra ^ belonged to the family of the king of Sama
tata (Bengal), and was of the Brahmana caste^ He was a pupil
of Dharmapala at the Nalanda University of which subsequently
he became the head.

^
The Chinese pilgrim, Hwen-thsang, was his

pupil ^ in 635 A.D. Silabhadra was a great logician and master of-

sasiras.

106. Acaeya Dhaemakirti
(about 635—650 A.D.).

The excellent Dharmakirti,^ called in Tibetan Chos-grags,

Darmakirti'slHe.
according to the accounts of all earHer
sages, was born in the south in the kingdom

of Cudamani.^ Since, however, there is now no country of that'
name, and since on the other hand all the orthodox and hetero-
dox alike name Trimalaya as the birth-place of Dharmakxrti, it

is to be accepted that in olden times Trimalaya was called the
kingdom of Cudamani. His father was a Tirtha of the Brah-
mana caste, Parivrajaka Korunanda by name. Endowed from
childhood up with a very keen intellect he attained to great skiE in
the fine arts, in the Vedas and Vedmgas, in the art of healing,
in grammar, and in all the theories of the Tirthas. Wlien only
sixteen or eighteen years old, he was already deeply versed in

1 Vide Beal’s Buddhist Records of the Western World, voL 11, p. 110; and
Takakusu’s I-tsing, p. 181.

2 Vide Takakusu’s I-tsing, p. xlv
3 Vide Lama Tarana&ha’s Gesehiehte des Buddhismuo vou Schiefner, pp, 175—

185.
* Cudamani is probably the same as Coda or Chola country in the Eastern

Deccan. As a fact Dharmakirti was bom in the Deccan. Vide Pramana-vartika*
kSrikS.
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the philosophy of the Tirthas. Occasionally he attended lectures

of the Buddhists, and realised that the teachings of Buddha were
without faults. There grew up in him a strong inclination to-

wards Buddhism. He donned the dress of a Buddhist Upasaka
(devotee) When the Brahmanas inquired the reason of this he

praised the excellence of Buddhism for which he was out-casted.

Thereupon he came to Madhyadesa ^ (Magadlia), was received

into the Sahgha (priesthood) by Acarya Dharmapala, attained

to great learning in the three Pitakas, and knew in ail 500 sHtras

and dharanis by heart.

Dharmakirti, desiring to become acquainted with the secret

Bbarmakirti and
Knmariia.

doctrine of the Tirtha system, donned a
slave-attire and went southward. On in-

quiring who was versed in the Tirtha sys-

tem, he was informed that the Brahmana Kumarila was an incom-

parable master of the same. The assertion that Kumarila was an
uncle of Dharmakirti is unsupported by Indian authority. Kuma-
rila had received a large fortune from his king, owned many
rice-fields, five hundred male slaves and five hundred female slaves

and many hundred men. When Dharmakirti, after entering their

service, performed the work of fifty slaves indoors and outdoors,

Kumarila and his wife were satisfied. They allowed him to hear
the secret doctrines. Obtaining knowledge of the secret teach-

ing from Kumarila, he left his house. With the wages which
he received from Kumarila for his special services he gave a great

feast to the Brahmanas in the night of his departure.

Thereupon he challenged the followers of the system of

Kanada named Kanada Gupta and other followers of the Tirtha

system and entered upon debates with them The debates last-

ed for three months, during which he withstood all his opponents
and converted many of them to Buddhism. Upon this Kumarila
was enraged and appeared with 500 Brahmanas -for debate. He
proposed the condition that whoever was defeated should be
killed. Dharmakirti, who did not desire the death of Kumirila,
induced the latter to enter upon the condition that whoever was
defeated should accept the doctrine of the winner. Putting

J In Tibetan literature Madhya-dela signifies Magadha (Behar). But Manu
defines Madhya-de^a as the country lying between the Himalayas on the north,
the VlnaLya mountains on the south, Prayaga in the east, and the river Sarasvatl
on the west

:

swlfflw i

{ManusaihhitS 2:31).

In this csonnection a very learned article named ** Note on the Middle
Country of Ancient India” by Rhys Davids in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic
Society, January iS04.
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Dharma (dootriBe) up as tke prize they began the debate^ and
filially Dharmakirti was victorious. Kumariia and his 500 follow-

ers became followers of Buddha.^
Dharmakirti further withstood the Nirgranthas (Jainas)^

....... . Rahuvratin and others, who lived within
Dharmakirfci s tnimpli. . , -tt* n x • a

the range of the vindhya mountains.* Re-

turning to Dravaii (Dravida) he challenged by criers those who
were ready for debate. The majority of the Tirthas fled ; and some
rctually confessed that they were not equal to the fight. Ha re-

established all the religious schools that had fall^ into decay in

that country, and lived in the loneliness of the forest given up
to meditation.

Dharmakirti towards the end of his life erected a vihara ia

the land of Kaiihga, and after having converted many people to

the Law {Dharma) passed away. Those of his pupils, who by
their lives had become like Brahma, carried him to the cemetery

for cremation. Then there fell a heavy rain of flowers, and for

seven days the whole country was filled with fragrance and music.

This Aoarya (DharmRklrti) and the Tibetan king Sron-tsan-

gam-po are said to have been contemporaries, which statement

might be accepted as authoritative.

From this account it is evident that Dharmakirti was a
' pupil of Dnarmapala. As the latter lived

arma iris age.
A.D., Dharmakirti must also have

lived about that time. This date agrees well with the statement

that Dharmakirti was a contemporary of the Tibetan king Sron-

1 This tradition, which is recorded in the Chos-byun of TarSnStha, is repeated

ia the Dpag-bsam-lion-bzah, as follows :

—

(Ppag-bsam-ijon-bzan, edited by Sarat
Chandra Bas, p. 106).

The extract may fee translated thas ;~Upon this KnmSrila was enraged and
^appeared with 500 attendants for debate Being defeated he and his attendants

became, in pursuance of his extraordinary pledge, followers of Buddha.
2 While sojourning in the Vindhya mountains Dharmakirti was invited by a

neighbouring Idng who, as a token of honour, had the following inscription record-

ed on his gate ^

(Ppag-bsam-ljoii-bmn, p. 106).

If Dharmakirti, the sun among disputants, sets and his doctrines sleep or

die, the false doctrines of the Tirthikas will then rise.

20
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tsan-gam-po wiio lived daring 627—698 A.D.^ It seems that in

635 A.D., Dharmakirti was very young as Hwen-thsang does not
mention Mm. On the other hand I-tsing, who travelled over
India during 671—695 A.D., declares eloquently how ‘"Dharma-
kirti made further improvement in Logic after Dignaga. The
Brahmanic logician Uddyotakara ® is attacked by Dharmakirti.
The Mimamsaka Sure^varacarya,^'author of the Brhadaranyakar
vartika, and the Digambara Jaina Vidyananda, author of the
Asta-sahasrika/ have on the contrary criticised the definition of

perception (Pratyaksa) as given by Dharmakirti, who is sometimes
designated by the shorter name Kirti. Vacaspati MiSra® too
quotes Dharmakirti to criticise him.

107. Bramai^a-vartika-karika,

Dharmakirti is the author of numerous works on Logic. The
Pramana-vartika-karika is one of them. A verse ^ of this work
was quoted by the Hindu philosopher Madhavacarya in the 14th

1 Vide Wassilief
, p. 54 ; and Csoma de Koros’s Tibetan Grammar, p, 183

2 Takakusu’s 1-tsing, p. Ivni.

8 Vide K. B. Pathak’s “Bhartyhari and Kumarila,” Journal of the Bombay
Branch of the Boyml Asiatic Society, 1892, vol. xviii, p 229.

* cf. f^rwfw nftiTTHi^rF^fk i

wirfiy %

(Sure^vara’s B^hadaranyaka-vSrtika,
chap, vi.)

s Vide Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Boyal Asiatic Society, voL xix,
J895—97, p. 56.

« Cf. 'srwfff^i—

»r II

7 Th© vei*i!i© runs thus :>

/Vacaspati’s BkSznat! on YedSnta-
sutra, 2-2-28).

(Pramana-vartikarklrika quoted in
MadhavScarya’s Sarvadarianasam-
graha, chapter on Bauddha dar-
iana).

The Tibetan version of the verse runs as follows

(pramSna-vartika-karikS embodied
in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ce, folio

230 Vide Louis de la Vallee Pous-
sin’s Le Bouddhisme d’aprds les

sources brahmaniques, p. 34).
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century A.D. The following story * is told regarding the composi-
tion of this work ;

—

It is said that Dharmakirti studied many dialectic §astras,

eompositioaofthewo*. not satisfied. Ouce at
the house of* one Isvara Sena/ a pupil of

Dignaga, he heard the Pramana-samuccaya Having heard it for
the first timCj he at once became as proficient as Isvara Sena who
had minutely studied the work. When he heard it the second
time, he became like Dignaga, the author of the work, and when
he heard it the third time, he recognized several errors in the
work. When he mentioned them to Kvara Sena, the latter so far
from being displeased, told him that he was at liberty to condemn
all the mistakes of the work and to prepare a critical commentary
on it With the permission thus received he composed a metrical
commentary on the Pramana'Samuocaya called the Pramana-
vartika-karika.

The Sanskrit original of the Pramana-vartika appears to be

Subjects of the work.
^ Tibetan translation

»

of itm the Bstan-hgyur, section Mdo, volume
Ce, folios 194—258. This translation was prepared by the Indian
sage Subhuti-§ri-§anti and the Tibetan interpreter Dge-wahi-blo-
gros. The work in Tibetan is called Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrei-gyi-
tshig signifying “ Memorial Verses explanatory of Pramana or
Sources of Knowledge.” The work is divided into four chapters
as follows :—(1) Inference for one’s own self (in Tibetan : Rah-gi-
don-rjeg-su-dpag-pa, in Sanskrit ; Svarthanumdna)

;

(2) Establish-
ment of Pramarj-a (in Tibetan : Tsad-ma-grub-pa, in Sanakiit

:

Pramaii}.cirsiddhi)
; (3) Perception (in Tibetan : Mhon-sum, in

Sanskrit ; Pratyaksa)
;
and (4) Words for the sake of others (in

Tibetan: Gshan-gyi-don-gyi-tshig, in Sanskrit: Pardriha-vahya).
The colophon* of the work runs as follows:—“-Here is finished

1 Vide TSranatha’s Geschichte dea Buddhismus von Schiefaer, p. 176.
2 It seems that IiSvara Sena, in whose house Dhsirmakirti heard the Pramana-

samuccaya, was not a direct pupil of Dignaga, for, while Dignaga lived about 600
A.D., Dharmakirti lived about 635 A.D.

^ I have consulted the copy of this work embodied in the Bgtan-hgyur of the
India Office, London.

~

(PramSna-vSrtika-lvarika in Bstan-
hgyur, Mdo, Ce, leaf 258).

Vide Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana’s Introduction to “ Bilingual index of
NySyabindu” published in the Bibliotheca Indies senes of Calcutta.
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the Pramana-vartika-karika of ^rl Dharmakirti who was bom in a
family of the Deccan, who exposed largely the errors of all the
vicious texts (of the Tirthikas), whose fame filled the entire earthy

and who as a great sage had no rival

108. Pramania-virtika-vrtti.

There was a snb-commentary on the Pramana-vartika-kariki
called Pramana vartika-vrtti hy Dharmakirti himself. The Sans-
krit original of this work is lost. There exists, however, a
Tibetan translation ^ of it in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ce, folios

420-535. In Tibetan the work is named Tshad-ma~rnam hgrel-

gyi-hgrehwa. In the concluding lines of the work Dharmakirti
is described as a great teacher and dialectician, whose fame
filled all quarters of the earth and who was, as it were, a lion,

pressing down the head of eiephant-like debaters/’^

109. Pramana vimsoaya,

Pramana-viniseaya, quoted ^ by Madhavacarya, is another
work on Logic by Dharmakirti. The Sanskrit original of this

1 1 have consulted the Tibetan xylograph of this work embodied in the Bstan-
hgyur of the India Office, London.

(Pramana-vartika-vftti opening lines).

^ The following verses of Pramana-viniseaya were quoted in the Sarvadarsana-
sarngraha, chapter on Bauddha darSana, by the Hindu philosopher Madhavae&ya
in the 14tli century A.D. :

—

WTinrrsraFt'^Jsiftj sracm^ « (w)

11 (^)

'wf^«rifTsr«r i

II (3t)

(Pramana-vini^caya, chap. I).

Prof. Louis da la Vallee Poussin in his “ Le Bouddhism© d’aprds les sources
brahmaniques/'* pp. 32 and 34, identifies the above verses with their Tibetan
versions as follows :— ^

Vqw !I ( >11 )

!I ( P )
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work appears to be lost, but tliere exists a Tibetan translation ^

of it in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ce, folios 259—347. The transla-

tion was prepared by the Kasmirian Pandita Parahita Bhadra
and the Tibetan interpreter Blo-Idan-ses-rab in the matchless city

of Ka^mira. The work in Tibetan is called Tshad-ma rnan-par-
hes-pa signifying “Determination of Pramana or Sources of

Knowledge.®’ The work is divided into three chapters as fol-

lows :—(I) System of Perception (in Tibetan : Mhon-snm-gtan-la-

dwab-pa, in Sanskrit: Pratyaksa-vyavastha)

;

(2) Inference for

one’s own self (in Tibetan : Ran-gi-don-gyi-r’ss-sn-dcag-pa, in Sans-
krit: Svartlmnumdna)

\ and (S; Inf8ro:.Ge foj the sake of others

(in Tibetan : Gshan-gyi-don-gyi-rjes-su-dpag-pa, in Sanskrit : Pardr-
thdnumdna). In the concluding lines Dharmakfrti is described
as a great sage of unrivalled fame born in Southern India.

110. Hyaya-bindu.

An analysis of the Nyaya-bindu.

Hyaya-bindu is another excellent work on Logic by Dliarma-

Sub e ts
kirti. The Sanskrit original of this work
was discovered among the palm-leaf manu-

scripts preserved in the Jaina temple of Santinatlia, Cambay, and
has been published in the Bibliotheca Indica series of Calcutta by
Professor Peterson. There exists a Tibetan translation^ of the
work in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Oe, folios 347—355. The work
in Tibetan is called Rigs-pahi-thigs-pa signifying ‘

‘ A Drop of

Logic.” It is divided into three chapters as follows: (I) Percep-
tion (in Tibetan: Mhon-sum, in Sanskrit: Pratyalcsa); (2) In
terence for one’s own self (in Tibetan: Bdag-gtdon gyi-ijes-su-

dpag-pa, in Sanskrit : Svdrthdnumdna) ;
and (3) Inference for the

sake of others (in Tibetan : Gshan-gyi-don-rjes-su-dpag-pa, in Sans-

«n|c.'q
jf

(Fraiufe^a-’ .r.iicayp. chap I, embodied
in t.'.e T-betan Bstcn- jp\ Ui. . Mdo, Ce,
folios 572, 27-5: ana 273 respectively).

1 1 have consulted the Tibetan xylograph of this work embodied in tlie Bgtan-
bgyur of the India Office, London.

•2 1 have consulted the Tibetan xylograph of the Nyaya-bindu embodied in the
Bstan-hgyur of the India Office, London, as also the excellent edition of F. J.
Sher-foatsld. The Sanskrit edition of the Nyaya-bmdu and 1?ika (by F. J . Shere
bataki) is also available now. Compare a ‘‘Bilingual Index of Nyayabindu by
Br. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana in the Bibliotheca Indica series.
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krit : PararthanumMa), Some of the subjects discussed in the

work are noted below.

Perception.

In chapter I, it is stated that all objects of man are accom-
plished by perfect or valid knowledge,

^^^e&iition of Percep- y^lid knowledge is of two kinds : (1) Percep-

tion (in Sanskrit: Pratyaksa) and (2) In-

ference (in Sanskrit : Anumana). Perception, which is knowledge

derived through the senses, etc., is described as that which is free

from preconception {kalpand) and devoid of error (abhrdnta). Pre-

conception refers to the experiences of false images which appear

real as if they were capable of being addressed and touched, e.g.-

the shadow of a tree may appear as the tree itself or a rope may
appear as a snake. Error is caused by such causes as darkness,

quick motion, journey by boat, shaking, etc.
;
for instance, to a

man journeying by boat, trees on both banks appear to move.
Perception is of four kinds : (1) perception by the five senses

; (2)

perception by the mind
; (3) self-consciousness; and (4) knowledge

of a contemplative saint. An object of perception is like itself

{sva-laksa^a) while an object of inference is like any one of its

class {sdmdnya4aksdi}a ) ; for instance, a cow which I see is a
peculiar one possessing an infinite number of qualities which dis-

tinguish it from all cows, whereas a cow which I infer is a general

one possessing certain qualities in common with other cows : that

is, perception is individual knowledge while inference is general

knowledge. According to the proximity or remoteness of an
object, perception of it varies. This is the peculiar character-

istic of an object of perception, and this characteristic proves
the object to be absolutely real {paramdrtha-sat)^ as it shows that
it possesses some practical efficiency, and this characteristic also

shows that perception is a source uf valid knowledge for it exactly
corresponds to the object perceived.

Inference for one’s self.

In chapter II, Inference for one’s own self {Smrthdnumdna)
is defined as the knowledge of the inferable
derived through the reason or middle term
bearing its three forms or characteristics. In

the instance * this hill has fire, because it has smoke,’ the know-
ledge of the hill as having fire is derived through smoke which is

the reason or middle term.

The three forms or characteristics of the
reason or middle term are the following :

—

’

(1) The middle term must abide in the minor term. e,g.

Forms or characteristics

of the middle term.
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The MU has fire.

Because it has smoke.
Like a kitchen, but unlike a lake.

In this reasoning there must be ' smoke ’ on the ^ hill.*

(3) The middle term must abide only in cases which are

homologous with the major term, e,g, in the aboTC reasoning
‘ smoke ' abides in a kitchen which is homologous with things

that contain fire

(3) The middle term must never abide in cases which are

heterologous from the major term, e.g in the above reasoning
^ smoke ’ does not abide in a lake which is heterologous from

things that contain fire.

The middle term is of three kinds

according to the relation which it bears to

the major term, thus :

—

(1) Identity (in Tibetan : Ran-bshin, in Sanskrit : SvaJbhdm)^

t.g.

TMs is a tree,

Because it is siih^apa.

(2) Effect (in Tibetan : Hbrai-bu, in Sankrit : Kdrya)^ e.g.

Here there is fire, because there is smoke.

(3) Non-perception (in Tibetan: Mi-dmigs-pa, in Sanskrit:

Anupahbdhi)
^
which is of 11 kinds as follows :

—

(i) Non-perception of identity (Svabhavaixupalabdhi), e.g.

Here is no smoke, because it is not perceived (though
smoke is of such a nature that it is perceptible if exis-

tent), ,

(ii) Non-perception.of effect (Karyanupalabdhi), e,g.

Here there are no causes of smoke of unobstructed capa-
city, because there is no smoke here.

(iii) Non-perception of the pervader or container (Yyapakinupa-
labdhi), e.g.

Here there is no Simsapa, because there is no tree at ail

(iv) Perception contrary to identity (Svabhava-viruddhopa-
labdhi), e.p.

There is no cold sensation here, because there is fire.

(v) Perception of the opposite effect (Viruddha-kiryopalabdhi),

e^g.

Her© there is no cold sensation, because there is smoke.

(vi) Perception of contrary connection (Viruddha-vvantopa-
labdhi), e.g.

Even^the destruction of the past entityJs not certain,

because it is dependent on other causes.

(vii) Perception contrary to the effect (Karya-viruddhopalabdhi).

ag.

Here there are no causes of cold of unobstructed capa-

city, because there is fire.
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(¥iii) Perception contrary to the container (vyapakaviraddlio-

paiabdhi), e.g.

Here there is no icy sensation, because there is fire.

(ix) Non-perception of the cause (Karananupalabdhi), e.g.

There is no smoke, because there is no fire.

(x) Perception contrary to the cause (Karana-virnddhopa
iabdhi),egr.

Hair on his body does not stand erect, because he sits

near a fire.

(xi) Perception of effect contrary to its cause (Karana-yiruddha-

karyopalabdhi), e.g.

This place does not contain any person on whose body
hair stands erect, because there is smoke here.

Inference for the sake of others.

In chapter III, Inference for the sake of others (Pafartha-

numana) is defined as the declaration of
p©arntjon o! Inference three-formed middle term in words

:

tor the sake of others , •« i - i it • j. i?
•

that IS, when the reason is set forth in

words with a view to ^'^roducing a conviction in others, it is said

to be an inference for of others.

Inference is a kind of knowledge
;
and words are here called

inference by the attributing of effect to cause, for, though they

are not themselves knowledge, they produce it. Inference for the

sake of others is of two kinds: (1) positive or homogeneous (in

Sanskrit : Sadharmyavat) ; and (2) negative or heterogeneous (in

Sanskrit : Vaidharmyavat), as follows :

—

() Sound is non-eternal,

Because it is a product,

Ail products are non-eternal as a pot (positive).

() Sound is non-etemal.
Because it is a product,

No non-non-e5ernal, t.e. eternal (thing) is a product as

ether (negative).

The minor term (Paksa) is that to which the relation of the

Thesis
major term is to be proved, as—This hiU
has fire, because it bm smoke. In this

reasoning hill ’ is the minor term which is to be proved as having
< jgre ’ which is the major term. A minor term and its correspond-
ing major term combined together, constitute a proposition which,
when offered for proof, is called a thesis.

Fallacies of the thesis There are four fallacies of the thesis
or Pak|ibhSsa.

. (PakmbMsa),
A thesis is fallacious if it is incompatible with

—

(1) Perception, e.g. Sound is inaudible
;

(2) Inference, e.g Sound is eternal

;

(3) Conception^* The moon Is not imm {^asi a-candra)
; or
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(4) Oae*s own statement, e.gr. Inference is not a source of know-
ledge.

It lias already been stated that the middle term must possess

three characteristics. Fallacies of the
^Miacies of the middle middle term {HetvobMsa) occur even if

one of the characteristics is unproved, un

certain or contradictory, thus

—

A. Unproved (asiddha),

(I) Sound is eternal, because it is visible.

(2) Trees are conscious, because they die if their bark is

taken off.

(This pecular kind of death of trees is not admitted by the

opponent).

(3) The hill has fire, because it has vapour.

(Vapour as an effect of fire is questioned),

(4) The soul is all-pervading, because it is perceived every-

where.

(It is a matter of doubt whether the soul is perceived every-

where).

B. Uncertain {aimilcantika)

(1) Sound is non-eternal.

Because it is knowable.

(The knowable is too general, because it includes the eternal

as well as the non-eternal).

(6) A certain man is omniscient.

Because he is a speaker.

(The reason is not general enough, for speakers are not neces-

sarily either omniscient or non-onmiscient).

C. Contradictory (viruddha).

(7) Sound is eternal,

Because it is a product.

(Here ‘ product *
is not homogeneous with ‘ eternal/ that is,

the middle term is opposed to the major term).

(8) Sound is eternal,

Because it is a product.

(Here ‘ product ^ is not heterogeneous from ^ non-eternal ’).

Example is of two kinds: (1) homogeneous and (2) hetero-

„ „ . ^
‘ seneous. Fallacies of the homogeneous

geoaeous ejcample. example occur as follows »
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(1) Sound is eternal,

'Because It is incorporeal,

LiJke action*

(Action jcannot setre as an example, because it is not eternal,

that is, because it is excluded from the major term),

(2) Sound is eternal,

Because it is incorporeal.

Like atoms*

(Atoms cannot serTO as an example, because they are not incor-

poreal, that is, because they are excluded from the middle term).

(3) Sound is eternal.

Because it is incorporeal.

Like a pot.

(Pot cannot serve as an example, because it is neither eternal

nor incorporeal, that is, because it is excluded from both major
and middle terms).

(4) This man is passionate.

Because he is a speaker.

Like the person in the street.

(The person in the street cannot serve as an example, as it is

questionable whether he is passionate, that is, it involves doubt
as to the validity of the major term).

(5) This man is mortal, .

Because he is passionate,

Like the person in the street.

(This example involves doubt as to the validity of the middle
term, that is, it is q^uestionable whether the person in the street

is passionate).

(6) This man is non-omniseient,
Because he is passionate.

Like the x>erson in the street.

(This example involves doubt as to the validity of both the

major and middle terms, that is, it js questionable whether the

person in the street is passionate and non-omniscient).

(7) This man is passionate.

Because he is a speaker,

like a certain person.

(This example is unconnected {mmnmym), for there is no
inseparable connection between being ‘ passionate * and being a
* speaker ^).

(8) Sound is non-etemal.
Because it is a product,
like a pot.
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(This example iavolves the fallacy of " comeotion unshowE/
apradarsitanvaya

:

the connection should be shown as follows

:

Ml products are non-eternal like a pot).

(9) Sound is a prodnct,
Because it is non-etemal,
Ail non-etemai things are products like a pot.

(The example involv’es the fallacy of inverted connection^

viparltanvaya

:

the real connection should be shown as follows

:

AU products are non-eternal like a pot)

Similarly there are nine fallacies of the heterogeneous ex-

ample.
Refutation {Dusana) consists in pointing out in the reasoning

^ . of an opponent any one of the fallacies
e u a ion.

mentioned above. The fallacies or sem-

blances of refutation are the analogues or futilities called in Sans-

krit Jati}

In the concluding lines of the Nyayabindu it is. stated by the

« ,
. translators that '‘Dharmakirti vanquished

Concludmgpart.
Tirthikas as Sakyamuni had

subdued the large army of Mara
; and as the sun dispels darkness,

the Nyayabindu has exterminated the Atmaka theory (that is, the

Tirthika doctrine)—wonderful 1
*

Dharmakirti criticises Dignaga.

The opposition of the middle term to the major term is a

. ^ X .a-
^had of fallacy called contradiction which

p e con r ic ion.
admitted by both Dign§»ga and Dharma-

kirti. Opposition of the middle term to the implied major term

(in the event of the major term being ambiguous) is noted by
Dignaga in his Nyaya-pravesa ^ as another kind of fallacy caled

implied contradiction (in Sanskrit: ista-vighata-JcTt-viruddha, and

in Tibetan : chos-kyi-khyad-par-phyin-ci-logtu-ggrub-par-byad-

1 For JSti vide Nyaya-sutra, Book I, aphorism S8.

(NySya-bindu).

$ Vide Nyaya-pravela, Fallacies of the Bliddie Term, concluding lines.
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pa). Dharmaklrti in liis Nyaya-Wndn rejects this view saying
that this second contmdietioii is included in the first kiiid„^

An iilnstration of the second or implied contradiction is given
thus :

—

The eyes, etc. , are for th ' use of another.

Because they are composite things,

like a bed. seat, etc.

Here the major term another*® is ambiguous, inasmuch m
it may signify either a composite thing (e.g, the body) or a non-
composite thing {e.g. the soul). There would be a contradiction
between the middle terra and the major term if the word another
were used by the speaker in the sense of a non-composite thing,

but understood by the listener in the sense of a composite thing.

The reasoning would then involve a contradiction of the middle
term to the desired or implied major term.

Dharmakirti^ in his Xyaya-bindu considers this case as an
illustration of the first or natural contradiction A word

,
which is the

major term of a proposition, can, as such, admit of only one mean-
ing, and If there is a.mbiguity between the meamng expressed and
the meaning implied the real meaning is to be ascertained from
the context. If the meaning implied is the real one, there is a

natural contradiction between the middle term and the major
term.

Dignaga ^ mentions yet another fallacy called the non-

erroneous contradiotioo {viruMha vyahhl-
coBtra- Called in Tibetan : hgal-wa-ia-mi-

hkhrul-pa) which he includes among the

(]Xyaja*bmdu, Peterson’s edition.

Bibliotheca Indiea series, chapter
in, p. 413.

^ '3Wi I ’e ’bht swt slW! i

(Nyaya-bindu-tika, Peterson’s edition.
Bibliotheca Indiea series, chapter
ill, p. 78).

Compare K. B. Pathaka’s “On the authorship of the ISTyaya-bindn ” in the
Jonmal of th© Bombay Branch of th© Royal Asiatic Society, vol. XIX, p. 51.

^ XySya-biadti, A.S.B., chapter III,pp. 113—U4.
® Vide Xygya-pravesa in th© Bstan-hgynr, Mdo, Ce, leaf 185,
See ante Xyaya-prave!§a, fallacy of tho middle term.

’gsw%3rif!s: i n ««rnfJiS! i

1 ...

(Nyaya-bindn-tika, p 84

Compare also Journal, Bombay Branch of the Royal A.siatic Society, vol. XIX,
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falla-cies of It takes place when two contradic-

tory coBcinsions are supported by wbat appear to oe vaiid

reasonBj e g ,

:

A Vaiiesika pMiosoplier says :™

Sound is non-eternal,

Because it is a product,

A Mimamsaka replies

Sound is eternal.

Because it Is aodible.

The reasons employed in the above cases are supposed both

to be correct according, respectively, to the tenets of the Vaise-

sika and Mimarhsa Schools, but as they lead to contradictory

conclusions they are uncertain and, as such, fallacious.

Dharmakirti^ in the Nyaya-Mndu rejects this fallacy of

'' non-erroneous contradiction/’ on the ground that it does not

arise in connection with inference and is not based even on the

scripture. A reason or middle term, which is valid, must stand to

the "major term in the relation of identity, casuality or non-per-

ception, and must lead to a correct conclusion.

Two conclusions which are contradictory can not be sup-

ported by reasons which are valid. Two different sets of scrip-

ture too can not be of any help in the establishment of two

contradictory conclusions inasmuch as a scripture can not over-

ride perception and inference, and is authoritative only in the

ascertainment of supersensuous objects. The non-erroneous con-

tradiction is therefore impossible.

In opposition to Dignaga, Dharmakirti^ maintains that ^ex-

The funcfcioB of an es- ample ’ is Bot a part of a syllogism, as it is

ample. included in the middle term, e.g.

1 Hyaya-bindn, chap. Ill, p. 115.

^Jt [si] I

' (Nyaya-bindo, Petersoo^s editioja,

febiiotheca Indies series, pp. 115—
116).

The omission of ^ is perhaps an oversight. The ^ or negation appears in

the Tibetan version which runs as follows :

—

(Nyaya-bindn, Sher-batskfs edi-

tion ; St. Petersburg, p. 193).
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The MU is fiery,

Because it is smoky,
Like a kitchen.

In this reasoning the term ‘ smoky * includes a ‘ kitchen/ as well

as other similar things, hence it is almost unnecessary to cite the

example 'kitchen.' Nevertheless, says Dharmaklrti, the exam-
ple has this much value * that it points out in a particular way
what has been expressed in a general form by the middle term

:

thus, the general expression all smoky things are fiery ” is made
more impressive by the particular example ‘ kitchen ’ which is

smoky as well as fiery.

111. fietu-biadu-vivararia.

The Hetu-foindu-vivarana is another excellent work on Logic by
Dharmakirti. The Sanskrit original of this work is lost, but there

exists a Tibetan translation^ in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ce, folios

355—375. The work in Tibetan is called Stan-tshigs-kyi-thigs-pa

signifying A Drop of Reason.” The work is divided into three

chapters as follows :

—

(1) Relation of identity between the middle term and the

major term (in Tibetan : Ran-bshin-gyi-gtan-tshigs, in Sanskrit

:

8mbham-hetu) ; (2) Relation of effect and cause between the

middle term and the major term {in Tibetan *. Hbras-buhi-gtan-

tshigs, in Sanskrit: Karya-hetu): and (3) Relation of negation

between the middle term and the heterogeneous major term
(in Tibetan: Mi- dmigs-pahi-gtan-tshigs, in Sanskrit : AnupalaMM-
hetu).

112. Tarka-nyaya or Vada-nyaya.

The Tarka-nyaya or Tada-nyaya is another treatise on Logic

by Dharmakirti. The Sanskrit original of this work is lost, but
there exists a Tibetan translation ^ in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ce,

folios 384—416. The work in Tibetan is called Rtsod-pahi-rigs-

pa, signifying the Method of Discussion.” The Tibetan transla-

tion was prepared by the great Indian sage Jnana-^ri-bhadra

and the Tibetan interpreter-monk Dge-wahi-blo-gros. The trans-

lation was retouched by the great Pandita Dipaiikara (of Vikra-

manipura in Bengal, born in 980 A.D. and started for Tibet in

1040 A.D.) and the interpreter-monk Dar-ma-grags,

^ aya-bindn
, p. 116).

2 I have consulted the copy embodied in the Bstan-hgyur ol the India Office,
London. .

^ X have consulted the work embodied in the Bgtan-hg'yur of the India Office,
London.

""
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113. Santa nintara-siddbi.

The Santanantara-siddlii, also called Tantrantara-siddlii, is a
phiiosopMcal treatise by Dharmakirti. The Sanskrit original of the
work is lost, but there exists a Tibetan version * in the Bstan-
hgyur, Mdo, Ce, folios 416—420 The work in Tibetan is

called Rgyud-gshan-grub-pa signifying Proof of the Conti-
nuity of Succession,” The Tibetan translation was prepared by the
Indian sage Vi^uddha Simha and the Tibetan official interpreter

Bpal-rtsegs.

114. Sambandha-pariksa.

The Sambandha-parlksa is another philosophical treatise by
Dharmakirti. The Sanskrit original of the work is lost, but there

exists a Tibetan translation ® in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ce, folios

376—377. The work in Tibetan is called Hbrehwa-brtag-pa signi-

fying ‘‘ Examination of Connection.” The Tibetan translation

was prepared by the Indian teacher Jhana-garbha and the inter-

preter Vande-nam-mkhas.

115.

Sambandha-pariksa-vrtti.

The Sambandha-pariksa vrtti^ is a commentary on the Sam-
bandha-pariksa by Dharmakirti himself. The Sanskrit original

of the work is lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation in the

Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ce, folios 377—384. The work in Tibetan

is called Hbrel-wa-brtag-pahi-hgrel-wa.

116. Deyehbeabobhi
(ABOUT 650 A.D.).

Devendrabodhi, called in Tibetan Lha-dwah-blo, was a con-

temporary of Dharmakirti/ and so dived about 650 A.D. He
wrote the following work on Logic :

—

The Pramana-vartika-pahjika, called in Tibetan Tshad-ma-
rnam-hgrel-gyi-dkah-hgrel, signifying An Explanation of Difficul-

ties in the Pramana-vartika of Dharmakirti.” The Sanskrit origi-

nal of this work is lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation ® in

the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Che, folios 1—380. The translation was

1 I liav© consulted the Tibetan version embodied in the Bstan-hgyur of the

India Office, London.
2 I have consulted the copy embodied in the Bstan-hgyur of the India Office,

London.
s I have consulted the copy of this work embodied in the Bstan-hgyur of the

India Office, London,
* Vide TSranatha’s Gteschichte des Buddhismus von Schiefner, pp. 186—187.

6 1 consulted the work in the monastery of Labrang in Sikkim in 1007.
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prepared by tlie Indian -sage Subhuti-sri and tb© Tibetan inter-

preter-monk Pge-irah!-b!o-grcs.

This story ^ is told regarding the oomposition of the rramana-
Tariikarpahjika :

—

Dharmaklrti chose Devendrabodhi to write a commentary on
his Pramana-vartika After Devendrabodhi had finished the com-
mentary for the first time and had shown it to Dharmakirti, the

latter erased it with water. After he had compiled it a second time,

Dharmakirti burnt it in fire. He then compiled it a third time

and gave it to Dharmakirti with the observation; Since the

majority of men are incompetent and time is fleeting
^

I have

written this commentary for the people of lighter understanding.'"

This time Dharmakirti allowed the work to exist.

117. Sakyabodhi
(about 675 A.D.).

^akyabodhi ^ is stated to have been a pupil of Devendrabodhi.

He seems to have lived about 675 A.D He was the author of the

following work ;

—

The Pramana i?artika(-pan3ika)-tika, called in Tibetan : Tshad-
ma-rHam-hgrel-gykhgrel-b^ad. which is an annotation on the

Pramana-vartika-pahjika of Devendrabodhi. The Sanskrit origi-

nal of this work appears to be lost, but Jhere exists a Tibetan

translation ® which covers volumes Je and of the Bstan-hgyur,

Mdo. The translation was prepared by the interpreter Dge-wahi-

blo-gros.

118. ViHITA DbVA
(about 700 A.D.),

Vimta Deva,* called in Tibetan Dul-iha, lived in Nalanda
during the time of king Lalita Candra, son of Govi Candra, and
Dharmakirti died during the time of Govi Candra. Vimala
Candra, the father of Govi Candra, was married to the sister

of Bhartrhari, who sprang from the ancient royal family of Malwa.
Supposing this Bhartrhari to be identical with the famous gram-
marian of that name who died in 651—652 A.D.,^ we may place

his contemporary Govi Candra in the middle of the 7th cen-

tury A.D. This is exactly the time when Dharmakirti died.

Hence we may conclude that Lalifca Candra, son of Govi Candra,

1 yMe Taranatha’s Gesehichte des Buddhismiis von ScMefner, pp. 186—187.
Wide TSrSnatli*s GescMcbte des Boddhismus von SoMefner, p, 187.

S I consulted this work in the monastery of Labrang In Sikkim in 1907.
* Fide Tir5natha*s Geschiehte des Buddhismns von Schiefner, pp. 195—198,

272 ; JD|>ag-b8am*lioii-b!Ean edited by Samt Chandra Das, pp. xlviii, 108.
6 Wide Takakustfs I-tsiag, p. Ivii.
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flourished towards the end of the 7th century A.D. Vinita Deva,
contemporary of Lalita Candra, must also have lived about this

time, a view which harmonises with the date of Dharmakirti on
whose works Vinita Deva wrote commentaries.

Vinita Deva, who was the famous author of the Samayahhe-
doparaoana-cakra, wrote the following works on Logic :

—

Nyaya-bindu-tik§, called in Tibetan : Rigs-pahi-thigs-pa-rgya-

cher-hgrehwa, which is a detailed commentary on the Nyayahindu
of Dharmakirti. The Sanskrit original of this wotk is lost, bul a
Tibetan translation ^ of it exists in the Bstan-hgyur, She,

folios I—43 The traflslation was prepared by the Indian sage

Jina Mitra and the interpreter of Shu-chen named Vande-ye-^es-

sde.
**

Hetu-bindu-tlka, called in Tibetan: Gtan-tshigs-kyi-thigs-pa-

rgya-cher«hgrel-wa, which is a detailed commentary on the Hetu-
bindu of Dharmakirti. The Sanskrit original of this work appears

to b% lost, but there exists a Tib^an translation^ in the Bstan-

hgynr, She, folios 116— 205. The translation was prepared

by the Indian teacher Prajna Varma and the iiiterpretar-monk

of Shu-chen named Dpal-tetsegs-raksita.

VMa-nyaya-vyakhya, called in Tibetan : Rtsod-pahi-ljgs-pahi-

hgtel-wa, which is a commentary on the VMa-nyaya (otherwise

call^ Tarka-nyaya) of Dharmakirti. The Sanskrit original of

this woik appears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan traiisla-

tion^ in tht‘ Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, folios 39—65. The work
opens thus: '' Who is self-perfected in sweet logical discussion,

supi?eme in patience, affection, charity and self-restraint, and who
is the most excellent of logicians—to him (Buddha) bowing down
I compose a commentary on the text of Vada-nyaya.”

Sambandha pariksa-tika, called in Tibetan Hbrel-pa-

pahi-rgya-oher-b§ad-pa, which is a copious commentary on ohe

Sambandhaparlksa of Dharmakirti. The Sanskrit original of

this work is lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation* in the

Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, folios 1—24. The translation w^as prepared

by the Indian sage Jntoa-garbha and the Tibetan interpreter

Vande-nam-mkhas. The work opens thus :

—

Who is entirely unconnected with the world, and is yet

designated as the supreme teacher of it—to him bowing down
fully I explain the Sambandha-parlksa.”

llambana-parlksa-tika, called in Tibetan Dmigs-pa-brtag-

^ This work was brought down to Calcutta by the Efi'itish Misbion to Tibet

during 1904. I exammed it by permission of the Government of India. It is now
deposited in the British Museum, London.

2 I examined this work, by permission of the Government of India, when it was
brought down to Calcutta by the British Mission to Tibet, 1904

S Idiave consulted the India Office copy.
* I have consulted the India Office copj*.

21
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paM'hgrel-bsad, is an annotation on the Alambana-pariksa of

Dignaga. The Sanskrit original of th»s work appears to be lost,

but there exists a Tibetan translation^ in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo,
Ze, folios 186—200. The translation was prepared by the Indian
sage Sakya-sirhha and the interpreter Vande-dpal-brtsegs of Shu-
ehen. The work opens thus :

—

‘‘ Meditating on the merciful Omniscient One, and saluting

him by my head, I compose the Alambana-pariksa-tika.’’

It ends thus :

—

*^Here is finished the Alambana-pariksa-tika, which is a
clean work of the teacher Vinita Deva who weighed all sorts of

alambana {objects of thought), and is a lion of speakers con-
founding the brains of the Tirthika elephants ”

Sailtanantara-siddlii-ttka, called in Tibetan : Rgyud-gshan-
grub-pahi-hgrel-b^ad, being a commentary on the Santanantara-
siddhi of Dliarmakirti. The Sanskrit original of this work appears
to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation ^ in the Bstan-
hgyur, Mdo, Tshe, folios 1—21. The translation was prepared by
the Indian sage Visuddha-simha and the interpreter of Shu-chen
named Dpal itsegs-raksita

119 Ravi Gupta
(about 725 A.D ).

Ravi Gupta, ^ called in Tibetan: Ni~ma«sbas, was born in

Kasmira, He was a great poet, diaiectician and Tan trio teacher,

who established 1 2 great religious schools in his native country

and Magadha. He was a contemporary of king Bharsa of Varen-

dra, and flourished before Jayanta, the author of Nyaya-mahjari.^

He must have lived in the first quarter of the eighth century A.D ,

for his disciple the famous Tantnc monk Sarvajna Mitra^ lived in

the middle of that century. Ravi Gupta is mentioned in the

inscription of Vasanta Sena^ as the Sarva-danda-nayaka and
M<ihapm ithdra in the Gupta samvat 435 corresponding to 754 A.D.
He w4o the author of the following work on Logic ;

—

i 1 have consulted the India Office copy.
^ I have consulted the India Office xylograph of tho Tibetan version.

3 Vide Taranatha’s Geschichte des Buddhismus von Sehiefner, pp. 146, 147,

243 ,
and Dpag-bsam- ijon-bzan, part-i, pp. 101, 118, xxxvii.

(HySya-mahjari, chap. VII, p. 462, edited
by M.M. Gangadhara Sastn).

6 Fide Satia Chandra Vidyabhusana’s Sragdhara Stotra, Introduction, p. xxx,
printed in the Bibliotheca Indica series of Calcutta.

Indian Antiquai’y, vol. IX, p, 107.
I For Revs Gupta’s Aryl kosa see RockhilFs Buddha, p. 228 ; and for his
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Pramana-vartika-Yrtti called in Tibetan : Tshad-ma-mam-
hgrel-gyi-hgrel-pa, which is an annotation on the Pramana-vartika

of Dharmakirti. The Sanskrit original of this work appears to

be lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation ^ in the Bstan-hgyur,

Mdo, Tshe, folios 132—252.

1 20. JiNENDEABODHI
(about 725 A.B.).

In the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Re, there is the Tibetan version of

a work called Visaiamaia-vati-nama-pramaaa-samuccaya-tlka.

This version was prepared by the Tibetan interpreter Rdo-rje-

rgyal-mtshan with the assistance of Dpal-ldan-blo-gros.

The author of the original work was Jinendrabodhi, called

in Tibetan Rgyal-dwah-blo-gros, who was comparable to the

Bodhisattva (Bodhisattva-de^iya ). He is perhaps the same person
who wrote the well-known Nyasa on the grammar of Panini

in the eighth century A.B.

121. Santa Raksita
(749 A.D.).

’

Santa Raksita,^ called in Tibetan: Shi-wa-htsho, was born

in the royal family of Za-hor.[in Bengal or near Labor ?]. The
exact date of his birth is unknown, but it is stated that he

was born at the time of Go Pala who reigned up to 705 A D.

and died at the time of Dharma Pala who became king in

765 A.B He followed the Svatantra Madhyamika school, and
was a Professor at Nalanda. He visited Tibet at the invita-

tion of King Khri sroh-deu-tsan who was born in 728 A.D
and died in 864 A B. The king, with the assistance of Santa
Raksita, built in 749 A.D. the monastery of Sam-ye^ in Tibet,

modelled after the Odantapura Vihara of Magadha. Sam-ye
was the first regular Buddhist monastery in Tibet and Santa
Raksita was its first abbot. He worked in Tibet for 13 years,

that is, until 762 A.D. He was known there under the name of

Acarya Bodhisattva, and was the author of the following works

on Logic:

—

Vada nyaya-vrtti-vipaficitartha, called in Tibetan : Rtsod-pahi-

rigs-pahi-hbrel-pa-don'-mam-par-hbyed-pa, an elaborate commen-

works on Tantra» see Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana’s SragdharS Stotra, Introduc-

tion, pp. V—vii.

i I have consulted the copy of the India Office, London.
s Wide Dpag-bsam-ljon-bzan edited by Sarat Chandra Das, 0 I.E., Calcutta,

p 112.

For Sam-ye, vide Csoma de Koross Tibetan Grammar, p. 183,

Sarat Chandra Das in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

^

1881, Part I,

p 226, and Waddeirs Lamaism, p. 28.
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tary on the Vada-nyaya of Dharmakirti. The Sanskrit original

of this work appears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan transla-

tion^ in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Tshe, folios 21— 131, and in the
Bstan-hgyiir, Mdo, Ze, folios 65-- 186. The translation was pre-

pared by the Indian sage Kumara-srI-bhadra and the Tibetan inter-

preter-monks venerable Ses-rab and Hbro-seh-kar (who was a
native of the province of Ilbro or D5) in the holy monastery of

Bsam-yas (Sam-ye). The work opens thus :

—

“ Who constantly dispersing darkness by the ray of the heap of

various pure precious qualities, exerted himself in fulfilling the desire

of various sentient beings and rejoiced to do good to the entire

world—to that Manju-^ri bowing down in reverence, I compose
this concise and stainless Vada-iiya-vrtti-vipailcitartha.’'

Tatfcva-samgralia-karika, called in Tibetan : De-kho-na-nid-

bsdus-pahi-tshig-lehur-byas-pa, a work containing memorial verses

on a summary of the Tattvas. The Sanskrit original of this work
appears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation ^ in the

Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, He, folios 1— 146. The translation was prepared
by the Indian Pandita Gunakara-sri bhadra (belonging to the re-

ligious circle first instituted by the great king Lalitaditya in the

incomparable city of Ka§mira) and the great Tibetan interpreter

the ^akya monk Lha-bla-ma-shi-wa-hod in the province of Guge
(S.-W. Tibet). The work reviews various systems of philosophy

such as the Samkhya, Jaina, etc.^

1 I have consulted the xylograph of this work contained in the India Office^

London.
2 I have consulted the work in the monastery of Labrang, Sikkim, which I

visited in June 1907. For a detailed account of this work vide my ** Samkhya
Philosophy m the Land of the Lamas” in the Journal of the Astatic Society of
Bengal, new senes, Voi lii. No. 8.

^ Tattvasamgraba herein noticed is quite different from the Tattvasmmasa, a
Brahmanic work on the Samkhya philosophy, a manuscript of which m contained
m the library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Dr George Buhler, during his explorations of the Byhat-jhana-kosa in the
temple of Pii-iva-natha at Jesalmir, found in 1873 a Pot/ii, consisting of 189 ancient
palmJeaves showing the characters of the 12th or 13th century, and bearing on the
outside corner the title kamala- sUa-tarka {vide Dr. G. Buhler*s correspondence
With Rai Sarat Chandra Das, Bahadur, C.I.E,, published m the Journal of the

Buddhist Text Society of Calcutta, Vol. i, part ii, p. x). The real name of the work,
according to Dr. Buhler, is Tarka-samgraha. Now, this Tarka-samgraha is nothing
but Tattvasamgraba of ^anta Raksita with the commentary, by Kamala ^lla.

The introductory part {Mai^gala) of the Tarka-samgraha, as noticed by Dr.
Biihlei , runs as follows :

—
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The subject-matter of the work begins thus :

—

“ From Pradhana (the primordial matter or nature) possessed

of entire powers, all sorts of effects are produced. ”

V#

1?! 'S^BI 3fr3n?[ I

H sr>*Hir!j fj|5U% !1

The introductory part m the Tattvasarograha is identical with the above, as is

evident from the Tibetan version extracted below;

—

m q^N q'3jCi|
ff

i{

f II

q*S)
||

a(||q|J^ q|3^-Qi If

I!

J=;’q ff

f3i-%s.-agocqK."3g,!:.-q-^ |l

^•^•*,5!?^ ^ q^-q*v-a II

Dr. Bilhier further observes that the first section of the Tarka-samgi aha

contains (examination of God), (examination

of Kapila’s doctrine of the soul), {examination of the

soul according to the Dpanisads), ^examination of permanent
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The work is divided into 31 chapters, viz, : (1) examination
of nature (in Sanskrit : SmbMva panksa, in Tibetan : Rah-bshin-
brtagpa): (2) examination of the sense-organs (in Sanskrit: In-
driya-panksd, in Tibetan : I)wah-phyug-brta|*pa)

; (3) examina-
tion of both (in Sanskrit: Ubhaya-panksd, in Tibetan: Gfiis-ka-

brtag-pa)
; (4) examination of the theory that the world is self-ex-

istent (in Sanskrit : Jagat-svabhdva vada-parlksd, in Tibetan : Hgro-
wa-rah-bshin-du-smra-wa-brtag-pa)

; (5) examination of Brahma
the presiding deity of sound (in Sanskrit : Sabda-Brahma-parlksd, in

Tibetan: Sgrahi-tshahs-pa-brtag-pa); (6) examination of the soul (in

Sanskrit : Purusa panksd, in Tibetan: Skyes-bu-brtag pa)
; 7) ex-

amination of the Nyaya and Vai^esika doctrines of the soul (in Sans-
krit : Nydya-vaUesika-parikalpita-purusa-panksd^ in Tibetan: Rigs-
pa-can-dah-bye-brag-pas-kun-tu-brtags-pahi-skyes-bu-brtag-pa)

:

(8) examination of the Mimaihsaka doctrine of the soul (in Sanskrit

:

Mlmamsaka-kalpiia-dtma-panksd, inTihetsbn

:

Spyod-pa-pas-brtags-

pahi-bdag-brtag-pa)
; (9) examination of Kapila’s doctrine of the

soul (in Sanskrit: Kapila-parihalpita-dtma-panksd

^

in Tibetan:
Ser-skya-pas-kun-tu-fetags-pahi-bdag-brtag-pa) ; (10) examination
of the Disambara Jaina doctrine of the soul (in Sanskrit : Digam-
bara pariJcalpiia-dtma-panksd^ in Tibetan: Nam-mkhahi-gos-can-
gyis-kun-tu-brtags-pahi-bdag-brtag-pa), (11) examination of the

Upamisad-doctrine of the soul (in Sanskrit : Upanisad-kalpita-dima-

parlksdy in Tibetan : U-pa-ni-sa-di-kas-brtags-pahi-bdag-brtag-

pa)
; (12) examination of the Vatsipiitra doctrine of the soul (in

Sanskrit : Vdtslputra-halpita-dtma^parlksd, in Tibtan : Gnas-mahi-
bus-bdag-brtag-pa) ; (13) examination of the permanence of enti-

ties (in Sanskrit : Sthira padartha-parlksd, in Tibetan : Brtan-pahi-

dnos-po-brtag-pa) ; (14) examination of the relation between
and its effect (in Sanskrit : Karma-phala-sambandka-panksd

^

in

Tibetan . Las-dah-hbras-buhi-hbrel-pa-brtag-pa)
; (15) examination

of the meaning of the word ‘ substance ’ (in Sanskrit : Dravya-pad-
drtha-parlksd , in Tibetan; Rdsas-kyi-tshig-gi-don -brtag-pa)

; (16)

examination of the meaning of the word ‘ quality ’
;

(in Sanskrit

:

Ouna-sabdarika-panksd, in Tibetan . Yon-tan-gyi-tshig-gi-don-

brtag pa)
; (17) examination of the meaning of the word Karma

(in Sanskrit : Karma-sahddriha-parlksd, in Tibetan : Las-kyi-tshig

gi-don-brtag-pa) ; (18) examination of the meaning of the word
generality or genus (in Sanskrit, Samanya-§abdartha-parlksa, in

Tibetan: Spyihi-tshig-gi-don-brtag-po)
; (19) examination of the

meaning of the words ‘ generality,’ and ‘ particularity ’ (in Sanskri,t

:

entity) , ©to. Tii© last eolopbon appears to him to be (examination

of the doctrine of self-evidence). These are the very subjects treated in the

I’attvasaipgJ’aha. So the two works are identical.
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Sdmanya-viiesa-iabddrtha-panksd, in Tibetan : Spyi-dan-bye-brag-

gi-tsbig-t^i-don brtag-pa)
; (20) examination of the meaning of the

word ' CO existent cause ’ (in Sanskrit : Samavdya-sabddrtha-

panksd, in Tibetan : Hdc-'“'‘ih:-'!:?b:g'do’^.-b’:tag-pa) ; (21) examina-

tion of the meaning of the word ‘sound’ (in Sanskrit: Sab-

ddrtha-panksd, in Tibetan: Sgra-yi-don-brtag-pa)
; (22) examina-

tion of the definition of perception (in Sanskrit : Pratyaksa-Iak-

sana-parlksd

^

in Tibetan : Mnon-sum gyi-mfcshan-hid-brtag-pa) ;

(23) examination of inference (in Sanskrit • Anumdnapanksd, in

Tibetan : Rjes-su-dpag-pa-brtag-pa) ; (24) examination of other

kinds of valid knowledge (in Sanskrit: Pramdndntara-pa}%ksd, in

Tibetan : Tshrid-ma*shan-brtag-pa)
; (25) examination of the

doctrine of evolution (in Sanskrit Vivarlavdda-pailksd, in

Tibetan : Hgyur-war-smra-wa-brtag-pa)
:
(26) examination of the

three times (in Sanskrit Kdlairaya-panksd, in Tibetan: Dus-

gsum brtag-pa)
; (27) examination of continuity of the world

(in Sanskrit : Samsdrd-santaii-parikfid

,

in Tibetan • Hjig-rten-

rgyud-pahi-brtag-pa)
; (28) examination ot external objects (in

Sanskrit : Vdhydrtha-pariksd^ in Tibetan : Phyi-rol-gyi-don-brtag-

pa)
; (29) examination of 6ruti or Scripture (in Sanskrit

:

Sruti-parlksd, in Tibetan : Thos-pa-brtag-pa) ; (30) examination of

self-evidence (in Sanskrit : Svatah-prdmdnya-pariksd, in Tibetan :

Ran-las-tshad-ma-drtag pa)
;
and (31) examination of the soul

which sees things beyond the range of senses (in Sanskrit

:

AnyendriyaiUdrlha-dariana-purusa-pariksa, in Tibetan: Gshan-gyi-

dwah-po-las-hdas-pahi-don mthoh-wa-can-gyi-skyes-bu-brtag-pa)

.

122. Kamala Sila

(about 750 A.D.).

Kamala Sila,* also called Kamala Srila, was a follower of

Stota Raksita He was for some time a Professor of Tantras

in Nalanda whence he was invited to Tibet by king Khri-

sroh-deu-tsan (728—786 A.D ). While in Tibet he vindicated

the religious views of Guru Padma-sambhava and Santa Raksita

by defeating and expelling a Chinese monk named Mahayana

Hoshang. He was of wide fame and the author of the following

works :

—

Kyaya-bindu-purva-pakse-saniksipta, called in Tibetan Rigs-

pa^i-thigs-pahi-phyogs-sha-ma-mdor-bsdus-pa, a summary of criti-

cisms on the Nyayabindu of Dharmakirti. The Sanskrit original

of this work appears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan traiisla-

1 Vide Dpag-bsam-ljon-bzaii, parfc i, p. 112, edited by Sarafc Chandra Das,

and also the Journal of the Buddhist Text Society of Calcutta, voi. i. parti,

p. 10, and Waddell’s Lamaism, p. 31.
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tion^ in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, She, Folios 106— 115. The trans-
lation was prepared by the Indian sage Visiiddha Siniha and the
interpreter monk of Shn-chen named Dpal-rtsegs-raksita

Tattva-sam grata pahjika., called in Tibetan De-kho na-hid-
bsdn^-pahi-dkah-hgxel, a commentary on the Tattva-samgraha of

i^anta Raksita The Sanskrit original of this work is lost, but
there exists a Tibetan translation ^ of part 1 of this w^ork in the
Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, He, Folios 146—400, and part IT of it in the
Bstan-hgynr, Mdo, Ye, Folios i—385. The translation was pre-
pared by the Indian sage Devendra Bhadra and the interpreter
monk Grags-hbyor-ses-rab

.

123. Kalya^ta Raksita
(about 829 A.D.).

Kalyana Raksita,® called in Tibetan Dge-bsruh, was a great

dialectician and teacher of Dharmottaracarya. He flourished

during the reign of Maharaja Dharma Pala who died in 829 A D.
He was the author of the undermentioned works .

—

Barvaoha-siddhi-karika, called in Tibetan Thams-cad-mkhyen-
pa-grub-palii-tshig-lehur-byas-pa, signifying “ memorial verses on
the attainment of omniscience.” It is contained in the Bstan-

fegyur, Mdo, Ze, folios 201—202, and begins with a salutation to

^Sarvajha.
Vahyartha-giddhx-karika, called in Tibetan phyi-rol-gyi-don-

^Tub-pa-ces’bya-wai|i-tshig-lehur, which signifies memorial verses

on the reality of external things. The Sanskrit original of this

work is lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation in the Bstan-

hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 202—210. The translation was prepared
by the Vaibhasika teacher Jina Mitra of Kasmira and the Tibetan
interpreter-monk Dpal-brtsegs-raksita.

Sruti pariksa, called in Tibetan Thos-pa-brtag-pahi~tshig-
lehnr-byas-pa, which signifies ‘ memorial verses on the examina-
tion of Sruti or verbal testimony.’ The Sanskrit original of this

work appears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation in

the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 210— 211.

^ I have consulted the copy brought down by the British Mission to Tibet in
1904-

-2 I consulted this work m the monastery of Labrang, Sikkim, which I visited
in June 1907.

^ TaranStha’s Geschichte des Buddhismns von Schiefner, pp. 216—219:
and ppag-bsam-ljon- baan, p 114, The particle ‘bsrun’ signifies “protected”
and IS an equivalent for Sanskrit “Baltsita.” But Schiefner has taken it as an
equivalent for “Gupta.” This does not seem to be correct, for the Tibetan
equivalent for Gupta is “ sbas.”

^ I have consulted Kalyana Raksita's works in volume Ze of the Bstan-
Jbgyur lent to me by the India Office, London,
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,
Anyapoha vicara karika, called in Tibetan G^lian-la brtag'pahi-

tshig-lehnr-byas-pa, which signifies ' memorial verses on the deter-

mination of a thing by the exclusion of its opposites.' The Sans-

krit original, of this work is lost, but there exists a Tibetan trans-

lation in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 211— 213.

IsFara-bhanga-karika, called in Tibetan Dwan-phyug-hjig-
pahi-tshig-khur-byas-pa. which signifies ^ memorial verses on
the refutation of God ’ The Sanskrit original of this work
appears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation m the

Bstan-hg3mr, Mdo, Ze, Folios 214—215

124. DhARMOTTARACARYA
(about 847 A.D.).

Dharmottara ‘ (Acarya Dharmottara or Dharmottaracarya),
called in Tibetan Chos-mchog, was a pupil of Kal^^ana Raksita
and of Dharmakara Datta ot Kasmira. He appears to have
flourished in Kasmira while Vana Pala was reigning in Bengal
about 847 A.D., and is mentioned by the Brahmana logician

Sridhara ^ about 991 A.D and by the Jaina philosophers Mal-
iavadin the author of Dharmottara-tippanaka about 962 A.D.^
and Ratnaprabha Suri* the famous author of Syadvada-ratna-
karavatarika dated 1181 AD. Dharmottara was the author of

the following works :

—

Kyaya-bmdu-tika, called in Tibetan Rigs-pahi-thigs-pahi-rgya-
oher-hgrel-wa, a detailed commentary on the Nyaya-bindu of

Dharmakirtj. The Sanskrit original ^ of this work was preserved
in the Jaina temple of Santinatha. Cambay, and has been pub-
lished by Professor Peterson in the Bibliotheca Indica series of
Calcutta. There exists a Tibetan translation ® in the Bstan-hgyur,
Mdo, She, Folio§ 43— 106. The translation w’^as prepared by the
Indian sage Jnana-garbha and an interpreter-monk of Shu-chen

1 Vide Taranatha’s Geschichti? des Buddhistiius von Schiefner, p. 225, and
Dpag bsam-ljon-bzan, p 114

2 Vide Nyaya-kandali, p. 76, Vizianagaram Sanskrit series.
3 The Jama logician Mallavadin (q.v.) wrote a gloss called Dharmottara*

tippanaka on DliarmottaracSrya’s Nyayabindutika. The year 884 in which
Maiiavadin flourished corresponds to 827 A D. or 962 A.D. according as we take
it to refer to Vikrama-samvat or Sakasamvat. On one supposition MaliavSdin
was a contemporary of Dharmottara and on the other he flourished a century
later.

{Syadvada-ratnakaravatSrikS, p 10, Jaina Yasovijaya series of Benares).
3 The palm-leaf manuscript of the Nyaya-bindu- tikS preser\?^©d in Cambay

bears the date of samvat 1229 or 1173 A.D. (Peterson’s Third Report, p. 33).
0 I consulted the copy brought down by the British Mission to Tibet during

1 904. The Tibetan version has also been edited by P. J. Sherbatski and printed
m Russia.
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named Dharmaloka, and afterwards recast by the Indian sage
Sumati-klrtl and the Tibetan interpreter-monk Blo4dan-ses-rab.
Nyayabindu-tika begins thus:—“Sugata^the conqueror of lust,

etc., has overcome this world, the source of series of evils begin-
ning with birth may his words dispelling the darkness of our
mind attain glory.” ^

Pramana-pstriksa, called in Tibetan Tshad-ma-brtag-pa, signi-

fying ' an examination ot Pramana or the sources of valid know-
ledge.’ The work begins with salutation to Sugata. The Sans-
krit original of this work appears to be lost, but there exists a
Tibetan translation ‘s in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 215 — 253
The translation was prepared by monk Blo-ldan-ses-rab.

Apoha-nama-prakarana, called in Tibetan Gshan-sel-wa, signi-

fying ‘ a treatise on the determination of a thing by the exclusion

of its opposites.’ The Sanskrit original of this work appears to

be lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation^ in the Bstan-
hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 254— 266. The translation was prepared
by the Kasmirian Pandita Bhavyaraja and the interpreter-monk

Blo-ldan-^es-rab, in the incomparable city of Kasmira.
Para-loka-siddhi, called in Tibetan IJjig-rten-pha-rol-grub-pa,

signifying ‘ proof of the world beyond.’ The Sanskrit original of

this work appears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan transla-

tion** in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 266— 270. The trans-

lation was prepared by the great Pandita Bhavyaraja and the
interpreter-monk Tshab-ni-ma-grags during the lifetime of ^ri

Harsa Deva (king of Kasmira, 1089— 1101 A.D.) in the great

incomparable city of Kasmira.
The work begins thus :

—

‘‘ Some say that the world beyond is possessed of the charac-

teristics of a complete separation from the link of consciousness

which began from before birth and continued after death, etc.”

Ksana-bhaiiga siddhi, called in Tibetan Skad-cig-ma-hjig-pa-

grub-pa, signifying ‘proof of the momentariness of things.’ The
Sanskrit original of this work appears to be lost, but there exists

a Tibetan translation^ in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Polios
270—282. The translation was prepared by the Indian sage
Bhavyaraja and the interpreter-monk Blo-ldan-^es-rah.

l»ramana-viniscaya-t!ka, called in Tibetan Tshad-ma-mam-

1 wwN i

{Nyayabindatika, chap. I).

2 I have oomiiltod the India Office copy.
^ I have consulted the India Office copy.
* I have consulted the India Office copy,
s I have consulted the India Office copy.
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nes«kyi“t!ka, whicii is a commentary on the Pramana-vini^caya of

Dharmaklrti. The Sanskrit original of this work appears to be
lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation ‘ in the Bstaii hgyur
Mdo, Dse, folios 346, and We, Folios 1— 188. The translation

was prepared by the Kasmirian Pandita Parahita Bhadra and
the Tibetan interpreter jBlo-ldan4es-rab in the model city of

Kasmira. In the concluding lines of the work Dliarmottara, the

author of it is described as the excellent subduer of bad dis-

putants (quibblers) ’’ ^

125. Mukta-jkumbha
(after 900 A.D.)»

Mukta-kumhha,^ called in Tibetan Mu-tig-bum- pa, wab the

author of a work called Ksana-bhanga-siddhi-vyakhya, which is a

commentary on Dharmottaracarya’s Ksana-bhahga-siddhi. Muk-
ta-kumbha must have flourished after 847 A.D., when Dharmot-
tara lived.

The KsanLa-bhanga-siddhi-vyakhya is called in Tibetan Skad-

cig-ma-hjig-grub-pahi-rnam-hgrel. The Sanskrit original of the

work appears to be lost, but a Tibetan translation* is embodied
in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 282—30 i. This version was
prepared bj'' the Indian sage Vinayaka and the interpreter-monk

Grags-hbyor-ses-rab

126. Arcata
(about 900 A.D.).

Guna-ratna Suri/ the famous Jaina author of the Saddarsana-

samuccaya-vrtti, who lived in 1409 A.D ,
mentions the Tarkatika

of Arcata.® Arcata is also mentioned by the Jaina philosopher

Ratnaprabha Suri,'^ the well-known author of Syadvadaratnakara-

vatarika, dated 1 181 A.D. In the Jaina Nyayavatara-vivrti^ it

appears that Arcata criticised Dharmottaracarya who lived about

847 A.D. Roughly speaking he flourished in the 9th century A.D,

1 1 have consulted the India Office copy.

2
| (Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Wo, Folio 1^8).

The name Mnktakumbha is restored from Tibetan.

I have consulted the work belonging to the India Office, London.
5 Vide Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana's Jama Logic under “ Gunaratna Sun.”
S Vide Dr, Saali’s edition of the §addar^ana-samuccaya-V|-fcti, chapter on

Bauddha dar^ana.

’
I sgffl. armr. . . I

(SyadvSda-

ratnakarSvatarika, chap, i, p. 17, published in. Jaina Yaiovijaya granthamSlS of

JBenares).
B Vide Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana’s edition of the Nyftyavatara with ^dvfti

which has been published by the Indian Research Society of Calcutta
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Areata was the author of the following work on Logic :

—

Hetu-bmdu-vivaraaa, called in Tibetan Gtan-tshigs-thigs-pahi-

hgrel-iva, being a commentary on the Hetu-bindu of Dharmakirti.
The Sanskrit original of this work appears to be lost, but there

exists a Tibetan translation ^ in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, She, Folios

205—375 . It is divided into four chapters treating respectively

of (1) Identity (in Tibetan: Rah-bshin, and in Sanskrit: Sva-

bhava) ; (2) Effect (in Tibetan: hbras-bu, and in Sanskrit:

Karya)
; (3) Non-perception (in Tibetan : Mi-dmigs-pa, and in

Sanskrit : Anupalahdhi) ; and (4) Explanation of Six Characteris-

tics (in Tibetan : Mtshan-nid-drug-bmd-pa, and in Sanskrit : Sad-
laksaTTi^a-vyaJchyd). In the beginning of the work it is stated that
Areata was a Brahmana, and from the concluding part it appears
that he lived in Ka^mlra. The Tibetan version ends thus :

—

In the city of Kai^mira, the pith of Jambudvipa, the com-
mentary (on the work) of Dharmakirti, who was the best of sages,

was translated. From this translation of Pramana the pith of

holy doctrines, let the unlearned derive wisdom.” ^

127. Asoka
(about 900 ad.).

Asoka, otherwise known as Pandita A^oka or Aoarya Asoka,
is called in Tibetan Mya-han-med. It is stated that through his

spiritual instructions ® Candra-Gomin (q.v.) was able to behold the

face of Avalokitesvara the Lord of supreme mercy and Tara the

saviouress.

A§oka quotes Dharmottara^ (q.v.) and must therefore have
flourished after 847 A.D. We may approximately place him at

about 900 A.D.

i The volume She, containing this work, was brought down by the British

Mission to Tibet in 1904. I borrowed it from the Government of India.

II

q 11

(Bgtan-hgyur, Mdo, She, folio 376).

Dpag-bsam-ljon-bzah, p. 95, Sarat Chandra Das^s edition, Calcutta).

f% wpsft 1

(Avayavimirakarana, m six Nyaya Tracts, edited by M M. Hara Prasad
Shastri, Calcutta p. 8.)
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H© wrote two logical treatises,^ viz, Avaycivi-niTctkdTand

(Refutation of the whole) and Samanya-dusajiLa-dik-prasdrita

(Horizon of the refutation of generality extended). The first work,

viz. Avayavi-mrakarana, which begins with a salutation to Samanta-
bhadra, upholds the theory that the whole (avayavi) is a mere
collection of its parts (avayava) beyond which it has no separate

existence.^ There is no eternal relation^ called inherence {sama-

vdya) existing between a whole and its parts.

The second work, viz. Samanya-dusana-dik-prasanta, begins

with a resolution to oppose those who maintain that there is a

category named generality {sdmdnya) which, being one and eter-

nal, abides in many individual objects. It is argued that though

we can see fingers as individual things, we cannot see fingerness

as a generality pervading all fingers.

That A^oka had to defend himself against the attacks of

many Brahmana philosophers is evident from the last verse of

his Avayavi-nirakarana which runs as follows :

—

Having uprooted the numerous thorns of criticism fabricated

by wicked intellects, I have cleansed the broad moral path

of our Teacher. Let people removing their spites, move on by
this path.'’ *

128 . Candra Gomin (Junior).

(ABOUT 925 A.D.).

Candra Gomin/ called in Tibetan : Zla-wa-dge-bsfien, was
born in a Ksatriya family in the east as-

^ Varendra (modern Rajshahye in Bengal).

He was endowed with a very keen intellect and acquired distinc-

tion in literature, grammar, logic, astronomy, music, fine arts

i The two treatises Avayavi-mrakarana and SamSnya-dusana-dik-prasaritS

are included m the “ Six Nyaya Tracts,” edited by M.M. Kara Prasad Shastri m
the Bibliotheca Indiea series, Calcutta.

(Avayavi-mrSkarana, p. 78).

(Samanya-dusana-dik-prasarita, Calcutta, p. 64)

* w’sfT

's»f5T4«'T5^nt«r Wff- si’stTg ii

(Avayavi-nirakarana, p. 93}

& Vide T§ranatha*s Geschichte des Buddhismus von Schiefner, pp. 145—146,

I4g—

i

5S ; and Dpag-bsam-ljon-bzan edited in the original Tibetan by Sarat

Chandra Das, Calcutta, pp. 95—96,
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and the science of medicine. Under Acarya Sthiramati he learnt

the Sutra and Abhidhartna Pitakas of the Buddhist scripture, and

was converted to Buddhism by the Vidyadhara Acarya Asoka.

He had an ardent faith in the Buddhist god AvalokiteSvara and
the goddess Tara.* He was offered in marriage a daughter of the

king of Varendra. Being told that she was named Tara, which

was the name of his tutelary deity, he, thinking it improper to

accept her hand shrank from her with fear Upon this the king

became angry and put Candra Gomin into a chest which was

thrown into the Ganges. The chest was carried down until it

stopped at an island at the place where the Ganges flows into

the ocean. Candra Gomin with deep reverence offered a prayer

to goddess Tara by whose blessing he got out of the chest He
resided in the island, which was in course of time named
Candra-dvipa * or the island of Candra. He as a Buddhist devotee

(upasaka) established there stone-images of AvalokiteSvara and
Tara At first only fishermen (Jcaivarta) settled in the island, but

afterwards other people came to live there. Gradually the island

became a town.
There was another Candra Gomin called Candra Gomin the

senior who went to Ceylon and on his way back found in

Southern India, in the house of Vararuci, Naga Sesa’s (Patahjali’s)

Bhasya on Panini’s grammar. Finding that it contained many
words but few thoughts/’ he himself composed a commentary

on Panini, which was named Candra-vyakarana ^ Afterwards

he came to Nalanda—the store-house of knowledge—and met

there Candra-kirti, the famous commentator on the Madhya-
mika Philosophy ot Arya Nagarjuna. Candra Gomin himself

was a follower of the Yogacara system expounded by Arya
Asahga. While Candra Kirti and Candra Gomin entered upon
philosophical discussions people used to observe *

: “Alas ! the text

1 For Candra Gomin’s Arya-Tara-antarbali-vidhi ” vide Satis Chandra
Vidyabhnsana’s SragdharS-stotra, Introduction, pp, xx. xxi.

^ Candra-dvipa is situated in the district of Barisal in South-eastern Bengal
at a place where the Padma, which is a main outlet of the Ganges, falls into
the ocean. VJrendra, in which Candra Gomin was born, is identical with the
Rajshahve division in North-eastern Bengal through which the Padma flows.

3 For Candra-vySkarana vide Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana’s KaccSyana and
“ Sanskrit works on Literature, Grammar, Rhetoric and Lexicography, as pre-
served in Tibet** in the Journal of the Aeiaiio Scieti/ of Bengal ^ new series, VoL iii,

No. 2, 1907. The Candra-vyakarapa in the original Sanskrit has been printed m
Germany.

ppag-bsam-ljon-bmn, p. 96.
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of Arya Nagarjana is medicine to some but poisor to others,

whereas the text of invincible Arya Asahga is very ambrosia to

all men.’’ It is further stated that Candra Gomin threw the origi-

nal manuscript of his grammar into a well at Nalanda, thinking

that it was not better than the one which Candra Kirti had
written. At that time Tara and Avalokitesvara appeared before

him saying :
“ Though Candra Kirti is overwhelmed with pride as

a sage, your work is more useful than all others and will do im-

mense good to the world ” They raised the manuscript from this

well, which was thence reputed as Candra’s well ” (in Sanskrit

:

Candra-kupa and in Tibetan: Tsaiidrahi-khron-pa), the water of

which was wont to be drunk by people in the belief that thereby

their intellect would become sharp. Candra Kirti was, however,

a great admirer of Candra Gomin. When the latter arrived at

Nalanda the monks refused to give him a reception, saying that

it was not proper for priests to welcome a mere devotee {updsaha).

Hearing this, Candra Kirti brought three chariots, two of which
were occupied by himself and Candra Gomin respectively, while

in the third was placed an image of Mahju§ri, the Buddhist god of

learning. The chariots passed through the town in a great

procession, attended by the whole body of priests who came really

to recite hymns to Mahjusri, but apparently to accord a fitting

welcome to Candra Gomin. ^ It is not known as to whether the

Candra Gomin lived at a time when Slla, son of Sri Harsa, reigned

in Kanoj and Siiiiha of the Licchavi dynasty reigned in Varendra.
The famous poet Ravi Gupta was a contemporary of Bharsa,
son of Simha. Sri Harsa seems to be the same as king Harsa
Vardhana who was a contemporary of Hwen-thsang and reigned

in 647 A.D. His son Slla seems, on a rough calculation, to

have reigned in 700 A D., when his contemporary Candra Gomin
must also have lived. Jaina Hema Candra Suri, who lived during
1088— 1172 A.D., refers to Candra Gomin while Jayaditya,^ the

famous author of the Ka§ika-vrtti, who died in 661—662 A.D.,®

does not mention him. This may be explained on the supposi-

tion that Candra Gomin lived after Jayaditya, but preceded
Hema Candra.

The other Candra Gomin called Candra Gomin the junior

seems to have lived about 925 A.D., as his preceptor Arya A^oka
(q.v.) flourished about 900 A.D. It is not known with certainty

as to whether Candra Gomin, the author of Candra Vyakarana,
was identical with the sage of that name who was aoontem-

1 Ppag-bsam-ljon-bzan, pp. 95—96.

2 Vide Professor F. Kielhorn’s Indra Qomm aad other grammariam ** m
the Indian Antiquary, Vol. xv, June 1886, pp. 18i, 184,

Vide Takakusu's I-tsing, p. Ivii
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porary of Candra Kirti. But it may be asserted safely that
Caiidra Gomin, the logician, was different from either.

Candra Gomin was the author of the following work on
Logic : Hyayal^ka-siddhi, or Nyaya-siddhyaloka, called in Tibetan •

Rig^-pa-grub-pahi-sgron-ma, signifying '‘a lamp of logical rea-

soning.'’ The Sanskrit original of this work appears to be lost,

but there exists a Tibetan translation^ in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo,
Ze, folios 200—201. The translation was prepared by Pandita
Sr Sita-prabha and the interpreter-monk Vairocana

129. PrajSIahaiia Gupta
(about 940 A.D.}.

Prajhakara Gupta, ^ called in Tibetan Ses-rab-hbyuh-gnas-

sbas, lived at the time of Maha Pala, who died in 940 A.D,^ He
was a lay devotee and is quite different from Prajhakara Mati,

who was a monk and keeper of the southern gate of the univer-

sity of Vikrama-^ila during the reign of Oanaka in 983 A.D.
Prajhakara Gupta was the author of the following works :

—

Pramaiia-va^tikalaBkara, called in Tibetan Tshad-ma-rnam-
hgrel-gyi-rgyan

,
which is a commentary on the Pramana-vartika

of Dharmakirti. The Sanskit original of this work appears to be

lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation ^ which is divided into

two parts. The first part extends over Folios 1—352 of volume
Te, and the second part Folios 1—328 of volume She of the

Bstan-hgyur, section Mdo. The translation was prepared by the

great Kasmirian Pandita Bhavya-raja and the Tibetan interpre-

ter Blo-ldan-§es-rab. ' Subsequently, it was looked through by
Sumati and the interpreter Blo-ldan-ses-rab. The translation has

the advantage of having been assisted by numerous sages of the

great monastery of Vikrama§ila in Middle India, under the super-

vision of the great wise Pandita Sri Sunaya-^ri Mitra and also of

the wise Pandita Kumara§ri of the model city of Ki.§mira.
Sahavalambha-niscaya, called in Tibetan Lhan-cig-dmigs-pa-

hes-pa, signifying the ascertainment of objects and their know-
ledge arising together." The Sanskrit original of this work
appears to be lost,but there exists a Tibetan translation ^ in the
Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 301—308. The translation,

prepared by the Nepalese Pandita ^anti Bhadra aiM the Tibetkn

1 1 have used the India Office copy.
2 Fide TaranStha’'a Geschichte des Buddhismus von. Schiefner, pp. 230,

235 ; and Dpag-bsam-ijon-bzan, p. 116.
3 I consulted this work in the monastery of Labrang in Sikkiin, which I visited

in June, 1907.
^ I have consulted the India Office copy.
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interpreter-monk Sakya-hod of the village of Sen-dkar in the

province of Hbro (Do).

ISO. Acabya Jbtari
(94: ^1^80 A.D.).

Jetan ^ or Acarya Jetari, called in Tibetan Dgra-las-rgyal-wa,

was born of a Brahmana family. His father, Garbhapada, lived

in Varendraat the court of Raja Sanatana, who was a vassal to

the Pala kings of Magadha. Being expelled by his ksnsmen,

Jetari became a Bnddhist devotee and worshipped

by whose grace he became a perfect master of sciences He re-

ceived from king Maha Pala the royal diploma of Pandita of the

University of Vikramasila.

The famous Dipankara or Srijhana Ati^a is said, when very

young, to have learnt five minor sciences from Jetari. Maha Pala

reigned up to 940 A.D. and Dipankara was born in 980 A D
Their contemporary, Jetari, must have lived between those dates

He was the author of the following works ® on Logic ;

—

Hetu-tattva-upadesa, called in Tibetan Gtan-tshigs-kyi-df -kho-

na-nid-bstan-pa, signifying instruction on the real nature of the

middle term in a syllogism.” The Sanskrit original of this work
appears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation in the

Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 344—354. The translation was
prepared by the Indian sage Pandita Kumara-kalasa and the

Tibetan interpreter-monk ^akya-hod
Dharma-dharmi-viniscaya, called in Tibetan Chos-dan-chos-

can-gtan-la-dwab-pa, signifying “ determination of the minor and
major terms.” The Sanskrit original of this work appears to be

lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation in the Bstan-hgyur,

Mdo, Ze, Folios 354— 359.

Balavat^ra-tarka, called in Tibetan Bis-wa-hjug-pahi-rtog-ge,

signifying “children’s introduction to Logic.” The Sanskrit origi-

nal of this work appears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan

translation in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 359—372. The
translation was prepared by the Indian sage Naga Raksita and
the Tibetan interpreter of the province of Sum-pa (in Amdo)
named Dpal-mchog-dan-pohi-rdo-rje. The work begins thus

“ Who by the lustre of his sermon has completely dispersed

and cleared the veil of the gloom of ignorance, who is a single

1 Vide Taranatha’s Geschichte des Buddhismus von Scliiefner, pp. 230—233 ,

and Dpag-bsam-ljoii-bzan, p. 116.

2 Vide the ** Jonmal ” of the B\ ihfst Text Society of Calcutta, vol. i, part i,

P- . .

3 The Volume Ze, of the Bstanagyur, Mdo, containing Jetarfs works, was
lent to me by the India Office, London

22
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lamp to three worlds—may that Bhagavan long remain vietori'-

ous.’’ ^ It consists of three chapters named respectively: (1)

Perception; (2) Inference for one’s own self; and (3) Inference

for the sake of^ others.

131. JiNA
(about 940 A.D.)

Jina, called in Tibetan Rgyal-wa-can, was the author of the

following work :

—

Pramana-vartikalaiikara-tika, called in Tibetan Tshad-ma-
rnam-hgrel-gyi rgyan-gyhhgrehb^ad, a voluminous work, the

Tibetan version of which occupies volumes De and Ne of the

Bstan-hgyiir, section Mdo This version was prepared by Pandita
Dlpahka.r^ Raksita of Vikramasila (who arrived in Tibet in 1045

A.D.) and the Tibetan interpreter, Byah-chiib-ses-rab of Shah-

shun.

Jina, the author of the original work, is probably the same
as Jina Bhadra of Kohkana,^ who was a contemporary of Vagi-

§varakirti, about 940 A.D.

132. Ratnak'rti
(about 940—1000 A.D.).

Ratnaklrti,® called in Tibetan Rin-chen-grags, was a Professor

at the University of Vikrama-^ila. As he was a teacher of Ratna-
kara Santi (q.v.) he must have flourished about 950 A.D. This

Ratnakirti, designated as Mahapandita, deeply erudite, is different

from the sage of that name who was patronised by King Vimala
Candra of Bengal, Karaarupa and Tirhut about 650 A.D.

Ratnakirti criticises the views of Dharmottara,^ Nyaya-

(Bfttan-bgyur, S69).

2 Vidt TSrSofitka’s Gesohicbte dea Buddhismus von Schiefner, p 235.
5 Vide Tirtoitha*s Goschicht© des Buddhismus von Schiofner, pp. 234—235»

and 172, 174: also Dpag-bsam-ljon-bs^n, p. 105, edited by Sarat Chandra Das,
Calcutta.

The colophons of Apohasiddki and Ksanabhanga-siddhi run as follows :—
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bhiisaaa ^ and Vacaspati Misra'^ on the subjects of apoha (oxcny-

sion) and ksana-hhaiiga (monientarmess).

He wrote two iogicai treatises,^ viz, Apohasiddiii and fisHaa-

tohafigasiddlii, one of which begins with a salutation to Lokanatlia

and the other to Samanta Bhadra The first work, wliich deals

with the doctrine of apoha^y propounds that a word while denoting

a thing positive excludes it from all other things diSei ent from
it, that is, a word bears a negative denotation along with a posi-

tive one. The second work^ attempts, through affirmative and
negative inferences, to prove that all things are momentary by
showing that they do not require three moments for their prodocs-

tion, continuance and destruction

R‘-itnakIrti is said to have written two other treatises, viz,

Stliirasiddhidnsana ^ and Citradvaitasiddhi

133. Ratna Vajra
(about 979— 1040 AD.).

Ratnavajra,'' called in Tibetan Riii-chen-rdo-rje, was born

in a Brahmana family in Ka§m!ra. His ancestors were deeply

versed in the sastra of the Tirtliikas. His father, Hari Bhadra,
was the first convert to Buddhism in his family. Ratnavajra,

who was an upasaka (lay devotee), studied by himself up to the

36th year of his life all the Buddhist sutras, mantras and sciences.

After this he came to Magadha and Vajrasana (Budrlha-Gaya)

^Apohasiddhi, pp. 16—17).

'SftW^JIIWSWW
(Apohasiddhi, pp. 11, 14. Also Ksana-bhangasiddhi, p. 58 ^

' aitfimai: . .

.

(Apohasiddhi, p. 4, pp. 7, 8, 10). Also Ksana-bhahgasiddhi. p. 68, Caleufeta

edition.)
^ The Apohasiddhi and KsSna bhaugasiddiu are included in the ‘‘ Six Buddhist

NySya Tracts,” edited bj/ M.M. Kara Prasad Shastd ui ,the Bibliotheca Indiea
series, Calcutta.

* %-^^sfiTiffr i sriftr 'jrs?jafrffwr4 iBsisrrfrt:

(Apohasiddhi, p. 3, Calcutta edition)

® Tinst I

(K^ana-bhangasiddhi, p. 77, Calcutta edition).

^ Ksanabhaiigasiddhi, pp 68, 71.

1 Tai'anatha’s Geacliichte des Biiddhismus von Schicfncr, p 240
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where lie beheld the face of Cakra-samvara, ¥ajravarahi and
many other deities, by whose grace he completely mastered the

Buddhist §astras. He received the royal diploma of the University

of Vikramasila and was appointed a gate-keeper of the university.

Afterwards he came back to Kasmira, whence he went through

Udyana (Kabul) to Tibet, where he was known by the name of

Acarya. He flourished during the reign of Canaka, and his ap-

proximate date may be placed between 970 A,D. and 1040 A.D
He was the author of the following work :

—

Yukti-prayoga, called in Tibetan Rigs-pahi-sbyor-wa, signify-

ing ^'application of reasoning’' The Sanskrit original of this

work appears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation ^ in

the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 372—373. The translation was
prepared by the Indian sage Sri Subhuti-!§anta alid the interpre-

ter-monk of Shu-chen, named Tih-he-hdsin-bzan-po.

134. JlHA Mitea
(about 1025 A.D.).

, Jina Mitra^ was a native of Kasmira who, together with
Sarvajna Deva, Dana-§lla and others, visited Tibet and helped

the Tibetans in the work of translating Sanskrit books into

Tibetan. Jina Mitra lived about 1025 A.D.. when his contempo-
rary king Mahi Pala reigned in Bengal. He wrote the undermen-
tioned work on Logic

I^yaya-bmdu-pindarilia, called in Tibetan Rigs-pahi-thigs-pahi-

don-bsdus-pa, which contains the purport of Dharmakirti’s Myaya-
bindu. The Sanskrit original of this work is lost, but there

exists a Tibetan translation^ in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, She, Folios

115—118. The translation was prepared by the Indian teacher

Surendrabodhi, and the interpreter of Shuchen, named Vande-ye-
§es-sde.

135. Dana^ila
(about 1025 A.D.).

Dana§!la/ also called Dana§rila, was born in KaSmira about
1025 A.D., whun Mahl Pala II was reigning in Bengal. He was
a contemporary of Par^hita Bhadra, Jina Mitra, Sarvajna Deva
and Tdopa. He visited Tibet and co-operated in the propaganda

1 I have consulted the Tibetan version in the possession of the India Office,

London.
^

2 Vide TarSnStha’s Geschiehte des Bnddhismns von Schiefner, p. 226 ; and
Bpag-bsam-ljon-bzah, pp. xcvi, 115.

I havo consulted the India Office copy.
* Vide TirSnEtha*s Geschiehte des Buddhismus von Schiefner, pp. 226—226

;

and ppag-bsam-ijon-baah, p. xlvi.
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of the translations of Sanskrit books into Tibetan, He was the

author of the following work on Logic :

—

Pnsfcaka-patliopaya, called in Tibetan Gles-bam-bklag-pahi-thabs,

signifying the method of reading books. The Sanskrit original

of this work appears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan trans-

lation ^ in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folio 270. The translation

was prepared by the author himself. i

136. J^Tana-i^r! Mitea
(ABOUT 1040 A.D.).

Jhana-sri Mitra,^ designated as a great pillar of the Univer-

sity of Vikramasila, was born in Gauda He was at first admitted

into the Sravaka school of Buddhism, but afterwards Imbibed faith

in the Mahaytoa. Dipahkara or Sri-jnana Atisa (born in 980 A D.)

is said to have been much indebted to him. Jnana-srI Mitra was
appointed a gate-keeper of the university of Vikramasila by
Canaka who reigned in Magadha. Jnana-sri Mitra was attached to

the University of Vakramasila even in 1040 A.D. when Ulpankara
Ati§a left for Tibet. Naropa while visiting Vikramasila got

down from his conveyance leaning on the right arm of Atisa and
left arm of Jnana-^ri Mitra. The Hindu philosopher Madhava-
carya in the 14th century quotes^ Jhana-sri, who is perhaps the

same as Jhana-sr! Mitra. He was the author of the^*following

work on Logic :

—

Karya-karana bhava-siddhi, called in Tibetan Rgyu-dah-hbras-
buhi-ho-wo-grub-pa, signifying "establishment of the relation of

cause and effect.’ The Sanskrit original of this work appears to

be lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation* in the Bstan-hgyur,
Mdo, Ze, Folios 413—418. The translation was prepared by the

great Indian sage Kumara Kalasa and the interpreter-monk

Sakya-hod. Subsequently, it was retouched and published by the

Nepalese Pandita Ananta-§ri and the interpreter-monk afore-men-

tioned.

1 I have consulted the India OSiee copy
2 Fide Taranatha’s Geschichte des Bnddhismus von Schiefiier, pp 1235—242,

and Dpag-bsam-Ijon-bzan, pp. 117—120.

S Vide the Sarvadariana-samgraha, chapter on Bauddha-dar^ana :
—

w ^5? rR^ wwr i

ft'sfTsgsii tj’catstrPT i

"St II

^ I have consulted the India Office copy.
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137. J^lAiirA».4Ei Bhabra
{about 1050 A.D.).

Jnana-srl Bhadra,^ called in Tibetan Ye-^eK-dpal-bzan-po,

was a great logician. He was born in a Brahmana family of

Kasmira ^ and became afterwards a convert to Buddhism. As
Junior to Naropa he lived about 1050 A.D. He visited Tibet

where he was employed in translating Sanskrit books into Tibetan

.

In the land of the Lamas he was well known under the name of

**Kha-clie-jnana-§rI ^ or Kasmlrian Jhana-sri. He was tlie

author of the following work on Logic :~

Pramana vmiscaya-tika called in Tibetan Tshad-ma-rnam-
par-nes-pahi-hgrel-bsad, which is a commentary on the Pramana-
vini^caya of Dharmakirti and which begins wnth a salutation to

Sarvajha. The Sanskrit original of this work appears to be lost,

but there exists a Tibetan translation in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo,
We, Folios 188—322. The translation was prepared by the author

himself with the co-operation of the interpreter-monk Chos-kyi-

brtsoB-bgrus.

138. Ratnakara Santi
(about 1040 A.D.).

Ratnakara ^anti,^ called Kalikala-sarvajha, was known to

the Tibetans as Acarya ^anti or simply Santipa. He was ordained
in the order of the Sarvastivada school of Odantapura, and
learnt the Sutra and Tantra at Vikramasila from Jetari, Ratna-
kirti ^ and others. Thereafter he was appointed by King Canaka
(who died in 983 A D.) to be a gate-keeper of the University of

Vikramasila, where he defeated the Tirthika disputants. At the
invitation of the king of Ceylon he visited that island where he
spread the Buddhist doctrine. He was the author of a work on

1 *lllana-^ri Bhadra, was perhaps the same as Jnana-siddha Bhadra mendoned
m the ppag-bsam-ljoii-bsian, p. 117,

2 Vide the Colophon of PramSha-vini4caya-tikS. Vide also Satis Chandra
Vidyabhnsana’s Indian Logic as preserved m Tibet, ISTo. 3 in the Jotimal of th©
Asiatic Society of Bensral, New series, Vol. hi, No. 7, 1907.

s Vidf ppag-bsam-ijon-bzan, p. 408-
^ I eonsnlted th© Tibetan version of this work in the monastery of Labrang

in Sikkim.
5 Vide Taranithi-’s Geschichte des Buddhismus von Schiefner, pp. 234, 235;

and ppag-bsam-ljon-bzati, pp. 117, cX. Th© Tibetan equivalent for the name

EatnSkara ^anti'ia f

8^ This Ratnaklrti is different from the sage of that name who was patronised
by King Vimala Candra of Bengal, Kamariapa and Tirhut, about 650 A.D. (vide
Tirenitha’s Geschichtedes Buddhismun «Qn Schiefner, pp 172, 174 ; Dpag-bsam-ljon-
bzao, p.l05, Calcutta edition; and my discussion under th© head Vinfta Deva
in the Buddhist Logic). This earlier Ratnaklrti, known through a commentary
on th©^ Madhyamakavatara, wrote Kalyana-kanda and Dharmavi-m4caya em-
bodied In the Bstan^fegyur, Mdo, Ku.
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OAainia (prosody) called ChaDdo-ratnakara * and of the followiEg

woi ks ^ on Logic :

—

¥i iapti-matra siddhi, called in Tibetan Riiam-par-rig-pa-
tsam-nid-do-grab -pa, signifying ‘establishment of a mere com-
mtmication of knowledge.' The Sanskrit original of this work ap-
pears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation in the
Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios^ 335—338. The translation was
prepared by the Nepalese Pandita ^anti Bhadra, and the Tibetan
interpreter-monk Sakya-hod of the province of Hbro (Do). Sub
sequently, it was published by the same Pandita and Klog-skya-
§es-rab-brtsega.

Antar-vyapti,^ called in Tibetan Nah-gi-khyab-pa, signifying
‘ internal inseparable connection ’ It is embodied in the Bstan-
hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 338—344. The translation was prrepared

by the Indian sage Kumara Kalasa and the interpreter-monk
Sakya-hod. The work argues that the inseparable connection
between the middle term and the major term can be conceived
without the aid of an example in which the things signified by the

two terms co-abide. nay, without the aid. even of a minor term in

which we ^ro prove the oo-presence of the things, e.g. fiery be-

cause smoky.

139. Yamaei
(about 1050 A.D.).

Yamari was specially versed in Grammar and Logic. But
he was very poor. Once, being unable to support his family and
children, he came to Vajrasana (Buddha-Gaya;. There he related

his poverty to a Yogin, who replied: “You Pandits despise

Yogins and do not solicit dharma from them, hence this has come
to pass.” Saying this, he uttered the Vasudhara benediction in

virtue of w’^hich Yamari rose to opulence. He afterwards received

the royal diploma of the University of Vikrama^ila.^ He lived

during the time of Naya Pala who reigned in 1050 A.D. He was
the author of the following work :

—

I For an account of the ChandorataSlcara see Satischandra Vidyabhusana’s
“ Sanskrit^ works on Literature, Grammar, Rhetoric and Lexicography as pre-

served m, Tibet,” in J.A.S. B., Vew senes, vol. Ill, no 2, 1907.

? The volume Ze of fhe Bstan-hgyur, section Mdo, coiitamijag Ratnakara
6 anti’s works, was lent to me by the India Office, London.

^ The Sanskrit original of ‘ Antarvyapti ’ or more fully ‘ Autarvyapti-samar-
thana * has recently been edited by M M Hara Prasad Shastri, M A

,
C I E , of Cal-

cutta, in the Bibliotheca Indica series. It begins thus •

—

It ends thus.—

I

* Vide Tiranatha’s Geschichte des Buddhismus von Schielner, pp. 247, 253
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Pramana-vartikalafikara-tika, called in Tibetan Tshad-ma-
rnam-hgrel-rgyan-gyi-hgrel-b^ad, wbich is an annotation on the

Pramana-vartikalahkara of Prajhakara Gupta. The Sanskrit

original of this work appears to be lost, bnt there exists a very

voluminous Tibetan translation which covers volumes Phe, pp.
104—342 and the whole of volumes Be, Me, and Tse of the Bstan-

hgyur, Mdo. The translation was prepared by Pandita Sumati and
the interpreter Blo-ldan-ses-rab in the monastery of She-thah near

Lhasa. The volume Be ends thus:—‘‘From the immeasurable
merit acquired by me hj composing this regular annotation, may
the world, subduing its adversary death, obtain the indestructible

and perfected Nirvana.’^ ^

140. Sankaeaijtanda
(about 1050 AD.).

Saiikarananda,^ called in Tibetan Bde-byed-dgah-wa, was
born in a Brahmana family in Ka§mira. He was learned in all

sciences, and was above all an expert in Logic. He intended to

write an original work on Logic refuting Dharmakirti, but in a
dream he was told by Mahju^ri: “ Since Dharmakirti is an Arya
(an elect), one cannot refute him, and if thou seest m stake in

him, it is the mistake of thine own understanding ” Tihereupon
Sahkarananda repented and composed a commentary on Dharma-
kirti’s Pramana-vartika in seven chapters. He flourfshed^ during

,

the time of Naya Pala, who reigned dn 1050 A.D. He was the
author of the following works on' Logic :

—

Pramana-vartika -tikil, called in Tibetan Tshad-ma-rnam-
hgrel-gyi-hgrel-bsad, being an annotation on the Pramana-vartika
of Dharmakirti. The Sauvskrit original of this w’ork appear? to be
lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation ^ which covers volumes
Pe, pages 103—354 and Phe, pages 1—104 of the Bstan-hgvur,
Mdo.

Ct,

ll'3*^'>^q-q|q
f}

(Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Be, folio 303).

2 Fide Tar^nittha’s Greschichte des Buddhisimis von SchieCner, pp. 247, 349 ;

and ppag-bsam«ljon bzan, pp 107, 120.

2 Some maintain that Sankarananda was a personal pupil o! Dharmakirti On
tliis point Lama TSrSnStba observes:— The BrShmana Sankarananda .appeared
-at a much later time, and to call him a personal pupil of Dharmakirti would be
a great confusion.’*—TirinStha’s Geschichte des Buddhismus von Schiefner,
p. 188 .

I consulted this work in the monastery of Labrang, m Sikkim, in 1907.
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Sambandlia-pariksanRsara, called in Tibetan Hbrel-pa-brtag-

pahi-rjes-sii-hbran wa, which is a commentary on the Samba ndlia-

parlksa of Dharmaklrti. The Sanskrit original of this work
appears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation ^ in

the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 24—39. The translation was
prepared by the great Indian Pandita Parahita, and the Tibetan
interpreter-monk Dgah-wahi-rdo-rje.

The work begins thus :

—

“By whom connection with the world has been renounced,

in whom there are no I ” and '' mine/’ who is called free from
concerns—to that Omniscient One I bow down.”

Apohasiddhi, called in Tibetan Sel-vva-grub-pa, signifying
“ establishment of a thing by the exclusion of its opposites.” The
Sanskrit original of his work appears to be lost, but there exists a

Tibetan translation^ in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 308—334.

The translation was prepared by the Ka§mirian Pandita Manora-
tha and the Tibetan interpreter Blo-ldan-^es-rab in the incomnar-

able city of Kasmira.
The work opens thus .

The Omniscient One who is free from all mistakes and who
looks to the interests of living beings in all times, saluting him
and relying on his mercy, I elucidate the puzzle of * self ’ and
‘ others ’ connected with the doctrine of Apoha,^^ *

Prutibanaha-siddhi, called in Tibetan Hbrel-pa*grub-pa, signi-

fying “establishment of the causal connection.” The Sanskrit

original of this work appears to be lost, but there exists a
Tibetan translation ^ in the Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Folios 334.—335.

The translation was prepared by Pandita Bhagya-raja and the

interpreter Blo-idan-§es-rab.

J I have consulted the Tibetan version in the possession of India Office

»

London.

(B^tan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, folio 24).

^ I have consulted the India Office copy.

N>
-

qc^q|-ir(^3s*qq'5'g qq-c^goj
jj

(Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, folio 208).

6 I have consulted the India Office copy.
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141. SUBHAKARA GUPTA
(ABOUT 1080 A.D.).

Subliakara Gupta was a disciple of Abhayakara Gupta, bigh-

priest of the monastic University of Vikrama^ila. He flourished

during the reign of Rama Pala* and resided for some time at

the shrine of Etapurl erected by Rama Pala’s wife. As the reign

of Rama Pala commenced about 1080 A D. Subhakara Gupta
must have lived at the end of the lith century A.D.

He wrote a treatise on Logic in which he closely followed

Dharmakirti. His logicial views are quoted and criticised by
the Jaina logician Haribhadra Suri^ who designates him as Subha
Gupta

142 Moksakara Gupta
(about 1100 AD.).

Moksakara Gupta, called in Tibetan Thar-pahi hbyuh-gnas-
sbas, was the High-priest of the great moimstery of Jagaddala^
at the confluence of the Ganga (Padma) and the Karatova (per-

haps near Bogra in North Bengal) He seems to have flourished

early in the 12th century A.D., after the termination ,of the

rule of the Pala kings. He wrote the undermentioned work on
Logic

Tarkabh^sa, called in Tib^ “^an Rtog-gehi-skad, signifying
' technicalities of Logic.’ The Sanskrit original of this work
appears to be lost, but there exists a Tibetan translation^ in the

Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, Polios 373— 413. The' translation was
prepared by the interpreter-monk Dpal-ldan-btOrgros-brtan-po
without the co-operation of any' Pandita, The work is divided
into three chapters named respectively :(1) Perception; (2) Infer-

ence for one’s own self ; and (3) Inference for the sake of others.

It begins thus :

—

(Ppag-bsam-ljbn-lvzan, p. 120, edited by.S* C. Das).

® Haribhadra SSri observes

WiW uwT a*r i f?8itwi»r «r«TsjrT

T *

(AnekSntajaya-patatakatiki, p. 117)

(B§tan-hgyur, Mdo, Ze, folio 413).

For the Mentidcation of Jagaddala see RSma FSla-earlta.

I have consulted the ladi^ Office copy.
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Bowing down to the Teacher, the Lord of the world, T

elucidate Tarkabhasa for the sake of introducing children of

^mall Intellect to the system of Dharmakirti ” ^

(Bstaii'hgyur, Mdo, Z©, folio 373)



CHAPTER IV.

The Decline of Buddhist Logic.*

143. The oontentiotts spirit op Buddhist Logic.

Unlike the Jainas, the Buddhists, in upholding their logical

tenets, offered a bold challenge to the Brah-
A^agonism between manas. In the second century A.D., the

dbist logicians. Brahmanic logician Aksapada brought out

his comprehensivework on Logic called Nya~
ya-sutra in which there was an explanation of sixteen categories,

including four means of valid knowledge and five members of a

syllogism. The Buddhist logician Nagarjuna, who flourished in the

3rd century A.D.
,
affirmed in opposition to Aksapada that a syllo-

gism consisted of three members only. The Brahmanic commen-
tator Vatsyayana (about 400 A.D.) attempted in vain to defend the

position of Aksapada until he was overthrown
.
by the Buddhist

logician Dignaga who reduced the sixteen categories of Nyaya-
sutra to one^ viz. pramana, and the four means of valid knowledge
to two, viz pratyaJcsa and anumdna, It was to dispel the error

of Dignaga ’’ that the Brahmanic logician Uddyotakara wrote his

Nyaya-vartika about 635 A.D. He in his turn was assailed by
the Buddhist logician Dhatinakirti who defended Dignaga.

After Uddyotakara there occurred a long gap in the succes-

sion of Brahmana writers on Logic until in the 9th century A.D.
Vacaspati Misra wrote his Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-tika. By that

time the Buddhist Logic had achieved a great triumph as is

evident from the Buddhist writings of Devendra Bodhi, Sakya
Bodhi, Vinlta Deva, Ravi Gupta, Jinendra Bodhi, Santa Raksita,

Kamala Sila, Kalyana Raksita and others. In the 9th and
10th centuries Dharmottara, Arcta and other Buddhist logicians,

having attacked the Brahmanic authors, Udayanaoarya, a Brah-
mana of Mithila brought out, at the close of the 10th century
A.D., Ms Atxna-tattva-viveka, etc., to refute the views of the

Buddhists. Subsequently a large number of logicians such as

I Vide V. A. Smith’s Early History of India,” my Indian Missionaries
to Foreign Lands in the Buddhistic Age”; my papers on “The influence of

Buddhism on the development of Nyaya Philosophy” in the Journal of the
Buddhist Text Society, part III for 1898, on “ Anuruddha Thera—a learned Pah
author of Southern India m the 12th century

,
A.D.,” m J.A.S.B., Vol. I, No. 4,

1905; and on “Ancient Indian Logic: an outline,” published in Bhandarkar
Commemorative Volume ; Dr, Bunyiu Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka ;

TSrInStha’s Geschichte des Buddhismus von Schiefner; and “ Dpag-bsam-ljon-
bzah,” edited by Sarat Chandra Das, Calcutta.
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Jjna Mitra, Prajnakara Gupta, Jetari, Sankarananda and Moksa-

kara Gupta appeared in the field to vindicate the Buddhist Logic

from the attack of Brahmanas. For nearly 800 years from 300

AD. to 1100 A.D. the Buddhists fought valiantly against the

Brahmanas. But at last their principles of thought were almost

entirely absorbed into the Brahmanic Logic which left no room
for an independent existence of the Buddhist Logie

144. Loss OF Royal Pateonage.

Patronage in the past.

From time to time Buddhism received encouragement and
favour from the rulers. As already stated

the first, second, third and fourth Buddhist
Councils were held in Rajagrha, Vai§ali, Pataliputra and JMan-
dhara under the patronage of kings Ajata-satru (about 490 B.C ),

Kala^oka (about 390B.C.), Asoka (255 B.C.) and Kaniska (about

78 A.D.) respectively. The Grseco-Bactrian king Menander sup-

ported Buddhism, which he accepted as his religion about 150 B.C,

King ^ri Harsa of Kanauj (606—647 A D.) while revering ^iva and
the Sun entertained a special faith in Buddha whose doctrines he

defended with much care and enthusiasm.

The Buddhist logician Nagarjuna (about 300 A.D.) received

help from Satavahana, a king of the Andhra dynasty. Vasuban-
dhu, another Buddhist logician, was patronised in the 5th century

A.D. by certain kings of the Gupta dynasty, viz. Kumara Gupta,
Skanda Gupta, Pura Gupta and Baladitya. Dignaga, the fore-

most of Buddhist logicians, was backed up about 500 A.D. by
King Simha Varman of the Pallava dynasty.

Though ^asanka Narendra Gupta, King of Central Bengal

and a worshipper of Siva, burnt the Bodhi tree at Buddha-
Gaya, destroyed the foot-prints of Buddha at Pataliputra and
smashed numerous Buddhist temples and monasteries about 600

A.D., Buddhism could not be totally extirpated by him. The
kings of the Pala dynasty, who ruled in Bengal and Behar dur-

ing 750—1119 A.D., were Buddhists who bestowed great patron*

age on the Buddhist teachers and monastic communities.

Since the middle of the 6th century A.D. a great change took

place in religion in the Deccan with the

accession of the Calukya kings on the throne

at Vatapi. Buddhism, which had a strong-

hold there, slowly declined and was gradually superseded by Jain-

ism and Brahmanism. During the two hundred years of Calukya

rale the Pauranic forms of Brahmanism grew in popularity.

Numerous temples dedicated to 6iva or Visnu were built

and many manuals of worship were compiled. The Rastrakuta

King Amoghavarsa, whose reign extended from 815 A.D. to at

Persecution of Bud-
dhism in Southern India.
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least 877 A.D., was a follower of Digambara Jainism. Under him
and Ms successors Buddhism languished until it finally disappeared

in the 12th century A.D.

Unlike the earlier kings the later rulers of the PalLiva dyn-

asty, from the 10th century onwards, became worshippers of

Siva, whose emblem the bull was adopted by them as their family

crest

In 1019 A.D. Gangeya Deva of the Cedi race set up a

Revival o£ Brahman- kingdom in Tirliufc (Mithila). He died in

i3rn m Mithiia. 1040 A.D. and was succeeded by his son

Kama Deva who was a contemporary of Naya Pala about

J 038 1065 A.D.}. Ntoya Deva who was a Pramara Ksatriya

of Karnata succeeded Karna Deva and reigned in Mithila from

1089 1 125 A.D. These kings, who overthrew Buddhism, brought

about the revival of Brahmanism m Mithila.

Vijaya Sena, a member of the Karnataka Ksatriya race and
a contemporary of Nanya Deva of Mithila,

Brahmanic revival in
^^^ested from the Pala kings a large part of

Bengal about 1119 A.D. Vijaya and his

successors Vallala Sena, Laksmana Sena and others who ruled in

Bengal up to 1197 A.D. re-established the Brahmanic religion in

Bengal in opposition to their predecessors the Pala kings who
had been Buddhists.

Buddhism having thus lost all patronage, the Buddhist

Logic could not prosper.

145. Advent of the Mahomedans.

The Mahomedan invasion is said to have exerted a consider-

able influence on the disappearance of
Mahomedans in KM- Buddhism from India. About 1021 AD.

the Hindu Shahiya dynasty of Kasmira was
extirpated by the Mahomedans, and during the two centuries

following there occurred great political disorders m the country.

These circumstances led to the decline of Buddhism in Kasmira.

Lama Taranatha, while speaking of Kamala Raksita, observes

that Magadha, a stronghold of Buddhism,
M^omedans m Bengal attacked by the Turuskas (Mahomedans)

® at the end of the 10th century A.D. while

the Buddhist University of VikramaMla was burnt by Bakhtiar

Khiliji about 1197 AD. A large proportion of the Buddhist

population thought it expedient to embrace the Mahomedan
faith. The Buddhists having in large numbers turned Mahome-
dans. it became impossible for their Logic to attain a further

development.
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146 The BR-iKMAHic Preachers.

In Southern India

In the seventh century A.D' and onwards many Brahmanic
preachers began to flourish in Southern
India to revive the Brahmanic religion

there^ The attempts made by Kumarila Bhatta (about 630 A D
)

and Sankaracarya (about 78^5 A D,) to re-establish the Brahmanic
faith there are too well known to need a detailed notice. Early

in the 12th century AD. Ramanuja, the celebrated Vaisaava
preacher, flourished in Sriperumatur, IS miles east north east of

Kafiolpura (Conjeeveram), and converted the kings of the Caliikya

and Cola dynasties to his religion.

As regards Northern India, I have already referred to the

efforts made by Udayanacarya of Mltliila

in the 10th century to replace Buddhism
by the Brahmanic faith. It is a matter of common knowledge
how in the 15th century A.D. Caitanya founded the Vaisaava
sect m Bengal and Sankara Deva founded the Mahapurusia sect

in Assam. It is not necessary to give here a detailed amount of

the other sects that were founded in India to supplant Buddhism.
The Brahmanic faith of new orders being thus established,

there were left very few Buddhist writers who could continue Jbo

work in the field of Losfio.

Jn Northern India.

147. Shelter m FoREioijr Countries.

While Buddhism was undergoing persecution in India it was
accorded a warm reception in foreign countries. Thousands of

enterprising monks visited Nepal, Tibet, China, Mongolia, Corea,

Japan, Ceylon, Burmah, Siam, Sumatra, Java, etp., where they
were cordially welcomed and accepted as revered preceptors. The
Buddhist monks being thus attracted in large numbers, to
foreign countries, the field of Buddhist Logic in India was entirely

deserted and suffered to grow wild and barren-.

Buddha instructed his followers, the monks, to take up the lives

of missionaries, saying : ‘‘Go ye, Bhikkhus
SpreaU of Buddhism and wander forth for the gain of the many,

Srioa
Europe and

welfare of the many, in compassion for the

world, for the good, for the g^n, for the

welfare of gods and men Proclaim, O Bhikkhus, the doctrine glori-

ous Preach ye a life of holiness, perfect and pure.’'^ Following

this instruction many monks turned missionaries. From the mrvU,tAM

of Buddha to the middle of the third century B.C. the Buddhist mission-

aries were busily engaged in carrying on their propaganda in India. It

was about 260 B.C. that Buddhism was carried abroad. The Maurya
emperor A^oka despatched missionaries not only to all his protected

states such as those of the Gandharas and Kambojas, but also to the
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Hellenistic monarchies of the Yona country (Graeco-Bactria), Syria,

Egypt, Cyrene, Macedonia and Epirus governed respectively by Diodo-

tus*", Antiochos Theos, Ptolemy Philadelphos. Magas, Antiogonos

Gonatas and Alexander as is evident from his edicts.

To preach Buddhism in Ceylon Asoka sent his own son Mahinda
and own daughter Sanghamitta with a num-

Buddhisoa in Cey on.
priests to that island. Among the

numerous learned missionaries that subsequently visited Ceylon the

names of Buddha Ghosa of Gaya (about 431 A.D
)
and Anuruddha

Thera of Kahcipura (12th century A D.) deserve a special notice.

Strabo the historican tells us that
^
a Buddhist monk named

Zarmana Chagos (Sramanacarya), a native of
Embassy at Rome. Barygaza (Broach) near Guzerat, went at

the bead of an embassy from the Indian king Poros to the court

of Augustus Caesar at Borne about 29 B.C

D^uring the reign of the Kusana king Kaniska and his successors,

^ ,
Buddhist missionaries went in large numbers

Buddhismm Ivho an, e 0. Khotan, Khasgar and other provinces of

Central Asia.

Buddhism was first known to China in the 2nd century B.C,
But it was not till the time of Kaniska that

Buddhist missionaries arrangements could be made to send mission-m China.
large numbers to the celestial empire.

It will be an impossible task to enumerate the missionaries that visited

China during the thousand years of the Christian era. As late as in

the 10th century A.D. Dharmadeva of Naianda visited China where
he translated many Sanskrit works into Chinese and received in

1001 A.D. a posthumous title of great honour. Dana Pala, a monk
of Udyana, who arrived in China in 980 A.D., was the recipient

of a similar honour from the Chinese Emperor. Dharmaraksa, a learn-

ed Buddhist monk of Magadha, who reached China in 1004 A.D. and
received a special title of honour from the Chinese Emperor, trans-

lated numerous Sanskrit works into Chinese until he died in 1058
A.D. Instances may be enormously multiplied to show how Buddhist
monks were received with honour in China.

In the 7th century A.D Thon-mi-sam-bhota, a minister of king

^ _ . . . Sroh-tsan-gam-po of Tibet, visited Magadha,
missionaries

the 8th century A I), the Indian sages

Santa Raksita and Kamala Sila of the univer-

sity of Naianda and Guru Padma Sambhava of Udyana was invited

at the court of Khri-sron-deu-tsan who ruled in Tibet from 728 AD.
to 864 A.D. About 1038 A D. Lha-tsun-byah-chub, a king of Tibet,

sent an envoy named Bgya-tshon-seh-ge to invite Dipahkara 6rl-

jhEna or Atisa of Vikramasila and to accompany him to Tibet. In

the 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th centuries A.D. the number of Buddhist
monks of Bengal and Behar that visited Tibet was enormously large.

They were usefully employed with the co-operation of lamas to

translate Sanskrit books into Tibetan. The Tibetan versions pre-

pared by them were afterwards collected together to constitute the

two encyclopaedias of Bkah-hgyur and Bstan-hgyur that were edited
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by the great Tibetan sage Bu-ston oi the monastery of Shalii near
Tashi-lhim-po under orders of the Tibeto -Chinese-Bfongol Emperor
Kiiblai Khan in 1270 A DJ

Numerous Buddhist monks were also graciously received in Corea,

^ , ,, . ,, Mongolia, Japan, Nepal, Burma, Siam, Java,

countries Sumatra, etc.

148. Extinction of the Buddhists and their doctrines in

India.

I have shown that some of the Buddhists were received with
hospitality in foreign countries while others
became followers of Islam. The few that re-

ganism.
^ mained reverted to the Brahmanic faith of the

Tantrika, ^aiva or Vaisnava order The Bud»
dhist systems of thought were absorbed into the Brahmanic systems,
and the Modem School of Brahmanic Logic was the result of a com-
bination of the Brahmanic Nyaya and the Buddhist science of Pramdna,
The vitality of Buddhism as a separate organism was lost in the 13th
century A.D. after which we jjttarno more of Buddhist logicians.

I ^ | Indian Pajpditas, who wore engaged m trans-

lating Sanskrit works into Tibetan, included the following:

—

^anta^ Kaksita, Padma-sambhava, Dharmakirti, Vimala Mitra, Buddha
Guhya, Santi Garbha, Viluddhi Simha, Kamala Sila, Kusara, Sankara Brahmana,
^ila Mam'u (of Nepal), Ananta Varman, -Kalyana Mitra, Jina Mitra, Surendra
Bodhi Sllendra Bodhi, D3na ^ila, Bodhi Mitra, Mum Varma, Sarvajda Deva,
Vidyakara Prabha, Sraddhakara Varma, Mukti Mitra, Buddha ^ri, Buddha
Pala, Dharma Pala, Prajna Faia, Subhasita, Prajna Varma, Dipankara fejfiSna,
DSna Sri, Smrtijfiana-kirti, Sangha 6ri, Jfiana ^ri of Ka^mlra, Candra Eahuia,
Dhira Pala, Atuiya Dasa, Sumati Kirti, Amara Candra, Bindu Kalasa, Kumara
Kalasa, Kanaka Varma, Sadbharata, Jayananta, Gayadhara, Amogha Vajira,
Soma Natha, Sunyata-samadhi Vajra, Jfiana Vajra, Prajna Guhya, Mahayana
Vajra, Bala Candra, Mantra Kaluksa, Sugata ^ri, Yamari, Vairocana, Mafiju
Ghosa, Bavi Kirti, Prajna fejfiana, Gahgadhara, Bhana Gupta, Samaiita
Sri, Niskalaiika Deva, Jagat- mitra Nandi, Buddha SrijnSna, Sakya Sribhadra
of ICa^mira, Vibhuti Canda, Dana Sila, Sangha Sri, Sambhoga Vajra, Batna
Sri, MahSsana of Nepal, Vajra Kirti of Nepal, Gaya Sri of Nepal, Kirti of Nepal,
Kiimara, Sanatana Sri, Sadbu Kirti, Vinaya Sri, Sfia Sri, Mandala Sri, Vimala
Sri, Darpana Acarya ,

Jaya Deva, Laksmikara, Batna Sri, Ananta Sri, Bahula
Sri of TSmra Dvipa and Kirti Pandita.

(FideDpag-bsam-ljon-bzan, p. 408).
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PART III.

THE MOBEEN SCHOOL OE INDIAN LOGIC.

SECTION I.

Prakarana—Manual of Logie.

CHAPTER I

The Nyaya-PrakaraEa reduces its Categories to one.

1. Tf® Neo~Brahma3:^ic age
(CIRCA 900 A.D.— 1920 A.B.).

In part II we have seen how Jainism and Buddhism exercised,

for several centuries, a potent influence on the system of philosophy

and culture of the Brahmanas. In the Deccan, the decline of Bud-
dhism commenced in the seventh century A.D., while in North India

the Buddhists became almost extinct by 1200 A.D. The Brah-

manas, who survived them, organized-their society on a secure basis.

They tctok back into their folds some of their members who
had embraced Buddhism or Jainism, but there arose the neces-

sity of making strict rules for the maintenance of the integrity

of their society and for the prevention of new -admissions into it.

It was at this period that diSerent Brahmanic legislators of

different provinces composed treatises imposing laws, restrictions,

and injunctions upon people of their province suited to their new
local conditions. Thus there grew up a number of different

schools of thought and culture, with local colourings of their own,
which were quite different from the old schools so universal in their

character and application. It may be observed that social exolu

siveness became more marked in the Hindu Society at this period

with the advent of the Muhammadans in India

2. CoMFOsrnoH of the Frahara^B, Makhals of Logic.

Placed in thismew environment, the Brahmanic writers, often

under the patronage of local landholders, applied themselves to

the study and teaching of Logic in quite a new spirit. The treatises

on Logic, which were composed by them, borrowed their forms

from the works of the mediaeval school, while for their subject-

matt®? they went back to the works of the ancient school.
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The works so composed in this period were tecimicaliy called

Prakaranas ® or Manuals of Logic. In the Para§ara Upapurana
quoted in the commentaries on Nyaya-sara and Saptapadarthi,
the praharana is defined as a book which concerns itself with the
topics of a portion of a §astra which may deal even with matters
not included in the ^i,stra, e.g. the Nyaya-sara and Sapta-
padarthl—two very early manuals of I^ogic—treat in a very lucid

way most topics of the Nyaya sutra and Vai§esika sutra res-

pectively, and at the same time some topics not included in

those sutras. Many matters which are elaborately treated in
the works of the ancient school have been dismissed with scant
ceremony in the logical manuals, while some subjects which
were merely referred to in the former, have been clearly explained
in the latter; for instance, the topics of chala (quibble), jdti

(analogue) and nigrahasthdna (points of defeat), which occupied
so much space in the works of the ancient school, drew very
little attention froni the authors of the manuals. On the other
hand, the syllogism (avayava) which was briefly treated in the
ancient works has been elaborately explained in the manuals.
This treatment of certain subjects in preference to other subjects
was most probably due to the influence of the Jaina and Buddhist
systems of Logic which intervened. In respect of their styles
also the ancient works differed considerably from the manuals

:

while the style of the former was mostly aphoristic, the style
of the latter was expository. The parakaranas (manuals) are in
fact remarkable for their accuracy and lucidity as well as for
their direct handling of various topics in their serial orders.
Definitions of terms are broad and accurate and not full of
niceties.

3. Four classes of prakaranas.

The manuals of Logic called Prakaranas may be principally
divided into four classes : ( 1) The Nyaya works treating only of the
pramaUa to which the remaining fifteen categories were subor-
dinated

; (2) the Nyaya works which embody in them the catego-
ries of' the Vai^esika philosophy; (3) the works which treat
of six or seven Vai^esika categories assimilating in them the Nyaya
category of pramana, and (4) the works which treat certain
topics of the Nyaya and certain topics of the Vai§esika. Most of
the authors on manuals considered it necessarv to combine such
subjects of the Nyaya and Vai^esika as would give us a complete

. (SaptapadSrthx, Viziaixagram Sanskrit Series, p. 9).
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theory of valid knowledge as well as of the objects which would
give rise to that knowlege,

4« Nyaya-Prakara3^a BSVBLOFiNa THB OATBGOEY OF ftama^a.

The Jaina and Buddhist writers, who founded the Mediaeval
School of Indian Logic, dealt with only one category, viz. pramam'^
the means of valid knowledge. Following them some of the
Brahmanic writers chose only one category, viz. Pmmaim, which
they developed in such a way that it could assimilate in itself

the remaining fifteen categories of the ancient school. Certain
categories, such as Prdmeya (objects of knowledge), jalpa (wrang-
ling), vita^da (cavil), jati (analogue), and nigrahasthana (the

point of defeat) had to be excluded, while other categories were
conveniently stuck on to Pramdna as its sub-divisions. These
Brahmana writers, of whom accounts will shortly be given, were the
true representatives of the Mediaeval School of Indian Logic. The
earliest of these writers seem to have been Bha-sarvajna,^ who
flourished about 950 A.D.

5. BHA-SAEVAJi^A
(ABOtrr 950 A.D.),

The first BrRhmapc writer, who attempted to reduce the
sixteen categories to on©, was Bha-sarvajfia, the celebrated author
of Ny^ya-^ara.

Nothing is definitely known about the age in which he flour-

ished or the country which he adorned 'by

his birth He seems to me to^ have been a
native of Ka§mira. His name, which is very peculiar, bears a closo -

resemblance to the names of Sarvajna Mitra® and Sarvajna
Deva^, who lived in Kaimira about 775 A.D. and 1025 A.D.
respectively.

As the reputed author of Nyi,ya-sara, he is mentioned by the
Jaina sages Gunaratna^ (1409 A.D,),

and Maladhari Raja^ekhara^ (1348 A.D.).
His date.

A BhSsarsrajSa’s Nyaya-sara with Jaya Simha's Nyiyatatparya-dipikahas been
edited by Br. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana and published the Bibliotheca
Indica Series of Calcutta.

5i Vide Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana’s edition of SragdharS stotram, published
in the Bibliotheca Indica series, Introduction, p. xxx.

^ Vide Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana’s “ History of the Medisevai School of

Indian Logie,” pp. 134—135.

(Gunaratna’s Saddar4ana-vytti, edited by Dr. L Suali, p. 94).

SiilWPCBPir^f^'^TW. 1

5
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During their times there were already eighteen commentaries on

the Nyaya-sara. One of them is named Nyaya hhosana, which

I believe to be identical with the work of same name quoted

by the Buddhist sage Eatnaldrti,^ preceptor of Ratnakara Santi/^

who lived about iOOO A.D. This is therefore the latest date

that we can assign to Bha-sarvajha. The earliest limit may be

fixed at 650 A.D. when there lived the Buddhist logician Dhar-

maklrti''^ ivhose controversy about the fallacy of non-erron-

eous contradiction '' (virttddhavyabMcari) is referred to in the

Nyaya-sara.^ Bha-sarvajfia was evidently junior to Trilocana,

whose fallacies of example have, according to Raghava Bhatta, been

quoted by him.^ On these and other considerations I am inclined

to believe that Bha-sarvajna lived about 950 A.D.

Bha-sarvajha who attempted to reconstruct Brahmanic Logic

on the plan of Buddhist Logic, must indeed have flourished in

K^smira in the 10th century A.D when Brahmanism and Bud-
dhism flourished there side by side.

G. Bha-sarvajS'a's Nyaya-sara.

The well-known logical treatise, which proceeded from the

, , ,
pen of Bha-sarvaiha, was designated as

particular work. Nyava-sara, the Essence of Logic. It occu-

pied a remarkable position in the history of

Indian Logic. Following the metliod current in his time, Bha-sar-
vajha undertook in his Nyaya-sara. to treat only o'f Pmma^u which
he divided into three kinds

:
perception {pratyaksa)^ inference {ami-

mdna), and verbal testimony (dgama). This threefold division of

Pramana furnished a contrast to Aksapada who recognized a fourth

(Saddar^ana-sarnuccaya by Maladhan Raja^ekhara Suri, published in the
Yafovijaya Granthamala, Benares)

’ Ratnakirti observes :

—

I

(Ratnakirti’s Apobasiddhi, edited by M.M. Hara Prasad Sastri, p. 1 1 , A.S.B.)
2 V'idi Part II on Buddhist Logic.

^ Bharaiakirti observes :

—

, ^
(Nyayabindu, edited by Peterson, p. 115).

» Bna-sariajna writes ;

—

i

(Nyaya-sara, edited by Satis Chandra Yidyabhusana, p. 12)

& Rlgiiava Bhaita's commentary on the NayS-sara in reference to the
passage

:

(Nyaya-sara, p. 13, Vidyabhusana’s edition).
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kind named comparison {ufamana)

,

It brongi.1) Bha-sarvajna close

to the Samkhyas and Jainas who admitted three kinds of

Pramana, bat distinguished him from the Buddhists who dealt

with only two, viz perception and inference. Like the Buddhist
and Jaina writers, he divided inference into that for one’s self

{svdfthdnumd>na) and that for the sake of others (pardrlhdnumdna)^
and like them he gave an account of the fallacies of the minor term,

the fallacies of example, etc. Quibble, analogue, etc,, which had
been prominent topics in the Nyaya-sutra, were not altogether

overlooked by Bha-sarvajha who dealt with them in connection

with an inference for the sake of others. Salvation [moksa) was
described by him as the soul’s attainment of eternal pleasure

In this respect he agreed with the Prabhakaras who affirmed that

pleasure could be eternal, but differed from ALsapada who denied

the eternality of pleasure.

The scheme laid down in the Nyaya-sara, for the reduction

of sixteen categories into one, may be exhibited in the tabular

form thus .

—

Pramana (1)

1

(the means for establishing prameya. (2) wiihoot a sfc&in of sani'^aya

(3) and vzparyaya

!

I

'

Prat3^aksa Anumana Agama

Yogi Lankika

L-__ I

I 1
Sadvidha

Yukta Ayukta

Svarfcha Parartha
carried on through

avayava (7),

which excludes hetvdhhasa (13)
and leads to nirnaya (9),
through the channels of tarha

(8), mda (10), jalpa (11),
vitanda (12), chala (14), jati

(IS), and nigrahaathana (16).

Prom the above it is evident that Bha-sarvajfia embodied
in his Pramd'^a all the categories of the Nyaya-sutra except
prayofana (4) a^nd siddhanta (6) which did not, according to him,
constitute its integral parts and drstdnid (5) which was included
in mayava under the name of tddharaya.

7. Contents of the Nyaya-sara.

Perception—pratyaksa.

In the opening lines of the Nyaya-sara, Bhasarvajna says

SftintAfcinn
Bowing dowii to Sambha (Siva") theSalutation.

sopreme Lord of the universe, who bv
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nature knows all truths, I shall explain Pramafpa^ and its division

and definition, in order that children may understand them well/’ f

Prama^ is defined in the work as the means of right know-
ledge freed from doubt and error. It is of three kinds, viz.

perception {praiyakm), inference (anumavm)^ and verbal testimony

{agama)

Perception, which is the means of direct cognition, may be

Detotion of Perception.
contemplative (yogi-praiyaksa) or

ordinary {a-yog%'pratyaicsa). The ormnary
'perception is that which exhibits gross objects through their inter-

course with our senses brought about by a favourable combina-
tion of light, space, time, nature, etc.

The intercourse rn^be of six kinds, viz., (1) union, (2) united-

Y inherence, (3) united-inherent inherence,

(4) inherence, (5) inherent inherence, and

(6) particularity-T-aU of which have been explainjed before.

The contemplative perception exhibits objects which are too

remote in time and space or too fine in nature. It is the percep-

tion of a saint, who may or may not be in a state of contemplation
at the time.

While in a state of contemplation the saint perceives infinite

objects through the mere union of his soul with his mind in

consequence of his merit, etc. But while he is not in contefeipla-

tion, he perceives objects through the union of four, three or^

two causes, viz the soul, the mind, a sense and an object, or

the soul, the mind and a sense, or merely the soul and the mind.
In the olfactory, gustatory, visual and tactual perceptions there is

a union of four causes. In the auditory perception there is a
threefold union, viz. the soul, the mind and the ear (the sound
which inheres in the ear being identical with the same). In the
perception of pleasure, etc., there is a union of merely two causes,

viz. the soul and the mind.
Perception may also be divided as determinate or mediate

4.-
isavikalpaJca) and indeterminate or imme-Kmds of PereeptioB.

(nirvihalpaha)

.

The determinate per-
ception is knowledge of an object indicative of a relation of the
object to its name, genus, quality, action, etc., e.g. this is Deva-
datta. The indeterminate perception is the knowledge which ex-
hibits the mere essence of an object independent of its relation

31^ mm mm* Mfmrt

mmmt \

mm 11% a

(Opening lines, NySya sSra).
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to a name, genns^ etc., e.g, the knowledge produced by the first

union of a sense with its object or the knowledge of a saint while

he is in a state of contemplation.

Inference defined.

Inference

—

anumana.

Inference {anumana) is the means of knowing a thing beyond

the range of the senses through its in-

separable connection with another thing

which lies within their range ^’The MU is fiery, because it is

smoky —this is an inference in which we ascertain fire from

smoke with which it is inseparably connected.

The inseparable connection (in Sanskrit avindbhdva) is also

designated as pervasion or invariable con-
Invanabie concomi- comitance (vydpii). It is of two kinds

:

tance—
affirmative (<2wfijya) and negative (vyaii-

reka). The affirmative invariable concomitance (anvaya-vydpti)

is the accompaniment of the middle term by the major term

in all oases. The negative invariable concomitance (vyatireha-

vydpti) is the accompaniment of the absence of the major term

by the absence of the middle term in all cases Tn the affirmative

universal proposition “ wherever there is smoke, there is fire’’

—

smoke is the middle term which is in all cases acoompa^iii^d by fire

the major term; and in the negative universal proposition “ wh6k-

ever there is no fire, there is no smoke ”—the absence of fire is

in all cases accompanied by the absence of smoke.

Inference is of two kinds, viz. (1) inference for one’s self

thdnwndna) and (2) inference for the sake of
Kinds of Inference.

<)thers (pardrthdnumdna) The first does

not stand in need of demonstration but the second does. The de-

monstration consists of a syllogism of five parts
: (1) a proposition,

(2) a reason, (3) an example, (4) an application, and (6) a conclu-

sion* A proposition is the statement of the subject (minor term-)

,

of which something is desired to be established, e.g.. smind is non-

eternal. A reason is the statement of the mark which enables

us to establish something. The reason may b© exclusively affirma-

tive Qcevaldnvayi) ,
exclusively negative {Icevalu vyatirBlci) and

affirmative negative {anvaya-vyatireki).

The subject Or minor term (pdksa) is that in which it is doubt-

ful whether the quality of the major term
Terms of an Inference. ^ homologue (sapahsa) is that in

which the quality of the major term is known, with certainty,

to abide. A heterologue {vipdhsd) is that in which, it is known

with certainty, that the quality of the major term does not abide.

The essential nature of a syllogism (paksa-dharmarta) refers to the

character of the pervasion of the middle term by the major term.
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Take the following syllogism :

—

The hill is fierjL

because it is smoky,
like a kitchen or like a lake.

Here is the subject or minor term on which the

existence of fire is to be proved; ‘‘kitchen” is a homologne in

which fire is known with certainty to abide; and “lake” is a

heterologue in which, we are sure, fiVe does not abide

Exclusively affirmative is the reason which abides in the

minor term of which there are homologues bat no heteroiogues.

,
this is namedble^ because it is knowable.

Exclusively-negative is the reason which abides in the minor

term of which there are no homologues
Kmds of the m.ddle term ,

. ^stinct from the heterologues,

e.g. the earth is different from other elements, because it possesses

smell

Affirmative-negative is the reason which abides in the

minor term and its homologues but does not abide in the hetero-

logues of the minor term
,
which is not counterbalanced and the

sphere of which is not opposed by evidences, e g. the hill is fiery,

because it is smoky.

Hetvabhasa-—fallacy of the reason.

Fallacy {heivabhasa) is that which possesses the appearance

„ „ , of a reason but not its essential characters,
a acy o reason.

various kinds as mentioned be-

A. Unproved (asiddha).

Unproved {asiddha) is the reason whose existence in the

minor term has not been known with certainty. It is of following

kinds :

—

(1) Unproved in respect of its nature (svarupdsiddha)

,

e.g.

sound is non-etemah because it is visible,

(2) Unproved on account of its abiding in a different locus
(vyadhikarandsiddha). e.g. sound is norir-ebernal, because a
pot is a product.

(3) Unproved in respect of the substantive (vUesySsiddha)

^

e.g. sound is non-eternal, because ‘it is a visible thing pos-
sessing generality [sound possesses generality (soundness),
hut it is not visibiej.

(4) Unproved in respect of the adjective (vi^emmskldha), e.g.

sound Is non-eternal, because it possesses generality which
n visible [soundness is not visible].

(5) Unproved in respect of a part {bJmgdsiddha), e.g. sound
is non-eternal, because it is produced by effort. [The first.
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sound-wave is produced by effort, but the succeeding
sound-waves do not. it is said, depend on it],

(6) Unproved in respect of the abode (a^rayasiddha) e.g.

there is primordial matter, because it evolves into the
universe. [The Naiyayikas do not admit that primordial
matter (Prakrti) is the prime source of the universe]

(7) Unproved in respect of a part of the abode (d^rayaikadeSd

-

siddlia), e.g. the primordial matter, soul and God are eter-

nal, because they are not products. [The Naiyayikas
admit the soul and God to be eternal but not the primor-
dial matter PmkrU]

(8) Unproved on account of the substantive being useless

(vyaHhavi^esydsiddha)
,
e g sound is non-eternal, because it

possesses generality i\hich is a product [To say that
“ soundness is a product is not only useless but also in-

correct] .

(9) Unproved on account of the adjective being useless (vyariha-

viiesandsiddJia), e g. sound is non-eternal, because it is a
product which ts possessed of genaality [It is superfluous
here to say that ‘‘ a product is possessed of generality],

(10) Unproved on account of the reason being doubtful {sandig-

dhdsiddha). e.g. a person- without ascertaining whether
there is smoke or mist says . this place is fiery, because
it smoky. [Here if the smoke turns out to be mist, the
inference will be invalid]

(11) Unproved on account of the substantive being doubtful
{sandigdho, vUesydsiddha) e g Kapiia is still overwhelmed
With passions, because iriie knowledge has not yet groion in

him who is a person. [It is doubtful as to whether true
knowledge has not grown in him].

(12) Unproved on account of the adjective being doubtful {sandig-

dha-visesandsiddlia), e.g. Kapiia is still overwhelmed with
passions because he is a person who is always devoid of true

knowledge. [It is doubtful as to whether he is always
devoid of true knowledge]

The fallacies called unproved mentioned above are of two
descriptions according as the lack of truth involved in them is

recognized by both the parties or one of the parties engaged in a
debate.

B. The Contbadiotory [viruddha).

Contradictory {viruddha) is the reason which abides in the
minor term as well as in the opposite of it.

If there are homologues to the minor term, the contradictory
reason may be of four kinds as follows :

—

(1) The reason which abides in the minor term as well as -

in its heterologue (but not in its homologue), e.g. sound is

eternal, because it is a product [like ether (homologue)
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and like a pot (heterologne). Productivity abides in

sound as well as in its heterologne the potj.

(2) The reason which abides in the minor term as well as in a
part of its heterologne (but not in it^ homologue), e.g,

sound is eternal because it is a thing which possesses

generality and is cognized by our external senses. [Here
an instance of the heterologne is a pot (a) which is non-
etemai, (b) which possesses generality potness, and (c) which
is cognized by our external senses. “ Pleasure "" cannot be
an instance of the heterologne, because though non-etemal
it is not cognized by our external senses! So the reason
abides only in a part of the heterologne. We cannot cite

poiness as a homoiogue, because though potness is eternal

and cognized by our external sense, it does not possess

generality potness-ness},

(3) The reason which abides in a part of the minor term as well

as in a part of its heterologne but not in its homologue,
e.g. sound is eternal, because it is a product of effort.

[The first wave of sound is a product of effort, but the
succeeding waves are not products of the same nature.

So the productivity of effort abides only in a part of the
minor term. Similarly it abides only in a part of the
heterologne. **Pot'’ is a heterologne which is a product
of effort, but ** grass” is a heterologne which is not a
product of effort.

(4) The reason which abides in a part of the minor term, but
in the whole of its heterologne (and not in its homologue),
e.g. the earth is eternal, because it is a product. [Produc-
tivity abides in the earth which is gross, but not in the
earth which is subtle or atomic. At the same time it abides
in ail things which are non-etemal or heteroiogues to the
minor term].

While there are no homologues, the contradictory reasons are
four as follow :

—
(1) The reason which abides in the minor term as well as In its

heteroiogues, e g. sound is a special quality of ether as
it is knowabie, [Knowabkness abides in sound as well as
in its heteroiogues such as smell. There are no homo-
logues, because nothing but sound is a special quality
of ether}.

(2) The reason which abides in a part of the minor term and
in a part of its heteroiogues, e.g. sound is a special quality
of ether, because it is a product of effort. [Productivity
of effort abides in the first sound-wave but does not abide
in the succeedmg sound waves/ it abides in some hetero-
ioguas as pot, etc., but not in other heteroiogues as the
soul, etc.].

(3) The reason which abides in the minor term and in a part of
its heteroiogues, e.g. sound is a special quality of ether.
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because it is cognizable by the external senses [Ail sounds
are cognizable by the external senses It is only some
heterolognes such as a pot, cloth etc., that are cognizable
by the external senses while other heterologues such as
.pleasure pain, etc., are not so cognizable]

(4) The reason which abides in a part of the minor term, but in

the whole of its heterologues, e.g sound is a special quality
of ether, because it does not arise from words. [Some
sounds arise from words such as those which we read in

books, while others do not, such as the sounds of a drum
No sound which is not a special quality of ether, arises

from wmrds].

C. The Uncertain {anaikantim).

Uncertain (anaikdntiha) is the reason which abides in the

minor term ,
its homologues and heterologues : its subdivisions

are the following :

—

(1) The reason which abides in the minor term, its homologues
and heterologues. e.g. sound is non-eternal, because it is

knowable.

(2) The reason which abides m the minor term, in a part of its

homologues and in a part of its heterologues, e.g. sound is

non-eternal, because it is perceptible [(I) Perceptibility

abides in sound,’' (2) it abides in some of the non-eternal

as a pot, but does not abide in some of the non-eternal as

the binary compound of aroms, and (3) it abides in some
of the eternal as generality, but does not abide in some
of the eternal as ether]

(3) The reason which abides in the minor term and its homo-
logues as well as in a part of its heterologues. e.g. this is a
cow, because it has horns. [Horns abide in this ” as well

as in its homologues cow, calf, etc They abide with some
of the heterologues such as a buffalo but do not abide

in other heterologues such as a horse]

(4) The reason w hich abides in the minor term and its hetero-

logues and in a part of its homologues, e.g. this is not

a cow, because it has horns.

(o) The reason which abides in a part of the minor term, a

part of its homologues and a part of its heterologues, e.g.

the earth is non-eternal, because it is perceptible. [ Percep-

tibility abides in earth which is gross, but not in earth

which is subtle (atomic). It abides in some homologues
as a pot, but not in other homologues as a binary com-
pound of atoms. Similarly it abides in some heterologues

as generality but not in other heterologues as ether].

(6) The reason which abides in a part of the minor term, a part

of its homologues and in the whole of its heterologues, e.g.

space, time and mind are substances, because they are

incorporeal. [Incorporeality abides in space and time but
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not in mind which is an atom in dimension. It abides in

some homologues as soul, ether, etc., but not in other homo-
logues as earth, water, fire and air. It abidesm all hetero-

logues as quality, action, generality, particularity and
inherence]

.

(7) The reason which abides m all homologues and heterologues,

but only in a part of the minor term, e.g. ether, time,

space, soul and mind are not substances, because they are

devoid of special qualities of momentary character. [The
devoidanco of special qualities of momentarj?' character

abides in space, time and mind but not in ether and soul,

sound and intelligence which are respectively the special

qualities of ether and soul being momentary. It abides

in all homologues as quality, action, generality, particu-

larity and inherence, and also in heterologues as earth,

water, fire and air]

I>. Non-tkibd or NON-OONCL0SIVB {anodJiyavasita, or

anufosamhari)

.

*

Non-tried {anadhyavasita) is the reason which abides in the

minor term alone, without a definite connection with the major
term. It is subdivided as follows :

—

(1) The reason which abides in the minor term of which there
are neither homologues nor heterologues, e.g. all are non-
eternal, because they are existent. All having in-

cluded every thing there is no homologue or heterologue
left behind. The reason existence ’’ does however abide
in

(2) The reason which abides in a part of the minor term of

which there are neither homologues nor heterologues, e.g.

all are non-eternal, because they are products. All
’’

which includes everything, has neither homologues nor
heterologues. The reason product abides in non-eter-
nal things but not in eternal things both of which are
comprised by '' alF'].

(3) The reason which abides in the minor term of which there
are both homologues and heterologues, e.g. sound is non-
etemal, because it is a special quality of ether. [Sound
which is a special quality of ether, has homologues which
are however not qualities of ether].

(4) The reason which abides in a part of the minor term of
which there are both homologues and heterologues, e.g. all

substances are non-eternal, because they are possessed of

i ilr. V. P. Vaidya obseirves :—“ This hetvabhasa is mentioned by Bhi-sar-
vajfia alone, except by Sankara Mi^ra, who, about the 15th century, says that it is

the same as anupasatnhin-anaikSntika, which latter did not take its name and
form in the time of Bli5-sarvajfia.

(Nyaya»sara, p. SO, Y, P. VaidyaV edition).
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activity. [There is activity in earth but not in ether,

although both are substances. There is no activity in

quality and action which are homoiogues and m generality,

particularity and inherence which are heterologues of the
non-eternal].

(5) The reason which abides in the minor term and has homo-
iogues but no heterologues, eg. all products are eternal,

because they are originated. [There is no heterologue of

ail products ” which constitutes the minor term Ether,

which is a homologue, is not originated].

(6) The reason which abides in a part of the minor term and
has homoiogues but no heterologues, e g ail products are

eternal, because they are composed of parts. Pot and
intelligence are both products, one is composed of parts

but the other is not There is no heterologue of “ ail pro-

ducts which constitutes the minor term. Ether is a

homologue but it is not composed of parts]

E. Mistimed ok encomfatible reason (kalatyayopadista ^ or

(badhiia).

Mistimed or ineompatible is the reason which abides in the

minor term as opposed by evidences. It is subdivided as fol-

lows 1
“
(1) Opposed by perception, e.g. this fire is non-warm, because

it is a product.

(2) Opposed by inference, e.g. the atoms are non-eternal, be-

cause they are corporeal.

(3) Opposed by scripture, e.g wine should be drunk by Brah-
manas, because it is a liquid thing like milk.

(4) Partly opposed by perception, e.g. all heats are non-warm,
because they have forms. [Heat of fire is warm but that

of moon-stone is non-warm].

(5) Partly opposed by inference, e.g. fluidity, colour, taste,

smell and touch abiding in eternal things are eternal, be-

cause they abide in atoms which do not occupy space,

etc,

(6) Partly opposed by scripture, e.g. bodies of all celestial

sages are earthy, because they are bodies like those of

ours. [Bodies of some celestial sages are earthy, those

of others watery, fiery, etc.]

F, Balancing the controversy {praharaifi>m-mma).

Balancing the controversy {prakaraT^a-sama) is the reason

which possesses its three forms, but establishes one^s own side as

well as the opposite side, e.g.

I Mr. V. P. Vaidya observes:—“This fallacy is known in later works as-

Mdhiia, According to later writers “ kaVUlta *’ is the name of the fallacy.

(Nyaya-sira, p. 31).
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(1) Sound IS eternal,

(2) because it is sound,

(3) like ether,

or,

(1) sound is non-etemal,

(2) because jt is sound,

(3) like a pot.

G. Non-erronsohs Contradiction—viruddMvyahMcMri,

Some say that there is a fallacy called non-erroneous contra-

diction which occurs when there is an adTancement of two contra-

dictory reasons of equal characters, e.g. a disputant says

Ether is eternal, because it is an incorporeal substance, like the

soul.

His opponent says :

—

Ether is non -eternal, because it is the abode of a special quality

cognized by one of our external senses, like a pot.

The non-erroneous contradiction is a fallacy with reference to

one party, but is a good reasoning with reference to the other

party.
Example—uddharana .

An example (vdaharana) is the statement of a complete

illustration It is of two kinds, Tiz. ( i) homogeneous or affirmative

{sadharmya), and (2) heterogenous or negative {vaidharmya). An
affirmative example is the statement of an illustration in the posi-

tive or direct order, e.g.

(1) sound is non-eternal,

(2) because it possesses acuteness, etc.,

(3) whatever possesses acuteness, etc., is non-eternal, like plea-

sure, etc. (affirmative example).

A negative example is the statement of a complete illustra-

Kinds of example, tion in negative or indirect order, e.g.

(1) Sound is non-eternal,

(2) because it possesses acuteness, etc.,

(3) whatever is not non-eternal does not possess acuteness, etc.,

like ether etc. (negative example).

A fallacious example (the fallacy or semblance of an example,
udSmrundhhdsa) is one which appears as an example but is

really devoid of its essential character.

Fallacies of an affirms- The fallacies of affirmative example are
tive example. the following :

—

(1) An example defective in the major term {sddhya-vikala)
^ e.g.

the mind is non-ciernal, because it is corporeal like an
atom*
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(2) An example defective in the middle term (sMhana-vikala)
e.g. the mind is non-eternal, because it is corporeal like ai
action

(3) xln example defective in both the major and middle terms
(ubhayavikala), e.g. the mind is non-etemal, because it is

corporeal, like ether.

(4) An example which is supportless (mraya-hlna)

,

e.g. the
mind is non-eternal, because it is corporeal, like the horn
of a hare.

(5) An example which is non-pervasive (avyapti), e.g. the mind
is non-etemal, because it is corporeal, like a pot. [There
is no pervasion or universal connection between corpo-
reality and non-eternality.]

(6) An example whose pervasion is inversely stated (vipanta-

vydpti)
^
e g,

(i) the mind is non-etemal,
(ii) because it is corporeal,

(lii) whatever is non-etemal is corporeal like a pot. [This

should have been stated thus: whatever is corporeal

is non-eternal, like a potj.

Fallacies of negative The fallacies of negative example are
example. similarly of six kinds specified below :

—

(1) An example of excluded major term, eg. whatever is not
non-etemal is not corporeal as an atom

(2) An example of excluded middle term (sddkamvydvftia)

,

e.g.

whatever is not non-etemal is not corporeal, as an action.

(3) An example of excluded major and middle terms {uhhayd-

vydvftta)^ e.g. whatever is not non-eternal is not corporeal,

as a pot.

(4) An example which is without support (d&raya-hma), e.g

whatever is not non-etemal is not corporeal, as a sky-

flower.

(5) A non-pervasive example {avydptyabhidhdna}, e.g. whatever
is not non-etemal is not corporeal, as ether.

(6) An example with inverse pervasion [inparlta-vydptyabhi-

dhdna), e.g. whatever is not corporeal is not non-etemal,

as ether.

Bha-sarvajna ^ mentions another four
fallacies of ex-

of fallacious examples of the affirma-

tive form as follow^ :

—

(1) An example of doubtful major term, e.g. this person will

exercise sovereignty, because he is sprung from the lunar

race, like a certain prince of that race.

(2) An example of doubtful middle term, e.g. this person is

i Raghava Bhatta in his commentary on the Nyaya-sara says, that these eight

kinds of faEacions examples (four of the affirmative form and four of the negative

form) were laid down by Triiocana, who must therefore have fiounshed before

Bha-sarvajSa. (Of. V. P. Vaidya’s edition of Kyaya-sara, notes, p. 35)

24
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not omniscient, because he is passionate like the man on
the street.

(3) An example of doubtful major and middle terms, e.g. this

person will go to heaven, because he has accumulated
merits, like Devadatta.

(4) An example whose support is doubtful, e.g. this person is

not omniscient, because he speaks evil, like Devadatta ’s

son who will be bom.

Similarly there are four kinds of fallacious examples of the
negative form based on their doubtful character

Bha-sarvajha ^ closely follows the Nyaya-sutra in his explana-

FoliowzagNy«ya-.Qtra.
^}on oi uj^naya (application), nigamarM
(conclusion), mrnaya (ascertainment), katha

(disputation), vada (discussion), jalpa (wrangling), viiai^da fcavil),

]ati (analogue), nigrahasthdna (point of defeat), etc.

Verbal testimony

—

agama»

Verbal testimony or reliable assertion {dgama) is the means of

Kinds of verbal testi-

mony

knowing things accurately through indica-

tory signs (or convention). It is of two
kinds, according as the assertion refers to

matter open to our senses or to matter beyond our senses.
The authoritativeness of the first kind of assertion is evident
from the action one takes on hearing the assertion, e.g. a boy
runs to receive a mango when he is asked by his father to
do so. The authoritativeness of the second kind of assertion is

inferred from its having proceeded from a person who possesses
supersensuous knowledge, and is, as such, reliable, e.g. one per-
forms sacrifice on the strength of the Vedic injunction that a son is

born when a sacrifice is performed for the same.
The three means of right knowledge have been explained.

^
All other so-called means are included in

ledge. them, e.g. presumption [arthapaiti) and
probability {sambhava) are included in in-

ference, rumour (aitihya) and muscular movement (cestd), in
verbal testimony, and negation or non-existence {abhdva) in any
of the three according to circumstances. Muscular movement
alleged to be a means of knowledge is only an action substituted
for a word or assertion.

Emancipation

—

mohsd.

Frameya object of our knowledge {prameya) is

of four kinds as follows :

—

• In reality one
ragnibes scripture ” which enables us to know things beyond our senses, and
the other signifies ‘

‘ the assertion of a reHable person.*’
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(1) That which is fit only to be avoided, viz. misery or suffer-

ing {duhklia), of which there are twenty-one varieties al-

ready explained.

(2) That 'which causes misery or suffering, viz, ignorance {aviiyd).

lust {trsnd)^ merit (dliarma) or dement (adharnia).

(3) The cessation of misery or suffering.

(4) The means for the removal of misery or suffering, viz the

true knowledge of soul (atmd).

The soul is of two kinds, viz. the individual soul (apara atmd

and the supreme soul {para Mma). The
individual soul, which has to undergo suffer-

ings from the bondage of the world, attains final emancipation

(mohsa) through the knowledge of the supreme soul called Siva.

In the state of final emancipation the individual soul, being finally

freed from misery, enjoys eternal pleasure.

8. Commentaries on the Nyayasara.

Of the eighteen commentaries on Nyayasara enumerated by
Jaina writers some are noticed below :

—

(1) NTyaya-bhllsana^the oldest commentary mentioned by Maia*

dhari Raja Sekhara (1348 A B.) and Gunaratna (1409
A B ) and quoted bv the Buddhist sage Ratnakirti in his

Apohas.dahi ,r*bCvd 1000 A.D ), and by the Jaina sage

Jayasiiiiha Suri, m his Nvayatatparyadipika. No manu-
script of it has yet been recovered

(2) Hyayakalika by Jayanta, mentioned by Gunaratna in the

Saddarsana sumuccaya Vrtti (1409 A.D). No manu-
script of it has yet been recovered.

(3) Nyayakusumanjali tarka mentioned by Gunaratna in the
Saddarsana samuccaya Vrtti (1409 A.D). No manin
script of it has yet been recovered.

(4) Nyayasaratika by Vijaya Simha Gani. A manuscript of it

has been recovered from Bikaner. {Vide S. K. Bhandar-
kar's Catalogue o! MSS. in the Deccan College, 1888, p 58h

(5) Nyayasaratika bv Javatirtha (mdc India Office Catalogue,
No. 3132—1412)

* (6) Nyayasarapadapanjika by Vasudeva, A manuscript oi

it has been recovered from Kasmira. {Vide S. R. Bhaii-

darkar’s Catalogue of MSS. in the Deccan College, 18SS,

p. 95) Another manuscript of it written in Kasmlri
character is to be found in the library of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal bearing No. 1552 In the opening lines ^

^ Vide ilaja ^ekhara’s Saddarsana samuccayci and Gunaratna "s Saddarsana
samuccaya vrttn

2 The opening hne^ of the NyayasSrapadaparljika run as follows *—
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Fasudeva speaks of himself as the author of the work
and in the colophon he is stated to be a native of

Kasmira.

(7) Myayasaravicara by Bhatta Raghava. A manuscript of it

dated ^ Saka 1174 A.D. 1*252 is contained in the library of

the Queen’s College, Benares.

(8) Myayatatparyadipika ^ by Jayasimha Sun, a Jaina of the
Svetambara Sect, who lived in the fourteenth century
A.D. as his Kumarapalacaritra ^ is dated Samvat 1422 or

A.D. 1365.

i\

1 The Nyayasaravicara ends as follows :

—

SI#:

II

WKS 11

The verse may be interpreted to give Saka 1174 (A.D. 1252) or ^aka 1274,

1352 A.D.)
2 Nyayatatparyadipika with the text of Nyayasara has been edited by

Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana and published in the Bibliotheca Indica series,

Calcutta.

T% ft i

(Kumarapala Caritra Pra^asti, Chap. X).



CHAP'PER 11.

Nyaya-prakaranas embodying Vaise^ika categories.

9. The Nt?3ya utookeoeai]^ the Vai^esika.

The VaiSesika philosophy rendered considerable help to the

development ofthe Nyaya (Logic) and many
Coalea^n^^of^the^Nyaya ofthesQtras oftheJ^yaya philosophy pre-

suppose those of the Vai^esika. In fact the

Vai^esika and Nyaya philosophies of the Ancient and Mediaeval
periods supplemented each other in respect of their subjects and
styles. Hence the two philosophies were called samana-tantra

or allied systems. At last the Vai^esika and Nyaj’^a philosophies

actually coalesced. The six or seven categories of the Vai^esika

were entirely absorbed in the treatise on Nyaya philosophy and
the Nyaya categories of pramana in its developed form were
actually absorbed in the treatises on Vai^esika philosophy.

As instances of Nyaya absorbing - the Vai^esika categories,

we may cite the cases of Tarkikaraksa by Varadaraja and Tarka-

bhasa by Ke^avaMi^ra. Varadaraja, who deals with all the sixteen

categories of Nyaya, includes in the second category, viz. Pra-

meya, not only the twelve objects of Nyaya, such as, ‘‘atman,’”

etc., but also the six categories of the Vai^esika, such as dravya, etc.

Kesava Mi^ra on the other hand brings the six categories of the

Vai^esika under artha"’, which is one of the twelve objects in-

cluded in the second Nyaya category ‘‘Prameya.

A

short

account of the two works is given here

10. Varadaraja
(about 1150 A.D.).

Varadaraja ^ wrote a work on Logic called Tarkikaraksa, or
“ Protection of Logicians.” He seems to have been a native of

Andhra or Telingana, in the Madras Presidency. Varadaraja must
have flourished after the 10th century A.D., possibly also after the

11th century A.D., as he mentions Trilocana, Vacaspati Mi§ra,^

i Varadaraja wrote a commentary on XJdayana’s Kusnmafijali called XySya
KusomSfijali tika. Compare

• gsr-

i

(Mallinitha’s commentary on TarkikaraksS, edited by M.M. Vindbye^van
Prasad, page 46).
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Udayanacaryya, Salikanatha, Visvartipaj Jayanta^ Nyayacaryya
(^ivaditya), Bha-sarvajna/ and BMsaa&kara. On the other hand,
he is mentioned by Madhvacaryya ® in the SarvadarSana saiii-

graha, composed in the Hthcentnry A.D. Very probably he flour-

ished about 1150 A.D., shortly after which Jhana Pama or Jiiana

Deva, a disciple of Visnn Svamin, wrote a commentary on the

Tarkikaraksa called Laghndlpika.^ Visnn Svamin is said to have
been the original founder of a Vaisnava sect called in later times the

Vailabhacari. The immediate disciple of Visnn Svamin was Jfiana

Deva who was succeeded consecutively by Nama Deva and the

junior Trilocana.^ Perhaps there followed a few other preceptors

before Vallabhacaryya, son of LaksmanaBhat^a of Andhra (Telin-

gana), occupied the seat of guru at the end of the I5th century A.D.
As Valiabhacaryya lived between 1450 and 1530 A.D., and as

several preceptors intervened, the date of Varadaraja, if placed
in 1150 A.D., will not be far wrong.^

11. Tarkikaraksa.

The Tarkikaraksa, which at once begins its subject, is divided
into three chapters, the first of which deals

a ego y, fourteen categories of Nyaya,
viz. (1) pramdT^a, (2) prameya, (3) samsayay (4) pfayajaiha, (5)

dratdntay (6) siddhdntay (!) avayava, (8) iarka, (9) nir^aya, (10)
vdday (11) jalpay (12) vita'^ddy (13) helvdhhdsa, and (14) chala.

The second chapter deals with the fifteenth category, viz
.

jati,

while the third chapter treats of the sixteenth category viz.

nigrahasihdna.

fweri mmm ii

(Tarkikaraksa, p. 364, edited by M M. Vindhye^vari Prasad, Benares)

1 VaradarSja quotes Bha-sarvajna thus :

—

— wm fw^ l
(XarkikaraksS, p. 58),

2 Vide Sarvadar^anasamgraha, chapter on Purna-prajna-darfena m which
we read :

—

—
MTf n

3 fsfw^rgwfw i

TfW wnai ii

^ Vide Imperial Gazetteer.
s Vtde Dr. Venis’ prefatory notice to TSrkikaraksa, edited by M.M, Vindhve-

^vari Prasad, Benares.
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The scheme of

bmation.

Prameyay according to the Nyaya-sutra, signifies atman^

. sanra, indriya^ artha, buddhi^ manas, pm-
Tirkikaraksa incorpo- pfttiy dosa, pfetyabMva, phala, duhhha, and

gories!^^

cate-
apavarga, but, according to Varadaraja, it

incorporates also the six predicaments of

the Vai^esika philosophy, viz. the substance (drmya), quality

(guna), action [karma), generality {samanya)^ particularity (viiesa)^

and co-existence or liinerc- Oc

The categories of the Nyaya and Vai^esika are thus combined
together, but the combination is far from
being satisfactory. It is evident that the

categories of the Vai^esika and objects com-
ing under Prameya of thxO Nyaya overlap each other. Moreover
there is hardly any truth in the statement ^ that the knowledge of

the sixteen categories of Nyaya is the direct means of our attain-

ing emancipation, whereas that of the seven categories of the

Vaisesika is only an indirect means, because dtman (the soul),

manas (the mind), buddhi (intellect or knowledge), diihhha (pain),

etc., are included in both the Nyaya and Vaisesika systems.

Varadari.ja’s scheme of combination of the Nyaya and
sesika systems is shown below :

—

Padartha

I

Pramana, prameya, samsaya, prayojaDa, df*s*fn

tarka,-niraaya, vaaa,
jati, nigrahasthana.

s’ddhinta, avayava,
,ra:ic.a, hetvabh&a, cbala,

1 Twelve objects of Nyaya. Sjx categories of fch© Vai^esika

Valid knowledge

—

pramana.

The sixteen categories of Nyaya have already been explained

Varadaraja, in his Tarkikaraksa, mtroduces
Th© Buddhistic defin!- here and there some peculiar discussions

demned, whicli are mentioned here. For instance,

the Buddhists define valid knowledge (pra-

mdna) as that which is not non-correspondent with our prac-

tical activity,'^ e g. my knowledge of a cup of water is valid if

the activity prompted by it is fruitful. Varadaraja condemns

(TarkikamksS, p. 130).

Tarldksraksa, p. 13, edited by M.M, Vmdbye^vari PrasM, Benares).
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this definition by observing that it is too narrow. For instance, it

cannot apply to our inferential knowledge of a thing that existed

in the past or will exist in the future. We can test the validity

of our knowledge only of a thing that exists in the present time.

With regard to a past or future thing ^ we can draw an inference,

but cannot prove the validity of the inference inasmuch as there

is no practical activity prompted by it.

Inferenoe—anumana .

According to Varadaraja, inference (anumaim\,^ is the know*
ledge of a thing derived through its invari-

aiiSy“ai^naW5m“onhe ^-ble concomitance with another thing

Buddhist, condemned. Invariable concomitance (vyapU)
,
also called

inseparableness (avinabhava), is that relation

which is devoid of condition (upadhi)*

The Naiyayikas say that the invariable concomitance of one
thing with another thing is based on their uniform' agreement in

presence and absence, e g. smoke is in invariable concomitance
with fire, because where there is smoke there is fire and where
there is no fire there is no smoke. In opposition to this definition

the Buddhists ^ say that the invariable concomitance of one thing
with another thing is really based on their mutual relation of cause

(Tarkikaraksa, p. 14).

2

(TSrkikaraksa, -p. 64).

snfjTJ ftvfrftw I

Upadhif condition, is thus defined :

—

(TSrkikarak^, p. 65).

wiWTWTWTs mmmmm ii

(Tarkikaraksa, p. -66). v

It* is of two kinds: (1) sure {nUcita) and (2) suspected {4ahMta). I do not
quote here the definition -of these terms as they will recur in the Tattvacintamani.

‘ xfa ^fTOxar; 1 ...

^*tTW ii

(TSrkikaraksS, p. 82).

This vers© is quoted from Bharmakirti’s Pramana-vartika-karika The
Tibetan version runs as follows :

—
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and effect or identity in essence, e.g. there is rain, because there
was cloud jclond being the cause of rain) ; and this is a tree,

because it is a simsapa (§im§apa being a species of tree which is

its genus).

Varadaraja condemns the Buddhists by saying that their
definition is untenable. We infer the form of an orange from its

taste, though between the taste and form there is neither the causal
relation nor the relation of identity in essence.

Syllogism

—

avayava.

In explaining the seventh category, viz. avayava ^ parts of a

. .
syllogism, Varadaraja says that according

synogism“wJaBa"“ Mimamsaka, a syllogism, which con-

sists of three parts, may either begin with
an example or end with the same, as follows

All that is smoky is fiery, as a kitchen,

The hill is smoky,
Therefore the hill is fiery,

or

The hill is fiery,

Because it is smoky,
AD that is smoky is fiery, as a kitchen

The Saugatas (Buddhists) are said to maintain that a syllo-

gism consists of only two parts, viz. an example and an application

in the following form :

—

Ail that is smoky is fiery, as a kitchen,
This hill is smoky.

The sign^linga.

A sign, reason or middle term (Imga or heiu) which is in

invariable concomitance with the predicate

major term {sadhya), possesses five char-

acteristics as follows :

—

(1) Paksadharmatd, the existence of the sign in the subject or

minor term, e.g. the hill has smoke.

3^
II

(PramSna-vartika-karika, Bstan-hgyur, Mdo, Ce, leaf 196, also Prof. De La
ee Poussin’s French translation of Sarvadar^ana-samgraha, p. 4, in I.aYaliee

Bouddhisme)
l

*rr i

(TSSrkikaraksa»p. 176).
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(2) Sapaksesativam, existence of the sign in homoiogae, e.g, that
wMch has smoke has fire, as a kitchen.

(3) Vipakse asattvam, non-existence of the sign in heterologues,
e.g. that which has no fire has no smoke, as a lake.

(4) AiadMta visayatvam, the object of the sign not being in-

compatible, e.g. there is no mcompatibility for smoke
abiding in the hill.

(5) Abatpratipahsairn'm, there being no coanterbalancing sign,

e.g, there is nothing else which counterbalances smoke In

respect of proving fire.

In the case of an exclusively affirmative or exclusively nega-
tive inference, the sign bears only four characteristics, as it does
not then abide in the heterologue or homologue.

In the logical work called Laksanamala ^ a sign (linga) is

Uioadhi
defined as that which is in invariable con-
comitance with the major term freed from

any condition {upadhi), e.g. smoke is the sign of fire, but fire is

not necessarily a sign of smoke unless it is nourished by wet fuel
(here wet fuel is the condition).

Debate

—

Icaihd.

In treating of the tenth category, viz. vdda^ Varadaraja

Rules of debate
an elaborate exposition of debate

(mihd) ^ which is defined as a number of

sentences spoken by more persons than one as constituting the
subjects for their judgment. The six requisites for a council of

debate are the foilowing :

—

(1) A set of rules as to a certain thesis and its proof.

(2) The method to be followed in carrying on a particular debate.

(3) Specification of the disputant and his respondent.

(4) Election of the President and members of the Council

(5) Determination of the points of defeat involved wholly or
partly in a debate.

(6) Agreement as to the stage of termination of a debate

Some logicians hold that the requisites for a council of detat©

Requisites of a debate.
disputant, (2)

the members.
the respondent, (3) the president, and (4)

(TirkikaraksS, page 179, edited by M.M. Vindhyeivari PrasSd Dvivedl,
Benares), The LakwnmiJa is said to be the works of Sivaditya MMra.

f
I

wmi Wiwft %VI I

{T§rkikaraksi, p. 206 ).
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If it is intended to record a debate, a writer (Mchaha) must be
employed witb the approval of the disputant and his respondent.

The disputant (pddl) must be equal to the respondent {prati-

vadi) in respect of his learning. A debate, in which an expert

stands against an ordinary person, is useless, inasmuch as the

conclosion drawn from such a debate could have been obtained
from the expert alone.

The members (sahhya), acceptable to both the parties and
conversant with their tenets, must be freed from affection and
aversion. They must be capable of receiving, retaining and
demonstrating the purport of others^ speech, while their number
must be uneven and not less than three. Their duty is to control

the debate, to point out the excellence or defect of the debates, to

awaken one who is broken-hearted and to reneat a speech to one

who is slow.

The president {sabhdpali) must be satisfactory to the disput-

ant, the respondent and the members. Capable of showing
favour or frown, he must not be influenced by affection or aver-

sion. His duty is to announce to the council the conclusion of a
debate when it comes to a close.

Persons coming by chance before a council of debate may, if

the parties agree, point out irregularities, etc., in the debate.

They cannot however be admitted into the council as its regular

members to settle the main points at issue. This procedure

applies to a council ^ of fair debate or discussion, but in the case of

wrangling and cavil e?en chance-comers act as regular members.
A r.cbare is of three kinds, viz. (1) discussion {vdda), (2)

Kmdoi debate.
w^'anglmg (jalpa), and (3) cavil {vita^a).

A wrangling or oavi! may be stopped by ex-

posing the points of defesr i nigrahasthana) which are necessarily

involved in them.* A discussion end ® only when one points out

in it a fallacy of reason, hetvctbhma, or a point of defeat called cen-

suring the non-censurable. The seven points of defeat which may

1 ^

*8T WSS# WT H

(TarkikaraksS, p. 208).

(TarkikaraksS^ p. 362).

^ ^ W %!aFiwT# 1

nm i

(Tarkikaraksa, p. 363).
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be pointed out in a discussion are :— (1) saying too little, (2) say-

ing too muoli, (3) deviating from the tenet, (4) opposing the

proposition, (5) silence, (6) repetition, and (7) the inopportune.

The seven points of defeat which are not to be pointed out in a

discussion are:— (1) evasion, (2) non ingenuity, (3) ignorance,

(4) shifting the reason, (5) overlooking the censurable, (6) shift-

ing the topic, and (7) the admission of an opinion.

The six points of defeat which are impossible in a discussion

are:— (1) shifting the topic, (2) the unintelligible, (3) hurting the

proposition, (4) renouncing the proposition, (5) the meaningless,

and (6) the incoherent

12. Commentaries on Tarkikaraksa.

Sarsamgraba.—A ^‘summary of essences^’ '"sarasamgraliab

is the name of a commentary on the Tarkikaraksa by Varadaraja
himself. Varadaraja wrote also a commentary on Nyayahu-
sumdnjali called Sarsamgraba-tika.

Iiaghudipika.—Jnanapurna is the author of a commentary
on the Tarkikaraksa called Laghudipika, ‘'a light lamp.’’ He
seems to have flourished in about 1200 A.D. as he was a disciple of

Visnu Svamin,^ who lived in about 1200 A.D. He mentions
Jayanta^ and Vi^varupa.

Mskan.taka.—A commentary on Tarkikaraksa called Niskan-

taka, the thornless, was composed by sage named Mallinatha,

who lived in Kolaoala, The sage in his commentary on Kiratar-

Junlya mentions Pijusavarsa whose date is unknown. Mallinatha

must have lived before §aka 1580 or A.D. 1658, when a manuscript

of the aforesaid commentary on Kiratarjuniya was copied,^ He
seems to have preceded also Dinakara Mi§ra, whose dommentary
on Raghuvam^a was composed in 1385 A.D. Mallinatha is gener-

ally supposed to have lived in the 14th* century A D. Mr. A. C.

Burnell thinks that Mallinatha’s son lived during the reign of

Prati,pa Rudra/ of the Kakatiya dynasty in 1310 A.D.

Colophon to Laghudipika on Tarkikaraksa, page 364, edited by M.M. Via-
dhye^vari Frasad, Benares.

Laghudipika on TarkikaraksS, page 356, edited by M.M. Vindhye4vari Frasad,
Benares.

^ The copy of the manuscript is preserved in Benares College.
M^donell's History of Sanskrit Literature, p€^ge 324.

^ Vide preface to Vam4a BrShmaiaa, edited by Mr. A. C. Burnell, and M.M.
Vindhyelvari Frasad^s preface to Tarkikaraksa, page 19.
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i

13. Ke^ava Misra
(about 1275 A.D.).

Kesava Misra was the author of a Nyaya treatise called

His life
Tarkabhasa. He was a native of Mithila

and a preceptor of Govardhana Mi^ra who
wrote a commentary on Tarkabhasa, called Tarkabhasa Prakasa.

Padmanabha Misra, author of Kiranavali Bhaskara and Kanada-
rahasya Muktahara^ was an elder brother of Govardhana.^ Hence
it follows that Kesava Mi§ra. Padmanabha and Govardhana
were contemporaries.^ Sir Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar in his

Reports of Sanskrit Manuscripts, 1882-1883, observed Cinna
Bhatta was the anchor of a commentary on Tarkabhasa called

Tarkabhasa Pravesika and that he lived in Vijayanagar at the

Court of King Harihara at the latter half of the llth century.

Padmanabha, brother of Kesava, is said to have been younger
to Vardhamana whom he mentions in his Kiranavalibhaskara.

So Padmanabha lived between the beginning of the 13th century

and end of the 14th century A.D. Probably he lived at the end
of the 13th century A.D.

14. Tarkabhasa—

T

echnicality of Logic.

Categories—padartha,

Kesava Mi§ra opens his work thus—^' In order that even dull

people may get admittance into the science of Logic, I bring

out this Tarkabhasa (Technicality of Logic) replete with concise

arguments.”
The Tarkabhasa deals with the sixteen categories of the Nyaya

sutra, viz. (1) pramdna, (2) prameya, (3)
Tarkabhasa incorpo- samiaya, (4) ptayojana, (5) drstdnfa, (6)

gories.
* siddhanta, (7) avayava, (8) tarha, (9) mrimya,

(10) vdda, (11) jalpa, (12) vitandd, (13)

hetvdbhdsa^ (4) chala,{W] jdti^ (16) nigrahasihma. The second

1 Govardhana Mi4ra, his TarkabhSsa Praka^a, observes :

—

Jrtw^sf -WJ

I

ft^srrerrg;® w«nwi^'T aifhrisr sravspspwtr i

Tr^sjfgfjnir «

^siTHsr II

(Quoted in preface to TarkabhSsa, page 1, edited by Surendralai Goswami,
Benares)

2 Surendralai Goswami’s preface to TarkabhSsa, page 4.

The Tarkabhasa has also been edited with a learned introduction by Prof.

D. 'R. Bhandarkar* in the Bombay Sanskrit Series. The book has been translated

into English by M.M. Dr. Ganga Nath Jha, in the Indian Thought, Allahabad.
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category, namely ‘prameya includes (a) Mman, (h) §anm^ (c)

indfiya, (d) ariha, (e) buddhi, (/) manas, ig) prawiti, (h) dosa,

(i) pretyahMva, {j) phala, (k) diMcha, and (6) apavarga The
word artha. in the Nyaya sutra signified five objects of sense, viz.

(!) gandha (smell), (2) rasa (taste), (3) rupa (colour), (4) spaf§a

(touch), and (5) sahda (sound). Tn order to incorporate the

Vaisesika categories into Jfyaya, Kesava Misra espiained artha as

Signifying (1) dravya^ (2) guna, (3) karma. (4) sdmdnya, (5)

visesa, aUd (6) samavdya. Though the sixteen categories of the

Nyaya are included in the six categories of the Vaisesika, the two
sets of categories are separately stated and the Vaisesika cate-

gories are explained identically with artha. Kesava confesses

that he adopts this overlapping division for a special purpose. The
scheme of combination of the two sets of categories is shown
below

(1) pramSna, (2) prameya, (3) sarh^aya, (4) pra^-c^na, (5) drstanta, (0) siddhaata,

I

(7) avayava, (8) tarka, (9) nirnaya, (10) vsda,
(II) jaipa, (12) vitandS, etc.

(1) atman ,(2) §aru'a, (3) mdnya, (4) artha, (5) buddbi, (8) ynanas, (7) pravj-tti,

(8) do^a, (9) pretyabhava, (10) pl^la,
(il) duhkha. (12) apavarga.

i
j

(1) dravya, (2) guna, (3) karma. (4) samSnya,
(5) vilesa, (6) samavaya

Instrument

—

karaw.

Under the first category, Ke§ava defines instrument (karana)

as a cause which is most effective in bringing about a result. A
thing is said to be the cause (kdraiju) of another thing, if it is a
necessary antecedent of the latter, that is, if it necessarily exists

before the latter and does not bring about anything else, e.g.

threads constitute the cause of a cloth. Suppose an ass had
existed at a place where a cloth was made

;
the ass, whose existence

there was not necessary, is not a cause of the cloth
;
and the ass

is an irrelevant antecedent. Similarly the colour of the threads
is not a cause of the cloth, inasmuch as it brings about something
else, viz. the colour of the cloth. In so far as the cloth itself is

concerned, it is produced by the threads alone.

An effect (kdrya) is defined as that necessary consequence
which is not brought about by something else, e.g. a cloth is an
effect of threads.

Cause

—

hdra^a.

The cause is of three kinds as follows :

—

(1) The material, constituent or inherent cause {scmacdyi kdrana]
is that In which an effect inheres, that which constitutes
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the effect or that which forms the material out of which
the effect is produced, e.g. threads are such a cause of

the cloth. Inherence (sawiavaya) is the relation of two
things which one, as long as it is not destroyed, continues

to subsist in the other. The relation of inherence [sama-

vaya) exists between its parts and a whole, the qualities

and substance, action and an actor the individual and a

class, its specific qualities and the eternal substance

(2) The non-material, non-constituent or non -inhereiit cause

{asamavayi Icarana )—is that v/hich inheres m the material

cause and w^hose efficiency is well known, e g. the conjunc-

tion of the threads is a non-material cause of the cloth,

the colour of the threads is a non-material cause of the

colour of the cloth. Colour inheres in threads and its

efficiency in producing the colour of the cloth is iveli

known.
(3) The efficient, instrumental or general cause is that which as

a cause is distinct from both the preceding ones, e.g. the

loom is the instrumental cause of the cloth. Of the

several causes the most efficient is called an instrumental

(nimitta) cause.

Perception

—

pratyahqa.

Perception (pratyahsa) is of two kinds :

—

(1) Nirvikalpaka, non-determinate, non-effective or abstract,

and (2) savihalpaha, determinate, reflective or concrete. The
Buddhists admit only the first kind of perception and reject the

second kind. They say that our perception is certainly indeter-

minate and individual^ it has for its object an individual which
alone can come in contact with our senses A (determinate percep-

tion {savihalpaha pratyahsa) is according to them an impossibility,

because it has for its object a geuerio entity which cannot come in

contact with our senses. We can perceive an individual cow but
cannot perceive the oowness generic to all individual cows. In
fact the Buddhists altogether deny a genus or generic entity. If,

for instance, the genus cowness at all exists, it is to be dehneh
as that which is excluded by non-cowness, i.e. which is not horse-

ness, tigerness, etc.

Now if we are unable to perceive cowmess because it pertains

to all cows, how can we perceive non-oowness which covers a still

wider area ? Ke^ava’s reply to the objection of the Buddhists is

that even a genus is to be regarded as an entity, like an indivi-

dual, which is, as such, capable of coming in contact with- our

senses.

Inference —anumana.

Inference is consideration from sign. A sign (Unga) is that

which indicates the predicate {sadhya) bv the force of their
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invariable concomitance, e.g. smoke is ‘a sign of fire, inasmuch
as there is an invariable concomitance of smoke with fire in the
form ''wherever there is smoke there is fire’* Consideration
('paramarsa) is the knowledge that the sign pervaded by the predi-
cate abides in the subject. Inferential knowledge (anumiti) is

the knowledge which is derived through consideration, e.g. this
hill has fire, because it has smoke, which is in invariable concomi-
tance with fire Invariable concomitance (vyapti) is the constant
association of the sign with the predicate, e.g. the co-presence
of smoke with fire. The concomitance or co-presence must be
natural and not conditional {aupadhiha) ^

Comparison^—upamdna.

Comparison or analogy {upamdna) is the knowledge of a
certain thing as similar to another thing, derived through the
remembrance of an indicative declaration on the subject, e.g. a
man who has heard from a forester that a bosgavaeus (gavaya) is

like a cow, goes into a forest and sees an animal like a cow.
Remembering the declaration of the forester, he ascertains that
the animal he sees is a bosgavaeus. This knowledge is analogical or
comparative knowledge derived through an analogy or comparison.

Word—sahda.

Word {§abda), if it is the assertion of a trustworthy person,

is a means of right knowledge, e.g. the Veda is a means of right

knowledge, inasmuch as it was spoken by God who is supremely
trustworthy,

15. Commentaries on the Tabkabhasa.

There are numerous commentaries on the Tarkabhasa ; such
as, those by Narayana Bhatta, Gundu Bhatta, Bhinni Bhatta, and
Murari Bhatta.

The following commentaries are also well known : UJjavala by
Gopinatha, Tarkabhasa bhava by Roma Vilva Venkata Buddha,
Hyaya samgraha by Rama Lihga, Saramanjari by Madhava Deva,
Paribhi^sa-darpana by Bhaskara Bhatta, Tarkabhasa prakasika by
Bala Candra, Yuktimuktavali by N%e§a Bhatta about 1 700 A.D.
(Nageia was a contemporary of Hari Diksita, a grandson of
Bhattoji Diksita who lived between 1619 A.D and 1659 A.D.).
Tarkabhasaprakasika by Cinna Bhatta about 1390 A.D. (Cinna
Bhatta, son of Sahaja Sarvajna, andbrother of Sarvajna, must have
flourished about 1390^ A.D. when his patron Harihara, King of

i A condition {upadhi) will be explained later.
*2 Wide Snrendralal Goswaini’s preface to TarkabhSsa, page 3.
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Vijayanagar, lived). Tattva Prabodhmi by Gane^a Diksita^ Tarka-

bhasa-prakasiki- by Kaiindinya Diksita, Tariadipika by Kesava

Bbattaj Tarkabhasa-prakasika by Govardhana Misra, Tarkabbasa-

prakaslks by Gaurikanta Sarvabbauma, and Myayapradipa by
Vi^vakarinad

I Fide Surendralal G-oswami’s Preface to TarkabhasB, pp 9-13

25



CHAPTER III.

The ¥aisesika Prakarana embodying the Nyiya Category of
Pramana.

16 . The Vai^esika ihcoepoeates the Nyxya Categoey.

There appeared numerous treatises on the Vai^esika philo-

sophy which incorporated in them the Nyaya category of pramdT^a.
In some of the treatises the Nyaya category of pramana was in-

cluded in the Vai^esika category of guna^ while others brought it

under dtman^ which was included in the category dravya. Some
ingenious writers kept the categories of the Vaisesika separate from
the Nyaya category of pramana, but they made them the subjects
of distinct chapters of one and the same treatise. This incorpora-
tion of the Nyaya category of pramana into the categories of

the Vaisesika philosophy must have commenced after the tenth
century A.D. Laksanavali, written by Udayana in that century,

deals with seven categories of the Vaisesika, including ahhdva,
without any reference to the Nyaya category of pramdrj.a. The
N3^aya category of prarndn^a is included by Vallabhacarya in the
Vaisesika category of guna.

17. VallabhacIbya
(about 12th century A.D,).

The exact date of Vallabhacarya is unknown. He seems
to have lived in the twelfth century A.D. In the Nyayalilavati
he mentions Kirti (Dharmakirti), Tutati and Vyomacarya as
well as Udayanacarya,^ the famous author of Kiranavali, who
flourished in 984 A.D. As Bhasarvajha^ andBhusana® are also

mentioned, Vallabha could not have flourished before the 10th
century A.D. The latest limit of hih time is the 13th century A.D.,
when Vardhamana Upadhyaj^a wrote a commentary on the Nyaya-
lilavatl called the Nyayalilavati-praka^a. The Nyayalilavati is

mentioned in a Kanarese poem written by a poet of the time
of King Cihghana of the Yadava dynasty who reigned iuDevagiri

NpayaiUavati, page 39,-jedited by Mange^a RSniakrana Telang (Nirnaya Sagara
Press, Bombay). Compare also pages 50 and 07 of the same.

2
|

NyayaUlavml, page 33.

Compare also page 40.

Compare also pages 25, 46 and 102.

NyayalUavatty page 33»
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from 1210 to 1247 A.D.^ This Vailabhacharya is different from
Vallabhacharya'who founded a Vaisnava sect.

18 . Hyayalilavati.

TheHyayalilavati, which is an expository treatise on Vaisesika
philosophy, opens with a salutation to Puru-

NySyalila- gottama. It deals with six categories,

viz. (1) substance (dravya), (2) quality

(guria), (3) action (karma), (4) generality (sdmanya)^ (5) par-

ticularity (viSesa), and (6) inherence (samavdya). Under the

category gwfj»a there comes buddhi (intellect or knowledge) which is

divided as vidyd, right knowledge, and avidyd, wrong knowledge.

The means for ascertaining right knowledge are called perception

(pratyaksa), inference (anumdna), comparison (upamdna)^ and verbal

testimony {§abda). Presumption (arthdpatti), probability (sam-

bhava), tradition (aitihya), are not separate means of right know-
ledge.

The Nyaya doctrine of pramdr^a (means of knowledge) is thus
included in the categories of the Vaisesika

amalga- philosophy. The scheme of incorporation
is shown below :

—

padartha.

1. dravya, 2. guna, 3 karma, 4. samanya, 5. viSesa, 6. samavSya.

buddhi,

1

etc
1

etc.

1

vidya

1

avidyS.

1

pratyaksa

\

1

anumSna.

/
\

\/
doctrine of pramana.

19. Commentaries® on the NyAVALiLAVATi.
i

The following commentaries on the Nyayalilavat! are avail-

able

1 Vide Mr M. R. Bodas’s introduction to Tarkasamgraha, pp 41-42

-2 A valuable account of pramana IS available m the Su’ajriSna Siddluyar, and
In the Manimekaiai canto 29.

i Vide Mange^a Ramk^sna Telang, preface to NySyalflavati, page 2,
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(1) NTayalilavati-prakasa by Vardhamana-Upadbyava (about
^ 1215 A.D.).

(2) ^^yayalilavati-dldhiti by Raghunatha Siromani (1500 A.D ).

(3) Nvay^alilavatl-kanthabharana b}’^ Sankara Misra (about 1492
‘ A.D ).

(4) Hj'ayalilavati-prakasaviveka (gioss on Vardhamana) by
Mathuranatha Tarkavagisa (about 1570 A D.)

20. Annam Bhatta
(1623 A.D.).

Annam Bhatta is the author of an excellent Vaisesika treatise

called Tarkasamgraha and of a commentary thereon called Bipika,

which two, taken together, are often designated as Annambhat-
tiyam. The Nyaya-parisista Prakasa

,
a commentary on the Nyaya-

parisista of Udayana, is also ascribed to him. The prevailing
tradition in Southern India ^ is that Annam Bhatta was an Andhra
(Telugu) of North Arcot (Chittur) district, who settled down in

Benares at beginning of the I7th century A.D. He refers in his

Dipika to King Tribhuvanatilaka, a Pallava chief of Kahci. A
manuscript of Tarkasamgraha^ was, as appears from Weber's
Berlin Catalogue, copied in the year 1724 A.D.® He is supposed
by some to have written a commentary on the Tattvacintamani.
He could not have flourished before the 17th century A.D.

21. Tarkasamgraha.

Subject of

graha.
Tarkasarh-

Annam Bhatta opens his Tarkasamgraha with a salutation ^

to Siva thus:— Placing the Lord of the

universe in my heart and making obeisance

to my preceptor, I compile this Tarka-
saihgraha to enable beginners to understand the dialectical philo-

sophy easily.’’ The work deals with seven categories, viz. (1)

substance {dravya), (2) quality (guna), (3) action (karma)
^ (4)

generality {sdmdnya), (6) particularity {viHsa)^ (6) inherence

1 The above information was supplied by Mr. Ramanan of Vedaraniyam
(Tatijore) to Hon’ble Sir P. Arunaehalam, Kt., M A., C.S , Bar.-at-Law, of Colombo,
who kindly communicated the same to me in August 1909.

2 Tarkasamgraha was translated into English by J. R. Baiiantyne in Benares
3 The colophon of the manuscript gives the date Samvat 1781 (A.D. 1724).

Weber’s Berlin Catalogue No. 683, p. 203.

* fsnrra i ii

Tarkasamgraha, opening lines, edited by Mr. M, R. Bodas, Bombay).
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{samavaya), and (7) non-existence {ahMva). Quality is of twenfcy-

foiir kinds, of which huddhi (intellect or knowledge) is one,

Buddhi or knowledge is of two kinds, experience (anubhava) and
smrti (recollection). Anubhava or experience may be right or

wrong. The right experience {yathdrthdnubhava) is of four kinds.

viz. (I) perceptual knowledge (pratyaksa)^ (2) inferential know
ledge {anumiti), (3) comparative knowledge {upamiti), and ver-

bal knowledge {sabda). The means by which these four kinds of

knowledge are derived are called respectively (1) perception

{pratyaksa), (2) anumdna (inference), (3) /comparison (upamana),
and verbal testimony (Mda).

Perception, inference, comparison and verbal testimony, to-

gether called pramdna, are thus included in buddhi, which is one

of the twenty-four qualities. This sort of inclusion of the pramdna
in the categories of tKe Vai^esika is not altogether satisfactory,

inasmuch as they do not completely fit into each other.

The scheme of incorporation is shown below :

—

padartha

I

(1) dravya, (2) guna, (3) karma, (4) '^amanya, (5) vi^ega, (6) samavaya, (7) abhava

(1) rupa (12) buddhi (24) adharma

pramana.

The seven categories and their numerous siibdivisons are most

lucidly treated.

A right experience {yathdrthdnuhhava) is defined as the ex-

_ , , , , perience of a generic nature as abiding m
ig t mow e ge

subject, 6.^. in the case of a piece of silver,

the experience that “ this is silver,” that is, this is the subject in

which silverness ” abides, is a right experience.
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An instrument {karai^a) is defined as a special cause which is

^ j _ in operation, that is, which brings about an
effect, e.g,, ne outs a tree witn an axe. Here

axe is the instrument. A cause {kdrana) is that which invariably

precedes an effect, which cannot otherwise take place, e,g. clay

is the material cause of a pot/'

An effect (Jcdrya) is the counterpart of an antecedent which
dissolves into non-existence, e.g., a pot is the effect of clay.”

A cause is of three kinds: (1) a material or intimate cause

(mmmdyihdraT^a), (2) non-intimate or non-co-existent cause

vdyikdram), and (3) the“'instrumental cause (nimittakdrana),^ all of

which will be explained later.

Perception (prafyaksa) is the knowledge which is produced
from the intercourse of the sense organs

Perception.
Jjj jg kinds: (1)

indeterminate (nirvikalpa) and (2) determinate (savikalpa). The
intercourse is of six kinds, which will be explained later.

Inference (anumdna) is the means for deriving inferential

Inference
knowledge. Inferential knowledge is the

n erence
knowledge which arises from consideration

(pardmarSa). Consideration (pardmarsa) is the knowledge that

the reason or the middle term, in invariable concomitance with
the major term, abides in the minor term, e,g. this hill has smoke
which is in invariable concomitance with the fire. Invariable

concomitance (vydpti) is the constant association of the middle
term with the major term, e.g,, wherever there is smoke, there is

fire. Paksadharmata (subjective law) refers to the fact that the

smoke abides in the hill As the Vai^esika philosophy does not
form a subject of this volume, the topics of Tarkasamgraha are

not treated here.

22. Commentaries on Tarkasamgraha:

—

(1) Tarkasamgraha dlpikaf(orTarkadipika) by Annam Bhatta.
(2) Tarkasamgraha-tika by Ananta Narayana.

(3) Siddhanta-candrodaya by Silkrsna Dhurjati Diksita.

(4) Tarka-phakkika by Ksamakalyana. Ksamakalyana was a
pupil of Jinalabha Suri and wrote his commentary on
both Tarkasamgraha and Tarkadipika in 1772 A.D.

(5) Hyaya-bodhini by Govardhana Misra.

(6) Myayartha-laghubodlimi by Govardhana Rangacarya.
(7) Tarkasamgraha-tika by Gaurikanta.

I Samavayikirapa corresponds to Ari3totl6*s material cause. Asamavayika-
raana corresponds to*Aristotle’s formal cause. Nimittakarana corresponds to Aris*
%atle*&^efficient cause. Tile final cause is the thing in its completeness, as a pot,
when it has actualty been made.
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(8) Padakrtya by Candraja Simha.

(9)
Tarkasamgraha-tattva-prakasa by Nilakantba, [Perhaps h©

IS the same person who wrote a commentary on the Maha-
bharata in Maharastra in, the 16th century A.D.].

(10) Nirukti by Jagannatha Gastrin

(11) Mirukti by Pattabhirama.

(12) Tarkasamgraha'Vakyartha-nirukti by Madhava Padabhi-
rama.

(13) Tarkasamgraha-eanclrika by Mukunda Bhat^' Gadgil.

(14) Tarkasamgrahopanyasa (vakya-?rtti) by Mem ^stri God-
bole.

(15) Hyaya-bodhini by Suklaratnanatha.

(16) Tarkasamgraha-tika by Pi.amanatha

(17) Tarkasamgraha-tarangmi by Vindhyesvari Prasada.

(18) Tarkasamgraha-tika by VisFanatha

(19) Tarka-eandrika (prabha) by Vaidyanatha Gadgil.

(20) Tarkasamgraha-tika (Hanamanti) by Hanumat, son of

Vyasa. He was a Karnatic from Mysore who lived for

sometime in the Gwalior Court about 80 years ago.

(21) Tarkasamgraha-vyakhya by Murari.

(22) Tarkasamgraha-tika, author unknown.

(23) Tarkasamgraha-samku, ditto.

(24) Nyaya-candrika, ditto.

(25) Tarkasamgrahopanyasa, ditto

(26) Tarkasamgraha dipika-prakasa (gloss) by NilkanthaSastrin,
author of Tattva-cintamani-dldhiti-tlka.

(27) Surata-kalpataru (gloss) by Srinivasa.

(28) Tika by Gahgadhara Bhat^.

(29) Tika by Jagadlsa Bhat^ia.

(30) Tika by Ramarudra Bhatta.

(31) Tattvartha-dipika by Vadhulavehka^ Guru.

(32) Tarkasamgraha-dipika-prakasa b}^ Nilakantha. This Nil-

kantha, who also wrote a commentary on Tattva-cinta-

mani, is the last representative of the School of Gahgesa

;

bom at Panya near Ahobala in the district of Kurnool, h©
died in Benares in 1840. His son (born 1816, died at

Benares in 1887) wrote a commentary on the Tarkasamgra-
ha-dipika-prakasa of his father, entitled Bhaskarodaya.
Bhaskarodaya-tika is a gloss on the Nilkanthl-tika (see

below No. 33) of Tarkadipika written by the son of Nila-

kantha in Benares about 25 years ago.

(33) NBakanthitika, a gloss on Tarkadipika, by Niikantha, who
was a Tailanga, and who wrote about 70 years ago, while

residing at Benares.

(34) Bhasyavrtti on Tarkasamgraha by Meru Sastn, who was a
Maratha. He died in Benares about 60 years ago.

(35) Tarkasamgraha-candrika by Mukunda Bhatta
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23. Vl^VANATHA NyaYAPA^TOANANA
(1634 A.D.).

Visvaiiatha Nyayapancanana, or simply Panoanana, was the

author of a Vaisesika treatise called Bhasa-panoelieda ^ (deter-

minatioii of categories), and of a commentary on the same called

Siddhanta-mnktavaii (rows of pearls of logical truths). Vi§va-

natha, as it appears from his Pingaia-praka^ika,^ as also from other

sources, was the son of Vidyanivasa and a brother of Rndra Vacas-

pati. Vidyanivasa lived in 1588 A.D.® when a book called Dana-
kand^ was copied for him by a scribe called Kavicandra. ViSva-

natha himself composed the Gantamasutravrtti at Vrndavana in

theyear 1634 A.D.^ He was a native of Navadvipa and an adherent

of the Nyaya School of Raghnnatha Siromani.®

24. Bhasapariccheda.

Vi^vanatha opens his Bhasapariccheda with a salutation to ^rl

Krsna/andwhile in his Siddhanta-muktavall
Subjects.

invokes the blessings of ^iva. The

o
^ The Bhasapariccheda has been edited and translated into English by Dr.

Roer in the Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta.

2 In th© Pingala-prakSSika Vi^vanatha says :

—

3

3?:<T%sgrf%RiBTsif i

^3^ il

{Vi<h Eggeling’s India Office Catalogue, VoL III, page 409B; and M.M. Hara
PrasEd Sascri’s Nepal Catalogue, Preface, p. xvi)

[Vide M.M. Hara Prasad Sastri’s article on Bhasapariccheda m the J.A.S.B.,
Vol. VI, No. 7)

h

®fwjn I

(J.A.S B., Vol. VI, No. 7. page 313).

^?IT fsffw^rNrtTfa^ i

^sn^tv^tifST’si^ sf^ 11
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Bhasapariccheda deals with seven categories, viz. (1) dravya {snh-

stance), (2) guna (quality), (3) Jcarma (action), (4) samdnya
(generality), (5) visesa (particularity), (6) samavdya (inherence),

and (7) abhdva (non-existence). Dravya or substance is subdivided

hsiti (earth), ap (water), tejas (light), (air)
^

(ether),

hdla (time), dik (space), dtman (soul), and manas (mind). The
eighth substance called dtman or soul is the seat of intellect} or

knowledge (buddhi) and several other qualities. Buddhi is of two

kinds: apprehension (anw&^te^f) and remembrance (smrti). Appre-

hension includes perception (pratyahsa), inference (anumdna), com-

parison (upamdna), and verbal testimony (sabda).

The Nyaya doctrine of pramdna, as represented by perception,

inference, comparison and verbal testimony,

matron
amalga-

incorporated in the categories of the

Vaisesika philosophy. The scheme of incor-

poration is shown below.

padSrtha

(1) .dravya, (2) guna, (3) karma, (4) samSnya, (5) vi^esa, (6) samavaya, (7) abhiva,

I i i i i ^ ^
^ ;

i

(1) ksiti, (2) ap, (3) tejas, (4) marut, (S) vyoma, (6) k5la, (7) dik, (8) Stman, (9) manas
*13

bncidhi
I

anubhuti smrti

pratyaksa, anumana, upamana, ^abda

(about 1635 A.D.).

The Tarkamrta * by Jagadxsa Tarkalahkara is an important

treatise on Vaisesika philosophy, which begins with a salutation to

i Tarkamrita edited by Mahamahopadbyaya Mahe4 ChaDdra IsTyayaratna m
Calcutta It has been translated into Bengali by Babii BSjendra Nath Ghose in

Calcutta.
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Visnu.^ A man who is desirous of attaining emancipation should,

according to Jagadlsa, possess a true knowledge of the soul

(diman). In acquiring this knowledge, one should also be conver-

sant with things which are connected with and opposed to the

soul.

In the first part of the Tarkamrta called Visaya-kd'^da (section

^ r m 1 - X on subjects)
,
Jagadisa divides things into two

Subjects of Tarkamyta.
i . j. . -j.* \
kinds, VIZ. (1) positive (otow) and (2) nega-

tive {abhdva). The positive things orhhdvas are substance {dmvya),

quality {gui^a), action (harma), generality (sdmdnya), particularity

(visesa), and inherence (samavdya). The negative things or

abhdvas are of two kinds, viz. (1) relative non-existence {sam~

sargdbhdva)^ and (2) reciprocal non-exisfcence {anyonydbhdva).

The first kind is subdivided as: (1) antecedent non-existence

(prdgahhdva), (2) subsequent non-existence (pradJivamsabTidva)

,

and (3) absolute non-existence (atyantdbhdva)

,

The second part of the Ta'rkamrta, oalled Jndna-kdy.da^ sec-

tion on knowledge, treats of right knowledge (pramd), which is

derived through four means called respectively, (1) perception

{pratyaksa), (2) inference {anumdna)^ (3) comparison {upamdna),

and (4) verbal testimony {&dbda).

The manner in which the seven categories of the Vaisesika

and the four pramdnas of the Nyaya have

m^on
amalga- combined, is ingenious and reasonable.

The categories do not coalesce with each
other, but are treated as a consistent whole.

A scheme of combination of the Vaisesika and Nyaya cate-

gories is given below :

—

Tarkamrta

visayakanda jnSnakaigi^S'

^
i

^ j ^ Jsamanya, viSesa, samavaya, abhava

Vaileaika combined with Nyaya.
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2Q. Laugaksi Bhaskaba.

Laugaksi Bhaskara, well versed in Nyaya, Yai^esika and Mi-
mamsa philosophies, was the son of Mndgala and nephew of the poet
Endra. His proper name was Bhaskara, his surname being Lau-
gaksi. From the fact that he mentions the temple of Visvesvara
and the pool of Manikarnika,—the two most sacred spots in Benares,
—w© may reasonably suppose that Laugaksi Bhaskara lived in

that sacred city.*

His age may be placed probably in the 17th century.

27. Taekakattmudi.

His Tarkakaumudi, which opens with a salutation toVasudeva,
pays due obeisance to Aksapada and Kanada. He divides cate-

gories into seven kinds, viz, (1) substance (dravya), (2) quality

iguna)^ (3) action (karma)

^

(4) generality (mmani/a), (5) particu-

larity (visesa)i (6) inherence (samavdya); and (7) non-existence

(abhava). Buddhi (intellect or knowledge), which is a quality of

the soul, is of two kinds—apprehension (anubhava) and recollec-

tion [smrti). Apprehension is of two kinds, ( 1) right apprehension
(pramd) and (2) wrong apprehension (apramd). The means of

acquiring right apprehension* or pramd is pramdu^ja^ which is of

two kinds, viz. (1) (pratyaksa) and (2) inference (anumdna).
The doctrine of prarndT^a^ which forms the main subject of

the Nyaya philosophy, is thus amalgamated with the doctrine of

seven categories, forming the subject-matter of the Vai^esika

philosophy.

i Laugaksi Bhaskara mentions Manikarnika, the bathing place, and Vi^velvara,

the presiding deity of Benares, in quite a familiar tone :

—

ftlSWK etc (Tarkakaumudi, page 6. edited by Vasudeva Laksmana ^astr!

Pansikar, Bombay).
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Works treating of certain topics of the Nyaya and certain

topics of the Vaise§ika.
28.

The Nyaya and Vaisesika promiscdodsly amalgamated.

Some manuals of Logic dealt neither with the entire cate-

gories of the Vaisesika, nor with those of the Nyaya. Some impor-
tant topics or sub-topics of the two systems were selected by them
and elucidated in an abstruse and recondite style. These manuals
assumed more or less the nature of critical notes on the important
or controversial topics of the Nyaya and Vaisesika philosophies.

Sasadhara’s JNyaya'Siddhanta dipa (about 1300 A.D.) is a most
important work of this kind.

29.

Sasadhara
(about 1125 A.D.).

Sasadhara, styled Mahopadhyaya Sasadhara,^ is reputed to

have been a native of Mithila. The time in which he flourished

is not definitely known. Probably he flourished before Gahgesa
but afterUdayana whose words he quotes under the designation of

kecit (some) . ^a§adhara and Manidhara were, according to a Bengali

tradition, two logicians, whose definitions of vyapti (invariable

concomitance) were criticised by Gahgesa Upadhyaya in the 12th

century A.D., under the title of simha-vyaghrokta-laksana or defini-

tions as given by the Lion ” and the Tiger.” In reality it was
the Jaina logicians, Ananda Suri and Amaracandra Sun, who were
called the Lion (simha) and the Tiger {vydghra

) ,
not Sasadhara and

Manidhara. According, however, to the Bengali tradition, Sasad-

hara lived in the 12th century A.D.

30.

Nyaya-siddhanta-dipa.

The only logical treatise of Sasadhara that has come down to

c, . . . . .. ,
us, is Hyaya-siddhanta-dipa (a lamp of logi-

Subjects of the work
i x i i i .

cal truths) which opens ^ with a salutation to

i Vide the colophon of the NySya-siddhanta-dipa, in the possession of M.M.
Vindhye^vari Prasad Dvivedi of Benares. It runs thus :

—

xfn i

From the manuscript of NySya-siddhanta-dipa, in the possession of Asiatic
Society of Bengal
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Adhisa (Siva). It deals with the topics of the Nyaya and Vaise-
sika philosophy in a promiscuous way. This is evident from the
titles of the various chapters of the work, vh. (1) invocation of

blessings {mangalacarana)

,

(2) controversy on darkness (andkakdra-
viffatipaUi),{^) examination of xsuisality (kdranaid-vkdra), (4) the
power in generality as maintaii?.ed by the Tautatikas {jdtl-sahti-vddi-

tautdtlkdmaia)

,

(5) ascertainment of powers and conditions (iakti-

niriipana and upddhi), (6) natural power (sahaja-sakti)

,

(7) power
of the content {ddheya-§akti), (8) nature of the mind Imanastattva-
ndrupana), (9) word as a means of knowledge {sahaja-pramdna), (10)
an aggregate of knowledge and action {pidna-karnha-samuccaya)^ (11)
nature of emancipation (apavarga-nirupana), (12) the inseparable
meaning (siddhdftha)^ (13) power of connected words (anviia-Saktk

vddimata)^ (14) refutation of the perceptibility of air {vdyu-pmtyaksa-
tvadi-mata-khandana), (15) controversy about indeterminate per-

ception {nirvikalpaka-vipratipatti)
^ (16) gold as a fiery thing

{suvarna-taijasa-prakarana)
y (17) theetymologo-conventional use of

a word as mud-born” {pankaja iti paddnam yogarudhiiva-kaihana)

,

(18) inference, consideration, etc. {anumiti, lingapardmarsddk
nirupana), (19) determination of invariable concomitance (vydpti-

nirupana, etc.). The work ends with an examination of non-
existence (abhdva) as a means of knowledge.

Comm ntar
There is a commentary on the Nyaya-sid-

dhanta-dipa called Nyaya-siddhanta-dipa-
tika by ^esananta.

31. Mabhavacarya
(ABOUT 1331—1391 A.D.).

Madhavacarya flourished in 1391^ A.D. (1313 Saka). He
is 'the well-known author of Sarvadar^ana-samgraha, Jaiminiya-

nyayamala-vistara, Katha-nirnayaandParaSarasmrti-vyakhya. He
was elected^ the head of the smdrta order in thema^i^aof Sringeri,

in the Mysore territory, founded by Sankara. He is said by some
to have been brother of Sayana, while others hold that he was the

same as Sayana,^ though essentially he was a writer on Mimamaa

^ Vide Preface to Vivarana-prameya-saibgraha printed in the Vizianagaram
Sanskrit Series.

2 Preface to Sarvadar^ana-samgraha, translated by E. B. Cowell and A. G.
Gough, pp. vii-viii.

^ Perhaps Madhava was born m the family of SSyana. Compare

—

Wf I

(SarvadanSana-samgraha, opening lines).
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philosophy. His preceptor was Sarvajna-visnu, son of 6arnga-

pani.* He is mentioned here because he has supplied, among
other things, some important information about the Ny§,ya philo-

sophy. Besides giving a complete exposition of the Nyaya system
under the head of Aksapadadar§ana, Madhava thrbws a good
deal of light on Logic of the Carvakas and Buddhists.

32 . Sabvadae^ana-samgraha,—Aksapada Dae^ana.

In the Sarvadarsana-samgraha under the title of Aksapada-
darsana, Madhava has given a brief exposi-

Why Nyaya was so ca e
sixteen Categories treated in the

Nyaya-sutra. The Nyaya philosophy was so called, because it

specially treated of Nyaya, otherwise called avayava (syllogism),

which formed the predominant feature of the system and proved

useful in the acquisition of all kinds of knowledge.®

Inperbnce as a means of Right Knowledge.

The view of Carvaka
dar^anta.

Carvaka denies inference as a means of right knowledge.
Those who maintain the authority of infer-

ence {anumdna)^ accept something as a
sign or middle term, which is supposed to

abide in the minor term, and to be in iiivariable concomitance

with the major term. The invariable concomitance must be freed

from all conditions, whether they are sure (niScita) or suspected

(sandigdha)

.

Now this concomitance by its mere existence can-

not produce inference. The concomitance, if it is to produce in-

ference, must be known. How do we then know this concomi-

tance ? We cannot know the concomitance by means of perception

,

which does not cognize past and future events. We cannot

employ inference, the validity of which has not yet been estab-

lished. Verbal testimony, which is included in inference, cannot

help us in this matter. Comparison is useless. Hence, the invari-

able concomitance of the middle term with the major term cannot

be known by any of the so-called four means of knowledge.

n

(Sarvadarsana-samgraha, opening lines).

VrfaKrrer
l

SarvadarSana-sam-

graha, AksapadadarSanam, p. 130, edited by Taranatha Tarkavacaspati. Caicntta.
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Similarly, the invariable concomitance has also been described
as freed from conditions (wpadhi). A con-

equ.roHeft^'^icrnf.tance;
(upadhi) is that which constantly

accompanies the major term, but does not

oonstaiitty accompany the middle term, e.g. the hill has smoke be-

cause it has fire nourished by %vet fuel (where wet fuel is a

condition). A condition may be fully defined as that (i) which
does not constantly accompany the middle term, (2) which
constantly accompanies the major term, and (3) is constantly

accompanied by the major term. That the condition must be
equipollent in extension wuth the major term is evident from the

statement of the Great Doctor (probably Udayanacarya) who
says : When an equipollent concomitance and a non-equipollent

concomitance do both abide in an object, the non-equipollent con-

comitance, if it is not covered by the equipollent concomitance,

is inadmissible, that is, not conducive to the true conclusion.” ^

A thing is said to be in equipollent concomitance {samavyapti)

with another thing, when the two are equal in their extensions,

this is nameable because it is knowable,” where know-
able” and ‘‘ nameable “ are equal in their extensions. Similarly,
“ this hill has smoke because it has fire nourished by wet fuel,”

where “smoke” and '‘fire nourished by wet fuel,” are equal

in their extensions; that is, wherever there is smoke, there is fire

nourished by wet fuel
;
and wherever there is fire nourished by

wet fuel, there is smoke.
A thing is said to be in non-equipollent concomitance {visama-

vyapti) with another thing, when the two are unequal in their

extensions, e.g?., " this hill has fire, because it has smoke,” where
the fire is greater in extension than smoke, that is, wherever there

is smoke, there is fire, as in a kitchen, but wherever there is fire

there is not necessarily smoke, as in a red-hot iron ball.

Now an equipollent concomitance and a non-equipollent con-

comitance do both abide in smoke in the following instances :

—

(1) the hill has smoke because it has fire, and (2) the hill has

smoke because it has fire nourished by wet fuel.

In the first instance smoke is in non-equipollent concomi-

tance with fire, whereas in the second instance smoke is in equi-

^ Varadaraja in his commentary on Tarkikaraksa called Sarasamgralia quotes
tins verse as an example of the fallacy heivabhasUf called uprayo'jaha (inadmissible),

which is identified in the conditional {upadkimana)

,

quoted in the Sarvadar^ana-

sarhgraha chapter I, CSrvaka-dar^ana

^sr ^ ii

The portion which is added to the middle term or subtracted from the major
term is called an upMht {condition), anyatkastddhl {Gonditions^ity) or aprayofaka
(inadmissible). Tirkikaraksa, page 232, ^ited by Vindhye^vari Prasad, Benares
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pollent concomitance with ‘‘ fire nourished by wet fuel/' The first

instance is inadmissible because in it, the reason fire” is not
covered by the reason of the second instance, viz. ^'fire nourished

by wet fuel
”

Again (1) the hill has fire because it has smoke, (2) the hill

has fire nourished by wet fuel, because it has smoke. The first is

an instance of non-equipollent concomitance, while the second is

that of an equipollent one. The first instance here, is not inad-

missible, because the reason of it, viz smoke,” is covered by
the reason of the second instance, which is also smoke.

The middle term can on no account be greater in extent

than the major term, but may be equal in extent to or less in ex-

tent than that term.

Now this absence of conditions referred to above cannot be
known through perception, specially in the

^ cases of past and future instances. Carvaka
says that the step which the mind takes from the knowledge of

smoke, etc., to the knowledge of fire, etc., can be accounted for by
its being based on a former perception or by its being an error

;

and that in some cases this step is justified by the result is

accidental, just like the coincidence of effects observed in the em-
ployment of gems, charms, drugs, etc. As it is impossible to know
the concomitance which is invariable and unconditional, tbe infer-

ence as a means of knowledge cannot be established.

The Inference as a means of Right Knowledge cannot be
DENIED.

The Buddhists maintain that the concomitance {avinahhava)
^

The Buddhistic view.
which is invariable and unconditional, is

known through the relation of identity

{avahhava) or causality {kdryarkdranarhhava) No effect can, they

say, be produced without a cause, for, if it could, it would destroy

itself by putting a stop to activity of all kinds.

Through the relation of cause and effect, which is unalterable,

Causal relation and the

relation of identity.

we can ascertain that the middle term is in

invariable concomitance with the major
term. In like maimer the invariable con«

comitance is known through the relation of identity, e.g., the SUu
is a tree, wherever we observe the attribute of a Min we ob-

serve also the attribute of ‘‘ arboreity.” A iiiu cannot lose its

arboreity without losing its own self. Though there are differ-

ences between a Miu and a tree, they are essentially the same.
We are therefore quite competent to say that a iiiu is a tree and
that the relation between the two is that of identity. We cannot
however say, that a jar is a jar or that there is a relation of
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identity between the jars. We cannot predicate one thing of

another thing, if there is no difference whatever between the two.

It is therefore proved that we can infer one thing from another

thing through the relation of cause and effect or when the two

things are in essence the same.

The Buddhists further maintain that inference as ^ rrn of

knowledge can on no account be denied. It would he a ire ‘o

assertion, if a person were to say that inference is not a ineans of

knowledge. To think of inference as a means of knowledge and

yet to deny it involves him in an absurdity, as if, he were saying

that his mother was barren.



SECTION II.

Tarka-^astra—the Science of Dialectics.

CHAPTEB I.

Formation of the Tarka-SSstra.

33.

The Nyaya CANJsroT be combthed with the Vatsbsika.

In the previous section, while treating of the Prakaranas,

we have found that it is impossible to combine the Nyaya with
Vai^esika, the categories of the two systems being altogether diiSer-

ent. The sixteen categories of the Nyaya cannot assimilate the

seven categories of the Vaisesika nor can the latter assimilate the

former. The Nyaya and Vaisesika categories cannot be assimilat*

ed in any other way. It was, therefore, found necessary to keep
them separate, though a futile attempt was made by the authors

of the Prakaranas to combine in some way the categories of the

Nyaya and Vaisesika.

34.

AnOPTION OF Pramajj^a alone.

After their struggle with the Buddhists and Jains for over a
thousand years the Brahmanas found it expedient, in treating of

the Nyaya, to take up only one topic, viz. pramana, to the exclu-

sion of the remaining fifteen topics. The division of 'pramavu
into two sub-divisions, viz. Perception and Inference, was rejected.

Aksapada’s division of pramana into four sub-divisions, viz. percep-
tion, inference, comparison, and verbal testimony, was retained.

Great ingenuity was shown to establish the authorities of the four
pramdnas. Whole arguments from the Buddhistic and Jaina works
were collected to establish inference while the works of the Mi-
maihsa philosophy were resorted to in establishing the authority
of verbal testimony.

35.

Adoption of the VaiSesika Peinciples.

The theory of pramdna became very subtle when it adopted
the principles of generality {sdmcinya), particularity (viSesa), in-

herence isamavdya), negation (abhdva)
,
etc. Thus in perceiving the

colour of a jar we must admit a relation called inherence ; an in-

variable concomitance may be of a general form or special forms

;

and whatever thing is perceptible by a sense, the non-existence of
that thing is also perceptible by the same sense.
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Thus the Nyaya theory of perception, etc., considered from
the standpoint of the Vai^esika philosophy, became very subtle

and intricate.

36. Subtlety of mbanihgs aimbb at.

A hair-splitting subtlety in the discussion of meanings of

terms is the distinguishing characteristic of the Tarka-sastra (the

science of dialectics) . Thus Aksapada defines, a propositibn in quite

a simple style as the laying'down of what is to be established/’

But in elucidating the meaning of a proposition Gahge^a, Raghu-
ni.tha, Gadadhara and others produce definitions which are terribly

long and intricate. The subtle explanation is, however, an excel-

lent training for the intellect.

37. Fuste Definition of Terms.

The technicalities of Tarka-§astra have repelled students of

S&nskriifrom its study. The immemorial practice has been forNai-

yayikas to explain verbally to their pupils the meaning of each

term aS it turns up in the course of their teaching.

The old works on Nyaya dealt with things, while the modern
ones deal only with the verbal description or definition of things

Modern Logicians do not trouble themselves about the nature of

things. They are satisfied if they can evolve a correct definition

,

and in their verbal definitions they evince a subtlety and skill,

which to a certain extent compensate for the paucity of fcheir

materials.

3B The use of Technical Terbis.

In bringing out the subtlety of meanings and in giving fine

definitions, the modem logicians have invented numerous techni-

cal terms of which some are given here.

ativyapti—Being too wide.

onugata-dhatma—Common property.

anugama—Generalisation.

anuyogitd—The quality of being an anuyogL When a thing

stands to another thing in a particular relation, that upon which
it stands is called anuyogi, while it itself is called pratiyogi (counter-

part) in regard to the relation. Thus a jar standing on the

ground in the relation of union is called pratiyogi and the ground
is the anuyogi of the relation.

anyatha-siddhi—Concomitant circumstances which are not

causes.

i Vide Ra-Jendra Candra Sastrin’s Muktavali VoL II, and BlaliamahopSdhygya
Mahe^ Chandra Nyayaratna’s Brief notes on Ike modern Nya^a system of Philoso-

phy, and alsoM.BI. GangSnath Jha’s Indian Thought
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avacchinna—That which is qualified or determined by some
attribute

avacchedaka—A quality or attribute which is determined by
the special characters of a thing Thus dandatva is the special

character of danda as a hetu.

avydfti—Being too narrow.

kurvad-ru'paiva—Causing activity, i.e. the property which
abides in a cause actually producing its effect.

pratiyogi—The thing of which a negation is predicated, e.g. a
jar is the pratiyogi of the negation of the jar.

vyapti—Pervasion or invariable concomitance.
And there are numerous others.

Some of the characteristics of the Tarka*-sastra have been
already given above,

Cmtamani by Gangesa Upadhyaya is the earliest work on
Tarka-sastra, though Janakinatha Cudamani’s NTyaya-siddlianta*

manjari is another excellent work on the same subject.



CHAPTER IL

Tattva-cmtamani the earliest Work on Tarka-sastra.

39. Importance op Tattva-cintamais-i.

The Tattva-eintamani a thought-jewel of truth”), otherwise

known as Pramana-cmtamani (“ a thought-jewel of valid know-
ledge of which a short summary in English is given in the

following pages, was written by a Brahmana logician of Mitliila

named Gangesa Upadhyaya. It introduces a new era in the

development of Logic in India and is justly reckoned as the

first work on the Modern School of Hindu Logic. In modern
India Sanskrit scholarship is not considered of any worth unless it

is accompanied by a knowledge of the Tattva-cintamani or at least

a portion of it. The study of this work develops to an enormous
extent the discursive faculty in the reader and enables him to

argue with hair-splitting distinctions and subtleties.

The book, since its first composition in the 12th century A.D.,

has been a subject of close study by the Pandits of Mithila, and
about the middle of the 15th century its study was introduced

into Bengal by Vasiideva Sarvabhauma, who had been educated

in the academies of Mithila. Since 1503 A.D., when the univer-

sity of Navadvipa was established, the Tattva-cintamani was much
popularised m Bengal through the endeavours of the famous
Raghunatha Siromani and others. Gradually the book was intro-

duced into Madras, Mabarastra and Kasmira, and in a couple of

eenturies it became known all over India. The influence of this

epoch-making book can be traced in the woiks on almost all the

branches of Sanskrit learning that have appeared during the last

five hundred years Unfortunately no attempt has yet been

made to present the contents of the work in English, Bengali,

Hindi or any other modern language, perhaps on account of the

bewildering abstruseness of its style and thought.

40. Gangesa—the Author of the TATTVA-ciKTAMAii?i.

(1200 A.D.).

The Tattva-cmtamani is the immortal work of Gangesa, also

called Gahgesvara, surnamed Upadhyaya, who was a Maitliila

Brahmana. He was born in a village named Karion on the banks

of the river Kamala, twelve miles south-east of Uarbhanga. It is

said that Gangesa while young was altogether illiterate. He pro-

pitiated the goddess Kali, on the cremation ground adjacent to
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his uncle’s hoiise^ and acquired from her, as a boon, deep erudi-

tion m the science of Logic.

Gahge^a mentions the name of ^ivaditya Mi^ra/ the well-

known author of Saptapadarthi, and makes frequent quotations

from Ratna-ko^a/ which is a work on the Vai^esika philosophy.

Nothing is definitely known about the Gauda Mimamsaka® or

Ankara * mentioned by him. Gange§a must have flourished after

1093-1150 A.D., the period when Ananda Suri and Amaracandra
Suri, ^ whose opinions he has quoted, flourished. As he criticises

the Khandana-khanda-khadya, he must have been posterior also

to l§ri Harsa who lived in Kanauj in the Court of King Jaya-
candra in 1186 A.D.® The earliest date that has been assigned to

Gange§a is before the first quarter of the 13th century A.D., when his

son Vardhamana Upadhyaya lived, in other words Gange§a is

assigned to the last quarter of the 12th century A.D.*^

1 Vide Tattva-cintamani, pratyaksa-khanda, p. 830.
2 The RatnakoiSa, a work on VaiSesika philosophy, has been quoted not only

by Gange^a in the Tattva-cintamani (6abda/-khanda, 5khy5fca-vSda, p. 830, and
anumSnarkhaii^ida, p. 886), but also by VardhamSna in the NyayarkusumSfijali and
by RaghunStha Skomani in the AnumSna-didhiti. Glosses on Ratnako4a are said
to have been written both by Harirama and Gadadhara. This Ratnakoia is

differ^t from the Advaitartatna-ko^a—a work on the Vedfinta philosophy by
AkhandSnanda—as well as from the Prameya-ratna-ko6a, a work on Jaina philo-
sophy by Candraprabha Suri (1102 A D.)

Fide Tattva-cintamani, 4abda-khanda, 6abda-prSmanya-vSda, p. 88.

Fide Tattva-cintamani, ^abda-khanda, jati-4akti-vada, p. 569.
6 Vide S C. Vidyabhusana’s ^Indian Logic: Mediaeval School’, pp. 47-48.

Anandaand Amaracandra, nicknamed respectively Vyighra^i^uka and Simbai^iSaka,
have been referred to by GangeSa in the Tattva-cintSmami under siThha-^ifydghrokkt-

of vyaptt, (Fide p. 396 above.)
® Khandana-khanda-kh«dya is quoted in the Tattva-cintamani, anumana-khan-

da, p. 233, Bibliotheca Indica Series For Sri Harsa and Jayacandra, see the
Indian Antiquary, 1911-12; PrSema-lekha-malS, nos. 22-23; and B,B.R.A.S. of
1876, p. 279 Jayacandra was killed by Sahabuddin Ghori in 1194 A.D.

7 According to the DhanukhS inscription Mahe^a Thakkura, brother of Bha-
gixatha Thaldcura, the well-known author of a sub-commentary on the Tattva-
cmtSinapi, lived in 1566 A D. Considering that in the succession of the genera-
tioi^s of pupils Bhagiratha Thakkura was seventh in descent from Ganged
IJpadhySya, and allowing an average life of thirty years for each generation, we
may a^ume that Gaoge^a lived 180 years before Bhagiratha, that is, about the
year 1376 A.D.

The succession of pupils from GangeSa is as follows :

—

I. Gange4a; 2. Vai'dhamana, 3. Yajfiapati; 4. Hari Mi4ra; 5 Faksadhara;
8. (a) Visudeva, (5) Bucidatta, (c) Candrapati (?); 7. (a) Mah^a Thakkura, (5)
Bhagiratha Thakkura 8^ A pupil ; 9. Bhavanatha ; 10. Sankara Mi^ra.

The inscription is found on a stone-slab attached to a well at the village
DhanukhS near Janakapura in Darbhanga. It runs thus :

—
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[Those who maintain that Gangela lived m the fourth quarter of the 12th
century A.D.l base their contention on the mention of Vardhamana, son of Gangers

,

in the SarvadanSana-sarfagraha in the Uth century A.D.s and upon an interpreta-
tion of the expression ^ahabda la sam 1509 ^ occurring in a manuscript of Paksa-
dhara Mirra's commentary on GangeAa’s Tattva-cmtSmam, as equivalent to 1278
A.D*^ Now the vers© on the authority of which Vardhamana is supposed to have
been mentioned in the SarvadarSana-samgraha is obviously an interpolation, and
the expression sakZhda la sam 1509, written m very modern characters, refers m
my opinion not to Laksmana samvat 159, corresponding to 1278 A.B ,

but to saka
year 1609 corresponding to 1587 A.B., the word la sam being either redundant or
signifying simply a year. In fact, it Gange^a had been older than the author of
the SarvadarSana-samgraha, his work would have been reviewed, or at any rate
referred to, in -it.]

41. The Text op TATTVA-crNTlMANT.

Book I.—Perception—Pratyahsa-hhanda

.

The Tattva-cintamaai is divided into four books dealing res-

pectively with (1) Perception (pratyaksa), (2) Inference {anu-
mana), (3) Comparison (upamana)^ and (4) Verbal testimony
(sabda)

,
which are the four means of deriving valid knowledge.

The first book, which treats of perception, opens with stanzas
saluting God ^iva.^

The iaka 1478 referred to here corresponds to 155d A.D. That Mahe^a Thak-
kura was a brother of Bhaglratha Thakkura appears from the openmg lines
of the Dravya-praka^ika by the latter*

1 Vide M. M. Chakravarti’s History of Navya-nyaya, J.A S.B. for 1915, p. 205
Kajendra Nath Ghose’s Vyapti-pancaka, Introduction, p 33

^ Vide Sarvadar^ana-samgraha, Paniniya-dar^ana.

8 (Pratyaksaloka), which is a commentary on GansjeSa’s Tattva-
cintSmani by Paksadhara Mi^ra, was, according to its colophon, copied in the
Saka year 1509 (corresponding to 1587 A.D.) and not in the Laksmana samvat 159
(corresponding to 1278 A.D.),as the date contained in the colophon runs thus :

—

H < It

«f«TwBt hjt

^w sarr >

ftfswftssiig'c

fttsr ii ^ «
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Invocation of Blessings

—

Mangala-v^a.

Salutation is offered to 6iva to invoke Ms blessings. The
invocation is of three kinds, mz bodily, vocal, and mental. The
bodily invocation consists in saluting a deity, the vocal in recit-

ing the eulogy of the deity, and the mental in meditating on him.

All polite people,’’ says Gahgesa, must observe the de'^orum of

invoking blessings if they wish to bring their work to a successful

completion ” Though we do not find any explicit text in the

Veda enjoining invocation of blessings, yet from the laudable

practice of good people we can easily infer the implicit existence

of such a text It should be stated that the invocation of bless-

ing^ is not the immediate cause of the completion of a work but
is 'the means of removing obstacles which beset the work. In the

case of an atheist finishing his work successfully without any in-

vocation of blessings, we are to suppose that there were no ob-

stacles in his way, or that he performed the invocation in his

previous life. The case of a theist invoking blessings and yet

failing to finish his work, is explained on the supposition that he
encountered enormous obstacles which his feeble invocation could
not remove. The Kadambarl, which opens with a profuse invoca-

tion of blessings, furnishes an illustration of a work remaining
unfinished, owing to the excess of obstacles in its way.

The Validity of Knowledge

—

PramaTpya-vada,

In determining the true meaning of pramaim (the means
of valid knowledge) one must understand

Jcnow- meaning of the word prama
(valid knowledge) Prama or valid know-

ledge is the knowledge of a thing as it is,—it is the knowledge
of the generic nature as abiding in its own subject, that is,

abiding in every one of its individual embodiments. For in-

stance, to know a piece of silver to be as such, is valid knowledge
Inasmuch as silverness,” which is a generic nature, really abides
in the individual silver which is its subject.

Two questions arise here
: (1) whence is the validity of know-

ledge derived, and (2) how are we con-

denv^l aid scious of the validity 1 To the first ques-

tion the Mimaihsakas (Prdabhdkaras) reply

by saying that knowledge derives its validity from its own general

grounds (or causes). As to the second question they say that

knowledge is self-evident, that is, the very grounds, out of which
arises consciousness of knowledge, produce also the consciousness

of its validity, and this consciousness of validity prompts us to

activity.

Gange§a opposes the first reply by saying that if the validity
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of knowledge wore derived from the general grounds of knowledge
itself, then invalid knowledge would have been identical with

valid knowledge. The second reply is also opposed on the ground
that if we were conscious of the validity of knowledge along with

our consciousness of knowledge itself, there could not have arisen

in us doubt with regard to the validity of any kind of knowledge
specially in the unhabitual condition. But there often arises in us
knowledge of a dubious character, and the Mimamsakas cannot
satisfactorily explain the production of this dubious knowledge or

doubt If there is consciousness of knowledge, there is, according

to them, along with it a consciousness of its validity which leaves

no room for doubt, and if, on the other hand, there is no con-

sciousness of knowledge, there cannot arise any consciousness of

its dubiousness. Hence Gahgesa concludes that the validity of

knowledge is not derived from its general grounds (or causes). It

is, according to him, derived through its special cause called instru-

ment. The general grounds of knowledge are the union of the

tactual surface with the mind and that of the latter with the soul,

while the special causes are different. The special cause of percep-

tion is the intercourse of a sense-organ with its object without any
hindrance, .that of inference is consideration (or the knowledge of

premisses), that of comparison is the knowledge of similarity, and
that of verbal testimony is the knowledge of consistency. Our
knowledge of colour, for instance, is valid if there is the contact

of our eye with the colour witlioat any hindrance Gahgesa
further observes that our consciousness of the validity of a particu-

lar knowledge does not arise from our consciousness of the particu-

lar knowledge itself, but from a different source, viz inference

from the fruitful correspondence between our knowledge (idea)

and the activity prompted by it. This knowledge (idea),” says

he, “ is valid because it is conducive to activity which is fruitful;

whatever is not conducive to activity which is fruitful, is not

valid knowledge.’' Suppose, for instance, a person cognises from
distance a white thing to be a piece of silver. His knowledge
will be valid if it harmonises with his actual experience when he

approaches the piece of silver. Our consciousness of the validity

of a particular knowledge arises therefore from our consciousness of

the fruitful correspondence or harmony between the particular

knowledge (idea) and the activity which it leads to.

Invalid Knowledge—Anyathdkhyati.

Gahgesa says that invalid knowledge or error, in Sanskrit

apramd^ anydthd-hhydti or hhrama^ is the
aprama, am^atkakhyati , knowledge (experience) of a thing as it is

ledge. not,—it IS the knowledge (experience) of a

generic nature, which does not abide in its
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own subject, but which abides in the subject of another generic
nature. For instance, to know a pearl to be a piece of silver is

invalid knowledge, inasmuch as the generic nature ‘‘silverness’’

does not abide here in the piece of silver which is its own subject,

but abides in a pearl which is the subject of another generic
nature, mz, “ pearlness.”

The Mimamsakas {Prahhaharas) do not admit invalid know-
ledge or error All knowledge, according

is valid and, as such, prompts us
to activity. In the case of a person who

takes a pearl to be a piece of silver by saying “ this is silver,” we
should bear in mind that he acquires the knowledge of this”
(pearl) through perception and that of “ silver” through recollec-

tion. But he, owing to some defect, is not conscious of the dis-

tinction between “this” (pearl) and “silver,” that is, between
“perception” and recollection ” ; and this non-consciousness of
distinction leads him to activity.

Gahge^a opposes the Mimamsakas by saying that the non-
consciousness of distinction cannot account for the activity to
which the person is prompted. There are here, according to the
Mimamsakas, grounds for activity, counter-activity and non-activ-
ity. The knowledge of “ silver,” for which the person is solicit-

ous, must cause in him an activity, while the knowledge of “ this
”

(pearl), for which he is not solicitous, must cause in him a counter-
activity, and the non-consciousness of distinction (which is absence
of knowledge) causes in him neither activity nor counter-activity,
but leaves him in non-activity. The non-consciousness of distinc-
tion is not therefore the cause which leads him to activity.

According to Gange^a, when a person takes a pearl to be a
piece of silver by saying this is silver,” he acquires the know-
ledge of both “ this ” (pearl) and*^' silver ” by means of perception
(the first through the ordinary intercourse between the sense-organ
and its object, and the second through the transcendent intercourse
whose character is knowledge). He, through some defect (of his
eye, etc.), identifies “ this ” (pearl) with “ silver,” that is, becomes
conscious of the generic nature “ silverness ” as abiding in “ this”
(pearl),, which is not Its own subject. Here his knowledge is
invalid, or, in other words, he commits an error. When a person,
on the other hand, takes a piece of silver to be silver by saying
“this is silver,” he identifies “this” with “ silver,” or, in other
words, becomes conscious of the generic nature silverness ” as
abiding in “ silver ” which is its own subject. His knowledge is
valid.

Whether a particular knowledge is valid or invalid, it must he
of a determinate character, if it is to lead us to activity . Deter-
minate knowledge is the knowledge of a generic nature as abiding
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in a subject. As already stated, when the generic nature abides in

its own subject, the knowledge is valid: but when it abides in the

subject ot another generic nature, the knowledge is invalid. A
valid determinate knowledge {prama) leads us to activity which is

fruitful, while an invalid determinate knowledge (aprama) leads us

to activity which does not end in fruition. In explaining the

cause of activity, whether fruitful or fniitless, we must assume
determinate knowledge, and in accounting for fruitless activity we
must assume error. Moreover, it is a matter of experience that

in our consciousness, valid or invalid, of the form ‘‘ this is silver/’

there is only one kind of knowledge, oiz. determinate knowledge,

and it will be cumbrous to assume two kinds, viz. perception and
recollection.

Intercourse between Senses and their Objects—Sannikarsa^

Ordinary ^reception (laukika-pratyaksa).

Perceptual knowledge, or, more simply, perception, has been
defined (by Aksapada) as knowledge which

Perceptua^^ ^knowledge,
arises from the intercourse of a sense with
its object, and which is non-erratic, being

either reflective (mediate) or non-reflective (immediate). This

definition, according to Gange^a, is too wide in so far as it in-

cludes recollection and inference of the soul, and is also too nar-

row in so far as it excludes perception by God. To avoid such

defects Gange§a proposes to define perception as a direct appre-

hension. When, for instance, a visual perception takes place, there

arises in us a corresponding knowledge of the form ‘‘ I apprehend
direct.” Perception is further defined by Gange^a as knowledge
whose intrumental cause is not knowledge. The instrumental

causes of inference, comparison and verbal testimony are respec-

tively the knowledge of premisses, the knowledge of similarity and
the knowledge of consistency

; but the instrumental cause of the

perception is a sense-organ which is not knowledge.

The word perception, which ordinarily signifies perceptual

knowledge or rather the means by which we derive perceptual

knowledge, does sometimes stand for the whole process in which

a sense in intercourse with its object produces knowledge. The
senses are six, viz. (1) the eye, (2) the ear, (3) the nose, (4) the

tongue, (5) the tactual surface, and (6) the mind. Their objects

are respectively the following:—(1) colour, (2) sound, (3) odour,

(4) savour, (5) touch (of warmth, coldness, hardness, softness, etc.),

and (6) feeling (of pleasure, pain, etc ). Correspondent with the

senses there are six kinds of knowledge (perception), viz. the

visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, tactual and mental (inter-

nal).
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The intercourse, or rather the ordinary intercourse, which

is the connection of a sense with its object, is of six kinds as

mentioned below :

—

(1) Union {samyoga), e,g. in the visual perception of a jar there

is a union of our eye with the jar.

(2) United‘inhere7ice (samyukta-samavdya). that is, inheience in

that which is in union, e.g, in the visual perception of the

colour of a jar there is a union of our eye with the jar in

which colour inheres.

(3) United-inherent -inherence [namyukta - samaveta - samavaya )

,

that is, inherence in that which mher'=‘,s in what is in

union, e.g.in. the visual perception of the colourness

(the generic nature of colour) of a jar there is a union of

our eye with the jar in which inheres colour wherein

again abides colourness” in the relation. of inherence.

(4) Inherence {samavaya), e.g, in the auditory perception of sound
there is the inherence of sound in the ether which per-

vades the cavity of our ear.

(5) Inherent-inherence {samaveta-samavdya)
,
that is, inherence in

that which inheres, e g, in the auditory perception of

‘‘soundness ” (the generic nature of sound), there is the

inherence of soundness ” in sound which again inheres in

the ether of our ear-cavity.

(6) Particularity (viSesanatd), e.g. in the perception of non-exist-

ence of a jar bn a ground, there is a union of our eye

with the ground which is possessed of non-existence of

the jar.

Transcendent Perception {alaukika-pratyaksa)

,

The supersensuous or transcendent perception does not take

place through any of the six kinds of ordinary intercourse des-

cribed above But it is produced through an intercourse which
is transcendent The transcendent intercourse is of three kinds,

viz. (1) the intercourse whose character is general (sarndnya-lak-

Sana) ; (2) the intercourse whose character is knowledge {jndna

laksana) ; and (3) the intercourse which is produced by meditation

(yogaja).

Intercourse {perception) ivhose character is general.—In the

perception of all individuals possessing a generic nature, the

knowledge of the generic nature constitutes the intercourse. This

is a transcendent intercourse whose character is general. When,
for instance, there is an intercourse of our eye with a ‘case of

smoke, there arises in us a perception of smoke of all times and ail

places. The process by which this perception takes place is as

follows ;

—

The intercourse between our eye and the case of smoke
is an ordinary one called union (samyoga) and that between our
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eye and ‘
^ smokeness ” (the generic nature of smoke) is also an ordin-

ary one which is called united-inherence (samyuhta-samavaya).

But the intercourse between^our eye and all cases of smoke is not

an ordinary one. It is a transcendent intercourse, as there is no
ordinary union of our eye with all cases of smoke of all times and
all places The intercourse consists here of the knowledge of

smokeness”, a generic nature which is possessed by all cases of

smoke of all times and all places This sort of intercourse which
consists of the ]?:nowledge of a generic nature, is called a transcen-

dent intercourse whose character is general The objection that

if there were a transcendent intercourse (perception) whose char-

acter is general, we could become omniscient, inasmuch as in

perceiving an object of knowledge we could perceive all objects of

knowledge, is untenable because, though we can perceive all objects

of knowledge comprehended under a generic nature, we cannot
perceive their mutual differences, and as such cannot be omni-
scient.

InUrcouTse (perception) whose character is knowledge,—If in the
perception of a thing the knowledge of the thing itself constitutes

the intercourse, it is called an intercourse whose character is know-
ledge. On seeing a piece of sandal-wood we often say that it is

fragrant. How does this visual perception of fragrance take
place ? The answer is that when the eye comes in union with the
piece of sandal-wood, there arises within us a kind of knowledge
(recollection) of fragrance which serves as the intercourse for our
perception of the same. This is an instance of what is called in

Western Psychology an indirect perception”.
Some say that the case cited above may be explained by the

intercourse whose character is general, and there is no necessity

for our assuming another intercourse whose character is know-
ledge On seeing a piece of sandal-wood there arises in us the
recollection of fragrance and “fragrancy ” (the generic nature of

fragrance)
,
which abide in sandal-wood in the relations of inherence

(samavdya) and inherent-inherence (samaveta-samavdya) respec-

tively. From the recollection of '^fragrancy ”, through the inter-

course whose character is general, there arises in us the perception
of all individual fragrances including the fragrance of this particular

piece of sandal-wood
In reply Gahgesa says that, though, through the intercourse

whose character is general, we can somehow explain the perception

of fragrance, we cannot through this intercourse explain the per-

ception of fragrancy ”
. Had there been a ^

^ fragranciness ” (which
is the generic nature of fragrancy), we could have, through the inter-

course whose character is general, derived the perception of “ fra-

grancy ”, But there is no generic nature of “ fragrancy ”, which is

itself the generic nature of fragrance. We cannot therefore perceive
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fragrancy ’’ through the intercourse whose character is general.

It is through the intercourse whose character is knowledge that we
can perceive fragrancy ”, the recollection of which serves as the

intercourse for such perception.

Intercourse {'perception) produced by meditation .— It is of two
kinds, (1) the intercourse (perception) of an ascetic who has
attained union with the Supreme Being, and (2) that of an
ascetic who is endeavouring to attain such union. The first

ascetic enjoys a constant perception of all things, while the second
ascetic can secure perception only when he is attended with
mediation.

Inherence—Samavaya-vdda.

in the visual perception of the colour of a jar. the inter-

course that exists between our eye and the colour has been desig-

nated as united-inherence. It is not possible to understand the

meaning of this term unless we understand the meaning of in-

herence. Inherence (samavdya) is an intimate relation between
two things which cannot exist separately. Of the two things

one exists only as lodged in the other. Such things are the

whole and its parts, the substance and its qualities or action,

the community and individuals, and the eternal substances and
their final particulars. The relation that exists between these

things is called inherence, e.g. threads inhere in the cloth, colour

inheres in the jar, and so on. The knowledge of a whole as

composed of parts, or of a substance as possessing qualities, etc.

is determinate knowledge. In such knowledge we have to con-

sider three things, viz. the subject, the predicate, and the relation

that exists between them. For instance, in our determinate
knowledge of the form the man has a stick,” the man is the

subject and the stick is the predicate, while the relation that

exists between them is union Similarly in our determinate know-
ledge of the form the flower has colour,” the flower is the sub-

ject and the colour is the predicate, but the relation that exists

between them is not union but inherence. When two things can
be separated from each other, the relation between them is union,

but when they cannot be mutually separated their relation is

inherence. In fact colour is not united with flower but inheres

in it.

The Invalidity of NTon-perception—AnupaM>dhyaprdmanya-vada.

Some say that non-existence is not perceptible by any of our
senses and that the knowledge of non-existence of a thing arises

through non-perception of the thing itself. For instance, the
way in which

,
the knowledge of non-existence of a pot arises is

as follows : Had there been a pot here, it would have been per-
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ceived : since it is not perceived, there is no pot here. The non-

perception of a pot is therefore the means of knowing the non-ex-

istence of the pot. Gahge^a does not admit non-perception to be

a means of knowledge Non-existence, according to him, is per-

ceived by onr senses through the intercourse of particularity. For

instance, in the perception of non-existence of a pot on the floor,

there is the union of our eye with the floor in which abides non-

existence of the pot as a particularity, that is, there is perception

of the floor as possessed of the non-existence of the pot. The
sense employed in the perception of a thing is the same as that

which is employed in the perception of its non-existence. What-
ever thing is perceptible by a sense, the non-existepce of that

thing is also perceptible by the same sense, e.g. a colour and its

non-existence are both perceived by the eye, a sound and its non-

existence by the ear, an odour and its non-existence by the nose,

a savour and its non-existence by the tongue, warmth and its non-

existence by the tactual surface, and pleasure and its non-exist-

ence by the mind.

ITon-existence (or negation)

—

Abhava-vada.

Some say that there is no separate entity called non-existence

(abhdva), that perception of what is ordinarily called the “non-
existence of a thing ” depends upon the locus (adhikarana) of non-
existence of the thing, and that the intercourse through which we
perceive the thing, must be the same as that through which we
perceive its non-existence, viz. union, etc. For instance, our per-

ception of the non-existence of a pot (in the form “ there is no pot
on the floor”) does not presuppose a separate entity called ^^non-

existence”, but rests entirely on “ the floor ” which is the locus of

the non-existence of the pot, and is carried on through the inter-

course of union.

Gange^a opposes the above view by saying that we must ad-

mit a separate entity called non-existence, that our perception of

what is ordinarily called the non-existence of a thing, does not rest

entirely on the locus of the non-existence of the thing, and that

the intercourse through which we perceive the non-existence of the

thing is not union etc., but particularity (visesanatd). Tn the

instance cited above our perception of the non-existence of the pot
does not rest on “ the floor ”, that is, the non-existence of the pot is

not identical with the floor. Had the one rested on the other,

or had the two been identical, there would have been perception of

the non-existence of the pot even when the pot was on the floor,

and further there would have been a disturbance of the relation

of container and contained that exists between the two. Since

this contingency is disastrous, we must admit that there is some-
thing on the ground which operates in our faEura to perceive the
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pot. This something is non-existence ’’ which is a separate

entity lying over and above the floor. Onr failure to perceive a
thing does not therefore rest on the mere locus of the thing, but on
the locus as possessed of this something or “ non-existence.” The
relation that exists between the locus and non-existence is that of

particularity (vtiesanata). When we perceive the non-existence of a
pot on the floor our eye comes in union with the floor on which
abides the non-existence of the pot in the relation of particularity.

The intercourse m this case is, therefore, of united particularity

(samyukta-vUesanatd)

.

Similarly the relation of particularity is to
be associated with inherence, united-inherence, etc.

Every non-existence has a counterpart, e,g. with reference to
the non existence of a pot and that of a piece of cloth, the pot and
the piece of cloth are respectively the counterparts The percep-
tion of a non-existence is subject to that of its counterpart. The
process, by which we perceive non-existence through the relation

of particularity, involves knowledge of its counterpart which is

produced through memory or from any other source. In our per-

ception of the non-existence of a pot on the floor, there arises in

us first of all recollection of the pot, and as soon as our eye comes
in union with the floor we perceive the non-existence of the pot
on the same.

Non-existence is of two kinds: (1) universal, and (2) reci-

procal. The universal non-existence is sub-divided into (a) the

antecedent, (6) the subsequent, and (^) the absolute. The antece-

dent non-existence is that which has no beginning but has an end,

e,g. a jar is in antecedent non-existence before it is made up The
subsequent non-existence has a beginning })ut no end, e.g a jar is in

subsequent non-existence after it is destroyed. The absolute non-
existence is that whose counterpart is viewed in relation to all the
three times—past, present, and future^ e,g. there is no jar on
the floor. The reciprocal non-existence is the non-existence of

identity, c g. a jar is not a pot.

Causes of Perception—Pratyaksa~kdra7}a-vdda,

The causes of perception are the following :

—

(1) A union of the mind with the tactual surface and the soul.

^ ^ . While a person is in deep sleep there
" produced in him no knowledge, as

there is then a union of his mind with
the soul alone but not with the tactual surface. The mind
abides at that time near the heart in a nddl called

pericardium which is without a tactual surface. In recol-

lecting a thing our mind is in union with both the tactual

surface and the soul.

(2) A union of the mind with the senses ami an intercourse of
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the sdnses with their objects, e.g in the perception of a
colour there is a union of our mind with the eye which is

in intercourse with the colour.

(3) Proportionate extension of the objects of sense, that is, the

„ . , ^ objects must not be of infinite exten-
Special of porcep-

ether, or of HO extension as
atoms. The ether and atoms are not

perceived but inferred, the former being the locus of

sound, and the latter the final particulars of things.

(4) An obviousness or manifest form of an object of sense, e,g

a colour, if it is to be perceptible, must possess obvious-

ness. A meteor, which is obscured in the midday blaze,

cannot be perceived. Similarly, a fire which exists in the

latent condition in a heated frying-pan, is not percep-

tible.

(5) A special connection of jght with the object of sense, e.g, a

Special causes of visual
pccccption.

poi, if it is -to be perceptible, must
have sufficient light on its front rather

than on its back.

(6) Absenoeof obstacles, e,q. too much proxmity or too much
distance, is often obstructive to our perception.

The Atomic Nature of the Mind—Manonutva-vada,

The senses through the instrumentality of which we perceive

colour, sound, odour, savour and touch, are the eye, ear, nose,

tongue and tactual surface respectively. The sense which operates

as an instrument in our perception of pleasure, pain, desire, aver-

sion, intellect and volition, is the mind, which is called the inter-

nal sense in contrast to the other five senses which are external.

The mind is atomic in extension, inasmuch as we cannot per-

ceive various objects at one and the same time. Although there

may exist intercourse of our external senses with their corres-

ponding objects, no perception will be produced until the mind
comes in union with them. Had the mind been of infinite exten-

sion, or even of proportionate extension, it could have come into

union with all the five external senses at once so as to give rise to

the five kinds of perception simultaneously. But everybody is

aware that it is impossible for more than one kind of perception to

arise at one and the same time This shows that the mind can

come into union with only one external sense at a time, or in other

words, the mind is atomic in extension.

Those who deny the atomic nature of the mind on the ground
that sometimes, e g, in eating a large cake soaked in milk and
sugar, we find the operations of the mind united with several

senses simultaneously, should be told that the operations, which
they suppose tp bb simultaneous, do really take place in succession,

as the hundred leaves of a lotus are pierced one after another by a
needle.

,

27
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The Doctrine of Self-eonseioiisness

—

Anu-vyavasaya-vada,

Some philosophers maintain that any particular kind of

knowledge performs by itself all its practical functions and does not

depend upon another knowledge for the same. For instance, all

practical functions connected with a pot can, according to them,
be performed when there is knowledge of the pot, but we cannot
perform those functions when there is no such knowledge It is

therefore knowledge which performs all its practical functions.

We must not however suppose that all practical functions are

performed by all kinds of knowledge promiscuously. In fact

each kind of knowledge is, by its very nature, related to a par-

ticular object which enables us to perform its corresponding func-

tions.

Some others, who hold the doctrine of triangular perception

{triputl-pratyalcsa-vadinah), say that each kind of knowledge is

self-manifest and that it manifests itself in the form ‘‘I know
this,*’ which involves an assumption of a knower (the soul), a
knowable (the object), and knowledge (the act), and as such
performs all its practical functions.

Gahgesa, in opposing the above views, says that a particular

kind of knowledge cannot by itself perform its practical functions,

but is dependent upon another sort called self-consciousness {anu-

vyavasdya) which enables it to perform the same Our know-
ledge, continues Gahgesa, arises in the form ‘Hhis” or *'pot/’

but not in the form ‘‘ I know this” or ‘‘ I know the pot” ; and
until it assumes the latter form no practical functions can be
performed. He therefore lays down that after the origination of

knowledge of the form this ” or pot,” there arises another
knowledge called self-consciousness of the form I know this ” or

I know the pot,” which performs all practical functions. This
latter variety, called self-consciousness, arises through the inter-

course of the previous knowledge with our mind. The intercourse

is united-inherence {mmyukta-samavdya)

,

inasmuch as there is a
union of the mind with the soul in which resided the previous
knowledge in the relation of inherence. In fact the latter know-
ledge or self-consciousness is the mental (or internal) perception of

the previous knowledge.

Immediate Perception

—

Nirvihalpakor-vada.

Perception is of two kinds, (1) the immediate, non-reiec-
tive or abstract {nirvikalpaka) and (2) the mediate, reflective or
concrete (savikalpaka). The immediate is perception of an in-

determinate character. It is perception of a subject and its

generic nature as separate from each other, c.gr. the perception of a
mere ‘‘pot” or mere “ potness ” without any mutual connection.
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Even the mere pot ” or mere potness ” is of the form some-
thing ’’ of wiiicb it is absurd to talk as a or ** potness/’

On the intercourse of a sense with its object the first perception that

takes place is immediate or iion-reflective. It is supersensuous,
that is, not cognisable by any of our senses, not even by the

mind. It has been defined as knowledge which is devoid of all

connection with name, generic nature, etc., which indicates no
relation and invoices no specification.

Ke«li! at© Pereeption

—

8avikalpaka-vMa,

The mediate or reflective perception is of a determinate
character. It indicates a subject and its generic nature through
their relation to each other, e,a this is a pot ” where potness ”

(the generic nature) sabides in this (the subject) in the relation

of inherence. The perception of the form ‘‘this is a pot” is

therefore mediate or reflective.

The doctrine of mediate or reflective perception may be set

forth as follows

Immediate percej^ion—the perception of “ pot ” and ‘‘ potness
”

as separate from each other.

Mediate percevU'o '^»—the perception of “potness” as abiding in
“ this ” m the form ‘ this is a pot.”

Self-consciousness—the mental perception of the knowledge of

“potness” as abiding in “this,” in the form “I know
this is a pot.”

Book II.—Inference

—

Anumana-kha^da,

The Determt^tatiof of Inferential Knowlbdoe—/I

nirufana.

Inferential knowledge [ammiti) is that knowledge which is

derived through another kind of knovdedge, viz, that the middle
term, in invariable concomitance ^itb :3he major term, abides in

the minor term, e,g

The hill is full of fire,

becai^se it Is full of smoke.

Here “ hill ” is the minor term which is also called the

subject, locus or side; “ fire
*’

is the major term, also called the

predicate or probandum ; and “smoke” is the middle term, also

called the reason or mark. The knowledge of the form “ the hill is

full of smoke ” is inferential knowledge inasmuch as it is derived
through another kind of knowledge, viz, that of the smoke which,
as being in invariable concomitance with fire, abides in the hill.

This other knowledge, viz, that smoke, in invariable concomitance
with fire, abides in the hill, is an instance of what is called
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consideration, knowledge of premises or inference {paramar&a or anu-

mdna). It is the intercourse or operation through which we
arrive at the inferential knowledge. The whole process of ariiving

at that knowledge is also sometimes called inference.

Inference distinct from Perception.

Some say that perception is the only means of knowledge and
that there is no separate means of knowledge called inference.

^ Their reasons are as follows :

—

(1) There cannot be any knowledge of the invariable concomi-
tance between the middle term and the major term

;

(2) The middle term may be erratic owing to its connection
with a condition accepted or disputed

;
and

(3) We often associate the middle term with the major term
through a mere probabilit}^ which involves no certainty.

Gahge§a sets aside the above view by saying that there are

other means of knowledge over and above perception, and that in-

ference is at any rate one means of knowledge. The doctrine of

invariable concomitance, etc., will be treated later. In support of

inference as a means of knowledge it will suffice at present to ob-

serve the following arguments :

—

1. One cannot establish the invalidity of an inference unless

one infers the invalidity from the similarity of the inference with
things previously known as invalid. This process presupposes in-

ference as a means of knowledge.

2. The statement that “ inference is not a means of know-
ledge

'
’ is of no use to an expert who is aware of the invalidity of

inference. It may be advanced usefully before a suspicious or an
erring person. Now, how are we to know that the person is in

suspicion or error ? It is certainly not through perception but
through inference.

3. “ Inference is not a means of knowledge’^ : is this state-

ment valid or invalid ? If it is valid, we must admit verbal testi-

mony to be a means of knowledge. If on the other hand it is

invalid, inference is to be admitted as a means of knowledge.
Both the alternatives are incompatible with the opponent’s view.

4. Moreover if inference is not valid, perception, too, can-
not be valid. The validity being an object of inference, how can
we, in the absence of inference, ascertain the validity of perception ?

If again perception were by itself valid, then there could not arise

any doubt about its validity.

Perception is, therefore, not the only means of knowledge, but
inference also is one of the means.

Inferential knowledge having been based upon an invari-

able concomitance of the middle term with the major term, it is
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necessary to define the phrase “ invariable concomitance.” In
Sanskrit it is called vyapti which is rendered by such expressions

as pervasion, inseparable connection^ perpetual attendance, con-

stant co-presence, etc.

Five Provisional Definitions of Invariable Concomitance

—

Vyapti-

pancaham.

1. Invariable concomitance is the non-presence of the middle

term in the locus of the non-existence of the major term, e.g.

The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.

Diagram I. Diagram II.

Here smoke (the middle term) is absent from all regions out-

side the region of fire (the major term) as shown in diagram I.

Gange^a observes that the

definition is defective inas-

much as it does not apply

to an exclusively affirmative

inference, such as “all are

nameable, because they are

knowable
*

' ,
illustrated in

diagram II, in which outside

the region of the nameable
there is nothing from which
the knowable may be ab-

sent.

2. Invariable concomi-
tance is the non-presence of

the middle term in that

locus of the non-existence of

the major term which is

not the locus of the major
term itself, e.g.

Diagram III.

This is occupied by the ape, because it is the tree.
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Here “ the tree is the middle term, and occupied by the

ape is the major term. In diagram III the tree is totally absent

from the region not occupied by the ape. The part of the tree

not occupied by the ape is excluded from the locus of the non-

existence of the major term by the clause which is not the

locus of the major term itself,’' This definition too is defective,

because it, like the previous one, does not apply to an exclusively

affirmative inference.

3, Invariable concomitance is the non-oo-presence of the

middle term with that reciprocal non-existence whose counterpart

abides in the locus of the major term, e,g.

The hilljs full of fire,

because It is full of smoke.

In diagram I. we find that smoke is not co-present with any-

thing which is non-existent in reciprocity to fire. Water, book,

cloth, table, etc., are all non-existent in their reciprocal relation

to fire, that is, they are not fire.

GangeSa observes that this definition too is defective, as it does

not cover the case of an exclusively affirmative inference. In
diagram II, we find that there is no reciprocal non-existence whose
counterpart is the region of the nameable,

4. Invariable concomitance is the state in which the middle

term forms the counterpart of that non-existence which abides in

the locus of the non-existence of the entire major term, e.gr.

The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.

Here smoke forms the counterpart of the non-existence of
smoke which abides in the region of the non-existence of entire

fire.

According to GangeSa this definition is defective, as it fails to

explain the case of an exclusively affirmative inference. In dia-

gram II. we find that there is no non-existence of the knowable
which abides in the region of the non-existence of the name-
able,

6* Invariable concomitance is the non-presence of the

middle term in what is not the locus of the major term, e.g.

The hiU is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.

Here smoke is not present in anything which is not the abode
of *610, This definition too, according to Gange§a, is defective, as

it does not meet the case of an exclusively affirmative inference.

In diagram II. we find that there is no non-presence of the know-
able in what is not included in the region of the nameable.
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Defliiitioii of Invariable Concomitance given by “Lion’* and
“ Tiger ^'-—Simha-vyaghrokta-vyaptilaksa'^a.

L Invariable concomitance is the state in which the middle
term has not a locus in which there is the non-co-presence of the
major term, e,g.

The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.

Here fire is always co-present with smoke in the locus of the
latter. It never occurs that in the locus of smoke there is no fire.

2. Invariable concomitance is the state in which the middle
term has not a locus which is different from the locus of the major
term, e,g.

The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.

The locus of smoke is never different from that of fire, that

is, the former never extends beyond the latter.

Gahgesa observes that both these definitions are defective,

inasmuch as their import is to show that the middle term has not a

locus which is also not the locus of the major term. On the con-

trary we find that the middle term has often a locus which is not
the locus of the major term. For instance, smoke on a hill has a

locus which is not the locus of fire in a kitchen.

Hon-existenee whose Counterpart is Qualified by a Nature abid-
ing in a Different Locus

—

Vyadhikarana-dharmavacchinnabMvah.

Most of the definitions of invariable concomitance given above
were defective inasmuch as they did not cover the case of an
exclusively affirmative inference. They involved such phrases as

non-existence of the major term^’ and “difference of locus of

the major term” which could not apply to an exclusively affirma-

tive inference in which the major term was all-pervading. To
make the “ non-existence of the major term” and “difference of

locus of the major term ” possible, even in an exclusively affirma-

tive inference, some logicians assume a non-existencewhose counter-

part is qualified by a nature abiding in a locus different from

the counterpart. The expression “ there is no fire possessing the

nature of a pot ” signifies that “ there is non-existence of a fire as

qualified by the nature of a pot” which, according to them, is

quite correct inasmuch as the nature of a pot abides in the rela-

tion of inherence in a pot and not in fire. Similarly “ there is no

nameableness possessing the nature of a pot” signifies that “ there

is non existence of nameableness as qualified by the nature of a

pot.” Though nameableness (major term) is all-pervading w©
have, they say, been able to talk of its non-existence by assuming

fehe nature of a pot to abide in it (instead of it in the pot).
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Gangesa opposes the above view in four ways:— (1) On the

assumption of a non-existence of this form, invariable concomi-

tance has to be defined as the state in which the middle term has

not the co-presence with a non-existence whose counterpart is

qualified by a nature which is the nature of the major term. This

definition, in which the counterpart and the major term are identi-

cal, does not involve a non-existence of the form proposed. The
definitions already condemned cannot also be defended by th©

assumption of this non-existence. (2) This sort of non-existence

is not well known and cannot be established by any evidence. (3)

The counterpart of the non-existence is said to be qualified by
a quality which does not abide in it. This is impossible because
our knowledge of non-existence depends on that of its counterpart

as possessed of the nature (4) And to assert a non-existence of

this form is as absurd as to say that there ia no hare-horn (&asa-

Srnga) in a cow

,

Other Objectionable Definitions of Invariable Concomitance—Pur-
vapaksaJi.

Gahge^a examines and condemns twelve other definitions of

invariable concomitance called objectionable definitions given by
previous logicians.

Th© Conclusive Definition of Invariable Concomitance—Siddhdnta-

laksanam.

Invariable concomitance is the co-presence of the middle
term with the major term which is not qualified by the nature of

the counterpart of that absolute non-existence, which abides in the

same locus with the middle term, but abides in a different locus

in r3spect of that counterpart, e.g

The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.
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Here there is co-presence of smoke (the middle term) with

fire (the major term) which is not qualified by the nature of a pot,

and the absolute non-existence, whose counterpart is the pot,

abides in the same locus with smoke, but abides in a different

locus in respect of the pot.

This definition covers the case of an exclusively affirmative

inference inasmuch as it does not involve a non-existence of the

major term, and the major term is not the counterpart of that

non-existence which abides in the same locus with the middle

term. Looking at diagram V, we find that there is co-presence of

the knowable with the nameable which is not qualified by the

nature of a pot (though the pot is qualified by the nature of the

nameable), and the absolute non-existence, whose counterpart is

the pot, abides in the same locus with the knowable, but in a

different locus in respect of the pot.

ISTon-existence of the General Form

—

Samanyabhavah

.

Some say that even the conclusive definition given above is

defective ina»smuch as in seeking to establish the invariable con-

comitance of smoke with fire w^e notice that fires are manifold owing
to the difference of their loci, e.g. the fire of a kitchen, of a

sacrificial ground, and so on. There is non-existence of these fires,

except one, in the locus of a particular case of smoke. This, by
making fire the counterpart of that non-existence which abides in

the same locus with smoke, altogether upsets the conclusive

definition

Gange§a in reply says that though in the locus of smoke there

is the non-existence of various fires, the natures which qualify the

counterparts of those non-existences are not one and the same, viz.

the nature of fire in general. They are different, that is, particu-

lar fires have particular natures, as for instance, the nature of

the fire of a kitchen is different from that of the fire of a sacri-

ficial ground, and so on. It is therefore necessary to admit a non-

existence of fire of the general form—such as ‘ there is no fire
’

distinguished from non-existences of particular forms as ^ there are

not such and such fires ’ A non-existence of the general form is

the non-exisfence whose counterpart is not of a particular nature.

Had the non-existence of the general form been a name merely for

the sum total of particular non-existences then there would not

have arisen in us a doubt of the form— ‘ is not there a colour in

air ? ’ It is perfectly known to us that in air there are no particu-

lar colours as red, yellow, etc.
;
yet we entertain a doubt in our

mind as to whether there is not in air a non-existence of colour

of the general form.
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lavariable Ooncomitanoe of Special Forms

—

ViSem-v^aptih.

It is to be admitted that there is non-existence of the fire of a
hill in the locus of smoke of a sa'crificia! ground, and there is non-

existence of the fire of a sacrifical ground, in the locus of smoke of

a MIL There is no inTariabie concomitance of smoke with fire if

the two occupy different loci, that is, if the locus of smoke is

different from that of the fire. But nobody can deny the invari-

able concomitance of smoke with fire if the two occupy the same
locus, e.g. there is an invariable concomitance of smoke of a hill

with the fire of the same. Though there is no invariable con-

comitance of all cases of smoke with all cases of fire, there is the

concomitance of particular cases of smoke with their corresponding

fires. The comprehensive connection of smoke with fire is not, by
this particular concomitance, disturbed, for there is no smoke
without fire.

This sort of invariable concomitance, called the invariable

concomitance of special forms, may be defined as follows :

—

1. Invariable concomitance is the co-presence of the middle

term with the major term which is different from the counterpart

of that absolute non-existence which does not abide in the locus of

that counterpart, but abides with the middle term in the latter’s

own locus.

2. Invariable concomitance is the co-presence of the middle

term with the major term, the locus of which is different from that

of the counterpart of the reciprocal non-existence wMch abides in

the locus of the middle term.

3. Invariable concomitance is the connection of the middle
term with the major term which is different from the counterpart

of that reciprocal non-existence which abides in the same locus

with the middle term.

4. Invariable concomitance may also be defined as the co-

presence of the middle term with the major term when there is no
condition attached to the middle term.

5. Invariable concomitance is the co-presence of the middle

term with the major term which co-abides with that absolute ex-

istence whose counterpart is that which is qualified by the nature

of the counterpart of the absolute non-existence abiding in the

same locus with the middle term.

6. Invariable concomitance is the possession of that nature

which establishes the connection (that is, brings about the co-

presence) of the middle term with the major term.

The Means of Apprehending Invariable Concomitance—

grahopayah.

Some logicians maintain that repeated observations of one
thing as accompanying another thing are the means of appre-
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bending invariable concomitance of the one with the other, e g.

we apprehend the invariable concomitance of smoke with fire

after Lavs observed repeatedly that the one accompaiiies the
other.

Gange^a opposes the above view on the following grounds :

—

(1) Of the repeated observations each one separately cannot
be the cause of apprehension of invariable concomitance owing to
lack of unity among the observations. As the successive observa-
tions perish quickly there is nothing which unites them together
to cause in us an apprehension of invariable concomitance. The
impression left in our mind by the past observations are no doubt
competent to produce recollection and recognition of equal things^

but they cannot produce apprehension of invariable concomitance
which involves unequal things such as occurrence of smoke in a
kitchen, a sacrificial ground, a hill, etc.

( 2) What again is the meaning of repeated observations I

Does it mean observation in numerous places, or observation of

numerous instances, or observation of the same instance numerous
times ? None of these alternatives are of any help to us in appre-
hending invariable concomitance. Can we establish invariable

concomitance of colour with savour, even if we have observed them
together in numerous places ? Can numerous instances of colour
observed along with savour in the same place (as a pot) entitle

us to establish invariable concomitance between them ? As re-

gards the observation of an instance numerous times, it may be
asked how many times ? There is certainly no fixity as to the
number of times There cannot in fact be an invariable concomi-
tance of a pen with the floor even if they have been observed
together a hundred times.

2. Some other logicians say that a reasoning (tarka) coupled
with the observation of oo-accompaniment (sahacara) is the means
of our apprehending invariable concomitance. For instance,

smoke is in invariable concomitance with fire inasmuch as we ob-
serve the former oo-accompanied by the latter ; and by apply-
ing our reasoning we further find that had there been no insepar-

able connection between smoke and fire, we could have seen the
former without the latter, but as such a contingency is an absurd-
ity, there is certainly an invariable concomitance of smoke with
fire.

According to Gange&a the above view is untenable inasmuch
as a reasoning, being itself based on an apprehension of invariable

concomitance, cannot be the cause of the same. Unless a person
apprehend^ the invariable concomitance of one thing with another
thing, his reasoning, which is to reveal the absurdity of all con-
trary apprehensions, cannot come into operation. We could argue
ad infinitum without being able to ascertain whether reasoning
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preceded the apprehension of invariable concomitance, or the
latter preceded the formerl'

Conclusion as to the Means of Apprehending Invariable Concomi-
tance— Vyd'ptigrahopayorsiddh&nta,

The observation of co-accompaniment attended with the

absence of knowledge of exceptions is the means of apprehending
invariable concomitance, e.g there is invariable concomitance of

smoke with fire as the former constantly accompanies the latter

without any exceptions.

The knowledge of exceptions may assume the form of a cer-

tainty or doubt. In the former alternative we cannot at all appre-

hend invariable concomitance, and in the latter there is gr^at diffi-

culty in apprehending it. Doubt arises from two sources, viz. some-
times from the suspicion of a condition (Upadhi) and sometimes
from the recognition of common properties and non-recognition of

special properties. As an instance of the latter source we may
point out a tall object which in the twilight produces in us a
doubt as to whether it is a man or a post, because we recognize in

it tallness which is the common property of a jbaan and a post

without the recognition of locomotion, etc., which are the special

properties of a nan. As an instance of the former source, we
may cite the case of a fire which, if wet fuel is attached to it

as a condition, may be inseparably connected with smoke. In
asserting the invariable concomitance of smoke with fire ^ we are

therefore in doubt as to whether wet fuel is not a condition.

In certain instances the doubt does not arise at all on account
of absence of such defects as myopia, long distance, etc. In
certain other instances the doubt is removed by the employment
of reasoning. For instance, our doubt as to whether there is in-

variable concomitance of fire with smoke, is removed by reasoning

as follows : Had fire constantly accompanied smoke there would
have been smoke in a red-hot iron-ball

;
but in it there is fire

and no smoke
;
so there is no invariahie concomitance of fire with

smoke (but there is that of smoke with fire).

The reasoning which is to remove doubt, is to be carried on
only as long as the doubt is not removed. The charge of regressus

ad infinitum brought against the reasoning employed to establish

invariable concomitance, does not apply to the present case, in

which reasoning ceases with the disappearance of doub^ and does
not continue up to the commencement of the processes establish-

ing invariable concomitance.

i There is invariable concomitance of smoke with fire but not of fir© with
smoke j that is. wherever there is smoke there is fire, but not vice, v^rsa.
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Eeasoning (or Confutation)—

The processes of reasoning (or confutation) may be illustrated

as follows :

—

Interrogation.—Can smoke abide without fire ?

Reasoning.—If smoke could abide without fire, it would not

have been a product of fire

Re4nterrogation.—Is smoke a product of fire ?

Reasoning.—If smoke were produced neither from fire nor from
non-fire, then it would have been a non-product. But it

is not so.

Doubt.—Smoke then may have been produced either from fire

or without a cause.

Incompatibility.—Why a person, who thus indulges in doubt, is

nevertheless led on to activity ? If he doubts whether
an effect may or may not be produced without a cause,

why does he seek for a fire to obtain smoke, and for

food to get satisfaction ? His own activity indicates that

he is well aware of the connection between a cause and
its effect. Why does he then entertain doubt ? It is

incompatible with his own activity. There is no doubt
that smoke as an effect cannot be produced without a
cause. Smoke is in fact a product of fire without which
it cannot abide.

Comprehensiveness of Invariable Concomitance

—

Vyaptyanugamali

.

Comprehensiveness {anugama) is the nature which exhibits

in one form all the various kinds of invariable concomitance pre-

viously defined. The invariable concomitance involving recipro-

cal non-existence is a comprehensive one, and is on account of

shortness to be accepted as the cause of inference. Of the five

provisional definitions of invariable concomitance the third and
the fifth, and of those of the invariable concomitance of a special

form, the second and the third involve reciprocal non-existence.

The conclusive definition of invariable concomitance may also be
so modified as to involve reciprocal non-existence. Of these the

third definition of the invariable concomitance of a special form-

is very short by far.

Intercourse whose Character is General

—

8amanya4alcsai]>a.

We observed that there is invariable concomitance of smoke
of a kitchen with fire of the same, and similarly there is invari-

able concomitance of smoke of a sacrifical ground with fire of the

same. Though we thus observe that there is invariable concomi-

tance of particular cases of smoke with particular cases of fire, we
cannot infer fire on a hill by seeing smoke there, until we can
establish the invariable concomitance of all oases of smoke with
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ail cases of fire. We can establish the invariable concomitance ot

all cases of sihoke with ail cases of fire, if we assume the knowledge

of smokeness ” ftlie generic nature of smoke) as the mteroourga

for oiif perception df all cases of smoke, a^d the knowledge of fire-

ness ’’ (the generic nature of fire) as the intercourse for our percep-

tion of all cases of fire. This sort of intercourse which ooiij^ists of

the knowledge of a generic nature is called an intercourse whose
character is general. It is described by some logioisns as an
ordinary intercourse of particularity, while others describe it as a
transcendent intercourse. The logicians, who hold the first view,

say that in perceiving a particular smoke by means of our eye
there is the intercourse of union, while in perceiving •* smokeness
there is the intercourse of united-inherence, and in perceiving ail

cases of smoke (at all times and in all places) through the know-
ledge of ^‘smokeness there is the intercourse of particularity.

All these cases of intercourse are ordinary ones

The logicians, who hold the second view, say that in the per-

ception as a particular smoke and ‘‘smokeness ’’ there are no doubt
ordinary intercourses of union and united-inhereac© respectively,

but in the perception of all cases of smoke through the know-
ledge of “ smokeness ’’ the intercourse is a transcendent one. It

cannot be an ordinary intercourse because of all cases of smoke
the present ones can be perceived by our eyes independent of the

knowledge of “ smokeness/’ while the past and future cases of

smoke with which our eyes are not connected, cannot be perceived

at all through any of the six ordinary intercourses. Therefore the

intercourse, viz. the knowledge of “ smokeness ”, through which
we perceive all cases of smoke, is a transcendent one whose charac-

ter is general. Hence the apprehension of invariable concomit-
ance of a particular case of smoke with a particular case of fire

refers through the intercourse whose character is general to all

cases of smoke and all cases of fire.

Conclusion about the Intercourse whose Character is General.—
8^manya4akmria-siddhantali .

If the intercourse, whose character is general, were not accept-
ed, there could not arise any doubt as to whether there were
instances in which smoke (the middle term) did not accompany
fire (the major term). As to the cases of smoke which were
present, we could perceive their eo-accompaniment with cases of
fire, and they could leave no room for doubt regarding any case
of exception. As for the past and future cases of smoke, or the
cases of smoke of distant places, we could not know them as they
were beyond the range of our eyes. In the absence of knowledge
of those cases of smoke it would be impossible for us to entertr.in

any doubt as to whether they constantly accompanied fire. Doubt
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being impossible, there could not be any reasoning employed to

remove it. Hence we could not apprehend an invariable con-

comitance. But if the intercourse whose character is general, is

admitted, we can explain the perception of all cases of smoke
through the intercourse of ‘‘ smokeness.^’ It is possible for doubt
to arise in respect of some of these cases of smoke through non-
recognition of their special properties. We must therefore admit
intercourse whose character is general.

The Conditional Middle T®Tm----Upddhi-vadak,

The middle term, if it is to be in invariable concomitance
with the major, should be devoid of condition, that is, should
be unconditional. A condition {upddhi) is that ivbieb constantly

accompanies the major term, but does not always accompany the

middle term, e.g.

The hill is full of smoke,
because it is Ml of (ire (nourished by wet fuel).

Diagram VI.

Here smoke is the major term, fire is the middle term and
wet fuel is a condition. The wet fuel constantly accompanies

smoke, but does not always accompany fire. For instance, the

fir© in an ignited iron-ball is not accompanied by wet fuel at all.

'‘Accompanying the major term ’’signifies the state of not

being the counterpart of that absolute non-existence which abides

in the locus of the major term, that is, the state of not being

absent from the locus of the major term. ‘'Not accompanying
the middle term ” is the state of being the counterpart of that

absolute non-existence which abides in the locus of the middle

term, that is, the state of being absent from the locus of the
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middle term. In diagram VI. wet fuel” is not absent from the
region of smoke, but it is present in some regions of fire and ab-
sent from the remaining regions of the same.

Mitra has many sons of whom one is black, and the rest fair-

complexioned. The son conceived at a time when Mitra ate vege-
tables, is black, but other sons that were conceived while she did
not eat vegetables but drank milk, are fair-complexioned.” In
diagram VII. we find that ‘‘ eating vegetable ” is a condition which
accompanies Mitra ’s black son, but does not accompany her fair-
complexioned sons.

He is black,

because he is a son of Mitra
(who eats vegetables).

Some say that ** eating vegetables ” is not a condition inas-

much as it does not always accompany blackness
; for instance,

the blackness of a pot is not the result of eating vegetables.

Gahge^a meets the objection by saying that the blackness marking
Mitra’s son is not of the same nature as the blackness which
abides in a pot. A condition ” is, according to him, to be clearly

defined as follows :

—

A condition is that which constantly accompanies the major
term, but does not always accompany the middle term, in respect

of an entity of a fixed nature.

Condition is of two kinds, viz. (1) sure, and (2) suspected.

A condition is said to bo sure ” when we know with certainty that
it constantly accompanies the major term, but does not always
accompany the middle term

;
and it is said to be ‘

' suspected ” when
there is doubt as to its accompanying the major term or as to its

not accompanying the middle term. An instance of a suspected
condition is given below :

—

The earth has a maker,
because it is a product (caused by a body).

Here ^‘caused by a body” is a condition which constantly
accompanies a maker (if the maker is a person, but'not if the maker

Diagram VII.
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is a collection of atoms), but does,not always accompany a product
(for instance, a product like a pot is caused by a body, but a
product like a lightning is not so caused). The condition, viz^

•^causing by a body ”, is therefore a suspected one.

A condition is not in itself a defect, but its attachment to

the middle term indicates that that term is erratic and the con-
clusion drawn therefrom wrong.

The State of Being the liocus or Minor Term

—

Pahsata.

The state of being the locus or the minor term (paksatd)

has been defined by some logicians as the state in which it is

doubtful whether the major term abides in it or not. Seeing

that the connection of the major term with the locus or minor
term, may not necessarily involve a doubt, Gahgesa prefers to

define the minor term as that whose <?onnection with the major
term is not known with certainty in consequence of the absence

of a desire to know the connection. E.g. in the proposition “ the

hill is full of fire”, the hill is the minor term whose connection

with fire was hitherto neither investigated nor known. The
minor term is so named not merely if there is an absence of know-
ledge of its connection with the major term, but also if the

absence of knowledge is due to the absence of a desire to arrive at

the knowledge. We cannot treat the minor term as such merely
by establishing with it a connection of the major term if that

connection has already been known, but we shall be justified in

treating it as the minor term if there is in us a desire again to

establish the connection.

Ahomoiogue, a similar locus, a homogeneous affirmative* or

positive example (sapaksa), is that in which the major term is

known with certainty to abide, e.g. the hill is full of fire, because it

is full of smoke, as a kitchen,,

A heterologue, a dissimilar locus, a heterogeneous or negative

example {vipaksa), is that in which the major term is known
not to abide. e,g, the hill is full of fire, because it is full of smoke

;

where there is no fire, there is no smoke, as a lake.

Consideration or Knowledge of VxBminm^Pardmarsah.

Consideration {pardmarsaJi} is the knowledge that the middle
term, in invariable concomitance with the major term, abides in

the minor, e,g.

The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.

Here consideration consists of the knowledge that in the hill

abides smoke which is in invariable concomitance with fire. This
knowledge (consideration) is the cause of inference.

2B
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The ancients held that smoke actually perceived together

with the knowledge that it is in invariable concomitance with fire

was the cause of inference. But GMge^a opposes this view by
saying that if smoke actually perceived were the cause, then in-

ference could not take place from smoke that had been destroyed

or that had not yet arisen. On hearing that there will he smoke
here, a person can at once infer that there will be fire here,

although he does not actually perceive the smoke which is not pre-

sent. It is therefore not smoke itself but the knowledge of it that

is the cause of the inference. In other words, the middle term
actually perceived together with the knowledge that it is in in-

variable concomitance with fire, is not the cause of inference, but
consideration or knowledge that in the minor term abides the middle
term which is, in invariable concomitance with the major term,
such a cause.

An Exclusively AfSrmative Inference—Kevaldnvctyyanumunam.

Inference is of three kinds, viz, (1) an exclusively aiSSrmative

inference (kevaldnvayyanumdnam), (2) an exclusively negative
inference {kevalavyatirekyanumdnam), and (3) an affirmative nega-
tive inference {anvaya-vyatirekyanumdnam).

The exclusively affirmative is an inference in which there is

no negative example. It may also be defined as an inference in

which the major term is not the counterpart of that absolute non-
existence which has an abode

; or, as an inference in which there
is no non-presence of the major term, e,g.

This is nameable,
because it is knowable—{vide diagram II).

An Exclusively Negative Inference—Kevalavyatirehyanumdnam.

An exclusively negative inference is the inference in which
the major term has no affirmative example. It may also be
defined as the inference in which the major term does not abide
in anything else but in the minor term, e.gr.

Diagram VIII.
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An Affirmative-negative Inference.

The affirmative-negative is an inference in which the major
term has both affirmative and negative examples, e,g»

The hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke,
as a kitchen and not as a lake.

Presumption—A rthdpaiti.

The Mimamsakas say that presumption {arthdpatti) is a
separate means of knowledge. On hearing that Devadatta, who
is fat, does not eat in the day we at once conclude that he eats

in the night. Since a person cannot become fat unless he eats

either in the day or in the night, and, since he does not eat in the

day, it follows by presumption that he eats in the night.

Gahge^a does not admit presumption to be a separate means
of knowledge, but includes it in the negative inference ^ which
establishes the absence of the middle term through the absence of

i/he major term. Here the absence of eating in the night would
have been followed by the absence of that fatness which is attend-

ed with non-eating in the day.

Inference for One’s Self

—

Svdrthdnumdna^

Inference is of two kinds: (1) inference for one’s self {svdr-^

thdnumdna) and (2) inference for the sake of others (pardrthd-

numdna), A person having himself repeatedly observed in the

kitchen and other places the invariable concomitance of smoke
with fire, goes near a hill and sees smoke on it. He recollects

that, wherever there is smoke, there is fire, and thereupon know-
ledge arises in him that this hill has smoke which is in invariable

concomitance with fire,” This knowledge is called consideration

of the sign” {UngapardmarSa) or simply ‘‘consideration” [para-

maria), from vhich follows the knowledge that “ this hill has fire”,

which is called inferential conclusion {anumiti). This is the pro-

cess of inference for one’s self.

Inference for the sake of Others

—

Pardrthdnumdna.

When a person, having inferred fixe from smoke, demonstrates

it to others by the employment of a syllogism, it is called an
inference for the sake of others.” The process of this inference is

as follows :

—

1 A person to be fat must take his food either in the day or in the night—(A
proposition)

. . »

Devadatta, who is fat, does not take his food in the day—{E proposition).

Therefore Devadatta must take his food in the night. (This is- a disjunotive

categorjea! syllogism.)
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(1) The Mil is full of fire,

(2) Because it is full of smoke.

(3) All that is full of smoke is full of fire, as a kitchen
(4) This hill is full of smoke,

(5) Therefore this hill is full of fire

The demonstration given above produces in other people
consideration of the sign which necessarily makes them admit

tlidt the hill has fire.

Syllogism—Nydyah

.

Syllogism {nydya) is the name for a collection of five sentences
which give rise to knowledge that produces consideration. It is
set forth as follows :

—

(1) This hill is full of fire— Proposition

(2) Because it is full of smoke

—

Reason,
(3) All that is full of smoke is full of fire, as a kitchen

—

Example,
(4) This hill is full of smoke—Application
(5) Therefore this hill is full of Conclusion

After these five sentences have been employed there arises in
the mind of the listener consideration of the form, ‘ this hill is full
of smoke, which is in invariable concomitance with fire ”, from
which follows the conclusion, this hill is full of fire.” Syllogism
is therefore the name for the entire collection of these five sentences
each of which is called a part or member.

^

Parts of a Bjllogiem-^Avayavah,

A part or member (avayavah) is a sentence that gives rise to
knowledge which contributes to the production of an entire
knowledge which produces consideration. On the employment of
the five sentences there arises, at first, knowledge from each of
them separately. Then arises collective knowledge from the five
sentences combined together. This collective knowledge which
produces consideration is based on each of the five sentences
called a part or member. The parts are five, viz. (1) the proposi-
tion, (2) the reason, (3) the example, (4) the application, and (5)
the conclusion.

^ ^

The Proposition

—

Pratijnd.

1 A
proposition [pratijM) is a sentence which causes know-

ieage, whose object is the same as that of the' conclusion and
which contributes to the production of the entire knowledge which
produces consideration, e.^.

®

This hill ig full of fire.
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It may also be defined as a sentence which gives rise to an
inquiry necessitating the mention of the reason, this hill is

full of fire. (Why so ? because it is smoky.)

The Beason or Middle Term—Hetuh.

The reason or middle term (hetuh) is a word, with the instru-

mental or ablative suffix attached to it, which produces know-
ledge whose object is not the probandum (major term) but which
contributes to the production of the entire knowledge that gives

rise to consideration, e,g. because it is full of smoke (i.e. by oi*

from smokiness).

The reason is of two kinds . (1) the affirmative (anvayt) and

(2) the negative (vyatireM), The affirmative reason is a member
with the instrumental or ablative suffix attached to it, which pro-

duces knowledge that necessitates the mention of the member ex-

pressive of an affirmative invariable concomitance, e.g, because it

has smoke (i.c. by or from “ smokiness ”), all that has smoke has
fire, as a kitchen. The negative reason is a member with the in-

strumental or ablative suffix attached to it, which produces know-
ledge that necessitates the mention of the member expressive of a

negative invariable concomitance, e.g, because it has smoke, (i.e.

by or from smokiness *’), all that has no fire has no smoke, as a
lake.

Example

—

uddharanam

The example (uddhaTa']i},am) is a word which, while producing

knowledge of connection of the form that the locus of the middle
term is constantly occupied by the major term, causes another
knowledge which proceeds from the sentence expressive of con-

sideration,^ e g.

All that has smoke has fire, as a kitchen,

[vSo this hill has smoke].

Application

—

upanayah.

The application (upanayah) is a member which produces con-

sideration, e g. AH that has smoke has fire, this hill too has smoke-

Conelusion

—

Nigamamm .

Conclusion (nigamanam) is a sentence which, while causing

the knowledge which gives rise to consideration, produces know-
ledge of the major term as indicated by that of the middle term
through its invariable concomitance with the major term and

1 i.e, application {upanayab)^ the sentence ex:pressive of consideration.
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its nature of abiding in the minor term, e.g. In this hill there is

smoke, which is in invariable concomitance with fire. Therefore

in this hill there is fire, or therefore this hill is full of fire.

Pallaeies

—

Hetvabhdsah.

A General Definition of Fallacy

—

Hetvdhhasorsamdnya-niruhtih,

A person can ascertain truths and achieve victory by exposing

fallacies in the argument of his opponent. It is therefore neces-

sary to define a fallacy, which in Sanskrit is called hetvdbhdsa,

a semblance of reason, a fallacy of reason or a fallacious reason.

A fallacy is an object of knowledge which obstructs an infer-

ence. It is in brief a defective reason. There are five kinds of

fallacy or defective reason, viz. (1) the erratic or uncertain {savya-

hhicdra or anaihdnia), (2) the contradictory (viruddha), (3) the

counterbalanced (satpratipahsita)
, (4) the unproved or inconclu-

siv^e {asiddha), and (5) the incompatible (bddhita). The defects

involved in the above reasons are respectively the following:—(1)

the erraticalness or uncertainty {vyahhicdra)
, (2) contradiction

(virodha)^ (3) counterbalance {satpratipaksa)^ (4) absence of proof
or inclusiveness (asiddhi), and (5) incompatibility, {hddkd).

The Erratic Beason

—

Savyabkicdrah

,

The erratic {savyabhicdra) is a reason or middle term in which
abides a character, the possession of which causes that presence of

two alternatives which produces doubt in the probandum or major
term. The nature refers to the constant accompaniment with, or

absence from, both the major term and its non-existence. The
erratic reason is subdivided into { 1 ) that which is too general (sd~

dhdram), (2) that which is non-general or not general enough {asd-

dhdrana), and (3) that which is non-exclusive {anupasamhdn).
A reason is said to be too general^ if it abides in the locus of

the major term as well as in that of its absence, e.g.

This hill is full of smoke,
because it is full of fire.

Here the reason ** fire’’ abides in the region of smoke (as in

a kitchen) as well as in the region of the absence of smoke (as in

an ignited iron-ball).

A reason is said to be non-general oi\ not general enough, if it

abides neither in the locus of the major term nor in that of its

absence, e.g.

This hill Is lull of smoke,
because it is full of ether
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Here the reason is ether, which has no locus. Ether abides
neither in the locus of fire nor in that of the absence of fire,

A reason is said to^be non-exclusive^ if it is destitute of an
example, whether affirmative or negative, e.g.

All things are impermanent,
because they are knowable.

Here we cannot cite any example, as all things ” is the
subject.

The Contradictory Eeason

—

Viruddhah.

The contradictory (viruddhah) is a reason which is the counter-

part of that non-existence which constantly accompanies the

major term, e g.

This hill is full of fire,

because it is full of water.

Here the reason is contradictory, inasmuch as water is the

counterpart of the non-existence of water

^

which constantly accom-
panies fire.

The contradictory may also be defined as a reason (middle

term) which is constantly accompanied by the absence of tlx© pro-

bandum^ major* term.

The Counterbalanced Beason

—

Satpratipaksitah

If, at the time of the consideration of a reason which seeks

to establish the existence of the prohandum or major term, there

occurs the consideration of another reason which seeks to establish

the non-existence of that term, the first reason is a counterbalanced

one,—in fact, both the reasons are counterbalanced, e.g.

One reason—Sound is eternal, because it is audible.

Opposite reason—Sound is non-eternal, because it is a product.

In the above instances, as consideration of both the sides pre-

vails, there is no real inference. The inference from one reason

being of as much force as that from the other reason, the two in-

ferences neutralize each other.

The Unproved Beason

—

Aaiddhali.

The unproved (asiddhah) reason is of three kinds
: (1) un-

proved on the part of its locus or the subject [dstaydsiddhah)
^ (2)

unproved with regard to its o\vnndf%m<d{svarupmiddhah)^ and (3)

unproved in respect of accompaniment {vydpyatvasiddhah),

(1) A reason is said to be unproved on the part of its locus, if

the characteristic distinguishing the locus does not belong to it, e.g.
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This golden hill is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.

Here the reason “smoke ” is unproved, as its locus is unreal,

on account of the goldermess ” not belonging to a hill.

(2) A reason is said to be unproved with regard to its own
nature, if it does not abide in the locus or minor term, e,g.

The lake is full of fire,

because it is full of smoke.

Here the reason is unproved, as smoke from its very nature
does not abide in a lake.

(3) A reason is said to be unproved in respect of constant ac-

companiment, if its generic nature is not useful in establishing its

invariable concomitance with the major term. It is subdivided as
follows ;

—

(a) Unproved on the part of the major term (sadhpastddM)
which occurs when there is a useless adjective appended
to that term, e.'g.

This hill is full of golden fire,

because it is full of smoke.

Golden is useless.

Unproved on the part of the reason {hetvasiddhi) which
occurs when there is a useless adjective appended to it,

e.g.

This hill is full of fire,

because it is full of blue smoke.

Blue*’ is useless.

(c) Unproved in respect of invariable concomitance {vgaptya-
eiddhi) which occurs when there is a condition attached
to the reason, e.g.

This hill is full of smoke,
because it is full of fire nourished by wet fuel (which

is a condition attached to the reason)

.

The Incompatible Beason

—

Bddhitali.

An incompatible reason (badhitah) occurs when there is the
knowledge that the major term, which is assigned to the minor
term, does not really abide in it, e,g.

Fire is cold,

because it is a substance.

The incompatible reason, which is of ten kinds, occurs under
the following circumstances :

—

(1) The minor term being incompatible with perception {jmkmh
pratyaksa-hddMtnh), e,g.
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A pot is aii-pervading^

because it is existent.

(2) The minor term being incompatible with inference {paksaJi

ammiam-badMiah), e.g.

An atom has parts,

because it has a shape.

An atom has in fact no shape and no parts.

(3) The minor term being incompatible with verbal testimony
{-paheah Hhda-hadhitah). e.g.

The golden mountain (Meru) is stony
because it is a mountain.

(4) The minor term being incompatible uith perception \ibioh

establishes the counterpart of the major term (pahsah
sddhya-pratipogi-pratyaJcsa-hadh itak), e.g.

Fire is non-warm,
because it is a product.

(5) The minor term being incompatible with the inference
which establishes the counterpart of the major term
(paksah sadhya-pratiyogyanumdna-badhitah), e g,

Sound is inaudible,

because it is a quality (of ether)

.

(6) The minor term being incompatible wdtii comparison which
establishes the counterpart of the major term (paksah
sddkya-pratiyogyupmmmz-bddkifah), e.g,

Bo8>-gavaeu3-xiess is not the connotation of the term
bos-gavaenSj

because it is a general notion.

(7) The minor term being incompatible with the evidence which
is analogous to the evidence that establishes the major
term paksak sddhya-grdhaka-pramana-jdttya-pramana-vi'-
ruddhak)^ e.g.

The skull of a deceased person is pure,
because it is the limb of a being that had life, as a

conch-shell.

[The scripture declares a conch-shell to be pure but not the
skuE of a deceased person.]

(8) The minor term being incompatible with perception which
establishes the middle term {paksah heiii-gmliaha-pratyahsa -

badkitah), e.g.

Water and air are warm,
because they are possessed of touch, unlike that of the

earth.
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(9) The minor term being incompatible with inference which
establishes the middle term {paksah hetu-arahakanumam'-
badhiiah), e.g.

The mind is all-pervading,

because it is a seat of union which is a non* coexist-

ent cause of knowledge.

(10) The minor term being incompatible with verbal testimony
which establishes the middle term {paksah hetu-grahaka^

^ahda-dyMMtah) , e.g.

The Rajasuya sacrifice should be celebrated by Brah-
manas,

because it is the means of conquering heaven.

[From verbal testimony the Rajasuya sacrifice is ascertained

to be a duty of the Ksatriyas and not of the Brahmanas].

Fallacies are serviceable as they point out Inefficiency—Heim-
hhasandm-asadhakaid-sadhaTcatvOrnirnpanmm .

A fallacj^ when exposed is a good reply to an opponent^ whose
argument is thus pointed out to be inefficient. Quibbles and far-

fetched analogies are not good replies as they are of no nse in this

respect. Far-fetched analogies are moreover self-destructive.

Inference of God—ISvardnumdnam.

By inference we can prove the existence of God, the Maker of
the universe. The inference employed for this purpose is as

follows :

—

The universe has a ma&er,
because it is a product, as a pot.

The causes which operate in the case of a product may be
stated thus :

—

There must be (1) a direct knowledge (perception) by an
agent himself of the materials which constitute a product, (2) a
desire on the part of the agent to make it, and (3) an act of

making it.

For instance, in making a product called a pot there are in

the potter, (1) a perception of the pieces that constitute a pot, (2)

a desire on his part to make it, and (3) his actual making of it.

Similarly in the case of a product called a binary atomic com-
pound (dvya^nka) there must be (1) perception by an agent of the
atoms which constitute the compound, (2) a desire in him to make
it, (3) and his actual making of ifc. Now atoms are stipersensuous,
and, as such, cannot be perceivedby mm. Hence the maker of the
binary atomic compound is an agent, who isf not man but God.
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Book III, Comp&Tison—Upamana-Ichanda,

A man, who does not know the signification of the word
bos-gavaeus, hearing from an elder that

•

IS de- the word bo$-gavae%is signifies an animal

son. Winch IS like a cow, goes into a forest where
he sees an animal like a cow. Recollecting

the instructive assertion of the elder, he institutes a comparison by
which he arrives at the conclusion that the animal which he sees is

the thing signified by the word bos-gavmus. The means by
which this conclusion has been arrived at is called comparison
{upamana). This means is the knowledge of likeness between a
cow and a bos-gavaeus The word comparison is ordinarily taken
to signify the whole process.

The intercourse or operation {vyapara)^ in the case of com-
parison, consists in the recollection of the instructive assertion of
the elder, viz, that the word bos-gavaeus signifies an animal which
is like a cow. The result of comparison (upamiti) is the knowledge
of the relation of a name to something so named

The Mimamsakas maintain that likeness (sadrsya) is a dis-

Likeness explained
included in the

e ssepa ed.
seven categories of the Vai^kas. The

signification of the word bos-gavaen8 is, according to them, an
animal which possesses likeness to a cow. Gangesa opposes this

view by saying that it is cumbersome. A thing is said to bear
likeness to another thing, if it, while possessing the special property
of the latter thing, is different from the same in the generic nature.
Such being the definition of likeness, we have to admit an infinite

number of likenesses corresponding to the thing to which they
refer. The real signification of the word bos-gavaeus, according
to Gaiigesa, is not an animal which possesses Mkeness to a cow but
an animal which possesses the generic nature of a bos-gavaeus
(that is, which is a tjpje of all hos-gavaeus). Hence the result

of comparison consists of knowledge of the relation between the
word bos-gavaeMS and the animal which possesses the generic

nature of a bos-gavaeus.

Some say that the knowledge of the signification of the word

^ . .
bos-gavaeus is derived through perception,

ompanson^^^s^ nofc per-
absurd. Though the relation be-

tween the word bos-gavaeus and the animal
called bos-gavaeus may be perceived in a particular case with
which our eyes are in union, it is impossible for us to perceive such
a relation in other cases which are beyond our eyes. Therefore
the knowledge of signification of the word bos-gameus is not
derived through perception, but through a separate means of know-
ledge, called comparison.

Comparison is nofc per-
ception.
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Neither can the knowledge of signification of the word bos-

gavaeus be derived through inference, iiias-

Oomparison is not inter- as in the ease of comparison know-
ledge is derived through the knowledge

of likeness, independent of knowledge of invariable concomi-

tance which is indispensable to an inference Moreover in the

case of knowledge derived through comparison there is m us a

self-consciousness of the form ‘‘ I compare ”, but not of the form

I infer.”

Book I¥. Verbal Testimony

—

Sabda-hha7]i,c]a.

Definition of Verbal Testimony

—

Sabda-nirnpanam.

Speech ’ {§dbda) is a means of valid knowledge if it is uttered

by a person as an outcome of the tiue knowledge of its meaning,

e»g, the speech, the horse runs, is a means of valid knowledge if

it has been uttered by a person who knows its meaning. The
means by which or the process through which the valid knowledge
is derived is called verbal testimony {sabda-pramdnam). A speech

uttered by a person who does not know its meaning may produce
knowledge the validity of which is uncertain.

Verbal Knowledge

—

Sabda-bodkah .

Any knowledge derived from a speech is called verbal know-
ledge {sahda bodhah). It is the knowledge of the mutual connection

of things signified by words which possess expectancy, consis-

tency, contiguity and potentiality, and convey intention. The
process through which verbal knowledge is produced is described

as follows :

—

In a speech— asti (there is a pot)—are to be noted the
following

:

(i) At first there is the 0/ {ictbdasga ^ravanam) ivords in

the speech, %iz. ghata as ¥ ti (there + is 4* a + pot).
(if) Then there is the recollection of things {arthasya smaranam)

signified by the words, viz. the recollection of ‘‘ pot ” signi-

fied by the word ghata, of one ” signified by h (a modi-
fication of the first-case-ending su), of existing” signi-
fied by as and of the state of abiding ” signified by ti,

(a verbal termination of the third person, singular number,
present tense).

(iii) Afterwards there is the knowledge of the mutual connection
of things thus recollected (samsargad>odhah) , is, the
knowledge that ‘ pot ’ as qualified by onen^s is an abode

^ Speech *’ signifies ** the knowledge of speech.”
^ The words need not always b© actually heard, for sometimes we may recol-

lect them from a written statement.
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of existence. The knowledge m this third step is spe-

cially called a verbal knowledge.
(iv) Lastly there is self-cmoionsness {anuvyavasaya) of the know-

ledge in the following form : I am the possessor of the
knowledge of pot which as qualified by oneness is an
abode of existence.’*

Speech as a means of Valid Knowledge

—

Sabda-pramariyavadali

,

() Can it be denied that speech is a means of valid knowledge ?

A means, otherwise called an instrument (karana)^ is that

cause which, when brought into operation, necessarily produces its

effect. Speech is not, according to the Buddhists, such a means,

inasmuch as it does not, even when uttered by a person who
knows its meaning, produce knowledge, unless it is attended with

expectancy, consistency, etc. Therefore ‘^speech is not,” say

the Buddhists, “ a means of valid knowledge.*’

Speech is indeed a means of valid knowledge, and Gahgesa
opposes the above view by asking whence, if the Buddhists do not

admit speech to be a means of valid knowledge, they derive

the validity of their own speech, viz, ^"speech is not a means
of valid knowledge.” The verbal testimony being denied,

their speech cannot be proved as valid, and as such cannot be
advanced against any party. On the contrary if their speech is

admitted as valid, they will have to abandom their contention

that ‘‘ speech is not a means of valid knowledge.” The conten-

tion of the Buddhists is therefore baseless, and speech is indeed

a means of valid knowledge. But speech, if it is to be a means
of valid knowledge, must not be a bare one : it should be attended

with expectancy, consistency, etc.

Speech is mentioned as the means or instrument because

it is the main cause in the production of valid knowledge, while

expectancy, consistency, etc., are mere attendant causes or condi-

tions. It should be stated here that only one cause without

attendant conditions cannot produce any effect.

() Is verbal testimony included in perception?

The Buddhists, while not claiming their speech to be valid,

say that it serves at any rate to produce in us a mental percep-

tion of the form “speech is not a means of valid knowledge”
by causing the recollection of things signified by it* When we
hear the speech, viz. speech is not a means of valid knowledge,’*

there arises in us a knowledge (recollection) of the tilings signified

by it, and, through the intercourse whose character is knowledge,

we actually perceive the thing in our mind. The function of

verbal testimony being thus performed by mental perception,

there is no necessity for assuming the former as a distinct means
of valid knowledge.
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(c) Verbal testimony is not included in perception.

Gangesa holds that speech which is attended with eicpect-

aney, etc., and produces recollection of things signified by it,

must be accepted as a means of valid knowledge quite distinct

from perception. Just as in the perception of a colour our eye is the

means or instrument, its union with the colour is the intercourse,

and the perceptual knowledge is the result, so in verbal testi-

mony, speech is the means or instrument, the recollection of

things signified by it is the intercourse and the verbal knowledge
is the result. Speech therefore serves the same purpose in verbal
testimony as the sense-organs do in perception, in other woids,
speech is the means of verbal knowledge, and considering the

distinct nature of this means we must admit verbal testimonjr to

be a distinct means of valid knowledge.

{d) Is verbal testimony included in inference?

The Vai^esikas maintain that verbal testimony is not a

distinct means of valid knowledge but is included in inferenoe.

In deriving knowledge from speech we first hear the words
constituting the speech and then recollect the things signified by
the words. The knowledge of the mutual connection of things

thus recollected, which is designated as vei’bal knowledge, is,

according to the Vai§esikas, derived from inference. Suppose
one utters a speech thus: “he beat the cow with a stick.’’ On
hearing this speech the listener may, say the Vai§esikas, infer as

follows :

—

(3 )
The words constituting this speech must have been preceded

by knowledge of the mutual connection of things as in-

tended by the speaker and recollected by his words,

—

proposition,

(2) Because they are possessed of expectancy, etc., and convey
the intention of the speaker,

—

reason,

(3) The words of all speeches possessing expectancy, etc. and
conveying the intention of a speaker are preceded by the
knowledge of the mutual connection of things as intended
by the speaker and recollected by his words, just as the
words of a speech, tnz, bring a pot ” uttered by me
(the listener),

—

example.

If we can thus derive knowledge of the speech by means of

inference, there is, according to the Vai§esikas, no necessity for

admitting a separate means of knowledge called verbal testimony.

(e) Verbal knowledge is not included in inference.

Gahge§a opposes the above view as follows

:

The inference as shown above is not valid, inasmuch as it

does not involve knowledge (recollection) of actual things as in

the ease of verbal testimony, but the knowledge of things recol-

lected, i,e, the knowledge of knowledge (recollection) of the
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things. This is not only cumbersome but also fallacious. Our
activity in respect of a thing arises from our knowledge of the

thing itself, but not from our knowledge of knowledge of the thing,

which, as in the case of knowledge of error, may not contain in

itself the cause of activity. Moreover, verbal knowledge is not,

like inferential knowledge, dependent on the knowledge of invari-

able concomitance between the words of a speech and know-
ledge of the mutual connection of things signified by them, but
results immediately from the words as soon as expectancy, consis-

tency, etc., existing among them have been known Again, after

verbal knowledge has been produced, there arises self-consciousness

of the form ‘‘ I know from the speexh ” but not of the form I know
through inference

.

’
’

It has already been observed that a speech cannot produce

verbal knowledge unless the words composing it possess expec-

tancy, consistency, contiguity and potentiality and convey in-

tention.

Expectancy

—

AkWhksd-vddah.

A word is said to bear the relation of expectancy [dkdhhsd)

to another word if it cannot without the latter produce know-
ledge of its interconnection in a speech. For instance. Deva-

daitah grdmam gacchati (Devadatta goes to the village) is a
speech in which the word Devadattah (in the nominative case) is

expectant for the word gacchati ('goes’, the verb), and this

latter in its turn is expectant for grdmam village,* in the

objective case). In the same way the crude word Devadatta is

expectant for h (the same as su, the first-case-ending), the crude

word grama for am (the second-case-ending) and gam (the

root) for ti (the verbal suffix). A crude word {ndma) and a
case-ending (vibhakii), a root {dhdtu) and a verbal suffix (dhhydta),

and a verb (kriyd) and a case {kdraka) are expectant for each

other.

Consistency—Yogyatd .

Consistency (yogyatd) consists in a word not bearing a mean-
ing which is incompatible with the meanings of other words in a

speech. For instance, no verbal knowledge is derived from such a

speech as agnind sinca (sprinkle with fire) because it is incom-

patible with fire being an instrument in the act of sprinkling.

Consistency may be certain or doubtful, but in either case there

will be verbal knowledge.

Contiguity

—

Asattih .

Contiguity {asattih) consists iniheenunciationof words, which
are connected with each other, without a long pause between
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.them, e.g. the speech, viz. bring water will convey no meaning
if one utters the word bring ” now, and the word water ’’

after an hour.

Intention—Tatparyam .

Intention {tatparyam), which indicates the wish of a speaker,

consists in the utterance of a word to convey knowledge of a

special thing. If at the time of eating a meal, one says bring

saindhava ” we are to understand by the word saindhava a quan-
tity of salt and not a horse

The Non-eternity of Sound—^ahdanityata-vadah.

Sounds (sahda) such as k, etc., are multifarious, inasmuch as

we find that a sound uttered by a man is different from the corres-

ponding sound uttered by a parrot. On the ground that sounds are

many, each of which is produced and destroyed, we must admit
them to be non-eternal. In fact such an expression as ^ the uproar

that arose in the market has now ceased ’ proves beyond a doubt
that sound is liable to destruction.

Sound destroyed and not concealed

—

Ucchanna-pracckannorvMah,

If sounds are destructible, their aggregates, the speeches, must
also he so. The Veda, a collection of speeches, is consequently
non-eternal. The Mimamsakas say that, though the Veda as a
collection of speeches is liable to destruction, as it has come
down through succession of teachers, its continuity is uninter-

rupted. Gange§a opposes the above view by saying that from
allusions occurring in the socio-religious institutes {smrii) and
from usages that have prevailed from olden times we can infer

that once there existed certain branches of the Vedas whidh have
since disappeared. Therefore the Veda is non-eternal.

The Veda is defined by Gangesa as a collection of valid
speeches which are not the outcome of knowledge of things signi-

fied by words, and the things signified by which are not the objects
of those kinds of knowledge which are derived from means other
than verbal testimony.

Injunction—Fidhi-vMah.
The Veda is the foundation of our good customs inasmuch as

it is the source of all injunctions. An injunction (vidM) is a speech
which produces in a person such conviction as induces him to
perform or desist from performing the act signified by the speech,
e.g. “ Let a person, who wishes to go to heaven, perform a horse-
sacrifice’* is an injunction. ‘'Let not a man drink wine” is

another injunction.
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According to Kiimarlla' the conviction, which in an ordinary

speech represents the pnrpose of the speaker, and in the case of

the Vedic speech (not emanating from any person) the potentiality

of the speech itself, consists of an idea of the form :
‘‘ this speech

directs me to perform or to desist from performing the act signi-

fied by it.'*

Prabhakara says that the conviction consists of the belief

that merit or demerit that accrues from the act signified by the
speech^ is capable of being earned by our efforts.

Gahge^a, who is not satisfied with any of the above explana-
tions, maintains that the conviction produced in the person con-

sists of the consciousness (a) that the act signified by the speech

is capable of being performed by him, (6) that the performance of

it will fulfil the object of his desire, and (o) that no serious incon-

venience will accompany the performance.

AH logicians agree, however, in holding that the conviction is

produced by the potentiality of the hortative particle lin (cor-

responding to the English word let*’) in the speech itself.

Merit and Bbmerit

—

Apurva-vddah,

Prabhakara says that the conviction produced by a Vedio
speech, consists first of the belief that the merit or demerit that
accrues from the act signified by the speech, is capable of being
acquired by our efforts. This belief is followed by the presump-
tion that the act from which merit or demerit accrues, is such as
can be performed by us. Gradually there arise two other beliefs,

viz. (1) that the act, if pertormed, will fulfil the object of our desire,

and (2) that there is no serious inconvenience involved in the act.

Gange§a opposes the above view by saying that it is cumber-
some to assume that so many kinds of belief are produced from a
speech to induce us to perform or desist from performing the act
signified by it. Let us, for the sake of brevity, assume that the
conviction produced .by a speech consists merely of the belief that
the act signified by the speech is such as can be performed by us.

This belief in the theory of Gahge§a includes in it two other
beliefs, viz. that the act is capable of fulfilling our desire and that
there is no serious inconvenience involved in it.

Potentiality

—

t§ahH-vddah*

The relation that exists between a word and the thing re-
ferred to by it is a special relation^ mlled indication {vrtii). It

i Th© relation is not an ordinary one, e.g. the word (sound) jar does not pro-
duce in us the recollection of either although the former abides in the latter in the
relation of inherence {^amavaya).

29
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is on account of this special relation that we are, on hearing

the word pot, able to recollect the thing known as a pot. This

special relation possessed by a word is generally called its

potentiality (sahti), Nice distinctions are however often made in

this matter. The special relation is described as being of two

kinds, viz. (1) signification {samketa) and (2) implication (laksand).

The signification is again subdivided into, (a) permanent and (6)

occasional. The permanent signification which a word bears is

called specially its potentiality (Sakti), This potentiality, w^hich is

the capacity of a word to refer to (i.e. produce recollection of) a

particular thing, depends upon the will of God manifesting itself

in the form : ‘Met such and such a thing be understood by such

and such a word.” For instance the potentiality of the w’ord

pot consists in its producing the recollection of an earthen vessel.

The occasional signification is called technicality {paribhasa) which
depends upon the will of man manifesting itself in the form:

“such and such a thing is to be understood by such and such a

’word.” A word is said to be technical if it produces recollection

of a particular thing as desired by man. For instance nadl

is a technical word for nouns ending in I or u. The distinction

between the permanent and occasional significations is overlooked

by those logicians who maintain that words derive their significa-

tion, or rather potentiality, not from the will of God but from the

will of man. There is according to them as much potentiality in

an ordinary word as in a technical one. The potentiality of a

word is ascertained from the following sources :

—

(1) Grammar {vydJcaraim)
^ e,g. in the sentence: Caitrah pacati

(Caitra cooks), the potentiality of the crude word
Gaiira, the nominative case-ending ft, the root pac and
the verbal suffix ti is ascertained from grammar.

(2) Gomyarison [uparmna), e.g. in the sentence :
“ a bos-gava-

eus is like a cow,” the potentiality of “ bos-gavaeus
”

is ascertained through comparison.

(3) Dictionary (kosa), e,g, the potentiality of the word pika
to refer to the quality of blueness is ascertained from
dictionary.

(4) Eeliahle assertion {dpia-vakya)
,

e,g that the word pika
signifies a black cuckoo is ascertained from the word of a
competent scholar.

(5) Usage (vyavahdra), e.g, on hearing “ bring a table,” “take,
away a table,” etc., and on seeing the table brought and
taken away, one understands the potentiality of the word
“ table.”

(6) Gontext (vakya-iesa)^ e.g. if in a sentence the meaning of the
word yava

^

(which may refer to a barley-corn or a
panic seed) is not clear, we can ascertain its true meaning
{as a barley-corn)^ by a reference to the remaining sen-
tences in which it is spoken of as having ears.
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(7) Description {viifti), e,g, when we describe a belligerent na-

tion as a warlike one, we can understand the potentiality

of the word “ belligerent/’

(8) Association with w^eli-known words, e.g. the potentiality of

the word pika to refer to a bird is easily understood
when the word is associated with some well-known words
such as : "‘in this mango-tree the pika sings sweetly.”

We have seen that each wovd possesses the potentiality of

producing the recollection of a thing dependent upon the will of God
or man. Now the question arises as to whether the potentiality

refers to the genus of the thing or to the thing as an individual.

If we suppose that the potentiality refers to an individual, we
shall have to assume, say the Mimamsakas, an infinite number of

potentialities corresponding to the individuals to which they refer.

If, on the other hand, we assume that the potentiality refers to a

genus, we shall have to assume only one potentiality correspond-

ing to the genus which will also include individuals without which
it cannot stand.

Gahge^a opposes the above view by saying that we could not

recollect individuals unless the potentiality resided in them.

. On the supposition of the potentiality referring to an individual,

it is not, continues he, necessary to assume an infinitf^ number of

potentialities
,
as one and the same potentiality refers co all the

individuals which are comprehended under one genus. Hence, he

concludes that the potentiality really refers to the indi’o'iduals

coming under a genus and possessing a form.

Words possessed of potentiality may be specified as follows —
(1) The etymological {yaugika) is a word which is understood by

the potentiality of its component parts alone, e.g, the
word data (giver) refers to the agent of giving.

(2) The conventional (rudha) is a word which is understood by
the potentiality of its entirety independently of that ctf

its parts, e.g, the word go signifies a cow (and not ‘ the

agent of going ’ which is the meaning of its parts).

(3) The etymologo-conventional (yoga-rudha) is a word which is

understood by the potentiality of the whole harmoni-
ously with the potentiality of its parts, e.g. the word
pankaja signifies a water-lily, which is born in the mud.

(4) The etymologicalco7iventional {yatigika-rudha) is a word which
is understood either by the power of its entirety or by
that of its parts, e.g, the word udbMd signifies a germ,
the sprouting of a seed or a sacrifice.

Implication—Lahsand,

By implication (lahsand) a word refers to a thing which is

related to another thing which is the signification of the word,

but which does not signify the intention of the speaker, e.g, the
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word ^ Ganges ’ in the sentence, * the cow-keeper dwells on
the Ganges,’ does not signify the current which is referred to by
the potentiality of the word but signifies the bank which bears to

the current the relation of proximity. Similarly the word " crow

'

in the sentence, ‘ protect the curd from the crow ’ signifies by
implication any thing that injures the curd.

Compound Words—Samasa-vadah,

In Sanskrit the compound word {sdmma) is of six kinds, viz,:

(1) an attributive compound {bahuvrlhi)^ (2) a determinative com-

pound (tatpurusa) including the negative determinative compound
\nan-tatpurusa)), [i) & descriptive compound (karmadkaraya)^ (4) a

numeral compound (dvigu) including the unified numeral compound
(samdhdra)^ (5) an aggregative compound {dvandva) comprising the

mutually aggregative compound {itaretara)^ the unified aggrega-

tive compound {samdhdra)^ and the residual aggregative compound
{ehaaesa) and (6) an indeclinable compound {avyaylbhdva).

[n the attributive compound the first word possesses its

fixed potentiality and the second word, which through its poten-

tiality points out a thing, refers also by implication to another
thing, e g citragum dnaya (lit. bring the brindled-cow-man) signi-

fies ‘‘bring the man having a brindled-cow.” The first word ciira

(brindled) refers through its potentiality to the quality of

“brindledness” while the second word go (cow) besides point-

ing out, through its potentiality, the thing called ‘^cow” refers

also by impUcation to its O'Wner.

Grammarians maintain that, when two words are combined
together to form an attributive compound, the combination poss-

esses the potentiality of referring to a thing which is connected
with but lies beyond the things signified by its component words,
e.g. citra-gu (brindled-cow) refers to “ ownership” over and above
the quality of being “ brindled ” and the “ cow.” Gange^a holds
that in an attributive compound all potentialities lie in the words
which are combined together to form the compound, and there is

no potentiality in the combination itself.

In the determinative compound the second word possesses its

fixed potentiality while in the first word there are both potential-
ity and implication, e.g, rdja-puruiah (a “ king-oflS.cer ”, that is, an
officer of the king) signifies an officer belonging to the king in
which the word raja refers to a “king” as well as to connec-
tion with him.”

In the descriptive compound in which the component words
stand to each other in the relation of identity, there is no special
rule for the possession of potentialities by them, e g, mlotpalam
(blue-lotus). The same is the case with the numeral compound,
e,g, paiica-guvam (five cows).
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In the aggregative compound there is no special rule for the

assumption of potentiality or implication by the component

words, e,g, yama-mrunau (Yama and Vanipa).

In an indeclinable compound there are both potentiality and

implication in the last word, e.g. upahumbham (near the jar).

Verbal Suffixes—Akhydta-mdah*

A verbal suffix [dhhydta—ii, tas, anti^ etc.) used after a

root, refers to the ejffort favourable to what is signified by the

root, e,g. Caitrah pacaii (Caitra cooks) signifies that Caitra is

possessed of efforts favourable to cooking. If the agent is an

inanimate thing the verbal suffix refers by implication to the opera-

tion favourable to what is signified by the root, e.g^ ratho gacch^ti

(a chariot moves) signifies that the chariot is possessed of the

operation favourable to moving.

The Boots—Dhdiu vadah.

The root {dhdtu) of a verb refers to the operation favourable

to the effect of what is signified by the verb, e.g: the root gam

(going) in the sentence, viz. sa grdmam gacchcUi (he goes to the

village) refers to moving, which is favourable to his connection

with, the village, which is the effect of his going. In the case of an

intransitive verb the root refers merely to the operation, e.g. sa

iisthati (he stays) in which sthd signifies merely ' staying,’

Prefixes—Upasarga-vadah.

The prefix [upasarga) by itself does not bear any meaning

but points out the speciality of meaning borne by the root that

follows, e g.vi in vijayate (completely conquers) signifies a complete-

ness of conquest.

Validity of the Four Means of Knowledge

—

Pramd'^a-catustayar

prdmdnya-vddaTi

.

Some say that a gesture (cestd) is a means of valid knowledge.

But this is absurd, inasmuch as a gesture merely reminds us of

words which produce knowledge. That a deaf person is some-

times prompted to activity by a gesture, must be due to the fact

that he infers the desire of the man who makes the gesture. So a

gesture is included in either verbal testimony or inference. Simi-

larly tradition {aitihya) and rumour (janaimti) are not distinct

from verbal testimony while presumption {artJidpaUi) and non-

perception {afiupalabdhi) are comprised in infer,ence.



CHAPTER III.

COMMEIS'TARIES ON THE TaTTVA-CINTAMA^'I.
42.

The Popularity of Tattva-cihtamaist.

The popularity of the Tattva-cintamani is attested in unmis-'

takeahle terms by the numerous commentaries, sub-commentaries

and glosses that have grown around the book since its first appear-

ance, The text of the work covers about 300 pages, but its exposi-

tory treatises extend to over 1,000,000 pages. In the following

pages are enumerated some of the important expository treatises,

and the accompanying table shows their mutual relationship.

43.

The Mithila School.

The IMithila School of Nyaya flourished from the 12th to the

loth century A.D, The great masters were Gahgesa, Vardha-
mana, Paksadhara and others. Their style of writing was terse

and they discussed the meaning of vyapti more than did their

predecessors. In the 16th century Nyaya studies weaned in Mithila

and made progress in Nadia. The Principal Naiyayikas ^ of

Mithila School are mentioned below.

44.

Vardhamana Upadhyaya
(1250 A.D.).

Vardhamana Upadhyaya was the son ^ of Gahge§a UpMfaya-
ya, and surnamed Mahopadhyaya ^ or Mahamahopadhyaya*. He
was the author of the following works :

—

(1) Tattva-eintamani-prakasa, commentary on Tattva-cinta-
mani-

(2) Nyaya-nibandha-prakasa, a commentary on Nyaya-vart-
tika-tatparya-parisuddhi.

i Vide my Logic m the University of Nadia (1907), TaSovijaya Ganijrom the
Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. 9, 1910. Also His-
tory of Navya-nyaya in Bengal and Mithila by Rat Manmohan Chakravarfci Baha-
dur and Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscript in Madras Sanskrit College.

^ Lilavati-praka^a, Ind. OH. Cat., p. 668, No. 2080, verse 2 i

j#^icr«r 5^ sm* ii ^ li

^ Vide. SarvadarSana-saiiigi'aha, No. XIII, PSnmi-darSana
* Jaydeva speaks of VardhamBna as MahamahopSdUyaya-oaranah. Vtde

Xattva-omtSmani, Bibliotheca Indica. 1—6—674,
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(3) Hyaya-pari&sta-prakasa, commentary on Udayanacarya’s
Nyaya-parisis^.

(4) Prameya-nibandiia-prakasa, which may be the same as

fche Prameya-tattva-bodha.

(5) KiranaTali-prakasa.

(6) Hyaya-knsnmanjali-prakasa.

(7) Hyaya-lilavati-prakasa.

(8) Khandana-khanda-prakasa

Vardhamana MahopadhySya is named in the Sar^a-darsana-

samgraha of Madhasracarya, under No. XIII, Panini-darcana,

so he must be older than the second half of the 14th century.^

He must be older than Jayadeva, who commented on two of his

Vaisesika works. Jayadeva’s time cannot be later than the third

quarter of the 1 3th century. He speaks of Varddhamaxia re-

verently as MahamahopMhydya-caranah: and so a fair interval

must have elapsed between the two. Vardhamana’s time thus

falls probably in the first quarter of the 13th century.

45. Paksabhara Mi^B4
(1275 A.D.).

Paksadhara Misra whose early name was Jaydeva was born

in Saisava, 16 miles east of Darbhanga^ on the Kamala. His

father’s name was Mahadeva Mi^ra and mother’s name was
Sumitra. He was a pupil of his uncle Hari Mi§ra.^ He was called

Paksadhara on account of his gaining victory in a debate which

he conducted for a fortnight or a paksa. With regard to Paksa-

dhara it is observed : Sankara and Vachaspati are comparable to

Siva and Brihaspati, but there was none who could be compared

to Paksadhara.” ^ He was the author of the following works :

—

(1) Tattva-cintamanyaloka.

(2) Dravya-padartha on the Dravya-kiranavaii-prakasa.

(3) Liiavati-viveka on the Lilavati-prakasa.

In spite of his being a logician, he was the author of two charming
Sanskrit plays, viz. Prasanna Raghava and Candrdloka^

1 According to Rai Manmohan Chakravarti Bahadur he must be older than,

the second half of the 14th century A.D , vide his History of Navya-nyaya in
Bengal (September 1915), p. 266.

2 ’vffw fwaiw:
I

opening lines)

• ^ 'ft?8n«nTt »Tn:wt i

awt ii

(Frasanna Raghava. Introduction).
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' Kaksadhara had two disciples named Vasudeva Misra (his

nephew), and Rucidatta Mi§ra. He mast be older thaii to sam
1509 ^ the date of copying of his Pratyaksaioka, which, according
to some, corresponds with 1278 A.D. He might be placed in the
third quarter of the thirteenth century.^

It is traditionally known that Paksadhara lived in the court
of Raja Bhairava Sinha of Mithila and was a class-fellow of

Vidyapati. But as Bhairava Sinha lived in 1435 to 1450 A.D.,
Paksadhara, if the tradition be true, must have lived in the middle
of the 15th century A.D. He 'is said to have copied a manuscript
of Visnupurana in 1452 A.D.®

46. VlSUBLVA Mi^RA
(about 1275 A.D.).

He was nephew and pupil of Jayadeva Mi6ra, and he wrote a
commentary on the famous Tattva-cintamani of Gahge§a Opa-
dhyaya, called Tattva-cintamani-tika in order to vindicate the work
of his teacher, Jayadeva or Paksadhara Mi^ra.^ He is called

Nyaya-sidhanta-sarabhijha (versed in the quintessence of logical

truth) in the colophon of his work.^ Being a nephew of Paksad-
hara he probably lived in the fo-urth quarter of the i3th century.

1 it. Mittra. Notices V. p. 299, No 197G, (isnFirWiWfll). Tlie date m written

curiously, and rims thus
1) ^ ll w i II

Some
think that 1509=15S=Za sam 159+ 1119=1278 A D. But I think iB probable that
1509= 1509+ 78=1587 A.D., la sam means a year.

2 It is traditionally known that Paksadhara was a contempotary of Va^ii-
deva Sarvabhauma and Raghunatha Siromani of Navadvipa

, and it is assorted by
the Darbhanga Rajas that Mahe4a 'J'hakkura, from whom they trace their descent
lived in 1556 A.D. during the time of Akbar ; and that Sankara Mi^ra was a
disciple of MalieSa fhakkura. But the contrary evidence is equally strong. Rai
Manmohan Chakraverti Bahadur dxes the date as given in the manuscripts of Pak-
sadhara’s Pratyaksaioka to be ^Ska la sam 159 or 1278 A.D. and Sankara Mirra’s
Bhedapraka4a as copied in Samvat 1519 or 1462 A.D. This date is accepted in
this work.

(A palta-leaf manuscript of VispiuparSna from Mithila, colophon).

» ^ 1

titrr %»rf n

(Introductory verse).

(Colophon of AnumSnakha^da),
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47. Rxjcibatta Misra
(about 1275 A.D.).

He was a pupil of Paksadhara or Jaydeva Mi§ra.^ His
parents were named Devadatta and Renuka and lie had two brothers
named Saktidatta and Matidatta.* The name of his family is given
as Sodarapurakula.^

Two of his works are now extant: (1) Tattva cintamai^i-
prakasA, a commentary on the famous work of Gangesa Upadhyaya^
(2) Hyaya-kusumahjaii-prakasa-makaranda, a commentary on
the commentary of Vardhainana on the Nyaya-kusumahjal! of
Udayanacarya.

A Ms. copy of a portion of his Tattva-cintamani-prakasa is

said to be as old as 1370 A.D.* He had the title Mahamaho»
padhyaya added to his name. As a pupil of Paksadhara he
may be placed in the fourth quarter of the 13th century A D,

48. Bhagiratha or Megha Thakkura
(about 1400 A.D.).’

He was the second among the three elder brothers of Mahe§a
Thakkura' and he was the author of a commentary, called Jalada,

Kusumahjali-prakasa of Vardhamana. It is also called Kusu-
manjali-prakasa prkasika. Besides this, he prepared two other
commentaries on Vardhamana’s work. They are (1) Kiranavall-
prakasa-prakasika

; (2) (Nyayal'lilavati-prakasa-vyakhya He
seems to have lived about 1400 A.D.

49. Mahe^a Thakkura.
(about 1400 A.D.).

He was born in Bhaur, 17 miles N.E. of Darbhauga on the

Kamala. He was son of Dhira and Gandrapati/ and younger

ii

(Tattva-cmtamani-piaka^a, Introductory verse 2.)

afK^SIW3«TtigiTrr: I

(Tattva-cmtamani-prakasa, 6abda-khanda, verse 2 at the end.)

(Colophon of Tattva-eintamam-prakSsa, Pratyaksa kha^da.)

^ See Peterson's Sixth Report, p. 76, No. 190.

^ ajsmrftrwpirT tj^ra^nsf 'tri
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brother of Mahadeva, Bhagiratha and Damodara.^ He belonged
to the Khandwal family. He wrote a commentary called Darpana
OB the Aloka of Paksadhara Misra on Gange§a’s work, of which
only the chapter on perception is extant. He was also the author
of several Smrti works, such as Tlrtna-ointamani,

His work on logic, the Darpana, is held as an authority in

Sankara Slisra’s Tri-sutri-nibandha-vyakhya.* He lived between
Paksadhara and Sankara or between 1270 and 1450 A.D.

One of his pupils, Raghunandanad§;sa Raya, was a great logi-

cian, who at the suggestion of Akbar went out to ail quarters for

discussion. Akbar, being pleased, installed him in the province of

Mithila, which he however made over to Mahesa Thakkura, his

teacher as preceptor’s fee ( ). So the latter became a land-

holder and founder of the Darbhanga Raj family.

50. Sankara Misra
(14.50 A.D.).

He was born in Sarisava in Darbhanga. He was the son of

Bhavanatha Misra, alias Ayaci Dube, who was eager to live on the

bank of the Ganged towards the close of his life, the Ganges being

about 40 miles south of Darbhanga forming its southern boundary.

He refers to his father’s instructions in this introductory verses of

several of his work He was nephew of Jivanatha and pupil of

Raghudeva Upadhyaya or Kanada* as of well as Mahe§a Thakkura.

dm-

(Anumanftloka-darpana, verse I at the end )

'^T WEB I

(Anumanaloka-darpana of Mahesa Y^akkura, verse 2 at the end.)

?nsTftr ii

(Tri-sutri nibandha-vyakbyS, Introductory vers© 2,)

Quoted by H. ^gstii, Notices, Vol. IIT, pp. 68-9, No. 1S6.

•sr 1

3TT»i1«l5 It

^iwrt I

WT«rt ’T’T! WCT II

(Vaile^ika-Sutropaskara, Intro verse.)
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He was a contemporary of arendrasimha Raya, He was the

author of various works on various subjects.

(1) Pandita-vijaya, m wdiich he speaks of himself thps :

if t mmx \

(2) Atma-tatt'va-viveka-kalpa-iata, a commentary on Udayana-
carya’s polemical treatise.

(3) Analilda-vardhana, a commentary on Sri Harsa’s Khandana-
khaiida-khadya, which is referred to in Pragalbhacarya’s

commentary thereon.

(4) Tattva-eintamani-mayukha, a commentarv on Gaiigesa’s

famous work on Nyaya.

(5) Tri-sutri-nibhanda-vyakiiya, a commentary on the com-
mentary of Udayanacarya on the first thi e sutras of

Gotama.

(6) iJ^'yaya-liiavati-kajgLthabharana, a commentary oi the Nya-
ya-lliavatl of Valiabhaoarya

(7) Bheda-prakasa or Bheda-ratna-prakasa, a criticism of the

non-dualistic Vedanta. Tt is criticised in its turn in the

Saiiiksepa-sariraka of Sarvajhatma-muni.

(8) Gauri-digambara-prahasana, a small comedy on the mar*
' riage of Siva and Parvati, w’-hich was played at the in-

stance of his father.^

(9) Vaisesika-sutropaskara, a popular commentary on the

Kanada-sutras.

(10) Vedi-viuoda, contains a discussion on the categories of

Nyaya.
(11) Bauddha-dhikkara-tika.

(12) Abheda-dhikkara, a refutation of tion-dualistic Vedanta.

Besides these, he wrote three important works on smrti. He
lived towards the close of the fifteenth century.

Sankara must be older than 1462 A.D., in which year a MS.
of the Bheda-prakaia was copied. As Guru of the jurist Vardha-
mana-Upadhyaya he cannot be much older than this time. He
may be placed in the second and third quarters of the fifteenth

century.

51'. Vacaspati Mi^ra (The Younger or Junior)

(about 1450 A.D.).

He is known as Abhinava Vacaspati Misra. Though he is

more famous as a smrti-writer, yet he w-rote^ ten works in philo-

sophy, as he himself has said in his Pifr-bmakti-tarahgini. He
flourished in Mithila about 400 years ago, and was the Parisad

or court-officer of the kings Bhairavendra and Ramabhadra (who

reigned in the third and fourth qua ters of the fifteenth century).

1 H. Sastn Notices, vol III, p 52, No. 83.
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Of the ten works, four at least are traceable :

—

(1) Anumana-khanda-tika, a commentary on Gangesa’s famous
work, giving the substance of both the Nyaya and the

Mimarasa views.

(2) Kha^dana-khaijL^o^^dhara. It is, as the name implies, a
commentary on 6ri Harsa’s famous criticism of the Nyaya*
sutras.

(3) Nyaya-sutroddbarfii., a gloss on the Nyaya*sutras.

(4) Sabda-mrnaya, a treatise on the nature of words.

No MS. has yet been found of this last work, but the name is

known from his smriti work called Dvaita-nirnaya.

52 Misabu Misba
(aboitt 1475 A.D.).

He is the author of an original treatise on the Vai§esika

system, named Padartha-candra. The work deals, as the name

implies, with the seven categories. But the actual authorsliip

of thi.s work, like that of his work on smrti (the Vivada-candra), is

attributed to Lachima Devi, who was the chief queen of Candra-

simha the younger step-brother of Bhairavasirhha Deva. So it

seems that our author flourished in the third quarter of the 15th

century.

It is to be noted here that Misaruka, the author of the

Nyaya-dipaka, is a different person.

53. Durgadatta Mi^ba
(about 1550 A.D).

He wrote the Kyaya-bodhini ah elementary work, on the

first principles of the Nyaya and Vaisesika systems combined.

Though we have as yet no data to fix his exact time, it seems

most probable that he flourished in the 1 6th century.

64. Dbvanatha Thaxeiuba
(1562 A.D,}.

He is the author of the Tattva-ointamanyaloka-parisista, which,

as the name implies, aimed at supplying the shortcomings of

Jayadeva's Aloka on Gahge§a’s work. Prom the date of a copy

1
i

R. Antra. Notices, TX, 12, No. 2901 ,
mtrod. verse 2.

2 R. Mitra, Notices, V. p. 84, No. 1764 and IX, p. 129, No. 302^: H. SSstn

Notices 111, p. 76, No. 1 16.
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of work (viz. la samvat 443 or 1562 A.D.) ^ made by his

order, it is ascertained that he must have lived in the third

quarter of the 16th century.
55.

Madkusudana Thakkura
(1675 A.D)‘

He is the author of the Tattva-emtamanyaloka-kaiiLtakoddliara,^

a refutation of the hostile criticisms of Paksadhara in his Aioka
on Gahgesa’s work,

Hi6 date must fall between that of the younger Vacaspati

Mi§ra on whose DvMta-nirnaya he wrote another Kantakoddhara
and la samvat 491 or 1610 A.D., the date of a Ms. of his work.

Thus roughly speaking, he flourished in the third quarter of the

16th century.—

56.

The Nabia vSchool

(1600—1800 A.D.).

The Nadia School of Nyaya flourished during the 1 6th, ^1 7th and
18th centuries under the great masters Raghunatha Siromani,

Mathuranath Tarkavagisa, Jagadlsa Tarkalahkara and Gadadhaia
Bhattacarya. Thej^ explained the Tattva-chintamani of Gahge^a
in a critical way.

Before the Navadvlpa Naiyayikas, the Mithila Logicians

stooped dowm. Raghunatha Siromani and others made the lan-

guage of Nyaya quite stereotyped and made the use of avacchedaka

and avacchinna very extensive Their pride and abnormal growth
of critical faculty put the logicians of all other provinces into the

shade. The principal logicians of Nadia School are mentioned
below.

57.

Vasudeva Sirvabhauma
(about 1450—1526 A.l).).

Vasudeva was born at Nadia in the middle of the 15th

century A.D. His father, Mahe^vara Vi§arada, gave him a sound'

education in Sanskrit grammar, literature and jurisprudence.

With a view to prosecuting his studies in Logic (Nyaya), Vasudeva,
while about 25 years old, went to Mithila, where he was admitted
into the academy of Paksadhara Misra, the foremost logician of

the place at that time. After finishing his studies in Mithila he

was subjected to a difficult test called ^alaka-parik§a, ^‘probe-

examination,” in the course of which he had to explain any leaf of a
manuscript that was pierced last by the probe as it was pushed
into the manuscript. One by one he explained one hundred

1 See R. Mitra, Notices, V, p. 84, No. 1764, IX, p. 129, No, 3029. See H. Ssstri,

Notices, ni, 75, No. 116.

^ See Sastri, Notices, III, p 75, No. 116.
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such leaves and his teacher was so much pleased that he conferred

on him the title of Sarvabhanma.
Finding that the Professors of Mithila did not allow outsiders

to copy their works on Logic, Vasiideva

to^ad^a^
works brought committed to memory the entire Tattva-

cintamani and the metrical portion of the
Kusumahjali, and, being afraid that his life would be in danger on
the way back from Mithila, he, on the pretext of coining to Nadia,
went secretly to Benares where he studied for some years the
Vedanta philosophy, returning home at the close of the 1 5th
century A.D.

Having, transcribed the above mentioned two wmrks from
memory Vasudeva set up the first great

Logic m academy of Logic in Nadia, where students
flocked in lar^e numbers. He had two

distinguished pupils, viz. Ragliun§.tha ^iromani, the highest author-
ity on modern Logic, and Chaitanya/ the founder of Vaisnavism
in Bengal.

In his old age Vasudeva is said to have accepted the Vaisnava
tenets preached by his pupil Caitanya. He passed the closing
portion of his life in Orissa, where he was patronised by king
Gajapati Pratapa Rudra about 1520 A.D.^ He was the author of
a work on Logic called Sarvabhauma-nirukti, which is a commen-
tary on Gange§a.

Though an academy of Logic was thus for the first time
opened outside Mithila and schools of it gradually multiplied in the

J Caitanya OarUamrta, Madhya-IIla, Chap. VI. Caitanya while beholding
Jagannath at Pun fell down senseless m consequence of his ecstacy. He

taken by Saryabhauma to his house He regained coasciousneas and Sarva-
bhauma asked him to be a student of Vedanta under him Caitanya consented.
After a course of studies for seven days Caitanya observed that the Vedanta Sutras
like the Lpanxsads were clear to him, but the commentaries of Sankara as explamod
by Siirvabhauma, eclipsed the Sutras. A discussion followed and Sarvabhanma
became a convert to Vaisnavism.

5f%n I

II Madhya-ma, X.

11
IK VI, 31.

Bajendra Lai Mitra’a Notices of Sanskrit MSS.,Vol3. 1-rlX, L 2854 ;

SSatrl X*XI.
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heart of Bengal, all was not gained. It yet remained for the

academies of Nadia to acquire a university character and authority.

To procure that power for Nadia, it was necessary that a represen-

tative from it should vanquish the teachers of Mithila in philosophi-

cal controversy. That honour it was reserved for the genius and
patriotic perseverance of Raghunatha Siromani to win for his

country.
58. Raghunatha Siromani

(1477--1547 A.D.).

Raghunatha was born in Nadia about the year 1477 A.D
While he was about four years old he lost his father. His mother
supported him with the greatest difficult}?'. Wlien a boy of five

years, Raghunatha once at the order of his mother had to fetch

fire from the academy. He did not take with him any vessel for

carrying the fire. Accordingly when a student in the academy
offered him a spoonful of blazing charcoal, Raghunatha instantW
picked up a handful of sand on which he asked the charcoal to be
placed. Vasudeva Sarvabhauma, being astonished at his marvellous

presence of mind and thinking that some extraordinary work was
reserved to be done by him, took up the entire charge of main-
taining and educating the boy. While Raghunatha began to learn

the consonants he used to ask why k should precede hh, and his

teachers had to explain to him the rules of phonetics and grammar
along with the alphabet. After finishing grammar, literature,

lexicon and jurisprudence Ragunatha began assiduously to study

Logic under Vasudeva Sarvabhauma and discussed with him the

knotty points of that branch of learning. He used sometimes
to sit in deep mediation on problems of Logic under banyan trees

in the neighbouring field, which he did not quit until his doubts

were cleared. Soon he surpassed his teacher in many respects

and demonstrated the worthlessness of the latter’s commentary
on Logic. To exact a charter for the academy of Nadiya to con-

fer degrees, Raghunatha went with the permission of Vasudeva
Sarvabhauma to Mithila in the disguise of a pupil, and entered

the academy of the famous teacher, Paksadhara Mis^ra, who
was still alive, Raghunatha who was blind of one eye was
ridiculed by the students of the academy: ^‘Indra is thousand-

eyed, Siva is three- eyed, all others are two-eyed, verily why art

thou one-eyed ?
”

However, getting admittance into the academy, Raghunatha
very soon demonstrated his own worth and was promoted to the

highest class. The teacher found him a hard pupil to deal with,

and many were the controversies the brilliant pupil carried on
with Mm. Matters soon came to a crisis. One day in the course

of a hot and protracted disputation before ail the numerous
students and doctors, the renowned teacher, foiled and exasperat-
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ed, insulted liis brilliant pupil-polemic with the savagery of a

schoolman. Raghunatha’s nature rebelled against the treatment he

had received—treatment undeserved by him and unworthy of the*

teacher. Brooding in silence over his wrongs, Raghunatlia’s proud

nature proposed vengeance on his adversary, teacher now no longer.

That very night, armed with a drawn sword, he went and hid him-

self in Paksadhara’s house. At midnight, thinking the moment
opportune, he went* up the stairs and looking about descried

Paksadhara lounging on the terrace with his wife at his side.

Ragiiunatha hesitated in his fell purpose. It was a most glorious

night in autumn when the full moon was shining in all her glory.

The sky was serene and transparent and all nature was hushed,

All were happy save the two unfortunate logicians—one brood-

ing sadly on the imminent loss of his reputation and the other

sorely anxious to achieve glory for himself. The young would-be

murderer was perplexed for a while but instantly rushed in fury

from his hiding place towards the couple. Suddenly he stopped.

He was no hardened old sinner He paused to listen. As the

teacher and his wife were gazing at the full moon, the wife

admired her beauty and asked her husband saying : My lord, is

there anything as bright as this grand queen of the night ? The
teacher replied :

‘ “ There is one thing, my dear, which is quite as

bright
,
even more so

;
I was all the evening thinking of such a

tiling ;
there has come from Bengal a young logician who has for

some lime been a difficulty at Mithila. He has this morning
vanquished me by an obstinately conducted argument. His intel-

lect in my opinion is more luminous than the full-moon herself.’**

Raghunatha overheard this conversation. The sv/ord fell from
his involuntarily -opened palm and he came and fell at the feet of

his startled teacher. Paksadhara forgave him and embraced
him warmly and on the next morning before the entire academy
confessed himself beaten by the young Bengali logician. This
confession m fact entitled Raghunatha to confer degrees. His
triumph took place about ihe year 1514 A.D., from which the
foundation of the university of Nadia is reckoned. On his return

he established a college at Nadia.

The above story ^ is traditional only, but some particulara

that he was blind of one eye are confirmed by contemporaneoua
writers.^

* This storv about EagUunath Siromani and Pakaadliara is widely known in
this country. It appearedm * ‘ Mookerjee’s Magazine,*’ New series ,8V ol, 1, 1872,
kindly lent to me by Babu Sanjib Chandra Sanyal. But depending on the date
of manuscripts ascertained from the manuscripts themselves, we find that Baghu-
nath and Paksadhara war© not contemporaries.

(Nyaya-khandana-kbidya, leaf 43; ms. in possession of Vijayadharma or
Dharmavijaya SCiiri.)
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Yasovjjaya in another place speaks of Raghnnatha as

follows :~

‘'The ocean of Logic is hard to approach owing to the uproar

of wavts of the Didhiti-commentary (of Siromani)
;
yet is not the

water of that- ocean capable of being drunk hj our oloud-like

genius ?
” ^

Ragliunatha must be earlier than 1602 A.D. in which yaair a
manuscript of Krsnadasa SarY^.thauma’s sub-commentary on
his Anumaiia-dldhiti was copied. He must have lived at the

close of the loth century and beginning of the 16th century when
Caitanya lived. He died about 1547 A.D. at the age of 70 years.

(1) His foremost work is Tattva-cmtamani-didhitL It is a
critical commentary on the Tattva-cintamani of Gaagesa
Upadhya^^a. In this work Raghunatha calls himself
"the crest*gem of logicians'" (Tarkika-siromani). Else-

where he is called crest-gem (&romani). Mss of this work
are found all over India. It was commented upon by
many writers, at least a dozen and half, of whom the
majority came from provinces outside Bengal.

His other works are:

—

(2) Bauddha-dhikkara-siromani (which is a commentary on the
Atma-rattva-viveka of Udayanacharya).

(3) Padartha-tattva-mrupaQiam or Padartha-khaijaa.

(4) Kiraiaavali-prakasa-didhiti.

(5) Hyaya-lIlavati-prakasa-didMti (or °vistarik§).

(G) Avacehedakatva-nirukti, an original treatise.

(7) Hanvada^
(8) Akhyata-vada.®

(9) Khandana-khanda-khadya-didhiti.

59. Haridasa NyAyIlankara BhattIcirya
(1480—1540 A.D.).

Haridasa Nyayalahkara was a pupil of Vasudeva Sirva-
bhauma, and therefore lived about 1520 A.D.

Haridasa Nyayalahkara must be older than ^aka 1521, or
1599 A.D., in which year a ms. of his ManyMoka-tJppanii (Mbda)
was copied. He was the author of the following works :

—

(1) Kusumahjali-karika-vyakhya, a commentary on Ddayana’ss
Kusumanjali verses.

(Astasahasrl-vivarans, leaf 82, ins. of Vijayfidliarma Sud and Indxi vijaya
Bun4

® Fubiished in the Cbowkhsmba Series.
^ Fiibllalied in the Bibliotheca Indies Series.
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(2) Tattva-cintamani-prakasa, a commentary on Gangesa’s
famous work.

(3) Manyaloka-tippani (or ^vyakhya), a sub-gloss on Ja^’^adeva's

commentary, tie Aloka.

In the Sankara Matha of Puri there is a copy of the second

work prepared during 1599, 1600 and 1607 A.D.^

60. Jahahihatha SaemJ
(1550 A.D.).

He wrote the Ifyaya -sfddhanta-manjari, an elementary treatise

on the four kinds of proof.
^
Probably it was composed in 1550

A.D. This work mentions Sivaditya Mi§ra, Murari Mi§ra and
Cintamani. He has been commented upon a dozen times. He is

called Bhattacarya Cudamani or Nyaya-cudamani.

61. Kaistaba Taekavagi^a
(about 1560 A.D.).

According to tradition Kanada TarkavagiSa and Baghu-
natha ^iromani were co-pupils of Vasudeva Sarvabhauma. In the
introductory verse of Bhasa-ratnam Kanada salutes one Cudamani.
Is this Janakinath Cudamani ? In that case Kanada’s date falls

about 1560 A.D.
Kanada wrote the following works :

—

(1) Map.i-vyakhya,® a commentary on Gangesa’s Tattva-cinta-
mani.

(2) Bhasa-ratnam, on the seven Categories of the Vaisesika
system.

(3) Apa-sabda-kbapidaxiaxu, another Vaisesika work.^

62.

BSMAKEgHA Bhattacarya Cakravaeti
(ABOUT 1560 A.D.).

Hall says that he was the son of Baghunatha Siromani. He
himself calls ^iromani his Guru ^ or preceptor. He must be older

(Quoted in Navadvipa-mahimS).

2 Per th© Mani-vySkliya, see B. Mttra, Notices IV, p. 167, Sans. Coll. Cat. Ill,

p. S27, No. 582 (Saka 1705) ; and H. ^Sstri, Notices V, p. 13, No, 14. For the
BhS^i-ratna, seeR. Mittra, Notices IV, p. 119, No, 1531, intro, vers© 1 :

—

For No. 3, Se© Peteirson’s Sixth Report, p, 74, No. 773,
^ For aom© traditionary account of Kanada, ae© H. ShSstrfa Introduction to

his NoMces, VoL I, p. xviii
Ind. Olf. C^t. No. 2C68,introd. vers© 2

;
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tlian 1603_A,D., the date of a manuscript of his Guna-Siromani-pra-

ka§a. He in all probability flourished in 1560 A.D. He was the

author of Guna-siromani-prakasika ^ and possibly also of H'yaya-

dipika,

63. Mathxtranatha TarkavagIsa.
(about 1570 A.D.).

Mathuranatha Tarkavagisa lived about 1570 A.D.^ ^His

father, Sri Rama Tarkalahkara^, was a pupil of Raghunatha Siro-

mani. Mathuranatha, who was a pupil of Sri Rama Tarkalahka-

ra as well as of Raghunatha Siromani, wrote numerous valuable

commentaries on Logic which are known under the general name
of Mathuri. They are very lucid and easy, and for this reason are

not much appreciated by the scholars of Nadia. He was the

author of the following works :

—

(1) Tattva-cmtamani rahasya.'^' This work is familiarly known
in Bengal as Phakkika or Mathuri

(2) Tattvacmtamany aloka-rahasya, a sub-commentary on

Jayadeva’s Aloka.

(3) Bidhiti-rahasya,

(4) Siddhanta-rahasya

(5) Kiranavali-prakasa-rahasya, a sub-commentary on Var-

dhamana’s work.

(6) Nyaya-lilavati-prakasa-rahasya, a sub-commentary on Var-

dhamana’s Prakasa.

(7 ) Hyaya-lilavati-prakasa-didhiti-rahasya.
(8) Bauddha-dhikkara-rahasya.

(9) Ayur-daya-bavana.

(10) ( P )
adi-kriya-viveka.

Mathuranatha mentions Sundara Upadhyaya and Harinatha

Upadhyaya, but nothing is known about these.

(?) liffTfw

^ ii ? n

1 Ind. Oa. Cat., No. 2069.
2 Vide Notices of Sanskrit Mss in Bengal, 2nd series, Vol I, p. svi

d The beginning of the Tatfcva-eintamam-rahasya runs thus

?n?} It ^ 1!

'j

11 ^ 11

* This work has been published in the Bibliotheca Indioa Series.
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04. Kbsnadasa Sarvabhahma Bhattacaeya
(about 1575 A.D.).

Krsnadasa Sarvabhaama was older than 1602 A.D.j when the
mamiscript of his was composed.
As the note differs in reading the didhlti he must be considerably

later than Raghunatha Siromani. Roughly speaking, he flourished

in 1675 A.D. He was the author of the following works :

—

(1) Tattva-cintamani-didMti-prasariiii, a sub-commentary on
Ragiiunatha’s commentary.

(2) Anumanaioka-prasarini, a sub-commentary on Jayadeva's
Aloka (Anumana khanda).

65. GuNANANDA VlDYAVlGl^A
(ABOUT 1570 A.D).

He has been criticized by the Jaina logician, Yasovijaya

Gani^ (1608—1688 A.D.), in his Nyaya-khandana-khadya. Gun5»-

nanda must be older than 1622 A.D., in which year a manuscript

of his Gmiavivrti-viveka was copied. He was considerably later

than Raghunatha Siromani whoso works he commented on, and he

may be placed roughly at about 1570 A.D. He was the author of

the following works :

—

(1) Anumana- didhiti-fliriveka.

(2) Atma-tattva-viveka-didiiiti-tlka.

(3) G-una-vivrti-viveka.

(4) iYyaya-kusumanjali-viveka.s

(5) Hyaya-lilavati-prakasa-didMti-viveka.

(6) Sabdaloka-^iveka.

66. Ramabhabra Sibvabhauma
(about 1680 A.D.).

Ramabhadra Sarvabhauma, son of Bhavanatha and Bhavani
praises Ms father’s teachings as better than those contained in

3 This work is being printed in the Bib. Ind. Series ; for No. 2 see p. 8 ;

—

® GwgLananda is mentioned by Yasovijyain his NySyarkhaigida-khSdya, leaves

2, U, 56, 70, SO. Satis Chandra Vidyabhnsana’s Tmovijaya^ 0am (1910,) p.

468.
S He was the author of Nyaya-kusumSSjall-viveka, which begins ;

—

5t«:

jppfsr^ fir^^rT f%'*tra!
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the Praka^a and the Makaranda.^ From his famous tol were

produced such learned scholars as Jayarama Nyaya-pahcanana

and Jagadi^a Tarkalahkara. He is older than 1613 A.D?, when,

a manuscript of his Padartha-tattva-vivecana-praka^a was copied.

He was later thanRaghunatha. He probably flourished in 1680 A D.

He was the author of the following works :

—

(1) DIdhiti-tika.

(2) Hyaya-rahasya.

(3) Guna-raliasya.

(4) Hyaya-kusiimanjali-karika-vyakhya.

(5) Padartha-viveka-prakasa, a commentary on Raghiinatha

Siromani’s Padartha-khandana.

(6) Sat-eakra-krama-dipika.

67. JaqadUa Taekalaijucara
(about 1625 A.D.).

Jagadi^a Tarkalahkara was the fourth in descent from Saiia-

tana Mi^ra, the father-in-law of the famous Caibanya, As Caitanya

was born in 1485 A.D., Sanatana must have lived about the same
time. Allowing 30 years for each generation, we find that Jaga-

di§a was born about 16Q5 A.D. The date of his literary activity

may be approximately fixed at about 1635 A.D. This date agrees

weUwith the fact that a work of hisnamedKavya-praka^a-rahasya
was copied by a pupil of his in ^aka 1599 or 1657 A.D.

Jagadi^a was a naughty boy in his early years. At the age of

18 years he began to learn the alphabet under an ascetic. There-

upon he entered the academy of Bhavananda SiddhantavagMa,

where he finished his studies in Logic. JagadKa Tarkalahkara

calls' himself the pupil of a Sarvabhauma/ who should be identified

with Ramabhadra Sarvabhauma, as Jagadi§a quotes his Nyaya-
ra.hasya with the remark that it was his Guru^s,* Jagadisa

1 The KusumafijalT-vySkbya, Sans. Coll Ms. Cat. III. 31§, intro, verses
and 3

weniS^gin^fTKjf

11 s «

’SIT wrw I

s Sans. CoU. Cat., Ill, p. 241, No. 399,'*final colophon.

wiiri ii

3 The Mani-maynkha, Sans. Coll. Cat., Ill, p. 324, No. 575, intro, verse *2*

gft: ssWTrct: i

ii ^ u

For his Guru’s work, see the Sabda-Sakti-prakSfika, Cal. ed., p. 26
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Tarkalankara was older than 1631 A.D., the date of a copy of

his manuscript of Tarkamrta. As he was a pupil of Ramabhadra
Sarvabhauma, his date falls about 1625 A.D.

He was the author of the following works :

—

(1) Tattva-exntamani-didhiti-prakasika, familiarly known as

Jagidlsi.^

(2) Tattva-eintamani-mayuklia, a commentary directly on Gan-
gesa’s works, of which only portions have survived.

(3) Hyayadarsa or Hyaya-saravali, dealing with the doctrine

of causality.

(4) Sabdasakti-prakasika on the force of words, etc., a gram

-

matico-philosophical treatise.^

(5) Tarkamrta.

(6) Bravya-bhasya-tika or Padartha-tattva-nirnaya.

(7) lyyaya-lilavati-didhiti-vyakliya.

68. Sabda-^akti-praka^ika (elucidation oe the power of

words).

In illustration of Jagadisa's tyle of argument, I give below
an English translation of the first five couplets of the J^abda-§akti*

praka^ika. This will give some idea of the Saoda^ verbal know-
ledge, as explained by Jagadl§a :

—

Verbal Knowledge {iaMa-bodha).

1. The ^abda-Sakti-praka^ika, delighting the learned, is com-
posed by JagadKa, who was versed in debate as well aS in the
dogmas.

2. The goddess Sarasvatl who is gracious and approaches all

persons and is able to fulfil their ends, makes herself manifest im-
mediately, when she is worshipped.

or,

Words, which possess the three requisites of mutual inter-

dependence, juxtaposition and compatibility in their signification,

become at once a means of knowledge to any man who hears

them.®

3. Knowledge of the mutual connection of things signified by
correspondent words is neither perception nor inference, being

limited in its scope*

4. Word or terbal testimony is the knowledge of the mutual
connection of things signified (presented) by correspondent words.

This knowledge is neither perception nor inference, for, in the case of

^ PtiblMied in the Chowkhamba series.
^ Printed in Calcutta (Saka 1769) and in Benares; later (1918) by tbe Calcutta

University,
s This verse is capable of this double meaning.
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perception, knowledge of things is derived through the contact of

sense and in the case of inference through consideration (recogni-

tion of sign). Such is not the case here. Here arises the know-
ledge only of those things which are signified by corresponding

words.
In the case of verbal testimony there is (I) the hearing of

words, then (2) there, is the recoliection of things signified by the

words, e.g. ghaio^sti. Here from ghata there is recol-

lection of ghata a pot, su one, as existing and ti abode
; (3) there is

knowledge of the mutual connection of the four things thus recol-

lected, i.e. ghaia (pot) as the abode of oneness and existence. This

is verbal knowledge, testimony or word.

Then there is mental perception (anuvyavasaya) of the know-
ledge thus : I am the possessor of the verbal knowledge of ghata,

as an abode of oneness and existence.

Some may say that verbal knowledge is simply the recollec-

tion of things signified by words. This is impossible, for there can-

not be any recollection of the mutual connection of things if there

was no perception of the mutual connection of those things.

Hence it is necessary to admit an extra means of knowledge,

namely, '‘verbal knowledge.”

Verbal knowledge is not inference ; compatibility pertains to

things, whereas correspondence pertains to words. These two

combined together do not abide in any one thing, and cannot there-

fore be the cause (sign) in an inference. Each one of these

separately t;oo Cannot be the cause, for compatibility can abide in

non-correspondent words where there is no verbal knowledge.

Correspondence does not abide in things at all and cannot there-

fore be the cause in an inference.

There is a cow

:

hearing this expression we may, according to

a modem Vaisesika, make the following inference :

—

cow is existent, because it is recollected by words conducive

to the knowledge of the mutual connection
^ between itself and existence, just like a

pot.

Or we may say : A cow is existent because it is recollected

by the word go connected with existence, just as an eye.

If we can thus draw knowledge of the expression by means
of inference, what is the necessity for admitting a separate means
of knowledge named verbal testimony ?

In verbal testimony the recoliection of things signified by

Nalyayika’s reply.
words is the cause (sign), but not the know-
ledge of things recollected by words. In

inference the knowledge of sign is the cause. Therefore, where
we have such knowledge as theword coiv is not the thing of which
I am reminded by the word cow connected with the word
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existence,'' we can draw (from the expression there is a cotv)

verbal knowledge but not inference, because there is no knowledge

of the sign ^middle term, reminding us of the connection of coio

and existence) in the abode.

That is, where we have no previous knowledge of a cow as

connected with existence, we can on hearing, “ there is a eow’\
draw verbal knowledge, but not inference, because the knowledge

of a cow as connected with existence is not recollected by me, not

having seen cow and existence together previously. Therefore

verbal testimony is a means of knowledge different from inference.

Inference cannot serve the purpose of verbal knowledge so

far as mental perception of the knowledge ( ) is con-

oerned. There is a cow : by this expression we first draw know-
ledge of the mutual connection of cow and existence (in the

form: a cow exists), and then we have mental perception of the

knowledge as: I hear that a cow exists. If you say that

this form of mental perception is wrong and that verbal know-
ledge is really included in inference, I may say, as there is no fixed

rule, that inference is included in verbal knowledge. Just as you
incorporate verbal knowledge in inference by contriving a general

proposition on the recollection of things through words. I shall

include Inference too in verbal knowledge by postulating cor-

respondence between words recollected by things.

In an inference where the thing signified by the major term
. . is unfamiliar, knowledge of the general pro-

position (major premise) is derived by
means of a heterogeneous example, e.g, ^^the lake has not smoke
because it has not fire.’ ’ This inference is carried on by a hetero-

geneous example, thus :
'' whatever has smoke has fire, as a hill.”

Here the knowledge of the major term, viz. the thing signified by
no smoke ” (absence of smoke) did not exist before the inference

was drawn, hence there was no knowledge of the word no smoke ”

(absence of smoke) as also there was no knowledge of the thing of

which it was a sign. Consequently the knowledge derived from the

expression, ** the lake has not smoke because it has not fire ”, is not

drawn through verbal testimony but through inference. There-

fore inferenoe is to be admitted as a separate means of knowledge.

It is true there was no knowledge of the thing signified by the

major term, but the word of which the
* thing was a sign could be recollected by

means of an association, ,
Hence there is no necessity for admit-

ting inference as a separate source of knowledge.

All verbal testimony cannot be included in inference. The

^
expression being different from a pot"

"

affords the verbal knowledge (testimony) of

the form: '^possessing distinction as counterpart of a pot,’
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Objection.

This knowledge cannot be draw^n from inference^ for inference

cannot take place where there is no minor term, as here, Hence
it is necessary to admit a separate means of knowledgje named
verbal testimony.

If you say that the knowledge can be drawn from inference

thus : the distinction is counterpart of a pot as it is recollected by
another word correspondent with the same distinction. This is

absurd, for the inference merely affords knowledge of distinction

which is counterpart of the pot, but not of the thing which pos-

sesses the distinction. But, if you admit a separate means of

knowledge named verbal testimony, then the peculiar knowledge
of the expression can be easily drawn from correspondence, etc.

Being different from a pot”: here different may, by a
secondary application

[ ),
refer to

anything other than a pot, i,e., non-pot.

As a single word cannot afford any verbal knowledge, we may
form connection with any other word, such as a cloth.” Conse-

quently now we can make the inference of this form : a cloth is

non-pot.”

If you say so, statements arrive at absurdity, e g. if the Word

j. , different ” itself could afford the know-
ledge of non-pot,” the words from a

pot” would be useless. Similarly, if in the expression there is

(exists) a pot,” a pot itself, by a secondary application, could afford

the knowledge of an existing pot,” the word ‘‘ is ” (exists) would
be useless.

Consciousness that it is the assertion of a competent person, is

the cause of verbal knowledge. Knoiyledge

of an expression is based on the belief that

the expression is that of a competent person.

On hearing the expression there is a pot ”—a listener can derive

verbal knowledge only if he is conscious that it is the expression

of a competent person, otherwise not
;

or, in other words, the con-

sciousness that a certain expression is that of a competent person

precedes verbal knowledge. Now if the conclusion {viz., that

there is a pot) thus precedes verbal knowledge and there is no
desire for drawing an inference, there cannot be any. Conse-

quently it is to be admitted that verbal knowledge is a separate

means of knowledge. Also that verbal knowledge is not right

knowledge', for right knowledge concerns itself with things which
are unknown, but not with things which are known to the com-
petent person. Therefore verbal knowledge is not right knowledge.

If right knowledge does not concern itself with things

already known, then in the case of a series
jecvion.

perceptions right knowledge cannot

abide in the series beginning with the second perception. For the

Opinion of the Mimam-
sakas.
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thing already known by the first perception is the object of knowl**-

edge at the second perception.

Right knowledge which concerns itself with things nnknowii
‘ is the correct knowledge which is different

from that which is produced after knowl-

edge of the same form in a series.

In the case of a series of perceptions, the series beginning

with the second perception was produced no doubt after the

first perception, but the first perception did not follow any. There-

fore the first as well as the following perceptions are right knowl-

edge, This rejects recollection as right knowledge, for all recol-

lection takes place after a previous perception. Then verbal knowl-

edge is also not right knowledge, for that succeeds a knowledge

of the same form or kind, viz. the consciousness that it is the

assertion of a competent person.

5. The belief that something has been asserted by a compe-

tent person cannot be the cause of verbal knowledge, because it de-

pends on the meaning of a sentence. The meaning of a sentence

remains really unknown before verbal knowledge occurs. And
verbal knowledge occurs even when there is doubt as to whether a

certain assertion is that of a competent person. If the cause^ of

verbal knowledge was the belief that something was the assertion

of a competent person who was aware of the meaning of a sen-

tence as signifying connection of one thing with another thing,

then verbal knowledge could not be inference as the knowledge

of the conclusion preceded the same. In fact it is not necessary

that the knowledge of the meaning of a sentence should precede

verbal knowledge. Otherwise the Vedic text which is a compe-

tent assertion would be a mere reiteration, not being a source of

right knowledge because it would indicate what was already

known. Therefore the belief in the assertion of a competent

person is not the cause of verbal knowledge.

The belief, viz. it is the assertion of a competent person, is the

cause of verbal knowledge which is derived
3©c ion.

from human speech, but not of that verbal

knowledge which is derived from the Vedic text. Then the Veda

will not be devoid of authority.

It is cumbrous to suppose that consciousness of the assertion

of a competent person is the cause in one
Answer-

ot}xG>T. This difference

of hypothesis is unnecessary. The belief that it is the assertion

of a competent person is not the cause of verbal knowledge,

because that knowledge takes plac^ even where there is doubt of

the connection of one thing with another or where there is

doubt that a certain expression is the assertion of a competent

person.
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In verbal knowledge, even if the assertion of a competent
.

.
person is not the cause, context must

^ ^ ^ be admitted to be the cause. Otherwise
the word ghata would have afforded the verbal knowledge,
viz.^ ‘^an object connected with ghata even though we had
not the belief that it was pronounced with the desire of expressing

the same. Hence we must admit that, in ascertaining the meaning
of expression ghata, we must have knowledge of the context (inten-

tion) of the form :
“ it was pronounced, with the intention of express-

ing an object specified as ghata^ ' Hence verbal knowledge is not
inference^ because the true meaning of the expression is contained
in the context, and so conclusion precedes the so-called inference,

which is absurd.

Even if knowledge of the context was the cause of verbal

Answer knowledge, the true meaning of the expres-

sion [viz , ,
one thing as connected or qualified

by another thing) is not contained in the former when there is

the knowledge, viz,^ the word ghata is not pronounced with
the desire of expressing an object specified as ghata, even if

there be verbal knowledge of ghata {viz,^ an object specified as
ghata) ; because there is knowledge of context of the form, it is

pronounced with the desire of expressing an object specified as

knowabie.’’ But this does not take place : wherefore knowl-
edge of context of the form :

“ it is pronounced with the desire of

expressing an object specified a's ghata must be admitted as the
cause of the verbal knowledge of an object specified as ghata.

Now, the true meaning is not contained in the knowledge of the
context. Therefore there is no harm in admitting an inference
beyond verbal knowledge.

The word saindhava in the expression bring mindhava**
would indicate salt and not a horse if the expression is used at the
hour of meal. Hence che cause of such verbal knowledge is

admitted to be the knowledge of context of the form: ^^This
word saindhava has been pronounced with the desire of indicat-
ing salt.^’ That knowledge of context arises from knowledge of
the particular occasion, such as that of meal, etc. Therefore in
regard to verbal knowledge we may take knowledge of the occasion
as the cause but not an extra cause named knowledge of context.
If you say that knowledge of occasion is not comprehensive,,
hence knowledge of context should be adopted as being com-
prehensive, it would also be absurd, for knowledge of context too
is non-comprehensive.

Suppose the belief : it is pronounced with the desire of ex-
pressing an object called ghata^\ exists elsewhere in the word
ghaiam, but not in the word which is heard no’s^; or there
exists in it the belief : it is not pronounced with the desire of
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Refutation of Prabba-
kara.

expressing an object called ghata ’’
; and suppose the belief, it

is/’ exists in the word ghatam which existed at another time, but
not in the one which exists now, in such cases there is no
verbal knowledge. Therefore each expression must be taken as

indicating an object called gliafa which exists at the time of the

expression Hence owing to the expressions being different on
different occasions, knowledge of context becomes different.

Therefore we may rather admit knowledge of occasion as the

cause, but not knowledge of context

Knowledge qf context must be admitted as the cause of

verbal knowledge, because where there is

uncertainty or absence of knowledge of

context there is no verbal knowledge.
Moreover knowledge of context is the regulator of the knowledge
of one meaning where a word admits of different meanings, and is

the establisher of secondary meaning.
Therefore if knowledge of context is the cause of verbal

knowledge^ then the meaning of an expression having already been
contained in the context, the conclusion is presupposed there.

Therefore verbal knowledge is not inference. Though verbal
knowledge is different from inference, it is not right knowledge
because there is no knowing what was unknown.”

Knowledge of context is not the cause of verbal knowledge.
, A poet uses a word in one sense, while a

1 ayi as rep y. thoughtful person may take it in a different

sense, though the poet had no knowledge of context in that sense.

A parrot which has no knowledge of context utters words which
produce verbal knowledge in us.

In the complete ‘ set’ the author has said that verbal knowledge
is produced by correspondent words. But it should be added that
verbal knowledge arises from significant corresponding words,

Now he gives the definition and division of significant words.
A certain word is significant in a certain sense, if that word

with the association of another word produces verbal knowledge
of the thing which is presented by its own power or by the power
of its marks. Significant words are of three kinds : crude word,
suffix and indeclinable. In the expression patah ( ), the word
( W) paia in association with the suffix (l) produces verbal

knowledge of the form (cloth) as possessing oneness, ie. one
piece of cloth.

69. Rudra Nyayavacaspati.

Rudra Nyayavacaspati was son of Vidyanivasa Bhatiacarya
and grandson of Vidyivacaspati ^ who had been honoured by the

1 VidyivScliMpati is named as a 5>mrtie writer in Hagbnnandana’s Durgotsava
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king of Gaiida. Vi^vanatha Siddhantapancanana was Ms younger
brother^ and Govinda Bhattacarya Cakravarti was bis son. By
order of Ms father^ Vidyanivasa, copies of the Kalfa-tam, the
smrtic digest of^ Laksmidhara (Naiyatakalika and Bana-khandas)
were copied in Saka 1510 or 1558 A.D. His time is further fixed

by the poem composed in honour of Bliavasimha, whose father
Mtoasimha, was governor of Bengal, from the 38th to the 60th
year of Akbar^s reign or from 1593 to 1606 A.D. Rudra must
therefore have lived at the beginning of the 17th century. Rudra
Nyayavacaspati should be distinguished from Ramarudra Tarka-
vag!§a, grandson of Bhavananda Siddhantavagi§a whose philoso-
phical treatise is often called Raudri, Rudra Nyayavi-ohaspati
was the author of the follov/ing works :

—

(1) Tattva-ointamaij.i-didliiti- pariksa.

(2) Kiranavali-prakasawivrti-pariksa.

(3) Padartha-khandana-vyakhya.

(4) Bhava-vilasa, a poem in praise of the prince Bhavasimha, a
son of Manasimha, the Rajput Governor of Bihar and
Bengal.

(5) Bhramara-dtitam,

(6) Vrndavana-vmoda-kavya

70. Jayabama NyIyafaS^cakaka
(^BOUT 1700 A.B.).

Jayarama was a pupil of Ramabhadra Sarvabhauma K His
title Nyayapanctoana is sometimes shortened into Panoanana.

Jayarama, with Devanatha Tarkapancanana, is mentioned as
an authority in the rhetorical Eka-^asthyalankara-praka§a, and
in the Alahkara-sara-sthiti of Bhimasena Diksita®, composed in
Samvat 1712 during the rule of Ajitasimha in Jodhpur. He
is older than 1659 A.D., the year in which the Padarthamala was
composed. As pupil of Ramabhadra Sarvabhauma, he lived about
1700 A.D.

He was patronised by Raja Ramkrsna of Krishnagar who
obtained from the Pandits of Nadia the hereditary title of Nava-

i^The Anumana-didihiti-gudhartha-vidyotaaa (Ind. OS. Cat.,p.
and Peterson’s Sixth Report, p. 16) introd. verse :

—

^ Madras Catalogue, ISTo. 43037, introd, verse 2 :

—

620, No. 7900,
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dvipadliipati (Lord of Nadia). Jayarama’s Nyaya-siddhanta-mala
was composed in Samvat 1750 or 1693 A.D.

He was the author of the following works :

—

(1) Tatt-va-cintamam-didhiti-gudliartha-vidyotana, a sub-com-
mentary on Siromani’s Didhiti.

(2) Tattva-cmtamanyaloka-viveka, a sub-commentary on Jaya-
deva's Aloka.

(3) Hyaya-siddhanta-mala, a commentary on sutsas 4 to 7 of

Gotania’s Nyaya-sutra.

(4) Sabdartha>mala, on sabda or words.

And in Vai^esika

—

(5) Gu39.a-didhiti-vivrti, a sub-sub-commentary on the Didhiti,

the sub-commentary of Varddhamana’s commentary on
Udayanacarya’s Kiranavali.

(6) Hyaya-kusumanjalx-karika-vyakhya, a commentary on
IJdayanacarya’s Kankas or verses.

(7) Padartha-maiii-maia, or Padartha-mMa, an original treatise

examining the Vaisesika categories. It was the best

known of his works and was commented upon by Janar-
dana Vyasa and Laugaksi Bhaskara.

And in rhetoric :

—

(8) Kavya-prakasa*tilaka, a philosophical commentary on the
rhetorical work of Mammata.

71. GAURiKANTA SaEVABHATJMA
(ABOUT 1725 A.D.).

Gaurikanta Sarvabhauma was born in the northern part of

Gaur ^md got favours from the king for composing many nibandhas.

He wa^s older than 1714 A.D., the date of a manuscript of his

Inanda-laharl-tarl. He was later than Tantrika Purnananda
whose Shyama Eahasya is quoted in the said Tari and who
wrote the ^akta-krama in 1571 A.D. Gaurikanta must have flour-

ished in the first quarter of the 17th century A.B. He was the

author of the foEowing works :

—

(1) Bhavartha-dipika, a commentary on the Tarkabhasi of

Kesava Misra.

(2) Sad-yukti-muktavali.

^ Ttie Anandarlaharl-taxi (R, Miira, Notices VII, p, 245, No. 2490), ea-
dorse and colophon :

—

’9T flrTsnf^^jtwHs'fsrs'^^ ^nwtsr

^'i ^ *nrr*r

wrrrral a \

»
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(3) Ananda-laiiari-tarl.

(4) Vidagdha-muklaa-mandana-Yitika.72.

Bhavananda Siddhaktavagisa
(about 1625 A.D.).

Bliavananda, as a preceptor of Ragliavendra, mnsf be a gene-

ration older than the latter. Raghavendra was a contemporary

of Krparama favoured by the Delhi Emperors Jehangir and Shah-

jehan. Bhavananda must have lived in the first quarter of the

17th century. He was the author of the following works :

—

(1) Tattva-cintamani-didhiti-prakasika, familiarly known as

Bhavanandi.

(2) Pratyak-aioka-sara-manjari.

(3) Tattva-cintamani-tika.

(4) Karaka-viveeana.

73.

Harirama Tarkavagisa
(about 1625 A.D.).

Harirama Tarkavagisa is sometimes called Tarkalahkara,
Tarkalahkara-vagi§a and Nya»yalankara-tarkavagi§a. He was the

teacher of Raghudeva Nyayalankara and of Gadadhara Bhatta-
carya. He must be older than 1654 A.D., the date of a manu-
script of his Vada-buddhi-vicara, a section of his Tattva-cinta-

mani-tika. As a teacher of Raghudeva, he might be placed in the

first quarter of the seventeenth century. He was the author of

the following works :

—

(1) Tattva-cintamani-tika-vioara.

(2) Acarya-mata-rahasya-vieara.

(3) Batna-kosa-vicara or vada as it is sometimes named.

(4) Sva-prakasa-rahasya-vicara or Bhatta-mata-siddhanta-
vieara.

74.

VU^VAKATHA SlDDHAOTABAi^CANAHA
(about 1634 A.D.).

Visvanatha was the son of Vidyanivasa Bhattacarya and a

younger brother of Rudra Nyayavacaspati Bhattacarya. He com-
posed his Bhasapariccheda in 1634 A.D. He was the writer of

the following works :

—

(1) Alahkara-pariskara.

(2) ISTan-vada-tlka.

(3) Hyaya-sutra-vrtti.^

1 Published under the authority of the General Committee of Public Instruc-
tion, Bengal.
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(4) Suvartha-tattvaloka or Karaka-cakra.

(5) Nyaya-tantra-bodhini or Nyaya-bodMni.

(6) Padartha-tattvaloka a commenteiy on Raghnuatiia^s Pa«^

dartha-kliandana

.

(7) Bbasa-panccheda.^

(8) Pingala-prakasa,^

75. RaMABHADEA SlDDHANTAVlGi^A
(about 1660 A.D.).

Ramabliadra Siddhantavagisa was a grandson of JagadlSa

TarkMankSlra and was the author of a commentary called Bubo-

dhini on the Sabda-sakti-praka§ika of the latter. As Jagadl§a

lived about 1835 A.D., his grandson Ramabhadra flourished ap-

proximately about 1660 A.D. He calls himself Navadviplya ®

on a resident of Navadvipa.

76. Govinda Nyayavagi^a
(about 1650 A.D.).

Govinda Nyayavagl^a was a descendant of Vasudeva Sarva-
bhauma and was the senior logician of his time. He was patro-

nised by Raja Raghava of the town of Revi which was after-

wards called Krishnagar. Raja Raghava dug a tank at Digna-
gara in 1669 A.I). Govinda calls himself son of Nyayavacas-
pati"* who is no other than Rudra Nyayavacaspati. Roughly,
he lived in 1650“ A.D. He was the author of the following

works :

—

(1) ISTyaya-samksepa.

(2) Padartba-khaijLdana-vyakhya,

(3) Possibly Samasa-vada.

1 y.A.S.B., 1910, p. 313. M. M. SbastrPs article on Bhasa-paricolieda
Published m the Bibliotheca Tndica Series of Calcutta.

2 In the Pingala-praka^a Vi^vanatha says :

—

8 Sans. OolL Cat., Ill, p. 226, No. 461, introd. verse 2:

—

Wcfiw
i

ipist igt tt
s

11

and the final colophon

in B. Mlttra.'No. 794] WTHT 1

* The NyBya-sariaksepa (Ind. Ofi. Cat., p. 644. No. 1893), intro, veree 3

afif: wrftitit »
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77. Raghitbeva NyayalankSra
(ABOUT 1650 A.D.).

Raglmdeva was a disciple of HariramaTarkavagina. ^ Raghu-
deva is older than 676 A.D., the date in which Anumiti-para-
marSa-vada was copied. He is older than Yaiovijaya Gani (1608-
1688 A.D.) who quotes him in his Asta-sahasri-vivafana.® He
probably flourished in 1650 AD. He was the author of the
following works :

—

(1 } Tattva-emtamaiii-guiliartlia*dlpika

(2) Havina-nirmarta.

(8) DidMti tika.

(4) Nyaya-kusumanjali-karika-vyakhya.
(5) Dravya^sara-sangraha.

(6) Padartha-khandanawyakhya.

78. Gababhara BhattIcharya
(about 1650 A.D.).

Gadadhara, whose father was Jivacarya, was born in the

middle of the 17th century A.D. in the district Lakshmipasa,
Bogra, in Eastern Bengal. He came to Nadia and became a pupil
of the famous logician Harirama Tarkavagi^a. On the death
of the teacher, Gadadhara became the head of his academy.
But the students in Nadia did not at first accept him as their

teacher as he was a man of Eastern Bengal and did not belong to

a family of hereditary Pandits. Gadadhara left the academy and
established a new college on a public street, where he also set up a
garden of flowers. As soon as any student came to collect flowers

from the garden, Gadadhara used to deliver lectures on logic,

addressing a tree there. Charmed with his exposition of the

knotty points of logic, young men came and secretly enrolled

themselves as his pupils. Soon after this he composed an excel-

lent gloss on the Didhiti of Raghunatha ^iromani which made his

fame spread far and wide, and he was recognized as the chief logi-

cian of his time. Gadadhara has been called “ the prince of Indian

Schoolmen with whom modem Logic reached its climax. He was
such a thoroughgoing logician that when asked on his death-bed
to think of the prime cause of the Universe instead of thinking

on God he is said to have repeated the words atoms, atoms,

atoms.’’ He wrote numerous commentaries on Logic which are

known under the general name of Gadadhari.

1 The Nafi-vada-vyakhya (Madras Catalogue, No. 4254) introd verse, i :

—

II ? I

^ 1010, p. 468. Satis Chandra Vidyabhushana’s article on Yasovijaya
Gani.

31
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Gadadhara Bhattaoarja must be older than 1625 A.D,,ltlie

date of a manuscript of his Vyutpatti-vada. His 6abt!«vada was
commented upon by a pupil of Jayarama. He probably flourished

in 1650 A.D. He is a resident of Navadvipa and is often called

Gauda-de§iya.
His collected works are called Gadadhari and are spread all

over India, especially Southern India. He was the author of the

following chief works :

—

(1) Tattva-cintamaijLi-didMti-prakasika.

(2) Tattva-cintamani-vyakhya.

(3) Tattva-eintamanyaloka-tlka.

(4) Muktavali-tika.

(5) Batna-kosa-vada-rahasya.

Gadadhara Bhattacarya’s other works are;

—

(6) Anumana-eintamani-didhiti-tika.

(7) Akhyata-vada.

(8) Karaka-vada.

(9) Han-vada

»

(10) Pramanya-vada-didhl-tika..®

(11) Buddhi-vada.
(12) Mukti-vada.
(13) VidM-vada.
(14) Vis-ayata-vada.

(15) Vyutpatti-vada.

(16) §akti-vada,*

(17) Smrtisamskara-vada.

(18) 6abda-praraauya-vada-rahasya.*>

79. Nbsimha Pa^TohIhaha
(about 1675 A.D.).

Nrsimha Panchanana Bhattacarya was older than 1673 A.D.

when his Bhtasa was composed. He probably lived about 1675

A.D. He wrote Hyaya-siddkanta-mafijari-blitlsa a commentary

on JUnakinatha's work. He praises highly one Govinda® perhaps

son of Eudra*

1 Gadadhara, lived in the time o£ BSghava BSy, gr^dson of Bhaviaanda

RSy of Nadia BSj, who built the Dighi of Biguaga, in Saka il»9l (1669 A.D.)

and also grantwi land in ^ka 1553.

2 Published in the Bibliotheca Indies series.

8 Published in the 6astra Muktavali series of Kanci.

^ Published at Benares.
6 Published in the Sistra MuktSvali series of Kauei.

8 The Ny»ya-siddhinta-mafiiari-bh6s5, infcrod. verse 2 (Ind. Off. Cat., p. 641,

No. 1976):--
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80. RSMDEVA ClEAlfjiVA

(about 1700 A.D.).

Ramdeva who is generally known as Ciranjiva must be
older than 1703 A.D., when his Kavya-vilasa was composed. He
is generally believed to have lived about 1700 A.D. He was the
author of the following works ;

—

(1) Vidvanamoda-tarafigi]^!.

(2) Kavya-vilasa.

(3) Madhava-campu.
(4) Vrtta-ratnavall.

81. Ramaettdea TaekavagKa
(about 1700 A.D.).

Ramrudra, or simply Rudra, was the grandson ofBhavananda
Siddhantavagisa and son of ^ri Rama or RameSvara. He was
probably a pupil of Madhusudana. He probably lived about
1700 A.D. He was the author of the following works :

—

(1) Tattva-cintamaui-didhitl-tika,

(2) Vyutaptti-vada-vyakhya.

(3) Karakadyartha-nirnaya-tika.

(4) Dinakarya-prakasa-taran’gi^i.

(6) Tattva-sangraha-dlpikS-tippaiji.

(6) Siddhanta-muktavali-tika.

82. SeI Kessta NylrSLAarKlEA
(ABOUT 1650 A.D.).

Sri Krsiia Nyayalahkara was a son of Govinda Nyayavag!4a

and author of the Bhava-dipika, a commentary on the Nyaya-
siddhanta-manjari

.

83. JayabIma TaekalaSIkaea
(about 1700 A.D.).

Jayarama Tarkalankara was born in the district of Pabna

in Eastern Bengal. His father was a court pandit at Putia.

He was a pupil of Gadadhara and wrote a commentary on the

iSaktivada in the year 1700 A.D.

And the final colophon : ^ 8 Jjm »
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84.

Rtjbrarama
{abodt 1750 A.D.).

Rudrarama was a son of Bhavananda SiddhantaYaglSa and
therefore lived about 1725 A.D. He was the author of :

—

(1) Vada-pariceheda*
(2) Karaka-vyuha.
(3) Citta-rUpa.

(4) AdMkarana candrika.

(5) Vaisesika^sastriya-padartina-nirnpapa.

85.

‘‘Buno Rimanatha
(ABOUT 1780 A.D.).

At the close of the 18th century there were two scholars in

Nadia who both bore the name of Ramanatha Tarkasiddhanta

—

one was versed in Logic and the other in Jurisprudence. The
logician, who had his school in a wood on the outskirts of the town,
was called Buno (wild) Ramanatha in contradistinction to the

jurist, who lived at the centre of the town.

Bubo Ramanatha was a pupil of Rama Narayana Tarka-
pahc^nana. He was a man of extraordinary genius, but has left

no work behind him. His circumstances were very poor, yet he
did not seek help from any body. He had sometimes to live on
boiled tamarind leaves only

Once Maharaja 6iva Chandra of Krishnagar, wishing to

patronise him, came to Nadia and asked him
;

‘‘ Are you in any
difficulty 1 Buno Ramanatha replied No, thanks

; I have
repeatedly gone through the Tattvaointamani but have met with
no difficulty."’ Then the Maharaja said ; I did not enquire of

any difficulty of yours in Logic, but I desire to know whether
you have any pecuniary wants.’" The reply again was :

“ No,
thanks,”

86,

Kesna Kshta VidyavXgMa
(about 1780 A.D.),

He was a pupil of Rama Narayana Tarkapahoanana and was
equally versed in Logic and Jurisprudence, He wrote the follow-

ing works :

—

(1) Nyaya-ratnavali,

(2) Bayabhiga-tika,
(3) ^opala-lllamyta.

(4) Oaitanya-candramita.

(5) Kamini-kSma-kautuka,

i Mum In tb© colloquial oquivakot for Sanskrit sigaifying
irlM.’**
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(6) Upamana cintamapi-tlka.

(7) Sabda Bakti-prakaaikS>-tika.

He flourished during the time of Maharaja GiriSa Chandra of

Krishnagar. He was too conscious of his genius. On his death-

bed when he found that his end was drawing nigh, he said :

—

“ Let many stars shine in the sky, let lamps too spread their

lustre in every house, let the little fireflies glitter from quarters

to quarters
;
alas ! the sun having set, what things do not shine

before people !
” *

87. RSJACTn?5MAl?IMAKHIN.

Writers of Navya Nyaya have spread all over the country.

In Madras Rajacudamanimakhin* who was a minister in the Court

of Raghunatha Nayaka of Tanjore, wrote a Tattva cintamani-dar-

pa^^a in 1630 A.D.

88. DharmabIjIdhvaein.

Dbarmarajadhvarin, a native of Kandaramanikkam, wrote a

oommentary on the Tattva-cintamani-prakaSa of Rucidatfca.®

89. GopinStha Maotti.

(about 1650 A.D.).

He wrote^abdaloka-rahasya, Tarkabbasa-tika, and Padartha-

viveka-tlka. He was a Maratha and lived in Benares during the

time of Raja Jai Singh. He calls himself Lord of the Lily of Logic.'*

1

-2 fndmm ii

5i?»tTsiT*ffv ^i*rt «# f 1

* SabdSloka begins thus

fnsffw I
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90. Ke^na Bhatta Ape,

Krsna Bhatta Ade was a Maratha, who wrote a gloss on
Gadadhari called Gadadharl-karsika ' and one on &romani’s Tat-

tvacintamani while residing at Benares, where he died about 160
years ago. The gloss has been printed in Telega characters.

91. Mahideva Pttntamkae
(aboto 1790 A.D.).

He was a Maratha resident in Poona and flourished about 125
years ago, during time of the end of th.4> Peshawas (1795 A.D.)
He wrote glosses on Bhavanandi-tika,®

and ends :

—

wr«xf5?^i*R

«5nf<T wmr 5R^fNf%t: i

^ HtrfEis^’PtTsgT’5 i

sOTpi n

The MS., which is in Benares College, dated Sarhvat 17-60, ends

GopinSlha was also the author o! StUT which begins:—

B

ends:—

1 K^na Blsaj ta’s Clad idhari-karsika begins thus :

—

wssf’

J!'<I'S[r*fflT'8if*IT tt

’cnrsrnfl 3iHr5f«s

^ ii

* la on© of the opening hnorf he states as follows :

—

»rHT y<PMT3i Nsi

©ado :

—
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92. Eaqhunatha Ssstei (Parvata)
(aboxtt 1815 A.D.).

He was a Maratha, who wrote a gloss on Gadadharr-panca-
vada * while residing at Poona about 70 years ago.

^ sirfjRW, wm, i



CHAPTER IV.

Freseot state of the Science of dialectics.

(1700—1900 A.D.).

93. Patronage of the Maharaja of Nadia.

Nadia is still the best centre where students from all parts of

India come to study Nyaya, for it represents the best traditions of

Nyaya at the present time. Towards the end of the seventeenth
century Maharaja Ramakrsna Raya of Nadia, having granted valu-
able landed properties to the Pandits, specially the Nyaya Pandits
of Nadia, enlisted their sympathy and was styled Navadvipadhi-
pati, overlord of Navadvipa.

Maharaja Krsnacandra Raya of Nadia (1728— 1782) was the
last land-holder to encourage Pandits with monetary help. His
council-room was adorned by Harirama Tarkasiddhanta and
Krsnananda Vacaspati of Navadvipa, “VaneSvara Vidyalahkara of

Guptipara, Jagannatha Tarkapancanana of Trivent and Radha-
mohana Goswami of ^antipura.

,

There lived in the time of his

son, Maharaja Sivacandra Raya ( 1782—1788) such famous Pandits
as Sankara Tarkavagi§a and others. Maharaja iSvaracandra
Raya (1788—1802), Maharaja GiriSacandra Raya (1802-1842), and
the Maharajas of Burdwan and Natore, gave a little encourage-
ment, but it was not adequate.

94. The PoRTxrGtrESE take an interest in dialectics.

The Jesuit missionaries, who lived in India in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, took a great interest in Sanskrit and
much valuable information is available from the accounts which
they have left. The Portuguese Jesuits, while sending manu-
scripts from Pondicherry and Chandernagore to the King’s
Library at Paris, remark in 1732, that most of the manuscripts
wejre collected from Navadvipa. One missionary says: “The
founder of the NySya School, which means disputation, is a
famous BrShmana called Gautama.” “ Whatever research I made,”
says he, “I could not get his principles or aphorisms. I have
obtained a commentary on them, which we have sent. The Nyaya'"
School is the only one in vogue in the kingdom of Bengal, and it

is for this reason that a large number of books by the authors of
this sect are sent,”

The missionary goes on to observe :

—

“Gahge§a is very famous: he is the author of the Cinta-
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maoii, th© name of which has clung to him. It is a book con-

taining th© whole of dialeoties^ according to Gotama*s sentiments.

GahgeSa’s dialectics have caused people to forget all th© other parts

of philosophy and to neglect the best authois, who are almost un-
known since the decadence of letters under the Mogols.” ^

Father Pons remarks :

—

‘^The School of Nyaya (reason or judgment) has surpassed
all the others in Logic, especially from the time, some centuries

back, that the Academy of ISTadia, in Bengal, became the most cele-

brated of India, thanks to its famous Professors, whose works
have spread in every direction. . . . Nowadays they teach in the

Nyaya schools hardly anything else besides Logic, which the
Brahmajgtas have stuffed with an endless number of questions, a
great deal more subtle than useful. It is a chaos of minutias,

as Logic was in Europe about two centuries ago. The students

spend several years in stud3?ing a thousand varieties of subtle-

ties on the members of the syllogism, th© causes, the negations,

the genera, the species etc. They dispute stubbornly on suchlike

trifles and go away without having acquired any other know-
ledge. The NyHya has in consequence been given the name of

TarkaihdstramJ^ ^

Anquetil Du Perron, who had known Father Mosac at Chander-
nagore since 1756, says that Father Mosac learnt Sanskrit at

N^a University and that his translation of the four Vedas,

specially the Yajur Veda forms a part of his vast and learned

collections.®

At the time the Portuguese searched for the books, the follow*

ing works of Nyaya were prevalent in Bengal :

—

(1) Kusumafijali, of Udayana.

(2) Commentary on Kusuma^jali by VardhamSna.

(3) Bravya-kiraijavali of Udayana.

(4) Commentary on Bravya-kira^avali by VardhamSna,

(5) Gujja-kiranavali of Udayana.

(6) Commentary on Guna-kira^avali by Vardhamina.

(7) Commentary on Gotama-stltra of Vacaspati.

(8) Lilavati with Commentary.

(9) Vadirtha in on© volume comprising (i) Bevata-vada, on
the nature of the gods

;
(ii) Mukti-vMa, on salvation

;
(iii)

Bragabhava, on future contingent things
;

(iv) Yisistha-

1 Written on the 16th January, 1732.
2 Letter ol Father Pons, missionary of the Society of Jesus, to Father Du

Holde, of the same Society at Carical on the coast of Tanjour, in the East Indies,

the 23rd of November, 1740 (translated by Father H. Hosten).
S Mosac died at Pondicherry, 4th December, 177% aged 76, a humble, able

and deeply learned missionary, ho was little communicative though very conciliat-

ing. See Anquetil Du Perron, Jfetn. de V Ann. des Inscriptiona et BeUeakUers,

XhlXt p. 686. Anquetil Bu Perron, Zend Aveata, I, pt 1, p. xxxviii, Paris, 1771,

translated by Father H. Hosten.
**
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Taisistha-vada, on the qualities; (v) TidM-vida, true-

meaning of laws, etc.

(10) Baiiddhadhikara of RaghnnStha Siromani in the volume of
Kasumanjali.

(11) Vadartha-khaijidana showing that there is no other cause
but God.

(12) Akhyata-vada of Mathuranatha, on some points of grammar.
(13) ApUrva-vada, on fate.

(14) Sakti-vada, on power.

(15) Siddhanta-muktavali.

(16) Cintamanii by Gahgesa.

(17) Pratyaksa and Aunumana-khanda by Raghunatha.
(18) Commentary on Pratyaksa and Anumana“kha:9,da of Mathu^

ranatha.

(19) Mathuranatha on Vidhi-vada.

(20) Bhavananda on Anum§na.
(21) Bhavananda on Sahda.
(22) Gadadhara the Master on the Pratyaksa of ^iromani.

(23) Gadadhara the Master on Anumana of Siromani.

(24) Some special works of Gadadhara the Master.

(25) Jagadisa on Anumana of ^iromanl.^

96. British Government encourages NyXya.

India came into the possession of British in 1757 A.D. Since

then the students of ifavadvipa have received grants from the Bri*

tish Raj . In the year 1829 this was stopped, but was again restored

in 1830 by the Governor-General in Council at the request of

H. H. Wilson, the great orientalist.*

1 The manuscripts were bought by Jesuit missionaries of Pondicherry and
Chanderiiagore for the library of the King of Prance. These were sent to Paris on
the ISfch and 24th January, nS2 They are also mentioned in Abbe Jourdain’s
Journal. The accounts about sending these have been translated by Father
H. Hosten through whose kindness I got access to the account and lists of books.

2 The c orrespondence quoted below shows bow great was the work done at a
nominal expense. At present Bengal Government spends 28,000 Rupees annually
for Sanskrit Tols* In every Province including Benares, pecuniary aid is being
given to : —

The Secbetaey or the Boaed or Ebvehue m Calcutta,

The humble petition of Sib Chandra Siromoni and
other students belonging to the Nuddea Sanskrit
College.

RESBEOryTOLY Shewbth,
That your petitioners from the establishment of the College of Nuddea,

they always received Sicca Rupees one hundred from the late zemindar Rajah
Kiaroti Chunder Bahadoor, and during his zemindary being disposed oS, your
petitioners even obtained their said allowance from the Sirkar of the Honourable
Company, but which being stopped from the month of June last, your petitioners
had presented a petition before his Excellency the Goveraor-General in Council,
and whereupon it was ordered that your petitioners must submit their representa-
tion through the Collector to the Board and then to the Government, Your
poor petitioners in con*Pormity of the said order, representwi their case before the
CoEector at Nuddea and who has been pleased to report on the subject on the 2'7th
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The Government is spending lots of money for the maintain-
ance of the chairs of Nyaya in the Sanskrit College, Calcutta, at

day August 1820 has before the Commissioner W. Money of the Moorshidabad
Division and who also being kindly pleased to report on the subject before your
Board. Your petitioners do not know what they have stated within, but they
your petitioners now confidently trust on the generousity of your Boardship.

As your petitioners hold the respective documents of obtaining their said
allowance from the Sirkar of the Honourable Company and accordingly which
they have even received without any molestation thereof

Your petitioners therefore now most humbly pray, that your honour will be
so kindly pleased as to take this your petitioners deplorable case mto your
worship’s kind and merciful consideration and be pleased to do the needful order as
to retain and continue their said pension as they have obtained all along and
thereby they might be able to acquire a competent knowledge of their progress
etc. , and by such an act of benevolence your petitioners as m duty bound shall
ever pray.
Calcutta,

\
February 1830. )

To
A. Sterling, Esq.

The humble petition of Sib Chandra Siromoni and
other students belonging,to the Nutldea Sanskrit
College.

Respectfully Sheweth,
That it is about a month ago your petitioners nad presented a peti-

tion before His Excellency the Governor-General in Council respecting their

allowance of Sicca Rupees one hundred which was restored by the late zemindar
Rajah Kissen Chunder Bahadoor being since stopped

,
your (petitioner) being out

of their pittance are under utmost trouble without any remedy thereof, the
petition they your petitioners heard and believes has been refeiTed to you for the
adjustment of their prayer , if so the fact youi' petitioners humbly pray of your
woiship will be so kindly pleased as to do the needful order for the succession of
their said allowance through the Collector of that district as that is has been all

along carried and by your such an act of humanity your petitions shall ever pray
for your welfare and increase of wealth.

Calcutta.

(Ho. 1031.)
To

W. W. Bird and W. Fame, Esq.,

Sudder Board of Revenue,
Gentlemen,

With reference to your letter, dated the 12th February last, relative to a
monthly allowance of 100 rupees paid from Treasury of the Colleetor of Huddea
for the support and instruction of students, resorting from distant parts of the
country to that place, I am directed by the Governor in Council to transmit to
you for information the accompanying copy of a letter and of its enclosures from
the Deputy Persian Secretary to Government, dated the lOth ultimo, on that sub-
ject. You will be pleased to instruct the Collector to continue the pension in
question to the Nuddea students and to discharge the arrears which may have
accrued from the date on which the payment of it was stopped.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient Servant,

(Sd.) W, H. MacNaghten,
Off, De'puty Secy, to GovLFort William,

The drd August, 1830.
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Navadvipa
, Bhatpara, Puri and other places. Public examinations

have been instituted for the encouragement of Nyaya along with
other branches of learning.

A subsidy has also been granted to the Asiatic Society of

Bengal for publication of Sanskrit books, including dialectical works.

At present all the works and dialectics are being collected.

English, French, German and other scholars are collecting Sanskrit

books including books on dialectics.

There are heaps of manuscripts in the libraries of Europe,
such as the British Museum, India Office, the Imperial Academy
of Vienna, the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg, Mus^e National
of Paris, etc. Catalogues are being prepared, and great facilities

are being given for the study of dialectical works

97 . Rise oe Veekaoular dbtbimental to NyIya.

On account of the great attention given to vernaculars at the

present day the study of Nyaya is declining. Great encourage-

ment is being given to vernacular studies. The Dacca University

Committee observes ^ that “ the Bengali language has made great

progress under British Rule, and its further development should

be regarded as one of the duties of the state universities of the

Bengal Presidency.” The Calcutta University has already recog-

nized—as the result of the zealous and devotedwork of Sir Asutosh

Mukerjee—the vernaculars up to the M.A. standard. Several well-

organized societies such as the Bangiya Sahitya Parisad and the

Sahitya Sabha have been founded to cultivate the Bengali language.

Nyaya written in Sanskrit is not much appreciated. Nyaya
written in an easier language is acceptable, but even then the

diction of such works cannot be easy.

97. The Ustivebsitibs on the Western Model.

As a result of long controversies dating from 1792 A.D. the

Calcutta University was founded in 1854. The universities of

Calcutta and other places have made suitable arrangements for

the study of western learning. Nadia and other archaic universi-

ties are deohning, being unable to make headway against the more
scientific methods of study which are developing under the influ-

ence of Calcutta and of the other universities, established by the

Imperial British Government, with the object of encouraging
eastern and western learning side by side. In spite of the strenuous

efforts made by the British Government to foster study and re-

search in indigenous Logic, it is at its lowest ebb, as the degrees of

I Dacca University Committee Report, Ciiap.VII, p. SI.
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a modern uniYersity are held in greater regard than those ot the

archaic unwersities of MitMla and Nadia, because, it is often

alleged, that in comparison with the Logic of Europe, Indian Logic

though subtle, is cumbrous in its method, forbidding in its langu-

age, and less profitable in its material results.



APPENDIX A.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TAXII.A.

TaksaSila or Taxila was the capital of a province of Gan-
dhara and is sitaafeed near the river of

pohtioal gadheri in the Rawalpindi district. The
high antiquity of Taxila can be best ga-

conquest of thered from the fact that it was famous in

the time of Buddha as a University town
in India and that Gandhara, of which it forms a part, is mentioned

in both the Rig-veda and the Atharva-veda, and in the Upanishads

and Buddhist literature. In historical times ^ we notice it came
under the sway of Cyrus the Great (568—530 B.C.), who is said

to have conquered it along with other provinces of Gandhara.

It is said to have remained in the possession of his successor,

Cambyses, who ruled the' Persian empire from 530 to 622 B.C.

It remained a Persian province for nearly two centuries ; and after

the downfall of the .empire in 331 B.C., it, along with other pro-

vinces, came under the away of Alexander the Great. Herodotus

relates that Skylax was first sent by Darius (probably about

610 B.C.) to conduct a fleet of ships from a tributary of the Indus

into the Gandhara country. Ctesias (415-319 B.C.) resided at the

Persian Court for 17 years as physician during the reigns of

Darius II and Artaxerxes Memnon, during which time Gandhara

is said to have remained a Persian province. An interesting

relic of Persian influence at Taxila is an inscription in Aramaic

character of the fourth or fifth century B.C., which is the only

Aramaic record that has yet been found in India.*

Early in the spring of 326 B.C. Alexander with his army
entered into the territories of the king of

Greek : Alex- Tamila -^yho had already tendered his sub-

mission. Later on we find it to be a part

of the Magadha Empire under the Mauryas, which is clearly

evidenced by the fact that ASoka was viceroy of Taxila. The
territory of Gandhara, including Taxila, was again conquered by
Euthydemus or Democritus and was subsequently wrested from
the family of Greek princes by Eucratides. The inscriptions and
coins further show that the family of Eucratides was supplanted

(ii) Greek regime : Alex-
ander tk© Great.

3- E. J. Bapson^s * Ancient India.*
^ *A Gmde to Taxila* by Sir John Mar^all.
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T^y the 6aka satraps in Taxila, but the princes continued to hold
the Kabul valley until the last vestiges of their rule, which had
survived the attacks of the 6akas, were swept away by the
Kushans,

There is a copper-plate inscription of the satrap of Taxila^

Patila by name, which records the deposit of the relics of Buddha
and a donation made in the 78th year of some (Parthian ?) era
(probably corresponding to 93 B.C.) during the reign of bingMogo
or Manes. There has been discovered a column-inscription of

one Heliodorus, a Greek native of Taxila and a Vaishnava convert
which runs as follows ;

—

This Garuda-coiumn of Vasudeva (Vishnu) the god of gods, was
erected here by Heliodorus, a worshipper of Vishnu, the son of Dion,
and an inhabitant of Taxila, who came as Greek Ambassador from th^
great king Antiaicidas to king Kasiputra Bhagabhadra, the Saviour,
then reigning, prosperously in the fourteenth year of his kingship.”

B.

‘‘Three immortal precepts (footsteps). . . .when practised lead to
heaven—self restraint, charity, conscientiousness.” ^

Taxila was one of the great cities of the East, and was
famous as the principal seat of Hindu learn-

ing in Northern India, to which scholars of

culture.
^ ° classes flocked for instruction, especially

in medical science.^ In the Mahavagga
Vlll, 3 (Dr. Oldenberg’s ed.)’, we find Jivaka, who was a phy^
sician to Buddha, was educated in surgery and medicine at Taxila.^

Ample references have been met with in the Jatakas that people

received education in lieu for school-fees or service rendered to

their teachers. Jivaka, the physician of Buddha is said to have
received education by rendering service to the physicians at Taxila ®

Generally the three Vedas and eighteen Vidyas or sippas were
taught there.

Philostratus in his life of Apollonius of Tjrana gives an
account of tEaJpEiIoibpEer’s visit to India.

Mutual exchange of account tells US that the philosopher

at Taxila. bad a Babylonian guide^ named Darois ; that

Phrontes, king of Taxila, spoke in Greek

and that up to 12 years of age he was educated in the Greek

fashion and was sent afterwards to fche Brahmins. Also that

Taxila was about the size of Nineveh and walled like a Greek city

1 BkJdhn Marshal, K.O.I.E., in the journal of the Boyai Asiatic Society,

1009, p. 1063.
^ Vide Archssoiogical discoveries at Taxila by Sir John Marshall.
S Ffdcmy Buddha-deva, pp. 160—170 emd 220—223, also Jatakas, Vol, I, p.

260, Vol. Y, pp. 161, 210, 467.
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aad ^vas the residence of a sovereign, who rnled over what of old
was the kingdom of Porus. From Taxila to the hill of Saphoi the
villagers also spoke Greek. That the people living in Saphoi knew
the Pythagorean philosophy. We also learn from the narrative that

the Greek and the Indian philosophers were mutually acquainted
with each other’s systems, and held each other in high honour. The^

Brahmins specially loved the Greeks and looked upon them as akin

to themselves in mind and disposition. There was inter-communi-
action between India^ Babylon, and Egypt. Apollonius’s journey
shows that overland journeys from Babylon to India was con-

stantly made"^by travellers. That the Babylonians were in the

habit of making thisjourney regularly, is clearly indicated by the fact

that Philostratus engaged the services of a Babylonian guide.

That the Indian king showed much courtesy to the travellers and
that such visits were frequently made, is clearly proved by the fact

that travelling allowances paid to the guides formed a recognised

and well-known item of expenditure of the frontier sovereign.

Arrian, Strabo, Ptolemy, Dionysius, Pliny, Fa-Hien andHieun-
Tsang all have spoken of this place. Hieun-Taang, who visited

Taxila in the 7th century A.D, says that the royal family was
extinct ; that formerly it was in subjection to Kapisa and latterly

was a tributary to Kashmir, and that the nobles contended for

power by force. After the 9th century we hear no more of Taxila. *

1 BeaVs ‘ Buddhist records of the Western World *; * Early History of India* by
V. A Smith; Buddhardeva by Satis Chandra Vidyabhusan; Arrian, etc., JStaka

Archeological Survey; B.^C. Law’s, ‘Taxila;* volume 12, No. I, etc.



APPENDIX B

INFLUENCE OF ARISTOTLE ON 'THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE SYLLOGISM IN INDIAN LOGIC.

i. Tabka-Sastra or Gotama
(about 550 B.C.).

ThelNyaya-sutra, wMch is supposed to be the earliest work
extant on Nyaya philosophy, treats of four distinct subjects, viz.

(1) the art of debate (tarha), (2) the means of valid knowledge
{pramana)^ (3) the doctrine of syllogism (avayava)^ and (4) the

examination of contemporaneous philosophical doctrines {anya-

matorpariksa) . The first subject, ample references to which are

met with in the old Brahmanic, Buddhistic, and Jaina works, seems
to have been first handled by a sage named Gotama or Gautama,
who Is reputed to have flourished in Mithila (North Behar) about
550 B.C. The second subject, which is also referred to in old

books, was associated with the art of debate at a very early stage.

These two subjects, combined together, constitute the Tarka-^astra

(the philosophy of reasoning), popularly known as Gautaml-vidya
(the Gotamide learning).*

2. The Nyaya-sutra of Aksapada
(about 150 A.D.).

The third subject, the doctrine of the Syllogism, does not
appear to have been known in India a considerable time before

the Christian era. The fourth subject refers to numerouV philoso-

phical doctrines that were propounded from time to time up to

the second century A.D.^ Gotama’s Tarka*^astra, after these two
subjects had been introduced into it, became, about the second

century A.D., designated as the Nyaya-sutra—the aphorisms on
logic. The term Nyaya” in the sense of logic occurs in the

Mahabharata (Adi-parva, adhyaya 1, verse 67 ; adhyaya 70, verses

42-4; and Stoti-parva, adhyaya 210, verse 22); Visnu-purana

(3rd pt., adhyaya 6) ; Matsya-purana (3, 2) ;
Padma-purana (Uttara-

^ This is a reprint, in an. altered form, of an article published in the Joiir-

nal of the Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.
2 For Gotama or Gautama as the founder of Tarka-^Sstra, see Naisadhaca-

rita, Bk. xvii, verse 75; Padma-purana, Uttara-khanda* ch. 263; and Skanda
purana, KalikS-kanda, oh. xvii.

3 Some philosophical doctrines ot the third and fourth centuries A.B. were
incorporated into the NySya-sutra of Aksapada by Vatsyayana the first com-
mentator (about 400 A.D.), through the introduction of certain sutras of his own
making fathered upon AksapSda.

32
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khaiida, ch. 263); Yajnavalkya-samhita (I, 3), etc,, in passages

wMch are presumed to have been written after the second century

A.D. We are not surprised to find that the Mahabharata men-
tions even a syllogism/ called a speech of five parts, in which
N^rada is said to have been an expert, when we consider that the

Great Epic refers also to the vpraciaus Romans called Romaka/
who, according to it, ‘^came adorned v^ith helmets and clad in

endless garments to pay tributes ” to Yudhisthira on the occasion

of his coronation at Delhi. It is quite possible that the passage

which refers to the syllogism was written after the intercourse of

Rome with India had commenced and possibly after the second

century A D.
In the early commentaries ® on the Nyaya-siitra, the author

of the sutra is distincly named as Aksapada, while in the Padma-
purana * and other works Gotama or Gautama is credited with the

authorship of the sutra Ananta-yajvan/ in his commentary on the

Pitrmedha-sfitra, observes that Gautama and Aksapada were the

same person, while the Nyayarkosa* mentions a legend to account

for the name as applied, according to it, to Gautama. As no
credible evidence has been adduced in either case, I consider the

Identification as fanciful, and maintain that Gptama or Gautama
was quite different from Aksapac^ but that both of them contri-

buted to"the production of the Ny£ya-sutra^ one at its early stage

and the other in its final form. Indeed, Aksapada, unlike Gotama
or Gautama, is reported in the Brahmanda-purana’^ to* have been

a son of Soma§arma, who resided at Prabhasa, near Broach, in

Kathiawar, on the sea*ooast.

3. When was the Syllogism eirst used in India?

Though Aksapada introduced into the Nyaya-sutra the doc-

trine of the syllogism, he was by no means the first promulgator

of the doctrine—nay, not even its first disseminator. The doctrine ®

I Paficavayava-yuktasya vakyasya guna-dofavit (MahSbharata, Sabhaparva,

adhyaya 51, verse 6).

St AusnikanantavasSmfica Romakgn purusSdakan (Mahabharata, SabhSparva,

adhyaya 51, verse 16).

^ Fide the concluding verse of the NySya-bhlsya (about 400 A.D.), the

opening verse of the Nyaya-varttika (about 630 A.D!), and the opening lines of

the NySy-vErttika-tStparya-tikS (about 976 A.D.).
^ PadmarpiirSna, uttara^khanda, ch. 263.

6 Vide Weber’s History of Indian Literature^ p. 86.

« Nyaya-ko§a, 2nd ed., Bombay.
7 Ihe BrahinSiidarpurSi^a, published under the name of VSyu-purSna by

A.S.B., adhySya 23, verses ^1-3.
8 Seeing that the Greek word “ Syilogismos ** and the Sanskrit word ** Sam-

khya” or “ Samkhya** are identical in signification, one may say that Aristotle

derived his doctrine of the Syllogism from the SSmkhya Philosophy of Kapila.

But the SSmkhya Philosophy is not known to have dealt with the doctrine of the
Syllogism at alL
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was carried to great perfection in Greece by Aristotle in the fourth

century B.C. (384-322 B.C.). That it was known even in India

prior to Aksapada is apparent from a notice of the same in the

Caraka-samhita^^ about 78 A.D. In fact, it is extremely difficult

to ascertain the exact date at which the syllogistic reasoning was

first used in India. It is also a problem of enormous difficulty to

determine whether there is any genetical connexion between the

syllogism as propounded in the Indian Logic and that propounded

in the Greek Logic . Of the four subjects treated in the Nyaya-
sutra already referred to, the first, second, and fourth are un-

doubtedly of Indian origin. As to the third subject (syllogism),

some scholars say that it, too, is of indigenous growth, as it forms

a part of inference, a kind of which originated in India.

But on investigation into the history of the development of infer-

ence and the syllogism we find that in origin they were altogether

distinct, though ultimately there was an amalgamation between

them.

4. No CONNEXION BETWEEN AN InEERBNCE AND A SYLLOGISM

AT THEIR EARLY STAGE.

The notice of inference {anumana) in old books such as the

Vai§esika-sutra (3, 1, 9 and 9, 2, 1) and the Caraka-samhita (Sutra-

sthana, ch. xi, and Vimana-sthana, ch. viii) is very meagre. The

Nyaya-stitra (1, 2, 5), which gives a more comprehensive account,

defines inference as knowledge which is preceded by perception

and as being of three kinds, viz , : (1) (knowledge which arises from

the perception of what is) like the prior {purvavat)^ e,g. on seeing

clouds one infers that there will be rain
; ( 2) (knowledge which arises

from the perception of what is) like the posterior iesavat, eg. on

seeing a river swollen one infers that there was rain ;
and (3) (know-

ledge which arises from the perception of what fe) commonly seen

(samanyato drqfyx) e.g, on seeing an animal possessing horns one infers

that it also possesses a tail. The inference, as iDustrated here from

the Nyaya-sutra, was in essence a guess or conjecture which was

neither a source of absolutely valid knowledge nor* in any way

connected with a syllogism. In order, therefore, to ascertain

whether there is any genetical connexfcion between the syllogism of

Indian Logic and that of the Greek Logic, I shall analyse here the

two syllogisms side by side, with occasional references to the rules

controlling them.

I Concerning the date of the Caraka-sarhhitS see Journal Aomtique^ tom. vui,

pp. 447-51, 1896, where M. Sylvain L6vi maintains on^th© aath<yity of uhmes©

books that Caraka, the author of the CarakarsamhitS, lived
J Jjf

Kanifka (in Jalandhara, Punjab). I provisionally take the date of Kanifka to be

78 A.b.
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5. TM Syllogism in Indian Logic conforms to the logical rules

of Aristotle.

A. CABAKA-SAIiiHITX

(78 A.D.)

a. Demonstration and Counter-

demonstration.

The Caraka-samhita (Vimana-
sthana, ch, viii)^ which contains

the earliest information avail-

able on syllogism, analyses a
demonstration (sthapand) and
a connter-demonstration (pra-

tisthdpand) as follows :

—

Demonstration {sthdpand).

(1) Proposition {praiijnd). The
soul is eternal.

(2) Reason (hetu). Because it

is non-produced.

A. Aristotle
(384-322 B.C.)

a. Demonstrative and Eefuta-

tive Enihymemes.

Aristotle, in his Rhetoric (bk.

ii, p. 194, Welldon*s ed.), speaks

of two species of enthymemes,
viz. demonstrative and refuta-

tive, which correspond respec-

tively to the demonstration and
counter-demonstration of the

Caraka-samhita. The demon-
strative enthymeme of Aris-

totle, like the demonstration of

the Carakarsamhita, consists in

drawing conclusions from ad-

mitted propositions, while the

1 Dr. B. M. Barua, a distinguished pupil of mine, differs from me on this

po^nt. He would however hold that syllogistic forms existed prior to the time of

the Greek influence. As an authority he points out the following passages from
the Mahftpadana SuttantS (Dfgha. II, No. 1) where the Dkammata doctrine put
in the syllogistic forms involves the double process of deduction and induction :

—

Deductive method

All Buddhas are equal in all respects,

One Buddha lost his mother on the seventh day of his birth.

All Buddhas lost their mothers on the seventh day of their birth,

Inductive method ;

—

All past Buddhas had lost their mothers on the seventh day of their birth.

The present Buddha lost his mother on the seventh day of his birth.

All future Buddhas will lose their mothers on the seventh day of their birth.

Thus by the law {Dhammata) all Buddhas lose their mothers on the seventh
day of their birth. This conclusion though formally correct is materially absurd.

My other pupilf Mr. Hirendra Lai Sen Gupta, M.A., a distinguished student

of the ^ahayina philosophy, in the Calcutta TJniversity, agrees with the above
view and as illustrations he alludes to the numerous passages of controversy in

the Digha Kikaya, Vol. I, Suttas 1 and 2, one of which having a crude form of

syllogism thus:

My being wrong is a hmdranoe to me.
The sense of remorse is due to my being wrong.
The sens© of remorse is a hindrance to me.

These illustrations according to Dr. Bama and Mr. Sen Gupta goes to prove
that the ancient Hindus knew the syllogism before the Greeks cam© to India.

In reply I may say that one may us© language involving Syllogism, yet one
may not be aware of the art of Syllogism. Syllogism being a simple course of
reasoning, men all over the world may use expressions illustrative of Syllogism,
It was the Hindus and the Greeks that systematised the expressions gtid, mad© a
law out of them and I believe the Greeks preceded the Hindus in making that law.
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(3) Example {dfstania). That
which is non-prodnoed is eternal,

as ether.

(4) Application (upanaya). The
soul is non-produced.

(5) Conclusion [nigamaTia),

Therefore the soul is eternal.

CODNTBE-DBMONSTBATION
{pratisthapana),

(1) The soul is non-eternal.

(2) Because it is cognized by
the senses.

(3) That which is cognized by
the senses is non-eternal, as a pot.

(4) The soul is cognized by the

senses.

(5) Therefore the soul is non-
etemal.
The Caraka samhita, which ana-

lyses demonstration and ooun-
i}er-demonstration into five mem-
berSj does not give any clear

definition of those members.
Drstanta/’ which in the old

Tarka-§astra signified an in-

stance familiar to the learned

and the fool alike, was adopted
designate the third member,
although in its ,old sense it did

not indicate the principle of

connexion (between the middle
term and the major term) in-

volved in the member.

refutative enthymeme of Aris-

totle, like the counter-demon-
stration of the Caraka-samhita,

consists in drawing conclusions

which are inconsistent with
those of one’s adversary.

The enthymeme is defined by
Aristotle (in his Rhetoric, bk. i,

p. 16, Welldon’s ed.) as a syl-

logism with its constituent parts

fewer than those of a normal
syllogism, that is, a syllogism of

which the major premise, minor
premise, or the conclusion is

suppressed as being well known
to the audience, who can supply

the same of their own accord.

The demonstration in the

Caraka-samhita is obviously a

combination of an enthymeme
which comprises the first two
parts of the demonstration and

an example which comprises the

last three parts of it. This is

quite in conformity with the rule

of Aristotle, who (in his Rhetoric,

bk. ii, p. 184, Welldon’s ed.)

observes that an example may
be used as a supplement to an
enthymeme to serve the purpose

of a testimony which is invari-

ably persuasive. This rule may
be illustrated as follows :

—

Enthymeme.

(1) The soul IS eternal,

(2) Because it is non-produced.

Example.

(3) That which is non-produced

is eternal, as ether,

(4) The soul is non-produced,

(5) Therefore the soul is eternal*
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B. Aksapada
(about 150 A.D.)*’

6. Analysis into five members
{Avayava).

Aksapada in his Nyaya-sutra
(Ij 1, 32) mentions the five

parts of a demonstration under
the name of avayava (members)
as follows :

—

(1) Proposition {pratijna). This
hill is full of fire.

(2) Reason (heiu). Because it

is full of smoke.

(3) Example {udaharaim). That
which is full of smoke is full of

fire, as a kitchen.

(4) Application (u'panaya). This

hill is full of smoke
(5) Conclusion {nigamana)»

Therefore, this hill is full of fire.

c. Example {udaharana).

Aksapada calls the example
an uddhararia which he divides

into two kinds, viz, affirmative

{sddharmya) and negative {vai-

dharmya). An affirmative ex-

ample is defined in theNyaya-
sutra (1, 1, 36) as a familiar ins-

tance, which^ being similar to the

minor term, possesses the proper-

ty of that term as co-present

(with the reason). A negative

example is defined (in the Nya-
ya sutra, 1, 1, 37) as a familiar

instance, which is contrary to

what has been stated in the

case of the affirmative example,

thal is, in which there is an ab-

sence of the property implying
an absence of the reason. The
definition may be illustrated as

follows :

—

B. Aristotle.

Analysis of syllogism and de-

monstration {analytics).

The term avayava^ used by
Aksapada to signify parts or

members of a syllogism or de-

monstration, corresponds to the

term analytics, which refers to

the section of the Organon in

which Aristotle analyses the

syllogism and demonstration in-

to their principles (vide O.F.

Owen^s translations of the Or-

ganon, Prior Analytics, bk. i

oh. i, p. 80).

c. Example (paradeigma).

The affirmative example (sa-

dharmya vdaharar^), as defined

by Aksapada. corresponds ex-

actly to the example {para-

deigma), as explained by Aris-

totle (in his Prior Analytics,

bk. ii, ch. xxiv, p. 232). An
example, according to Aristotle,

occurs when the major term is-

shown to be present with the

middle, through something simi-

lar to the minor
;
but it is ne-

cessary to know that the middle
is with the minor, and the
major with what is similar,

e,g.

(1)

‘ That which is full of smoke
is full of fire, as a kitchen.

(2) The hill is Ml of smoke.
( 3) Therefore the hill is Ml of

fire.

I Coucemmg the age of Atopada, mde iutrodticfion to Daiapadarfchi,
fated by Mr. Ui md edited by Dr. F. W, Thomas (in the press).

trans-
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Affirmative Example.

(1) Tlie hill is Ml of fire.

(2) Because it is full of smoke.

(3) That which is full of smoke
is full of fire, as a kitchen (affirm-

ative conclusion),

(1) The hill is not smoky.

(2) Because it is non-fiery.

(3) That which is non-fiery is

not smoky, as a lake (negative

conclusion).

Negative Example,

(1) The hill is full of fire.

(2) Because it is full of smoke.

(3) That which is not full of

fire is not full of smoke, as a
lake.

The reason (hetu)
,
as expound-

ed by Aksapada (in the Nyaya-
sutra, 1, 1, 34, 35), is of two
kinds, affirmative and nega-

tive. An affirmative reason is

the means which, through its

homogeneity or connexion with
the example, establishes what is

to be established, while a nega-

tive reason is the means which,

through its heterogeneity or

separation from the example,
establishes what is to be estab-

lished. The definitions may be
illustrated as follows :

—

Affirmative Reason.

(1) The hill is full of fire.

(2) Because it is full of smoke.

(3) That which is full of smoke
is full of fire, as a kitchen.

Negative Reason,

(1) The hill is not full of smoke.

(2) Because it is not full of fire.

( 3) That which is Ml of smoke
is full of fire, as a kitchen.

The negative example and
negative reason expounded by
AlSapada (in the Nyaya-sutra,

1, i, 35, 37) possess apparently

no counterparts in the Organon
(Prior Analytics) of Aristotle.

Prom the illustration of the

example and reason (afifirmative

and negative) given by Aksapa-

da it appears that he admitted

the universal affirmative con-

clusion in what is called by Aris-

totle the first figure” and
the universal negative conclu-

sion in the first and second

figures. Now, if a conclusion

in the first figure is to be nega-

tive, the major premise must
be negative, and, if a conclusion

in the second figure is to be
negative, the minor premise

must be negative {vide Prior

Analytics, bk. i, chs. iv, v,

pp. 85-94). Considering that the

major and minor premises of

Aristotle correspond respectively

to the example and reason of

Aksapada, it becomes absolutely

necessary to admit a negative

example and a negative reason

as counter-parts of the negative

major premises and the negative

minor premise.
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C* NlGAEjUKA (250-300 A.D,).

Maitbeya (400 A.D.) ^

d. Function of an Example,

The BuddMst philosopher Na-
garjnna, in his IJpaya-kau^alya-

hrdaya-§astra (Chinese version,

ch. i, sect, i), gives an elaborate

explanation of example {udd-

harana)^ which is either affirma-

tive or negative, and which
must, according to him be men-
tioned to make clear the reasons

of the disputant and bis respon-

dent. The Buddhist philosopher

Maitreya, in his Yoga-carya-bhu

mi-Sastra (Chinese version, vol.

xv), treats of proofs (sa-

dhaha) which include a proposi-

tion (siddhdnta), a reason (hetu),

and an example (udaharaupa^

affirmative or negative). Though
in the commentaries (Nyaya-

bhasya, 1, 1, 37, and Nyaya-
varttika, 1,1, 37) on the Nyaya-
sutra the application

’
’ and

conclusion ’’ are considered as

essential parts of a syllogism, in-

asmuch as these on the strength

of the general principle involved

in the example, reassert the

-reaaon and restate the proposi-

tion in a decisive way ; Nagar-

juna and Maitreya, on the other

hand, reject them as superflu-

ous on the ground of their not

being dijfferent from the reason

and proposition.* The three

members of a syllogism ex-

pounded by Xagarjuna and
Maitreya are as follows :

—

C. Aristotle.

d. Use of an Example,

The three members of a syl-

logism, as explained by Nagar-
juna, Maitreya, and others, con-
stitute what is called an ex-

ample. Aristotle, in his Rhe-
toric (bk. ii, p. 184, Welldon’s
ed.), observes that it is proper,

in default of enthymemes, to

make use of examples as logical

proofs, these being the natural
means of producing conviction.

In the Prior Analytics (bk. ii,

oh. xxiv, p. 233, O. F. Owen’s
ed.), it is further observed that
the example differs from induc-
tion in that the latter proves
the universal from a complete
enumeration of individuals,

while the former attempts to
prove it from a single individual
or from some selected indivi-

duals, and in that the induction
steps at the universal, while the
example draws syllogistioally a
conclusion in respect of the
minor term, e,g,

:

(1) That which is full of smoke
is full of Are, as a kitchen.

(2) The hill is Mi of smoke
(3) Therefore the hill is full of

fire.

The above may also be put
in the reverse order as follows :

(1) The hill is full of fire.

(2) Because it is full of smoke.
(3) That which is full of smoke

is full of fire, as a kitchen.

3 Vide S. C. Vidyabhusana’s Medieval School of Indian Logic, pp 68, 73.

It IB perhaps the view of NSgSrjuna and Maitreya, and surely also of
DignKga, that is referred to under the narae of “ Bauddha in the Yyava-vart-
tika, 1,1,37.
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(1) Tlie MU is full of fire.

(2) Because it is full of smoke.

(3) That which is full of smoke
is full of fire, as a kitchen.

D. VASBBAl^BKtr
(about 450 AD.).

e. Syllogism of two members.

Vasubandhu in his Tarka-
^astra (Chinese version, ch. 1)

treats of syllogism as consisting

of five members, but in his

Ronki (Vadavidhi), as quoted
by Kwei-ke ^ he is said to have
maintained that a syllogism

consists of two members only,

viz. the proposition and the

reason, and that the terms
necessary for a syllogism are

only three, viz. the minor, the

major, and the middle. In the
Nyaya-varttika (1, 1, 37) and the
Nyaya-varttika - tatparya- tika

( 1 , 1 , 37) ^ Vasubandhu
, de-

signated as Subandhu, is stated

to have held that a syllogism

consists of only two memb^ers,

and that the example is quite

superfluous. The Jaina logidto
Siddhasena Divakara^ (in his

Nyayavatara, v. 20) refers to

Vasubandhu, when he says that

according to experts in logic a

We may also regard the syl-

logism expounded by Nagar-
juna and Maitreya as compris-

ing an enthymeme and an
example, for the example some-

times consists of only one pro-

position.^

D. Aristotle.

e. A perfect Syllogism.

The form of syllogism laid

down by Vasubandhu conforms

in the main to the rules laid

down by Aristotle with regard

to a perfect syllogism, viz. that

every syllogism consists of two
premises and one conclusion,

so that there are altogether

three terms in a syllogism {vide

Prior Analytics, bk. i, ch. xxv,

pp. 140— 2). A syllogism is

defined by Aristotle (in Prior

Analytics, bk. i, ch i, p. 92)

as a sentence (or speech) in

which, certain things being

laid down, something different

from the premises necessarily

results in consequence of their

existence, e.g,

Premises.

(1) All that is full of smoke is

full of fire.

(2) This hill is full of smoke.

1 George Grote, in his Arisiatle, voL i, Analytics friora, li, ch. vi, p. 275,

observes in a footnote as follows: If we turn toch. xxvii, p. 70, a. 30—4, we shall

find ArisMle on a different occasion disallowing altogether the so-called syllogism

-from example.”
^ Sugitira’s Hindu Logic m preserve in China and Japan^ p. 32.

3 Vide S. C. Vidyabhusana’s “ Vitsvayana- author of the NvIyabhSsva” in

the Indian Antiquary for April, 1915.
* HySySvatara (verse 20), edited by S. C. Vidyabhusana and published by the

Indian Research Society, Calcutta. Siddhasena DivSkara flourished about 500-33

A.D, Vide S. C. Vidyabhusana’s Mediem^School of Indian LogiCf p. 15,
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proposition can be proved with-

out any example, if there is

invariable concomitance of the
middle term with the major
term, and in the absence of

such invariable concomitance
the proof is impossible even
with the example.
Such being the view of Vasn-

bandhn, his syllogism is of the

following form :

—

(1) This hill is full of fire.

(2) Because it is full of smoke.

(3) All that is fyll of smoke
being full of fire,

E. Dignaga
(aboitt 590 A.D.).

Inference for one*8 self and
inference for the sake of

others,

Asahga in his Prakaranarya-
vaclb-§utra (Chinese version,

voL xi) omits inference alto-

gether and substitutes for it a
syllogism of five members. Dig-
naga in his Praihana-samuccaya
retains inference under the

name of an inference for one’s

self and affliates syllogism to

inference by calling it an infer-

ence for the sake of others.^

gf. Definition of the minor term.

In the Pramana-samucoaya,*
ch. iii, Dignaga defines a minor
term {'paks(£) a»s that of which
the major term is chosen to be

Conclusion,

(3) Therefore this hill is ML
of fire.

E. Aristotle.

/. The dialectic proposition and'

demonstrative proposition.

The distinction made by
Dign8.ga between an inference

for one^s self and that for the

sake of others corresponds ex-

actly to the distinction made
by Aristotle {in his Prior Analy-

tics, bk. i, ch. i, p. 81) between
a dialectic proposition and a
demonstrative proposition.

gr. Explanation of a proposition.

Just as in an inference for

one’s self the predicability of
the major term in respect of the
minor term is a matter of ques-

1 l^ide S. C Vidyabhusatia’s Medieval School of Indian LogiCf p. 80.
2 Rati-don-ni tsbul-^aiim-rtag-la^ doa-mth.on waAo.

(^ramSna-samuocaya, oh. ii, Tangyur, Jfdo, xcv, fol. 5).
Oshau-gyi-don-gyi-rjes- dp^-ni rau-gis mthoa-don-grsai-by^-yin
(Praniana-samuccaya. ch. iii, Taagyar, M lo, xcv, foL 9).

5 Vide Tmngynr^ Mdo, xcv, fol. 7.
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predicated. The Jaina logician

Siddhasena Divakara ^ (500-550
A.D.), in his Nyayavatara, Terse

14^ says that in an inference

for the sake of others the minor
term is to be defined as that of

which it is assumed that the
major term is predicable. In
an inference for one’s self, on
the other hand, the minor term
is to be defined,according to old
Indian logicians, as that of

which it is questionable whether
the major term is predicable.

h. Three characteristics of the

middle term.

In an inference for one’s self,

as well as in that for the sake
of others, the middle term, if

it is to lead to a valid conclu-
sion, must possess the foDowing
characteristics ® :

—

(1) The middle term must cover
the minor term, e.g. the hill is

smoky.

(2) The middle term must be
present in places in which there is

the major term, e,g, that which is

smoky is fiery.

(3) The middle term must* be
absent from places where there
is an absence of the major term,
e.g. that which is not fiery (non-
fiery) is not smokv.

tion or doubt, while in an infer-

ence for the sake of others it is a
matter of assumption, so also in

the Organon of Aristotle (Prior

Analytics, bk, i, ch. i, p. 81)

the dialectic is an interrogation

of contradiction, while the de-

monstration is an assumption
of one part of the contradiction.

In the Organon (De Interpreta-

tione, ch. xi, pp. 67-8, 0. F.

Owen’s edition) a dialectic is

stated indeed to be an interroga-

tion, for a ehoice should be given
from the interrogation to en-

unciate this or that part of the

contradiction. This statement

coincides with the definition of

Dignaga, according to whom the

debater chooses the major term
as predicable of the minor.

h. The middle term in a
syllogism.

The characteristics laid down
by Dignibga correspond exactly

to those laid down by Aristotle.

In the Organon (Prior Analytics,

bk. i, ch. iv, pp. 85-6. 0. P.

Owen’s edition) it is stated that,

when three terms so subsist

with reference to one another
that the minor is covered by the
middle and the middle is or is

not covered by the major, then
there is necessarily a perfect

syllogism of the major and the

minor.

This statement may be illus-

trated as follows

1 SSdhyabhyupagamah paksah (NySyavatara, verse 14, edited by S. C. Vidya-
bhusana).^ Sandigdha-sadhya-dharmatvam paksatvam (quoted in the Tattva-
cintSmani, anumina-khanda, p. 407, Biblioihma Indica),

^ (1) Phyog«-kyi chos-nid-dan, (2) Mthun-pa/ji-phyogs-fiid-Ia yod-par-ne^-pa-*
dan, (3) Mi-»»thun»paAi-phyoga la-med-pa-fiidHdu-ne^-paryah-ho, (Dignaga*s ijS’vSva-*
pra.vela, Tangyur, Jfdo, xcv, foi. 1835).
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The above characteristics, as
applicable to an affirmative or
negative conclusion, may be
illustrated as follows : -

A

(1) This hill is fiery.

(2) Because it is smoky.

(3) That which is smoky is fiery,

B

(1) This hill is not smoky.
(2) Because it is non-fiery.

(3) That which is non-fiery is

not smoky.

F. Dharmakibti ^

(600-50. A.D.).

Demonstration through three

hinds of middle term}

The Buddhist logician Dhar-
makirti, in his Nyaya-bindu,
oh. ii, divides the middle term
(liv^ga^ sign)^ into three kinds

in accordance with the rela-

tions which it bears to the

major term. The relations are as

follows :

—

(1) Selfsameness, inherence, or
** being the essence of that ’’ (sm-

bJmm, samamya, idddtmya), which
ocem's when the predicate (or

major term) is in essence wholly
included in the subject, (or middle
term), e.g, this is a tree, because
it is simiapd.

(2) Effect, also called origi-

nation from that {Imryya, tadut-

patti), which occurs when the pre-

dicate (major term) and the sub-

A

(1) That which is smoky is

fiery.

(2) This hill is smoky.
(3) Therefore this hill is fiery.

B

(1) That which is non-fiery is

not smoky.

(2) This hill is non-fiery.

(3) Therefore this hill is not
smoky.

F. Aristotle,

Demonstration through the me-
dium of essence and cause.

The two relations, viz, self-

sameness’’ (or “ inherence ”) and
effect”, as expounded by

Dharmakirti, correspond to the

two relations, viz, per se (in-

herence) and causal as ex-

pounded by Aristotle in his Pos-

terior Analytics (bk. i, ch. iv,

pp. 253-5, and bk. i, oh. xxiv,

p. 301).

(1) Per se (essence or inherence).

—The predicate (major terms) is

said to be related to the subject

(middle term per se essentially),

if the properties of the former are

inherent in the definition of the

latter*

(2) The causal.—The predicate

(major term), which is essentially

present witix the subject .{middle

1 Vide S, C. Vidyabbtjsaiia’s Medienat School of Indian Logio^ pp. 103-5.

sE DignSga inhis Pramanasamacaya, Chap. IL
3 Tripyeva caliagSm, aaupalabdhi^ svafebava-karyye oeti (NySyabiadu, oh,

ii,p. Bibliotheca Indioa),
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ject (middle term) stand to each term), is said to be the cause of the

other in the relation of cause latter,

and effect, e.g. all that is emoky
is fiery.

(3) Non-perception * [anupalah-

dhi) e,g, whatever thing (being per-

ceptible) is not perceived is non-
existent.

Nature of the universal

preposition.

The relations which estab-

lish invariable concomitance

the middle term with the major
term are the bases of universal

propositions. Invariable con-

comitance ^ ’ is designated in

Sanskrit as vyapti (pervasion or

co-presence)^ nantarlyaha (non-

separation), and avinabhava (the

relation owing to which one can-

not exist without the other).

j. Nature of the universal

proposition.

The proposition in which the
predicate is related to the sub-
ject per se or causally is a uni-

versal one. Aristotle in his

Posterior Analytics (bk. i, ch.

iv, pp. 253-5, 6. F. Owen’s edi-

tion) calls that (the) universal

(major term) which is predi-

cated
^
^ of every ’

' and per se”,

that is^ which being predicable

of the middle term per se is pre-

dicated of it in every instance.

In the Posterior Analytics (bk.

i, ch. xxiv, p. 301) Aristotle

further observes that the uni-

versal (major term) is the cause

of the middle term, which is

essentially co-present within it.

In Prior Analytics, bk. i, ch.

xxiv,. pp. 138-9, Aristotle says

that in all syllogisms we must
have a universal proposition

(premise) which is shown by
the universal term.

i and bis follower, who say that non-existenc© is inferred

and not perceived, asamn© non-perception as a middle term (sipi). But the

majority of Indian logicians maintain that non-existence of a thing is perceived by
the same sens© by which the thing itself is perceived. Hence non-perception is

not acknowledged by them as a middle term (sign).
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G. Ubbyotakara
(600-60 A.D.) 1

&. Syllogism from a sign {linga-

pardmarSa).

Uddyotakara, who completely
incorporated syllogism into in-

ference in his Nyaya-v^rttika,^
defines inference as know-
ledge which is preceded by the
perception of the middle term
(sign) and recollection of its in-

variable concomitance with the
major term in the following

form : I perceive that this

hill has smoke, which I remem-
ber to be invariably concomi-
tant with fire, and hence I infer

that this hill has fire.’’ The
above may be properly put in

the following form :

—

(1) Whatever is smoky is fiery.

(2) This hill is smoky.

(3) Therefore this hill is fiery.

The first part (major pre-

mise) of the above inference is

called vydpU (a universal pro-

position) ;
the second part (mi-

nor premise) is called upanaya
(an application of the universal)

;

and the third part is called anu-

miii (inferential knowledge or

conclusion) . The first two parts

(premises) constitute what is

6. Aeistotle.

k. Enthymeme from a sign-

Aristotle, in his Prior Analy-
tics (bk. ii, ch. xxvii, pp. 238-

40), speaks of two kinds of

enthymemes, viz, the enthy-
meme from a sign and that

from a likelihood. Now, the

enthymeme from a sign^ in

the first figure (especially if the

signds infallible, fehmerion) leads

to a conclusion which is neces-

sarily true. It is this kind of

enthymeme from assign that cor-

responds to the syllogism from a
sign^ {Ungchpardmarsa) as ex-

pounded by Uddyotakara.
Just as in the Nyi^ya-varttika

of Uddyotakara the syllogism

{pardmar^a) comprises only the

first two parts of an infer-

ence, so also in the Arabic
Logic (e.gf.inbk. iii of the Risa-

lah Shamsiyyah, dated about
1250 A.D.) the syllogism {q€!>y€ts)

comprises only the two premises

and not the conclusion. It may
be added that the Arabic Logic

of the schools of Baghdad (ninth

century A.D.), Kufa (750 A.D.),

and Bassora (700 A.D.) is re-

1 Tide S. 0 VidySbhusaua’s “Uddyotakara, a contemporary of Bharma-
kirti’% in Jnly 1914.

2 Linga-iingi-sambandha-dar§anantaram linga-dar^ana-sambandha-smrtibbir

linga-paramai^o vi^isyate .... Smytyanugrbito linga-paramar^o ’nnmanam bha-

vati (HySya-varttika, I, 1, 5, p. 47, BtbUoiheca Jndica)-

5 Dr. George Gxote, in bis Aristotle, vol. i, Analytica Priora, cb. vi, pp. 291-2,

gives a lucid explanation of a sign.

* Br. George Grote, in bisAmio^lc, vol. i, Analytica Priora, cb. vi, p. 292,

states in a footnote as follows: ** Aristotle throws in tbe remark (a. 24) that, when
one premises only of tbe Etbymeme is enunciated, it is a sign : when tbe other is

added, it becomes a syllogism. In tbe examples given to illustrate tbe description

of the Enthymeme that which belongs to tbe first figure has its three terms and
two propositions specified, like a complece and regular syllogism ”

6 The Bisaiah Shamsiyyah was published under tho name of ** The Logic of tbe
Arabians ” in the Btbhoiheca Indica aeries by Br. A. Sprenger.
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called by Uddyotakara para-

mar8a Hsyllogism) ot linga-para-

maria (syllogism from a sign),

and all the three parts combined
together are designated as para-

maruSa rupanumana (a syl-

logistic inference). Since the

time of Uddyotakara no further

development has been made in

the form of the syllogistic infer-

ence, except that the three

parts of it have been called res-

pectively the instrument {kor

ra7^a)i operation (vydpdra), and
consequence (pTiala). The first

two parts (premises) combined
together have been uniformly
designated as pardmarka (syllo-

gism or enthymeme).

puted to have been derived
from the Organon of Aristotle,

as taught in a developed form
in the Syro-Persian School of

Gundeshapur ® in Susiana about
350 A.D.
According to certain Roman

commentators ^ too, the pre-

mises alone constitute the syl-

logism.

6. Migrations of the Logical Theories of Aristotle from Alexan-
dria into India (175 jB.<7.-600 A.D,)

Considering the antiquity of the syllogism as propounded by
Aristotle and the close connexion that exists between it and the

syllogism promulgated in the Hindu Logie, we may fairly con-

clude that the latter was greatly, influenced by, if not based on,

the former. Aristotle’s works® were brought down to Alexandria

(in Egypt) by Callimachus, the celebrated librarian of Ptolemy
Philadelphus during 285-247 B.C., and it seems that copies of

some of these works reached India through Syria, Susiana, Bactria,

and Taxila in subsequent times. Prom the stages in the develop-

ment of the syllogism in Hindu Logic, as indicated above, it will

appear that Aristotle’s works migrated into India during three

distinct periods. The first period extends roughly from 175 B.C.

to 30 B.O., when the Greeks occupied the north-western parts of

1 Tasmat smptyanxagfhito linga paramario ’bhistartha pratipadako bhavatiti
(Hyaya-varttika, 1, 1, 6, p. 47, Bibliotheca Indica).

^ Tad idaiB antimam pratyaksam purvabhyam. Pratyaksabhyam smiptyanu-
gyhyamanam paramariorrupam anumanam bhavati (Nyaya-varttika, 1, 1, 5, p. 46,

Bibliotheca Indica),
8 Vide C. Heart’s Arabic lAteraiure^ pp. 137, 280.
^ Georg© Grot©, in his AHstoUe, vot i, Analyti?a Priora, i, ch. v, p. 206,

says that Aristotle includes in a syllogism the two premises ^ well as the

conclusion. But on the same page he quotes in a footnote the opinion of Julius

Pacius (ad, Analyt. Prior i), who said that the syllogism consisted of the two
premises alone and the conclusion was not a part thereof, but something dis-

tinct and superadded.
6 Encgclopmdia Britannica, 9th ed„ vol. i, p. 498.
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India ^ and had their capital at Sakala, officially called Eiithy-

demia (modern Sialkot) in the Punjab, The work of Aristotle of

which we find a trace in this period is the Art of Rhetoric, which
was evidently a favourite subject of study among the Indian
Greeks, and from which the syllogism of five members as illus-

trated in the Caraka-samhita, referred to above, seems to have
been derived. It is worthy of note that the first trace in India

of Aristotle’s syllogism is met with in a work the author of which
was the chief physician to King Kaniska, who reigned in the

Punjab, if not exactly in the city of Sakala, at any rate near to it.

The second period extends from about 39 B.C. to 450 A.D., when
the Romans, masters of Alexandria, Syria, and Persia, carried

on a brisk trade between Alexandria and India. The work of

Aristotle which comes to our notice in this period is the Prior

and Posterior Analytics (and possibly also the De Interpretatione),

from which Aksapada, Nagarjuna, Vasubandhu, and Dignaga
seem to have, as shown above, borrowed the definition of some
of the most important logical terms, the explanation of the vari-

ous structures of the syllogism and the idea of a universal position,

the basis of a true syllogism. The two chief among these logi-

cians, Aksapada and Dignaga, were inhabitants of Kathiawar
(Prabhasa) and Conjeeveram (Kanchi), which were the principal

seaports on the eastern and western coasts of India, frequented

by merchants and travellers from Alexandria. It is probable
that the Prior Analytics was widely read in those days, either in

the original or in vernacular translation. The introduction of

different parts of the Greek Prior Analytics into Indian Logic

must needs have been gradual, as these had to be assimilated

into and harmonized with the parts previously ingrafted into

Indian thought and language. The third period extends from
about 450 A.D. to 600 A.D. when the Syro-Persian school of

Gundeshapur, established in Susiana (Persia) in 350 A.D. on the

dispersion there of some of the best works of the school of

Alexandria, was in the height of its glory and spread its light all

, around. But it is not quite certain whether any influence was
exerted at this period.

I h^ve endeavoured in the preceding pages to show that the

works of Aristotle were very well known in India during the first

six centuries of the Christian era. As regards the remarks of

Cicero and Strabo, quoted by Sir A. Grant, that most of Aristotle’s
“ writings had been lost,” ® I have to state that after the death of

Aristotle his entire works were bought up by Callimachus^ for the

IMd,^ val. xTiii, p, 599* ^ Tide Huari’s Arabic IMeratme^ p. 137.
^ Sir Alexander Graat^s article on Aristotle in the Mmyclopmdia Britanmca,

Stb ed., voL ii, p. 612,
^ MmycUpmdia Britmnmea^ Stb ed., voL i, p. 498.
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library of Alexandria, where they were duly appreciated and

whence they gradually spread to India and other countries. To
the scholars at Athens and Rome these works were practically

lost, until copies of some of them reached the island of Rhodes,

where they were edited by Andronicus in 50 B.O. Even the

edition of Andronicus was not available in the Middle Ages to tjie

Greeks and Romans, who depended for their knowledge of Aristotle

on the Latin translation of Boethius (4S'^-525 AT-.). But the

original works of Aristotle seem to have been carefully preserved in

Alexandria, and on the downfall of the Greeks and Romans they

found their way into Syria and Persia, whence they reached the

Arabic school of Bagdad about the beginniug of the ninth century

A,D. The original Greek texts of Aristotle’s works after these

strange vicissitudes reached the country of their birth via Con-

stantinople about 1204 A.D. The presumption, therefore, is that

from the third century B.O. to 1200 A.D. Aristotle’s works were

more extensively read and better appreciated in rhe East than in

the West.

33



APPENDIX C*

THE UNIVERSITY OP NlLANDl.

(About 300—850 A.B.).

Nalaiida was a village which is identified with modem Bara-
gttGii ® 7 miles north of Rajgir, in Behar. Though occasionally

rationed in the Pali literature, Nalanda was not of great im-
’ urtance before the rise of the Mahayana at the beginning of

^.0 Christian era. Nagarjuna, about 300 A.D., and A.rya Deva,
/ oat 320 A.D., were the earliest scholars to take an interest in the

^.ducational institution at that village. A Brahmana named
8uvisnu, a contemporary of Nagarjuna, is said to have estab-

lished 108 temples there in order that the Abhidharma of the

Mahayana might not decline.^ About 400 A.D. the Chinese
pilgrim, Fahian,^ visited this place, which he calls ^‘the vil-

lage of Nalo.’’ He saw there a tower which had been erected

on the spot where Sariputra, the right-hand disciple of Buddha,
had entered Nirvana. Early in the 7th century A.D. another
Chinese pilgrim, the famous Hwen-thsang, visited Nalanda and
halted^ there 15 months to study the Sanskrit language under
Silabhadra. According to him * the site of Nalanda was origin-

ally a mango garden which was bought by 500 merchants at

a cost of ten crores of gold pieces and given to Buddha.'^

After the Nirvana of Buddha, five kings, named Sakraditya,

Buddha Gupta, TathSgata Gupta, Baladitya, and Vajra, built

five Sangharama or monasteries at Nalanda. A king of Central

India established another magnificent monastery, and began to

build round these edifices a high wall with one gate. A long

succession of kings continued the work of building, using all the

skiE of the sculptor, tiE at the time of Hwen-thsang in 637 A.D.
the whole was truly marvelous to behold.’^ In the estab-

lishment were some thousands of monks, all men of great abihty

and learning. They were very strict in observing the rules of

Vinaya, and were looked up to as models by aE India. Learn-

ing and discussing, they found the day too short, day and night

i From tlie author*& ** Indian Logic: Madi©*/»1 Scboo!** (Appendix A),
s Cunningham’s Ancient Geography of India, p. 468.

5 ¥idk TSranatha’s Gesc^jichte des Buddhismns von Sehiefner, pp. 70—86.

Fide Beal’s Fa-hlan, p. ill.

6 Fide Cnnningham’s Ancient Geography of India, p. x.

« Vide BeaFs Buddhist Records of the Western World, voL ii, pp. 168—170.

1 It must have been given to a Bpddhisfc saint of a later ^ and not to

Buddha himself.
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they admonished each other, jnniors and seniors mutually help-

ing to perfection* Learned men from diSerent cities came to

Nalanda to acquire renown, and some persons even usurped the
name of Nalanda students in order that they might be received

everywhere with honour, 'Of those from abroad who wished
to enter the schools discussion, the majority, beaten by the
difficulties of the problems, withdrew ; and those who were
deeply versed in old and modern learning were admitted, only
two or three out of ten succeeding.^ ^ Hwen-thsang mentions
some celebrated men of Nalanda, such as Dharmapala and
Candrapala, Gunamati and Sthiramati,^ Prabhamitra and' Jina»

mitra, and Jhanacandra and Siiabhadra.

Another Chinese pilgrim named 1-tsing, who resided in Nalan-
da for ten years (probably 675—685 A.D.), says that there were
eight halls and 300 apartments in the monastery of Nalanda
with more than 3,000 resident monks. The lands in its posses-

sion contained more than 200 villages which had been bestowed
upon the monastery by kings of different generations.^

Nalanda assumed the character of a university from about
450 A D.* Baladitya, king of Magadha, who built a monastery
at Nalanda, was a contemporary of the Hun king Mihirakula,

who reigned first in ^akala and afterwards in Kaimira. Now
Mihirakula® began his reign in 516 A.D., and Ms contemporary,

BMaditya, must also have lived about that time. There were
three predecessors of Baladitya who built monasteries at Nalan-
da. Of them, the earliest, named Sakraditya, must have reigned

about 450 A.D, if we suppose 25 yea^s as the average duration of

the reign of each of them. The year 450 A.D. is then the earliest

limit which we can roughly assign to the royal recognition of

Nalanda. The latest limit which we know with certainty is

1 Y%de Wafeters* “ On Yuan Chwang,” vol. ii, pp. 164—165.
2 This Sthiramati seemed to be the one mentioned by I-tsing {vide Takakusn,

p. 181) , He flourished after Asanga and Vasubandhu.
3 Vide Takakusu’s I-tsing, pp. xxxiii, 65 and 154.

Vide Watters’ On Yuan Chwang,” voi i, p. 289o

Takakusu, in Ms ParamSrtha’s Life of Vasubandhu,” published in the
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland,” January

1905, maintains that Baladitya came to the throne in 481 A.D., but this statement
is by no mean^ flrial The date (452-480 A.D.) of Vikramaditya, Baladifcya’s father,

'is also open to dispute.
6 Br, D. B. Spooner observes :

—

Nalanda, as is widely known, was one of the principal seats and centres of

Buddhist culture and Buddhist learning in the Gupta period of Indian history, and
for some centuries thereafter. The precise date of its foundation as University ”

is now unknown, but from the circumstance that the Chines© pilgrim. Fa Hien,
makes no particular mention of the place, whereas the pilgrim who followed him,
Hieun Thsang, describes the place at length, leads modern scholars to infer that
it must have risen in the interval between the visits of these two, namely, some-
where about the middle, perhaps, of the fifth century A.D. (p. 33 of the Annual
report of the Archseological Survey of India,-J^astem Circle, for 1915-16.
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7S0 A.D., when Kamaiaslla (g.p.) was t|js3 pTOfesBor of Tantras at

Nalauda. But as we read in the accounts of ?ikraiaai§ila that

there was for some time an intercourse between that r.niversit r

and Nalanda, we may suppose that the latter continaad. to exist

approximately until 850 A.D.
According to Tibetan accounts’ the quarter in which the

Nalanda University, with its grand librai7 , was located, was called

Dharmaganja' (Piety Mart). It consisted of three grand build-

ings called Batnasagara, Batnodadhi, and Batnaranjaka, respec-

tively. In Batnodadhi, which was nine-storeyed, there were the

saor^ scripts called Prajfiaparamita-siitra, and Tantrik works
such as Samaja-guhya, etc. After the Tumska raiders had made
incursions in Nalanda, the temples and Caityas there were re-

paired by a sage named Mudita Bhadra. Soon after this,

Eukutasiddha, minister of the king of Magadha, erected a
temple at Nalanda, and, while a religious sermon was being
delivered there, two very indigent Tirthika mendicants ap-

peared. Some naughty young novice-monks in disdain threw
washing-water on them. This made them very angry. After
propitiating the sun for 12 years, they performed a yajna^ fire-

sacrifice, and threw living embers and ashes from the sacrificial

pit into the Buddhist temples, etc. This produced a great con-

flagration which consumed Batnodadhi. It is, however, said

that many of the Buddhist scriptures were saved by water
which leaked through the sacred volumes of Prajilap5>ramit&-

sutra and Tantra.

i Vide Pag-eam jon-za^, edited in the original Tibetan by Bai Sarat Chandra
Das, Bahadur, C.Z.B!., at Caleutta, p. 92-



APPENDIX D/
A UST 01 KINGS OF THE PlLA DYNASTS’ OF BENGAL

AND BEHAR.

{From Tibetan sources,)

In the Tibetan books,® such as Pag-sam-jon-zan^, Lama Tara-
natha’s Chos-byuh, etc., we find a short account of the kings of
the Pala dynasty of Bengal. Go Pala, the founder of the dynasty,
lived principally in Pundrar-vardhana. His successor, Deva
Pala, annexed Varendra to his kingdom. Deva Pala*s grandson,
Dharma Pala, conquered Magadha and annexed it to Bengal.
Dharma Pala’s power is said to have extended in the east to the
ocean, in the west to Delhi, in the north to Jalandhara, and in
the south to the Yindhya ranges. It is stated that during his

reign ^anta Raksita died. Now ^anta Raksita visited Tibet
during Ihe reign of Thi-srong-deu-tsan in 749 A.D., and worked
there for 13 years, that is, tiU 762 A.D. His death must
therefore have taken place after 762 A.D. Dipankara ^rijnana
alias Ati§a, High-priest Vikrama§ila, who was a contemporary of

king Naya Pala of Magadha, visited Tibet in company with Nag-
tsho-lotsava in 1040 A.D. during the reign of Lha-tsun-byan-chub,
son of Lha-lama-ye-§es-hod, who held his court at Tholing in Nari,

These facts throw a good deal of light on the dates of the Pala
kings.^ It is further stated that the death of Mahi Pala is

exactly synchronous with that of the Tibetan king Khri-ral.

Now Khri-rai (or Ral-pa-can) died in 899 A.D * This fixes the
date of the death of Mahi Pala. As the period of reign of each of

the kings that preceded and succeeded Mahi Pala is definitely

stated by Lama Tar^natha, and also by the author of the Pag-
sam-Jon-zang, there is no difficulty in ascertaining the dates of the
Pala kings. Proceeding in this way, we can fix the dates as
follows :

—

1. Go Pi;la . . . . 660—705 AD.
2. Deva Pala . . . . 705—753 A.D.
3. Rasa Pala . . . . 753—765 A.D.

i From the author’s ** Indiau Logic, Medieval School ” (Appendix B).
*2 Yide Taranatha’s Geschichte des Buddhismus, von Schiefner, pp. 202—-252;

and Pag-sam-jon-zanst, edited by Rai Sarat Chandra Das, Bahadur,
pp. 112—121.

S Vide the 16th volume of Kloh-rdol-gsuu-hbum, and Sarat Chandra Daa*s
** Indian Pandits in the Land of Snovp,” pp. 50—76.

Vide, the Chronological Table extracted from the Vaidurvakarpo in Csoma
d© Koros’s Tibetan Grammar, p. 183.
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4. Dharma Pala • m «

•

765— 829 A.D.

5. Masu Raksita • * 829— 837 A.D.

6. Vana Pala 837— 847 A.D.

7. Mahi Pala ,

.

847— 899 A.D.

8. Maha Pala ,

,

899— 940 A.D.

9. {Samu Pala • « 940— 952 A.D.

10. ^resfcha Pala or Praistha Pala 952— 955 A.D.

11. Canaka 955— 983 A.D.
12 Bhaya Pala 983—1015 A.D.
13. Naya Pala 1015—1050 A.D.
14. Amra Pala 1050—1063 A.D.
15. Hast! Pala 1063—1078 A.D.
16. Ksanti Pala 1078—1092 A.D.
17. Rima Pala 1092-1138 A.D.
18. Yaksa Pala 1138—1139 A.D.

The researches on the Pala kings, by the late Dr. Bajendra
Lai Mitra, arrived at a conclusion which is somewhat different

from mine. Dr. Mitra’s list of Pala kings ® is given below :

—

1, Go Pala.. • « 855— 875 A.D.
2. Dharma Pala , * 875- 895 A.D.
3. Deva Pala 895- 915 A.D.
4. Vigraha Pala I .

.

915- 935 A.D.
5. Narayana Pila 935-~ 955 A.B.
6. R§ja Pala 955- 975 A.D.
7. • • • . Pala * • 795- 995 A.D
8. Vigraha Pala II .

,

996--1015 A.D.
9. Mahl Pala 1015--1040 A.D.
10 Nava Pala 1040--1060 A.D.
11, Vigraha Pala III .. 1060--1080 A.D.

^ Probably the same as NSraysaa P§!a who, in the Bhagaipur plate, is

styled ** the lord of Ahga.*’
Vide Br* Rajendra LSI Mitra’s ** Indo-Aryans,” voL li, p. 232.



APPENDIX E.- .

THE ROYAL UNIVERSITY OP VIKRAMA^ILi.
(About 800-^-1200 A.D.).

VikramaSili,,* mentioned in Sanskrit Sragdharastotra-tlka/

Vrhat-svayambliu-piirania/ Tibetan Tangyur,^ etc., was a great

collegiate monastery, or rather University^ founded by king

Dharma Pala at the close of the 8th century A.D. It was
situated on a precipitous^ hill ® in Behar at the right bank of

the Ganges, possibly at Sila-samgama, now called Patharghata
near Colgong in the Bhagalpur district. Dharmapala endowed
the university with rich grants sufficing for the maintenance
of 108 resident monks besides numerous non-resident monks
and pilgrims. At the head of the university was always a most
learned and pious sage. Thus at the time of Dharma Pala,

Acarya Buddha-jhana-pada directed the affairs of the univer-

sity, and during 1034—1038 A.D. Dipahkara or 6rijnana Ati^a

1 From the author’s Indian Logic : Medieval School ” (Appendix C).
2 Vide TaranStha’s Geschichte des Buddhismus, von Schiefner, pp. 234—^242,

259—261; Pag-sam-jon-zang, pp 113, 117, 118, and Sarat Chandra Das’s article

in the “ Journal of the Buddhist Text Society of Calcutta ”, vol. i, part i, pp. 10—
12 ; and his Indian Pandits m the Land of Snow,” pp 50—76.

3 The colophon of the Sragdhara-stotra-tika runs as follows :

—

-^flfsurd^stasiTr

StW *r5c’5*?ITII (Sragdhara-stotra, edited in the Bibliotheca Indica series by Satis

Ciuoidrs Vidyabhusana, p 60).

WtClWf SWilt 'BT ’QTW I

(Vfhat-svayamfohu-puranS, edited by Vi jTl ‘:^*"agad Sastri, chap, vi,

320—321).

8 Numerous Sanskrit works such as • >
r

etc., were translated into Tibetan in the monas4.ery of as is evident
from the Tangyur, Bgyud, La, Folios 11—26, 54, etc

3 At the distance of a day’s sail below Sultanganj there is a steep hiE
called PStharghafa overhanging the Ganges, which here is uUaramhint (or flows
towards the north). This corresponds exactly with the account of Vikrama4flS
given in Tibetan books. There are also ruins of Buddhistic images at Pathar-
ghSta. For its old name Silasamgama vide Francklin’s *‘Site of Ancient Pali-
botiira,” pp. 64—55, Appendix, p. xiil. General Cunningham identifles Vikra-
xnaSila with modem Silao, which is a small village three miles to the south of
Bargaon (ancient NSlandS) and six miles to the north of Rajgir in the subdivision
of Behar (t?wie Report of the Archaeological Survey, vol. viii, p. 83). But this
identification does not tally with the description found in Ti^tan books, for the
Ganges never passed by Silao, nor is there any hiE near to it.
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wm at its head, and Sthavira Ratnakara was the superior of

the iBonastery. The famous Tibetan scholar Nag-tshul-khrims-

rgyai-wa, better known as Nag-tsho Lotsava, who came to take
Dlpahkara Srijhana alias Ati§a to Tibet, resided in the mon-
astery of Vikrama^ila for three years, 1035— 1038 A.D.^ Kamala-
kuli§a, Narendxa“§rl-3hana, Dana Raksita, Abhayakara Gupta.
Subhakara Gupta, Sunltyaka^ri, Dharmakara Santi and 6akya-
§ri Pandita also belonged to the university of Vikrama§ila.
Provision was made specially for the study of grammar,
metaphysics (including logic) and ritualistic books. On the
walls of the university were painted images of panditas eminent
for their learning and character. The distinguished scholars of

the university received a diploma of Pandita ’’ from the kings
themselves. For instance, the distinguished logicians, Acarya
Jetari of Varendra and Ratiiavajra of Kasmira, were granted
such a diploma. The most erudite sages were appointed to
guard the gates of the university. These were six in number,
each of which had to be guarded by scholars designated Gate-
keepers (called in Tibetan 6o-sruh, corresponding, perhaps,
to our Dvara-pandita). During the reign of Oanaka (856—983
A.D.) the undermentioned eminent logicians acted as gate-
keepers :

—

(i) At the eastern gate
(ii) At the western gate
(lii) At the northern gate

(iv) At the soathern gate

(v) At the first central gate

(vi) At the second central gate

• . Acarya Ratnakara ^anti. •

• Vagisvarakirti, of Benares.
, The famous Naropa.
. Prajaakaramati.
. Ratnavajra of Kasmlra.
. Jnana-srimitra of Gau^.

The university of Vikiamaiila is said to have been destroyed
by the Mahomedan invader Bakhtiar ELhiliji’' about 1203 A.D.
when Sakya sri-pandita, of Ka^mira, was at its head.

1 Fi<ie*K.ion-^oi-gsun-hbum, vol. xvi.
2 Vide the Tibetan English Dictionary compiled by Rai Sarat Chandra Das,

p? S60; Waddell’s “Lamaism,** p. 16.

Th® Toruskas or Mahomedans attacked Magadha several times. Thus TSra-
natha, speaking of AcSrya Kamala Raksita who was at the head of the Vikrama^iia
nniversity at the end of the 10th century A.D., observes :—‘'A minister of the
Turuska king, oat of the Karna land in the west, together with 500 Turnskas,
draw to Magadha-to plunder. They plundered the sacrificial materials, but when
they began to walk ^1 in a body to the Aclrya (Kamala Raksita) the Acarya got
into a rage and walked up along, throwing a jug, filled with water, over which he
had spoken the mantras. On the spot a great and indomitable storm collected,

out of the wind came forth many black men armed with swords who fell upon the
Turuskas ; the minister himself perished spitting blood, and various contagious ill-

nesses repulsed the others in such a way that none of them could reach thoir native
country, and a great terror came over the Tirthas and Turuskas—TarinStha’a
Gescliichte dm Buddhismus, von Schiefner, pp. 266, 26L
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MITHILl.
(1175—1575 A.D.).

In the Ramayana, Mahabharata and in Buddhistic literatnre,

Mithila or Tirhnt figures as a renowned king-
^^odem history oi Tir- Mithila was protected on the north

by the impenetrable jungles of the Hima-
layas. On the other three sides the three rivers Gandaki, Ganges
and Kausaki ^ surrounded it, while the land itself is intersected

by small rivers. On account of the natural protection, Tirhut
was not attacked by foreign invaders frequently though we hear
that in the ISth century it was attacked by the ninth Malik Izzud-
din-Tughril (1233-1244 A.D.) When Vijaya Sen was reigning

in Bengal, Nanyadeva^ of the Karnatak dynasty was ruling

in Mithila in 1097 A.D. He was defeated by king Vijaya®
from whom again Nanyadeva’s son. Gangadeva, recovered Mithila.

Nanyadeva reigned for 36 years and died in 1125 A.B. He was
succeeded by Gangadeva. He was succeeded by his son, Nri-

sirhhadeya. The kings that succeeded Nrsimhadeva were Ram
Simha, ^akti Simha, Bhtipati Simha and Hara Simha. Their reign

comprised 216 years. Roughly speaking the Karnata dynasty
reigned from 1150-1395 A.O. Then the KameSvara dynasty sue-

ceeded whose reign extended from 1350-15 15 A.D. They are :— ( 1)

KameSvara, (2) Bhagi§vara, (3) Ganesvara, (4) Visimhadeva (5)

Kirtisimha. (6) Bhavasimhadeva, (7) Devasimha, (8) ^ivasimha,

(9) Padmasimha, (10) Harasimhadeva, (11) Nrsirhha or Nara-
simha, (12) Dhirasimha, (13) Bhairava^ (14) Ramabhadradeva,

(15) Laksminathadeva. Then followed MaheSvara Thakkura, who
founded a line of Rajas in 1556, during the time of Emperor Akbar

1 History of MithilS during the pre-Mughal period and History of Navya-
Hyaya and Smyit, November and December, 1915. Rai Monmohan Chatoa-
varti Bahadxm; tkde also University of Nadia by Satis Chandra Vidya*
bhusana.

^

i^fsrf%5r fa^it

?rT^ a

Vide the Rock Edicts on the ruined walls of the ancient fort of Simrion.

2 ^ fiPC!

Deopara Vijaya Sen Inscription.
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wMcli has continued up to the present time. Most of the later

productions of Mithila appeared in these periods.

The Modern School of Nyaya commenced with GahgeSa on the

eve of the i2th century. Similar is the case with Smrti writers

who began with Gralie^vara in the 13th century.

The most important scholar of the KameSvara period is

J^g^<^dhara who besides writing commen-

in modern
taries on a variety of subjects, such as the

Gita, Devimahatmya, Meghaduta, Gita

Govinda and Malati Madhava and others, wrote original trea-

tises on erotics (Rasika Sarvasva. Sahgita Sarvasva). The next is

Vidyapati whose name is associated with Maithili songs or Padavall

generally. His works stirred up the later Vaisnava writers of

Bengal. The next scholar to be mentioned is Sankara Mi§ra. His
works on the VaiSesika and the Nyaya are of high value. His
other works on Smrti are also of great value.

The next scholar of great importance is Vacaspati MiSra
who flourished in the time of Bhairavendra and Ramabhadra and
wrote mainly on the Smrti. But the great influence of the age did
not spare him and he wrote also on Nyaya. His works on the
latter subject are the Nyaya-sutradhara, Khandana-khandS-
dhara and the Anumana-khanda-tika, his other works being the
Nlti-cintamani, a work on the morals.

Many other scholars flourished at this time. But they are

overshadowed by the glory and achievements of the scholars

named above. It was an age of great scholastic activities. The
glory of Mithila was at its height, and its fame spread throughout
all centres of oriental learning in India.

Thus Mithila was the principal seat of Hindu learning in the
13th, 14th and 15th centuries A.D, and was the resort of a large

number of students who flocked there from all parts of India to
study specially Logic or Nyaya philosophy.*

i Students who finished their education in Mithila had to undergo an examina-
tion called Needle Exammation, Salaka-pariksS. They "^ere asked to explain the
page pierced last by a needle. In this way they had to show their skill in any
part of a book. After passing the examination they received the diploma of the
MithllS University.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NADIA.

(1575— 1920 A.D.).

Traces of the Pala
Kings in Nadia.

Navadvipa, which is popularly known as Nadia, is a small

town in Bengal situated on the river Bha-

_

of Nadm.

with the Jalahgl. It occupies the north-western part of the
Gangetic delta and literally signifies “ a new' isle.” Once it was
a very important centre through which trade was carried on by
the BhagIrathI between Saptagrama (a port on the river Sara-

svati^ a little to the north-west of Hugll and nearly 15 kronas

south of Nadia) and the United Provinces and by the Jalangl

between Saptagrama and Eastern Bengal.

Nearly four miles to the east of the modern town of Nad^a there

is a small village called Suvarna-vihara

(golden hermitage) which is often pointed

out as the place where the Buddhist Kings
of the Pala dynasty used to reside in the days of yore, when
a branch of the Bhagirathi, flowing from the north of the modern
village Mayapur, roiled below the hermitage Even now the

ruins of the ancient buildings can be found here and there
^

silently

testifying to the former grandeur of the place. The decaying

stone column and fragments found here bear clearly the architec'

tural designs of Buddhist India, which may be taken as proof that

the place was once a temporary resort of the Pala Kings. Relying

upon these facts the existence of Nadia can be traced back to the

loth century A.D.
But, practically speaking^ Nadia was unknown in history until

it rose to importance for the first time in

1063 A.D. (or rather about 1106 A.D.)

when, according to a local legend cited in

the Imperial Gazetteer * of India and Statis-

tical Account of Bengal * it was selected by Maharaja Laksmana
Sena of Gauda® as the place of his residence in consideration of

the sanctity of the Bhagirathi flowing by it. The ruins of the

palace of liaksmana Sena are still extant in Nadia at the south

of the village Bilpukur and north of the village Samudragada

Nadia raised to the
status of a town under
the Sena Kings.

1 W. W. Hunter’s Imperial Gazeteer of India, VoL VII, p IS.

2 w. W. Hunt6r*s Statistical Account of Bengal, VoL II, p. 142.

^ Laksmana Sena is said to have reigned in Bengal between 1100 and 1138

A.B. For the date of the kings of the Sena dynasty, vide Rajendra Lai Mitra’s

Indo-Aryans, VoL II, p. 250
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between the Bhaglrathi and Jalahgi. About a mile to the north-

east of Nadia there is a tank called Ballala Dighi which is said, to

have been dug by Laksmana Sena to commemorate the name of

his father, the famous Ballala Sena.

Laksmana Sena (1106-1138 A.D.), who raised Nadia to the

^
status of a town, is said to have been a

Senaf
olLaksmajoa

great hero, whose prime minister was Hala-
yudha, the renowned author of Brahmana-

sarvasva, Smrti-sarvasva, Mimamsa-sarvasva, and Nyaya-sarvasva,
The court of Laksmana Sena was also adorned by Pa^upati,
the eldest brother of Halayudha, who wrote a treatise on Hindu
ceremonials called Pa§upati-paddhati ;

Sulapani, the reputed author
of Smrti-viveka, Jayadeva, a native of Kendubilva, Birbhum and
the well-known author of Gitagovinda ; Dhojd, the author of Pavana-
duta ; and Umapati, the poet^ who made language to sprout into

luxuriant foliage ”—all these flourished in the court of Laksmana
Sena.^

Though Laksmapa Sena resided inNadia, he greatly embellished

the city of Gauda, which was the capital

th^M^omeXna^^*^ Bengal at that time and was called Lak-
sm^navati or Lakhnauti after his name,

Laksmana Sena was succeeded by Madhava Sena (1138-39)
- Ke§ava Sena (1139) and Laksmaneya Sena alias A^oka Sena (1139-

1206 A.D.) The last king named Laksmaneya, designated by
Mahomedan writers as I.aksmaniya, was overthrown by Maham-
mad Bakhtiar Khiliji and was forced to run away to Vikrama-
pura in Eastern Bengal about 1197 A.D. Bakhtiar Khiliji who
marched with his troops from Behar to Nadia, plundered the
latter town, and placing a Kazi there to look after its internal

administration, himself proceeded to Gauda which he conquered.
Subduing Gauda he chose it as the capital of whole Bengal
which he ruled up to 1200 A.D. The Mahomedans ruled Bengal
from 1198 to 1757 A.D., when the battle of Plassey took place and
the country came into the possession of the British,

During the Mahomedan rule from 1198 to 1757 A.D., Nadia
became the srreatest centre of Hindu learn-

“g in Bengal. In the 16th centnry A.I>.

the nucleus of a university was formed
here. It is not known how much aid was directly given by the

Mahomedan rulers towards the formation of this university, but it

cannot be denied that their having expelled the Buddhists from every
corner of Bengal and having stood as safeguards against all for-

i Bats BSsA'wm the general of the army of Lakaamana Sena. His son,
SiiUhara* DSsa, who wrote a book named Sadnkti-karnSmrta in 1209 A.D., has
mentioned many of the learned men of his time.
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eign invaders^ enabled the Brahmanas to lay the foundation of

this new university on strictly orthodox Hindu principles.

Before the rise of the Nadia University in Bengal there were
two famous Universities in Behar^ viz. the

BitFerof
University of VfcamaSila and

Mithilu. the Brahmanic University of Mithila. Vik-
rama^ila is said to have been burnt and

destroyed by Bakhtiar Khiliji about 1198 A.D., when he marched
from Behar towards Nadia, while the glory of the University of
Mithila was extinguished by the energy of the rising scholars of

Nadia. Mithila, which was a principal seat of Hindu learning in

the 14th century A.D._, was the resort of a large number of students
who flocked there from ail parts of India to srudy specially the
Nyaya philosophy (Logic). Knowing her importance Mithila
guarded with extreme care and even jealousy her own teachings and
did not permit any student to take away from any tol * an}^ logical

book or even notes of the lectures delivered there. Students were
allowed to go away only with their diplomas. This rule was a great
obstacle to the study and teaching of Logic outside Mithila. This
great inconvenience was at last removed by Raghunata ^iromani
of Nadia, as already related in his life.

Raghunatha ^iromani of immortal memory founded in the
University of Nadia a special Chair of Logic

thrNad^trmlers°ty! since been occupied by the best
and foremost logicians of Bengal. Ability

to write works of original merit did not alone constitute the sole

and sufficient qualification of an occupant of the chair, but an
exceptional dialectical skill was regarded to be the sine qm non for
the candidate. Accordingly it was only those who in a large
assembly of scholars could effectively silence their opponents in
open debate^ could with ary chance of success lay a claim to the
chair. The Nadia University has produced numerous logicians of
eminence since the time of Raghunatha ^iromaigi, who was the

A consists generally of a i.hatched chamber in which the Pandit and the

class meet, and a collection of mud hovels round a quadrangle, in which the stud-

ents live in the simplest maimer. Each student has his own hut, in which there Is

scarcely any furniture except his brass water-pot and mat. A student remains at

the tol often for eight or ten years, according to whether he is studying law or logic.

The Pandit does not always live at the iol^ but comes every day on which study
takes place, from an early hour till sunset. The huts are built and repaired at his

expense. No fees are charged, and until recent years the Pandit even helped to

provide his pupils with food and clothing. He himself obtained the necessary

funds by grante and by the presents which his fame as a teacher ensured to

him at religious ceremonies. The usual number of students in a ioZ is about
twenty-five, though there may be more. These in most cases have no means of

subsistence. The teacher provides them with shelter and free tuition, and food

and clothes they obtain from him and also from shopkeepers and landholders and
by begging at the chief festivals,

(
“ Ancient Indian Education ’* by Rev. F. E. Keay, p. 62.)
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founder and first occupant of the Chair of Logic. During recent

times the following were the senior logicians of Bengal ;—

*

(1) Harirama Tarka-siddhanta (about 1730 A.D.).

(2) Kamanarayana Tarka-pancanana (about 1760 A.B.).

(3) Buno Ramanatha (probably 1770).

(4) Krsnakanta Vidyavagisa (probably 1780 A.D.).

(5) Sankara Tarkavagisa (about 1800 A.D ).

(6) Sivanatha Vidyavacaspai (1810 A.D.).

This last mentioned gentleman was son of Sankara TarkavigMa
and exhibited his dialectic skill in a debate with the famous

Jagannatha Tarka-pancanana of Bansberia. He was succeeded by

(7) Kasinatha Ciidamani (about 1820 A.D.).

(8) Dandl (about 1830 A.D ).

(9) Srframa-Siromani— (author of Padartha-tattva).

(10) Madhava Tarka-siddhanta (about 1850 A.D.) was origin-

ally a court Pandit of Naldanga, but subsequently came to settle at

Nadia. He was the author of a commentary called Subodha on
the Padartha-tattva. He was succeeded by

(11) Haramohan Cudamani, author of Samanya-laksana,
who was a contemporary of Madhava Tarkasiddhanta and Pra-

sanna Tarbaratna (1870 A.D.) Principal and founder of Paka-toJ.

xAbout this time Golakanatha Nyayaratna (about 1854 A.D.) was
a great logician.

Pandit Harinatha Tarka-siddhanta, who died in 1 890 A.D.
was a logician of high order, though not the senior logician.

Subsequently Mahamahopadhyaya Bhuvanamohana VidyS»ratna.,

Mahamahopadhyaya Rajakrsna Tarkapancanana, Mahamaho-
padhyaya Jadunatha Sarvabhauma and Mahamahopadhyaya Ka-
mikhyanatha Tarkavagisa became the senior logicians.

I happened to be present at the Council of debate, held at

Rajbati, Nadia, in which Mahamahopadhyi.-
ya Rajakrsna Tarkapancanana was de-

clared the senior logician in 1894 A.D. The
Jadunatha Sarvabhauma. The Maharaja

_ , ^ _ of Nadia opened the debate in the presence
^

Ksitisnacandra Ray.
Pandits and Professors, which was to

decide the fate of the two candidates. The questions to be

debated were (1) “ Whether there is re-birth ! and (2) Whether
Nirvana is possible !

Mahamahopadhyaya Jadunatha Sarvabhauma, whose erudi-

tion and energy were manifest to all and commanded the respect of

every scholar, was first to take up the questions and lead the

debate. He tackled the questions thoroughly and answered them
from every possible point of view. But his exposition was of such
an abstruse character that it was only the experts who could follow

Competition for
Chair of KySya.

tbe

rival candidate was
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him.. Then came the turn of MahaoiahopMhyaya Rajakrsiia

Tarkapahcanana, who took up the same questions and explained

them fully, steadily and clearly. He elucidated each difficult

word and that so thoroughly and clearly that every point in the

argument was driven home to the audience. He then assailed the

arguments put forward by his rival and thoroughly exposed his

hasty exposition. Mahamahopadhyaya Rajakrsna. in recognition

of his lucid exposition and convincing logic, was declared senior

logician by the Council.

In Smrti there is a chair * of the Senior Smarta (Jurist), which
was inaugurated by Raghunandana^ the most

CSmiro Smnti.
famous jurist of his time. Raghunandana

flourished in the sixteenth century A.D. His Jyotis-tattva was
compiled in 1489 Saka or 1567 A.D After him there flourished

Srikrsna Sarvabhauma, Srikrsna Tarkalahkara, Gopala ISTyaya-

lankara, Daitya Bire§vara and Ramananda Vacaspafci, Bire-

§vara Nyayapanoanana, Krsnakanta Vidyavagi§a, Laksmikanta
Nyayabhusana, Brajanatha Vidyaratna, Mathuranatha Padaratna,

Lalmohan VidyavagiSa, Sivanatha Vacaspati, Mahamahopadhyaya
Krsnanatha Nyayapancanana and Jogendranatha Smrtitirtha.

Tantrik studies flourished under Krsnananda Agamva,gi6a and
his followers.

A chair of astronomy was established in Nadia a long time

^ . ago. As late as 1718 A.D. there was born
in Gargya gotra an astronomer named

Ramarudra Vidyanidhi who was the author of Jyotisa-sara-sahgraha

and Court-Pandit of Pancakota. From the time of MaharaJ
Krsnacandra Roy, Ramarudra Vidyanidhi, wlio is related by
blood with the compiler of this work, was also a Court-Pandit to

the Raj-family of Krishnagar. He and his successors, Ramakr^^a
Vidyamani, Prananatha Vidyabharana, Ramajaya Siromajai, ^ri-

<fema Vidyabhusana, Tarinicharana Vidyavagina, Durgadasa VidyH-
ratna and Pandit Bi^vambhara Jyotisarnava successively held the

chair of senior astronomer in Nadia. Almanacs were prepared by
them, which were supplied to the Nawab’s Court in Murshidabad as

well as to the East India Company, the Supreme Court, the High
Court, the Bengal Government, etc. Pandit Vi§ve§vara Jyotisama-

va, the brother of the compiler of this work, was the last senior

astronomer, who supplied almanacs to the High Court, etc. The
Navadvipa Panjika under the imprimatur of Nava-dvlpadhipate-

ranujnaya is accepted by all the landholders of Bengal.

i vide Havadvipa Mahima, by Kaati Chandra Rarhi and “ Nadia Kahini,**

by Knmudanath Mullick.
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THE TASHI LAMA’S VISIT TO INDIA.

During the year 1905, His Holiness the Tashi Lama, ac-

cepted the invitation of the Government
Tashi Lama and his India to be present at the reception to be

held by their Royal Highnesses, the Prince

and Princess of Wales. With full staff His Holiness left Shigatse

for India early in November (8th- Nov.). The Government of

India made ample provision for the reception and escort of the

party. Accordingly Captain W. F. O’Coimor, C.I.E., British

Trade Agent, Gyantse (Tibet), Captain R. Steen, I.M.S., Medical

OfiScer, Gyantse, Maharaj Kumar Sidkyong Tulku, C.I.E. of Sikkim,

Professor Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana of the Presidency College,

were deputed by the Government of India to receive the party.

In addition to this about sisty Lamas and laymen accompanied
the party. From Shigatse to Darjeeling, the Tashi Lama travelled

by easy stages halting at various stations. At Gangtok His
Holiness and his followers were the guests of the Maharaja of

Sikkim who placed his palace at their disposal. The party then
started for Darjeeling. Great was the excitement when the party
arrived there about afternoon on Wednesday, the 29th November,
1906. Crowds went out to meet him. At Jaiapahar and Ghoom,
the Bhutias prostrated themselves as he passed, touching Ms gar-

ments and even his baggage to receive a blessing. Special arrange-

ments were made at the Drumdruid Hotel, and His Holiness was
received with a Tibetan salutation. The party started for Kur-
seong by a special train and a special trolly conveyed His Holi-
ness to Siliguri where he was joined by Professor Satis Chandra
Vidyabhusana. At Siliguri, all round the camp lay camps of
devout Bhutias, who, clad in their motley dress, had ridden in

for miles to pay their respects to the Lama. His Holiness and
suite arrived at Rawalpindi on the 7th December at 2-30 t.m. and
on the same day His Holiness had an audience with His Royal
Highness the Prince and Princess of Wales. On the 10th
December, 9-30 a.m. His Holiness left for Taxila, called in Tibetan
Do-Jog,, about 26 miles north of Rawalpindi, whence be started for

Agra, which place he reached on 11th December. About five

days after, 16th December, the party arrived at Benares where he
was accommodated in the Hotel de Paris. On the same day the
Lama visited the Buddhist ruhis of Samath about 4 miles north

Tashi Lama m India,
of Benares. Here, on the 18th December,
Captain O’Connor accompanied by Professor
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Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana and the tutor of the Lama went to

the Government College to make a preliminary examination of the

Brahminic Sanskrit manuscripts, copies of which had already been
translated into Tibetan at various dates between 629 A.D. and
1400 A.D. At 4 p.M. the Tashi Lama, together with his minister

and the Maharaj Kumar of Sikkim, visited the College and examined
the various Sanskrit manuscripts. The party started for Buddha
Gaya where His Holiness was a guest of the Mahant. On the 20th
December Captain O’Connor, accompanied by Professor Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana a>nd others, made a preliminary inspection

of the sacred sites in Buddha Gaya. The Tashi Lama offered his

worship to the Bodhi tree and the image of Buddha on the 21st

December, one of the most auspicious days according to the Tibetan
calendar. On entering the sacred shrine His Holiness bowed down
before the great image and sat down himself. An hour after His
Holiness came out of the temple and changed his dress for a

yellow one and sat in meditation in the vaijrdsana under the

Bodhi tree for about three hours from 9. a m. to 12 a.m., while his

numerous devotees stood round him in deep silence. At noon the

Lama opened his eyes and received ovations and gifts from
his followers.

The Tashi Lama left Buddha Gaya at 10 p.m. on the 25th

December and reached Calcutta by a special train on the 26th

at 7-30 a.m. He was greeted by a salute of 17 guns e,nd was
received by the Aide-de-Camp of the Viceroy. His Holiness was
accommodated at Hastings House and was a guest of the

Government of India. On the 2nd January His Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales received a state visit from the Tashi Lama.
His Highness appeared before the heir-apparent of the Imperial

throne of Great Britain in all the dignity of his high place and made
offerings to His Royal Highness, From the 5th to the lltb January,

His Holiness .attended the garden party 'at the Government House,
witnessed illuminations and was greatly delighted with all he saw.

His Holiness also received their Royal Highnesses when they paid

their return visit. On the 1 1th January, His Holiness left Calcutta,

and, on the eve of his departure, in appreciation of the great

assistance rendered by Professor Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,
presented to him the Khatag or complimentary silken scarf. The
departure was public and was honoured by 17 guns.

Captain O’Connor accompanied His Holiness up to Siligari

^ ^ , and Lieutenant Bailey accompanied the
8 I ama s epar i»©.

Shigatse. Oh the

way back His Holiness was hospitably received at Chumbi. The
party^ reached Gyantse on the 3rd February.



APPENDIX
EEMINISCENCES OF A VISIT TO LABRANG, PAMIYAMG-

CHI AND PADANGl.

Having being associated with Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra
„ , Das, CJ.E.. in the compilation of the

Journey to a rang.
Tibetan Dictionary, I heard of the fame of

Labrang and Pamiyangchi as two old monasteries

About 1907 1 learnt that there were two block prints of the

Bstan h-gyuT and BTca h-gyur at Labrang and Pamiyangchi and I

undertook my journey there with the express purpose of examin-

ing the manuscripts and endeavouring to extend the knowledge of

Sanskrit through the study of the Tibetan.

I started with credentials, from Mr. (afterwards Sii) A.

Earle, Director of Public Instruction, Ben-
Teesta Bridge. ^ j q g ^

Deputy
Commissioner of Darjeeling. On the 31st May, 1907, 1 left Darjee-

ling at 10 A.M. At the time of my departure from my re3idence

at Darjeeling Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Das came to see me,
offering me a dozen of oranges and a lantern. He said, Accept
these as a traveller’s humble gifts.” I received them with delight

and found them very useful on the way.
Riding a distance of about 22 miles I arrived in the evening

at the Teesta Bridge. This is a very important frontier station

between Tibet, Sikkim, and India, and through it the British

mission passed to Lhasa in 1903-04. There is a magnificent

bridge over the river Teesta and there is a small bazar where
edibles are procurable I was welcomed here by the Deputy Forest
Ranger, who accommodated me in the upper jfiat of a new building

erected by a Marwari trader in the centre of the bazar. Within
a mile of the bazar there is a Triveni junction, where the

Rangeet and another river flow into the Teesta. Nepalese and other

hillmen attach great sanctity to these junctions, where they

wash themselves every year at Pous Sankranti (about the middle
of January) On this occasion they sacrifice goats and sheep and
hold a fair which continues for three days. Teesta Bridge is a veiy
charming place surrounded by hills and dales.

In the morning of 1st June, T left the Teesta Bridge Valley

and following up the course of the river
^Bg- o.

Teesta, by the Tibetan trade route, I

arrived in the evening at the Rung-Po Valley. It is fifteen miles to
the north of Teesta Bridge and is situated on the river Rung-Po,
on which there is an artistic drawbridge. The source of the river,
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a.ccorrliBg to local information, lies on a snow-covered lake at

Phari. The R-nng-Po Valley commands a very conspioiioiis posi-

tion in Sikkim on the way to the territory of the Grand Lama.
The mnsicai rippling of the river and the artless beauty of the

hills surrounding the valley are imposing and impressive. The
grandeur of the landscape, specially in the evening, can better be
imagined than described.

There are very few human habitations here, still there is, a
bazar where rice, dal^ ghee and even potatoes are available

Besides, there are a post office, a telegraph office, a medical

hospital, a police station and an excise patrol and a magnificent

Dak Bungalow—all testifying to the great importance of the

place.
^

In the morning of 2nd June I left Rung-Po Valley for Gang-
tok. The river Hung-Po falls into the

ang o
. Teesta at a place called Bhotang which is

about a mile down the Rung-Po Valley. Again following up the

course of the river Teesta, I arrived at a place called Singdom which
is 7 miles up the Rung-Po Valley. Here there is a magnificent

bridge over a small river which flowing from upper Sikkim,
empties itself into the Teesta, Bidding farewell to my old friend

—the Teesta—I pursued this new river which took me to a place

called Khola Bridge, 12 miles north of Rung-Po Valley. This

place derives its name from the beautiful bridge which is supported

by a spring. Crossing this and several other bridges and passing

through hills and dales, I arrived in the evening at Gangtok, 27 miles

north of Rung-Po Vallejo. It is the present capital of Sikkim,

situated on the peak of a hill girt by two rivers on its sides.

There is a good road from Gangtok. The good-natured Maharaja
of Sikkim and the intelligent Maharani are both very much inter-

ested in Buddhism and showed me the kindest consideration.

Mr. J. C White, C.I.E , Political Resident of Sikkim, to

whom I was already known in connection with the Tashi Lama’s
pilgrimage in India, received me very kindly and gave me letters

of introduction to the Lamas at Labrang and Phodang, a copy of

it is given below :

—

S.P
^
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m^]

Pass-Pobt.
From

Waba Sahib,

^Political Resident of Sikkim.
To

The Cotincil of Monks,
Labrang.

Communication

:

Now from .here Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana is going to Labrang to see and
examine B§tan-h-gyur, how much of it is there. For that purpose the Lamas
must let him read the Puthis. Moreover whatever assistance he wants must be
given. In this direction keep your heart—I request.

Fire sheop year, fourth month, date 25th, from Gangtok Kuthi sent letter from

Waba Sahib,

FoUtical Mesident^ Sikhim^

1907

(Sd.) G. J. White,

FoUtical Officer.

Gangtok, 4th June, 1907.

A similar letter was written to the Phodang Lama’s monas-
tery.

I got this letter at about 2 p.m. and started in the companj^^

„ .. ^ t ^ of attendants towards Labrang. The
ospi a 1 y o a a y. weather that day was extremely foul and

some inhabitants of Sikkim advised us not to set out that after-

nQOh. But as the time at our disposal was rather short, and
we eould ill afford to lose even a single day, we felt constrained
to start that very afternoon, even in the face of the stormy wea-
ther. We had not gone far when the sky began to pour forth in

torrents. Taking the reins of the horse in one hand and the
umbrella in the other we tried to brave the elemental frowns as
best as we could. But we got terribly drenched and thoroughly
exhausted after a short time^ and to our consternation we saw the
shades of the evening were falling fast. Swiftly we rode on but
no trace of human habitation was to be found. At last the dark-
ness of the night made it abrolutely impossible for us to keep the
horses on the roads, and every moment they began to stumble.
Thoroughly exhausted and horribly frightened, we looked for
human abodes but none could be found—it was dreary and desolate
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all around. We saw one or two lights on the way but we could

never reach them, they seemed ever so far off and twinkled more
like will-o’-the-wisp At last at about 11 we saw the unmistakable
glow of a lamp, coming <5ut from a humble cottage. The Lama,
who was our guide and interpreter, knocked at the door, but the

inmate would not open the door easily. Are these ghosts or

elves that come to me at so late an hour in the night ?
’

’ That
was the first murmur that reached our ears, and we eame to know
that it was a woman that spoke. We had no breath to argue with
her. We begged and implored, and to our relief the door flew open
and we saw she was preparing barley flour then She received us
very hospitably and gave us plenty of milk she had kept reserved

for selling in the following morning. Our cook got this milk pro-

perly warmed on the fire and some of our attendants prepared tea

with it. I drank a quantity of milk and felt somewhat refreshed.

She supplied us with water which she kept in very big bamboos
from which the soft portions had been carefully scooped out.

These bamboos contained enough water for us to cleanse our
hands and feet, etc. We learnt from her that her son was a Thapa
Lama that is, one who is dedicated to the service of the church,

which he serves for sit days in the week, and is also allowed to

keep his connection with his home to which he is allowed to return

on the seventh day. Next morning we were going to take leave

of her when she insisted on my divining some future truth with
regard to her son. The inhabitants of the place have no other

conception of a scholar than as an astrologer and a physician.

Learning that I was a scholar, she had inferred that ipso facto I

knew divination and pressed me with importunity to let her know
whether her son was to be blessed with a child or not. I found
myself in a queer position. I looked at the palm of her hands and
said : Your object^will be fulfilled by the grace of Buddha whom
you will adore with devotion for two years.”

Then we took leave of her and arrived in the morning of the

4th at the Labrang Monastery. Subsequently I visited Phodang,
which is only one mile from Labrang.

Labrang, which is 77 miles north of Darjeeling, is situated on

j . j -ot, j St beautiful hill overlooking the snowv range

of Khangri. There is an old monastery be-

longing to the oldest religious sect of Tibet, named Nying-ma-pa
or the unreformed sect. It contains images of Buddha, Bodhisat-
vas and saints, and a very large collection of the Tibetali Buddhist
manuscripts and block prints including the encyclopaedias of the
Kangyur and the Tangyur.

Phodang is nearly a mile below Labrang. Here, too, there is

an old monastery (which is being reconstructed) belonging to the
Karma-pa sect of Tibet. This monastery is said to have been
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founded in 1726 A.D. by the then Maharaja of Sikhim who
visited 'the headquarters of the Karma-pa sect in the north of

Lhasa and was asked by the head of that sect to establish some
Karma-pa monasteries in Sikkim. In ' the Phodang monastery
too there are numerous images and books, but the Tangyur is not
to be found here. It is surprising to find that the veneration
shown here by Lamas to Buddha is not so great as that shown to
Karma-pa, the founder of the sect. Karma-pa’s image adorns the
very centre of the sanctuary, while on his left side is the
image of the Indian saint Pe-ma-jungne (called in Sanskrit Padma-
sambhava) who founded Lamaism in Tibet about 747 A.D. To
his left is the image of Sakya-Thub-pa or Buddha, who preached
the doctrine of Nirvana nearly 2,400 years ago. There are images
of such saints as Srid-du-rim-po-che, Chong-kha-pa, Gye-chag-rim-
po-che and others.

I examined a considerable portion of the manuscripts and block
prints at Labrang where the Lamas gave me aU possible help in

the matter I could not stay there for more than a week because
the provisions I carried from Darjeeling and Gangtok were all

exhausted. At Phodang andLabrang very few edibles are available,

even rice, salt and oil are not obtainable there. The people pass

their days round their blazing hearth and depend entirely upon
t$am-‘pa or flour from the parched barley. A dish of bamboo
offshoot being regarded as a great delicacy. Their only luxury

is tea unmixed with milk or sugar. The Marwaris, whom one

can see in almost every hill or wood where there are three or

four householders or coolies, have totally failed in their enterprise

here. I heard that a Marwari retail-dealer had once set up a

small shop here, but finding demand of no kind had to break

it up.
Both Phodang and Labrang are solitary places almost aban-

doned by men. On the way from Gangtok to Labrang—a distance

of thirteen miles—I found no human habitation and came across

only^'three cowherds who had come from distant villages to graze

their cattle. Sikkim is very thinly populated. I asked an old man
at Labrang why fche road from Gangtok to that place was bad and
there were no shops. The reply was: “because no Englishman
‘treads the path. There are very few people here. Our only hope
is that with the increase of population in the plains men might
revert to the Mils to make them comfortable.”

I passed a week at Phodang and Labrang very happily. I

have never seen people more simple or more charitable than the

Lamas there.

Sikhim was inhabited by Lepchas who were a mild pastoral

Sikhim Moimateries.
race without any settled government. Bud-
dhism was unknown in the country and the
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only creed that seems to have prevailed was Bon which was a
kind of devil worship. Sikkim emerges into the ken of history in

1641 A.D., when a man named Phun-tshog-nam-gyal, supposed to
be of Tibetan origin, was, in fulfilment of a prophecy, made king
by Lha-tsun-chen-po and two other learned priests who had come
from Tibet to spread Xiamaism. Bv efforts of the priests and
their followers and patronage of the king and his successors Bud-
dhism or rather Lamaism, was firmly established and became the
state religion in Sikkim. People from Tibet, Bhutan, China,
Mongolia and Nepal migrated to Sikkim and were mixed up with the
Lepchas to give rise to a new race called Bhuteas. They profess
Lamaism and have built numerous monasteries, temples, chaityas^

etc. The Tibetan term for a monastery is gomfa^ meaning a
solitary place or hermitage. There are 35 monasteries in Sikkim
of which Sang-ngag-tsi-ling, Pamiangchi, Tashiding, Phodang and
Labrang are the chief. These were visited by the writer of this

both during his travels in Sikkim in June 1907 and October 1908,
Sang-ngag tshling, 47 miles west of Gantok and founded in
1697 AD., is a most democratic institution which is open to
all classes of Tibetans, Lepchas, Limbus, etc., both male and
female. It consists of several two>storeyed^ stone-buildings with
a spacious quadrangle and the largest collection of curios and
arts. Pamiangchi, facing the Kanchanjangha peaks and founded
in 1705 A.D., is an aristocratic institution whose gates are shut
against women and which is supposed to be managed by celibate

monks of pure Tibetan race. It has lately been reconstructed
and consists of a grand three-storeyed stone building. Tashiding,
situated on the confluence of the rivers Rathong and Ilungeet, was
founded in 1716 A.D. It is the holiest place resorted to by pil-

grims from all quarters. Phodang, 13 miles north-east of Gaagtot
and facing the snow of Khangri, was founded in 1740 A.D. on
the site once occupied by the fort of the Bhutanese invaders.

All its Head Lamas were disturbed by evil spirits that appeared
in the shapes of scorpions, rock-snakes, etc.

,
until one named Dum-

chot totally destroyed them by his magic powers. The monastery
has recently been rebuilt, and" its Head Lama at the time of my
visit was the late Maharaj Kumar of Sikkim, Sid-kayong-tul-ku.
Labrang, 2 miles above Phodang, is a very secluded monastery
founded by a prince of Sikkim in 1844 A.D. All these monas-
teries, built on the traditions of old Buddhist monasteries, stand
on the tops of hills, and belong to the Nying-ma-pa or Redhat
sect, with the exception of Phodang w’hich belongs to the Karmapa
sect. They contain a large collection of Tibetan manuscripts and
xylographs, but the famous encyclopaedia called the Tangyur is

contained only in Labrang and Pamiangchi. Almost every family
in Sikhim is bound to spare at least one boy for devotion to the
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monastery, and he has to undergo various grades of training before

attaining the exalted position of a Lama. It is to be regretted

that the pure Lepchas are rapidly dying out, and the Bhuteas
cannot stand the heat of Sikhim below the height of 6,000 feet.

Since the termination of the wars with Nepal, the Nepalese have
been rushing in large numbers and in a few years almost the whole
of Sikhim will be occupied by them.
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REMINISCENCES OF A VISIT TO PAMIYANGCHI.

During the Puja vacation of the year 1908, I received

a letter of invitation from the Maharaja

MihSaofstoim. and Mahar^i of Sikkm. His Highness the

Maharaja Sir Thii-tob-nam-gyal, K.CJ.E.,
of Sikkim was very anxious to give me ail comforts on the way to

Pamiyangohi, and theMaharani^ a daughter of the Piime Minister

of Tibet, wrote to the authorities of the Pamiyangchi monastery
on my behalf. ‘ I also received the following letter from Her
Highness the Maharani of Sikkim enquiring the date on which I

might start
Bhutia Sa Tel

Yeap, 4th month,

GanotOje,
Jum^ 1908,

My deab PaoYBSSOB,

Last year when you came ' up about this time to go through the
Tengyur at Labrang, you told me that you were so much interested that you
would come up again this year to Pamiangchi. Do you think that you will be
able to do so, and if you do about what time will it be ? You must let me know
beforehand, as to when you intend coming up, so that I may make some arrange-

ments about making your journey and sojourn in Sikkim as easy as w’e can. At
present we are having copious rams here, but we are ail in sound health. Trustmg
you also to be m perfect health,

I remain,

Yours truly,

Mahabani.

MA.HAMAHOBADHYAYA SaTIS ChADBA ViUYABHUSANA, M.A.,

Secy, to the Buddhist Shrine Restoration Society,

CAJiCtJTTA.

The letter was very kind, and I at once made up my mind
_ to undertake a journey to Pamiyangchi.
ecepionon eway.

j started from Darjeeling on the 10th of

October with a passport from Mr. Crawford, Deputy Commissioner,
Darjeeling, and on first setting foot on the territory of the Maha-
raja of Sikkim I was simply surprised to notice the extraordi-

nary arrangements that had been made by the Maharaja to

provide me with all possible necessaries and comforts on the

way. The royal mandate had gone forth to furnish us with all

possible help and at every stage of our halt, we found numbers
of men waiting for us with various articles of provision and fuel

—

all much too great for us to carry. Rice, dal, oranges, fruits, vege-
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tables, liay, better, milk, etc., almost in cartloads, were placed

freely and abundantly at our disposal. On the third day we arrived

at Pamiyangcbi. Here we saw three European Consuls, who had
come here on a pleasure trip, mainly for sight-seeing. Pamiyangchi
commands an excellent view of the lofty and snow-covered hills

of Kinohinjanga, and the Europeans were enjoying themselves

immensely seeing sights and taking photos. They were a large

company, being attended by a good many servants and camp-
followers. They were however badly in need of provisions, and as

we had more than what was necessary for ourselves we gave them
a quantity of our own.

When 1 reached the monastery I was wonder-struck at the

Pamiyangchi Monastery.
« and impogng sight which waS pre^

sented from the lofty heights of the peak of

Pamiyangchi which commands an excellent prospect of the pic-

turesque and snowy peaks of Kanchanjangha from which silver-

wbite liquid streams seem to be perpetually running out. On
entering the monastery I introduced myself to the monks and
presented before them the following letter of introduction, which
had been sent to me by the Maharaja of Sikkim before I started

from Calcutta :

—

To
(TKANSItATlON.)

The Ikooiutababee Sohooi. or Pbeoious Moistks.

CJonimunication

:

From Calcutta, India, a Sanskrit Pandit named Satis Chandra Aobsryya
Vidyabhnsana goes to have access to B§-t.an-h-gynr. He being of a different king-
dom, provide him with a good residence Whatever necessary objects the Babn
himself wants, be that done in a worthy way. Whatever may benefit and assist him
that should be immediately rendered. This is very important. Bear this in mind,
I beseech you.

From Gangtok Palace, Earth-Ape Year, month 8, date 8.

The monks received me well and gave me a ready access to
the Bs-tan-h-gyur Block Prints. They offered me a seat there for

the night. But this I thankfully declined and put up in the

Dak Bungalow. I stayed at Pamiyangchi for eigho days during
which time I had every opportunity and facility for making a
searching examination of and for studying of the Bi-tan-h-gyur.
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The letfcer of introduction in Tibetan given by the MahSrajS of Sikkln^
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JOURNEY TO CEYLON.

The Government of Bengal in accordance with the advice

„ . . ^ ,
of the Hon. Justice Sit Asutosh Mookeriee,

xperience m ey on.
Vice-Chancellor, and Dr. G. Thibaut, C.I.E ,

having deputed me to prosecute studies in Pali and Buddhism for

six months in Ceylon, I started for the island on the 20th June,

1909. Starting at 6 p.m., 20th June, I arrived at Colombo on the

25th June via Madras and Tuticorin. I passed six months in

Ceylon making researches in the Pali language, under the -guid-

ance of Venerable Sri Sumungala Mahathero, High Priest of

western'Ceylon, and Prof. Venerable Nanisar and Deva Mitta helped

in my research work. Sir P. Arunachalam, Member, Executive
Council, Ceylon, kindly helped me with various books and informa-

tion. I also derived much help from Rev. Anagarika Dharmapala,
Secretary, Maha Bodhi Society. On the 25th November, I started

back for Benares via Colombo, Pamban, Madura, Trichinopoly,

Chidambaram, Madras and Calcutta, arriving oh the 11th Decem-
ber, at 10 A.M. In Ceylon I visited, on the 27th October, the Bud-
dhist monasteries and remains at Galle, Dodondwa and To-to-

go-mo, and on lst-7th July Anuradhapur, Mihintale HiU and
Kandy, etc.

I received addresses from all the important monasteries

Address at Toto-go-mo.
including the To-to-go-mo (Tirthagrama),m
which the Bhikbus observed that for more

than 450 years after the demise of Eamacandra Kavibharatl, no
learned Pandit had come from India. Tirthagrama is a chosen spot

of nature. On one side rolls the limitless ocean and on the other
side rise the eternal hills and in front is spread a charming lake.

The stone-walls of the monastery I found still standing at the

time of my visit eleven years ago, though in ruins. But a new
monastery has been erected in the midst of a grove of^ areca-nuts

and cocoanuts and flowers innumerable, and here the monks resi-

dent therein honoured me with an address of welcome and
asked me with a simplicity most befitting to monks, whether I,

Satis Chandra, a Bengali Brahmin, was a relation to Ramacandra
green was the memory of fche Kavibharatl in their minds.

, The Venerable Sumungala Mahathero convened on the day pre-

Beparture.

Ceylon were present.

viouB to my departure a grand meeting in

which most of the learned gentlemen of

1 first addressed the meeting in English
f
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then read an address in Sanskrit in forty stanzas describing my
reminiscences of Ceylon.

One* of the incidents on my way to Ceylon may here be nar-

rated, At Tutieorin I stayed at a Dharam-
which was a vcry big building

consisting or long rows or rooms, ine
building covers a wide space and can accommodate over a thou-

sand people. Any stranger would find food and lodging there for

three days. Its doors remain open to all, night and day, and no
question is asked of any one who enters its precincts. We were

offered food and shelter when we went there. But, as we had
enough provisions with ourselves, we would take no articles from

them but merely sought shelter for the night. One elderly super-

visor of the Dliaramsaia happening to find me a foreigner there

was curiously speculating with a countryman of his as to where I

lived, whither I was going and with what object. Wishing to

satisfy his curiosity, 1 told him that I was an inhabitant of

Calcutta and was going to Ceylon to learn Pali He seemed to

take my statement with a good big grain of salt and turned to MvS

companion and spoke to him in Tamil, which I partly understood

'‘Surely this is a good story-teller ! No doubt he is a trader and

is going to Ceylon for commercial purposes, but look you how he

faUes! Calcutta is the centre of learning and this man says he

comes all the way from there to Ceylon of all places !
” This con-

versation evidently shows how poor an opinion common people

themselves have about Ceylon being a seat of learning, although

scholars from Siam, Burma, Bombay, Calcutta and even Europe

go there for the study of Pali and Buddhism.
Another of my reminiscences with regard to Ceylon is put

How I lost my way and ^own in detail, as the incident made a rather

a strange Bengali' song deep impression on my mind then. One
saved me. evening I was taking my usual walk in the

Victoria Park, which is surrounded on three of its sides by the sea.

This is perhaps the moat picturesque spot in all Ceylon, and is

resorted to by all lovers of nature. Whilst taking my rounds

amongst the beautiful pathways and groves of the park, the strik-

ing loveliness and singular attraction of this most wonderful work

of nature, threw me in a fanciful reverie, and for a time I was lost

to the world. When I came to myself, I realised that the park

was almost deserted and I was the solitary figure present there. It

was about 8-30 p.m. and I thought it expedient to return to my
residence at once. But this I could hardly do. Having travelled

through many pathways and groves I had completely lost sight

of my direction and found myself in a labyrinth as it were. I then

wanted to go near the sea, but the sea seemed to be on every

side of me. I walked for a time towards one direction and then
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caught the noise of the roaring sea, and immediately receded,

lest, in the darkness of the night, by one hasty step I might at

once dropi down into the waters below. Immediately turning

back I travelled in the opposite direction and again the roar

.of the ocean frightened me away! To the right, and to the left,

in my front, and behind my back, the sea seemed to be every-

where ! Impatient and restless, I was getting excited and fright-

ened when the short snatch of a popular Bengalee love-song
reached my ears. I had been for one month in Ceylon and had
not come across a single Bengalee. Hence I was beside myself
with astonishment on catching the notes of the song there. The
loneliness of the place, the helplessness of my position and the
quaintness of the voice, heightened my sense of horror and
astonishment and put me in mind of sirens about whom I had
read many a tale describing how they beguile and seduce innocent
victims. My hair stood on end as soon as I could see the
singer, who seemed to be approaching towards me, I felt myself
trembling, but I was not so thoroughly unnerved as not to make
bold to ask him who he was. Somewhat to my surprise and
relief, he answered me, much in the same way as a human
being would do, that he was a native of Malabar and a sailor by
profession. Then my fear of sirens vanished and I learnt on
further enquiry that he had been to France, England, Japan,
Germany, Sweden, Belgium, Calcutta, and other places and had
picked up a smattering and speaking knowledge of the language of
every country he had visited. While he was in Calcutta, he used
to stay at Mechuaba/^ar and had learnt there the love-song of
Radha and Kjrsna, which he liked very much and used to sing
whenever he was alone. The romantic grandeur of the picturesque
park had let loose his sentiments and he was singing loudlv
this favourite song of his. At my request he showed me the way
out of the park to the stand for carriages. Hardly any was avail-
able at this late hour of the night. Still I managed to secure
one and reached home at about 10-30.
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—(the) eternal 80 —date of .

.

. 357

—(an) excess 68 —^iife of .

.

. • 357

--.(the) heterogeneity 68 Bhatta Mimamsakas .

.

.

.

147

—Ith©) homogeneity .

.

67 Bhavananda KSya 482 (ftn. 1)

—(the) infinite regression 73 Bhavananda Siddhanta Vagj^ .

,

479

—(the) mutual absence 72 Bhavanatha 406 (ftn. 7)

—(the) non-difference 77 Bhiksu NSga Sena « . 240

—(the) non-eternal 79 Bhoja Deva # • 251

—(the) non-perception 79. Bhora ^ila 272 (ftn. 1)

—(the) non-produeed .

.

74 Bhusana .

.

386

—(the) non-reason 75 Birth .

.

58

—(the) perception 78 —a source of pain .

.

102

—(the) point at issue the contro- Blo-ldan-seg-rab 336, 344 345

versial 75 Bodhi Sattva of Za-hor • • 299

—(the) the presumption 76 Body
• . 57

•—(the) question 11 —made of earth • . 99

—(the) questionable .

.

69 Brahma, region of • • 3

—(the) subject 341 Brahman (the Pervading Essence) 4

—(the) unquestionable 70 Brahmana and Buddhist logicians

BSna, date of 124 antagonism between • • 3481
Barygoza .

.

.

.

352 Brahmanas .

.

* # 1

Batu DSs •

.

524 (ftn. 1) Brahmana Vasubhuti • « 160

Bauddhas* doctrine of the non- Brahmanic Sages, conceits of 50
Stman 127 (ftn.) Brahmam P|>thvi 160

Bde-byed-dyah-wa .

.

344 Brahmanism in Bengal, revival of 350

Begging the question ,

.

.

.

34 Brahmanism in Mithila, revival of 350

Being .

.

253 Brahmanism, in Horthern India .

.

351

Bengal, senior logicians of 526 —in Southern India . . 351

Bhadanta, same as DignSga .

.

129 —^preachers of .

.

351

BhadrabShu ie4ff.
( ftn. 1

,

2, 3) Brabmavidya (the Divine Science) 4

—date of 1641, 164 (ftn. 1), 165 (ftn. 2) Buddha Gautama . • 225

—(bis) explanation of Syadvada .

.

167f, —date of . * 225 (ftn. 2)

—syllogism of 1651 Buddha Ghosa . • 352

BhadrabShu the Jnnior, date of .

.

165 Buddhism

—

Bhadra P&lita . . 272 —at Borne . • 352

Bhadre^vara Suri 212 —disappearance of 353

Bhagiratha Thikkurra 406 (ftn. 7) —in Centra! Asia 352

BhagSratha Or Megha ThSkkura .

.

457 —in Ceylon 352

Bhagya BSja • • 345 —^in China .

.

352
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Buddhism

—

—in other countries ,

,

.. 353

—in Tibet .

.

. . 362f.

—persecution of .. 349

—reception in foreign countries of 351S

—royal patronage received by .. 349

—spread of, m Asia, Europe and

Africa . . 351f.

—SrSvaka School of .

,

.. 341

Buddhists

—

—eighteen sects of . . 246f

.

—heretical sects of .. 226

Buddhist and Jaina Scripture

—

—condemned by Vacaspati Milra 141

Buddhist Council . . . . 225f

.

—account of , . 225 (ftn. 3)

—fourth . . . . . . 50

Buddhist denial of the soul

—

—criticised by Uddyotakara . . 125

Buddhist doctrines of * apoha,’

* ksanabhanga * etc.— criticised

by Udayanacarya . . . . 143

Buddhist Logic •. ,.158
—contentious spirit of . . 348f.

—^rise of . . . . . . . 251

—triumph of ' .. .. 348

Buddhist Philosophy, four schools

of .. .. .. 247

Buddhist Sabbath (uposatha) 232ff.

—preliminary acts of . . . . 233

—preparation for . . . . 232 f.

—recitation of the code of monas-

tic laws in (patimokkhuddela) 233

—aright season for . . . . 233

—three kinds of . . . . 233

Buddhist Sutras, quoted by Brah-

mans authors .. 126 (ftn. 2)

Buno Ramanatha . , . . 484

Burden and the burden-bearer 127 (ftn.)

Bu-aton .. .. 270,353

Bzam§-pahi-tDgon-pa . . . . 262

Caitanya .. 351, 462 (ftn, 1)

Cakra Sarhvara . . . . 340

CSlukya Dynasty . , . - 351

Page

Calukya kings .. 349

Canaka 336, 340, 341, 342, 520

Candra Dvipa .

.

334 (ftn. 2)

Candra Qomin .. 332

Candra Gomin the Junior . . 334f

.

—date of .

.

,

.

. , 335f

,

—^life of .

.

. . 333f

.

Candra Gomin the Senior, date of 335

Candra Gupta .. 261

Candra Gupta II .

.

.. 117

Candrakirti -

.

.. 334

Candra Pati .

.

406 (ftn. 7jr

Candraprabha Suri .

.

206

—^particulars about .206 (ftn. 3)

Candra Sena Suri •

.

211

Candra Simha •

,

.. 460

Oandra’s well . • .. 335

Canonical Scriptures of the Jainas

divisions of .

,

. . 160f

.

Canons pf speech .

.

., 12f.

Canons, logical subjects in .,161ff.

Canton .

.

.. 301

Caraka 25,

;

26, 499 (ftn 1)

—according to Panini .. 25

—^borrowed terms from Vai^esika

philosophy and incorporated

them into Vadamarga .. 27

—date of .

.

26 (ftn 4)

—introduces terms unknown to

Gautama into Vadamarga . . 27

—^hved in the court of Kaiiiska 26 (ftn. 3)

—(a) name for ISkhSs of the Yajur-

veda . . . . , . 25

—(a) physician named . . 26

—(the) wandering sect named 26 (ftn. 1 )

Caraka Samhita

—

—also called the Agnive^a-tan-

tra . . . . 25 (ftn. 1)

— contains for the first time an ex- *•

position of the doctrine of syl-

logism . . . . . . 42

—(its) exact meaning unknown . . 26

—means the Ayurveda . . 26

—older in logical doctrines than

NySya Sutra . . , . 50
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Caraka Samhita

—

—terms explained in . . . 27

Carvaka . . . 9, 398ff

—followers of . . . . 9

—not the name of any individual 9

Oases for settlement (adhikarana) 229f.

(A) Case presented by a disputant

in a regular form (anuloma) . . 235

(A) Case presented through an ana-

logy . . . . . . 238

(A) Case presented through a

simple comparison • . . . 237

1

{\) Case presented through the

fourfold method . . . . 239

Casuists . . . . . . 227

Category . . 374ff
, 387, 393, 395

—defined in Nagarjiina’s Pramana
Vihetana . . . . 258

—definition of . . . . 54ff.

—examination of . . . . 90ff.

—reduced to one . , . . 357

—treatment of . . . 53

Category of pramSna, (means of

knowledge) in the prakaranas . . 357

Causality. . . . . . 400f.

Cause . - . . , . 390

—kinds of .. 382f., 390

Causes of Inference

—

—ancient on . . . . 434

—Gangers on . . . . 434

C’avil . .. ..62,63

CaviHer . . . . .63
Cedi race . . . . . . 350

Censuring the non-censurable . . 90

Ceylon

—

—an incident of Dr. Vidyabhusana
•• .. 541f.

—Dr Vidyabhfisaina*® departure
from . . . . . . 540

—Dr. Viiiyabhusana's experience in 540

—estimate of . , . . 541

Candra Kfrti . . 126 (ftn. 2)

Censurable , . . . 33

Chan Dynasty . . , , 268

Chinese Mission, sent to Magadim 301

Page
Chos-graga _ . . 303
Cho|- mchog

.
, 329

ChoR-mi-m Them-dpe-ltar-»nan-wa

296 (ftn, 1), 297 (ftn 1)

Cinna Bhatta
. . . . 384

Cirakarm (son of Gautama, see

Gautama as mentioned m the

Mahabherata)
. . _ Ig

Clearing the meaning of terms . . 238
Cola Dynasty . . . . 351

Collective Nyaya (Samgraha) . . 17

]

Colour
. . . 57

Commentaries

—

—nature of
. .,115

—(as) store-houses of informations 116

Comparative estimate of the An-
viksiki and the Nyaya . , 152

Comparison
. . 33, 56, 384, 443

—Dignaga on . . . . 287
—(a) distinct means of right know-

. . . 9
—instrumental causes of ..411
—(a) mere inference ,, 94
—(a) mere perception

, . 94
—^not a means of right knowledge 93f.

—operation of . . ^ ^

—process of . . ^ ^ ^3
—really a means of right know-

. . . . 94
—result of , , _ 443

(a) Separate means of knowledge 99, 443
—special cause of . . _ 499
Complainant or Plaintiff (codaka) 231
Complaint (codanS) _ 23«

Compound

—

—attributive , . _ 452
—kinds of . . _ 452
—potentiality of aggregative ., 453
—potentiality of attributive . . 452

potentiality of descriptive . 452
potentiality of determinative 452

—potentiality of indeclinable . 453

Comprehensiveness
. . 429

Conclusion (nigaman a) 32 , 61. 167,

237
,
437
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Compound

—

—as an essential part of a syllo-

gism .. 504

—Deva Sun on .. 202

—kinds of .. 259

Concrete cause .. 383

Condition (upadhi) 140, 376 (ftn. 4),

378, 399 431, 432

—^kinds of .. 432f.

—sure .. 432

—suspected .. 432

Conditionality .. 255

Conditional middle term .. 431

Conditional truth . 254

Conflicting testimony .

.

.. 59

Confutation .. 61

Conjoined inherence (samyukta-

samavaya) .. 130

Conjoined inherent-mherence (sam-

yukta-samaveta samavaya) .. 130

Conjunction (samyoga) .. 130

Consideration (parSmarto) 384, 390,

420, 433

Consistency . 447

Context .. 113

Contiguity . . 447f.

Contradiction .. 34

Contradictory fallac^ -

.

..63,64

Contradictory reason .. 439

Controversial fallacy .

.

..63,64

Council of Discussion—Deva Siiri on 204

Counter-activity

—grounds for
^

.

.

.. 410

Counter-balanced reason .. 439

Counter-demonstration .. 32

—analysis of .. 501

Counter-proposition .

,

166

Counter-questioned fallacy ..63,64

Cudamani .. 303

Cunningham 124 (ffcn. 7)

Dad-pahi-iea-rab .. 275

Dana Pala .. 352

DSna ^Oa . . 3401

Dar-ma-grags .. 318

Fage

Dar^ana

—

—(a) branch of philosophy . .
®

—(an) explanation of the term . . 6

—literal sens© . . . . 6

Dattatreya

—(his) parable of a tree . . iOf.

—(his) proper name . . . . 10

Death . . . . 58

Debate (vSda) . . . . 31

Debate—the art of (Tarka-vidya), 6

(see also Vada-vidva)

Debate

—

—attending a place of . . 264

—categories for the knowledge of

the course of . . . . 31

—(a) congenial . . . . 29

—(a) council of (parisad) . . 29

—(the) course of (see Vada-marga) 3i

—defects of . . • • 15^

—disputant of . . * • 379

—(the) expedients of (see Vado-

paya) . . * • 30f.

—expedients in . . • • 163

—kmds of . . 29, 31, 379

—(a) hostile . . . . 29

—(the) limits of (see Vada-maryS-

da) . . , . 31

—means of . • . , 264

—members of . . • • 379

—method ot . . • • -31

—or dialogues in the Upanisads . . 23

—place of . . • • 263

—president of . . . . 379

—^several terms of . . , . 162

—technical terms of . . . . 23ff.

—requisites of . . . . 378

—requisites of a council of . • 378

—respondent of . . • • 379

—^ruies of . • • •

—rules of, according to Deva Sari 204f

—subjects of . . •

—utility of (see sambhasa-pra-

4amsa) • * •

Debater

—

—confidence of . • • • 264f
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Debater—

Page

—qualifications of . . 264

Debts, three kinds of

Defeat

—

102(ffcm 1)

—points of (see points of defeat) . . 370

—eight kinds of .. 237

Defect of speech . . 34

—various types of ..34
Definition . . 53

—of terms . . 238

—of the minor term and explan a-

tion of a proposition . 506f.

Demonstration (stbSpana) . . 32

—and connter-demonstration of

Caraka-Sambita compared with

demonstration and refiitative

Enthymem© of Arts to the . . 600

—analysis of . . . . 500f

—through three kinds of middle

terms and through the media of

essence and cause . . . . 608

Deprecating description* . . 108

Description

—

—kinds of . . . . 108

Desert (merit or demerit) . . 67

—^grounds for the existence of 143

: (ftn. 1)

Desire . . . . 57

—and aversion ..113
Determinate . . . . 65

Determinate knowledge . . 414

Determinate perception (see Savi-

kalpake) .. .. 138

Deva Bhadra .. .,211
Deva Natha ThEkkura 460f.

Deva Bala . . . . 517

Devardhi Ga^ii, known as KsamS-

^ramana .

.

172

Devasena BhattSraka .. 195

Deva Sundara .. 214

Deva Suri—

—called Vadi-pravara .. 108

—^on fallacies of Kfsya 203f.

—on non-existence 203

on right knowledge 200ff.

Page

Deva Suri—
—on superimposition .. 201

—on the method of debate .. 204

—on the soul .. 204

—(his) PramSna-nayatatvlloki*

lankara .. 200

Devendra Bodhi ’
. ,

’

. . 3101

Deviating from a tenet .. 00

pgah-wahi-rdo-rje .. 3i5

Dge-brrun .

.

.. 328

pgra-las-ygyal-wa . . 337

Dhammata doctrine 500 (ftn. 1)

Dhammuttariya or Dhammottara

248 (ftn. 6)

Dhanelvara Sfiri 197 (ftn. 3)

Dhanukha Inscription 406 (ftn. 7)

Dharma Bhasana 2l5f. 237 (ftn. 7)

—his references to other philoso-

phers .. 215

—^his references to works on logic 215

Dharma Deva .. 352

Dhacmagafija .. 616

Dharma Ghosa .. 206

Dharmakara Gupta .. 320

Dharmakirti 124, 133, 135, 136 (fto.),

274 (ftn. 1), 303ff., 344, 346, 348, 368

—age of . . 124 (ftn. 3), 306f., 321

—birth-place of 308 (ftn. 4)

—criticises Dignaga ,. 3lSf

—designated as a Bhiksu, Sangata.

1

Buddha or 6akya .. IfO

—(his) division of the point of

defeat (nigrahasthana) criti-

cised by Vfteaspati Milra .. 136

—triumph of 305

Dharmakirti and Kumarila .. 304

Dharmapala 117, 3021, 304, 323,

517, 510

—works of , . 303

Dharmaraj
Sdhvarin .. 486

Dharmarak^ 352

Dharmaratna .. 300

Dharmavijaya 165 (ftn. 22)

Dharmottara 143, 338, 34B
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DhsrmofctarScSrya .. 329

Dialogue . . . . 62

—three kinds of . • . . 62

Digambaras . . . . 159^

Dignaga 116, 117, 125, 135, 307

(ftn. 2), 348, 349

—age of 116, 135, 272f2

—^birth place of . . . . 512.

—called Bhadanta . . 126, 135 (ftn. 3)

(his) definition of balancing the

effect (karya-sama) criticised hy
Vacaspati Mi^ra . . . . 135

-—(as) founder of the Mediaeval

Logic .. .. 158, 270ff.

—^fuller accounts of . . 272 (ftn. 1)

—life of . . , . 272f.

—(a) portrait of . . , . 271

—(his) criticism of the definition of

perception as given by Aksapada
and Vatsyayana . . . , 278

—(his) theory of examples 295ff.

—(his) theory of Nine Beasons
criticised by XJddyotakara and
Vacaspati Mi^ra . . 283 (ftn. 2)

—(his) views on inference 28 Iff.

Dignaga and I^vara Krsna 274f.

Dinakara Mifira , . . 380

DinSra (the Boman coin denarius)

imported into India 45 (ftn. 2)

Diodotus . . . . 352

DSpankara or ^rijnana Ati^a 337,

341, 352, 517,519f.

Direct knowledge (Pratyaksa) 169,

174, 184

—Deva Suri on . . . . 201

—kinds of . . . . 174

Discussion . . . . 62

—art of (Vada-vidya) . . . . 6

(See also Tarka-vidya)

Deva Suri on . . . . 204

—with whom to hold . . , . 104

Disjunctive categorical syllogism

435 (ftn. 1)

Disputation, methods of, as illus-

trated by the Bathavattan ..235ff*

’Bissentient . . . . 6^

Page

Divine Science (Brahma-vidya) 4

Doctrine of Impermanence . . 239

Doctrine of inter-relation leading

to the doctrine of voidness 117 (ftn. 3)

Doctrine of momentanness 246, 262f.

—criticised by Vatysayana , . 121

Doctrine of Mutual Dependence

(Paticca samuppada) 227 (ftn. 2^

Doctrine of Nyaya (method) 217 (ftn. 1)

Doctrine of ^Phonetic Explosion

(sphotavada) . . • • 13lf.

Doctrine of Self-consciousness . . 418

Doctrine of Voidness . . • • 262f*

—^time of . . 119 (ftn.)

Dogma . . . 69

—hypothetical . . . . 60

—implied . . , , 60

—of all the schools . . . . 59

—peculiar to some schools . • 60

Doubt .. 33, 58f.

—^Deva Suri on .. ..201

—grounds for ..104

—impossibility of . . • • 1^^

—possibility of . . • • 1^^

—sources of . . • • 428

Ppal-ldan-blo-gros-brtan-po . . 349

Dravali (Dravida) .. -• 305

Dress of monks . . .,271

Dr. H Jacobi

—

—on commentaries of the Nyaya

Sutra .. •• 116 (ftn. 1,3)

—on the date of the Nyaya Sutra

50 (ftn. 2)

—on Hari bhadra Surf 209/(ftn.).

Dr. Sherbatski . • 120 (ftn. 3)

Dfstivada •• 191, 161 (ftn. 3)

Dui-lha .. ••S20f.

‘Durgadatta Mifira • * • • 460

Dvividha Sambhasa (see Debate-

kinds of) • • . . 29

Pwyiggfieu «• •• *96

Ear .. .-‘57

Eastern Galukya dynasty 273 (ftn. 1)

(An) Ecclesiastical act . . 232
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Page

Effect .. 280,311,382, 390,

Efficient Cause . . 383, 390 (ftn. 1)
j

Ego . . . 245, 246, 249
j

Ego or Alaya— i

—of the Vijnana-vSdins 245 (ftn. 2) [

E. Harding—
|

—on the Sutra of the Burden and

the Burden-bearer .. 127 (ftn.)

Elements 57

Emancipation or release 67
, 58, 246, 370

—attainment of .

.

102

—definition of 103

—means of attainment of 103

Emperor Kublai Khan 353

EnthymemeS .. oOOf

—definition of 501

Entreaty 113

Enunciation 53

Emlipollent concoraittance .

.

399

Erratic fallacy 63

Erratic reason 438

—non-general 438

—too general .

.

437

Etapuri .. 346

Eternaiists (sassata-vadms)-

—followers of the Samkhya philo-

Sophy of Kapila

Eternaiists - r on-eternahsta (eka-

228

ccasassatika-ekacca-asassatika)

—

—followers of the Anviksikl of

MedhStithi-Gautama . . 228

Evasion 89

Examination 53

—different means for 28

—four standards of «

.

28

Example ( drstSnta) 32, 59, 167,

2S8f., 36df , 437

—affiimative or homogeneous . * 502

—and major premise . - . . 503

—and paradigriia . . . . 502f.

-^-converted into universal pro-

position .. .. 29of.

—function of . . . . 504

—heterogeneous or negative 61 , 191

,

159, 287; 290, 368, 502

Poge
Example

—

—heterogeneous, fallacies of . , 297 f.

—homogeneous or affirmative 60,

I9i, 259, 286, 290, 368

—homogeneous, fallacies of 296f., 3l3ff

—fallacies of 3681, 163, 176, 191,

289, 290, 31 i

—kinds of
. . 286f.

—superfluous .. 193

—theory of . . 296ff.

—uselessness of, according to Beva
Suri

. . 202

Excellence of speech 34

Excess .. 113

Exclusively affirmative (anvayi)

inference 130, 4W
Exclusively negative (vyatireki)

inference 131, 434

Exercise .. 113

Existence, as a thing 97 (ftn. 1)

Expectancy 447

Explanation of the truths .. 261

Explanatory example 60

Extrinsic inseparable connection

(bahir-vyapti) .. 177

—^Deva Suri on .. 202

Eye 57, iUf.

—(a) material substance Ill, 112

—(a) non-raateriai substance .. in

Fa-hian .241 (ftn. I), 2S2

—his description of Arya NSgSr-

juna 251 (ftn. 3)

Fallacy . , 63f

.

, 362, 438ff.

—general definition of .. 43S

—lands of .. , 192f.. 260f.. 43S

—of absence of connection .. 297

—of absence of disconnection . . 298

—of affirmative example 368f.

—of argumentation . . 10.3

—of balancing the controversy 36 7f.

—of balancing the predicate . . 260

—of balancing the point in dispute

or begging the question . , 260

—of example 178, 193, 368, 369f
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Fallacy— Fallacy of the homogeneous ex-

—of false assumption . . 260 ample

—

—of implied contradiction 31 5f —of connection unshowu . . 179

—of included major term .. 297 - of inverted conrection .. 179

—of included major and middle —three kinds of . . . . 179

terms . . , , 298

—of included middle term . . 297

—of inverse connection . . 297

—of inverted negation . . 298

—of * Kfaigama/ according to Deva
Suri .. .. ..203

—of negative example , . 369

—of non-erroneous contradiction
|

316 , 368 I

—of perception • . . . 192 !

—of quibble in respect of a term 260 i

—of regressus ad infinitum . . 257

—of reason . . 63f , 90

—of reasoning (see fallacies of the i

thesis, middle term and example) 298 .

—of recognition . . . . 193

—of recollection . . . . 193

—of Sadhya-sama . . 256 (£tn. 1)

—of showing absurdity . . 260

—of the adoption of a fallacious

reason . . . . . . 261

—of the collective, Deva SSri on 203

—of the contradictory . . 260

—of the contradictory middle term

2941, 313

—of the contradictory reason - . 363

—of ttie contradictory reason, kinds

of . . . . 363fi.

—of the excluded major term . . 296

—of the excluded major andmiddle

terms . . - . • . 29t>

—of the excluded midcie term . . 296

Fallacy of the heterogeneous ex-

ample,—kinds of . • . . 180

Fallacy of the homogeneous ex-

ample , . . - . . 178

—of contrary separation . . 180

—of separation unshown . . 180

—of six kinds . . . . 180

—unseparated - . . - 180

—unconnected . . . . 179

Fallacj’^ of the immediate, Deva

SSri on . . . . . . 203

Fallacy of the middle term or

reason . . . . 178, 193, 293

Fallacy of the middle term or sem-

blance of reason

—

—contradictory . . . . 17S

—kinds of . . . . . . 178

—uncertain . . .178
—unproved . . . . 177

Fallacy of the minor term 177, 193

—of the mistimed . . . . ^60

—of the mistimed reason and its

subdivision . . . . 367

—of the non-tried reason . . 366

—of the non-tried reason, subdivi-

sions of . . . . 366f

—of the practical, Deva SSri on . . 203

—of the subtle, Deva Suri on . . 204

—of the such-like, Deva Suri on . . 204

—of the uncertain middle term

293f„ 313

—of the uncertain reason . . 365

—of the uncertain reason, subdivi-

sions of , . . . . - 365f.

—of the undistributed middle . . 260

—of the unproved middle term 293, 313

—of the unproved reason . . 362

—of the unpro^’^ed reason, kinds of

362t

— of verbal testimony . . 193

—of verbal testimony, Deva Sun

—services of . . • • 442

Faults . . . . , . 58

—subdivisions of . . , . 101

Fear . . • • •

*

Firoz Shah Tughlak . . . . 223
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Page

Fitsfc acsademy of Logic in Nadia 462

Five Skandhas (aggregates of be-

ing) . . . . 126, 127 (ftn.)

Fixed signidcation of numbers . . 114

—^Aksapada on . . . . 114

Forefathers

—

—(the) path of the .

.

3

Form .. Ill

Formal cause 390 (ftn. 1)

Fortuitous-originista (adhicca-

samuppannika) .. 229

Four schools of Buddhists-

—(as) mentioned in the Chinese

Tripitaka . . 243f

.

Fruit .. 68

Future time .. 106

GadSdhara Bhattacarya .. 481

—date of .. 482

—(the) prince of Indian school-

men .. 481

Gajapati Prataparudra .. 462

Gandhara 265, 266, 351

GaneSa UpSdhySya .

.

.. 165

Gangs (Padma) . . 346

Gangs Deva .. 621

0»nge4a 396. 40Sff., 522

—date of . . 406 (fto. 7), 407
—^Portuguese account of . . 488f

.

—succession of pupils from 406 (ftn. 7)

—GSngeya Deva .. 360

Gangtok

—

—^Dr. VidyabhSsana's journey to . . 631

—^hospitality of a lady to Dr.

YidySbhuBana at . . , . 632f.

GarbhapSda .. ..337

,Gautama . . . . 21

Gauda .. 341,624

Gauri Kanta SSrvabhauma . . 478f.

Gautama (see Gautama MedhS-

tithi)'—

—(in) Avesta Gaotema . . 21

—believed to be the author of the

KySya SSfcra *.48

Petge

Gautama

—

—birthplace of . • 17

—Buddha .

.

19

—(as) described In the BSmSyana IS

—(his) doctrine embodied in the

Nyaya sutra of AksapSda (see

Aksapada) 26

Gautama

—

—Gotamaka, his followers .

.

21

—(his) identification with Aksa-

pada * * * • • # 48

—(and) MedhStithi the same per-

son .. 18

—^mentioned in old Persian scrip-

ture «

•

20f.

—^Naciketas* • • 19

—^NodhS 19

—(his) theory of reasoning 20

—(his) theory of soul .

.

20

—(his) wife Ahalya 17f.

—(his) work on Anviksiki 20

Gautama-Medhatithi (see above)

—

—age of 21

—(his) doctrines as reproduced in

the Oaraka Samhft6. • a a 26ff.

—family and tribe of . - . . 19

—(the) founder of Anviksiki . . 17ff.

—(and) Gautama or Gotama the

same person (see Ahalya), .

.

20

—mentioned in the Mahabharata 20

—(his) Nyaya . a 20

—terms, unknown to .

.

. . 27

Gautami-vidyS 20•,497

Generality (samavSya) 32,333

Genas or type .

.

111

Gestures .

.

67

—as means of knowledge a. 463

God—
—(the) giver of fruits . a 101

—^proof of the existence of . . 143f.

—path of .. 3

Gopila 3231

,
517

GopinStha Mauni 485

Gotama (see Gautama) 37, 497 (ftn. 2)
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Page
Gotama

—

—descendants of . . • , 19

—Tarka Sastra of . . . . 497

Gotamaka (see Gautama, his fol-

lowers) . . . . 21

Govardhana Mi^ra . . . , 381

Govicandra . . . . 320

Govinda Nyayavagifia . . 480

Grag§-pa-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-le zan 289

Grabeivara .. 522

Graus-can-pa .. 278

Gser-gyi-go cha .. 275

Gtan-tshigs-ltar-gnan .

.

293 {ftn. 1)

Gtan-tsigs-ni-tshul-gsum 291 (ftn. 1)

Guge- .. 324

Gonananda Vidyavagfla .. 468

Gunaratna 151, 206 (ftn. 4), 214, 367,

371

—his references to other philoso-

phers . . 214f.

—his references to works on logic . . 215

Gupta Dynasty, kings of .. 349

Halayudha .. 624

Hamsa . 210

Han Dynasty 243 (ftn. 1)

Hanumat .. 391

Haramohan Cudamani .. 526

Haribhadra .. 337

Haribhadra Suri 152, 164, 208, 346

—age of . 209

Haribhadra Sun II 209 (ftn.)

Haridasa NyaySlahkara Bhatta-

carya
*

. 465

Hari Diksita .. 384

Hari Mi4ra 406 (ftn. 7)

Hanrama TarkavagMa .. 479

Harsa Vardhana 335

Hbro or Do 324, 337, 343

Hellenestic monarchies .. 352

Hemacandra Suri (sumamed Kali-

kala Sarvajna) 206, 335

—details about .. 205

Hema (or Kanaka) Varma .. 275

Heretical sects of the Buddhists

226. 226 (ftn. 2)

Page
Heretical

—

^names and subdivisions of 226 (ftn. 2)

Heterogeneous or negative example 176

Heterologue 361,433

Hetu (reason) .. 162

—(as) identical with valid know-

ledge . . 182

—(in the) sense of inference .. 162

—kinds of .. 162

Hetu*4astra (see Anviksiki) . . 7, 25

Hetu-vidya (see Anviksiki) 7, 240,

243, 274 (ftn, 3)

Hetu-vidya-4astra 274 (ftn 3)

Hinayana 247, 272

—spread of .. 241

Hindu Logic

—

—Aristotalian infiuence on .. 51 If.

Hiravijaya .. 216

History of Jaina literature .. 172

Homogeneous example .. 176

Homologue 361, 433

Huen-Thsang 124, 241 (ftn. 1), 248,

261,265, 2663, 267, 274 (ftn. 3),

302, 302 (ftn. 4), 303, 306, 335

Hurting the proposition .. 84f.

Hymn .. 108

Idealism (vijfiana-vSda) . . 1201

—in the LahkSvatSra .. 245

Identity .. 311

Ignorance .. 89

Illustrative description .. 108

Immediate perception . . 418f

.

Immediate subsequency .. 113

Imperceptible reason in the affirma-

tive form—

-

—three subdivisions of .. m
Imperceptible reason in the nega-

tive form

—

—seven subdivisions of .. 191

Implication (of a word) 450, 46lf.

Imposition .. 218

Inadequacy .. 34

Incoherence .. 34

Incoherent .. 87
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Page

Incompatible x’eason . . . 440

—kinds of . . - . 440f.

Indeterminate perception (nirvikai-

paka) .. 138

Indian Pandits, as I translator of

Sanskrit works into Tibetan 363

(ftn. 1)

Indication . , . . 449

Indirect knowledge fparokaa) 169, 189

—five kinds of, according to Deva
Suri . . . . . . 201

Indirect perception . . . . 413

Indirect valid knowledge

—

—two kinds of . . I75

Individual
. . HI

Indrabbuti Gautama

—

—(a) disciple of MahSvira . . 159f.

—birthplace of

—date of

—^parentage of . . . 160

Indravijaya . . 166 (ftn. 2)

Inference 33, 66, 175, 189, 298,

3611, 376, 383, 390

—a posteriori . . .56
—a priori . . .56
—as a means of knowledge . . 420

—Carvaka on . . . . 398fi.

—cause of . . . . 433

—commonly seen , , . . 56

—demonstration of . . . . 361

—denied by Carvaka . . . . 398fi.

—Deva Suri on . . . . 202

—Dignaga on . . . . 281ff.

—distinct from perception . . 420

—established . . . . 400I

—for one’s own seif (svarthanumS-

na) . . 175, 192, 280, 310, 436

—^for one’s own self, Deva Suri

on . - . . . . 202

—^for the sake of others (pararthS-

numana) 176, 192, 282, 312, 4361

—tot tbe sake of others, Deva
SQtion .. 202

—for the sake of others, kinds of. . 312

Page

Inference

—

—instrumental causes of ..411
—kinds of 1301, 361, 260, 175, 192,

202, 280, 434, 435

—not a means of right knowledge 93

—really a means of right know-
ledge - . . . 93

—special cause of . . . . 409

—terms of . . . . 3611

Inference for one’s self and dialec-

tic proposition - . . . 506

Inference for the sake of others and

demonstrative proposition . . 506

Inference of God . . • • 442

Inferential knowledge. . 384, 390, 4191

Inherence (samavSya) 32, 130, 333,

383, 412, 414

—relation of . . ^

Inherence and union

—

—distinguished .. ..414

Inherent inherence . . 130, 412

Injunction • * 168, 448f.

—Gangers on . • - 449

—Kumarila on . . • • 449

—Frabhakara on • . • • 449

Inopportune . . . . 87

Inquiry .. ..33
Inseparable connection or invari-

able concomittance (vyapti) 177,

189, 361

—affirmative . . - . 361

—kind-:> of 177,361

—^negative - • • • ^61

Instrument (karana) . . 382, 390

Intellect . . . . 50

—impermanent -- 101,112

—kinds of . . • • 395

—permanent .. •• 112

—(a) quality of a oonsciona agent,

the soul .. lOi

—(an) unconscious instrument .. 112

Intention . . • * 448

Intercourse (sannikarsa)

—

—kinds of . . 130, 360, 412

—^produced by meditation .. 414
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Page j

I ntercourse

—

—whose character is general 4l2f
.

|

429, 430f
!

—whose character is knowledge . 413

Interrogation 33

Intervention .. 113 i

Intrinsic inseparable connection
|

(antar-vyapti) .. 177

— Deva Suri on . 202

Invalid knowledge ..409fi

—Mimamsakas on . 410

Invariable concomittance (see In-

separable connection) 376, 384, 390

-—Buddhist views on .

.

.. 400f

—comprehensiveness of .. 429

—conclusive definition of .. 424

—defined by the ‘ Lion ’ and the

* Tiger ’
. 423

—five provisional definitions of .. 421

—knowable . . 400f

—means of apprehending . .426ff.

—nature of .. 140

—objectionable definitions of . 424

—of special forms .. 426

—of the Buddhist condemned .. 376

—right means of apprehending . . 428

—unknowable . .398ff.

Inversion, Deva Sun on .. 201

Invocation of Blessings 408

Invocation, kinds of - . 408

Irrelevancy .. 34

ISvarabhanga (non-existence of

God) criticised by Jayanta .. 150

I4vara Sena . . 307 (ftn. 2)

T-tsing 306

iTagaddala . . . . 346 (ftn. 3)

Jagaddhara .. 522

JagadiiSa Tarkalankara .. 469f.

Jayaditya .. 335

Jaina Agamas .. 172

Jaina Logic .. 158

—conciliatory character of . . 22if.

—not conflicting with the Brah-

manas . . 221f.

-permanency of .. .24

Page
Jainas .. 158,273

-caponical scriptures. . 160f

Jama sects . . . 159

Jainism

—

—persecution suffered by . , 222!.

—rights and privileges of thelaity of 222

—royal patronage enjoyed by 222

—support of the Jama community
received by . . 223

— unperturbea by the ;Mahomed-
ans . .. .. 223

Jalandhara. . .. .. 349

Jambudvipa . . 332

Janaka . . . 12, 13

Janakinatha Carina . . 465

Jltukarnya, probably a compiler. , 50

JStukarnya Vyasa .. ..50
Jayadeva . 455,524

Jayanta . 137 (ftn 1),

—author of the Nyaya-manjarl . 146f

—criticises the doctrines of Kalya-

na Baksita and Dharmottara . . 149f

— (his) criticism of Sphota-vada . . 149

—(his) criticism of the doctrines of

apoha, ksana-bhanga, I^vara-

bhanga, etc . . . . i49f.

—date of . . . . 147

—(his) explanation of verbal know-

ledge - . . . . . 147f.

—life of .. .. 146£.

—(his) reproach of the Buddhists 150

—(his) review of some Buddhistic

doctrines . . . . 150

Jayarama NySyapaficanana . 477f.

Jayarama Tarkalankara . 483

Jaya Sithha Deva

Jaya Simha Suri

Jehangir

JehSri

Jinadatta Sun

—'date of .

.

Jinas

Jma Bhadra GaniksamS ^iramana

Jina Bbatta

Jma Bhatta Suri

. . 199

206, 371, 372

.479
337f., 342, 349

152, 154

152 (ftn. 3)

159, 274 (ftn. 3), 338

174,

181

210

390
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Jiiia Mitra

Page

340, 349

Jiaondrabodhi .. 323

Jiae4vara Suri .. 197

Jivita Gapta I .. 301

JfiSaacaadra .. 213

Jnanagarbha .. 250

Jnenapurna or JaSaa Deva 374, 380

JfiSna Sri Bhadra .. 342

—same as Jilaaasiddha Bhadra 342

(ftn. 1)

Jnana Sri Mitra . . 211 (ffm. 3). 341

Jilatiputraa 244

Jadiciai Coancil of moaka (saibgha) 231

—judge or umpire in .

.

..231 f.

—member of .. 231

Kakatiya Dynasty .. 380

KaiiSoka 226, 346

Slalidasa .. 273

Elalihga .. 305

Kalyana Candra .. 198

Kalyana Raksita 143, 328

Kamala BakaitS .. zm
Kamala Slla 327, 362, 516

Kambojaa .. 351

Kame4vara Dynasty ,

.

.. 521

Kanada .. 396

—

S

3mtem of .. 304

Kanada Gupta .. 304

Kanada Tarkavfigi4a .. .. 466
—^traditionary account of 466 (ftn. 3)

KSfici 117, 272, 512

KSfieipura 117, 302, 351

Kaniaka 26 (ftn. 3), 50, 241 , 242, 349 352

—date of 241 (ftn, 1}

E^noj .. 336

Ka^va .. 46

Kanva Dynasty' 251 (ftn. 3)

Kapila

—

—date of ,

.

.. 10

—(bis) doctrine of matter and soul 9f.

Kapilas .. 278

E^rna Deya .. 350

Karnata Dynasty .• 521

Kari^Staka Ksatdya race .. 350

Karatoya .

.

Page

.. 346

Karyabhinirvrtti

—

—(not in) Anviksiki .

.

.. 27^

—(a) part of the VaiSesika Philo-

sophy .. 27

Kasthasaingha 169 (ftn.)

Kaiyapa .. 43

—^hermitage of 39, 42

Kau4ainbi 117 (ftn. 2) 285, 266, 303

Kau4ika . . 262

Kavi candra .. 396

KeSava Mi4ra .. 318

—^life of .. 381

Kevala 169 (ftn. )l

Kha-che jfiana Sri .. 329

Khajjuttara 112 (ftn. 2)

Kri-sroiVden-tsan .. 352

King Amoghavarsa .

.

223, 349

King Bhassa .. 322

King Candra Gupta .

.

222

Bjng Oihghana .. 386

King ppal-lha-tsan-po .. 260

King Harihara .. 381

Kang Jayaeandra . .406, 406 (ftn. 6)

King Jaya Simha .. 205

King Jitara .. 210

King Kaniska .. 512

ELing Khri-sron-den-tsan 323, 327

King Kema .. 222

King Lalitacandra .. 320

King Lalitaditya .. 324

King Muktapida .. 147

King Munja .. 197

King Neraicandra .. 252

—date of 252 (ftn. 4)

—genealogy of 252 (ftn. 4)

KingPoros.. . . 352

King Riga-idan-rgyal-po .. 299

King Sri Har^ or Har^avardhana 123

King Sroh-tsan-gan-po .. 305

King Tribhuvantilaka .. 388

King Vimalacandra of Bengal,

Kamarupa and Tirhut 338, 342

KIrti (see Dharmakirti)

(ftn, 6}

.. 386
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Poge
Kirti—
—^lime of .. 137

Klrtivijaya 216

Klog-gkya-^es-rab-brtrys .. 313

Knowledge (vifinana) .

.

227

Knowledge 3

—basic . . 243

—distinguished from work
)

—divisions of 227 (ftn.) 2

—from particular standpoint (Na-

ya) . 218

—(a) function of the intellect . . 112

—^general grounds of .

.

.. 409

—kinds of .

.

245, 389, 4U
—objectified . . 245

—potential .. 245

—practical functions of .. 418

—presentative .. 245

—(a) quality of the soul .. 98

Konkana .. 338

Kfpararaa .. 479

Kjrsna Bhatta JLde .. 486

Krana DSsa SSrvabhauma Bhatta-

carya .. 468

KrenakSnta Vidyavagi4a .. 3841

KsamSkalyana .. 390

Ksana-bhahga (the momentary ex-

istence)

—

—criticised by Jayanta .. 149

Ksirodadhi (khiroi) .. 17

Ksitl^candra Roy .. 526

Kubja Visnu Vardhana 273 (ftn. 1)

Kukutasiddha *

.

516

Knmara Gupta .. 267

Knmarajiva .. 252

Kumara Kalasa .. 343

Kumfira-labha 248 (ftn. 7)

Kumara-pa6ha 114 (ftn. 1)

Knmara .. 336

Kumiriia Bhatta 138, 183, 273. 351

KumSrila and Dharmakirti . . 304

KnmndacandrScsrya .

.

.. 198

Kaunda kunda 169 (ftn.)

Labrang • • • • 533£.

—
^Dr. VidySbhiJSftna’s journey to 530

F®gt
Labrang

—

—monastery of 342 (ftn. 4), S44 (ftn. 4)

Lachima l)evi . . . . 460

Laghusamantabhadf‘%„ .. I97f.

Laksana Bhatta . . . . 374

Laksmana Sena . ,350, 523 (ftn. 3)

—court of . . . , 524

—successors of . . . . 424

Laiitacandra . . . . 321

Laugaksi ‘
. . . . 395

Law or L ' . . . . . 328

—appjt,
: .. ..285

1 . . .

.

3i9t*

Liang Wu-fi . . . . 301

Liechavi Dynasty .. . 335

Likeness 113

—Gangeia on . . . . 443

—Mimamsakason . . . . 443

Limitation of the proposition (pra*

tijnS-vibhakti) . . . . 166

Limitation of the reason . . 166

Logic (sophism) . . , . 229

—called Niti or NySya . . 240

—called pre-eminently the Jbavlk-

sikf . . . . . . 6

Logical theories of Aristotle migra-

ted from Alexandria into India

Sllff.

Logical works

—

—brought to Nadia from Mithlli . . 462

Logic and Logicians

—

—^in the Lahkavatara • . • . 244

Logic of Mithila and Nadia . . 218

Lohacarya II . . 169 (ftn. 8}

Lokanatha . . • - 339

Lokayata . . 5, 6, 9

Louis De La Vall6e Fouaein

—

—on the Buddhistic doctrine of the

soul . . • • 126 (ftn. 2)

Madhavacarya 247 (ftn, 5), 248 (ftn.

3), 249 (ftn. 1, 6), 274 (ftn,), 306,

308 (ftn. 3), 341. 3971

Madhava Tarkasiddhinta . . 526
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Page

Madhusudana Thakkura . . 461

Madhyade4a .. 304 (ftti. 1)

M^dhyaraika . . 135, 253, 2491.

— Chinese account of . . 253 (ftn. 2)

—criticised bj'' Jayanta .. 150

—expla liOn of . 249 (ftn. 6)

— unders ol .

.

250

—founder of . . . . 250

—Indian account of . . 253 (ftn. 3)

—principal works of . . . . 250

—Tibetan and Chinese versions

of . . . 256

Madhymika Buddhists . 139

Madhyamika doctrine of inter-re-

lation

—

—criticised by Vatr>yayana .. 117

Madhyamika doctrine of SunyatS

(voidness)

—

—criticised by VatsySyana .. 118

Magadha 322, 339. 341 , 350. 352*

Mogas .. .. .. 352

Magha . . . . 147 (ftn. 4)
j

Mahadeva Puntamkar . . 486 I

MahSmahopadhyaya Jadunatha

Sarvabhauma . . . . 528

Mahamahopadhyaya Bajakysna

Tarkapaficanana . . . . 526

Mahaipala . . , , . 336, 337

Mahapurusiya sect . . . . 351

MahSraja Dharmapala . . 328

MahSraja GarisSaoandra 486

MaharSja Kumarapaia 205, 222

MaharSja Kj-snacandra Kay , . 488

Page

—canonical book*? of . . 242

—rise of . . , 514

—spread of . . . . 241

Mahayana Hoshang . . 327

Mahendra Varman . 222

Mahinda . . . . 352

Maho^a Thakkura 406 (ftn 7),456

(ftn 2).457f.

Mahe^vara Thakkura . . 521

Mahipala . . 340, 517

Mahipalair .. .. 340

Mahomedans

—

—in Bengal and Behar . . 350

—^in Ka^mira . . . . 350

Mahi ^asaka sect . . . . 206

]
Maitreya . .. 262

Maitreyanatha 120 (ftn. 3), 249

Major term . . 64*, 128*, 176

Maladhari Sri Baja Sekhara Sun

153, 154, 155, 367. 37!

Mallasona Sun .. 212

Mallavadin I94f., 329 (ftn. 3)

Mallinatha . . 273, 380

. Malwa .. .. ..320
Manah-parySya . '169 (ftn. 1)

MSna Simha . , . . 477

I
Manidhara , . , . 396

Ij

Manikya Nandi

—

| —age of . . . . , . 188

—(his) pariksamukha sutra , . 188

—(his) references to contempora-

neous systems of philosophy . . 193

Manjunatha . . . . 300

MahSrSji of Sikkim

—

Mafiju4ri 272. 274 (ftn. 3), 275. 335,

—invites Dr. Vidyabhusana .. 537
{

337,344

—original letter of introduction in
|

ManjuiSri Kumarabhnta . . 258

Tibetan given by . . . . 539 I
^o-nwatha . . 266, 345

MahSraja Rlmakpiia R$ya . . 488 I
• • • • - • 4

MaharSja Sivacandra 484, 498
|
Manuals of Logic—

Mahasamghikas .. .. 226 —classes of .. 3S6
MahSvira or VordhamSna . . 169 —composition of . . . . 355f

.

- 169 (ftn. 1) Mara .. ..316
—the founder of Jainism .. 168f.

[ Mark .. ..113. . . . . . . 1 i,*

MahSyBna 126 (ftn. 2), 247*. 272* I Material cause 382f., 390 (ftn. I

)
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Mathuranatha Tarkavag54a

Page

. . 467

Mati 169 (ftn. 1)

Maticitra (A^vaghosa) 241 (ftn 1)

(The) Meaningless .. 82

Meaninglessness 34

Means .. 445

Means of right knowledge 64££. ,
90ff. , 1

—critical examination of

370 387

00 (ftn, 1)

—criticised by Nagarjuna .. 267

—Dignaga on 276S.

—impossibility of «

«

.. 91

—invalidity of * • .. 90f.

—^kinds of 259, 360

—non-self established .. 257

—^number of .. 95

—validity of 9if., 457

Medbatithi (see Gautama) . . 6, 20

—of Bhasa .. 18

—(his) work on Anviksiki .. 20

Mediaeval School of Indian Logic

172, 270ff.

—(its) difference from the Ancient

School .

.

.. 158

—early writers of 270ff.

—^formation of .. I57f.

—^founded by the Jainas and the

Buddhists . . 157f.

—special features of .

.

.. 157f.

Mediate perception .. 419

—doctrine of .. 419

Meeting of the question (a6ahka-

jp/atisedha) .. 167

Memory 112f.

—belongs to the soul ,

.

.. 112

—causes of 112 (ftn. 2)

—ground of .. 112f.

Menander .

.

.. 349

Merit and Dement .. 114

—Gangeia on .. 449

—^Prabhakara on .. 449

Merit ^astri .. 391

Method—
—i&llmwM of 293f

36
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203

204

18i

431

202

362

362

Method of comprehending a thing

from particular points of view

—

—Deva Sun on

Method of debate, Deva Sun on

Method of description (Naya)

seven kinds of

(The) Middle Path Doctrine (Ma-

dhyama-morga) . . • 26$

—four aspects of . . • • 253f.

Middle term (hetu) .. 120, 128, 176

—affirmative negative . • 362

—characteristics of 3l0f, 377f., 202

(ftn. 1)
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—Deva SQri on
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—fallacies (see fallacy of the middle

term) .. 293, 313, 315 (ftn. 3)

—kinds of .. 311,362

—law governing . . . • 288

—law of extension of , . . • 283

—three characters of . . 280f., 291
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—relative extension of

—relation between
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—

—^first period of

—second period of . •

—third period of

Miimda
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Mind

—(an) atom

—mark of
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—whether a sense organ 280, 280 (ftn. 1)

Minor commentaries on the NySya

sutra . . - • • “

Minor term 60, 120, 176, 312, 361

Mirok . . . * • • 262

Misaruka . - . . . . 460
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608

.. 511.

.. 512

.. 512

.. 240

. . 240f

.

.. 41T

98!., 101, 417

.. 67

.. 101
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.
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—^modern writers of .
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.. 522
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.

.. 370
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46lff.
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Nagadatta . . 272
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.. 614
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—illustration of . . - . 284
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—(a) table of . . . . 284
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—(his) works in Sm^ti . . 45
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—
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.

45 (ftn. 2)

Narayana .

.
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NaropS 341,342

Narrative description .

.

108

Nature of the universal proposition

—

—as understood by Dharmakirti

and Aristotle . . 509

Navadvipa

—

—university of .. 405

Naya (method) of description or

mood of statements 161, 161

(ftn. 4), 170f.

—Bve kinds of . . 170f.

NayapSla 343. 344, 350

Nedumaran Pan^ya .

.

.. 222

Negation
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—^absolute 97 (ftn. 1)
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—of identity 97 (ftn. 1)
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Nirvana , . . . . . 265

Nirvikaipaka (indeterminate per-
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—

—defined . . . . . . 137
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—grounds for . . . . 410

Non-analyfcical Naya (Nigama) . . 170

Non-being . . . . 253

Non-censurable . . . , 33

Non-equipolient concomittance . , 399

Non-erratic . . . . *55

Non-existence . . 68, 96. , 370

—as a separate entity . . . . 415

—counterpart of . . . . 416

—^Deva Suri on . . . . 203

—^included in Inference . . 97

—kinds of 97, 184, 4i9f . 416

—(a) means of right knowledge . . 96

—^not a means of right knowledge 96

—of the general form . , . . 425

—^perception^pf . . .416
—subdivision of, according to Deva

Suri .. ..203
—(as a) thmg . . 97 (ftn. i)

—whose counterpart is qualified

by a Nature already in a difierent

Locus . . , . . , 423

Non-ingenuity . . . . ^9
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—Portuguese account of , , 489
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dbac Beaming , . 1522.
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—

—^rise of vernacular detrimental to 492

—(in the) sense of Logic first in the

Mahabharata . . . , 42

—(in the) sense of logic in the

Caraka Samhita . . . . 42
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Sastra .. .. 41 (ftn. 6)

—spread of the study of , . 39

—supported by reasoning and scrip-

ture • • • * • • 39

—supports the Veda , . . . 39

—technical meaning of . . 40

—tenets of • . . . . 39

—used in the sense of logic from

about the first cent. A.D. . . 42

—three causes for its popularity 155f.

—fin) Tibetan . . . . 8

—Vatsyayana on .. 4pf.

—very popular about the 2nd cent.

A.D. .. .. .,42
'—ViSvanStha on . . . . 41

Hyaya and Vai^esika amalgamated 396

Hyaya and Vaigesika categories

impossible to assimilate , . 402

HySya-bhasya earliest commentary

on ..116
Nyayabhfi^ana .. 338

Hyaya category of PramSna in-

corporated in the Vaile^ika , . 386

Hyaya doctrine of tStparya (inten-

sion) .. ..148
Hyaya lilavati commentaries on. , 387f.

Hyaya philosophy . , . . 279
—^incorporates the Vai^sika . . 373
—^why termed AksapSda darSana. . 398

Hy5ya*raha5vali (a prakarana by
VallabhacSrya) .. 387

Hyaya-sara (a manual of logic by

BhaSarvajfia ..3582.

—commentaries on . . 371f.

Hyaya Sastra (see Anvikmkl) .. 39

—antiquity of .. 411

—early teachers or .. 421

—first regular work on .. 46
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true reasoning . . . . 40^

—science of syllogism and of infer-

ence . . . . . . 41

—^technical terms of, as used in the

Caraka Saiiihita . . . « 43
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Nyfiya SiddhSnta Dipa (manual of

logic by Sa4adhara) . , . . 396f.

Nyaya Sutra (see Nyaya SSstra). , ,46
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—author of . . . . 47f
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—Bfaasya (commentary) on . . 46
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—authorship of . . . . 498
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—reviews doctrines of various

periods .. ••46
—subject-matter of . • 49, 50ff.
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cised by Nagarjuna . . . . 256

NyiyarvidyS emanated from the

mouth of Brahma . . . . 381

NySya works found by Portuguese

missionaries .. 489

Nying-ma-pa •. •• 533

Object of knowledge (see pra-

meya) .. .. •* 375

—kinds of . . . . . . 3701

Object of right knowledge . . 97

Objects of sense distribution of . . 100

Occasional signification . , 450

Odanrapura SarvastivEda school of 342

Old man respect for • . . . 30

Opponent how to argue with . . 301

—how to vanquish .• ..30
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Opposing the proposition 85

Opposition .

.

113

1

Opposition to the counrer-proposi-

tion .

.

166f.

Ordinary Intercourse of Particular-

1

ity .

.

430

Originating cause •

.

33

Overlooking the censurable -• 891

Padmanabha Mi4ra .

.

.. SSI

Padma-saxnbhava 327, 352

Pam 58

Paksadhara Mi4ra 406 (ftn 7), 455f.

Pala Dynasty

—

—^kings of ,

.

349

— Bengal and Behar . . 517£.

Pala kings dates of .

.

6171

Pall Buddhist Literature

—

—logical topics in 227

—origin of .

.

226£.

Pallava Dynasty kings of . . 350

Pallavas 273 (ftn. 1)

Pamiangchi .

,

636

—Dr. Vidyabhusema’s reception on

the way to .

.

537f.

—monastery ol .

.

53$
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.
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Panchen-shwa dmar .

.

.

.
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Pandita Candra father of Jayanta 147
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.

318

Pa^^ita^s red cap .

.

271

PSuini 11
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.

346

Pfiiahita Bhadra .

.

340

Paiamahamsa 210

ParamSrtha - • ' 267, 3011

Parik^ (sefe examination) 28

Pan^d (council)

—

—constituents of 22

—(a) council of debate .

.
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—^various names of 22

Parivrajaka Karunananda • • 303

Paroksa and Pratyaksa senses of,

according to IJmasvati and early

Jaina writers .

.
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—alone are realities .

.

.. 105

Past time .

.
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.

.. 155

PStaliputra . .
'

.. 349

Patimokkha introductory part of 2331
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tive form six subdivisions of . . 190
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form

—
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.

. . 190f-
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—definition of 92, 310

—determinate .. 360
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—^Dignaga on . .277ff.
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.

.. 93
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.

.. 411
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Philosophy or dar4ana 5

Phodang mi, 635

Phun-tshog-r^m-gj^al .

.

.. 535

Phyogs-glan .. 272

J^byogs-|tar-suaii 290 (ftn. 1}

Fippalada .. 22

Pijisa varsa • . ^0
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Pleasure and pain .. 113

Point of defeat or an occasion for

rebnke ..36,66,261,264
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—varieties of .. 84ff.
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—Gange4a on .. 461

—^Mimamsakos on 461

—sources of . . 460f.

Prabhacandra 183 I93f.

—his references to other philoso-
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Prabhakara MimSnisakas .. 148

Prabhakaras 139, 35^
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—^Deva Suri on .. 201
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—particulars about .. 196 (ftn. 1)

PrahlSda 10

Prajnakara 187 (ftn. 1)

Prajnakara Gupta 187 (ftn 2), 3361,

349

Prajnakara mati .. 126 (ftn. 2), 336

Prakyti (primordial matter) .. 10

Pramana (means of knowledge) 50f.,

161

—four kinds of 170 (ftn.)

Prameya (object of knowledge) , 51

Prataparudra .. 380

Prayer 2
Predicate or major term 282, 285, 290

Prefixes .. 453

Present time

—

—critical examination of 106 (ftn. 1)

—denied .. 106

—established .. 106
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—^validity of . . 95
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—

—time of .. 102

Prof. H Ui—
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—
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—three kinds of . . . . 65
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.. 465
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—particulars about 2 12 (ftn. 2)
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(cuditaka) .. 231
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—objects of .. 56ff.

—two kinds of 169, 174

RigS-pa-can .. 278

K'igS-pahi- yan-lag 289 (ftn. 3)

Rin-chen-grags .. 338

Rituals 2, 108

—three subdivisions of .. 108
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Rucidatta 406 (ftn 7), 457

Rudra .. 395

Rudra Nyayavacaspati . . 476t
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ledge .. 95

—(a) special kind of verbal testi*

mony .. 95
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—

—Dr. VidyShhusana^sjourney to. , 529f,

Sabda-lakti-praka4ik5 ( a logico-

grammatical treatise of JagadHa

TarkllahkSra) .. ..470ff.

Sadvaha or Sfttavahana . . 251

Sahabuddin Ghort * . 406 (Itn. 6)
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SakEbda .. 241

Sskala .. 266

Sakraditya .. 515

Saktisvamin .. 147

Sakyabodhi .. 320

Sakya hod 343

Sakya muni .. 315

Salvation (see emancipation) .. 359

BEmantabhadra . . 182f.,
, 333, 339

—age of .. 183

—(his) Aptamtmamsa .. 184f.

Sambhasa (see Vada-vidhi and de-

bate) . . . . . . iiSf.

—method of . . . . 28f.

SarhbhSsa-pra^amsa (see debate-

utility* of) . . . . 28f.

Sambhasa-vidhi (see Vada-vidhi

and Anviksiki)—the principal

topic of , . . . . . 27

Sambhutivijaya . . 164 (ftn. 4)

Samlchya .. 6, 6, 10» 243, 278

—same as Upanisad and VedSn-
ta , . . . 244 (ftn. 1)

Samkhya Philosophy-

•^—the oldest work of

Samprati

Sam-ye

Sankara Svamin

Sangha

Sangha-bhadra

295 (ftn. 1}

.. 222

323 (ftn, 3)

302, 302 (ftn. 4)

.. 304

248 (ftn. 2), 266

—a contemporary of Vasubandhu

267 (ftn.)

Sanghamitta . , . . 352

Sangharama , . 248, 266

Sang-ugag-tsi-ling .. ..635
SahkaracSrya . , . . 351

Sankara Beva . , . . 351

Sankara MMra 366 (ftn. 1), 406 (ftn.

7), 456 (ftn. 2), 458 f., 522

Sankarananda . . 344f., 349

Sanskrit Buddhist Literature

—

—logic mentioned m . * . . 242ff.

— origin of .. S42

Fage

Santa Baksita 271. 323, 327, 362, 617

Santideva 126 (ftn. 2)

Santi SSri .. 197

Sapta-bhanga Maya (sevenfold

paralogism, see SyidvEda) .. 1671

—particulars about 167 (ftn. 2)

Saraha .. 261

Sarngapani ' . . 398

Barva-dariana-sathgraha .. 398

Sarvajna .. 342

Sarvajha Deva 3403, Zbi

Sarvajna Mitra •.
^

322, 357

Sarvajna 6ri Kaksita .

.

.. 289

Sarvajna Visnu .. 398

Sarvastivada .. 247

Sarvastivada sect .. 266

Sa^adhara .. 396

Sa^anka Marendra Gupta .. 349

Sa-skya monastery of Western

Tibet 289,300

Satavahana (see Sadvaha) 251 (ftn.

2), 349

Sautrantika 135, 248

—criticised by Jayanta .. 160

—explanation of 248 (ftn. 3)

—founder of .. 248

Sautrantikas

—

—^philosophical principles of .. 248

—sects belonging to .

.

247

Svavikalpaka (determinate percep-

tion)

—

—definition of .. 137

Sayana • . 397

Saying too little .. 88

Saying too much .. '88

Scheme

—

—for the reduction of sixteen cate-

gories into one .. .369

—of incorporation of the MySya

and the Vai^esika 375, 382 387,

389, 393, 394

Scholarly debate .. 240

School of 0a%e4a .. 391

School of Bag;hiinatha Sironmigii . . 392
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.. 189

—definition of .. 175

Seish 266

Self-consciousness »

.

.. 418

Sen-dhar .. 337

Senses .. ..56,672,411,417

—Jttreya’s doctrine of 12

—^five ebaracteristio of knowledge

corresponding to .. 100

—five in number 99, 100

—•five objects of ,. 100

—forms of .. 100

—grounds of their being hve .. 100

—^material .. 99

—^materials of .. 100

—(as) modifications of touch 99, 99

—objeots of

(ftn. 1)

.. 57

—processes of .. lOO

—sites of .. 100

Sentiments .. 57

Separation .. 113

Ser-skya- wa .. 278

Ses-pahi-dge-guas .. 275

Seg-rab-hbyun-gnag-gbag .. 336f-

Settlement of cases—

—^by a majority 230

—^by an undertaking .

.

.. 230

—covering over with grass . 230
—^for the insane . 230

—^from recollection . 230

—^in presence .. 230

—seven rules for .. 230

—with ,the prospect of further in-

quiry .. 230

Seven categories of the Jaina phil-

osophers .. 168

Sevenfold paralogism (sySdvSda, 185

Shahiya Dynasty .. 350

Sh5hjehan .. 479

Sha-lu .. 270

—monastery of 353

Shapur .. m
Shifting the proposition .. 85

Shifting the reason 36,36

Page
Shifting the topic • . 35, 861

Shi-wa-htsho . . . . 323

Shu-chen 321, 322, 328, 329, 340»

Sh’-yen-toh-oia .. 25i (ffen. 2)

Siddharsi . . 147 (ftn, 4)

Siddhasena Divl^kara . . 268 (ftn« 2)

alias Ksapankara 173 ff., 268 (ftn. 2)

--date of . . 173, 506 (ftn. 9>

—first Jaina writer on systematic

logic . • 173

—^founder of Mediaeval Logic .

.

158

—(his) NyayS vatSra .

.

.

.

174

—^particulars about .

.

173

— (o) pupil of Vyddhavadi Suri .

.

173

Siddhasena Gani .

.

182

— a contemporary of Devardhi

Gani Kaama Sramaqa • •
00

Sign (see middle term, reason) 113,

377 ,383

Signification (of a word) . • 450

Signification (of letters) .. 1311.

Sikkim

—

—Buddhism in .

.

635

—monasteries in »

•

534f.

dila * 335

Silabhadra .

.

302, 303

Sila Saihgama . . 519 (ftn. 6)

Silence . , 89

Simha • » 336

Simha Giri or Sijhha Suri 182, 182

(ftn. 3)

Simhavaktira -

.

272

Stihha Varman . • 349

Similar employment .

.

Siromani

—

.. 113

—satirised by Ya^ovijaya .

.

18

Sivanatha VidySvacaspati .

.

626

Six Systems . • 209

Six-winged disputation . • 82f.

Skanda Gupta 267^,.349

Skin • • 57

Smell .

.

57

Sfie-than monastery of

Soma SarmS

—

—^father of AksapSda aifd KanSda

344
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Sophists . . . . . , 227

Soul .. 181,393

—(an) abstract conception of . . 4

—compared to a charioteer . . 3

—compromise between the two

ideas of . . . . . . 4

—(a) concrete substance . . 4

—connection with a body . . 57

—destiny of , . . . 3

—^Deva Suri^s views of • . 204

—di^erent from body . . 3, 98

—different from mind . . . . 98

—different from the senses , . 93

—(the) enjoyer , . , . 7

—existence of . , . . 57

—evolution in the doctrine of . . 2

—good work of . . , . 3
—ide&a of . . . . . . 4

—identical with the senses . , 97
—^individual . . . . 371

—individuality of . . . . 99

—(in the) Kathopanisad . . 3

—kinds of . . ..371
—^Lokayata doctrine of . 9

—marks or signs of , . . . 57

—^pre-existence of . . . . 99

—(as consciousness) produced by

the combination of elements . . 9

—qualities of . . . . 57

—(purusa)

—samkhya doctrine of . . 10

—(in the) datapaths Brahmana . . 2

—(the) seat of knowledge (cogni-

tions) . . . . . . 98

—science of (AtmavidyS) . . 4

—seeing . . . . < . . 6

—supreme . . . . . . 371

—^theory of . . . . 5

—two ideas regarding . . 4

—(in the) Upanisads . . . . 3

—(spirit) (in the) Vedas . . 2

—yoga doctrine of . . . . 11

Bound •. .. 57

—according to the Nyiya Sutra . . 109

—artiffcialproperties attributed to 110

Page
Sound

—

—destroyed and not concealed . . 448

—cognised by the senses . . 109f.

—having a beginning . . ^ 109

—^merely a manifestation of itself 109

—nature of . . . . 109

—non-etemai . . . . 109

—^non-etemity of . . . . 448

—(a) product . . . - 109

—reasons for its being non-etemal 109f.

—substratum of • • . . 110

—traditionary teaching of .. 110

Speech

—

—Buddhists on . . . ^ 445

—canons of a sound . . . . 12f.

—defect of . . . . 260

—excellence of , . . . 260

—(a) means of valid knowledge

444, 445

—opportune ‘

. . . 260

Sphota (the outburst of a conglom-

erate sound) . . . . 131

Sphotavada (theory of phonetic

explosion)

—

—Jayanta's examination of . . 148f

6ri Candra • . 210, 211

Sridhara .. .. 213,329

Bri Harsa 330, 335, 349, 406 (ftn. 6)

SriKantha ,* ..151
Sri Kirsna iN'yaySlahkara . . 483

Srilabdha . . . . 248

^riparvata or ^rHaila 251 (ftn. 4)

SriprerumStur . . . . 361

Sri Sunya Mitra . . . . 336

Sron-tsan-gam-po . . - . 362

Srughna . . . . 124 (ftn. 1)

gruta .. .. 169 (ftn. 1)

Sruta Sagara Gani . . . . 215

Sratya PramSnya (denial of the

authority of the Veday criticised

by Jayanta * . 149f.

Statement of the Conclusion . . 60

State of being the locus or the

minor term .. .. 433

Sthavira Batnakara . • . . 520
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Si^iramati « . 334, 515 (ftn. 2)

Stihitamati . . • • 266

Sthnlabhadra .. ,.161
Strabo . . . . , . 362

Straight or Immediate Kaya
(Rjo*sutpa) .. .. 17 i

Subandhu same as Vasubandhu . . 328

^ubhakara Gapta . . , . 346

Subhatuhga .. 186(fto. 3),

Subject . . , . . . 290

Subjective law (Fak^adharmata) 390

Subsequent uou-existeuce 184, 394, 416

—^Deva Suri on , . . . 203

Substance (dravya) . . - . 31

Subtle 4abda . . . . 171

Such-like labda .. .. 171

Sudharma Svami . . 160 (ftn. 1)

Sufferings

—

—channels of .. .. lS2f.

—kinds of . . . . i32f.

Suitable ^abda .. .. 171

Sulabha , . . . . . 12

—(his) interview with king Janaka 12f.

—probably a Boiatious person . , 24

Sumati . . . . 336, 314

Summary

—

—of a dissertation or the senses 12

Summum bonum . , . . 54

Sumpa .. .. ..337
Sundara . . , . . . 222

Sun Bjmasty . , 243 (ftn. 1)

dunyata or NirvSpa , . 127 (ftn.), 255

—of the Madhyamikas 245 (ftn. 2)

dilnyavada , . 245 (ftn. 2)

Superimposition, three kinds of , . 201

Sutia of the Burden-bearer 127 (ftn.) 2

Suvarna vihara . . . , 523

Svatantra MSdhyamika school . . ' 323

SvSmin .. ..117
Sveta dvipa, idmtaad with Syria

44 (ftn. 3)

dvetimbaras .. .. 1592

SjSdvida (WEHwrtifm of possibi-

lities) .. •. 1671,181,184

'--'Pfiarticulari about . . 167 (ftn. 2)

Page

Syllogism . . 258, 361 , 377, 436, 497

—^form of .

.

290

—members of .

.

60f.

—of five members 43, 269

—of ten parts .

.

166

—criticised by Vatsyayana 12lt

—essential nature of . . . . . 361

—^first introduction of .

.

4981

— Greek influence in .

.

500 (ftn. 1)

—Mimamsa form of .

.

.

.

377

—of two parts .

.

269

—parts of .

.

203, 2S9f, 436

—(a) Speech of five parts .

.

43

—terms of 176 , 1891

Syllogism and Inference

—

—connexion between .

.

499

Syllogism from a sign

—

—and Enthymeme from a sign .. 510

Syllogism in Indian Logie

—

—conforms to the logical reebs of

Aristotle SOOff.

Syllogism of two parts

—

—and a perfect syllogism .

.

506f.

Syllogism and Samkhya or Sana-

Ithya 498 (ftn. 8)

Systematic Jaina Logic 172

Taksa^ila .. . • 248

Temtrayukti (forms of scientific

argument) . . 24

—^added to the CarakasamhitS

24 (ftn. 1)

—^in the Caraka Samhita . . 25

—oldest work of Logic . , 25

—(in the) Svu&ruta-BamhitS 24f., 24

(ftn* 2)

—^for the systematisation of de-

bates . • 24

—technical terms constituting .

.

25

Tintrika Fur^Snanda -- 478

TIfea 332, 334, 335

Tarka .. 37

Tarka-bhiel (a treatise by Keiava

MMra) . 3S1

—commentaries on • • 384
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381

395

Tarka-bbleS

—

—incorporates the Yaiienka cate-

gories

Tarkskatimndi (a mainial of logic

by Laugaksi Bhaskara)

TarkSmirta (a manuai of logic by

JagadT^a TarkSiankSra) . . 393f.

Tarka Samgraha (a manual of

logic by Annam Bbatta) . .388ff.

—commentaries on . . . . 390f.

Tarka Slstra—the science of diabe-

tes .. ..40M.

TarkavidyS (see Vada-vidyS and

Anviksiki) . . 7 , 8

Tarkika

—

—(as) indispensable member of a

legal assembly . . , . 38

Tarkika-raksS (a treatise by Vara-

dareja) .

.

..374ff

Tarkikas .

.

.

.

244

—^Vyasa against .

.

37

Tashi-lhum-po .

.

270

Tashiding •• 535

Tashi Lam8

—

—and his party . *

—departure of .

.

529

—^his reception of the Prince of

Wales .

.

529

—^his visit to Buddha GayS 529

—^in Calcutta .

.

529

—^in India . • 528f.|
'

—^reception aoeovded to 528

Taste .

.

67 ‘

Tathagafea . • 126

Tattva-cintamap (the earliest

work on Tarka Ssstra) ..406ff.

—popularity of 454

Taxila

—

—antiquity of 494

—as the great seat of Hindu learn-

ing and culture 495

—Greek regime at 4941

—^mutual exchange of Hindu and

Greek culture at 495

—Persian conquest of.

.

.. 494

Pogrg

Taxila—

•

—Persian indneno® at. . . . 494

—political history of . . , . 494

Technicality . . • . . 450

Technicalities of Logic in the Ma-

dhyamika karika . . . . 255

Teesta Bridge . . . . 530

Temple of Par^vanatha 324 (ftn. 3)

Temple of ^Sntmatha. . .

.

Tenet or conclusion . . 33, 5®

—four kinds of . . . ,SI, o§

Terms

—

—five definitions of , . . . 403

—^meanings of . . . . 408

—of scientific argument , , 24

Terms technical . . 23, 403f.

—(used) in the) Brahmanas and

the Upanisads

—(used m the) Manosamhita . . 23

—constituting the tantra-yukti . . 25

—(used in the) RamSyana . . 23

Than Dynasty . .343 (ftn. 1), 266*

Thas-pahi hbyun-gna§-sbas . . 346

Theory of Condition (upadhi)—

—Vscaspati Milra on . . . . 140

Theory of cause andefiect

—

—Vacaspati Mi4ra on . . . . 140

Theory of Impermanence (ksanika

vada) .. ..121

Theory of perception as set forth

by Dign8ga

—

—controverted by XJddyotakara • • 126

Theory of Proof . . .

.

Theras . . 226, 246

Theravada . . . . 226

Theravadm .. .. 235

Thesis (see proposition) 290, 312

—fallacies of . . 290f. , 312

—two kinds of . . . . 264

;
Things

—

—kinds of . . • . . . 394

Third Buddhist Council . . 234

Thogg-med • - - . 265

Th{m-ml<tam-hhota .. a. 352
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Three characteristics of the middle

term

—

—and the middle term in a syllo-

gism .. .. 507f.

Three Times . , . . 106

Tilakacarya .. 212

TilopS .. 340

Tipitakas .. 226

Tirhut .. 350

Tirtha 576«, 3032, 304, 305, 308, 315

Tirtha dialecticians .. 272

Tirtha-grSma .. 540

Tirthakas 261 , 339, 342

Tfrthankaras .. 158

Tfrtha system—
— doctrines of .. 304

—followers of .. 304

Tol (a Sanskrit school) .

.

525 (ftn. 1)

Tongue

To-to-go-mo

—

.. 57

—^Br. VidySbhfisana receives an

address at .. 540

Touch .. 57

Tradition .. 33

Transcendent Intercourse .. 430

—kinds of . . 4121

Transcendent perception ..412ff.

—consequence of .. 181

—process of . . 4121

Transcendental direct valid know-
ledge 175,201

—subdivisions of .. 201

Transcendental truth .. .. 254

Transmigration—

— belongs to the soul .

.

. . 101
1

—(the) path of 3, 67, 58

Triangular perception.. .. 418 '

Trilocana . , 358. 369 (ftn. 1) ]

—date of .. 134

—(a) writer on VaMesika philoso-
f

phy . . 134

Trilocana the Junior .

.

.. 374

Trimalaya .. 303

Trividha paralj (me resoondents)—
]

three classes of .. 29 1

Page
Tsin Dynasty .. 243 (ftn. 1)

Turuskas 350
TutSri .. ..386

Udayakara . . . . 141

Udayana 155, 209 (ftn.
) 348, 351,

386, 396, 399
—author of the NySya-vartika-tat-

parya-tika-pan^uddhi
. . 141

—better known as Acfirya . . 142

—combats the Buddhist 142
- (his) contention of the Buddhist
doctrines . . . . 146

— (his) criticism of the doctriae of

apoha, ksanabhahga, etc. .. 143

—(his) KusumSajali . . . . 143

—opposes Kalyana-raksita and
Dharmottara .. ..143

—(his) victory over the Buddhists
causes his death . . , , 142

—(his) works , . , , 141

—(his) work .Stmatattva vidya .. 145f.

Uddyotakara 119 (ftn.) 127 (ftn.),

165, 273, 306, 348
—attacked by Abhayadeva SOri 221

Z)

123-author of the NySyavartika
-(his) controversy with the Bud-
dhists

-criticises Dignaga ..

—criticises ISfagarjuna

—(his) criticism of the Buddhist
denial of the soul .

.

—criticism of the theory of percep-
tion as held by Bignaga

.. 123,124
-(his) defence of the HySyarSOtra
and the Kyayabhasya * 287 (ftn. 2)

-(his) definition of Inference . . 130

—(his) explanation of perception . . 130
~(his) main object to write the sub-

commentary . . , . 125

125

129

128

125

129

—(his) Hy%a theory of significa-

tionof words .. ..131
—on Bigr^ga’s theory of percep-^ .1 277 (ftn. I

)
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Uddyotakara

—

—(as a) rescuer of the NySya . . 123

—^residence of . . . . 124

—(his) theory of sufferings , . 132f.

—(his) theory of verbal knowledge 131

—^various names of . . . . 124

tJdyana (Kabul) . . 340 ,
3522

Ujjayini . , . . 301

UmSsvati 161 (ftn. 4, 5), 164

—(his) doctrine of right knowledge 169f.

—(his) explanation of Naya (mood

of statements) . . . . 170f

—life of . . . . 168f.

—^known as Vacaka Sramana, NSga-

ra-vacaka and UmSsvati Vacaka
carya . . . . 168

—(his) particulars about 168 (ftn. 3)

XJma Svamin (same as XJmasvati)

168 (ftn. 3)

Uncertain . . . . 33

Uncertainty

—

—^Deva Suri on . . . . 201

Unintelligible . . . . 87

Union * . . 412, 414

United-inherenb-inherenoe . , 412

United inherence . . 412, 414

Universal non-existence . . 416

Universal proposition

—

—discovery of . . 295 (ftn. 2)

University of Nadia (see Nadia)

—

—^foundation of . . . . 464

University of Nalanda (see Nalan-

da) .. .. 271

University of Vikrama4ila (see

Vikrama4ila) . . . . 271

Unnacneable . . , . 65

Unproved reason . . . . 439

UpSnga .. .. .. 160

Upanisads .. .. .. 134

Upendra . . . . • . 258

Uttara Tantra . . 24 (ftn. 2)

VScaspati Mi4ra 120 (ftn. 3), 166,

183, 209 (ftn,), 247 (ftn, 2), 273,

282 (ftn,), 339, 348, 622

Page

Vacaspati

—

—author of the Nyaya—VSrtjka-

tatparya-tika . . . . 133

—(his) condemnation of the Bud-

dhist and Jaina scriptures . . 141

—criticises Dharmakirti . . 136

—(his) criticism of Dharmaklrtii‘s

division of the point of defeat

(NigrahasthSna) .. ..136
—(his) criticism of DignSga’s

definition of karya-sama (balanc-

ing the effect) . . . . 135

—(his) criticism of the Nirukta-

kara’s . . , . . . 138

—(his) explanation of determinate

and indeterminate perceptions. . 137f.

—(on the) name Paksila Svami 116

(ftn. 2)

—opposes Dignaga . . . . 135

—^place and time of , . . . 133

—(his) reference to the four Bud-

dhist schools . . , . 135

—supports the Brahmanic interpre-

tations of the Nyaya sutra . . 133

—(his) theory of cause and effect 140f.

—(his) theory of condition , . 140

—(his) theory of right and wrong

knowledge .. ,.138ff.

—Trilocana, the preceptor of . . 134

—^works of . . . . 134

Vacaspati Mi4ra, the junior 161, 459f.

Vaccagotta . . 117 (ftn. 3)

VSda (discussTou) . . , , 61

—subject of . . . . 61

Vada-mSrga (see debate-course of) 3

1

Vada-maryadS (see debate-limits

of) . .. ..31
Vada-vidhi (see Anviksiki)—the

principal topics of . . . . 27

(also see SambhasS and debate) 28

Vada-vidya (see Tarka-vidyS) .. 7

VSdopaya (see debate-expedients

of) .. .. 30f.

VSgiiSvarkicti .. .. 338

VaibhSsika ,, ,.136
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Vsileaikas - . 244, 247

—criticised by Jayanta . . 150

—explanation of . . 247 (ftn. 5)

—^fundamental principal work of 247

VaibtiSsika School of Philosophy

—

—sects belonging to . . . . 246

Vai^Sli ..349
Vai^esika Philosophy . . 27, 278 , 393

—incorporated into the Nyaya . . 373

—^incorporates the NTySya catego-

ries . . . . 386

Valiesika principles

—

—adopted in NySya . . . . 402

Taiyikarana doctrine of apoha

(exclusion) 132 (ftn. 1)

Vajrasana (Buddhagayi) 339, 343

Vajra-varShi .. 340

Valedictory description . . 108

Validity of knowledge . . 408f.

—consciousness of . . . . 409

—derived from its general grounds 408

—derived through the instrument 409

—Gange4a on . . . . 409

Valid knowledge (see right know-

ledge) 218,375f., 408f.

—consequence of .. 181,192

—^Deva Suri on . . . .200ff.

—defined by MSnikya Nandi . . 189

—^how derived and known • . 408f.

—^kinds of . . 189, 310, 201

—objects of . . . . 192

—of the Buddhist condemned . . 376f.

VallabihScSrya . . 374^, 386f.

—^founder of a Vaianava Sect . , 387

VallSlaSew .. ..350
Vamana •. .. 267

Vana PSla . • , • . . 329

Vandin (a famous sophist) .• 13

VaradSraja 37SII., 399 (ftn. 1)
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—
— WftRTr 264

(ftn. I)

—^ 70?5f^T^l*fW®n7tr 119 (ftn. )

—?^ • • 264 (ftn. 3)

— 418 (4t“- 2)

—5f: iiwt'si ^rg’'?T5E:

^I)r’«r tfw • 118 (ftn. 3)

Mahabharata

—

— •• i9(ftn. 2)

—H'^trra sjTtPast tw

^ .. .. 36 (ftn. 3)

— • 498 (ftn. 2)

— - • 44 (ftn. 3)

— • • 20 (ftn. 2)

— frra • •

— tra g • •

—g^ • • 8

—^ssritrfWTari^sf • • 8®

-v-SEntrfnWT»5l^^n1*T 39 (ftn 3), 42

(ftn. 10)

—

S

5f(trf»l^ WWT • • 39 (ftn. 1)

— tm 'sm’Rg

43 (ftn. 3)
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Page

43 (ftn 1)

18 (ftn. 4)

—^PrRfrsrift?^ - • 37 (ftn. I)

Maliavagga

—

— 19 (ftn. 2)

Mahaviracanta

—

—T»9i»jrH5T»sft-iTT 160 (ftn. 1)

Mandhara-Stuti

—

— 217 (ftn. 3)

Manimayukha—

— g^T' 'T^m 469 (ftn. 3)

Manu Samhita—
38 (ftn. 1)

—

^

({*«• 3).

—%fsr?ft 22 (ftn.

38 (ftn. 2)

4), 38

VJ>

(ftn 3)

23 (ftn. 3)

—^Tm5§w 1 36 (ftn 1)

304 (ftn. 1)

Markandeyapnrairia—
— wm '«mr tftjfr • 10 (ftn. 5)

MatsyatJurana

—

^ ^t#3«fT -

.

38 (ftn. 8)

Mundakopanisad

—

—
’f 6 (ftn. 3)

flaisadha-carifca

—

*«r- 17 (ftn. 4), 37

(fta. 4)

— 5T TTgJ'^gW WT 1^^

(ftn. 2)

Naissadha-carita—N^raj’^ana’s com-

mentary on

—

—wrwt ^T^Tf^'S|f5^srT ISS (ftn. 3 )

Nafi-vada-vyakhya

—

— . . 481 (ftn. 1)

Narada-smrti'pariisista

—

2 )

Page
Navadvipa-mahima

—

Nitisara of Kamandaka

—

—^rsftf^iwrar ftwTsrg

466 (ftn I)

4 (ftn. 3)

Nyayabhasya

—

115 (ftn. 3)

—?:WT’g f^T 5 (ftn. 3)

— if %^*4wrw

tfw 119 (ftn 1)

— rr^SptfSEJiJ 278 (ftn 4)

—m STF^W^Sf 40 (ftn. 4)

53 (ftn. 1)

117 (ftn. 1)

c-.f! . „ 1

J

24 (ftn. 3)

—ttwr^xrqqfNrnf 41 (ftn. 1)

—^'tT ’5T*nq[ • 6 (ftn 6)

— ssfra: .. 47 (ftn. 2)

—flJT WTWTSfT 120 (ftn. 1)

42 (ftn. 8)

— 40 (ftn. 1). 116 (ftn. 6)

Nyaya-dipika

—

—ST Sllfw sr fRT# 273 (ftn. 7 >

Nyaya-kandali

—

—ftsrf^snwfwitfvsTO 213 (ftn. 3)

Nyaya-karnika

—

—^ 216 (ftn. 2)

— if^T^
216 (ftn. 3)

Nyaya-khandanakhadya

—

21S (ftn. 1),

4C4 (ftn. 2)

— 219 (ftn. 5)

—®ri^ ifTif^^^frJTfiCfT 220 (ftn. 2)

— 220 (ftn. 3>

N'ySyakusamSnj all-viveka

—

—ifsfir:

Nyaya-Hiavati

—

—crf^«i
286 (ftn. 3)
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Page

— wiww 386 (ftn. 2)

— 386 (ftn. i)

Nyalaloka

—

—ersT sitr^Kun^ 219

(ftn. 2)

—^nHHt tfZiITiHiat • . 219 (ftn. 1)

—
'*r5¥R IW^ivT^sr, f%

^ft • . . 219 (ftn. 3)

Nyayamanjari

—

— ix • • 47 (ftn. 5)

— €tfifcnr ^rf^yfjf tiT i37 (ftn. i)

26 (ftn. t)

—^ ’cf^^sftr 322 (ftn. 4)

— ^rfcr • • 137 (ftn 3)

—sfTwrwr w«tJwm»ra
%Rwsr • 161 (ftn. 1)

—xr^ -WfiT: ^ratwT trafsfr 129 (ftn. 3)

—'trore srn:^: s5pq<^Tnit44

(ftn. 1)— 'a^-srri^jra 147 (ftn. 3)

—Ttt«ra#!7T STTO xfH V.

’TOTmrit: •• 147 (ftn. 1)

—tRT trairriwix:ftf%: 84 (ftn. i)

NySya-prave^a-pafijika

—

— 210 (ftn. 2)

HySya-samksepa

—

. . 480 (ftn. 4)

NySyasara

—

— 3 f • • 358 (ftn. 5)

— 368 (ftn. 4)

—Wg WJRT: 155 (ftn.

4), 360 (ftn. 1)

NySyasSra-pada-pafijikS

—

— tri^ 371 (ftn. 2)

Nyayasara-vicSra

—

—^ 372 (ftn. 1

)

HySya siddhSnta-dipa

—

yfttTTtqrq • • 396 (ftn. 1)

—^4f%?nt’CfWPfW«fi 398 (ftn, 2)

Page

Nyaya-siddhSnta-mafij ari-bhasS

TTBT

^ ««w»n
482 (ftn. 6)

Nyayarsuei-nibandha

—

—sjrrxr^wl" • 133 (ftn. 3)

Nyaya Sutra

—

278 (ftn. 4)

—if 25 (ftn. 7)

—if Wi iTP^if »r 46 (ftn. 2)

—*r^»TT^W^: 46 (ftn. 2), 118 (ftn.
)

—finiT?r%?WT^T’^ 121 (ftn. 1)

121 (ftn. 1)

50 (ftn. 1)

46 (ftn. 2)

—

.

. 47 (ftn. )

rs— T«r^^?n 46 (ftn. 1)

—^jiflrfepT xr<na?T% 46 (ftn. 1),

121 (ftn. 1)

—^ f^tfiTOlSrq<T 118 (ftn. 1)

Nyaya-sutra-v^*tti

—

— 48 (ftn. 3)

Nyayarvartika

—

— TTff# • •

—’VIT 3
129 (ftn. 1)

-’insT wpinf«ij<rr i^s (ftn- 2)

-Tfrr ^NtTHfWTKflwr 124 (ftn. 4, 6)

—?ril XRTi:^ ir<«?fiT

—?n?T wTz €r finjfr g»JiW'

119 (ftn. 1)

128 (ftn. 4)

124 (ftn 6)

— ^T®fr

—if '^snsnsiiww^sffrT

(ftn. 1)

3 (ftn. 3)

511 (ftn. 2)

128 (ftn. 1)

511 (ftn. 1)

125 (ftn. 3)

— ttffwr: 116 (ftn. 1), 123

(ftn. 1)
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— 47 (ttn. 3),

125 (ftn. 1), 273 (tfcn. 3)

— • • 134 (ftn. 1

)

— • • 510 tl*“- 2)

—wHTsrizf^fl'f^if tKTfltfssnnsrw

130 (ftn. 1)

Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-tika— I

— ’S^sgsTT 128 (ftn. 2)

—'^*1 WltfTTT 47 (ftn. 4),

Its (ftn. 2)—qwurfw:

—^rrrqiwt^raraT^: • • 288 (ftn. i)

—qrr»: qi^'n(sn5=q^»HT 136 (ftn. 2)

—WT^ 137 (ftn. 2)

2), 137 (ftn. 6)

—sr §^lf<vitv qr • 280 (ftn 1)

—ft?tiTfsn?mi^mwawrR 285 (ftn. i)

—^qaqfgfiTqtif^ratiiTr • • 285 (ftn
)

— fqwRrcr: i f5rfqtmq>-

ftv«f •• •• 138 (ftn 1)

— MTqjaTrTS'Wtqi^sr^ 133 (ftn. 1)

—qrq-^l'JfrSTSR tr^ 137 (ftn. 4)

—wafa 129 (f*n- 2)

— afia • • 136 (ftn. )

Nyaya-vartika-tatparya-tika-pari -

§uddhi

—

—am: awfa 3a: gatq awi i4i

NySyavatara

—

—amr simK amp® • 268 (ftn. 2)

—amrrwqaa: tnt: . . S07 (ftn. )

Nyiyavataia-tippana

—

—im ’ar'pqfiim'r 211 (ftn. 3)
V*

,

Nyjayavatara-vivftx

—

(ftn. 1)

—T?»rt%(in^ ® •• 206 (ftn. G)

Nyaya-vindu

—

— Sirfqwq® 318 (ftn. 1)

— ® sfhniftr . 316 (ftn. 1)

—f«r»5q ^g’raf: 1
317 (ftn. 2)

— ® 508 (ftn. 3)

— . 202 (ftn. 1)

—fq^Sjfwqflft ®fq • . 358 (ftn. 3)

— qif^T 1^4 (ftn. 2)

Nyaya-vindu-tika

—

~q|® ® 316 (ftn. 1)

— srifH 3|®iraq*I 330 (ftn. 1)

— •• 3i6(ftn. 3)

Padartha-candra

—

— 460 (ftn. 1)

Pad5rtha-tattva-viveoana-pralt54a

—

— 469 (ftn. 2)

Padartha-viveka tika

—

— • 488 (ftn.)

—KPg: • • 486 (ftn.)

Padmapurana

—

— qrg’Ct t?;!® • 38 (ftn. 7)

—q<niTt®r g 17 (ftn. l), 48 (fth. I)

Pancasiddhantika

—

— 174 (ftn* I)

PSndavapurana

—

— ® • • iss (ftn. i)

— 182 (ftn. 4)

Paninas Astadhyayi

—

— wriqrr 4i (ftn. 4)

— • 25 (ftn. 2)

—jRgqrwi^ 4i (ftn 4)

PaSjikS on Syadvada-ratnSkara-

vatarikS

—

— TRI^ -

198 (ftn. 4)

Paraj§ara Samhita

—

— tl# • • 22 (ftn. 5)

Pariksamukham satikam

—

—

26 (ftn. 2)

11 (ftn. 4)

41 (ftn 4)
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Pariksamukha Sntra

—

Page

193 (ftn. 2)

— f^ifT • • 189 (ftn. 2)

189 (ftn. 1)

193 (ftn. 1)

Parivara—

— • 19 (ftn 2)

Par4vanatha-carita

—

—inR^r=«rft^K^if^

frtir? ’gawTH 197 (ftn. 3)

196 (ftn. 2)

207 (ftn. 1)

Peterson’s Report V

—

—Tf^ famsri • • 195 (ftn. 2)

— 193

(ftn. 2)

Pingala praka^ikS

—

— 392 (ftn. 2), 480

(ffcn. 2)

Prabhavakacar-^

—
—^cC5'^‘3g^^ • • 206 (ftn. 1)

. . • » 200 (ftn. 2)

Pramana-mimarhsa

—

— pJCpiilfrrfH 186 (ftn.

2), 205 (ftn. 2)

Pramana - naya - tattvalokSlan-

kSra

—

— %tr. - 202 (ftn. 3

)

— 202 (ftn. 2)

— 203 (ftn. 1)

Pramaii^asamnccayai— •

—^Tc&f^^TinW 270 (ftn. 1)

. .1 135 (ftn. 4)

irofTOfW •* 281 (ftn, 1)

—cT^ *€3r:
• • 283 (ftn. 3)

Quotations.

Page
— ^nsntmfrf •

.

277 (ftn 1)

—^tr% •

.

283 (ftn. 1)

—'grimg .. 279 (ftn. 1)

— ft?

m

282 (ftn. 2)

Pramana-vartika-kankS-—

306 (ftn. 7)

Pramana-vmii§caya

—

—sfiiirn'smitgT ^urfw

, 308 (ttn. 3)

Prameya-kamala-martanda

—

—?r«fT tmr'nnsftx: i94

(ftn 2)

—^^31% sjsflfsr 194 (ftn. 2)

Prameya-ratnakosa

—

—
!#srx;8[^rsfri'5i • • 206 (ftn. 4)

Prameya-ratnamala

—

— •• 188 (ftn. 6)

Prasanna Raghava

—

—mi
Pra^astapSda-Bhasya

—

—^iPic • • 279 (ftn. i)

— • • 282 (ftn. 1)

— • • 279 (ftn. i)

PrasSasti of Pandava-caritra

—

—^tftS)W*rf •• 211 (ftn. 2)

Fratima Nataka

—

— tEnStnffwrsfgt • • is (ftn- 2)

Pratyaksaioka

—

— 407 (ftn.

3). 456 (ftn. 1)

Ramayana

—

— • • 23 (ftn. 2)

—t|43n#5 • • 36 (ftn. 2)

— inf ’ctstg^

17 (ftn. 6)

—^ ifTf% trcfifWW^ • • 9 (ftn. 3>

RatnakaravatarikS-tippana

—

T: i(m- 198 (ftn. ,

1). 213 (ftn. 5)

ffUcf 213

(ftn. 6>
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Ratnavali

—

—if 1%^
Ratnavatarika

—

—Wm oTW-

Page

255 (ftn. 1)

147

(ftn. 5)

Rock Edicts on the rained walls of

the ancient part of Simraon

—

Sabdaloka

—

—ftg^Frq^rq

(ftn. 2)

486 (ftn.
)

—’grntri^J? 485 (ftn. 4)

^abda^aktiprakaSika

—

—Tfw gW’STi??^ •• 460 (ftn. 4)

§addar^ana-samuocaya

—

—^Tft^rftwisrr wr-
154 (ftn. 2)

147 (ftn. 6)

—§sr .

.

163 (ftn. f)

— 9K9ITSIT’iiTfti • • 209 (ftn. 1)

— ssfTtr^im^ 367 (ftn. 6)

152 (ftn. 2)

^addar^ana-samuecaya-vytti

—

gaddar^ana-vftti

—

— sarra^Tt: 357 (ftn. 4)

Syadvada-ratnakara

—

— ®)

SSmanya-dusana-dikprasSrika

—

Samkhya-bhasya—

— rm
Samgatva-praka^a

—

—^ITHT f^?ir*is?r^: 188

(ftn 1)

366 (ftn. 1)

Saptapadarthi

—

— • •

Sarvadar^anasathgraha

—

. . . 341 (ftn 3)

—iril^wrcwmt =?r

374 (ftn. 2)

Page

—sr^ tWTT?!^ 399 (ftn. 2)

—tr TRn’tt^ 274 (ftn.

)

—fhirTW^Tfnifm • • 398 (ftn. 1)

—WF’gwrf^imrrTr 399 (ftn. i)

Satika Utpada-siddhi-prakarana

—

(A) Saying

—

— • • 455 (ftn. 3)

Siddha - Hema - Sabdanui§asana-br“

hat-tika

—

— <Tlfw: 193 (ftn 4)

Siddha-jayanti-carita-tika

—

—snTtramKsffranf^fir trai

160 (ftn. 3)
-s

Skandapurana

—

—aftcw: ^sr 17 (ftn 21, 48

(ftn 2), 37 (ftn. 3)
Slokavartika

—

—»rTrr^r6'%it[ • • 287 (ftn. 3)

—'3t«5^r^T5R?TT^
. . . . 288 (ftn.

)

&okavartika-tika

—

— •• 282 ( ftn. 1)

^raddha - prati - kramana - sufra -

vptti

—

—fin^itid*i<4(T »i(T wirfir

wmasw affigtj • 214 (ftn. 2)

Sragdhara-stotra-tika

—

519 (ftn. 3)

Sthanahga Sutra

—

— uri^ -q^ ••

— -q^ . - 163 (ftn. 2)

— ^ wm • *

—^irmw • • i6i (ftn. 5)

Subodhini

—

— ‘ifqftftq liqrrq'qp'iT’^Tq

(ftn 3)

—-tirlxfw
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Sukhabodhika-tikS to

Page
Kalpa

sutra

—

— AAT Z72 (ftn. 1)

Sukti-muk tavail

—

134 (ftn. 6)

Su4ruta SamhitS

—

—AlA^rTfiCSIATinAT 24 (ttn. 4)

2< /t‘"

Sutrakrtanga

—

—A%Z®WTA A fA'CT irftA AAft-

162 (ftn. 2)

Sutrakftanga-niryukti

—

— ** 167 (ftn. 1)

Sveta4vataropanisad

—

10 (ftn 3)

• • 9 (ftn. 6)

Syadvadamafijari—
212 (ftn. 4)

SySdvSda-ratnSkara vatarika

—

329 (ftn. 4)

— AA'AgK: gA^TA 331 (ftn. 7)

—AATfATPTAA 166 (ftn. 1)

—TrATA A AAA A 2U (ftn. 5)

Taittiriya Aranyaka—
— AJAA^fAAZ^ • 23 (ftn. 1

Tarkabhasa

—

—$55;^«5inFf iTtSfl* 218 (ftn. 4)

217 (ftn 4)

TarkabbSsS-praka^a

—

_f3iar*r wwriisr'

Tarkakaumtidi

—

381 (ftn. 1)

—AAT at AfilASfAAtT • • 395 (ftn. 1)

TarkSmyta

—

—^HWta • • 394 (ftn. 1)

Tarkasaibgraba—

388 (ftn. 3)

—PtATA fAAA • • 388 (ftn. 4)

—ASsft ’ATAAIWTfA f*A'^ AAAAA'

234 (ftn. 3)

Page
Tarkikaraksa

—

— 376 (ftn.

1). 376 (ftn. 1}

373 (ftn. 2)

— • • 379 (ftn. 2)

—?r«jr ^ ’SIKfiB, KRl^lfaifilj^T:

370 (ftn. 1)

— • • 377 (ftn. i)

— 378 (ftn. Z)

—AT# Am^snrSTI^ • 375 (ftn. 1)

—
5r«!T^: fW ITAm ftlA: 374 (ftn. 1)

— ATATAArsr® • • 379 (ftn. 3)

— AIAT • • 378 (ftn. 2)

—ATTfAA'^PltAT^ • • 376 (ftn. 2)

—AIlfA 376 (ftn. 3)

—AIAATSirrAAir: Am . . 376 (ftn. 4)

Tattvaeintamani

—

fAATTAfAti • • 407 (ftn. 4)i

—Af^AWJATarAAAtti^ 507 (ftn. 1)

Tattvacintamam-darpanam

—

— 485 (ftn. 2)

— •• 467 (ftn. 1)

—TRt ^57 (ftn. 3)

—AA AmwrfmS ATA 486 (ftn. 3)

—ftfAAAAAAT • • ’457 (ftn. 2)

Tattvacintamani-rahasya

—

~A(moiAfV«ATAg 467 (ftn, 3)

Tattvacintamani-tika

—

—aFnErl;^ • * 466 (ftn. 4)

TattvacintSmanySloka

—

—AfVfA aiAttA • - 466 (ftn. 2)

TattvartkMhigaxna Sutra

—

—AgftvfAiA^ • 170 (ftn.
;
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Page

170'

(ftn. 2)

— ftwTT

iWlt^STT • 168 (^tn. 3)

— • • l*^! 1)

-« ?mr WT 5iii^^r¥i?Tifn?WT«TT .

.

170 (ftn.)

Tattviirtha tika

—

—wi trr«[^sfr4^in!r^: • • 182 (ftn 2)

Tiiioka Sam

—

— • • 159 (ftn. 1)

Tn-»utri (nibandha-vyakhya)

Udanam

—

— 229 (ftn. 2)

Upad©4a naSla tika

—

—ftm: «f%-

f^idflf^STnj • • 192 (l*n- 2)

Upade^a mSlauVi^esa Vptti

—

— 206 (ftn. 4)
<N*

Upade^a mala v^tti

—

—
UpasakSdhyayaoa

—

^TW^cftJTfi • * 183 (ftn. 2)

Uttaradhyayana byhadv^tti-

— 5Tirtlrf%-

VaiiSesika Sutra—
—'^rn&fs^^iiwtsw

Vai^esika Sutropaskara

—

—^rrwiT ?(5# •

Vakyapadiya

—

Vasava datta

—

Vedanta Sutra

—

—^XTfX’iPfT^T?Sf»fr?i»rWT

VicSra sSra prakarana—

— ?r ••

Visnu purSna

—

—fT^TWt%^ %
sfck.'vc

Vfhatsvayambhu purSna—

—Tamcm^ iTJTOt ^

Yajnavalka Samhit'^

—

—lafw
1 -N C—^cEfKT ^

Page

197 (ftn. 4)

279 (ftn. 1)

458 (ftn. 4)

187 (ftn 3)

123 (ftn 2)

37 (ftn 2)

173 (ftn. 2)

44 (ftn. 2).

456 (ftn. 3)

519 (ftn 4)

6 (ftn. 2)

22 (ftn 6)

as (ftn. 5)
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Akevala jnSna (defective know*

ledge) . . . 161 (£tn. 5*2)

Akftabby§gama (gain of un-

merited action) . . 99, 101

Aksapada dar^ana (the philo-

sophy of Ak^apSda) . . 48

Akhyati (non-manifestation) 134

Agni (fire god) .. ‘19
AnkabhidhSna (distinctionary of

numbers) . . 16 (fin. 1)

Ajiva (soul-less) . 168

Aja-bhaga (the unborn part) . . 2

AjfiSna (ignorance) . . 84, 269

Anuloxna sambhSsi^ (congenial

debate) . . 29

Anulomaitta (propitiating the

authority)
. 163

Anuvada (re-inciiTcation) . . 108^

AtikrSntaveksana (retrospection) 25

Aticchandas (a kind of metre)
,

15

AtivySpti (being too wide) . 403

Atita kala (mistimed) . , . . 35

Atita vakya (irrelevant talk) . . 264

AtideiSa (extended application) . . 25

Atta (soul) . 127 (ftn.)

Atyanbabhava (absolute negation)

97 (ftn. 1), 189. 203, 394

Adrsta (desert) 143^, 143 (ftn. 1)2, 144

Adosodbhavana (allegation of an

unmerited action) . . . . 136

Adrikalpa (like a rock) . . 273

Adharma (demerit) .. 371,389

Adhika (saying too much) 84, 261, 269

Adhikarana (subject) . . . . 25

Adhikarana (hj’pothetioal dogma) 59

Adhikarana (cases for settlement) 229«

Adhikarana (locus) . . . . 415

Adhikarana - samatha - dhamma
(rules for the settlement of cases) 230^

Page

Adhikarana siddhanta (conclu-

sion accepted hypothetically) . . 259

Adhicca-samuppannika ( fortuitou s

origmists) . . . 229

Adhyatma vidya (spiritual science) 4

Adhvaryu (pnest) . . .14
Anadhyavasaya (uncertainty) . 201

Anadhyavasita or Anupasaihhara

(non-tried) . . . 366

AnanubhSsana (silence) 84, 261, 269

Ananvaya (unconnected) 179, 297, 314

Ananuyojya (non-censurabls) . . 3S

AnSgataveksana. (anticipation) . . 25

Anapanna (not guilty) . . 231

Anarsa (non-saintly) . . . . 359

Anitya (non-eternal) . . 284 28 5*^

Antya-saraa (balancing the non-

eternal) . . . . . . 67

Anindnya-nibandhana (not through

sense-organs) . . ,,201

Anirvacaiilya-khyati (manifesta-

tion of the utidefinable) 131>

AnMcita (uncertain) . • • 293

Anugata dharma (common pro-

perty) , . . . ' “^^32

Anugama (generalisation) 403 429

Anutpatti-sama (balancing the non-

produced) .. 67,268 289,

Anupaiambha (voidness of the

world) . . . * • • 141^

Anupaiabdhi (imperceptible) 190,

203,258, 281, 311, 332, 453. 589

Anupalabdhi-sama (balancing the

non-perception) . . . . 67

Anupalabdhi-hetu (relation of nega-

tion) .. •• ..318

Anupalabh^^a pramanya-vSda (in-

validity of non-perception) . . 414

AnupasamhSr! (non-exclusiveness) 438

Anubhava (experience) 389"^, 395
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Page
Anubbuti (appieinenaion; . . 393-2

Anumata (assent; ..26
Anumana (inference) 23^', 27^, 28,

32, 33, 50, 54, 130, 162^ 169, 1762,

189, 192, 201. 209 (fm. 1), 216, 219,

221, 229, 310. 259, 264, 265. 266,

259, 277,’280, 298, 348, 368, 359,

360, 36P, 376^ 383, 3872, 389, 390,

393*^, 394^, 395, 398, 407 440

Anumana khan(Ja (chapter on in-

ference) . . . , , 419

Anumana parik»a (eicamination of

inference) . . . . 327

Anumana bhaaa (semblance of

inference) . . . 298

Anumiti (inferential knowledge)

384, 3892, 397, 419, 435, 510

Anumiti nirupana (determination

of inferential knowledge) . . 419

Anumeya (inferred) .. .. 282

Anuyoga (interrogation)
^

33, 234

AnuyogI (a thing in a particular re-

lation to another) . .
‘

. . 403<^

Anuyogita (quality of being in a

particular relation) , . . . 403

Anuyojya (censurable; . . 33

Apuloma (regular form j . , 235

Anubandba (adjunct) . . .27
AnuvadSdhikarana (a case in which

one party accuses another party

of the violation of a rule of good

conduct).. .. .. 229

Anuvijjaka (judge or umpire) . . 231-^

Annvyavasaya (self-consciousness)

418. 445, 471. 472, 473

Anuvyavasaya vada (doctrine of

self-consciousness) . . * . 418

Anustubh (a kind of metre) . . 275

Anekanta (uncertain; , . .. 25

Anaikanta (erratic, . . . 438

AnaikSntika (uncertain) 178, 313, 365

Antarvyapti (intrinsic inseparable

connection 177, 178, 202. 268 (ftn. 2;

Andbakara-vipratipatti (eontro-

' versy on darkness) . 397

Page
Anyathikhyati (eaverse manifes-

tation) .. .. 139,140

Anyathakhyati (invalid know-
ledge) , . . . . . 409-^

Anyathasiddhi (conditionality) 399

(ftn. 1). 403

Anyamata pariksa (examination

of contemporaneous philosophi-

cal doctrines) . 49, 51, 497

Anyapoha (mutual non-existence) 184

Anyendriyatitartha - darsana - pu-

riisa-pariksa (examination of

the soul which sees thmgs beyond
the range of senses) . . . . 327

Anyonyabhava or Anyapoha
(mutual non-existence) 184, 394

Anvaya (affirmation) . . , , 361

Anvaya-vyatireki (affirmative-ne-

gative) , . . . 180, 361

Anvaya-vyatireki anumana (affirm-

ative-negative inference) . . 434

Anvaya-vyapti (affirmative insep-

arable connection) .. *• 361

Anvayi udaharana (homogeneou*5

example) . . . . 259

Anvayi (exclusively affirmative)

130, 191, 862,437

Anvita-^akti-vadimata (opinion ot

those who hold the power of con-

nected words) . • . - 397

AnvitSbhidhana-valda (expression

of the connected) . . . . 147

Ap (water/ . . . . 3932

Apakar'ja-sama (balancing the de-

ficit) .. .. 67,261

Apadeiia (specification) .. 25

Apara 5tma (individual soul) .. 371

Apavarga (exception) 25, 876, 382

Apavarga nirupana (nature of

emancipation) . . . . 397

Apasiddhanta (deviating from the

tenet) . . . . 84, 269

Aparthaka (incoherent) 84, 117,

loO, 269. 26

i

Apurva vadah (doctrine of merit

and dement) . . 440
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Page

^pektia (luter-reiation) 117, U8(ftn 3)

Apoha (negation of the opposite)

132^. 1432, 14J^. 276,287.3392,345

Apratipatti (not understanding an

argument) .. .. 13‘6

Apratibha (non-ingenuifey) 84, 261 2C9

Apratibhana (non-ingenuity) .. 137

Apradar4ifca vyatireka (fallacy of

separation lunshoirn) . , ISO

Apradar^ifcanvaya (fallacy of con-

nection unshown) . 179, 316

Aprama (error) 138, 389, 3952, 4092, 410

Aprayojaka (inadmissible) 399 (ftn. 1)2

Aprapta kala (inopportune) 65i 84,

281, 269

Ap’apti sama (balancing the mu- ,

tual absence) 87, 261, 268, 288

Abadhita vi^yatvam (object of

the sign not being incompatible) 378

Abhava (non-existence) 56, 95, 97^

97 (ftn. 1), 170, 184=2, 203, 219,

370, 386, 3892, 3932, 394S, 396,

397, 402, 415

Abhava vada (doctrine of non-exis-

, tence) . . . 416

Abhinibodha or Mati (knowledge

of existing things acquired

through the senses and the mind)

161 (ftn. 5)

Abhihitanvaya vada (connection

of the expressed) . . . . 147

Abhyanujfia (admission) 35

Abhyupagama (implied dogm4) , . '69

Abhyupagama siddhanta (con-

clusion assumed) . . . . 259

Abhranta (devoid of error) 310

Amudha-vinaya (settlement for the

insane) . . . . # . 230

Ayukta (erroneous) . . * . 359

Ayogi-pratyaksa (ordinary percep-

tion) .. .. ..360
Artha (object) . . 373, 375, 382

Artha vada (description) . . 108^

Arthasya smaranam (recollection

of a thing) , . . 444

Page

Arthantara (shitting the topic) 85,

84, 269

Arthapatti (presumption) 26, 33,

56 95,370,387,4352,453

Arthapatti sama fbalanemg the

presumption) 67, 269, 289

Arhat (one freed from all faults or

obstructions) .
. .

. . 201

Alaukika pratyaksa (transcenden-

tal perception) . . . 412

Avagraha (distinguishing) 201. 201

(ftn. 1)

Avacehinna (detennined) . . 404

Avacchedaka (that which deter-

mines) . . . . ^ 404

Avadhi (knowledge of things be-

yond the range of perception)

161 (ftn. 5), 169 (ftn 1)

Avadhi jftana (limited knowledge) 201

Avayava (member of the syllogism)

49, 51, 52, 60, 105, 203, 336, 3592,

377s, 2582,'- 333. 497, 502% 374,

375. 381, 436% 487 (ftn 1)

Avayavin (whole) . lOo. 333

Avarnya sama (.balancing the un-

questionable) 67, 261, 268, 289

Avasarpaui kaJa (period ot involu-

tion) . . . • • 1®^

Avaya (arriving at) . . . . 201

Avijnatartha (the unintelligible)

84, 261, 269

Avidya (ignorance) .. 371,387-^

Avinabhava (pervasion) 189, 36!,

376% 400. 509

Avi^esa sama (balancing the non-

difference) ‘

Avyatireki (unseparated) . . 180

Avyaya (indeclinable) HO (ftn. 1)

Avyayi-bhava (indeclinable com-

pound) .

,

Avyapti (non-pervasive)

AvySpti (being too narrow)

Avyaptyabhidhaiia (non-pe i*vasive

example)
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Page

Asakkaitta (taking some time in

making oneself ready) .. 163

Asiddha (unproved) .

.

. 362

Asti (it IS existence) .

.

. . 184

A4vinikumara& (the twin gods) 14

Asat (absent) .. 284«

Asat khyati (manifestation of the

unreal) . 139

Asatab sajjayate (effect springs up

from nothing) . . 140

Asat pratipaksatvam (there being

no counterbalancing sign) .. 378

Asamavayi^ karana (non-material

cause) 383, 390

Asadhananga vacana (improper

reason) .

.

.. 136

Asadharana (not general) 294, 438

Asiddha (unproved) 178, 293, 313,

438, 4392

Asiddhi (absence of proof) . . 438

Asu (breath, life) 2

Aham (ego) .. 245

Ahamkara (ego) . . 245 (ftn. 2)^

Ahetu (fallacy) . . 34, 512

Ahetu sama (balancing the non-

reason) .. .. 67, 261,268

Akank^a (expectancy) . . 447

AkSnkbS vadah (expectancy) . . 447

Aka4a (ether) 106, 210, 265

Ak^pa (refutation) . , . . 43

Akhyata (verbal suffix) 447, 453

Akhyatavada (doctrine of verbal

suffix) . . . , . . 453

Agama (verbal testimony) 162, 170,
'

180, 1922, 201, 203, 215,210,221,

250. 266 , 264, 265, S58, 359, 360,

370«, 370 (ftn. 1)

Agamakhya pramapa nirnaya (de-

termination of the nature of va-

lid knowledge derived from ver-

bal testimony) . . * . 200

Agamibhftsa (fallacy of verbal tes-

timony) ... ..193
AeSra (practice)- , . , . 249

AcSrya (head ef the church) , . 223

Page

Atman (soul) . . 2,3, 278

Atma-khyati (manifestation of the

soul) . . . . . . 138

Atma-vidya (the science of soul) 4^^

Atma sambandha (concerning

one’s self) . . . . 264

Atma (soul) 4,5, 146, 204, 126«, 127

(ftn.)*, 219*, 371*, 3762, 382, 386,

3933, 394

Adityas (a group of gods) . . 15

Ade^a (substitution) . . . . Ill

Adheya ^akti (power of the con-

tent) . . . . . . 397

Apviksiki (the science of logic) 1,

42, 38, 39, 402, 152

Anviksiki vidya (the science of

logic) . . . . 49, 602

Apattadhikarana (case in which a

monk has actually transgressed

an established lule of gooi con-

duct) .. .. .. 229

Apanno (guilty) . . . . 231

Apia vakya (reliable assertion) . . 460

Aptopade^a (reliable assertion) 27 ,

28, 51

Abhasa (fallacy) . . 188, 192, 203

Arya (reliable person). . . . 56

Aryas (the civilised) .. 107

Arsa (gaintiy) . . . . 359

Alambana (objects of thought) , . 322

Alaya (ego) , . 245 (ftn. 2)'*“

Alaya vijhsna (the abiding cogni-

tion, or ego) 146, 245 , 245 (ftn. 1)

A<5ank^ (questioning the validity

of the instance) ... .. 16T

Abanka pratisedha (meeting the

question) ..167
A4raya-h!na (supportless) .. 369*

A4raySsiddha (unproved in respect

of the abode) .. 363,439

A4rayaika d^Ssiddha (unproved in

respect of a part of the abode) 363

Asattih (contiguity) . . . . 447*

Asrava (action) , . . . 168

A8ana(seat) . . . . 233
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Page

j;.harana (complete example) 163,

221, 234

Aharana-tadde^a (limited example) 1632

Ahnika (diurnal portion) . . 46

Itaretara (mutually aggregative

compound) . , 462

Itaretarabhava (mutual non-exist-

ence) . . . . . . 203

Indra (lord of gods) . , . , 142

Indriya (senses) .. 11, 375, 382

Indriya nibandhana (through

' sense-organs) . . . . 201

Indriya pariksS (examination of

the sense-organs) , . . . 326

Ista-vighata-krtviruddha ( implied

contradiction) . . . 315

Isvara (God) . . 122, 143, 156

li^vara pariksa (examination of

God) .. .. 326 (ftn )

Isvara bhanga (non-existence of

God) .. .. ..150
I^varanumanam (inference of

God) . . . . . 442

Iha (inquiring) , . • . 201

Ukthadi-gana (a group of words

beginning with Uktha) 41, 41 (ftn 5)

IJcchanna-pracchannavada (doc-

trine of the sound as destroyed

or concealed) . , . . 448

Uceheda-vada (annihilationism) . . 228

XJtukkhana (naming the season) . . 233

XJtkarea sama (balancing the

excess) .. .. 67, 261

Uttara (rejoinder) .. 27,32,51

Uttara (posterior) .. 190,191^

Uttara-paksa (reply) . . . . 26

Uttara-vahini (flowing towards the

north) .. .. 519 (ftn. 6)

Utpatti (origination) .. ..219
Utsarpam kala (

period of evolution) 1 58

XJdaka (water) . . . . 233

Udaharaigia (example) 60, 119, 121,

191, 221, 259, 2642, 266, 268, 359^

368, 437^, 502S, 504^

Page

Udaharanabhasa (fallacious exam-

ple) . . . . . . 368

Uddesa (enunciation) . . 25, 53

Uddhara (citation) . . . . 25

TJpade^a (instruction) . . 25

TJpanaya (application) 27, 32, 60,

1192, 119 (ftn. 1), 120* 122, 176,

191, 202, 203, 234, 236, 266, 370,

4372, 437 (ftn. 1), 501, 602, 610

TJpanyasopanaya (anecdote used as

an example) . - . . 163

XJpapatti sama (balancing the der

monstration) . . 67 , 26R

Upamana (comparison) 25, 50, 51,

64, 125, 162, 170, 221, 259, 265,

266, 268, 287-, 359, 3842, 3372, 389,

3932, 3942, 407, 443,450

XJpamana-khanda (section of com-

parison) .. . .. 443

Upamiti (comparative knowledge)

3802, 443

Gpanisad kalpita atma pariksS (ex-

amination of the Upanisad-

doctnne of the soul) . . 326

Upalabdhi (perception) . . 190

Gpalabdhi sama (balancing the

perception) . . 67, 280

Upasarga (preflx) . . . . 453

Upasarga vada (doctrine of^ pree

fixes) . . . . . . 453

ITpadhi (condition) 14CK\ 376, 376

(ftn. 4), 378, 384, 3902. 3^ (ftn.

1),400, 428,431'

Upadhi mana (conditional) 390 (ftn. T).

Bpadhi vada (doctrine of- the con-

ditional middle term) . . 431

Upaya (favourable oonditiGn) , . 27

Upaiambha (attrifeuticn of cen-

sure) .. .
-.35

Upasaka (devotee) 304, 334, 335, 330

Upaaana (prayer) .. ,.24
Uposatha (Buddhist sabbath) 2322, 233^

Ubhaya partksa (examiimtibn of

bath) .. •• y
Ubhaya vikaia (defective in both) 369
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Page

Ussakkaitha (gaining enthn^siasm) 163

Orddhvata (heterogenonsl 192

Uha (argumentation
|

. ..189
Dhya (ellipsis) . 25

Rju-sutra (straight method of des-

cription) 161 (ftn. 1), 170. 171,

181,21b

BJu-sufcrabhasa (fallaey of the

straight) . . 2(»3

Bsi-yna (debt to -^ages) 102 (ftn. 1)

Rsi (sage) . 56, 107

Elkacca sassatika - ekaeca - asassa -

tika (eteQiahst-iion-eteriialists) 228

Eklnta (certain) . . .25
Evambhuta. (sueh-hke) 161 (ftn.

4). 17P, 181, 216

Evambliiitabbasa (fallaey of the

such-like) . , . 204

Aitihya (tradition) 23^, 32, 33, 51,,

56, 95, 370, 387, 453

Opamma-samsandana (a case

presented through analogy) . 238

Oiii namah ^ivaya (hail, obeisance

to Siva) . . . . , 155

Ovada (arrangement) . . . 233

Aupameya (comparison! 27, 32, 33, 51

A upanisadakalpitatma-pariksa (ex-

amination of the soul according

to the upanisads) . . 325 (ftn.)

Aupadhika (ceditional) .. 384

Ausadha (medicine) . . . . 34

Katha (discourse) ol, 62, 236, 370, 378-2

Kapila-kalpitatma-pariksa (exami-

nation of Kapila's doctrine of

the soul) . .326 (ftn. 326

Karana (instrument) 27^, 3822, 390, 445
Karma (work) . . ... 3
Karma (rituals) . . . , 22

Karma (action) 27, 32, 279, 287,

3262, .375, 382, 3872, 388, 389,

393^ 3942, 395

Page
Karma (merits and dements) 127,

204, 245

Karmadharaya (descriptive com-

potuid) . . . . 452

Karma-phala sambandha - pariksa

(examination of the relation be-

tween karma and its effect) . . 326

Karma !§abdartha pariksa (exami-

nation of the meaning of the

word karma) . 326

Kalpana (reflection) 125, 129, (ftn.

3)-, 32)

Kavi (poet) . ..185
Karaka (case) . . . . 447

Kaya-vinnana (tactual perception) 227

Karana {o&n^e) 189, 190-, 191-,

382^ 390, 511

Karanata-vicara (examination of

causality) . . . 397

Karana-dosa (defect of arguing) . 163

Karana - viruddha - karyopalabdhi

(perception of effect contrary to

its cause) . 312

Karana-viruddhopalabdhi (per-

ception contrary to the cause). . 312

KSranSnupalabdhi (non-percep-

tion of the cause) . . , . 312

Karya (action) . . . . 27

Karya (causality) . . . . 134

Karya (effect) 180, 190^ 19P. 140,

258, 280, 311, 332, 382, 390. 508

KSrya-karana (causal relation) . 140^

Karya- karana-bhava (causality) . 400

Karya-phala (effect) . , .27
Karya-yoni {material cause )

. . 27

Karya-viruddhopaiabdhi (percep -

tion contrary to the effect) . 3U
Karya sama (balancing the effect)

67, 1352, 135 (ftn. 4), 268, 289

K5i:ya-hetu (relation of effect) . 318

Karyanupalabdhi '{non-perception

of effect) . ..311

Karyabhinirvftti (the aggregate

of resources for the accomplish-

ment of an action). . 263, 27®

KSla (time) 27, 106, 219, 393*
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Page

Kaiatraya-pa^k^a(examlnatlon of

the three tmies) 327

Kalatita (mistimed) <h3, 115 {ftn

3). 307 (ftn. 1)

Kalatyayopadista or -badhita

(mistimed or mcompatihle) 3&7

Kiccadhikarana (case relating to

the formal procedure of an ec-

clesiastical act) . 230, 232

Kutarkika (quibhler) . . 273

Kumara-pafiha [PaU) (novice’s

question) . 16 (ftn. 1)

Knrvad-rupatva (causing activity) 404

K^-ta (produced) . . . 286

Kytaka (product) . . . . 284

Kyta-liani (loss of merited action)

90, 101

Kiittika (constellation) . 14

Kecit (some) . . . . 396

Kevala (absolute) . . 169 (ftn 1), 17o

Kevala-jfiana (absolute knowledge)

160, 161, (ftn. 5)

Ivevala-vyatireki (exclusively ne-

gative) . . . . 361

Kevala-vyatirekyanumana (exclu-

sively negative inference) 4342

Kevalanvayi (exclusively affirma-

tive) . .. ..361
KevalSnvayanumana (exclusively

affirmative inference) . .
434<J

Kevalin (one who has attained ab-

solute knowledge) . . . . 160

Ke^i (a presiding deity) . .
1*6

Kosa (dictionary) . . . . 450

Kaivarta (fisherman) . . . 334

Kriya (action) .. 129 (ftn. 3)2

&iyS (verb) . . . . 447

Ksana-bhanga (momentariness)

1432, 145, 149, 339

Ksanikatva (momentariness) 121, 219

Ksanika-vada (doctrine of momen-
tariness) . . 52 , 1 2 1 , 262

Ksanika-vadin (upholder of the

doctrine of momentariness) . . 121

Ksatrasya ksatram (strength of the

k^triya) * . . . 3

Page

K-iti (earth) 3932

Khanika-katha (doctrine of imper-

manence) . . 239

Khvati-viinana (potential know-

ledge) . . 245

Gana-dhara (leader ot the

•^en.bly) 100

Gavaya (bos gavaeus) , 384

Gutia (qualitv) 27, 31, 129 (ftn

32), 279 , 287 , 375, 382 . 3862 387^.

388, 389. 394?. 395

Guna-guui-bheda-bhanga (a sub-

stance is not distinct from its

qualities) . .145
Guna-4abdartha-pariksa (examina-

tion of the meaning bf the w'ord

Guna) . . . . . . 326

Guru (preceptor) . . .216
Guru-daksina (preceptor’s fee) . . 458

Gautami-vidya (Gotamide science) 20

Ghana-vififiana (olfactory percep-

tion) . . . 227

Cakkhu-vi56ana (ocular percep-

tion) , . 227, 227 (ftn. 3)

Caksuh (eye) . • • 1 1 ^

Can-li {Ohineae) (right or justice) 40

Caiukka - naya - samsandana (case

presented through the four-fold

method) . . . 239

Candra-kQpa (Candra’s well) .. 335

Cikitsa (the science of medicine). . 39

.
Ce'-'ta (muscular movement) . 370

Cesta (gesture) .
. ^

453

Cuditaka (defendant) . . . . 231

Codaka (complainant) • . 231

Codana (complaint) . * .^231

Caitya (tower) ..

Uhanda (vote by proxy) - 233

Chandas (prosody) . . • . 343

Chandaih danami (1 give authori-

ty) . . . . • • 233

Chandam me Srocehi (do ye <'On-

40
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Page

vey my authority to the coun- 1

cil) . . • • • • 233

Chaudaih me hara (do ye receive

my authority) . . . . 233 1

Chaia (quibble) 23, 34, 52, 65, 162,

212,221,234 (ftn. 2), 258, 366, '!

359, 374, 375 , 381 y

Jagat-5vabhSva-pariksa (examina-
,

tiou of the nature of the world) 326

Jagati (a kind of metre) * . 15

Jana«^ruti (rumour) . . . 463

Jalpa (wrangling) 23, 31, 51, 62,

62. 63, 258, :157» 359, 370, 374,

375, 379, 381

Jalpa-vitanda (wrangling and cavil) 104

Jati (analogue) 51^, 52, 65, 135

J5ti (genus) 129 (ftn. 3)^, 219, 212,

258 259, 288^, 276, 316, '(ftn. 1),

315 366, 357, 370. 374, 376, 381

Jati-^akti - vadi - tantatika-mata

(power in generality as main-

tained by Tantatikaa) . . 397

Jatyuttara (analogous rejoinder) 119

Jijnasa (inquiry) . . 33 * 122

Jina (conqueror of passions) 158, 159

Jivha-viuhana (gustatory percep-

tion) . . . • • • 227

Jiva (soul) . . . . 168, 181

Jhata (example) . . . . 163 ’

JnSna (knowledge) 22, 3, 161* 161

(ftn. 5)

Jnana-karmarsamuiccaya (aggre-

gate of knowledge and action).. 397

Jfiana-kanda (section on know-

ledge) .. ••

Ji5anariaksana (imagination) . . 140

JEana-laksana (intercourse whose

character is knowledge) . . 412

HSa (rsSans. fMia) (example)

To! (school) 52

Takka {PraJc.) (debate)

Takki (argumentationist)

Takkika (logician)

m- Tajjata-dosa (defeat arising from a

. , 233 disputant being agitated in

ive mind) . . . . . . 163

. . 233 Tatpurusa (determinative com-

62, pound) . . . . * • 452

66, Tattva-juana (right knowledge) . . 138

375 , 381 .Tattva-vyakhyana (explanation of

truth) . . . * • • 269

Tathata (suehness) . . . . 255
ld) 326

Tadutpatti (effect) .. ..608

463
Tantra-yukti (terms of scientific

g2
argument) . . . . 24^

Tarka (debate) 23, 37, 38, 52, 61,

,379, 381 1)>

Ivil) ' 104 244, 258. 359, 374, 375, 381, 427,

2, 66, 135

212, Tarka-pungava (bull in discus-

sion) . . • • ' • 272

,376,381 Tarka-vidya (logic) .. 7,40

aata TarkSbh asa (falJacy of argumenta-

lain- tion) .. • ..193

397 Tarkin (logician) .. ..38
sr) 119 Tassa papiyya sika (settlement

33 » 122 with the prospect of further in-

158, 159 quiry) . . • . . . 230

rcep- Tatparya (intention) .. 148,448

227 Tadatmya (inherence). . 508

168, 181 Tadatmyabhava (negation of iden-

. . 163 tity) . . * • 1^

.,161 Tarkika (logician) 37, 244^

(ftn. 5) Tina-vatthaaraka (settlement by

iggre- covering over with grass) • - 230

ion). . 397 Tipitaka or Pitakattaya (the three

know- baskets of Buddhist teachings) 226

,, 3942 Tiryak (homogeneous) • 1^2

. . 140 Tirthahkara (builder of a landing

whose place in the sea of existence) .. 158

.. 412 TusSnala (penetenfciary rite of

putting an end to one^s life in a

le) .. 163 slow fire).. - •• 1^2^

526 (ftn- 1)
Tfisjaim bhava (speechlessness) .. 13/

162, 227 Tirsjia (lust) ..371

,21 ,
227* Tejas (light) . . • •

227, 2292 Trayi (the three Vedas) . • ^
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Page
Trasarenu (triad or tertiary com-
pound) . . . . . . 1062

Tripitaka or Pitakatraya (three

baskets of Buddhist teachings) 226

Triputi - pratyaksa - vadin (sup-

porter of triangular perception) 418

Trividha-parah (three classes of

respondents) ..
'

.. 29

Damsana {Prah,) (philosophy) 5 (ftn. 6)

.Darlana (Philosophy) 5, 5 (ftn. 5),

6, 162

Da^avayava-vSkya (syllogism of

ten parts) . , ..166
Dassana (Palt) (philosophy) 5 (ftn, 6)

Dik (space) . . . . 3932

Digambara-parikalpita-atma - par -

Iksa (examination of the Bigam-

bare Jaina doctrine of the soul) 326

Dinara (the Boman coin denarius)

4o (ftn. 2)

Busta-vakyanusarana (adoption of

a fallacious reason) . . . . 259

Duhkha (pain) 132, 371 , 3762, 382

Duhkha-satya (misery as a pain)

127 (ftn. )

Du^ana (refutation) . . 181, 298, 315

Du^nabhasa (semblance of a refu-

tation) .. 181,298

D4rsta;nta (familiar instance) 27, 32,

62, 59, 128, 128 (ftn. 4), 167, 1762,

177, 1912, 203, 2682, 265, 268 (ftn.

2), 286, 290, 359, 374, 375. 381, dOl^

Bfstantabhasa (fallacy of exam-

ple) .. .. 178,193

Deva-jrna (debt to gods) 102 (ftn. 1)

Desa (place) . . 27, 219

Do^ (defect) . . 163 , 375, 382

Dravya (substance) 27, 31*129 (ftn.

3), 219, 279, 287, 373, 375, 382,

386. 3872, 388, 389, 3933, 3942, 395

Dravya (cause) . . . . 171

Dravya-padartha-parlksS (exami-

nation of the meaning of the

word substance) . . . , 326

DravySstikaya (a group of sub^

stance) . . . . , . 216

Page

Dvandva (aggregative compound) 452

Dvatrim^adakSra- 4rauta - yutaya

(the thirty-two forms of set argu-

ment) . . 42

Dvigu (numeral compound) .. 462

Dvividha-sambhasa (two kinds of

debate) .
29

Dvyanuka (dyad or binary corn-

pound) .

.

ice, 442

Bhammata (law) 500 (ftn i)

Dharma (duty) .. 38

Dharma (predicate) ,

.

190, 290

Dharma (doctrine) .. 3052

Dharma (merit) .. 371

Dharma*putra (foster son) .. 208

Dharmin (subject) . . 290

DhStu (root) 447, 453

Dhatu-vadah (doctrine of roots)

Dharana (recollecting) .. 201

Dharani (numonics) .

.

. 304

Dhvaihsa (destruction) .. 219

Naya (method of comprehending

things from particular stand-

points) 168, 174, 1812, 182, 2032,

215,2162, 218

Nayatma-svarupa-nirnaya (deter-

mination of the nature of one-

sided knowledge) . . • • 200

Hayabhasa (fallacy of Nava) . . 203

Nava-dharma (nine sacred works)

242 (ftn. 3)

Nantariyaka (non-co-presence) . . 604

Nama (name) 129 (ftn. 3)2, 171

Nama (crude word) .

.

Nama (valid knowledge)

Narada (a celestial sage)

NSsti (it is not, non-existence)

Nih^reyasa (suramum bonum)

Nigamana (conclusion) 27, 32, 42.

60, U92
. 167, 176, 191, 202, 203,

237, 266 , 268 , 370, 437^, 501, 602

Niggaha (a=San8, nigraha) (defeat)

234, 234 (ftn, 2), 236

447

161

14

184

54
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Page

Nigraha (defeat) .. .. ol

Nigraba-doaa (defect of under-

standing) . .
'

• 163

Nigraha-sthana (point of defeat)

36, 44, 61% 52, 66, 66, 136, 136

(ftn. 1), 160 , 212, 258. 259. 264,

268f 269, 356, 357, 359, 370, 374.

376, 379, 381

Nitya (eternal) . . . . 285^

Kitya-sama (balancing the eternal)

67, 269

NidSna (the introductory part of

the Fatimokkha) . . , . 233

Nidar^ana (example) . . . . 25

Ninda (deprecation) .. .. 108

Nimitta (efficient cause) . . 383

Nimitta-karana instrumental

cause) . . . . , 390

Niyoga (injunction) . . . . 25

Niranuyojyanuyoga (overlooking

the censurable) . . . . 84

Niranuyojyanuyoga (censuring the

non-censurable) . , . . 264
]

Nirarthaka (meaningless) 34, 261,269

Kirartharkhandana (rejoinder on

the ground of meaninglessness) 268

Nirukti (explanation) . . 487 (ftn. 1)

l^irjara (destruction of the conse-

quences of action) . . . . 168

Nirpaya (ascertainment) 232,52, 62,

258, 369. 370, 374, 375, 381

Niryukti (oommentarie) .. 165

Nirvacana (etymological explana-

tion) .. ... 26

NirvSna (Buddhist emancipation)

159% 159 (ftn. 12, 2), 1602, 160 (ftn. 1)

Hirvikalpa (indeterminate) . , 65

Nirvikalpaka (indeterminate) 134,

1372, 138% 138 (ftn. 1), 179, 360,

383, 390, 418

Hifvikaipaka-vada (doctrine of in-

determinate perception) , . 418

-Nirvikalpaka-idpratipatti (contro-

versy about indeterminate per-

ception) .* .. . 397

Page

Ni^cita (sure) . 376 (ftn. 4). 398

Nihksepa (imposition) .. 218

Niti or Nyaya (logic) 240^. 240 (ftn. 3)

Nnigama (non-analytieal method
of description) 161 (ftn. 4). 1702,

181. 216

Naigamabhasa (fallacy of the Nai- »

gama) . . . . . . 203

Nair§tmya-vada (doctrine of non-

soul; .. .. 127 (ftn.)

NaiySyika (logician) . . 41 (ftn. — 244

Nyaya (logic) 20, 38, 392
,
m, 16

2402. 240 (ftn. 3%, 497

NySya (syllogism) . . 41 (ftn. 2), 4362

Nyaya-tattva (categories of logic) 39

Nyaya-pQrvSnga ^ftrst part of

logic) .. .. 41 (ftn. 2)

Nyaya-vidya (science of logic) . , 38

Nyaya-vaiiiesika-parikalpitarpuru -

sa-pariksa (examination of the

Nyaya and Vaileaika doctrine of

soul) . . . . . . 32b

Nyaya-lastra (science of logic) 39,

40, lib

Nyaya-sutra (science of true logic) 8

Nyaya-svarupa (essential form of

a syllogism) . . 41 (ftn. 2)

Nyayavayava (members of a syllo-

gism) . 42, 289, 289 (ftn. 3)

NySyalraya 41 (ftnu 2)

Nyayottaranga (the last part of

logic) .. .. 41 (ftn. 2)

Nyayya (reasonable) . . 41 (ftn. 5}

Ny0na (saying too little) 84, 261, 269

Pakkha {Prate.) (party) . . 162

Paksa (party) . . . . 162

Paksa (minor term) 176% 177, 193,

292, 268, 268 (ftn. 2), 283, 291,

312, 361, 606

Paksatfi (nature of the- minor term)

4332, 487 (ftn. 1)

Paksa-ntiarma (law of extension of

the minor term) . . . . 283

Paksa-dharaia-cakra (wheel of rea-

sons put in order) , . 299 (ftn. 2)
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Fage

Paksa*dharmatS (eseential nature

of a syliogisin) . . 361, 377, 390

Pakaa-prayoga (use of the minor

term) . . • . . . 203

Pak'=iafohSaa (fallacy of the minor

term) 176, 177, 193, 290 (ftn. 1), 312

Pakaah anuralna-bSdhitah {minor

term being incompatible with in-

ference) . . . . . 441

Pakaah pratyaksa-bSdhitah (imn-

or term being incompatible with

perception) . . 440

Paksah labda-bidhitah (minor

term being incompatible with

verbal testimony) . .. 441

Pakeah sadhya-grahaka-pramana-

jgtiyapramSna-viruddhah (min-

or term being incompatible with

the evidence which, is analogouh

to the evidence that establishes

the major-term) . . . . 441

Pakaah hetu-grahaka-prat> aksa-

bSdhitah (minor term being in-

compatible with perc-eption

which establishes the middle

term) , . . . - - 441

Paksah hetu- grahakanumffna-bS

dhitah (minor term being incom-

patible with inference which es-

tablishes the middle term) . . 442

Pankaja iti padanlm yogarudhi-

tva-kathana (etymolego-eonven-

tional use of a word as mud-

born) . . « . . - 307

Pahkti (a kind of metre) . -
‘14

Pacoanika-niggaho (adverse con-

troversy) . . . . 337

Padoivayava (five parts of a syl-

logism) . . . . . * 2$6

PaficSvayava-vikya (speech of five

parts) . . . . , . 43

Pafijtkii (commentary) . . 213

Panijifea (scholar) . . . . ^40

Patikamma (rejoinder) . 235

Page

Prtticta-samuppida (ssSans. Prdii-

tya samutpadHf doctrine of mu-

tual dependence) 227 (ftn 2}

Patiniia (=Sans. PrutijM) (pro-

position) . . 234. 234 (ftn. 2)

Patinuaya karetabbam (settle-

ment by an undertaking) . . 230

Patta (saciod chair? . . . . 199

Pattakallam (in season) . . 233

Pathamo niggaho (first defeat) . . 237

Pada (word) 110^,149

Pada-si>hota (word-explosion) 148, 149

Padartha (category) 25, 381, 387,

. 389,393

Padipa (lighting a lamp) , . 238

Famana (valid knowledge) . * 161

Pl&ra-atmS (supreme soul) 371

Paratantra (conditional) 245, 245

(ftn. 1)

Parama-nySya (conclusion) . . 42

Paramatma (supreme soul) . . 143

Paramfinu (atom) . . . . 105

ParamSrtha (transcendental) 254, 255

Paramirtha-sat (absolutely real). . 310

Para - sambandha (concerning

others) , . . . . . 264

ParSmar^a (consideration) 384.

3902, 420, 4332, 435, 510. 5112

Paramkr4inurup5numina (syl-

logistio inference) . . ..511

ParSrthSnumlina (inference for the

sake Of others) 175, 192, 202, 276,

282, 307, 309, 310, 312. 359*2, 361, 435^

Parikalpita (false) 245, 245 (ftn. 1)

Pariecbeda (chapter) 184, 200

Parinispanna (perfect) 245 , 245

(ftn. 1, 2)

ParibhSsS (technicality) .. 450

Parisad (council of debate) 7, 222,

24, 292, 263

Panharana-dosa (avoidance of

charges) .. .,183.

Patihlra (avoidance of defeat) . . 35

PariksS (examination) 26, 27, 282,

51.63.90
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Page

Paroksa (indirect kno\Aiedg.e) 161

o)^ 169^ 170^ 170 (ffen. 1),

174. 175, 188, 189, 2012, 215

Paroksa-jnana (indirect know-

ledge) . .219
Paryanuyojj’^opeksana (admission

of an opinion) , . . . 84

Paryannyojyopeksana ( overlook-

ing the censurable) . . 269

Paryastikaya (group of attributes) 216

Parvata (a celestial sage) . 14

Patimokkbnddesa (recitation of

the cod© of monastic laws) . . 233

ParamSrthika (transcendental)

175, 20F, 203
P§ram Srthika-dosa (transcenden-

tal condition) . . . 4

ParamSrthika-pratyaksa (transcen-

dental perception) . . 170 (ftn. 1)

Pgramarthika -pratyaksa-pramana

(transcendental perception) .. 181

Pgri^uddhi (purity) . . . . 233

Parsad (council) . . . . 22

Pa^upata (follower of Paiupati) . 154

Pitf-fna (debt to our progenitors)

102 (ftn 1)

Fity-yana (path of the forefathers) 3

Puggala (soul) . . 235^

Putresti (sacrifice for the sake of a

son) . . . . . . 107

Pudgala (burden-bearer) 126, 127

(ftn)
Pudgala-vada (doctrine of the bur-

,
den-bearer) . . 127 {ftn )

Punarukta (repetition) 84, 255, 269

Piirakalpa (narration). . . 108

PuTusa (soul) . . 10, 245 (ftn. 2)2

Putusa-pasxksa (examination of the

soul) . . . . • . . 326

Pnbba-kai'ana (preparation) 232,

232 (ftn. I). 233

Pubba-kicca (preliminary acts) 232

(ftn. 1), 233ii

Purva (prior) 1902, un
PSrva-paksa (question) 55 424

Purvavat (a priori) 56, 116 (ftn.

1), 260, 499
Pothi(book) 324 (ftn. 3)

Pausa samkranti (the last day of

the month of Pausa) . . 530

Prakarana (expository treatise) . . 205
Prakarana-sama (begging the ques-

tion) 34, 63, 07, 260, 268, 367
PrakSi^a (chapter)

. . 215
Prakjrti (primordial matter; l(>, 3632

Prakyti (illustration) . .108
Pratijna (proposition) 27, 32, 60,

121, 106, 203, 265, 266, 4362, 500, 502
Pratij nantara (shifting the propo-

264

Prati]5g-vibhakti (limitation of the

proposition)
, . 150

Pratij 5a-virodha (opposing the

proposition)
. $ 4.^ 269

Pratijna-sannyasa (renouncing the

proposition) .. 84,137.269
Pratij fia-ham (hurting the propcv-

sition) 34, 44. 84, 261, 268, 259
Prati tantra (dogma peculiar to

some school)
, 59

Pra ti tantra-siddhanta (conclusion

accepted by a particular school) 259

Prati-drstanta-sama (balancing the
counter-example)

. 67,261,268
Pratiyogi (counter-part) 4032, 4O42

Pratilomaitta (making the autho-
rities hostile)

, .163
Prativadi (opponent) . . 204, 379
Pratisedha (negation) lOO

PratisthSpana (counter-demonstra-

tion) .. . . 27, 32, 5lX>, 50!

Pratyaksa (perception) 272, 28. 32.

33, 50, 54, 125, 129. 130, 134.

150, 161 (ftn. 5), 162, 1692, no,
1742, 188, 189, 201, 209. (ftn.

i), 215, 221, 259, 264, 265 , 266,

276 , 277 , 279, 298, 30(i, 307, 309,

310, 348, 358 , 3592, 300, 3832,

387% 3893, .390. 393-% 3942. .595,

407,41!
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Page

Pratyaksa-kSrana-vada (causes of

perception) . . .416

Pratyak«ia-jflana(direct knowledge) 219

Pratvaksa-laksana-pariksS {exami-

nation of the definition of per-'
I

ception) . . . 327

Pratyaksa-vyavasthS (system of

perception) . . . 309

Pratyaksa-svarCpa-mrnaya (deter-

mination of the nature of percep*

tion) . . . 200

PratyaksabhSsa (fallacy of percep-

tion) . 192, 298

Pratyanuyoga (re-interrogation) . . 33

Pratyabhijfiana (recognition) 189,

201,215

PratyabhijnSnabhSsa (fallacy of

recognition) . . . 193

Pratyaya (inter-relation) 117. 118

(ftn. 3)

Pratyuccarana (repetition) . . 25

Prade^a (determination) from a

statement to be made) . . 25

Pradhana (Primordial matter) . . 325

Pradhvarhsabliava (posterior non-

existence) 97, 97 (ftn. 1), 184,

203, 394

Prama (right knowledge) 138^, 389,

394, 3952, 408^, 411

PramSna (means of right know-

ledge) 23, 28. 43, 49, 60, 51 % 52,

84, 84 (ftn. 1), 113, 155, 158*,

161, 1622, 168, 169, 1743, 1813,

182, 1893. 200, 2013, 201 (ftn. 1),

203, 2122, 2183, 2563, 257^1, 258,

259, 2762, 2772, 3072, 309, 330,

348, 8674, 358, 3594, 381, 3866,

3872, 3893, 3932, 394, 3952, 4026,

408, 497, 499

Pramana-catustaya-prSmSnya-va -

dah (doctrine of the validity of

the four means of knowledge) . . 453

Pramana-^astra (science of right

knowledge) . ..158

Page
Pramana-samiShya-laksana (general

characteristics of valid know-

leflge)
.

j
.. . . 215

Pramana-sidt^hi (establishment of

proof) ./ 307

Pramana-sv^rupa (characteristics

of valid knowledge) . . 188

Pramana-avarGpa-nirnaya (deter-

mination, of the nature of valid

knowledge) . . . . 200

PramSnSnftara-pariksa (examina-

tion of
I other kinds of valid

knowledge) . . . 327

Prameya (object of knowledge) 23,

49. 512, 52, 56, 97, 113, 1582, 2572,

258, 284, 3572, 359, 370, 3732, 374,

375.381

Prayojana (purpose) 23, 28, 33, 52.

69, 122, 258, 359, 374. 375, 381

Pralaya (dissolution of the world) 105

Pralapita (irrelevant talk) . 137

Pravrtti (exertion) 27, 375, 382, 41U

Pravytti-vijfiSna (continuous flow

of momentary cognitions) 146,

2454, 24
) (ftn. 1)

Prasanga (connected argument) , . 25

Prasanga-sama (balancing the in-

finite regression) . . 67, 268, 289

Pra^ast:r-dosa (defeat arising from

the authorities) , . . . 163

Pragabhava (prior non-existence)

97, 97 (ftn. 1), 189, 203, 394

PrSna (breath) . . ,2
Prapti-sama (balancing the co-

presence) .. 67,261,288

PrabhSkarSh (the MImamsakas) .. 408

Pramanya-vSda (the doctrine of

the validity of knowledge) . . 408

PretyabhSva (condition after

death) . . . . 375, 382

Phaia (result) 188, 376, 382, oil

Phala -pramana-svarupadyabhasa-

nirnaya (determination of the

consequences and fallacies of

knowledge) 200
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Bandha (bondage
j

IbS

Bainr-vvapti (extrinsic ui'^eparableB

connection) . 177 ITS 202

Baliuvrlhi (attributive compound) 452

BSdha {incompatibility) , 43s>

Badhita (incompatible) 3H7 (ttn

1) 438,

Kiiddhi (intellect) 5*2- 112. 375-,

382, 387^ 380*, ?035. 305

Brahman (the pervading essence) 4

Brahma-parinSma-vada (doctrine

of the transformation of Brah-

man) . . - . 52

Brahma-vidya (divine science) , 4

Brahmana (ritual) . .108

Bhagasiddha (unproved in respect

of a part) . . - . 3b2

Bhara (huirden) . 127 (ttn.)

Bhiva (entity itself) 171, 184, 394^

BhaSya (commentary) 110.121

Bhikkhu-gananS (counting the

number of monk#) . , . 233

Bhumi (stage) . , . . 240

Bhavaitta (creating divisions) . . 163

Bhaifcta (serving tbs authorities) 163

Bhaibajya (medicine) . . .34
Bhrama (error) .. 138 , 409

Bhranta (erring) . . . . 273

Bhranti (blunder) - . 273

J^tangalar (benedictory portion) 324

(ftn. 3)

Mangala^vSda (invocation of bles-

sings) . . . . . . 408

Maiigalaearana (in’vocation of bles-

sing) . . . . . . 397

Matanujfla (admission of an opi-

nion) .• .. 84,261,269

Mati (knowledge of existing things

acquired throusyh the senses and

the mind) . . 169 (ftn. 1)

Mati-kamma (deliberation) . 231

I^Cati-bhanga-dosa (defeat arising

from the failure of the disputants

memory).. .. ..163

Page
Madhyama (middle) . . 240

Manas (mind) 116 , 201, 278 . 280

(ftn. I). 3752. 382. 303?

Manah (mteihgence) . . . 2

Manah-paryaya (knowledge derived

troni reading the thoughts of

others) 161 (ftn. 5). 169 (ftn. I), 201

Manas tattva-nirupana (determina-

tion of the nature of the mind) 397

Manonutva-vgda (atomic nature

of mind) . . .. ..417
Mano-vmfi5na (mental perception) 227

Mantras . .. ..15
Marut (air)

. 393?

Mahfpratihara (the great gate-

keeper) . . . 322

Mahibhadra-kalpa (the very bles-

sed cycle) . . . , 225

Mahayana (the Great vehicle) . 24P
Mithya-jfiSua (error) .. ..138
Mimamsaka-kalpita-atma - parlks§

(examination of the Mimimsaka
doctrine of the soul) . 326

Mukti (emancipation), . .. 219*^

Moksa (emancipation) 67, 122, 123,

168. 181. 359 , 370 , 371

MleCcha (non-Aryan) . 56, lOT

Yaj5a (sacrifice) .. .. 516

Yatnaja (product of effort) . . 285'^

Yathfrthanubhava (right experi-

ence) . . . . , . 389^

Yama (the god of death) . . 14

Yava (grain) . . . . 107

Yukta (right) . . . . 369

Yukti (continuous argument) 23, 27, 28

Yuga-pradhSna (foremost man of

the age) . . . . . . 164

Yupa (stake) .15
Yebhuyyasiki (settlement by a

majority) . . . 230

Yoga (union of words) . . 25

Yoga (concentration) . 245, 249

Toga-rfidha (etyraologo-oonven-

tional) «
‘ ..451
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Page

Yogiicara (practice of meditation} 249

Yogaeara or Vijnana-vadin (a

sect of Buddhist philosophers

who maintam that cognitions

alone are real) .. ..146
Yogm (contemplative). . .. 359

Yogi-pratyaksa (contemplative

perception) . . . . 360

Yogyata ( consistency) .. 447^

Yaugika (etymological) . 451

Yaugika-rudha (etjT’mologieal con-

ventional) . . . . 461

Eudra (a sect of gods) . . 15

Rudha (conventional) . . . . 451

Rilpa (form) . . 1262, 389

Rupa (matter) . . . . 238

Lakkhangyutfci-katha (definition

of terms) . . . 238

Laksana (definition) .. ..53
JLaksana-dosa (defect ot definition) 163

Laksana (implication) 450, 4512

Laghu-tika (light commentary) .. 211

Lmga (sign) 175, 100, 290, 377^,

383, o08

Linga-paramar^a (remembrance

of a sign ; a syllogism from a

sign) 130 (ftn. 1), 435, 510, 511

Linga-paramar^adi-nirupana (de-

termination of the consideration

of the sign, etc.) . . . . 397

Lingasya tral-rupyam (three chai*-

acteristics of the middle terra)

291 (ftn. 1)

Lekhaka (writer) .. .. 379

Lokayata (casuist) . . 740 (ftn. 3)

Laukika (personal) . . 175, 359

Laukika-pratyaksa (ordinary-pra-

tyaksa)

Vacana-^odbana (clearing the

meaning of terms) . . , . 238

Yajra (thunderbolt) . . . . 272

Yanya (wild) . 484 (ftn. 1)

40

Page

Varna-sphota (letter-explosion) . . 148

Varnj^a-sama (balancing the sub-

ject) . . . . 34, 67, 289

Yartamana (present time) lu6 (ftn. 1)

Vasu (a sect of gods) . . . . 15

Yastu-dosa (defect of the subject) 163

Vastu-prativikalpa-vijfiana (objec-

tified knowledge) . . . • 245

Vak-chala (quibble m respect of a

term) . . , . . 260

Vakovakya (grammar, rhetoric or

debate) .. .. 45, 45 (ftn. 51

Yaky a (sentence) .. .. 149

Yakya-dosa (defect of speech) 34, 259

VSkya-prailamsa (excellence of

speech) . , . . 34, 269

Vakya-sphota (sentence-explo-

sion) .. .. 148,140

V'akya-^esa (context) .. 25,459

Vajapeya (a sacrifice) . . . . 14

Vada (discussion) 23, 31, 49, Sl^.

52, 62^ 104, 204. 229. 258, 359,

370,374, 375,3^8,379, 381

Vada-maryads (limits of debate). . 31

V«,da-marga (course of debate) 27^,

31, fiTl

Vada-vidya (art of discussion) 7,

:6, 27, 28

VSda-vi4adi-karana (elucidation

of debate) . . . . 259

Vadi (disputant) . . 195, 204, 379

Vsdi-prativadi-nyliya-nirfjaya (de-

termination of the right proce-

dure of a disputant and Iiis op-

ponent.) . . . . . . 200

Vaciopaya (expedients of debate) 30

Vayu- pratyaksatvadimata - khan -

^ana (refutatmn 6f the percepti-

bility of air) ..39^
Vartta (commerce) . . . . 5

Vafttiputra-kalpita - atma-pariksS

(examination of the Vast iputra

doctnre of the sou!) . . 320

Vihysrtha-pariki^a (examination

of external objects) . . . . 327
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Vahj’artha-bbanga (tbinga possess

no external reality) . . 146

Vahyartha-vada (doctrine of tho

external %>5^orld) . . . . 220

VShyartba-siddhi (validity of ex-

ternal things) . • . . 219

Vikala (defective) . . . . 201

Vikalpa (alternative) . . . . 25

Vikalpa-sama (balancing the alter-

native; . . . 67, 289

Vikara (modification) . . , . Ill

Vik^pa (evasion) ,, 84, 269

VigraJha (iii a spirit of opposition) 29

Vigraha-sambhasa (hostile debate) 29

Vijasna (knowledge) .. 120, 1262,245

Vij^ana-vada (idealism) 120, 120

(fin. 3}% 220, 2452

Vijfiana-vfldin (see Yogacarn) . . 146

Vifinana (knowledge) 227, 227 (ftn. 3)

Vitanda (cavil) 23, 31, 51, 62, 62,

63. 240 (ftn. 3), 268, 357, 369, 370,

374, 375. 379, 381

Vitarka (speculation) . . . . 162

Vidya (knowledge) . . . . 3872

Vidhana (arrangement) . . 25

VIdhi (injunction) .. 1082,190, 448

Vidhi-vada (doctrine of injunc-

tion) .. ..448
Vipaksa (eounter-proposition) 166,

283, 284, 361, 433

Yipaksa-pratisedha (opposition to

the counter-proposition) . . 16fi

Yipakee asattvarn (non-existence

of the sign in heterologues) . , 378

Viparfta-khandana (contrary re-

joinder) . . . , ... 268

Viparlta-vyatireka (of contrary

separation) . . . . 180

Viparita-vySpti (inverse pervasion) 369

Yiparita-vyilptyabhidfiSna (exam-

ple with Inverse pervasion) , . 369

Yiparitanvaya (of inverted connec-

•• .. 179,297,315

VIparyaja (reversion) . . 25, 201, 359

Page

Yiparyaya-khandana (rejoinder on

the basis of reversion) . , 268

Vipratipatti'(misunderstanding an

argument) . . , . 136

Vibhakti (case-ending) . . 447

Vibhasa (commentary) . . 2472

Yiyakka (speculation) . . . . 162

Viraha (separation) .. 209 (ftn.), 210‘^

Yiruddha (contradictory) 63, 178,

260, 294, 313, 363, 438, 439^

Yiruddha-karyopalabdhi (percep-

tion of the opposite e^ect) . . 311

Viruddhavyabhicaii (non-erro-

neous contradiction) 316, 368, 368

Virodha (conbiadiction) . . 438

Vivarta-vada-pariksa (examination

of the doctrine ot evolution) 327

Vivadadhikarana (case pertaining

to differences of opinions) . . 229

Vivyti (description) . . . . 451

Yi^esa (particularity) 27, 32, 138,

192. 279, 287, 375, 382, 387^ 388,

389, 393^ 3942, 395, 402

Vi^esanatS (qualification or parti-

cularity) 130, 412, 4l5, 416

Yi^osaiiasiddha (improved in res-

pect of the adjective) .. 362

Vii^esa-vyapti (invariable conoo-

mittance of special iorms) . • 426

Vi^esySsiddha (unproved in res-

pect of the substantive) . . 362

Visama-vyapti (non-equipolenfc

concomittance) . . . . 399

Yisaya (object of knowledge) 188, 192

Visaya-kanda (section on subject) 394^

Visaya-svarupa-nirnaya (determi-

nation of the nature of objects

of knowledge) .. 200

VimSmsa (casuistry) . .. 227

Yimaihsi (casuist) 21,227

Vi'tti (commentary) ,

.

.. 214

Y^tti (indication) .

,

.. 449

Vj-hati (a kind of metre) .. 15

Yedas .. 14
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VedanS (feeling) . . 1282, 238

¥aidharmya (heterogeneonsl 176,

191, 264, 287, 290, 368, 502

¥aidharmya dfsfcanfcabhasa (fallacy

of the heterogeneous oxample) 179,

180, 297

VaMharroyavat (negative infer-

ence) .. .. .. 312

Vaidharraya-saraa (balancing the

heterogeneity) . , 07, 266, 2S9

¥yakti (individual) ,, 219

Vyafeireka (relating to things) 192

Vvatireka (negative) .. 361

Vyalireka-vyapti (invariable sep-

aration) .. 180,381

Fyatireki (exclusively negative)

130, 191, 286, 287.437

Vyatireid-udaharana (heterogene-

ous example) . . . . 259

Vyadhikaraiia - dharmavaochinna-

bhava (non-ex i'^tence whose

counter part is qualified by a

nature abiding in different locus) 423

VyadhikaranSsiddha (unproved

on account of abiding m a differ-

ent locus) . . . . 382

¥yabhicara (erraticalness) . . 438

Vyartha-vi^eaanasiddha (unproved

on account of the adjective being

useless) . . . . 363

Vyartha-vi^asyasiddha (unproved

on account of the substantive

being useless) . . . . 363

Vyavasaya (ascertainment) . . 33

Vyavahora (practical method of

description) 161 (ftn. 4), 181, 216, 450

Vyavaharabhasa (fallacy of the

practical) 203

Vyakarana (grammar) .

.

450

Vyakhyana (description)

VyaghSta pradar^aoa (showing ab-

25

surdity) 260

VySghra (tiger) 396

yyaghra-4i4iika (tiger cub) .

.

207

VySpaka (pervader) .

.

189, 220

Page

Vyapaka-viruddhopalabdhi (pei-

ception contrary to the con-

tainer) . . . . . . 312

Vyapakanupalabdhi (non-percep-

tion of the parvader) . . 311

'^yapira (operation) .. 443,511

Vy&pti (invariable concoraitfcance)

140, 177^. 179, 180«, 292, 361,376,

384.390, 396, 404, 406 (ftn 5),

421, 454, 509, 510

Vyapti-graha( indication or the pro-

cess of ascertaining the middle

term and the major term) . . 218

Vyapti-grahopaya (means of ap-

prehending invariable couc.»iiiit-

tance) . . . . . . 426

Vyapti-grahopaya-siddliSnta (con-

clusion as to the means of appre-

hending invariable concomrnit-

tance) . . . . . . 428

¥yapti-n.irupana (determination of

invariable concomittance) .. 397

Vyapbi-pancakam (five provisional -

definitions of invariable con-

eornittance) . 421, 487 (ftn. 1

}

Vyaptyanugama (comprehensive-

ness of invariable concomittance) 429

Vyrlptyasiddhi (unproved in res-

pect of invariable concomit-

tance) . . . . . , 440

Vyapya (pervaded) 189, 199^, 191, 220

Vyapyatvasiddha (unproved m
respect of accompaniment) . . 439

Vyavaharika (practical) 170. 171, 1T4

Vyavahanka-da4a (practical condi-

tion) . . . . . . 4

Vyoma (ether) . . . . 393^

Vrata (religious vow) 164, 206

Sakti (strength) . . . . 171

6akti (potential I ty) . . . . 450^

Sakti nirupana and upadhi (ascer-

tainment of power and condi-

tion) . » . . * • 397

^akti-vada (doctrine of potential-

ity of word) . . . . 449
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Sakya-prapii (capacity of the ex-

arapf© to warrant the conclusion) 122

^akra (strong) .. ..171
Sahkita (suspected) . . 140, 378 (Hn. 4)

Sarira (body) . . 375, 3»2

^abda (sound) . . 109, 448

Sabda (verbal testimony) 50?, 125,

1752, 287 , 370 (ftn 1). 387. 389%

3932, 394, 407, 444. 465, 470

Sabda (verbal method of descrip-

tion) 161 (ftn. 4)2, no, ill, 181, 216

Sabda (word) . . 33, 51 54, 384’

Sabda-kbanda (book of verbal tes-

timony) .. .. .. 444

Sabda-nirupanam (definition of ver-

bal testimony) .. .. 414

Sabda-praraana (verbal testimony

as a means of valid knowledge)

337, 444

^abda-pramS-nya-vada (speech as

means of valid knowledge) . . 445

Sabda-bodha (verbal knowledge)

4442 , 470

Sabda-Brahma-pariksS (examina-

tion of Brahma tli© prebiding

deity of sound) . . . 326

^abdasya ^ravanam (hearing of a

word) . . . . . . 444

Sabdanityata-vada (doctrine of

the noTi-eternity of sound) . , 448

^abdSbhSsa (fallacy of verbal tes-

timony) .. .. .. 204

Sabdartha (words and their mean-

ings) .. ..106
Sabdartha-parilssa (examination

of the meaning of the word
‘sound*) . . ... . , 327

^alRkS-pariksa (probe-examination)

461, 522, (ftn, 1)

^asa-^rhga (hare horn) . . 42

1

6ikhas (spiritual genealogy) 25, 168

^aatra (scripture] . , , , 23*

Sasttaja-§abda (Spiritual testi-

. .. ..176

Page
^unyatS (voidness) 52, 118 (ftn. 3),

245, (ftn. 2,2, 254, 256

^Onya-vada (doctrine of voidness)

119 (ftn ), 262

^esavat (a posteriori) 56, 116 {ftn.

I), 260, 499

^aivas (followers of 6s va) 154

^rRvaka (layman) . . , , 223

^ravana (audible) .. .. 285

Sravika (laywoman) . . . . 223

^ruta (knowledge of things ac-

quired through reasoning and

studio . . 161 (ftn. 5), 169 (ftn. 1)

^ruta-kevalin (on© versed m the 14

purvas of the Dfstivada) . . 164

^s uti-pankbS (examination of scrip-

ture) . . . . . . 327

^rutyaprsmanya (denial of the

authority of the Veda) 143, 149

§at-pak3l-katha (six-winged dispu-

tation
)

. . . . . . 82

§ad-dar4ana (six systems of philo-

sophy) .. .. 152% 153

§ad-dar4ana-vicflra (criticism of the

51X systems of philosophy) . . 153

$£^-iaksanarvyakhya (explanation

of six characteristics) . , 332

Sakala (perfect) , , . . 201

Sakaia- tSrkika - cakra - oCidameni

.the crest-gem of the circle of all

logicians) . . . . 185

Sangha (council) . . 2302, 231 2, 232

Sab (present) . . , . 284S-

Satah sajjSyate (effect pre-exists in

its eause) , . , . . . 141

Sat-pratipaksa (couliter-baianc©)

4382, 439

Sativinaya (settlement from rocoi-

iection) . . . . , , 230?

Sadasat (partly present and pardy

atsent) . . . . . . 284®

Sadyaska (a kind of sacrifice) . . 14

Saridigdha (doubtful) . , . . 398
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Page

Sand igdha - vMasana - siddha (un-

proved on accoanfc of the adjec-

tive being doubtful) . . 363

Saudigdha - viie^^ya siddha (un-

proved on account of the sub-

stantive being doubtful) . . 363

SandigdhSi-siddha (unproved on ac-

count of the reason being doubt-

ful) .. ..363
Sandhaya (peacefully) .. 29

Sannikarsa (intercourse) 130, 411

Sapaksa (homologue of the reason)

283,284, 361,433

Sfapakse sattvam (existence of the

sign in the homologue) . . 378

Saptabhangi-naya (sevenfold para-

logisnai) .. .. 203. 212,221

SabhS (council) . . 22, 27

Sabha-pati (president) . 204,370

Sabhya (member) . 204, 379

Samabhiru<Jha (subtle verbal me-

thod of description) 161 (ftn, 4),

in2, 181, 216

Samabhirudhabhasa (fallacy of the

subtle) . . . , . . 204

Samayocita - vakya (opportune

speech) . . . . . . 259

Samavaya (inherence) 27, 32, 130,

134, 219, 287, 333, 375, 382, 3832,

3872, 3892, 39

5

P, 394% 395, 402,

412, 413, 414 449 (ftn. 1), 508

Samavaya-vada (doctrine of in-

herence) . . . . . . 414

Samavaya-^abdSrtha-pariksg (ex-

amination of the meaning of the

Word ‘co-exidtent cause’) . . 327

Samavayabhava (absolute non-

existence) . . . . 184

Samavayi-karana (material cause)

382, 390

Samavota-samavSya (inherent in-

herence).. .. 130,412,413

Sama-vySpti (equipotent concomit-

tance) . . ‘
. . . . 399

Samana-tantra (allied system) . , 373

Pa§$

Samaropa (superimposition) , . 201

Sani’Tropita (charged).. .. 140

Samira (compound) .. 462

Samasa-vadah (doctrine of com-

pound words) . . . . 462

SamShara (unified aggregative

compound) .. 452®

Sainiti (council) ,. ..22
Saraiiccaya (aggregate) . . 26

Samkra»nana*dosa (diversion to

other subjects) , . . . 163

Sa nketa (signification) '450

Sttinkhyaikanta (final signification

of numbers) .. .114
Samkhyaikflnta-vi»da (doctrine of *

the fixity of things signified by

numbers) . . 16 (ftn. 1)

Samgamavacara-bhikku (member

of a council) .. •• 231®

Samgraha (collective method of des-

cription) 161 (ftn. 4), 170, 171. 181, 216

Saingrahabhasa (fallacy of the col-

lective) . . . . . . 203

Samjna (sensation) . . - . 126®

Sambhava (probability) 26, 56 95,

170, 370, 387

Sarnbhava {tl)e originating cause) 33

Sa iibhrsa (method ot debate) . . 28

Saiiibhasa praj§amsa (utility of de-

bate) . . • . • • 2^
Sambhasa-vidhi (method of debate)

26, 27’^

Sammajjani (cleansing the ground) 232

Sammukhabhinaya (settlement in

presence) . . » « • ^^0

Sarnyukta-vi^esatiatS (united parti-

cularity) . . . . • • ^^0

Samyukta-samavaya (conjoined in-

herence) .. 130, 412, 413, 413

Samyukta - samaveta - samavaya

(conjoined inherent luherence)

130, 412

Saihyoga (conjunction) 130, 412®

Samvara (restraint) .. -• 168

Samvrfei (veil) • . • •
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Page

Samvrti (iilnsory) .. .. 203

Sarisvi-ti (conditianal) . . . . 254

Sam^aya (doubt) 25, 33, 51, 52,58,

103, 122, 201, 258, 359, 374, 375, 381

Samiaya-vidbi (method of debate) 51

Bam^aya-vytidasa (dispelling all

questions) . . . . 122

Sam^aya-sama (balancing the

doubt) 34, 67, 260, 261, 268, 289

Samsad (council) . . . . 22

Samsarga-bodhah (knowledge of

the mutual connection of things) 444

Samsargabhava (negation of corre-

lation) .. .. 97 (ftn, 1), 394

Sarhsara (path of transi^figra-

tion) .. ,, 3

Samsara-santati'pariksa (examina-

tion of continuity 6f the world) 327

Samskara (impression) .. 126^

Samhita (hvmn) .. .. 108

Sarva-tantra (dogma of all schools) 69

Sarva-tantra siddhanba (conclusion

accepted by all tochools) . . 259

Sarvardan la-nSyaka (the leader of

all dandas) . , . . 322

Savikalpa (determinate) . . 55

Savikalpaka (determinate) 134,

137^ 133, 133 (ftn. 1), 179, 360,

383 , 390

Savikalpaka-pr^ityaksa (determin-

ate perception) . . . . 383

Savikalpaka-vada (doctrine of the

determinate) . . . . 419

Savyabhicara (erratic) 33, 63, 438

^

Savyabhicara (undistributed raid-

die) 260

Sassata- vada (eternalists) . 228

Sahaklri-karana (causality) .

.

134

Sabaeara (simultaneous) 190, 191®, 427

Sahaja 4akti fnatural power) .

,

397

Sadr^ya (likeness) ,

,

443

Sadhaka (theory of proof) 266, 5)4

SIdhana (medicine) .

,

.

.

34

Sadhana (middle term) 180^, 190, 290

Page
Sadbana-vikala (defective in the

middle term) . . 369

Sadhanavyavftta (example of ex-

cluded middle term) . . 369

Sadharmya (homogeneouil) 176,

191,264^, 2S7, 290 368,502

Sadbarmyodaharana (affirmative

example) . . . , 502

Sadharmya-drstmitabhasa (fallacy

of the homogeneous example)

178, 296 (ftn. 1)

Sadharmya-vat (positive inference) 312

Sadharmya-saraa (balancing the

homogeneity) . . 67, 268, 289

Sadharana (general) . . 293, 438

Sadhu (monk) . . . . 223

Sadhya (major term) 1,75. 176®, 177®,

1784-, 179, 180^, 189, 264, 268. 268

(ftn 2), 282, 285, 290, 377, 383

Sadhya-vikala (example defective

in the major terra) . . . . 368

Sadhya-sama (counter-questioned)

63, 67, 256, 260, 268, 289

• SffdhySsiddha (unproved on the

part of the major term) . . 440

Sstdhvi (nun) , , . . 223

SaniSnya (generality) 27, 32, 138,

192, 279, 287?, 295, 333, 376, 382,

387®, 388, 389, 393®, 394®, 395,

402, 487 (ftn. 1)

SSmSnyato dysta (commonly seen)

66, 116 (ftn. 1), 260, 499

SSmanyato-* dfsta (not commonly
seen) , , . . . . 56

Sam^nya laksana (like any one of

its kind) .. .. .. 310

Sftmanya-iaksana (intercourse

whose character is general) 412, 429

SSmanya laks ina-siddhSnta (eon-
'

elusion about the intercourse

whose character is general) . . 430

Saraanya-vi^esa (general particu-

lar) .. .. ..177
SSraanya-viiSesa-^abdSrtba parfksa

(examination of the meaning, of
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Page

the wards * generality * and * par-

ticularity*) .. .. 327

SEmanya-labdarfcha parlksa (exa-

mination of the meaning of the

word ‘ generality ’) * . , . 326

Saroanyabhavah (non-existence of

the general form) . . . . 425

Samprata (suitable) . . . . 1712

Samvyavaharika (practical) .. 201

Samvyavaharika-pratyaksa (
practi-

cal perception) . . 170 (fto. 1)

SSvaka (layman) . . . . 229

Siddha-sadhana (demonstration of

what has already been estab-

lished) . . . . . 256

Siddhanta (conclusion) 27, 32, 33,

62, 59, 268, 259, 264. 350, 374,.

375, 381, 504

Siddhaiita-laksana (conclusive de-

finition) . . . . . . 424

Siddhartha (inseparable meaning) 397

Simha (lion) . . . . 396

Siihha-vyaghrokta-laksana (defini-

tion as given by the Lion and the

Tiger) . . . . 396 406 (ftn. 5)

Sirhha-vyaghrokta-vySpti - laksana

(definition of invariable concomit-

tance given by the Lion and the

Tiger) . ..423
Siriiha-^i^uka (lion cub) . 207

Sukha (pleasure) . . . . 280

Suddhika-sarasandana (simple com-

parison) . . . . . . 237

Suvarna taijasa-prakarana (section

on gold as a fiery thing) . . 397

SufcrSnta or suttanta (original text) 248'

Sota-vififiana (auditory perception) 227

Skandhas (aggregates of beings)

1262, 127 (ftn )2

Stuti (valldfcticm) . . . . -108

Sthapana (demonstration) 28, 42,

43, 51, 171, 5002

Sthira padartha-pariksa (examina-

tion of the permanence of enti-

ties) .. •• •• 326

Pag.

Sthira-bhava-pariksa (examination

of permanent entities) 325 (ftn. )

Sthula-hasta (rugged hand) . . 273

Sparta (tangible) .. .. 286

Sphota (outburst of a conglome-

rate sound) 131, m\ 1482, 149^

Sphota-vada (doctrine of phonetic

explosion) . . . . 131^

Smaraha (recollection) . . 201

Smarana-prstyabhijnana- tarkanii-

mana-svarupa-nirnaya (determi-

nation of the nature of recollec-

tion, recognition, argumenta-

tion, and inference) . . . . 200

Smaranabh§.sa (fallacy of recollec-

tion) . . . . 193

Smrti (scripture) ... . . 23

Smyti (memory) ll2^ 189, 216,

3932, 395

Sy5d-asti (may be, it is) . . 184

SySd-nasti (may be, it is not) . , 184

Sy5d-v5da (see Sapta-bhangi naya)

184, 219

Syid-vada-i^ruta (perfect know-

ledge of things taken from all

possible standpoints) .. 181

Svatah-prainanya-vada (doctrine

of self-evidence) 326 (ftn ), 327

SvabhSva (relation of identity)

140, 191^, 158, 280, 3U, 333. 400, 608

Svabhava-pariksa (examination of

nature) . . « « • •

Svabhava-viruddhopalabdhi (per-

ception contrary to identity) . . 311

Svabhava-hetu (relation of identi-

ty) .. .. 31®

Svabhavanupalabdhi (non-percep-

tion of identity) .. ..311

Svarupa (specific individual) .. 129

Svarupasiddha (unproved in res-

pect o' nature) . . 362, 439

Sva-laksana (like itself) . * 310

Sva-samjfiS (special term) . . 25

Svarfchannmana (inference for one’s

own self) 175, 192, 202. 276. 280,

307, 3092. 310, 359«, 361. 435^
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Pag^

Hira (bearer) . . 127 (ftn. )

Hiniyana (the little vehicle) . , 241

Hetu (middle term or reason) 5, 22,

27^ 28^33, 32 (ftn 1). 60, 121,

162^ 166, 175, 1762, 1772. 1781,

ISO, lOO'l. 193. 202+, 258. 264^,

265,266.2682,268 (ftn 2), 284,

286, 290, 291, 377, 437^ 500,502.

503. 504

Hetu (means of knowledge) 51, 161,

162, 189

Hetu (cause) 240 (ftn. 3)2, 404

Hetu-eakra ( wheel of reasons) 299

(ftn. 2)

Hetn-drstanta (reason and ex-

ample) .. .. 276

Hetu-dosa (committing fallacies). . 163

Hetu-prayoga (use of the middle

term) .. .. 203

Hetu-vada (theory of reasons) . 23

Page

Hetu-vadin (logician) . . . 39

HetU’Vidya (logic) . . 240 (ftn 3)

Hetu-vibhakti (limitation of the

reason) . . , . . 166

H©tn-4dstra (logic) . . 7, 37, 40

Hetvantara (shifting the reason)

35, 84, 269

Hetvartlia (implication) . . 25

Hetvasiddhi (unproved on the part

of the reason) . . . . 440

Hetvabhasa (semblance of a rea-

son) 512, 52, 63, 84, 137, 178, 193.

258, 259, 269, 293 (ftn 1), 313,

359, 362, 374, 375, 379, 381, 399,

(ftn 1), 438^

Hetvabh^a-samanya-nirukti (ge-

neral definition of fallacy) . . 438

HetvabhasanSm asadhukatS-
sadhakatva-mrupanam (deter-

mination of the serviceableness

of fallacies) . . . . 442



TIBETAN INDEX.
This index is intended to facilitate the finding of all references and

all general matter contained in the volume connected, in any way,

with Tibet, its language and literature. It i$ meant for those who
wish to consult the work not for its main subject, logic, but for the

data it contains in connection with Tibetan studies. For this reason,

in this index, only such names, whether Tibetan or Indian, have been

given as are leferred to in some specific Tibetan connection Only
those works are quoted of which the Tibetan versions are mentioned.

Indian pandits collaborating in Tibetan translation, but who»e Tibetan

narnea are not given, are excluded. On the contrary the names of

Tibetan interpreters have all been given. A list of Indian translator-

pandits may be found on p. 353. Also excluded are the details con-

tained in appendices H, I and J except a very few items. A list of

errata, as far as observed, but only in Tibetan words, or connected

with them, is added. The plan of the index is as follows :

—

I, Logical terms-—Tibetan, Sanskrit, English.

IL Initial words of Tibetan quotations.

IIL Books.

1. Titles of Logical Books—Tibetan, Sanskrit, English.

2. id. —Sanskrit only.

'3. References to (a) the Tanjur.

(6) the Kanjur.

4. References to other Tibetan works.

5. References to other Indian works.

6. References to ‘ Tibetan books ’ in general.

7. Modern books quoted.

IV. Proper names.

1. Tibetan. ^

2. Indian

3. Modern authors.

V. Place names.

1. Tibetan spelling.

2. English spelling.

VI. Residuals.

1. Tibetan.

2, English.

VII. Errata. J. v. M,
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I. LOGICAL TERMS.

Page
55^

parikalptita, fanciful, er-

roneous, false . . 245 n I

q* samyrti satya, con-

ditional truth . . 254 n 2

Slaya-vijiiana,

knowledge which constitutes the

basis or foundation of all, the

basic knowledge . . 245 n I
‘

puru^a-padksa, ex

amination of the soul . . 326

SS' visSeaa, particularity 287

gq vySpti universal, invariable,

inseparable connection between

the middle terra and the major
term . . . . . . 292

(see
)
samkhya

or kapiia. . . - . . 278

5|q’qf^* 54S^’ avayava, siddhEnta, es-

^ tablished tenet, member 54 n 2, 258

prayojana, motive, purpose

54 n 2, 258
<s,q|'q*q viruddha, the contradic-

tory . . . . . . 294

q vh'uddharvyabhi-

cari, non^rroneous contradiction 316

vivarfcavada-

pariksa, examination of the doc-

trine of evolution . . . , 327

jagat

Bvabhava v5da-pariksa, examin-

ation of the theory that the world

is self-existent . . , . 326

hetvabhasa, fallacious

middle term , fallacy 54 n 2

g* ^abdSrtha-pariksa,

Examination of the meaning of

the word * sound ’
. . . . 327

I see

|5'3&c.«?'q*q?q|*q- Eabda Brahma-

pariksS, examination of Brahma,
the presiding Deity of Sound . . 326

q^q'qvg,’ or 11^' sadbya or dhar-

ma, major term or predicate . . 290

« ^ Page
qgq*qv^s^* or sSdhans,

hetu. linga, middle term, reason,

mark . . . . . . 290

sadhya, anu-

raeya, major term, syllogism . . 282

q|q’g, sadhya-sama .. 289

see

pratyaksa. perception 55

n 1, 276, 277 n I, 298. 307, 309

ewefs^'v^’H 3 q§a]*q' praty-

aksa iaksana parlkja, examina-

tion of the dednition of percep-

tion . . • • • •

u€9^ Qj *;^qq q* pratyaksa-

vvavastha, system of perception 309

54^3
^

pratyakflbhasa,

fallacy of perception . • 298

siddhanta, avayava, mem-

ber of syllogism, tenet, syllogism

54 n 2, 258

nigraha sthana, a rea-

son why one may be declared

unfit to continue the contro-

versy, point of defeat 54 »t 2

or q.jq-qR^- dharma or

sadhya, predicate or major term 290

ista vighata-kft-viruddha, im-

plied contradiction . . 315, 316

or dharminorpaksa,

subject or minor term

sadharmys, homoge-

neous
q- sSdharmya-

drstantabhSsa, fallacies of the

homooreneoua example

290

290

%sii sadharmya-sama 289

vaidharrnya, hetero-

geneous . . . # • • 290

‘ vaidhar-

mya-drstgutabhasa, fallacy of

the heterogeneous example 297 n I
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Page

vaidbarmya-

samS .• .. .. 289

Q,i4| qQ^qi^^'a' samsara-san-

tati-parlksS, examination of the

continuity of the world . . 327

|is^'5;^qc5|* see anumana,

inference. . . . 280, 298

^c.' anumanabhasa,

fallacy of inference , . . . 298

viparitan-

vaya, fallacy of inverse connec-
^

tion . . . . . . 297

a-i^asi^’’aya, absence

of connection . . . . 297

«;^qq)’ see s^qo)*

^-si^qqi'q q anumanapari-

ksa, exa mmation of inference 327

q’ jalpa, wrangling 64 n 2

varnyasama 288, 289

^a!;*Q,eai' upamSna, comparison .. 287

i3]*^45’>T| q5^'q* ubhaya-pariksa, ex-

amination of both [nature and

sense-organs] . , . . 326

hetu, reason, middle

term . . . . 258, 286

«r|^' or hetu,lihga,

sadhana, middle term, reason, i

mark . . . . . . 290

[q'J
hetva-

bhasa, fallacy of the middle term

293 n 1, 268

hetu-drstanfca,

reason and example . . 276

jsi|^3^' aiq|4|*
[
\

j

lihgasya

trairupyam, three characteristics

of the middle term ,, 291 n 1

q| Rii|* q* hetu 4astra, hetu-

vidya, science of reasoning . „ 7 9^ 7

il|53>^‘a|*qq*q- nirnaya .. .. 268

oj'^qq'q* nirijays, demonstra-

tion, ascertainment . . 64 » 2

5*1] mark.

*

.. *. 298

tarka, corroborating a pro-

Pdge

i
position by showing that its

denial is impossible, reductio ad

absvrdunif confutation, 64 n 2, 2^^

tarka-vidya, art of de-

bate . . . . 7 n l(>

g'q darsana, philosophy ..5n4
jati, analogue, far-fetched

analogue, .. 268, 276, 288

gcTj jati, evasive answer, analo-

gue , . . . 54 ^ 2

^r:,'q’'^*;^‘ ^unyata [ilunya-vada], the

absolute, the void . . 254 n 2

q^a^’q? q-q^qj-q* sthira-padar-

tha-pariksa, examination of the

permanence of entities . . 326

SQj'q 54^q!^* prasangasama 289

33^ sadharana. the too general 293

asadharaiia, the not

general enough , . . . 294

sam^aya.doubt. . 64 n 2, 258

sam^aya-samS .. 289

?^'q'q^q]'q' ^ruti-pariksa, exami-

nation of ^rnti or scriptuie , . 327

•

q|^5^*q^ q| '
q' kalatray a-parik^a

,

examination of the three times 327

arthapatti-sama 289

q^3i*q* paramSrtha

satya, transcendental truth 254 n 2

••

a,^*qq'^q|'^a^'q5q|*q' samavaya-

^abdartha-pariksa, examination

of the word * co-existent cause ' 327

3^54 q5a|44 q? *

q:;;^q|»q52rj'q' digambara pankai-

pita-atma-pariksS, examination

of the Digambara Jaina doctrine

of the soul . . . * 326

qj3^j5^'54§ q q?q]-q- Vatsh

putra-kalpita-atma-parlksa, ex-

amination of the Fatsiputra doc-

trine of the soul . . . . 326

vikalpa-samS .. 289
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Paqe
vitanda 258

^S4*q see 5|Q|Q.|^qq'

^ q vjj liana vada (yogacara-

dar:5ana), the doctrine of idealism

245 n I •!

svabhava, identity .. 258

q- yogin, yogacSra 278

f -q* yogacara dari^ana, yogaeara
[in Tibet yogacarya], practice of
meditation 245 n I, 249, 249 n 1

or q|q-^. anumeya or

sadhya, predicate or major term 282
dfstanta, example 54 n 2, 128

^
^ 258, 286

dfstanta, example ,, 290

I* samanya, generality
. . 287

q^iTj'q* sa-

mSnya-vi^esa-i^abdartha-pariksa,

examination of the words * gener-
^^ality ’ and ‘ partieulaiity ’

326, 327

sSmSnyaiftb-
dartiia panksa, examination of
the meaning or the word * gener-

^
ahty * or ‘ genus '

.

.

m^hsaka-kaipita- atma- pariksa,

examination of the mimamsaka
doctrine of the soul.

.

q^sq-q. vahySrtha-
pariksa, examination of external
objects .

.

or paksa or dharmin,
minor term or subject

paksa-dharma, law of ex-

tension of the middle term

pakaabhasa, fallacy of

thesk . . , . 290 n 1

prSpti-samS .. 288

i,'g^^or
[5

«^' vi^esrt, particularity 287
rq6;'^j!3|-q^jl!.q* pariksa, ex-

amination of the sense-organs . . 326

326

326

327

290

‘ 283

Page
«^5

'
2R' mSdhyamika

. . 249

karya, effect 258, 280, 31 1, 332

^3^ karya-hetu, re-

lation of effect and cause . 318

a4^c,4j' karya-sama 289

S4’|4j'5ic|'c;.4i^* anutpatti-sama ,, 289

54*d.q asiddha, the unproved , . 293

ani4cita, the uncertain . . 293

5^ avarnya-samS .. 289

*^P*^^pi^i"sarag .. 288

anupalabdhi, non-percep-

tion .. 258,281, 311,332

anupaiab-

dhi-hetu, relation of negation . . 318

^l^4|44’q upaiabdhi-sama

.. .. ..289

g qq'WQQ.* vada . . . . 268

|^<;^'q anvik^iki, vada, logic, discus-

sion .. .. 7wl,54n2
f^e^j'qR’JRSQ.’ jalpa . . . . 258

prama^a, source of right cog-

nition, means of right knowledge

54 n 2, 268

^s^’aR'^q’q* pramana-siddhi, estab-

lishment of pramSna . , 307

q* pramanan-

tara-pariksa, examiuation of

other kinds of valid knowledge 327

^Ql'q* apoha, negation of the

opposite . . , , 276, [287]

^’q' nigraha sfchSna 268

1S«r|*5j’'5^3j’q|*^qj so^a^apadarthaJhi,

the sixteen categories [in Aksa-

pada’s NySya-sutra] 54 n 2

1^4] ohala, quibble 54 n 2, 258

9S’ sad-!aksana-

vyakhya, explanation of six char-

acteristics . . . . 332

^ dravya, substance . . 287

IT ^*|'1f4|’4|*X,3^-q54|'q* dravya-

padirtha-par ksa, examination of

the meaning of the word * sub-

stance' .. .. .. 326
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Page
pararthanu-

mana, inference for the sake of

others . . . . 276, 282

8r|'s^3^'|''^3^'| ^ a parartha-

y Humana, inference for the sake of

others . , . . . . 309

pararfeha-vakya,

'words for the sake of others . . 307

sr|<3i,3^'*^cic.* paratantra, dependent on

others, conditional . .245 n 1

anyendriya

titartha-darlana-pnrusa'parlksa,

©xainination of the soul which

sees things beyond the range of

senses . . . . .
. ^27

apoha, negation of the

opposite . . . . 287, [276]

prameya, object of right

cognition, object of right know-
ledge . . . . 54 w 2, 268

or or Ksa[]'‘3^3^

6abda, credible word or verbal

testimony . . . . 287

parinispanna, complete

m itself, perfect . . 245 n i

53^* guna, quality . . 287

%^3^*q?q]'q- guna-fSab-

dSrtha paiiksa, examination of

the meaning of the word ‘ qual-

ity ’ .. .. ..320

thSnuniana, inference for one’s

self .. 276,280,307,309

svabhava, identity 280,

311,332

svabh^va-

hetu, relation of identity , . 318

ac,s:,*q^3\*qi>2I|’q svabhava-pariksa,

examination of nature . , 326

svatali-prama-

^ya-pariksa. examination of self-

evidence . . , . 327

q|5\ qT^’ nyaya-4flstra,

science of right judgment, of

true reasoning . . 40, 40 n 3

nyaya, true reasoning . . 8 n 7

^3^' naiyayika . . 287, 287 n 3

q^Oj q nyaya-vai^esika-

parikalpita-purusa parlksa, exa-

mination of the NyEya and Vai^e-

sika doctrines of the soul . . 326

see q|3^'

^g|^*qq'Uj3^'Qisr|' nyayavayava, the

(five) parte or members of a syl-

logism
,
syllogism . . 42 n 9f 289 n 3

karma, action .. .. 287

01^5^ I'liTj q?q|'q' karroa-^ab-

dartha panksa, examination of

the meaning of the word
* karma ’

. . . . . . 326

g^’Rgoi’q’q^^i}^’ kar-

ma- phala - sambandha - parlksa,

examination of the relation be-

tween karma and its effect , . 326

<^cf^'q5'l^'qas*^«l pravftti-vijnana,

knowledge as received
,
presenta-

tive knowledge which produces

the external world drawing us

toward it. . . . 245 n I

dusana, refutation . . 298

dusanabhSsa, fal-

lacy of refutation . . . . 298

vitanda, cavil or

reducing a proposition ad absvr-

dum without caring to establish

one’s own view . . 54 n 2

kapila-parikalpita-atma-pariksa,

examination of Kapila’s doctrine

of the soul . . • • 326

i|V|'q* nee 5]C.Ji«*-S3^'q* Kapila or

Sarinkhya .. »• ^*^3

Upamsad-kaipita-atma- parlksa.

examination of the Upaniaad

doctrine of the soul . . . . 326
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xs|CL Sl^^’ag'ai q

aw^g;^ ^54'*^cq‘a’

I'fsi Js? g,c; q'

gq-q-^y:.*^-

«p^-a**;;«r|^*q*

fi^|gQl-q?'g-q'

^V«v£QI’qli5^

«q53^*la[|^*q|q'q5‘

|’q-?,aMq'5s;*

^•q^5j-qi^|q]«J a-

«yHl-2|iS|’a-i^- ..

11. TIBETAN
Page

345 n 4

334 n 4

345 n 2

338 n I

278 n 1

305 n 2

277 n ]

276 n 4

376 n 5

287 n 3

289 n 2

258 n 1

299 n 3

258 n 2

244 ri 4

280 n 2

288 n 2

287 n2
317 n 2

286 n 1

281 n I

244 7^ 3

124 n 1

286 n 3

262 n i

305 n !

283 n 3

279 w i

280 n 1

353 n I

306 n 7

128 n 4, 258 n 4

279 n I

QUOTATIONS.

g^JSj'a^’l^'qas'

f'Ql

a;z:*q"^g;'*;^qq-^3^'

asC.'^j'foi'q*

V54'^*'5i5' .

.

Page

507 n 2

283 n I

276 n 3

275 n !

244 n 6

287 # !

279 n 1

347 n I

308 n 3

i20?i 2

278 n 3

55 n 1

135 n 6

307 n 4

276 n 2

344 n 1

346 w 3

332 n 2

282 n 1,506 n 2

286 n

288 n 1

282 n 2

506 » 2

325 n

278 w 1

286^2
346 n i

278 n 3

308 w 2

42 w 9

331 n 2

332 n 3

3l5n2

aiXa^ f

q5;^rr| s^q-ci^qiq'q'J^q-

^'^q[|q*5rj'3^ai'g,^

Iw'^jsf'c^g^'q w

I*
giq-q •

I^S^si 5«»i yc.-q[f
j

l|&4 qa;

«^qt-g (|si-a^S)

S^qt q-t^c.-?;?;-
(

g,t;.-q5-
j

[ 5>|,waH'c^5]Q|* 1

III, BOOKS.

1. Logical Worka^ Tibetan,

Page

ksana-

bhangarsiddhCproof oi tho mo
menfearlnes®! of fchiBS^ . , , . 330

^ ^ Page
5Sf«^*|4fiS4*a.eq|'fq»q*^'?^2M'qgaj’ ksa-

na-bhaiiga-siddhi vyakbya, com-

mentary on the k^i^a-bhanga-

sfddbi , , , . . . 331
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Page

^31^353 pustaka-pS-

thopSya, the method of reading

books . . . . . . 341

Q.g3&l‘^q'cr'^ q- karya-

kSrana-bhava siddhi, establish-

ment of the relation of cause and

©Sect , . . . . . 341

q- santangntara-siddhi,

proof of the continuity of succes-

sion .. ..319

q-f|Y santan-

anfeaia^siddhi tika, commentary

on the above .. 322

4j55\'ai'i^qq*q dhar-

ma-dhdrrni-vmi^caya, determina-

tion of the minor and major

terms . . . . • . 337

q'X<q'f,q q para-ioka-sid^

dhi, proof ot the world beyond 330

Si Qi-a;^qq-q' or

hetu cakra-

hamaru or paksa dharma cakrgi,

the wheel of reasons put in order

299, 299 n 1,2, 3

hetu-bindu vi-

varana, a drop of reason . . 318

tu-bindu*nk»7, detailed commen-

tary on the above . . 321

hetu-

tattva-upadesSa, instruction on

the real nature of the middle

term in a syllogism. . .. 337

qq'aq^Qi'q* hetu-

bindu-vivarana, commentary on

the hetu-bmdu . . . . 332

taika-bhSsa, technicali-

ties of logic . . . . 346

Sfrvajna siddhi-karika, memorial

verses on the attainment of om-

niscience . . • • 328

^rufci-

parik^S, memorial verses on the

Page
examination of ^ruti or verbal

testimony . . . , ggg

^!^*ij|^84'q^q|’q’ trikela-parfksa, ex-

amination of [the] three times . . 30!

tatt-

va-saihgraha-pahjikS, comment-
ary on the tattva-samgraha . . 328

tattva samgraha-kirikS, memo-
rial verses on a summary of the

tattvas . . . . . . 324

3^c.-5
{

gq'q' antar-vyaptij internal

inseparable connection . , 343

Ropq-^si vijhap-

ti-matra-siddhi, establishment of

a mere communication of know-

ledge .. ..343

vahyartha-siddhi-karikS, memo-
rial verses on the reality of ex-

ternal things . . . 328

aee q|53^'

pak-

sa-dharma-cakra

q"i|q}'q5*^q]'^* balavatara-

tarka, children’s introduction to

logic . . . . . . 337

s^qR-|qj-ci|qj'q5*i^5a^'^J5^'q* ISvara-

bhahga-karika, memorial verses

on the refutation of God . . 329

«,^aj'q*q;q’q' pratibandba-siddhi,

establishment of the causal con-

nection . . . . . . 346

Q^^iq'q’q^qj'q’ sambandha-parik|a,

examination of connection . . 319

0,^(2} •q-q^qj’q^'Q.^q q* sambandha-

pariksa-vrtti, commentary on the

above , . . . . . 319

q'qSqf q^'j sam-

bandha-pariksS-tikS, copious

commentary on tho above . . 321

Q|/q-q*q?q]’q5 sam-

bandha-parlksanusSra, comment-

ary on the above . . • t 345

*;^llq|JS^*q’q?*l|‘q' alambaigia-pariksS,
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Page
examination of the objects of

thought . . . . . . 301

q-q^qrj
j

alamba-

na-panksa-vftti, commentary on

the above . . . . 301

bana par ksa-tika, annotation on

the above . . 321, 322

vig-

raha-vy § vartanT-karik»1 , memo-
rial verses on quelling disputes

256, 257

|i:;^'qS*^iq[]?5;j'q’ tarka-nyTTya or

vada-nyaya, method of discus-

sion . . . . . . 318

vSda-nya-

ya-vyakhya, commentary on the

above . . . . . . 321

l^-qQ-x.qi^^^-qq'a^ai- !»4*q3N*

qgc^q* vada-nyaya-vrtti-vipa5-

citartha, elaborate commentary

on the above . . . . 323

5^-01 «i'q^«j*q* see a5Y«5*aM‘5^'

etc., pramana-samuccaya, com-

pilation on pramana,valid know-
ledge . . 42 n 9, 135 n 5, 276

£*;^'54*^5|'0|^'q^i5^'q5'a^ai*q* pra-

mana samrauccaya-vrtti, com-

mentary on the above 299, 300

aS^*5M*q»5A|'q* pramSna pariksa, ex-

amination of pramana or the

souices of valid knowledge .. 330

prama-

na-vartika-pahj
ikS

,
explanation

of difficulties in the pramana-

,
vartika .. •• .. 319

aw'a^oi'g'aq^fq’q* pramSna-

yartika-v^tti
,
annotation on the

pram&pa-vartika 308, 308 n 2, 323

QqjQj qj^Y

varcika (-paf;jika)-tiki, annota-

tion on the pram?lna-vartika-

pahjikS . , . 320, 344*

pramana-var-

tikaiankara, commentary on the

pram§pa-vartika . . , . 336

Page

j- 1'
j

pramana - vartikalankara - tikS,

annotation on the above 338, 344

pramSna-vSr-

tika[karikH], memorial verses ex-

planatory of pramtna or sources

of knowledge . . 307 , 307 n 4

pram ana-vinL*l-

caya-tikS. iffifi 6e/oif?. commentary

on the praranna-vmii$ca\a 330,331

pramSna-vini!^-

caya, determination of pramana

or souf»ces of knowledge 308.

309, 308/9 n 3

y5'agai'q..fj5^' pra-

mSna-vini^caya-pk/i, eee abore,

commentary on the piaman a-
vmi^caya . . . . 342

praraSna-vidhva nsana-tip-

pitaka vftti, or Pr°-vihetana-

teppitaka-vftti, or Pr®-vidhvam-

sana-saihbhasita-vi-tti, a magic-

stick commentary on Pr°-vihe-

tana or Pr®-vidhvams. na . , 267

d3t*Q|ii] y 5 jsj' nyaya-

prave^a, door of entrance to logic 289

35^'^q} q |q|-q

*

pra

mnna-^astra nyaya-prave^a, an

entrance to the science of logic

300, 300 n i

j?ee ^^54*

^3^* etc., pramana-sutra samuc-

caya, compilation of aphorisms
on pramana, valid knowledge

276, 276 n 4

q]'^3\*/^j’q^a|*q5’3^q|‘Qj|;a;,-g354-q' an-

yapoha-vicSra-kBrika, memorial
verses on the determination of

a thing by the exchision of its

opposites . . . . 329

i,*q5-asq*5-|,Y^'] S-P-

oha-nama-prakarana, t»eatise on
the determination of a thing by

the exclusion of its opposites . . 330
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^•q cs^ ®4 ^3^ a|2^‘Qg2^*qa:-(^|Qj-q4:jYj

vi^aiSmala-vati- nama- pmmana
saiiiuccayb.'t!ka . . . , 323

q 5]q nysyaloka-sid-

dhi or nyaya-siddhySloka, a lamp

of logical reasoning , , . 330

q oyaya-bindu, a

drop of logic . . . . 309

R«i|J^’aR-l2r|3^*q*|*ias'a.^q*q' nySya-

bmdn-t|ki(fcwo different works)

»

detailed commentary on the

above . . . . 321, 329

qa q 5 ‘^a^-q^a^-q nyaya-

Page
bindu-pindartha, purport of the

above . . . . . . 340
q^ q^‘ g' 54'

^ q nyaya-bindii«purva-pak-

ae saiiiksipta, summary of criti-

cisms on the above . • . * 327

'^^3[|il4'q(^'|35,'q yukti-prayoga, ap-

plication of reasoning . , 340

q'^q-q- apoha-siddhi, establish-
>*

ment of a thing by the exclusion

of its opposites , . . . 345

sahavalam-

bha-niicaya, the ascertainment

of objects and their knowledge

arising together . . . . 336

2 Logical Works
^ Sanskrit.

(Translated into Tibetan .

)

Page

[Abhidharraa-]jdana - prasthana-

.^Sstra . . . . 247 n 3

[Abhjdharma-mah§-]vibhasa [-.sas-

tra] .. .. 247 ri 4

Abhisamayalatikara-karika 262, 262 n 5

Aiambana-pariksa . . 300, 300 n 3

{perhaps identical with Alambana-

pratyaya-dhyana-^astra)

.

Aiambana-pariksa-tlkS 321/322

Alambana'pariksa-vytti 301 ,
301 w 1

Anfcar-vyipti .. 343

AnySpoha-vicara-karika .. 329

Apoba-n5ma-prakarana .. 330

Apoha-siddhi . . 346

Balavatara-tarka .. 337

Dharma-dharmi-viniiscaya .. 337

Hetu-bindu-tika .. 321

Hetu-blndu-vivarana .

.

318, 332

Hetu-cakra-hamaru . . 299, 299 1, 3

Hetu-tattva-upade^a .. .. 337

Bvara-bhanga-kartka .

.

.. 329

Karya-kara?ia-bhava-siddhi .. 341

Ksana-bhangarsiddhi .. .. 330

Ksa^ta-bhanga-siddhi-vyakhya . 331

Slula - madhyamaka - V|tti - akuto -

bhaya .. 250

41

Page
Nyaya-bindu 300, 309 n 2, 315,315

n 2, 317 « 2

Nyaya-bmdii-pmdartha . , 340

Nyaya-bmdu-piirva-pakse-samksip-

ta .. .. ..327
Nyaya-bindu-tikS 321 , 329, 329 n 6

NySyaloka-siddhi or Nyaya sid-

dhySloka. . . . . . 335

Nyayinusara*4astra or Kosa-kara-

ka-<astra , . . . 248 n 1

Nyaya-prave^a or Nyaya-prave^o-

nama-pramana-prakarana, per-

haps Nyaya-dvara-tarka-^astra.

289, 289 1 , 2 , 300, 300 » i , 302,

302 n 4, 507 n 2

Fara-Ioka-siddbi . . . . 330

Pram5na-nyaya-prave§a ^ecNySya-

prave^a

Pramapa-pariksi . . . . 330*

PramSna-samuccaya 275, 277 I,

278 n 1 , 2, 3 , 279 i» 1 , 280 w 1 , 2 ;

281 n I, 282 n i.2; 283 n i, 3 ;

285?t i, 286 n 3 ; 287 n i, 2,

3; 288 « I, 2; 506 2

Pfamina-saamceaya-vi*tti , . 299
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Page
Pramina-i^astra-Byaya'prave^a bee

Nyaj^'a praveba

Pramana varfcika [>kirika] 306 n 7,

307, 376 n 5

PramSna-vartikalankara 336

PramSna-vartikalankara-tika 338, 344

Pramana-vartika-panjTtiS 319

Pramana-vartika (-panjika) tika , . 320

Pramana-vSrtika-tika .

,

.. 344

Pramana-vartika- vrtti 308, 323

Pramana-vini^caya 308/309, 308 n 3

Pramana-vinif§caya-tik5 330/331, 342

Pratibandha-siddhi .. 345

Pustaka-pathopaya .. 341

fcJahiivalanibha-nii^caya .. 336

Sambhandha-pariksa .

.

.. 319

Sa mbhanda-pariksanusara .. 345

Sambhanda* pariksa-tika .. 321

Sa mbhanda-parlksa-vytti .. 319

Patic

Santanantara-siddhi . . . . 319

Santanantara-sKldhi'tika . 322

Sarvajna siddhi-kanka . . 328

j^ruti-pariksa . . . . 328

Tarka-bhasa . 346

Tarka-nyaya or Vada-nyaya 124 n i, 31H

Tattva-saingraha or Tarka-samgra-

ha . . . . . .325 n

Tattva «'arr3giaba-karikn , . .324

Tattva-samgraha-panjika , . 328

Trikala-parikbS . 301, 301 w 2

Vada-nyaya ate Tarka-nyaya.

VSda-nyaya-vrtti vipaficitSrtha Z2ZjS24:

Vada-nyaya-vyakhya . . .. 321

Vahyartha-siddhi-karika . . .328

Vijfiapti-m5tra-siddhi . . , . 343

Vi4ai5mala- vat! -nama - pramana-

samuccaya-tika . . . . 323

Yukti'prayoga . . . • 340

3a References to the Tanjur.

Page
Tibetan Tanjur—

general . . 519, 530 et aeq.^ 537 et aeq

collection of . . . . 352

mdo, on the yoggeara school 249 n 4

British Mission Copy—
in British Museum 321 n 1, 2 ; 328

n 1 , 329 w 6, 332

India Office Copy 300 n 3, 301 n 1,, 2,

302, 302 n 4, 307 n 3, 308 n 1 . 309 n
1,2 ; 318 n 2,3; 319 n 1,2, 3 ; 321 n
3,4 ; 322 n 1,2; 323«1, 324 1n 1, 328

n 4, 330 n 2, 3, 4, 5 ; 331 n 1 , 4; 336

?i 1 , 4; 337 n 3, 340 n 1, 3

;

341

n 1 ; 343 n 2; 345 n i. 3, 5; 346

n 4

Sikkim, Lahrang, OopyF ^9 n 1,

319 n 5, 320 n 4, 324 n 2, 336 »

3, 342 n 4, 344 n.4, 530-538

Sirhgle Volumes—
,

ka = ! .. 263 n 6*

u'i\ ka = 1 .. 262 n5
tsa i’ = 17 256 n2

7 7 ha = 29 128 4,

257, 258 n 1,2, 4

Page

gi §1 = 33 241nl,25ln2

,, kn Tj = 61 .342 n 6

,, ce S’ = 95 42 n 9,

124 w 1, 135 n 5, 270, 275, 276,

276 n 1, 2, 3; 289, 289 n 1, 299,

299, n 1, 2; 300, 301, ZOQ nl,

307, 307 n 4, 308
,
308 n 3, 309,

3i6n 3,318 3I0,376n5, 506 n 2,

3; 507 2

che <3S = 90 319

ft ft J© I’ = 97 .

.

320

>» fie V = 98 «

.

320

te = 99 .. 336

, the (misprint she) = 100 336

d© = 101 .

.

S3S

*>

»

ne o11 338

p© = 103 .

.

344

phe a§- = 104 .

.

344

»> be = 105 344, 344 n 1

me = 106 • • 344

>» ts© = 107 344

»» tsh© o = 108 322, 323, 334
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Page

as0 E = 109 331

^^0 ^ = no 331 n 2, 342

she ^ = lU 321, 322,

328, 329, 332, 332 n 2, 340

z0 ^ = 112 324, 328, 328 w

4. 329, 330, 331, 336. 336 n 1, 4, 337,

337 n 3,338 n 1, 340

Page
341 , 343, 345, 345 n 2, 4 , 340, 346

n 3, 347 n 1

he q = 113 .. 328

y© 114 . 328

re ^ =: 116 . 323

he ^ = 119 .. 324

go 123 •-J
•=-3 00

7, 64 w 2, 56 w 1

,
ga

ca

3e. Refeunces to the Kanjur.

Page

^ = 3 . . 11 n 3 collection of

^ = 5 120 n 2, 244 general

3, 4, 6

Page

.. 352

530-638

4 . Other Tibetan Works.

Page

^JN! ^Cs see also under Tibetan

names s v Taranatha 30o n 1 ,
517

aE3M s;;^qai’S' manju-^rl-mula-

tantra . . • • 252 n 1

«^qq| q?«^54 see also under Modern

Authors, 5. V. Das* Sarat Chandra, 305

H 1, 2; 320 7b 4, 322 7i 3, 323 7i 2,

327 n 1, 328 n 3, 329 n 1, 332 n 3,

333 n 5,

Page
334 n 4, 335 n 1, 336 n 2, 337

n 1, 338 n 3, 340 n 2, 4; 341 n

2, 342 n 1,5,6, 344 n 2, 346 w

1, 348 n I, 353 n 1, 516 n 1,

517, 517^2,519 w 2

.. ..517
prajna-danda 252 n I

54^1* suhfilekha 261 n 2

241 n I
, 242 n I

q
’ 'pgtimokkha 232 n 1

5. Other Indian Works.

Page

Amarakosa. . • • 7 » 1, 10

MahSrSja-kanika-lekha 241 «. 1

Mahavyutpafcti 8?t7,

25nl ,40n3,43n2,47n

1,54« 2.55w 1

Page

Lankavatara sutra 120 » 2, 243

3, 244 n 3, 4, 6

Patimokkha . . 232 n 1

Subrilekha . . 251 n 2

6 . Tibetan Boohs in general.

Page

T. authorities on the sutra of ** the

burden and the burden-bearer ” 127

T* accounts of Nalanda . . 510

T. books .. .. ll,24lnl

T, books on the P§la dynasty of

Bengal . . . . . . 517

Some books of T. on date of Bud-

dha . * . . 262 fi 1

Page

T. books on yogacira . , . , 249

Sanskrit books translated into

Tibetan . . . . 352, 619 » 6, 6

T. literature about Madhya-de^a 304 n 1

T. translations of Vasubandhii’s

works . . . . . . 267

T. versions of Asanga’s works . . 266
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feiliBgual Index of the Nyayabin-

dll, Vidygblin'^ana 370 n 4, 309, n 2

Buddhism, Schlagmtweit 249 w i, 5

Catalogue du Fonds Tib6tain,

Cordier . . 257 n 1 , 262 n 2

Geschiehte des Biiddhisinus, TSra-

natha
, Schiefner ,

see under Tibet-

an names s. v. TarSnatha.

Indian Logic as preserved in Tibet,

No. 3, Vidyabhusana 202 n i, 342 n 2

Indian Pandits in the Land of

Snow, Sara^ Chandra Das 517, 519 n 2

Lamaisrn, Waddell 271 n 1, 023 n

3, 327 n 1, 520 n 2

Poqc
Life of Buddha, Rockbill 1 1 n

3,246n ,322 n7
Sainkhya Philosophy m the Land

of the Lanas, Vldyilbhu'^ana 324 n 2

Sanskrit works on Literature,

Grammar, Rhetoric and Lexico

graphy as preserved in Tibet, Vi-

dygbhu^ana 334 n 3, 343 n 1

Sragdhara Stotra, Vidyabhu4ana

322 n 5, 7

Tibetan-English Dictionary, Sarat

Chandra Das . . 520 2, 530

Tibetan Grammar, Csomade Koros

30Gn I, 323 ^3,617

7. Modern Books

(See Modern Authors.)

Page

IV. propee names.
^

1 . Tihetaii.

[Abbreviations : Chinese : C , Editor e; Interpreter : i; King . k; Monk :

m ; Official : o , Scholar : s ; Tibetan : T ; Translator : t

,

Venerable : v ; Very Venerable : vv.l

Page

.. 256

Nagarjuna. date of .. 252

T o i .. 250

.. 343

Aksapada .

.

47 nl

.. 256

I’s^Si- or k .. .. 517

327,

352, 517

Saskyam 289

331, 328

Tim .. 345

Tim . . 307, 318, 320

Os .

.

.. 300

Kalygna Raksita .. 328

[Acirya] JetSri .. 337

envoy 352

Jina 338

Jinendrabodhi

Page

.. 323

1 Atreya .. 11 n 1,

.. 342

i3\ Dharmaratna vv 0 m
eXt .. .. 300

Dbarmakirti .. 303

Dharmottara 329
,
33i » 2

Ravi Gupta .. .• 322

Lama 246 n 2, 248 n 5, 7, 8;

249 n4, 251, 251 nl,4:,B; 252, 252 n

2, 4; 261 n 3, 265 n 4, 272 n 1, 274 n

2, 303 n 3, 305 n 1, 307 w i, 319

4, 320 n I, 2, 4; 322 n 3, 328 n 3,

329 n !, 333 n 5, 336 n 2, 337 n

1, 338 n 2, 3; 339 n 7, 305 n 1,

340 n 2, 4; 341 n 2, 342 n 5, 6 ^

343 n 4 , 344 » 2, 3; 348 n 1, 350

514 n 3. 517, 517 n 2, 519 n 2

520 n 2

.. .. ..340
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Page

C q ! in oi 8hu-chen 340

|s, 51^5^ tin .. 300

yo-a^s;-«r|3^^ -^254 Mok^akara

Gupta .. 340

Asanga . 265

*$5^ W ^54 53 ^ minister . 352

W t i . 300

3^q- 1

1

. . 275

5^ 5^12^ ? ]
i m . 318

1^' Vinita Deva . . 320

q' ^ankarniiancla . , 341

T 1 . 323

^X•^ 341, 520

. 517

«:,qQ| I' T i . . 337

. . 323

«;qf2I'|!^*^f q- i m . 340

Irrrj^^i T o 1 - .. 319

^qq'qlTsn^l T i m of Shu-

chen 321, 322, 328

51
^^*q k . 250

DignSga 272-301

portrait of 271

nick-namo of . . 272

q^i’^ ^54 54p^* i 319, 321

q3;,'^-<;^q'31 q|'q]25^' see ^qq qf U]J54'

5 of Shu-chen . 322

q^ ^ ^ i of Shu-chen 321,340

g’^'3\ great T. sag© 270, 353

i m .. 336

gq*^q'3|^*3sq' T 1 . 338

g,5^ 254'q'^*aR^as^'q Maitreya-natha or

Maitreya 262, 262 n 5

*;q Tim 262 n 5. 309,

330,331, 336, 344, 345

Vasubandhu .. 266

R^'i|c.-?rj=;* V i m . . 324

NSrada .. 43 n 2

Page

I^Jukta-kumbha :. 331

^ REij] Agnive^a . 25 n 1

Pandita (??* AcSrya oka 332

13'^®^ Tarka-piiiigava,
-vs

Fighting Bull, nielmame of Dig-

naga . . . . 272

5^q*y^q]iT|N 1 ra . . 330

1 111 t . . 301

^ T 1 . . 299

Santa Raksita ., 323

" q| 3^’ Candra Gomin 332,

332 w 2, 333

oj i;;^qQ|'q3iq’q Jhana-^ri

Bhadra . . . . . 342

as/q-q-^a^ or |'a;QI' k . 517

k .. .. 200

%s\ Ratnaklrti . 333

^3
^

I Ratnavajra . . 339

"^3i
seem 5= ^

Ratnakara Santi . . 342 n 5

T 1 in of Hbro 330, 337,

^ 341,343

2^q vim . 324

3;q 21]^^ PrajnSkara

Gupta^ . . . . . . 336

k contemp. of Dhar-

malurti . .. 305, 306.352

q-si^qaij' Acarya, Tib name of

Ratnavajra .. .. 340

Hema {or Kanaka)

Varma, Indian sag© . . 276, 300

^ great T i ^akya m .
32^

.. ..517

•qqqg' Devendrabodbi •• 310

^

or see

'^'Q' Ratnakara Ssnti 312

' 2 . Inman.

Page

Aoarya, T name for Ratnavajra . . 340

Atila (Sr! Jfiana Ati^a), visits Ti-

bet . . . . 341

Fag&

Irya Deva, Taranatha on . . 261

Atreya . . • • II, II n 3

Dana^ila or D5na§r!la, visits Tibet 340
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Page

Dharmakliti, quoted .

.

12t 4 1

Dignaga epithet of 272

Dipankara, starts tor Tibet .. 318

Hamsa, kihod m Tibet . 210

Jma Mitra, visits Tibet .. 340

Jhana-siddha Bhadra, perhaps

identical with Jilana-^rl Bbadra

342 w i

Kamala &la (Srlla), called to Ti-

bet . .. .. 327

Ivaniska, date of . 241 n I

Nagarjuna, quoted 12S n 4, 250

Nagarjuna, Taranatha’s date of

252, 252 n 4

3 Moder:

raqe

Cordier, P., Tibetan catalogue 257

n 1 , 262 n 2

C’^oma de ICoros, A. , Tibetan Gram-

mar 55 n I, 306 n 1 ,
323 n 3, 617

Das, Sarat Chandra, various, 43 n

2, 47 n 1, 242 n 1, 274 n 2, 275 n

I, 305 n !, 320 n 4, 323 n 2, 3,

324 n 3, 327 n 1, 332 3, 338

n 3, 348 n I, 516 n 1, 517 n 2,

517 n 3, 519 n 2, 520 n 2, 630

Rockhiil, W. W., Life of Buddha

11 n 3, 246 n 2, 322 n 7

Ross, E. D., MahSvyutpatti, 7 n
7,8n7, 40iz3, 43 n 2, 47 n 1

Schiefner, A., TarSnatha, Ge-

Page

Muktakuinbba, name i e^toied from

the Tibetan . . 331 n 3

Paramahamsa, killed m Tibet . 21

0

Ratna Vajra, see Acar^’a

Sanghabhadra, existence of his

work in Tibetan . . 248 n 1

Sankara Svamin, Tibetan know-

ledge of . . . . 302, 302 n 4

(Taranatha, see under Tibetan

names)

Tarka-pungava, see Dignaga.

Auiliors.

Page

schichte des Buddhi&mus, see

under Tibetan names « u TarS-

natha.

Schlagmtweit, E
,
Buddhism, 249 1 , 5

^ Sherbatski, F. J ,
Nyaya-bmdu 309

n 2, 329 n 0

Vidyabhu^ana, Satis Chandra, va-

rious, 7 n 1,7, 10; 40 n 3, 241

/I 1, 262 n 1, 307 n 4, 300 n 2,

322 n 5, 7; 324 2, 334 n 3,

343 n 1 , 342 n 2

Waddell, L. A., Lamaism 271 n I,

323 3 , 327 n I ,
520 n 2

Wassiljew, W. . 251 1, 306 n i

Y PLACE NAMES.

1 . Tibetan Spelling.

Page

270, 353

in W. Tibet .. 324

•• .. 617

monastery near Lhasa . . 344

.. 517

province, translators o! 324,

^
Candra-kuna

337, 343

.. 335

Page

near TashiLhunpo 270, 338

^

interpreter of . . 338

interpreters of 32 1 , 322, 328,

(See errata) 829, 340

^

Bodhisattva t of 299, 323

monastery 300

monastery .. 276
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Page

holy moEastery 323, 323

n 2, 324

Nyethang near . . .. 344

2 English Sfelling.

Page Page

Arndo, province of Sum-pa in . . 337 Sikkim, see Labrang . . 537-539

Do-jog, Taxila .. .. 528 Tibet, f?pread of Mahayana in 241

Labrang. m Sikkim 289 n 1, 299 Buddhist Missionaries in .. 352

n i, 319 n 5, 320 n 4, 324 n 2, Enterprising monks visiting .. 351

328 n 2, 330 n 3, 342 n 4, 344 Santa Raksita visits .. . 517

n 4, 530-536 Western Tibet, Saskya monastery

Fadangi . . . . 630, et seq. in . . . 289. 300

Panoiyangthi 530, et aeq., 537-539

VI. RESIDUALS.

1 Tibetan

Page

^ dvara-panclita ?, gate keeper 520 gupta

vajra, thunderbolt .. 272 oiW 5^^]’

q 'oi pandita’s red cap .. 271 raksita, protected

2. English,

Page Page

Illustration, likeness of Dignaga 271 MahSranl of Sikkim, letter from 537

Maharaja of Sikkim, letter from Tashi Lama, visit to India 528,529

538, 539
i

VII. ERRATA.

Page ; Fob: Bead :

124, n 1

:

Dharaakirti. Dharmakirti

245, 1 ;
iX5c.J«*^q qjq*

252 , n 1 :

252 3 n 6

:

Bgan-hgyur

,

Bstan-hgyur

257, §82: teppitakaf. -tippitaka

276, 1. 15/16: rje dpag. rjes-dpag.

288 ,

n

1

:

298, bottom : Mnon-sum itar-nan, Mnon-sum-Itar-snan.

299, 1 5: u-do. mdo, VoL ce.

299, bottom

:

hgrei-wa. hgrel-pa.

300, §98: Dge-^es Dge-b^es.

301, § 100 : brfcag-pahis hgrel, brtag-pahi-hgrel-pa.

301, § 101 : .
Dua-gsum.

Page

328 n 3

. . 531

328 n 3

Page

^ I* ^

monastery . 289, 300

province m Amdo . . 337

^

village . . . . 337



64S Tibetan Index.

Pace : For : Read
:103, n 3

.

VOll, von

307, n 4 *

t t ^
308,??, 3,1 2. fr. b

309, 1 5: rnan-par rnam-par.

309, n 2

,

Sher-bat'jki, Shere liataki, Sherbatski

317, w 2: id. td.

319, § U4, § il5: Hbrel'Wa Hbrel-pa

321, passim : id id.

323, last line

:

Ijbrel, Ijgrel.

323, n 3: Koros, Koros.

325, Tib. 1. 4, Ir. b ::

326, 1. 2o

:

Tibtan

,

Tibetan.

326, 1. 2 fr. b . po. pa.

327, 1. 12- shan. gshan

327, 1 23 . ditag. brtag.

33G. § 129, 1. 13: She, The.

337, 1. 9fr b. : Bis-wa, Byis pa

342, § 137, last 1 : bgrus, hgrus.

343, 1 4

:

do, du.

335, n 4, 1. 1

363, 1,1. 1:

517, 1. 11: Thi-srong, Khn-sron.

517, 1 17: lama. bla-ma.

Passim, See Index V. I. is not the name of a country, but a title:

great revisor Certain other irregularities have not been indicated, as this

index enables the reader to draw his own inferences.




